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ECONOMY IN GOVERNMENT PROPERTY MANAGE-
MENT-PROCUREMENT OF DATA PROCESSING
EQUIPMENT

WEDNESDAY, JULY 1, 1970

CONGRESS OF TlHE, UNITED STATES,
SuJCOMMAEri-FrEE ON ECONOMiY IN GOVERNMIENT

OF TillE JOINT EcoN-oriic CoMMrITEE,
Washington, D.C.

The Subcommittee on1 Economly in Government met, pursuant to
notice, at 10:10 a.m., in room S-407, the Capitol Building, Hon. Wil-
liam Proxmire (chairman of the subcopmmittee) presiding.

Present: Senator Proxmire; and Representatives Griffiths and
Brown.

Also present: John R. Stark, executive director; Richard F. Kauf-
man, economist; and Ray Ward, consultant.

Chairman PROX3IR1TE. The subcommittee xvill come to order. During
this subcommittee's hearings in November and December 1967, we
learned that the Governmelnt's bill for the purchase and rental of auto-
matic data processing equipment (ADPE) was about $3 billion per
year. I now understand informally that it is somewhere in the magnii-
tude of $4 to $6 billion a year and hope that today's witnesses will give
us the current figure. In November 1967 wve also learned that Gov-
ernment agencies were procuring the computer systems and so-called
peripheral equipment almost entirely from the large systems pro-
ducers and that the small business manufacturers of this type of equip-
ment were left out for one reason or another.

On November 30,1967, Mr. Lewis R. Caveney, representing some 50
small peripheral manufacturers gave us some interesting and impor-
tant testimony that the small manufacturers, if given an opportunity
to supply some of the Government's needs, could do so at large savings
to the taxpayers. He cited some specific examples and the subcom-
mittee asked the General Accounting Office to check into the validity
of Mr. Caveney's statements.

The Generai Accounting Office made a detailed study and issued an
excellent report, B-115369, on June 24, 1969, entitled "Study of the
Acquisition of Peripheral Equipment for Use With Automatic Data
Processing Systems." This report indicated that very large sav-
ings, running into millions of dollars, rvere possible through util-
izing the smaller sources of supply, instead of relying exclusively upon
the large systems manufacturers.

This rep'ort was sent to the Budget Bureau and other executive
agencies with the suggestion that action programs be initiated toward
more economical procurement of computers and their components.

The subcommittee's report of April 1968, which wvas based upon
the hearings, had two specific recommendations: (1) regarding the need

(1)
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to conduct Government procurements of automatic data processing
equipment so as to include the smaller manufacturers and that speci-
fications should not be designed around the products of certain large
companies, thus restricting competition, and (2) that the pending
inventory of Government-owned ADPE, including that in the hands
of contractors, should be completed as soon as possible and kept current
so as to prevent unneeded future purchases.

These are the principal points upon which the hearings will be based
today. We will have witnesses from the GAO, BOB, GSA, DOD, and
industry. We have also asked that representatives from the National
Bureau of Standards and the Office of Emergency Preparedness be
present to answver questions if need ar ises.

At this time, I wvant to publicly compliment Comptroller General
Staats, Mr. Ed Mahoney, and other members of the GAO staff foi the
excellent work they have done in this important segment of Govern-
ment procurement. Without objection the GAO report, B-115369 (see
appendix II), will be included in the record, together with Budget
Bureau Bulletin No. 70-9.

(Budget Bureau Bulletin No. 70-9 referred to above follows:)
EXECUTIVE OFFICE OF THE PRESIDENT,

BUREAU OF THE BUDGET,
Washington, D.C., February 2, 1970.

BULLETIN No. 70-9

To: The Heads of Executive Departments and Establishments.
Subject: Acquisition of peripheral components for installed ADP systems.

1. Purpose.-This Bulletin requires Federal agencies to review and make
certain determinations on whether leased peripheral equipment components in
computer systems supplied by the system manufacturer should be replaced with
less costly equipment available from independent peripheral manufacturers or-
other sources.

2. Background.-According to information provided by agencies under the.
ADP Management Information System (see BOB Circular A-83), there are
many ADP systems in operation in which certain peripheral components cur--
rently being leased from the system supplier could be replaced with comparable
components offered by independent manufacturers at substantial cost reductions.
The Comptroller General's report of June 24, -1969, discusses in detail the
possibility of achieving economies through a program for replacing installed-
equipment with "plug-to-plug" compatible peripheral units.

3. Agency reviews.-Federal agencies will review -all installed leased peripheral.
components for which there are compatible, reliable and comparable substitutes
available at lesser cost to determine where substitutions should be made for
cost saving reasons. To facilitate this review, the General Services Administra--
tion will, by February 6, 1970, transmit to each Federal agency a listing of
all installed leased components which, as of June 30, 1969, were scheduled
to be retained for a period long enough to assure the achievement of the-
potential cost reduction. Instructions on the use of this listing will be provided
by the General Services Administration.

Each agency upon receipt of the listing will review it in consideration of
the agency's present equipment retention plans and/or component substitution,
plans currently under way, and determine those instances in which substitution,
actions would be consistent with the plans. Following this determination and.
no later than April 15, 1970, the agency will advise the General Services
Administration of the substitutions that should be made by returning an.
annotated copy of the listing. From the consolidated replies, the General Serv--
ices Administration will be in a position to determine the additional procure-
ment actions that should be taken and, in coordination with the agencies
involved, will institute appropriate action. For those peripheral components
on the General Services Administration listing which the agency determines
should not be replaced with a lower cost substitute, the reason for such.
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decision will be shown on the annotated list by the use of a decision code
which will be included in the instructions provided by the General Serviees
Administration.

ROBERT P. MAYO, Director.

Chairman PROXMIrRE. I understand, Mr. Staats, that you vill give
us a 15 to 20 minute review of your prepared statement which will
be included in full in the record. We are delighted to have you.

STATEMENT OF HON. ELMER B. STAATS, COMPTROLLER GENERAL,
ACCOMPANIED BY EDWARD J. MAHONEY, DEPUTY DIRECTOR,
OFFICE OF POLICY AND SPECIAL STUDIES (OPSS); HARRY J.
MASON, JR., ASSISTANT DIRECTOR (OPSS); AND JAMES HAM-
MOND, ASSOCIATE DIRECTOR, DEFENSE DIVISION; U.S. GENERAL
ACCOUNTING OFFICE (GAO)

Mr. STAATS. Thank you very much, Mr. Chairman.
I will brief my statement and try to hold within 15 minutes, recog-

nizing you have other witnesses here this morning.
In the prepared statement, we bring out the growth in the Gov-

ernment's investment in computers, as you have already pointed to in
your opening remarks.

Next, wve have simply here listed a number of reports that we have
done in this field to give you some notion as to how active we have
been in our interest in this subject.

GAO RECOMMENDED BETTER INVENTORY OF ADPE

Next, we point out the early work of the GAO in recommeding
a better inventory of automatic data processing equipment, which had
something to do with the Budget Bureau Circular which was issued
in 1959, and which has led to the annual publication of inventory.

The most recent Budget Bureau issuance on this is referred to in
the prepared statement, and they will. 'I am sure, go into this in greater
detail: Circular A-83. which prescribed a management information
system for -overnment-wide use.

Now, although the executive agencies have been and are now re-
quired to submit information on their computer resources in accord-
ance with BOB Circulars A-55 and A-83, our reviews have shown
that the reporting system does not necessarily produce the accurate,
complete, and useful information that is necessary to facilitate the
making of proper management decisions on procurement and the
utilization of APD resources.

NEED FOR BETTER DATA TO IMPROVE REUTILIZATION OF ADPE

First, as we point out in the prepared statement, there is need for
realistic and timely projections of acquisitions and releases of ADP
equipment by the Federal agencies to improve reutilization efforts-
to provide assistance for use in Government-wide contract negotiations
a nd also to prevent unneeded ADP purchases.

There is also a need for inclusion of information regarding soft-
ware and its use in Government operations-to reduce duplication
of effort and unnecessary costs.
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NEED FOR CURRENT AND RELIABLE INFORMATION ON ADPE

*We were told by some Federal agencies that little use had been made
of the management information system because the system lacked
current and reliable information. For example, computer printouts of
the June 30, 1969, reports were not available to GSA until December
15, 1969, and distribution of copies of these reports to the agencies was
not made until February 20, 1970. So there is a considerable lag here.
We don't minimize the difficulty, Mr. Chairman, of maintaining an
accurate, complete and timely inventory, but we do feel that it is im-
portant to point out that the present inventory is not having the full
intended effect because of these difficulties.

With respect to the peripheral equipment acquisition f rom independ-
ent peripheral manufacturers that you referred to, we covered that in
the prepared statement. We made an early study of this subject, I
might point out back in April of 1968, and then following the hearings
and the result of our study, as wve point out in the prepared statement,
we went into this subject in greater detail. We conducted a separate
study, issued our report to which you have referred, the Study of
Acquisition of Peripheral Equipment for Use with Automatic Data
Processing Systems, which was issued June 24, 1969. (Text in app.
II.)

COMMON PRACTICE TO PROCURE ALL ADPE FROM SYSTEMS MANUFACTURERS

The study pointed out that it is common practice for Government
ADP managers to obtain all required ADP equipment froml computer
systems manufacturers even though certain items of equipment can
be procured more economically from the original manufacturers or
from alternate sources of supply.

We identified selected computer components that are directly inter-
changeable (plug-to-plug compatible) with certain other systems man-
ufacturers' components and are available at substantial savings. We
found that a number of private organizations had installed available
equipment of this type and had achieved substantial savings. Yet we
found only a few instances where Federal agencies had availed them-
selves of this economical means of acquiring computer components.
We expressed the belief that central agency leadership could provide
impetus for achieving similar savings in the Federal Government.

POSSIBILITIES FOR LARGE SAVINGS

We estimated that, if plug-to-plug compatible components were
rented from independent manufacturers rather than from systems
manufacturers, annual savings would amount to at least $5 million. We
estimated also that, if such components wvere to be purchased, they
could be purchased for $23 million less from the component manu-
facturers than from the systems manufacturers.

We also expressed the belief that, in addition to the estimated sav-
ings in acquiring plug-to-plug compatible components, savings are
available in the acquisition of non-plug-to-plug components from
sources other than the svstems manufacturers. We estimated that the
purchase cost of such components-now being leased for about $50
million a year-from the systems manufacturers would be about $250
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million whereas the acquisition price for similar components from an
alternative source of supply probably Would be about $150 million-
a difference of about $100 million.

NEED FOR INTERFACING DEVICES

One of the problems associated with the use of non-plug-to-plug
components involves the compatibility of components with the main
computer system. In this regard, the state of the computer industry
today is such that, with the exception of plug-to-plug compatible
peripheral devices, components cannot generally be directly intercon-
nectedc with other manufacturers' components or systems. In this re-
spect, both an electronic and a software interface generally have to be
provided before the equipment can be interconnected.

INDUSTRY wVORKING ON STANI)ARD INTERFACE MIEDIA

A solution to this problem, -which. is now being considered by the
industry, is the possibility of standardizing the interface media be-
tween peripheral equipment and the central processing unit. Interface
standardization would stimulate competition in the peripheral equip-
ment industry and would allow the user to select the peripheral equip-
ment best suited to its requirements.

To this end, the American National Standards Institute, a privately
supported organization acting as the national clearinghouse and co-
ordinatidg agency for voluntary standards in the United States, has
created a committee to consider the feasibility and practicality of
input/output interface standardization.

SLOW PROGRESS BY INDUSTRY

Although the committee has been in operation since early 1967,
progress has been slow in accomplishing desired objectives.

We believe that the development of a standard interface will pro-mote industry competition and result in certain economies. It will
provide the users with increased flexibility in the selection and use,
regardless of the manufacturer, of those components best suited to
achieve the desired objectives. Under such circtunstances, the users
wvill be in a better position to match system specifications with avail-
able equipment.

NATIONAL BUREAU OF STANDARDS (NBS) RESPONSIBILITY

It is our view that, if an industrywide standard cannot be estab-lished in the near future, the National Bureau of Standards should
be directed to develop a Federal standard interface program in order
to achieve the significant savings which should result from increasing
the compatibility of major components with main frame equipment.

LACK OF FUNDS IN NBS

We have been advised that the Bureau of Standards has been handi-
capped by a shortage of funds in this area, and we believe, Mr. Chair-
man, that this is a matter that not only this committee but other com-
mittees of Congress should particularly consider because this is really
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the key to what we are talking about in our report. Unless greater
effort on the Government side is devoted to this, we do not think that
we are going to be able to make very satisfactory progress.

Now, the Bureau of Standards currently has some 20 standards in
process, as I understand it. They have only 14 professional staff
members to do all of this work. Only one-half of 1 man-year is
estimated to be devoted to this area of interface which is the key to
the purchase of the compatible equipment that we are referring to in
our report. We believe that this is a matter that you may wish to go
into with the Bureau of Standards, but we certainly believe that this
is not in proportion to the importance of the problem.

I might say I have read this part of my report because I think it is
the main story that we have to set forth to the committee this morning.

I will skip over the page in the prepared statement where I point out
that the Budget Bureau has issued a bulletin on the acquisition of
peripheral components for installed ADP systems. I am sure they will
go into this with you in great detail.

GAO MAKING FOLLOW-UP STUDY TO REPORT B-115369

We also have in process currently, as a GAO study, a follow-up on
our report, to see what steps have been taken to implement recom-
mendations in our report.

The lead on this study is being taken by our Boston office working
with our other regional managers, but I must say that progress in
acquiring peripherals from independent component manufacturers to
date is really pretty discouraging. I will cite just a couple of instances
and then I will be glad to insert more information on our study in the
record if you wish.

For example, as of April 6, 1970, the Army had issued an RFP for
only four plug-to-plug compatible tape drives. The Navy has completed
one procurement for 40 tape drives; a procurement is in process for
about 20 tape drives; and a third procurement is being prepared for a
Navy and Marine Corps replacement program that will involve about
500 tape drives.

The Air Force has identified about 155 second generation tape drives
which can be replaced by plug-to-plug compatibles. However, these
tape drives are being used on computer systems that are scheduled to
be phased out and have an average remaining system life of less than
10 months. We have many examples of this and we will be glad to put
these in the record if you wish. But I did want you to know we are
following up on our report.

Chairman PROXMIRE. Yes, without objection that will be put in
the record.

(The information referred to follows:)

MEMORANDUM-GENERAL ACCOovNTING OFFICE, JUNE 22, 1970

To: Deputy Director, OPSS-E. J. Mahoney.
From : Regional Manager, Boston-Joseph Elder.
Subject: Follow-on to the Study of the Acquisition of Peripheral Equipment for

use with Automatic Data Processing Systems.

Ever since the subject report was issued we have been following up on the
actions Federal agencies were taking as a result of our recommendations or
suggestions. In addition to the favorable actions summarized by your Office



in March 1970, there was the letter received from the Veterans Administration
and the General Services Administration (GSA) letter concerning its "actions"
on plug-to-plug replacements.

We all know that it is far easier to issue regulations, policies and requirements
than to police these requirements. Studies such as described in Department of
Defense's letter of August 21, 1969 to the Comptroller General in response to our
report and permissive regulations such as issued by GSA often are followed by
further delays in implementation or complete inaction.

It is now a year since the report was issued. In view of the significant sums
involved we believe that we should now find out and report on the actions
actually being taken on our recommendations. We should examine into the
delays, and attendant losses in those instances where no action was taken
which should have been taken. Additionally we should point out the need for
more effective management of the vast Government ADP resources. Our plan
for this follow-up review is enclosed. To date we are concerned with the first
priority of the enclosure. Our reasons for this are due to the information we have
gathered in following up on this matter, as summarized below.

We have contacted manufacturers and distributors of plug-to-plug compatible
peripheral equipment to determine the extent of their sales and rentals to
Federal agencies. Of 18 firms contacted 5 have had sales or rentals to the Federal
Government, 11 had no Federal sales or rentals when contacted and returns from
two vendors have not yet been received. The total quantity of installed plug-to-
plug compatible tape drives and disk drives sold to date is 229; associated firm
savings are about $1.3 million.

In a contact with Mr. L. R. Caveney of Bryant Computer Products he ex-
pressed dissatisfaction with GSA negotiations for a Federal Supply Schedule. He
stated that GSA insists on treating his company like a total systems manufacturer
and refuses to recognize that use of his disk drives simply requires switching
plugs.

One of the vendors contacted expressed concern over plans GSA, the Army,
Navy or Air Force may have to issue large quantity RFP's for plug-to-plug
compatibles. He explained that very large quantity buys would severely limit
the number of vendors who could be responsive and that an economic order
quantity for procurements should be used to insure competition among a number
of vendors.

As of April 16, 1970 the Army had issued an RFP for only four plug-to-plug
compatible tape drives. The Navy has completed one procurement for 40 tape
drives; a procurement is in process for about 20 tape drives; and a third pro-
curement is being prepared for a Navy and Marine Corps replacement program
that will involve about 500 tape drives.

The Air Force has identified about 155 2nd generation tape drives which can
be replaced by plug-to-plug compatibles. However, these tape drives are being
used on computer systems that are scheduled to be phased-out and have an
average remaining system life of less than 10 months. Under a delegation of
authority from GSA, the Air Force has released a letter of intent to vendors for
replacing these tape drives with rented plug-to-plug compatibles. Under these
conditions it may be difficult to obtain peripheral vendors interested in install-
ing and maintaining a piece of equipment for such a short period of time. In
fact, many of the systems may be phased out before the planned conversion to
plug-to-plug peripherals can take place. Since GSA is currently undertaking a
Government-wide replacement program (see item below) the question arises
as to why the replacements being planned by the Air Force could not be pur-
chased rather than rented and then be transferred to other Federal installa-
tions when their use is no longer required by the Air Force.

The Air Force Directorate of Data Automation is currently working on an-
other list of peripherals for third generation computer systems for a replace-
ment program with plug-to-plug compatibles. However, the Air Force policy on
new system procurements continues to be to procure entire systems from sys-
tems manufacturers.

Utilizing data contained in the ADP/MIS, GSA has identified 2.867 rented
peripheral components which if replaced by rented plug-to-plug compatibles
would reduce annual rental costs $8.6 million; if all items are purchased a
$31.4 million cost reduction is possible.

On February 16. 1970 GSA issued each Federal agency a listing of those
peripherals rented by that agency which could be replaced by plug-to-plug com-
patibles. Each agency was requested to endorse this listing and indicate which
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components, if any, should not be replaced and the reasons therefore. The listings
returned to GSA are to serve as the basis for issuing RFP's for a Government-
wide replacement program. When last contacted GSA indicated that complete
returns had not been made by Federal agencies and the RFP's had not yet

been prepared.
As indicated above, the major using agencies are following divergent and

inconsistent paths on plug-to-plug procurements. There is little or no evidence

of any activity on non plug-to-plug where potential savings are much greater.

COMMON FACILITY FOR FOREIGN AFFAIRS COMMIUNrTY

Mr. STAATS. I would like to turn to some other areas that we have
been interested in in the ADP field; in the prepared statement for
example, we cite as an example a recommendation for the establish-
ment of a common data processing facility in the foreign affairs com-
munity. This we feel could be useful not only as a matter of economy
but also supplying to AID, USIA, and the State Department com-
mon information which all three are acquiring separately today.
There is activity going on in this front but it has been very, very slow.
But we do cite this case as an important example of what can be done
through common use of a data processing systems.

REVIEWS BEING MIADE OF COMPUTER SYSTEMS

In the prepared statement we cite several governmentwide reviews
of the management of computers and related communications sys-
tems. These are all in process currently. We list four specific areas
there, Mr. Chairman. I won't take the time to read them. But in the
prepared statement we point out several other areas. Some 20 projects
having govermnentwide implications where we are concerned with the
use of ADP equipment.

In the prepared statement we point out that in several agencies
we have some 20 additional surveys and reviews primarily directed
to evaluating specific ADP systems used by individual Government
agencies or their contractors, and then in the defense area our efforts
here have been directed more toward specific requests of the House
'Committee on Appropriations, primarily the degree of management
control exercised over the computer systems within the Defense
Department. We have a number of studies of this type which are
set forth in the prepared statement.

USE OF SMALLER MANUFACTURERS

Then finally, in conclusion, the results of our reviews, we believe,
Mr. Chairman, support your committee's recommendation that GSA
should make it possible for smaller manufacturers of ADP equip-
ment to furnish part of the Government's requirements. Specifica-
tions should not be designed around the products of certain com-
painies, which would have the effect of eliminating competition and
stifling the incentive of the smaller manufacturers.

LEGAL RESPONSIBILrIY OF GSA

As we know, your recommendations that GSA take action to ac-
complish this objective fits in with GSA's responsibilities in the field
of ADP equipment procurement as established by law.
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We cite here a Comptroller General's decision of No iember 1967,
by the way, in support of the idea that GSA, under the law, does
have the authority, exclusive, to procure all Governmllent general
1 rpose ADP equipment and related supplies and equipment for use
by all GO1'overnmient agencies.

We think that this places in the hands of the GSA a very, very
important and very powerful instrumient to effect economies in this
area.

This concludes the statement and I hope I haven't abbreviated it too
much.

Chairma ii Pzoxnrlnt. Well, thank you very much, Mr. Staats.
(The prepared statement of Mr. Staats follows:)

PREPARED STATEMENT OF HON. ELMER B. STAATS

TIr. Chairman and Alembers of the Committee; as requested in your letter of
June 1970, my statement today will cover certain matters as they relate to:

inventory practices with respect to Government-owned automantic data
processing (ADP) equipment, including equipment furnished to contra ctors,
and

the need for procurement specifications which will afford free and full
competition to all qualified potential bidders, including the small manufaic-
turers of peripheral equipment.

The United States Government is the world's largest user of automatic data
processing equipment. Billions of dollars have already been invested by Federal
agencies in efforts to develop and install computers and computer systems for
use in Goverament operations.

The number of electronic computers in use by Government agencies has
increased greatly in recent years. These computers have doubled in numbers and
cost since 1965. The number of Government computers in use has increased from
2,412 installed in 1965 to approximately 5,000 expected to be installed in 1970.
Also, annual cost has increased from a little over $1 billion in 1965 for in-house use
of computers to over $2 billion in 1970, exclusive of military operational and
intelligence systems.

REPORTS TO THlE CONGRESS

Overall reports are issued from time to time to provide the Congress with
information on some of the broader management problems relating to ADP
systems, which require attention if improvements are to be achieved in the
efficiency and economy with which these systems are employed. Seven reports of
of this type have been previously submitted to the Congress. These are as
follows:

Survey of Progress and Trend of Development and Use of Automatic Data
Processing in Business and MIanagement Control Systems of the Federal
Government as of December 19.57 (B-115369, June 27, 1958)

Review of Automatic Data Processing Developments in the Federal
Government (B-115369, December 30,1960)

Study of Financial Advantages of Purchasing over Leasing of Electronic
Data Processing Equipment in the Federal Government (B-115369, -March
6, 1963)

Review of Problems Relating to Management and Administration of
Electronic Data Processing Systems in the Federal Government (B-115369,
April 30, 1964)

Management of Automatic Data Processing Facilities in the Federal
Government (B-115369, August 31, 1965)

AMaintenance of Automatic Data Processing Equipment in the Federal
Government (B-115369. April 3.1968)

Study of the Acquisition of Peripheral Equipment for use with Automatic
Data Processing Systems (B-115369, June 24, 1969)

GOVERNMENT INVENTORY PRACTICES REGARDING ADP EQUIPMENT

Several of these reports contain comments on the need for central inforantion
regarding the Government's ADP resources. At the time of our initial study in

49-580-70 2
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this field, we found that there were no procedures in operation for collecting data
on Government agency ADP resources and planned acquisitions. Therefore, as
part of the first Government-wide survey of progress and trends of development
and use of ADP in the Federal Government, we collected data on ADP resources
from Federal agencies. These data were published in our first survey report to
the Congress in June 1958, which presented, as of December 31, 1957, the first
Government-wide inventory report of ADP equipment.

Subsequently, in order to avoid unnecessary duplication of effort, it was agreed
aimong representatives of our Office, the staff of the House Post Office and
Civil Service Committee, and the Bureau of the Budget (now the Offlce of
Management and Budget) that the Bureau would undertake to regularly collect
this kind of information. By its Bulletin No. 60-4. dated October 9, 1959, and
subsequent revisions over the years, the Bureau prescribed reporting procedures
to be followed by executive agencies in rendering annual reports on ADP
equipment.

The data collected under these procedures have been published annually from
1960 through 1966.

Public Law 89-306 dated October 30. 1965, was enacted to improve methods
of purchase, lease, .maintenance, operation, and utilization of the Government's
ADP equipment. The implementation of this law was facilitated in April 1967
by the Bureau of the Budget's issuance of Circular A-83 which prescribed a
management information system for- Government-wide use. The law assigned
to GSA responsibility for operating and maintaining the system and to BOB
responsibility for fiscal and policy control.

The inventory information collected under these procedures has been published
-for fiscal years 1968 and 1969.

Although the executive agencies have been and are now required to submit
-information on their computer resources in accordance with BOB Circulars
A-55 and A-83, our reviews have shown that the reporting system does not
necessarily produce the accurate, complete, and useful information that is
necessary to facilitate the making of proper management decisions on procure-
ment and the utilization of ADP resources.

Our current review of the General Services Administration (GSA)
Government-wide management information system for data processing shows
that certain changes have been made to the reporting system which should
contribute to an improved system. These changes, however, do not provide for
the inclusion of certain information in the data bank or for refinements which
we believe are necessary for the efficient management of the Government's ADP
resources. Improvements could be made with regard to the following matters.

There is a need for realistic and timely projections of acquisitions and
releases of ADP equipment by the Federal agencies to improve reutilization
efforts-to provide assistance for use in Government-wide contract negotia-
tions and also to prevent unneeded ADP purchases.

There is also a need for inclusion of information regarding software and
its use in Government operations-to reduce duplication of effort and
unnecessary costs.

During our current review, we found that the management information system
-still did not provide accurate and timely reports. as we reported earlier, and
-that, as a result, agencies had made only limited use of the system.

We were told by some Federal agencies that little use had been made of the
management information system because the system lacked current and reliable
information. For example, computer printouts of the June 30, 1969, reports were
not available to GSA until December 15, 1969, and distribution of copies of
these reports to the agencies was not made until February 20, 1970.

POTENTIAL SAvINGs AVAILABLE BY THE AcQUISITION OF PERIPHERAL EQUIPMENT
FRoa[ INDEPENDENT PERIPHERAL MANUFACTURERS

During our recent study of the maintenance practices of Federal agencies,
B-115369, April 3, 1968, we noted a few instances where aggressive managers
saved their activities significant sums of money by not purchasing ADP system
components and repair parts from the computer manufacturers but by purchas-
ing the items directly from the actual manufacturers of the components and
parts or from other sources of supply.

The officer in charge of the U.S. Fleet Numerical Weather Facility pointed
out to us that, because the Facility maintained its own equipment, it was in a
position to determine the best method of procurement and that this led to the
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purchase of components and parts from the manufacturer of the component
rather than from the Main Frame computer manufacturer.

For example, the Facility made two negotiated procurements of drum-storage
devices and related controllers from the actual manufacturers of the components
and parts. Equivalent equipment from the computer manufacturer could have
cost an additional $475,200 computed as follows:
Purchase No. 1:

Computer manufacturer's price--------------------------------- $530, 000
Drum manufacturer's price------------------------------------ 480, 500

Savings ---------------------------------------------------- 49, 500
Purchase No. 2:

Computer manufacturer's price…--------------------------------- 845, 500
Drum manufacturer's price…------------------------------------ 419, 800

Savings ---------------------------------------------------- 425, 700

The examples found during our maintenance study suggested to us that there
was a possibility for Government agencies to achieve significant savings or other
benefits through using procurement procedures which would provide for direct
procurement of certain computer components and spare parts from original
manufacturers or alternative sources of supply rather than relying on sole-
source procurement from computer manufacturers. We conducted a separate
study of this matter and issued our report on the Study of the Acquisition of
Peripheral Equipment for Use with Automatic Data Processing Systems on
June 24, 1969 (B-115369).

The study pointed out that it is common practice for Government ADP mana-
gers to obtain all required ADP equipment from computer systems manufacturers
even though certain items of equipment can be procured more economically from
the original manufacturers or from alternate sources of supply.

We identified selected computer components that are directly interchangeable
(plug-to-plug compatible) with certain other systems manufacturers' components
and are available at substantial savings. We found that a number of private
organizations had installed available equipment of this type and had achieved
substantial savings. Yet we found only a few instances where Federal agencies
had availed themselves of this economical means of acquiring computer com-
ponents. We expressed the belief that central agency leadership could provide
impetus for achieving similar savings in the Federal Government.

We estimated that, if plug-to-plug compatible components were rented from
independent manufacturers rather than from systems manufacturers, annual
savings would amount to at least $5 million. We estimated also that, if such
components were to be purchased, they could be purchased for $23 million less
from the component manufacturers than from the systems manufacturers.

We also expressed the belief that, in addition to the estimated savings in
acquiring plug-to-plug compatible components, savings are available in the
acquisition of non-plug-to-plug components from sources other than the systems
manufacturers. We estimated that the purchase cost of such components-now
being leased for about $50 million a year-from the systems manufacturers would
be about $250 million where as the acquisition price for similar components
from an alternative source of supply probably would be about $150 million-a
difference of about $100 million.

One of the problems associated with the use of non-plug-to-plug components
involves the compatibility of components with the main computer system. In
this regard, the state of the computer industry today is such that, with the
exception of plug-to-plug compatible peripheral devices, components cannot
generally be directly interconnected with other manufacturers' components or
systems. In this respect, both an electronic and a software interface generally
have to be provided before the equipment can be interconnected.

A solution to this problem, which is now being considered by the industry, is
the possibility of standardizing the interface media between peripheral equip-
ment and the central processing unit. Interface standardization would stimulate
competition in the peripheral equipment industry and would allow the user to
select the peripheral equipment best suited to its requirements.

To this end. the United States of America Standards Institute, a privately
supported organization acting as the national clearinghouse and coordinating
agency for voluntary standards in the United States, has created a committee
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to consider the feasibility and practicality of input/output interface
standardization.

Although the committee has been in operation since early 1967, progress has
been slow in accomplishing desired objectives.

We believe that the development of a standard interface will promote industry
competition and rcsult in certain economies. It will provide the users with in-
creased flexibility in the selection and use, regardless of the manufacturer, of
those components best suited to achieve the desired objectives. Under such cir-
cumistances, the um ers will be in a better position to match system specifications
with available equipment.

It is our view that, if an industrywide standard cannot be established in the
near future, the National Bureau of Standards should be directed to develop a
Federal standard interface program in order to achieve the significant savings
which should result from increasing the compatibility of major components with
Main Frame equipment. We have been advised that the Bureau of Standards
has been handicapped by a shortage of funds in this area. We recommend that
the Congress take steps to improve funding to the Bureau of Standards to pro-
mote this extremely important program.

REPORT RECOM MENDATIONS

The report contained the recommendations that:
The head of each Federal agency take action to implement steps requiring

replacement of leased components that can be replaced with more economical
plug-to-plug compatible units.

The Bureau of the Budget and the General Services Administration pro-
vide more specific guidelines for the evaluation and selection of pilg-to-plug
compatible equipment and of other components.

Pending the issuance of specific policies, the factors described in the report
be used by Federal agencies to evaluate sources of ADP equipment, and

Inasmuch as third-party leasing arrangements generally result in savings
when compared with rental arrangements available from equipment manu-
facturers, the head of each Federal agency consider this method of procure-
ment when purchase of the equipment is determined not to be advantageous.

In September 1969, our report was given specific consideration by top Federal
ADP managers at a conference on the selection and procurement of computer
systems by the Federal Government. The conference, conducted at the Federal
Executive Institute by the Bureau of the Budget, was attended by officials of
agencies which were major users of ADP systems in the Federal Government.
The report of the conference, which summarized the consensus of the partici-
pants, contained the following statement:

"Leased peripheral equipment components in systems now installed should be
replaced by components available from independent peripheral manufacturers
or other sources, if it is determined that such components are comparable, com-
patible, reliable, less expensive, and can be adequately maintained. Similar con-
sideration should be given when adding to or modifying existing systems. These
determinations should be made on a case-by-case basis in consideration of the
particular circumstances that exist."

On February 2, 1970, the Bureau of the Budget issued its Bulletin No. 70-9 on
the acquisition of peripheral components for installed ADP systems. The bul-
letin requires Federal agencies to review and make decisions on whether leased
peripheral components in computer systems supplied by the system manufacturer
should be replaced with less costly equipment available from independent
manufacturers of peripheral equipment or other sources. Some agencies have
completed their reviews and have made replacements which have already re-
sulted in substantial savings to the Government. For example, in the case of the
Veterans Administration (VA), a cost reduction of $1.5 million will be realized
over the next 5 years by replacing 75 tape drives with less costly equipment
supplied from a small manufacturer of peripheral equipment.

Before concluding, I would like to make a few comments regarding our current
and planned audit work in the ADP area.

Because of the widespread and increasing use of computers by Government
agencies, the General Accounting Office conducts continuing reviews of specific
ADP systems in Federal agencies and of related management problems. Reports
to the Congress relating to specific ADP systems used by individual Government
agencies or their contractors are issued where we find unnecessary costs, losses,
or other adverse effects of significance.
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For example, the GAO has recommended the establishment of a common data
processing facility for the foreign affairs community. Although the proposed fa-
cility has not yet been established, a joint working group of representatives
from the foreign affairs agencies has been in existence since 1968 and some pro-
gress has resulted from its efforts.

The Department of State and the Agency for International Development
formed the joint working group in response to our proposal for merging their
data processing systems which we made in a report to them dated July 14, 1967.
We suggested, at that time, that State and AID should jointly reconsider the
merger of their data processing activities to achieve more economical and ef-
fective utilization of equipment without unnecessary proliferation and to im-
prove systems design and programming for more effective management of ADP
operations. In establishing the joint working group, State and AID agreed to
explore not only a bilateral integration but a common data processing capability
for the foreign affairs community.

We have kept in touch with the joint working group since it was formed in
1968. The group consists of representatives of State, AID, USIA, ACDA, and the
Peace Corps who have been meeting monthly to discuss and plan their activities.

We have agreed that the establishment of a hardware center -to serve all of the
foreign affairs agencies might be a promising first step approach, but we believe
that more than a hardware center will be needed if full economical and operating
advantages are to be gained. We have advocated that the group direct its efforts
toward the development of common systems to the maximnum extent possible, the
improvement of systems design and programming of all computer applications,
and the consideration of existing or proposed plans of the various agencies for the
upgrading and changing of their computer systems.

Currently we are undertaking Government-wide reviews of the management
-of computers and related communication systems, covering such significant prob-
lem areas as:

performance measurement of Federal automated systems-to ascertain
the most effective means of improving the utilization of the total computer
inventory of the Federal Government.

Governmient-wide management of software-to determine ways and means
of improving the Government's position with respect to the heavy invest-
ment being made in software activities and to find ways to eliminate some
of the duplication of effort which currently exists in the field.

interrelationship of computer systems with communication systems-to
inquire into the entire area of management of computers and related- com-
munication systems on a Government-wide basis.

use of computer techniques to audit computer-based systems-to assist all
Government auditing organizations to improve programs which involve the
auditing of computer-based systems.

Within the next 6 months, we shall perform some 20 surveys and reviews of
certain aspects of ADP activities having Government-wide implications. We have
-scheduled, in addition to our current review of GSA's Government-wide man-
agement information system for data processing previously referred to, reviews
*of the utilization of ADP equipment; the acquisition'of general purpose ADP
equipment: the procurement of general-use program packages; the procurement
,of punch card equipment; and the adequacy of controls over computerized sys-
tems. We shall also explore certain other areas of cost reduction potential such
as the feasibility of rehabilitating instrumentation tape and the multiyear leas-
ing of ADP equipment as opposed to short-term leasing. We shall inquire into the
-actions presently being taken to implement the "single purchaser" concepts
included in Public Law 89-306, dated October 1965.

In the civil agencies, we have planned sonme 20 additional surveys and re-
views directed primarily to evaluation of specific ADP systems used by individual
Government agencies or their contractors. Such work will include inquiry into
the acquisition and utilization of particular computer systems, the effectiveness
of computer applications. management controls of computer uses, and com-
puterized managealeilt information systems.

In the defense area. our efforts have been directed toward specific requests of
the House Comlmittee on Appropriations involving primarily the degree of man-
ageenielnt control exercised over costly computer systems within the Departmlent
of Defense. During the past 2½/', years we have inquired into the practices fol-
lowed by the military services in acquiring and installing new automatic data
processing equipment.
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We have suggested minimum criteria which we believe should he followed in
the advance planning of computer system projects. We pointed out the need to
minimize the development of management systems by one service without regard
to interservice compatibility or the relationship of systems. We have issued re-
ports on the Army's Combat Service Support System, on its Tactical Fire Direc-
tion System, on its centralization of Supply Management Operations System.
and on the need to improve its Tank Automotive Command's Supply Management
System. We have in process a review of the need, requirements, and implementa-
tion features of two large acquisitions: the Worldwide Military Command and
Control System and the Air Force Advanced Logistic System, as well as a re-
port covering the management of Department of Defense automatic data process-
ing systems. W'e also plan to perform reviews of the Defense Supply Agency's
Standard Automated Materiel Management System and the Navy's Integrated
Command/Management Information System.

In support of international activities, we plan a review of the operations of
the Regional Data Processing Center at Paris, France.

In summary, our practice over the past several years and our plans for the
foreseeable future are to perform selected reviews of the planning for and in-
stallation of computers; controls over computer operations; the acquisition and
utilization, of computers, peripheral equipment, and software; and the effective-
ness of computers as they support program operations. We shall probe for areas
in which cost economies, by maximizing competition or improving operations.
are possible and shall perform reviews to promote effective management through
the use of computers or other means. We shall approach this both at individual
agencies and on a Government-wide basis. We have long recognized that the ex-
panding use of computers warrants our continued attention.

Reporting systems applicable to computer inventories and computer utilization.
as well as the promotion of competition in procurement of ADP equipment. soft-
ware, and services, will continue to be high among the areas of our audit
emphasis.

In conclusion. Mr. Chairman, the results of our reviews support your Com-
mittee recommendation that GSA should make It possible for smaller manu-
facturers of ADP equipment to furnish part of the. Government's requirements-
Specifications should not be designed around the products of certain companies..
which would have the effect of eliminating competition and stifling the incentive-
of smaller manufacturers.

As you know, your recommendation that GSA take action to accomplish this-
desirable objective fits in with GSA's responsibilities in the field of ADP equip--
ment procurements as established by law.

In a Comptroller General decision of November 21, 1967 (B-151204) (B-.
157587), we held that. under section Ill of the Federal Property and Administra-
tive Services Act of 1949, as amended by Public Law 89-306. the General Services
Administration had exclusive authority to procure all general-purpose ADP
equipment and related supplies and equipment for use by all Government
agencies.

This concludes our statement. We shall be pleased to discuss any of these
matters in further detail or to answer any questions the Subcommittee may
have on our statement.

STAFFING NEEDS OF NBS

Chairman PROXMIRE. You place a great deal of emphasis on this-
interface problem of making systems compatible and you seem to.
think, you recommend, that we consider increasing personnel in the
Bureau of Standards because you sav they have only a half a man-
year a year, is that it? In other words, if one man works about 6 months
on the average.

Mr. STAATS. On the interface problem.
Chairman PROXMrRE. On the interface problem, and it is a problem

you think could yield a great return if l'ore i-ersomnel were put on it ?
Would vou have an estimate yourself before I ask Mr. Johnson

of the Bureau of Standards howv manv men would be necessary, how
much of an investmecnt the Government would require to be able to
break through here?
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Mr. STAATS. I think he can give you a much better judgment on
that, Mr. Chairman, than we could. W'e feel it is quite obvious that
the present effort is inadequate.

Chairman PROXmIRE. Is this really, am I correct and accurate in
saying, if we could provide this kina of personnel that in your view
there is every likelihood that we could have a compatibility that
would permit greater competition and would permit substantial sig-
nificant savings to the Government?

Mr. STAATS. Yes. We are not saying, we are not suggesting, that
nothing is going to happen unless this is done. Obviously it will,.
because there are other efforts on the part of the industry and on the
part of the Budget Bureau and the GSA. But we do think a very
important piece of this is in the Bureau of Standards, not only on
the standard interface question, Mr. Chairman, but on the whole
question of standardization and compatibility of Government equip-
ment. I would like to point out this is really not a new point at all,
because I chaired back in the Bureau of the Budget, before I became
Comptroller General, an interagency task force and assisted in pre-
paring a report that President .Tohnson made to the Congress on the
whole subject of management of automatic data processing in the Fed-
eral Government. One of the recommendations in the report and one
of the conclusions reached by the Congress, in part based on this
report, was that the National Bureau of Standards should be respon-
sible for the day-to-day guidance and monitorship of an ADP stand-
ardization program for the development of criteria for determining
standards primarily for Government needs but also to be responsive
to nongovernment requirements and developments in industry work-
ing, of course, with the Bureau of the Budget and the GSA in carrying
this out.

Chairman PROXMIRE. Could I ask, is Mr. Johnson here, Mr. John-
son of the Bureau of Standards?

TESTIMONY OF ROBERT L. JOHNSON, OFFICE OF THE SECRETARY
OF COMMERCE, ACCOMPANIED BY JAMES P. NIGRO, CHIEF,
DIVISION OF INFORMATION PROCESSING TECHNOLOGY, NA-
TIONAL BUREAU OF STANDARDS

Mr. JOHN-SON. Yes; I am Mr. Johnson, but I am a staff member of
the Office of the Secretary of Commerce: not the Bureau of Standards.
Mr. Nigro of the National Bureau of Standards is here with me.

NBS BASICALLY AGREES weTH GAO

Chairman PROXMIRE. Well, would either vou or 'Mr. Nigro tell me,
do you agree with the conclusions by Mr. iStaats?

Mr. NIGRO. I think for actual assigned persommel he is probably
correct, from my knowledge of the center. They are attached to the
office and their entire work is development of ADP standards and
activity in NASA and other Federal agencies.

Chairman PROXMIRE. The main thrust of my question, Mr. Nigro,
is whether you agree that if we can provide more, personnel to work
on this interface problem of making it compatible, would this, in your
view, enable us to be in a position to get greater competition and to
reduce the costs of the Government in this area?
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Mr. NIGRO. I basically believe that. It is a difficult job but I think
if we devote our time and some technical effort to it wve should assist
in the more equitable distribution of peripheral equipment among the
different manufacturers.

Chairman PROXMIRE. You feel that this is the heart of it, as Mr.
Staats seems to feel?

Mr. NITGrO. I think one of the biggest problems we are going to be
faced with is not necessarily the peripherals now in use with the third
generation machines, but how do we approach the long-range pro-
grain. In other words, as new computers come out we need, I might
say, standards of convention or rules to follow in design of computers
versus interfaces so we don't have to treat each one as a black box.

Chairman PRoxuIIR1. Could you give us a notion of what this means
in terms of numbers of persominel, time that they would be assigned
to this, perhaps man-years would be a. better term, and also the amount
of saving, potential saving, that is involved?

AMr. NIGRO. Well, the potential saving, I think from my point of
view, I have to agree with the potential saving analysis that has been
made by GSA. and by the Comptroller General of GAO. I am not
going to question that. I think they are valid.

Chairman PROXAMIRE. Yes; that is fine.
Mr. Nic~no. I have no further comment on that.
Now, as far as our technical effort on this activity, we need, in addi-

tion to the 14 which are working on other programs, and this half
man-year that is working on interfaces, I would say, eight to 10 engi-
necring type people and analysts, aind probably-do you want a dollar
value ef additional monevs needed for this?

Chairman PROx-rIRE. Yes; it would be helpful-what you would
need in the way of personiel and how much is the budget request.
- Mr. NIGno. I would say rounid'it off to 10 extra additional people
either hired or reprogramed within our own center to tackle this job
and about, I would say, over a 2-year period probably an increase of
vou~hlv, I would say, $300,000 to $400,000 a year in our budget.
- (Chairmani PROXAIIRE- About $300,000 a year, did you say, in your
budget?

Mr. NIGRO. That is right.
Chairman PROX-mIRE. And about 10 people?
Mr. NIGRO. That is right-increase.
Chairman PROXMIRE. Congresswoman Griffiths?

CURRENT USE OF NBS STAFF

Representative GRIFFITrTIs. What are the 14 people doing now?
Mr. NiGRo. We have people actively involved in the software pro-

gram the validation of the COBOL package, wvorkinig on the Fortran
packages, standards of documentation, which will permit more effici-
ent use of other programers' output because the format will be the
same so they can both understand without having to redo or invent
the. wheel.

We :ire workinir on the area of the media for computers, in other
words, magnetic tape, the disk packs, We are involved in-by the way
we produce the National Standard unrecorded reference tape within
this center for industry to use and Government.
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' Representativ"e GiUt6itrirs. Is that any saving to the Government?
Air. NIGRO. Yes. On1 the particular reference tape, I think it can be

supported by'Geieral Service§ Administration. After -we came out
with this unrecorded reference tape which is used by GSA in the
qualified products list (QPL) of coniptitertape purchases, the number
of qualified. manufacturers has risen and they all appear to be in a
much, better spectrum of what I call'the recordiiin'characteristics. So
we .cal now have a better quality.of tape, and, lower price.

SAVINGS ON MAGNETIC TAPES IN MILLIONS ANNUALLY

Representative GRTFFnT-TS. HIowv much money did it save the Gov-
ernment?

Mr. NIGRO. Well, I think as a result of our tape, plus the procure-
ment policies of GSA, why I think the price of tape, I can't giveyou a
total, has gone from say $28 a reel down to $13 to $15 over the last
year or so, which gives you some indication of saving. I think we buy
several millions of tape teels a year.

Representative GRlFITHS. What do you think it saved us, Mir.
Staats ?

Mr. AMAHONEY. I, of course, have been very close to this whole
program in the Bureau of Standards and this one specific effort on
magnetic tape certainly is saving us several million dollars annually.

Representative GRiPFITHS. But this interface is going to save hun-
dreds of millions. Let's put the. first one first.

Mr. Niono. Speaking in my present capacity, and I think I am
speaking for the Director of the Bureau of Standards, beginning this
fiscal year, we are going to reevaluate some of our effort to see if we
can't apply more activity in the interface program. In fact, it is ap-
parent that we have to.

GAO ESTIMATES ADPE ANNUAL COSTS $4 TO $6 BILLION

Chairman PROX31IRE. I would like to ask both of vou men, AIr.
Sthats, what's your best estimate of the amount spent annually by the
Federal Government for the purchase and use of automatic data equip-
ment for all agencies. As you know, I said in my opening statement it
had been $3 billion, and now it is estimated at between $4 and $6
billion, can you give us something more precise-and accurate than that?

Air. STAATS. If I may, I would like to ask Mr. Mahoney because my
estimate has to be looked at both for general purpose find specialized
use such as intelligence, weaponry, and space. But the focus we have
had primarily in this statement today on. imiterfacel has to'do with
general purpose type of equipment. . ' '

Chairman PROXIuRE. I understand.
Mr. MAHONEY. Yes. The earlier cost that was i~netioned of $4t6 $6

billion seems reasonably close. Now you have to recognize that the
Federal Government reporting system reports on equipment installed
in-house. W'e have no comparable system for equipment installed in
contractor facilities and equipment used by Govermnment contractors
in grant-in-aid programs..universities, and things of that sort. So

.Chairman PROxMIRE. Let me interrupt this for a monient, Mr.
Maholnev. You know as-mucih about this as anybodv that I can think
of. You have been inquiring into it, spending a lot of time on it, is that
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right or is there somebody-else you think would be perhaps better able
to give us an accurate figure?

Mr. MAHONEY. I spend most of my waking hours worrying about
this.

$4 TO $6 BILLION FANTASTIC SPREAD

Chairman PROXMIRE. You gave us an estimate before of between $4
and $6 billion,, that is a fantastic spread. We ought to have some notion
whether it is $4, $41/2, $5, or $5/2 billion-what it is? As a matter of
fact, we ought to know it to the nearest hundred million. Now we don't
even know it to the nearest billion. So can you give us a little more
accurate figure as to how much the Government spends in this area?

Mr. MAHONEY. No, sir, we certainly-agree with your concept that
there ought to be better information on it.

Chairman PROXMIRE. Why isn't there? Why doesn't anybody know?
Why doesn't the Bureau of the Budget know?

GOVERNMENT CONTRACTORS NOT REQUIRED TO FURNISH COSTS ON

GOVERNMENT-OWNED ADPE

Mr. MAHONEY. Well, for some of the reasons I mentioned, Mr.
Chairman, the fact that Government contractors are not required to
report this kind of information. People use this equipment in grant-
in-aid programs, universities, State programs, and so on, and are not
required to report this directly.

Chairman PROXMIrRE. Let me get this straight. That means that we
hire a contractor to do a particular job and then he doesn't break down
his component costs to include the amount that he spends for automatic
data processing.

Mr. MAHONEY. Yes, sir; I believe the Department of Defense and the
Bureau of the Budget are prepared to address this question further
with you.

Chairman PROXMIRE. Well, you see they can't give us an overall
picture. They can tell us perhaps what they spend, but they can't very
well give us an overall picture which I was hoping you could give us.

Mr. MAHONEY. This, basically, is the responsibility of the. Bureau of
the Budget to direct the agencies to report spending under this
program.

ADPE COST BREAKDOWN FOR DOD, AEC, AND NASA

Chairman PROXMIRE. Have you asked the Bureau of the Budget for
this, figure? They are coming up later. All right, we will ask the Bureau
of the Budget when they come up.

Can you give us a breakdown as to how much of the total can be
attributed to the Department of Defense, and to Atomic Energy, to
Space, and how, much to general purpose?

DOD COSTS ARIE .62 PERCENT OF IN-11OuSE TOTAL

Mr. MAHONEY. Yes; these figures are available, again as I say, with
regard to the in-house Goveirnment equipment or. equipment operated
by Government contractors, GOCO type contractors, and the Bureau
of the Budget is again prepared to address this. As I understand it, the
Department of Defense is about 62 percent of the overall in-house total.
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Chairman PROXMMRE. Space is about how-much?
Mr. MAHONEY. Space would be probably the third highest user, I

think Atomic Energy is second and Space third.
Chairman PROXMURE. Sixty -two percent for Defense. Do you have

-any figures at all, to break it down for Atomic Energy?
Mr. MAHONEY. We have that figure, Mr. Chairman.
Chairman PROXMIRE. We will defer to the Bureau of the Budget.
Representative GRIFFITHS. May I ask a question? Do you mean that

with Government contractors, Mr. Mahoney? '
Mr. MAHONEY. Yes.

ADPE PURCHASE BY CONTRACTORS

Representative GRIFFITHs. We have contracts with the contractor
to buy this equipment under the contract. Do we know whether- he
has used it for our work exclusively or partially for some other work,
or are we paying rent for his own piece of equipment during the hours
that he uses it? WWhich is the case?

Mr. MAHONEY. We have a whole range of activities on this where
*contractors acquire the equipment, where they are Tprincipally Gov-
ernment contractors; where they are partially Government con-
tractors; and so on.

Now, the Department of Defense regulations address primarily
those contractors that are 100 percent negotiated defense contractors.
'The Bureau of the Budget regulations call for 100 percent Govern-
ment contractors to report their equipment for this annual inventory
publication that comes out which does break it out by agency and by
percentages. It also breaks out the purchase versus lease, and so on.

This inventory report that was mentioned earlier,- in Mr. Staats'
testimony is the Bureau of the Budget report which covers the size of
the inventory for in-house Government agencies and it also covers
what is included in the inventory, as far as the contractors go, however,
the problem is that our reporting requirements in Government do not
make provision to include all of the contractors reporting all of the
equipment they use.

Representative GRH'FITHS. Yes; I found that out some years ago.
Mr. MAHONEY. Yes.
Representative GRIFFrrHs. And I found out, secondly, -that the. con-

tractors were. buying equipment and we were buying equipment for
them. And they were using it for commercial work within 3 months
of the time it was purchased, and we were not 'getting anything. Do
you mean this is also- true of computers? 'We don't know whether they
bought the computer with our money, whether they are using it for us
or whether they are using' it for somebody else or whether they are
renting it.

Mr. STAATS. Mr. James Hammond of our Defense Division.

CONTRACTORS PAY RENT FOR IPE USED' COMMERCIALLY

Mr. HAMMOND. The Department of Defense for equipment that is in
the industrial property area does provide for the contractors to pay
rent for commercial use.

If a contractor buys the equipment-himself and depreciates it against
a Government contract, then it is considered to be his equipment.
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Representative GRInF ITI3 S.- What about the ones we buy 9 '
Mr. HATEINIOxNa If we. brby the-equipment and- furnish it to the con-

tractor, then the Governimient ma-intains an inventory of it, and then
if he uses that on commercial work, the -conmpany :pays rent to the
Government. .

Representative Giir'rFITfis. What about our having sense enough in
the first pliact-to negotiate 'a contract 'where. ive&know s h at it is gding
to cost, and actually either let them] use our computers or put mnoney
in especially for depreciation. The idea-of periniting them to-depreci-
ate a com-puter against our monev is about like letting Schreiberi 15
years ago buy that Thompson-Raamo--Woolridge plant for $20 million
that he had already paid for.

Mr. HAMIMOND. I think where the Government can predict the use
they have for it and the tothl cost is going to be ch~irged to the Govern-
ment, certainly the Government should take action to buy iather than
pay full rental for it anid theji have it owned by someone else.

WHEN DOES CONTRACTOR TAKE TITLE ON PURCIIASE-RENTAL EQUIPAEFNT?

Representative GRIFFITHS. HoW many times are we doing this anv-
how in contracts? We are letting them own the equipment in their
name when in reality we are buying the equipment. How much of this
is done?

Mr. HA-mMrOND. I don't- believe I could answer that Although this
is a real important question when' it is pretty much a hundred percent
Government contractor. When it -is split between Government and
commercial work. then both pay for the computer.

Representative GRIFFITHS. Wrell, I would think,: certainly with De-
fense, with Atomic Energy, and with Space we ought to know. I would
really think we should ask the question how many billions of dollars
have these people invested in computers that we are paying for and
don't own. It is a big expense, isn't it?

Mr. HAMMUIOND. I believe it is.

ADPE PROCURED UNDER VARIOUS TYPES OF CONTRACTS

Mr. STAATS. I think we have to look at this though, Mrs. Griffiths,
in terms of the overall policy of Government as it relates to cost-type
contracts and other negotiated contracts. As of -now, there are three
ways this equipment can be furnished, not just computers but any type
of equipment, as you know, can be Government furnished, in \which
case the contractor has to pay the Government rental if he uses it for
something other than on that contract. It can also be a cost-type con-
tract where the contractor-either elects to rent a computer or rent any
other piece of equipment or buy it himself. We have done a very com-
prehensive study on the advantages of nurclese as against lease under
these circumstances, and the Defense Department now has a regulation
which says that in computing the cost- of computers and other equip-
ment, you will take the lesser of the cost of lease as against purchase,
you see; so from the Government's standpoint the Government 'does
not pay for any disadvantage that accrues from the fact that the
contractor decides to lease rather than buying equipment where it
would be to everybody's advantage to buy that equipment instead of
leasing it.
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Then you get other situations where the contractor is doing substan-
tial amounomts of work in the commercial field, where the Government
contract may be only a small part of it, and here you get down to. the
question purely of being able to price out what it should be, the proper
charge on a negotiated or cost-type contract against that piece of
equipment. This is a matter of procurement negotiation on a case-by-
case basis. But the standard of the lesser of the cost of lease versus
purchase price is pretty well established.

Representative GRMIFrii-mS. But, Mr. Staats, none of these things
have worked wvell. You know very well that the greatest blockbuster
report you people made in a long time was the report that answered
the question I asked of how much property is in defense plants that we
have paid for, that we don't own. We are not even getting anything
back for it, and I would assume that this is also true in these computers.
These people don't know where the computers are, nor who has paid
for them, nor how much use we are getting out of them. I am trying
to find out.

Mr. STAATS. Of course, the study you referred to is of government-
owned equipment placed in contractors' plants.

Representative GitlrFrrirs. That is correct. From my understanding,
of many of the places where these computers are being placed, I would
say, in general, that the Government is the main contractor, and that
the work being done otherwise is very limited.

BOB AND GSA INVENTORY OF COvNRNIKENT ADPE

Mr. STAATS. It is my understanding that the inventory that the
Budget Bureau and GSA now have does include all the Government-
owned and furnished computers that are in the hands of contractors.
It is the contractor-leased or the contractor-owned computers that
represent the uncertainty as to the total numbers that the Government
is partially financing.

Representative GFnirrriis. I would like to find out where they are
and how much we are paying.

ADPE INVENTORIES OF DOD, AEC, AND NASA

Mr. MAHONEY. Mr. Chairman, with regard to the inventory I men-
tioned before, who has the equipment and so on, there is a complete
listing as of last year as published by the Bureau of the Budget, which
shows the Department of Defense has 2,772 computers including the
Governmenit-owned inventory, Atomic Energy, 731, and NASA, 650.
And there is a complete list if you want that for the record.

Chairman PmioxslrrE. W~ell, that is a list but does that tell us about
our expenditure, which wvas the question that we are aiming at?

Mr. MAHONEY. Yes, total dollars are also included in this.
Chairmnani PROXMINRE. Fine. At any rate you say the Bureau of the

Budget is the agency that can give us the answers on that?
Mr,. MfA1-IONEY. Yes, this is their document.
Clhairman P1OXIIMWE. You said that 62 percent of the computers

were owned or used by Defense. Is that your figure?
Mr. M2-mIONEY. Yes. Government-owned.
Chairm an PiIOXMIiRE. Of Govermnent-owned computers used by

Defense.
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Mr. MAHONEY. Or used in-house by Government. This is as con--
trasted-these figures included in-house computers, -and* also com-
puters that are used by GOCO-type contractors.

Chairman PROXMIiE. So' what the percent refers to is the total num-
ber of computers and the number that are used by the Defense
Department?

Mr. MAHONEY. Yes, sir.

USE OF ADPE FOR COMMERCIAL WORK

Chairman PROXMIRE. All right. Do we know how those are used,.
how much of the time they are used for commercial work and how
much for defense work?

Mr. MAHONEY. These numbers that I have been talking about are
used almost exclusively, about 100 percent, toward Government effort.

Chairman PROXMIRE. How about those that are used part-time for-
Government and part-time for commercial?

ADPE USED PART TIME GOVERNMENT AND COMMERCIAL NOT IN INVENTORY

Mr. MAHONEY. These are not covered in the numbers we have been'
talking about here this morning. As far as I know, there is no exact
inventory of those kinds of computers.

Chairman PROXMIRE. Why isn't there? Why shouldn't we know
that? I am talking about Government-owned computers

Mr. MAHONEY. Government-owned, all right. we do have these com-
puters in the Government inventory, they are included in these figures..

Chairman PROXMIRE. Are you telling me Government-owned com-
puters are not used to any significant degree for commercial work?

Mr. MAHONEY. Where they are Government-owned they are used'
principally, almost 100 percent, on Government work; yes, where they
are Government owned.

Chairman PROXIIIRE. Is that based on studies; do you say that with
assurance ?

Mr. MaHONEY. Where they are Government-furnished equipment;
ves. There was a study made about 4 or 5 years ago by Assistant Sec-
retary Moot which went into this whole area to quite a degree and that
information I am sure the Department of Defense will be happy to
furnish to you.

REGULATIONS CONTROLLING USE OF ADPE

Chairman PiOX-MIRE. You see my question is, Does the Government
ADP in the hands of contractors come under regulations which give
you control so vou will be able to-so you can-answer that question
withl complete confidence? Is it under the control of the Government:
can thev insist that thev monitor this?

Mr. STAATS. I think the answer, to the best of our knowledge,.
Mr. Chairman, it is subject to the same type of controls as any other-
Government-furnished equipment.

ADPF, IN' HANDS OF CONTRACTORS NOT COVERED BY DEP REG. 8555.1

Chairman PROXMIRE. Well, the staff tells me that it doesn't come
under OEP regulation 8555.1, which is the controlling regulation..
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Mr. STAATS. I believe that the Defense Department as well as other
Government agencies follow BOB regulations on ADPE reporting.
I could stand to be corrected on it, but I don't believe that'the com-
puter equipment is excepted from the general rules that apply to any
other Government-furnished equipment.

ACQUISITION OF ADPE BY CONTRACTORS

Chairman PROXMIRE. How do the large corporations get ADP equip-
ment, do they buy on a rental basis, does the Government pay the bill?

Mr. STAATS. Are you thinking about contractors, Mr. Chairman?
Chairman PROXMIRE. Yes.
Mr. STAATS. They are free now to either buy or lease. But as I indi-

cated to Mrs. Griffiths, the rules now are that the Government, on a
cost-type contract or on a negotiated contract, will only pay up to the
amount that would be the lesser cost of either rental or purchase, and

this is determined case by case. In general, our study would indicate
that it is cheaper to buy, and this regulation was put into effect in
part because of studies that we had made showing just that.

Chairman PROXITIIRE. Well, I have here on page 216 of this subcom-
mittee's hearings of 1967 a listing of the equipment the Department
of Defense has that is covered under the provisions of the OEP regu-
lation, and it does not list ADPE.

Mr. STAATS. We would be glad to check into that or perhaps others
here today will be able to answer the question. I was not aware it was.
exempted but I am reasonably certain it is covered by DOD regulation.

Chairman PROXMrIRE. I note in your testimony in 1967 and that of
Secretary Morris, we arrived at an estimate of the Government-owned
property in contractors plants as follows: real property $2.6 billion;
plant equipment $4.3 billion; materiel, $4.7 billion; special tooling
and test equipment $3 billion, for a total of $14.6 billion. Automatic
data processing equipment was not individually identified.

In what category would that fall or would that be in addition to
this?

Mr. STAATS. It was included as far as I recall.
Chairman PROXmIRE. In what?
Mr. STAATS. It would be in equipment.
Chairman PROXMIRE. In equipment.
Mr. HAMMOND. I believe some of the ADP equipment for tape drive

for machines would be in IPE. It would not be a large amount for
equipment for operating automatic lathes and that type of equipment.

Mr. STAATS. Mr. Chairman, we do not have with us this morning the
backup on the figures that you referred to in our previous testimony,.
but we would be glad to go back and see if we can break that out for
you if you would like.

STATEMENT THAT CONTRACTORS GET TITLE TO GOVERNMENT COMPUTERS

Chairman PROX3MIRE. Let me ask you to comment on this. I would
like to read a statement and see if this statement in your view is in-
correct and the extent to which it is or is not correct:

The defense contractors are using government money to acquire ownership
of computers. The procurement regulations are purposely written so that the
contractors consider any computer which is not used 100 percent of the time on.
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a government contract as their computer, even though the Government may be
paying up to 95 percent of the rental for the computer. This means that the rental
credits which accrue from 20 percent to 80 percent of the costs of the computer
go to the contractor and he can purchase and later sell these computers at a
handsome profit. Also, this means the contractor does not have to 'share excess
time of these computers with other government contractors or other government
agencies in the area.

Is that statement, in your view, not correct and if it isn't, in what
sense is it not accurate ?

Mr. STAATS. I am not in a position to say that is not still a correct
statement. This was 1967.

Chairman PROXMIRE. No, this is a statement which I received in the
last few days.

Mr. STAATS. I would hesitate to answer that categorically, Mr.
Chairman. I think we are talking in this statement about two different
kinds of situations though, if I understand it correctly.

Chairman PROXMIRE. All right.
Mr. STAATS. One is a situation where the contractor buys a com-

puter for us in connection with a Government contract, that is his
equipment, just as if it were a lathe or any other piece of equipment.
The Government pays an appropriate charge against that based on the
useful life of the piece of equipment. This would be the same as if he
were, you know, competing in any kind of a market. I think that is
one kind of situation.

The other kind of situation, which is much more difficult, which is
where the Government-where he buys that piece of equipment just
for a particular contract, and that contract runs out, then the question
is who owns that piece of equipment. This is a much more difficult
situation.

Chairman PROXMIRE. Who does?
Mr. STAATS. I believe as of now he does, the contractor owns it.
Chairman PROXMIRE. Well, wouldn't this be a situation, No. 1,

that might be quite common and, No. 2, would be inequitable and un-
fair? Many of these contracts do run for a very long time but most
of them run for a period of perhaps a year or two or three, and cer-
tainly the computers last longer than that, much longer.

Mr. STAATS. The Defense Department can comment on this spe-
cifically as to computers but I do know that the regulations provide
that this be a matter of agreement in the contract itself, so that when
the contract is entered into this is a part of the consideration that goes
into it as to ownership of the property on the termination of the
contract.

Chairman PRoxMIRE. All right.
Well, I would like to thank you very much for your testimony.

COST OF ADPE FOR DOD

Representative GRIFFITHS. I would like to ask some questions. How
much are we spending for ADPE in the Department of Defense?

Mr. MAHONEY. As of the latest report, the Department of Defense
totals $1,354 million.

Representative GRIFFITHS. Per year?
Mr. MAHONEY. Per year.
Representative GRIFFITHS. How much do we spend for property

management?
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Mr. STAATS. For all property?
Representative GRrrFITHS. Yes.
Mr. STAATS. We would have to supply that. We do not have it

with us.
(The information requested by Representative Griffiths of Mr.

Staats was not 'available at the time of printing the hearings.)
Representative GRnFFITHS. Well how about inventory control? How

much do we spend for inventory control?
Mr. STAATS. I couldn't answer that question.
Representative GRIFFITHS. How much are we spending for

accountants ?
Mr. STAATS. Well, this would be a matter of getting the number of

personnel-in the Defense Department?
Representative GRIFFITHS. Yes.
Mr. STAATS. We would have to supply that for you. This would be

easy, this would be relatively easy, to supply.

OVER BUY AND USE OF COMPUTERS

Representative GRIFFITHS. It is my understanding that out of these
computers come a million sheets of paper per month. What do you
do with the paper? Where do you store it, how much does it cost to
store it?

Mr. STAATS. Your question is certainly a good one from the stand-
point of whether or not computers are being utilized

Representative GRIFFITHS. That is what I am getting at.
Mr. STAATS (continuing). To the optimum way because the criti-

cism that we hear so frequently, and we are doing some work, by the
way, in this field, is the extent to which you overbuy, and then you
use up your computer time simply because you -have got so much over-
head attached to it and this is a common problem in both government
and industry.: A report of the American Management Association in-
dicates that roughly maybe 50 percent of the computers are being used
in private industry today for noneconomic purposes because they did
not do a good job in planning the acquisition of those computers. But
once you get a computer in operation, you have to have the overhead,
and the tendency is to fill up the time and use it even though the part
of the use is marginal or submarginal.

NEED FOR GOOD PLANNING REFORE BUYING ADPE

Representative GRIFFITHS. It is actually costing you money if you
are wasting time, storing the million sheets of paper that are useless,
isn't it?

Mr. STAATS. This is one of the reasons that both, I think, the Budget
Bureau and GSA have emphasized so much the importance of care-
ful planning before you buy computer equipment, because it is a
tremendous investment and it is a very difficult investment to dis-
place or to get off the, off of your budget after you make your
investment.

Representative GRTFrITHTS. I believe it has just been pointed out
recently you can't fire a computer.

Mr. STAATS. That is certainly true. It is pretty hard to dispose of
it, too.

49-580-70 3
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QUALITY OF MANAGEMENT OF $47 BILLION STORES IN DOD

Representative GRIFFITHS. That is right. How good is the manage-
ment of the $47 billion of stores in the DOD?

Mr. STAATS. I don't think I can answer that question.
Representative GRIFFITHS. Can any of the rest of you?
What kind of management improvement program do we have in

these areas of extreme costs and high priority in the top agencies of
Government?

AMr. STAATS. Well, I think the Budget Bureau can answer this
question really better than I. There is a very active program centrally
in the Budget and GSA. We have also been working closely with the
Defense Department trying to improve the central management in
the computer field in the Defense Department. We have made several
reports in this area, and the Defense Department, I think, has, we
would have to say, really made a strenuous effort to improve the
control on this equipment in the last few years that I can speak of
first-hand.

Representative GRIFFITHS. Have they ever gotten the prices of items
on those cards out there in Battle Creek?

Mr. STAATS. You would have to ask them.
Representative GRIFFITHS. I am sure they haven't.

CHAIRMAN OF HOUSE APPROPRIATIONS COMMITTEE INTERESTED IN ADPE
COSTS

Mr. MAHONEY. I might just add a little bit to that, Airs. Griffiths.
The chairman of the House Appropriations Committee has been very
actively interested and concerned about the management of cumputers
in the Department of Defense, and a major effort on the part of GAO
in the last 6 months or 8 months or maybe a little longer has been
concerned with that exact question, that is, are computers centrally
controlled and managed in the Department of Defense, or should the
Department be organized somewhat differently to improve the man-
agement of computers in the Department of Defense. We have made
several studies of major systems' use of computers in the Department
of Defense, which we have made explicitly at the request of the
Chairman of the Appropriations'Committee. We are still working on
these studies and there is a great concern on the part of the Appropria-
tions Committee that there is need for improvement in the way that
DOD is managing and directing this program.

Representative GRIFFITHS. I think it is quite interesting that we
have all these billions of dollars worth of computers in other agencies
of Government and that the House itself has spent months trying to
decide whether they could pay a hundred million dollars, I think. for
a computer, and would they get any information out of it and could
thev get useable information. Evidently, nobody is worried too much
in the Defense Department whether the information was really useable
or not.

GAO AUTHORITY TO SET CONTROLS OVER GOVERNMENT PROPERTY

Air. Staats, does the GAO have the authority to see that adeqaute
controls are set up over Government property in the hands of
contractors ?
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Mr. STAATS. We do not have any authority to issue directives. If wve
find that something, of course, is spent for illegal purposes or contrary
to law, we have direct authority in those cases. But beyond that, our
role is one of studies and reporting to the Congress and working with
the agencies trying to get them to take action in line with our recoin-
mendations.

REMUNERATION TO GOVERNMENT BY CONTRACTORS

Representative GRIFFITHS. Are you satisfied that the Government is
getting proper remuneration for equipment used by contractors oncommercial work?

Mr. STAATS. We haven't done a follow-up on the rentals, and
the inventory controls since the major study to which you referred a
few minutes ago. I think this would probably be a good thing for us
to do after we have had a reasonable period of time to see how effec-
tively those controls-because there were a number of new controls
established, as you will recall, after our report and after the hearings
of this committee. Perhaps Mr. Hammond could comment on that
further, but I do not believe we have made a follow-up study since we
made a major report.

GAO FOLLOW-UP STUDY

Mr. HAMMOND. No, we haven't. As Mr. Staats indicated. there wereseveral changes made at that time which should have improved it
but we haven't made a follow-up. Possibly we should consider thatnow.

M1ACHINE-BY-MACHINE USE RECORDS OPPOSED BY SOME COMPANIES

Representative GRiFFITHs. Are there adequate records now in use?
Do we have machine-by-machine records?

Mr. HAMMOND. Not in all cases. Some of the companies contend
that machine-by-machine records are impractical. Some companies
have put in machine-by-machine records. We felt that it would be good
to have, but in some cases the companies felt that it was just too
expensive.

Representative GRIFFITHs. How do the companies take care of theirown machines?

]KIND OF RECORDS KEPT BY COMPANIES

Mr. HAMMOND. Some of the companies have records on each indi-
vidual machine, some have them in pools by dollar or number ofmachines in one pool.

I think that, for the most part, they do not really follow very much
different inventory procedure with respect to Government equipment
than private equipment. Each case has to be considered as to what
is reasonable based on the number of items that you have.

Representative GRIFFITHS. I find that very difficult to believe. I
think the ones that have made money know what they own, and I
think in general that they really haven't cared to know what the Gov-
ernment owns. I wouldn't pay any attention to what the company said.
I would make up my own mind as to how it can be done. I don't think
you can keep records any way except if it were in a pool. Perhaps every-
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thing in Room 212 belongs to the Government, but even then I think
you would have to have some identifying characteristics, machine-by-
machine. You know, whereas the general public may not, that a lot
of these machines are not $10,000 machines. Some of these machines cost
as much as a quarter of a million dollars. This is the Government's
property, the people paid for it, and they have a right to get some-
thing for the money. We don't even know if we get price reduction
because of it.

WHAT TOP AGENCIES EXERT MANAGEMENT CONTROL?

What top agencies are responsible for establishing management
controls?

Mr. STAATS. Well, of course, in this case the Defense Department
is subject to regulations of the Budget Bureau and the GSA. But with
respect to other types of equipment, we may not have this specific
kind of control in either of those agencies, unless it is a part of the
reserve, of the machine tool reserve, for example, OEP has the control.

FOLLOW-UP COLLECTION ACTION ON CONTRACTORS USING GOVERNMENT

EQUIMENT

Representative GRIFFITHS. Do you know if there has been any im-
provement in collection from contractors for the use of Government
property?

Mr. HAMMOND. We have not made a follow-up review. We do know
we were not satisfied with the collections made in the last review. De-
fense instituted revised procedures to recompute, in some cases, to
make the rental payments more reasonable in relation to the value of
the equipment and get greater assurance that the Government knew
when use was made for commercial purposes. We have not made a
follow-up review to see how well the changes have been instituted.

Representative GRIFFITHS. I suppose if you make a more reasonable
rental, you are looking at the price of the equipment now, the sale
value of the equipment now. In general, when they are selling to you
they are looking at replacement value. I recommend that you compute
the rent based on replacement value and you will do better.

GAO TO CHECK INTO RENTAL-PURCHASE AGREEMENTS

Chairman PROXMIRE. Could I ask, Mr. Staats, will you check into
the rental purchases of three or four typical contractors and let us
know who owns the computer after it is paid for by the Government,
how it is used, and so forth, what regulations govern its purchase;
can you do that?

Mr. STAATS. Yes, I think this could be done without great difficulty.
Chairman PROXMIRE. As I would like to ask you, Mr. Mahoney, also

if you will make available to us when it becomes publicly available, you
might submit the report that you referred to-that you are sending
the chairman of the House Appropriations Committee with regard
to cost of computers and so forth, anything of course for him confi-
dentially I wouldn't pretend that we should have, but anything that is
public we would like to get also.

Mr. STAATS. All right, we will be glad to do that.
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Chairman PROXMrIRE. Then I would like to ask before you leave the
stand, I understand that Messrs. Gaskill and Drury of the Office of
Emergency Preparedness are here, is that correct?

TESTIMONY OF ALBERT F. SANDERSON, OFFICE OF EMERGENCY
PREPAREDNESS (OEP), EXECUTIVE OFFICE OF THE PRESIDENT

Mr. SANDERSON. I am here.
Chairman PRoxNIiRE. I don't have the right names this morning.

You are from the Office of-
Mir. SANDERSON. OEP.

OEP ORDER 8555.1 DOES NOT COVER ADPE

Chairman PROXMIRE. Fine. Do you know if the automatic data
processing equipment comes within the, scope of the OEP order that
I referred to, that is 8555.1?

Mr. SANDERSON. It does not.
Chafrmnan PROXaE. It does not.
Ar. SANDERSON. No, Sir.
Chairman PROXMrrRE. Can you advise us under what order or regu-

lation it would come?
Mr. SANDERSON. We have no responsibility in that area whatsoever.
Chairman PROxMIiRE. You are not responsible?
TMr. SANDERSON. No responsibility whatsoever for ADP.
Chairman PROXMIRE. All you can tell us is it would not come under

that particular order.
Mr. SANDERSON. That is right, sir.
Chairman PROXMIRE. Thank you.
Mr. Staats, can you tell us, can you give us any idea, under what

order it would come, what regulation?
Mr. STAATS. We would have to supply it, Mr. Chairman, but I think

we would have to find it in the Defense Department's own regulations
but Mr. Ward could be quite right this could not be covered but we
will check it and if so we will supply the appropriate reference.

Chairman PROXMIRE. Here is what I want to know: I want to know
the regulation which limits the commercial use of industrial plant
equipment owned by the Government, and I want to know whether,
it has been amended to forbid use, if it is Government owned, of more
than 25 percent of the time in commercial areas.

Mr. STAATS. We will check it.
Chairman PROXMIRE. As I understand-

OEP AMENDMENT REG. 8555.1 TO FORBID USE OF IPE MORE THAN 25
PERCENT COMMERCIALLY

Mir. SANDERSON. May I speak to that? Our regulation covers machine
tools and production equipment but not ADP and we do have a policy
on the 25-percent commercial use of such equipment but such use is
being abolished. We have not authorized any for the last 18 months-and
we are revising the regulation right now to forbid, except in unusual
cases, any commercial use of the equipment covered by our directive
for more than 25 percent of the time it is available for use.
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Chairman PROXMIRE. So it is not a matter of reporting them, you
just flatly forbid it, it can't be used more than 25 percent.

Mr. SANDERSON. That is correct, over 25 percent.
Chairman PROXMIRE. This does not affect ADP.
Mr. SANDERSON. No, sir.
Mr. STAATS. Nor would it affect other government-furnished equip-

ment not in the OEP inventory.
Chairman PROXMIRE. I see. Then as I understand one of the main

purposes of your testimony was to tell us that the Bureau of Stand-
ards simply doesn't have the manpower to do the interface compata-
bility work which is necessary in order to permit effective competition
and reduce the costs in procurement.

NBS BUDGET REQUEST FOR INTERFACE RESEARCH

Let me just ask before I ask you, sir, could you tell us whether you
have requested the Bureau of the Budget for this personnel, whether
your agency has?

Mr. NIGRO. Well, may I clarify it a little deeper. We are in the
middle of a study now within the computer center in the Bureau of
Standards.

Chairman PROXMIRE. You have known about it for some time. You
have only been able to put a certain number of people on this work,
that it would save the Government enormous sums.

Mr. NIGRO. It has gone through the budget cycle but for various
reasons we have never received an increase.

RESPONSIBILITY FOR BUDGET REQUEST

Chairman PROXMIIRE. That is not satisfactory. Your agency has
requested the Bureau of the Budget for additional money or person-
nel: have you or have you not ?

Mr. NIGRO. Not specifically for this up until this coming fiscal year.
Chairman PROXmIRE. Then the burden is on the Department of

,Commerce, it is not on the Bureau of the Budget. If they don't get a
Tequest they can hardly give you more money than you are asking.

Mr. NIGRO. Well, partly I would say.
Chairman PROXMIRE. Why isn't it very largely on the Secretary

of Commerce?
Mr. NIGRO. Well, as I am trying to point out, we are in the middle

of a study within our own center now as to what we can do better to
promote efficiency and this is one of our high priority items, and in
fiscal 1971 we will start a program with our present assigned monies
and definitely ask for additional monies to move on for this program.

Chairman PROXMIRE. This is something which has been going on
for a long time for years.

NBS HAS FAILED TO GET A STANDARD BY CONSENSUS

Mr. NIGRO. Yes, for years: but our activity has been mainly for
years working with the American Standards Institute and participat-
ing committee memberships where you try to establish a standard
or philosophy by consensus. I won't go into that at this time.

Chairman PROXN[IRE. No. As a Democrat I hate to say we had
5 years of that.
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Mr. NIGRo. It is very difficult to get consensus when quite often
something is really not to the good of everybody at the conference
table, and you may understand what I am talking about.

Chairman PROXMIRE. At any rate, I think the most useful thing I
can do, you are not responsible for the Department, but the Secretary
of Commerce, you are giving us the answers you can, maybe the thing
for me to do is write the Secretary of Commerce and ask him whether
or not he has included it and if not, why not.

NBS HAS PROGRAM IN 1972 BUDGET CYCLE

Mr. NIGRO. I think that is unnecessary, sir, because in our coming
budget cycle for 1972 this program is in there. They are in our study,
and we have communicated with the Bureau of the Budget concern-
ing our immediate plans to tackle this problem.

POSSIBILITY OF A SUPPLEMENTAL REQUEST?

Chairman PROXMIRE. Any prospects at all that you could consider
asking for a supplemental request? You are losing money every day.

Mr. NIGRO. It is possible.
Chairman PROXMIRE. As Mrs. Griffiths points out, it is a matter

of well over a hundred million dollars.
Mr. NIGRO. I cannot answer that. I can request it but it is up to

somebody higher in Commerce about a supplemental.

INTERFACE PROBLEM OF PARTICULAR IMPORTANCE

Mr. STAATS. Mr. Chairman, if you go back on the question you
raised with me as to the main thrust of our statement here this morn-:
ing, I think what we tried to do is aside from giving you a kind of
a general picture of all the ramifications of work that we are doing
that relates to the Government's investment in computers, is to em-
phasize particularly the importance of this interface question, but
again that is only one piece of the broader question of how can we get
greater compatability and standardization in the whole field insofar as
the Government is concerned, and using the Government's invest-
ment, the Government's leadership, leverage here to bring this about
for the whole economy.

The report made to the Congress in 1965 that I referred to earlier
has a chapter on this whole subject, and this is a matter that was
dealt with at great length in the hearings before the House and
Senate Government Operations Committee that took place prior to
the enactment of the 1965 legislation. So this is a very important
piece of the total problem, as we see it, and we don't believe that
nearly enough attention has been given to this aspect of it.

Chairman PROX-IRE. Thank you very much. Do you have any more
questions?

You did, I think, a very helpful job considering this, and I don't
mean any offense to you at all. I think you are one of the finest civil
servants we have but there is a sea of ignorance in which we are
operating here and I think we will have to see if we can get more
information out of the Bureau of the Budget and the Defense Depart-
ment in this area when they come forth.
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Mr. STAATS. I don't believe there is as much lack of information
about niunbers here as perhaps could be concluded from this. It has
been mostly in the area of contractor leased or contractor owned
equipment that constitutes this range that is of concern to you.

Chairman PROXMIRE. Thank you very much.
Next is Mr. Dwight A. Ink.
Mr. Ink we are delighted to have you. We have your pr epared

statement here. You might identify the distinguished gentlemen who
are with you.

STATEMENT OF DWIGHT A. INK, ASSISTANT DIRECTOR FOR
EXECUTIVE MANAGEMENT, OFFICE OF MANAGEMENT AND
BUDGET, ACCOMPANIED BY JOSEPH F. CUNNINGHAM AND CLARK
R. RENNINGER, AUTOMATIC DATA PROCESSING STAFF

Mr. INK. Yes, Mr. Chairman. I have on my right AIr. Joseph F.
Cunningham and on my left Mr. Clark R. Renninger who are on
our automatic data processing staff.

NEW OFFICE OF MANAGEMENT AND BUDGET (OMB)

Mr. Chairman, as Mr. Brown knows, there is no longer a Bureau
of the Budget; that went out of existence last night, and for those
people who are delighted, I have discouraging news because it is;
back in operation as the Office of Management and Budget. We are in
a period of transition in the two organizations, and although I do
not have responsibility for the ADP area, I am concerned with man-
agement and, Mr. Chairman, I would like to make some comments
this morning.

There are parts of my prepared statement, Mr. Chairman, which I
think have been covered and if you don't mind I would be happy
to skip some of it as I go through depending upon what you wish.

Chairman PROXMIRE. Yes, we would appreciate it if you would get
through with it in 15 minutes or so if possible, because there are three
of us here and we would all like to ask questions.

AMr. INK. Yes, sir.

ADPE INVENTORY SYSTEM FOR GOVERNMENT

When Mr. Hughes, then Deputy Director of the Bureau of the
Budget, testified before this subcommittee on November 30, 1967, he
reported that a new automatic data processing equipment inventory
system had been put into effect through the issuance of Bureau of the
Budget Circular No. A-83. He likewise reported that initial inputs:
had been received from agencies and were at that time being processed
by the General Services Administration. We anticipated. problems
would be encountered in securing accurate initial informatioin for-
establishing the master files which form the basis for a perpetual
inventory system.

However, Mr. Chairman, at that time the Bureau underestimated
the difficulties which were involved in establishing the perpetual in-
ventory system and the effort and time which would be required to
minimize or eliminate errors. We continue to experience difficulties in
the accuracy and timeliness of the data inputs.
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However, the second report was much better than the first in amount
of errors and in amount of time, and the third report coming lip nOW,
Mr. Chairman, we believe that the major problems will be under con-
trol, although I am sure it will lack perfection.

With this experience as background, the Office of Management and
Budget and the General Services Administration, with the coopera-
tion of the using Federal agencies, are introduing a new concept
for validating the recorded inventory information which we plan for
the inventory as of June 30, that is the GSA file of June 1969, as up-
dated by reported changes, will be listed and the listing validated by
the agencies to reflect June 1970 data that will be available and
'published this year.

'We are using this approach to avoid the yearly reporting coming in
from each agency which we think is unnecessarily burdensome, and
which we think would add to the timing problem, and by merely
sending out this data to the agencies that is already on file and asking
them for changes and validation and have it come back we believe
this will both minimize the paperwork and the processing and as a
result of that enable us to handle it in a minimum of time.

4,666 ADPE SYSTEMS IN FEDERAL INVENTORY

In the prepared statement we talk about the total Federal inventory.
'We say there were 4,666 automatic data processing equipment systems
in the Federal inventory as of June 30, 1969, and almost 3,000 or ap-
proximately 62 percent of this total inventory is owned by the Federal
Gov ernmnent, and when we testified before your subcommnittee in 1967,
the Government owned 50 percent of its inventory. So the trend here
has been toward less leasing and toward greater purchase.

I won't go into these different categories since that goes in the
record, but I would like to point out the distribution of the Federal
in%'entory according to supplier, which I think is interesting.

FEDERAL GOVERNMENT AND NATIONAL CENSUS OF COMPUTERS

This table, which is in my prepared statement for the record, shows
-the comparison of the Federal Government with the national census
of computers that was published by John Diebold, Inc., for the same
suppliers, and we believe that this does show, Mr. Chairman, the
result of effort on the part of both the Congress, the General Account-
ing Office, and the agencies, to get a better balance and be less depend-
ent upon one major supplied. (See pp. 38, 57-58.)

This, of course, the problem of getting greater competition in the
-peripheral area isn't alleviated by this, so I am not suggesting this as
indicating that we have that problem under control, because clearly
we do not.

EQUIP3MFNT IN HANDS OF CONTRACTORS

In the prepared statement we talked about equipment in the hands
of-the contractors, and I merely would like to mention, Mrs. Griffiths,
that these categories are included. I don't think my prepared statement
is entirely clear. They are included in the inventory, and in the utili-
zation reports and, of course, there are dollar figures that are available
-on them. There are categories of other kinds of contractors which Mr.
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Staats mentioned for which we do not have this kind of information,
grantees is probably the best example that I can think of.

PROCUREMENT FROM SMALL PRODUCERS

In the prepared statement, recommendation No. 7 of the sub-
committee report states that GSA should make it possible for smaller
manufacturers of ADPE to furnish part of the Government's require-
ments. The statistics that I quoted a few minutes ago on Federal in-
ventory across suppliers, show a more equitable distribution in the
Federal Government across the supplier range than exists in the na-
tional census. The commentary accompanying the subcommittee recom-
mendations identifies more specifically the intent of the subcommittee
in that it indicates "numerous smaller producers of so-called periph-
eral equipment might well participate to a larger extent in furnish-
ing the Government's requirements directly." And we certainly agree
with that.

And there, of course, followed the report of the Comptroller Gen-
eral which has already been discussed.

UTNBUNDLING BY IBM

Concurrent with the GAO report, a fundamental change was taking
place in the computer industry, or at least a part of it. This change was
the announcement by the IBAI Corp. that some elements of the "soft-
ware" programs, which cause the interaction of all peripheral and
main computer. components and regulate their process in respond-
ing to a user's application needs, would be separately priced. Prior
to this announcement, these products were included in the price of the
equipment. This decision was popularly referred to in the press as "un-
bundling." With it came some changes in the prices of hardware to
accommodate to the increased cost associated with buying the soft-
ware. The other suppliers did not immediately adopt the IBMT
practice.

The opportunity to purchase software separately from hardware
systems and the existence of a large software industry suggested that
softwater and peripheral equipment had much in common from a. pro-
curement point of view. In other words, if there were savings pos-
sible in the procurement of peripheral hardware units, savings should
also be possible in the procurement of software "packages."

The instances cited in the Comptroller General's report dealt only
with computer installations which had replaced components after
initial selection and it recognized the difficulty of selecting equip-
ment provided by a wide range of suppliers. If potential problems were
serious where onlv hardware was concerned, greater difficultv would
certainly be involved in the selection of interacting hardware and
software.

KEY CONFERENCE CALLED BY BOB

To consider this technological problem and determine courses of ac-
tion to be taken. The Bureau of the Budget convened a meeting of key
Government people involved in the administration, selection and pro-
curement of automatic data processing equipment on September 15-
17, 1969. In addition to the Government representatives, the various
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facets of the industry concerned (i.e., systems suppliers, software sup-
pliers, and peripheral suppliers) were invited to participate in the
discussion, listen to a statement of the problem posed to the Govern-
ment, and present their ideas for solution of the problem.

CONFERENCE CONCLUSIONS

In the prepared statement we summarized the primary conclusions'
of this conference.

1. Separate pricing of the various elements of the computer system
may ultimately work toward the benefit of the Government and the
Government action should therefore be directed toward capitalizing
on the benefits obtainable from this trend.

This really, Mr. Chairman, confirms what most of us had believed
to be true, but it was a confirmation from groups that are associated
with the industry as well as Government people.

2. The Federal Government should retain the use of the "systems in-
tegrator" concept for the acquisition of the new systems until the impli-
cations of deviating from this method are clearly defined and
evaluated.

3. Intensive work should begin now to develop appropriate inter-
face standards looking toward the full implementation in the next
generation of equipment.

4. Leased peripheral equipment components and systems now in-
stalled should be replaced by components available from independent
peripheral manufacturers or from other sources, if it is determined
that such components are comparable, compatible, reliable, less expen-
sive and can be adequately maintained.

5. A catalog should be developed which would document, for the
benefit of all Federal agencies, information about the hardware devices,
software packages and related items that are currently available.

6. There is a need to find ways for reducing both the time and cost
involved in the selection and procurement process.

Then I would like to comment on several of these recommendations.
The first one, to respond to the recommendation that the Govern-

ment capitalize on the benefits of separate pricing, the National Bureau
of Standards has prepared a proposal for the development of an inter-
face standard which if found upon careful examination to be acceptable
and impleinentable should respond in part to the problem involving
the selection process.

The Bureau of Standards can comment on that proposal, and at the
end of my testimony I will comment briefly upon the question you
have already raised with respect to the adequacy of resources in the
Bureau of Standards.

Also, with respect to this same problem area, the General Services
Administration will testify on their progress to date on a special
procurement test designed to assemble a system on a component rather
than a total system basis. We are extremely anxious to see the results
of this.

The second recommendation states that the process involving the
systems integration concept remain the standard practice and any
change in this direction would partly be dependent upon the ade-
quacy of the interface standard and its acceptance by the industry.
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and the results of the procurement test which the General Services
Administration will discuss.

With regard to the recommendation four on replacement of periph-
eral components in installed systems, subsequent to the conference,
the Veterans Administration, the Navy Department and the Depart-
ment of the Air Force instituted programs in collaboration with the
General Services Administration to replace certain peripheral com-
ponents of their installed systems.

BOB BULLETIN 70-9

The Bureau of the Budget issued Bulletin 70-9, a copy of which
I would like to offer for the record, which required that GSA use
the information in the ADP Management Information System, pre-
pare a listing of all leased components for which there were compatible
reliable substitutes available at lesser costs to determine where sub-
stitutions should be made for cost saving reasons. (See p. 2.)

This action illlustrates, as I said I would at the outset of my testi-
mony, where the ADP Management Information System has been
used in the handling of a specific decision process. It is through this
type of use of an information system that the quality of the system is
improved. The user sees the value of providing accurate data, other-
wise it is to him just another requirement that is imposed upon him
from the Congress or the Bureau of the Budget or the White House.

This provides an incentive for him to provide accurate information.
The Veterans' Administration procurement has been completed, the

Air Force and the Navy procurements are now in process; and I am
sure that GSA, when they testify, will include in their report what we
can anticipate.

AIENDED BOB CIRCULAR NO. A-11

Another step which we have taken to assure the accuracy of the MIS
inventory inputs and the relationship of long-range planning data
developed therein to the budget process has been by amending Bu-
reau of the Budget Circular No. A-11, subject: "Preparation and
Submission of Annual Budget Estimates" to require the projects and
plans represented by the ADPE/MIS to be carried over to the budget
process. This should improve the accuracy of the projections used in
both processes, and there are some other actions that are in process to
improve the quality of the data in the ADP Management Information
System.

Mr. Chairman, that covers the points in my prepared statement.
(The prepared statement of Mr. Ink follows:)

PREPARED STATEMENT OF DWIGHT A. INK

Mr. Chairman and Members of the Subcommittee; we welcome the opportunity
afforded by your June 12, 1970, request to appear and discuss the two areas
of ADP management which we have been informed are the subjects of this
hearing. These areas are those identified in the Report of the Subcommittee on
Economy in Government of the Joint Economic Committee dated April 1968 as:

"Recommendation No. 6.-The inventorying of all Government-owned
automatic data processing equipment (ADPE), including equipment fur-
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nished to contractors, should be completde as soon as possible and kept
current so as to prevent unneeded future purchases.

"Reconmendation No. 7.-GSA should make it possible for smaller manu-
facturers of ADPE to furnish part of the Government's requirements. Speci-
fications should not be designed around the products of certain companies
which have the effects of eliminating competition and stifling the incentive
of smaller manufacturers."

I would like to take each of these items individually first, and then tie the
two together subsequently during the course of this testimony.

When Phillip S. Hughes, then Deputy Director of the Bureau of the Budget,
testified before this Subcommittee on November 30, 1967, he reported that a new
automatic data processing equipment inventory system had been put into effect
through the issuance of Bureau of the Budget Circular No. A-83. He likewise
reported that initial inputs had been received from agencies and were at that
time processed by the General Services Administration. We anticipated problems
would be encountered in securing accurate initial information for establishing the
basis for a perpetual inventory system. At that time, we underestimated the
difficulties which were involved in establishing the perpetual inventory system
and the effort and time which would be required to minimize or eliminate errors.
We continue to experience difficulties in the accuracy and timeliness of the
data inputs. However, the actions we have taken are reducing the size of the
problem. With this experience as background, the Office of Management and
Budget and the General Services Administration with the cooperation of the using
Federal agencies are introducing a new concept for validating the recorded
inventory information which we plan for the inventory as of June 30-to be
available in published form in September of this year. Even with these difficulties
the information system provides a useful base for analyzing the Federal in-
ventory and I would like to provide you with a few statistics with respect to
that inventory for your general information. They are:
(a) Total Federal Inventory

There were 4,666 automatic data processing equipment systems in the Federal
inventory as of June 30, 1969. 2,910 or approximately 62 percent of this total in-
ventory is owned by the Federal Government. (When we testified before your
Subcommittee in 1967, the Government owned 50 percent of its inventory.)
3,039 are used for the general data processing functions, such as inventory
control and other logistical functions; laboratory research, engineering and
statistical purposes; personnel accounting, payroll and statistics; research; and
similar types of applications. The remaining 1,629 are in a special or exempt
category because their use is dependent upon the complexity of the environ-
ment in which they are employed. These partial exemptions are as follows:

(1) Control Systems Equipment.-EDPE which is an integral part of a total
facility or larger complex of equipment and has the primary purpose of con-
trolling, monitoring, analyzing, or measuring a process or other equipment is
exempt from EDPE Utilization reporting and Summary ADP Manpower and
Cost reporting.

(2) Classified Systems Equipment.-EDPE, the physical location of which is
classified, is exempt from EDPE Utilization reporting and Summary ADP
Manpower and Cost reporting. In other reporting (ADP Unit Identification)
location information which is unclassified should be used.

(3) Mobile Systems Equipment-Mobile EDPE installations on ships, planes,
or vans are exempt from EDPE Utilization reporting only. This exemption in-
cludes EDPE installed with military units which are deployed or subject to
deployment in areas of active military operations against an enemy force.
(b) Distribution of Federal Inventory According to Supplier

The following table shows the distribution of the percentages of the 4,666
ADPE systems in the Federal Government supplied by the principal suppliers
and the percentages of the national census of computers published by John
Diebold, Inc., for the same suppliers.
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lin percent]

Federal National
Supplier Government census

IBM - 28.1 57. 7
U N IV A C ------------------------------------------------------------------- 20.4 7.0

CDC .-. 8.7 3.0
DEC ------------------------------------- 7.1 7.6
Honeywell -5.8 5.2
N4CR ------------------------------------ 5.7 47

-XDS 4.5 1.8
Burroughs 4.2 2.5

-RCA -4.1 2.1
-GE ----------------------------------------- 1.6 2.0
-Other -- 9.8 6.4

Total -100. 0 100.0

(c) Equipnent in the Hands of Contractors
This category of equipment includes those Government contractors, includ-

ing educational institutions and other not-for-profit contractors or organizations
who operate ADP equipment in the performance of work under cost reimburse-
ment types of contracts or subcontracts when-

(1) equipment is leased and the total cost of leasing is to be reimbursed
under one or more cost reimbursement type contracts, or

(2) when equipment is purchased by the contractor for the account of
the Government or title will pass to the Government, or

(3) when equipment is furnished to the contractor by the Government, or
(4) when the equipment is installed in Government-owned, contractor-

operated facilities.
The accumulation of these categories of Government contractors represents

approximately 875 computers out of the Federal inventory of 4,666.
The difficulties of establishing and maintaining the rather detailed system which

is prescribed by Bureau of the Budget Circular No. A-83 did not preclude its
use for day-to-day operating problems, one of which I will discuss during the
course of the next portion of my testimony which will deal with the purchase
of peripheral equipment.

Recommendation No. 7 of the Subcommittee Report of 1968 states that the
"GSA should make it possible for smaller manufacturers of ADPE to furnish
part of the Governmenfs requirements." The statistics, which I quoted a few
minutes ago on the distribution of Federal inventory across suppliers, show .a
more equitable distribution in the Federal Government across the supplier range
than exists in the national census. The commentary accompanying the Subcom-
mittee recommendations identifies more specifically the intent of the Subcom-
mittee in that it indicates "numerous smaller producers of so-called peripheral
equipment might well participate to a larger extent in furnishing the Govern-
ment's requirements directly." As you know, the Subcommittee Report was fol-
lowed by a Report of the Comptroller General dated June 24, 1969, "Study of the
Acquisition of Peripheral Equipment for Use With Automatic Data Processing
Systems." The Comptroller General estimated that if "plug-to-plug" compatible
equipment (i.e., directly interchangeable substitutes) were used to replace
similar components rented by the Government, the annual savings would be
at least $5 million and if such components were purchased the savings would
exceed $23 million.

The Comptroller General further estimated that if "non-plug-to-plug" compat-
ible units (i.e., those tape drives for which an alternate source of supply is not
available) could be acquired, a savings of approximately $150 million could
be made.

The General Accounting Office in their report recognized that the potential
savings must be evaluated in light of the costs associated with the combining
of the components into a total computer system.

Concurrent with the GAO Report, a fundamental change was taking place
In the computer industry. This change was the announcement by 'the I13BM Corpo-
ration that some elements of the "software" programs, which cause the inter-
action of all peripheral and main computer components and regulate their process
In responding to a user's application needs, would be separately priced. Prior to
this announcement, these products were included in the price of the equipment.
This decision was popularly referred to in the press as "unbundling." With
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it came some changes in the prices of hardware to accommodate to the increased
cost associated with buying the software. The other suppliers did not Immediately
adopt the IBM practice.

The opportunity to purchase software separately from hardware systems and

the existence of a large software industry suggested that software and periph-

eral equipment had much in common from a procurement point of view. In

other words, if there were savings possible in the procurement of peripheral
hardware units, savings should also be possible in the procurement of software

"packages."
The instances cited in the Comptroller General's Report dealt only with

computer installations which had replaced components after initial selection

and it recognized the diffliculty of selecting equipment provided by a wide range

of suppliers. If potential problems were serious where only hardware was con-

cerned, greater difficulty would certainly be involved in the selection of interact-
ing hardware and software.

CONFEBENCE CONVENED BY BOB

To consider this technological problem and determine courses of action to be

taken, the Bureau of the Budget convened a meeting of key Government people
involved In the administration, selection and procurement of automatic data

processing equipment on September 15-17, 1969. In addition to the Government
representatives, the various facets of the industry concerned (i.e., systems sup-
pliers, software suppliers, and peripheral suppliers) were invited to participate
in the discussion, listen to a statement of the problem posed to the Government,
and present their ideas for solution of the problem. The representatives were

selected through trade organizations like the Business Equipment Manufacturers
Association and the Association of Independent Software Companies. The repre-
sentatives of the various industry components who spoke to the Government
representatives are listed in an attachment to my testimony.

These representatives discussed the problems facing the Government con-

structively from the standpoint of their industry. Theirs was a significant con-

tribution to the purposes of the Conference. They were all sympathetic with the

approach the Government was taking to resolve the issues and capitalize on

the opportunities. They were unanimous in agreement that there was a need
for a systems integrator to assure the integration and operation of the principal
components of the system. Where they varied was largely in who ought to be
the system's integrator and how he should function.

CONFERENCE RECOMMENDATIONS

I would like at this point, Mr. Chairman, to introduce into the record a copy
of the Report on the Conference on the Selection and Procurement of Computer
Systems, dated September 15-17, 1969. A brief summary of the Conference
recommendations is as follows:

1. Separate pricing of the various elements of the computer system may ulti-
mately work toward the benefit of the Government and the Government action

should therefore be directed toward capitalizing on the benefits obtainable from
this trend.

2. The Federal Government should retain the use of the "systems integrator"
concept for the acquisition of the new systems until the implications of deviating
from this method are clearly defined and evaluated.

3. Intensive work should begin now to develop appropriate interface stand-

ards looking toward the full implementation in the next generation of
equipment.

4. Leased peripheral equipment components and systems now installed should
be replaced by components available from independent peripheral manufacturers
or from other sources, if it is determined that such components are comparable,
compatible, reliable, less expensive and can be adequately maintained.

D. A catalog should be developed which would document, for the benefit of

all Federal agencies, information about the hardware devices, softwarc pack-
ages and related items that are currently available.

6. There is a need to find ways for reducing both the time and cost involved
in the selection and procurement process.

COMMENTS ON RECOMfMENDATION

Mr. Chairman, with respect to these recommendations, I would like to com-

ment as follows:
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Reference Recommendation No. 1.-To respond to the recommendation that
the Government capitalize on the benefits of separate pricing, the National
Bureau of Standards has prepared a proposal for the development of-an inter-
face standard which if found upon careful examination to be acceptable and
implementable should respond in part to the problem involving the selection
process. The General Services Administration will testify on their progress to.
date on a special procurement test designed to assemble a system on a com-
ponent rather than a total system basis.

Reference Recomnmetndation No. 2.-The process involving the system integra-
tion concept remains the standard practice and any change in this direction
would partly be dependent upon the adequacy of the interface standard and its
acceptance by the industry, and the results of the procurement test which the
General Services Administration will discuss.

Reference Recommendation No. S.-I have already referred to the status of
the interface standard.

Reference Recommendation No. 4.-With regard to the recommendation on
replacement of peripheral components in installed systems, subsequent to the
Conference, the Veterans Administration, the Navy Department and the De-
partment of the Air Force instituted programs in collaboration with the Gen-
eral Services Administration to replace certain peripheral components of their
installed systems. The Bureau of the Budget issued Bulletin 70-9, a copy of
which I would like to offer for the record, which required that GSA use the
information in the ADP Management Information System, prepare a listing
of all leased components for which there were compatible, reliable substitutes
available at lesser costs to determine where substitutions should be made for
cost saving reasons.

This action illustrates, as I said I would at the outset of my testimony,
where the ADP Management Information System has been used in the handling
of a specific decision process. It is through this type of use of an information
system that the quality of the system is improved. The Veterans Administration
procurement has been completed; the Air Force and the Navy procurements
are now in process; and I am sure that GSA, when they testify, will include
in their report what we can anticipate.

Another step which we have taken assure the accuracy of the MIS inventory
inputs and the relationship of long-range planning data developed therein to the
budget process has been by amending Bureau of the Budget Circular No. A-11,
subject: "Preparation and Submission of Annual Budget Estimates" to require
the projects and plans represented by the ADPE/MIS to be carried over to
the budget process. This should improve the accuracy of the projections used in
both procesess. Other actions have been taken or are in process to improve the
quality of the data in the ADP management information system.

Mir. Chairman, this concludes my prepared statement.

NBS RESOURCES INADEQUATE

M r. INK. You were raising earlier the question of the adequacy of
the budget request and the resources in the Bureau of Standards
dealing with the computer standardization problems, and I would
also agree that the resources are not adequate, have not been adequate.

NBS APPROPRIATION CUT FOR ADP WORK

I would suggest that there is one other part of the equation which
also needs to be considered here, and that is the appropriation side of
it. According to my information, the last several years the congres-
sional appropriation action has actually cut the dollars that have been
requested in the ADP area for the Bureau of Standards, and we have
these figures which -we can also make available to the committee.

Last year, for example, the request was for not quite $2.2 million,
and the appropriation was $1.8 million, and the same pattern was
true before. It had nothing to do with political problems. There
didn't seem to be any different pattern under one party than the other.
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We would agree that there is need, and I was delighted with the
committee's interest here as the Commerce Department, as has already
been indicated, is taking a harder look, and it may be that we can come
up with a better justification than we have in the past.

J-USTIFICATION FOR FUNDS FOR INTERFACE

Chairman PRoxrmIRE. Have you ever come in with a justification
which pointed out if you could get more manpower concentrated in the
interface capability area that you could save an enormous sum, tens
of millions of dollars?

,Mr. CUNNINGHAM. I believe the Commerce presentations do point
out the area in which the moneys were needed for achieving economies
in other sections of the Government.

Chairman PROXMIRE. But on this specific point did they come in and
argue that they were only able to apply a half a man-year and they
needed more for this?

Mr. INK. I can't answer that, Mr. Chairman, but as I indicated I
would be surprised if we can't improve upon the justification.

Chairman PROXMIRE. 1W7elI, I would think so because the Depart-
ment of Commerce man, Mr. Nigro testified, that they didn't ask for
it. My question was going to be why doesn't the Bureau of the Budget,
when you can see a great saving with a small investment, ask for
that investment of manpower and follow up to see that it is applied
for and granted.

Air. INY. Yes, sir, we will do that.

TOTAL EXPENDITURES FOR ADPE

Chairman PROXMIIRE. How much is being spent annually for auto-
matic data processing equipment purchases and rentals for all Gov-
ernment agencies. Can you be more specific than the $4 to $6 billion
estimate that we have so far.

Air. CUNNINGHAM. Yes, sir.

$1.9 BILLION SPENT FOR ADPE IN GOVERNMENT INVENTORY

The total cost of operation of the ADPE in the Government inven-
tory is $1.9 billion a year. That includes rentals, purchase, capital
funds that are expended for purchases and the payment of individuals'
salaries who work with computers and with other forms of automatic
data processing equipment, such as punch card equipment.

COMIDMUNICATIONS ADPE, ETC., NOT INCLUDED IN INVENTORY

This does not include the cost of computer operation that is intri-
catelv involved in other operations such as communications systems
where a computer regulates the operation of the communication line.
It is a part of a total process and we don't attempt to break the costs
of that operation out. But the project itself is costed.

Chairman PROXMIRE. Why wouldn't it be useful to break that out.
AMr. Cu.N-NIN-GHAMr. If you do break it out, you do it statistically. It

is almost impossible to walk into a communications center, for ex-
ample, and determine which portion thereof is the computer and which

4'3-5SO-70 4
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portion is communications, which portion of costs and personnel are
attributable to each.

Chairman PROXMIRE. Shouldn't you know what you bought?
Mr. CUNNINGIIANM. We do know, we know what we bought. It is

included in the inventory of the equipment.

COSTING ADPE IN SYSTEMS

Chairman PROXMIRE. Why can't you cost it on an annual basis?
Mr. CUNNINGHIAM. It is costed in the inventory, yes, sir, but it is

not costed on an annual operating basis.
Chairman PROXMIRE. Why not?
Mr. CUNNINGHAM. For the reason that the operating costs is tied

in with the complete function.
Mr. INK. What you are saying is that the operating cost is so en-

meshed with the overall operation of that technical operation that
although it is not impossible to come up with costs, it is certainly
difficult and time consuming to get reliable costs with respect to that
portion of the operations that relates to the

OVERALL COSTS OF ADPE

Chairman PROXMIRE. Certainly if the Congress is to adopt intel-
ligent policies in this area and particularly if the Budget Bureau is
going to do so they should have some idea whether they are spending
$4, $5, or $6 billion in the computer area.

Mr. CUNNINGHAM. I think we do.
Chairman PROXMIRE. Which is it?
Mr. CUNNINGHAM. The cost is $1.9 billion.
Chairman PROXMIRE. Yes, but what is the total cost, however?

BOB PUTS TOTAL ADPE COST-$ 2.19 BILLION

Mr. CUNNINGHAM. I don't have the total cost with me but I can
put it together for you.

Chairman PROXMIRE. Will you for the record?
Mr. CUNNINGHAM. Yes, sir.
(The following information was subsequently supplied for the

record by the Office of Management and Budget:)

The total cost is made up of the $1.937 billion, plus $29 million in rental, $39
million for purchases and an extrapolation of $185 million in personnel, support
and services for the exempt categories. This makes the total cost $2.19 billion
for FY-69.

Representative BROWN. If you will yield for a clarifying question
about salaries. Are vou talking about the salaries of personnel from
private firms who help in the installation of this equipment or are
you speaking of salaries for Government employees who operate the
equipment?

Mr. CUNNINGHAMI. Salary for the operation of the equipment.
Representative BroWN. By Government employees?
Mr. CUNNINGHAM. By Government employees or by contractors

where contractors operate the equipment for us.
Representative BROWN. Thank you.
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INVENTORY REPORT FILED WITIT C0rMM1Ir'1EE

Mr. INK. The personnel is on the operating side and, Mr. Chairman,
we would be happy to provide the committee with a copy of the in-
ventory which does break these costs out for you not only in total but
by agency, and for each of the last 3 years.'

RELIABILITY OF ADPE COSTS

Chairman PROXMIRE. Are you quite confident of this $6 billion upper
limit? Would you rule out the possibility that it could be up as high as
$10 billion spent in ADPE?

MHr. CUNNINGHAM. If. in addition to our definition of ADPE, you
add computers used for any purpose both by the Government and the
contractors I certainly would agree.

Mr. Ink mentioned, as one of the items of cost the Comptroller
General apparently included in his figure, the grant program. There
are many instances in which the Government makes a grant to
a university for various and sundry purposes associated with computer
use. When a university acquires a computer it is used in the educational
process and/or the administration of the university. Such computers
are university property and are not included in our inventory. As
a matter of fact, the extension beyond the kind of computers cur-
rently included in our inventory was written out of the original Pub-
lie Law 89-306.

Chairman PROXMImRE. I am not sure I follow. If you procure a
computer for MIT, for example, to be used at MIT in connection with
some Government work and they use it for educational work you
don't-

Mr. CUNNINGHAm. No; if we procure the computer it is required
to be in the Government inventory. If we make a grant to the university
to help them-

Charman PROXMIIRE. And in the process of a contract they procure
the computer.

GOVERNMENT-OWNED ADPE ONLY INCLUDED IN INVENTORY

Mr. INK. Yes: the Government-owned equipment, Government-
owned computers, are in the inventory.

Chairman PROXMIIRE. You have given me the figure on that, as 1
understand it, the annual cost of $1.9 billion.

Mr. CUNNINGITAM. Yes.
Mr. INK. But lie is talking, for example, about a grant going to a

university or to a city or to a State which may be for the purpose of
carrying out an urban renewal program. They may use a computer
in the process of carrying that out and there may be computer costs.
It is not a Government-owned computer, and we do not have a system
for reporting in the value of that equipment or the operating costs.

85 PERCENT OF ADPE COSTS FOR DOD, AEC AND SPACE

Chairman PROXMITRE. How much of the total outlays for ADP can
be attributed to DOD, AEC, and Space?

IA copy of the Inventory may be found In the committee room files.
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Air. CUNVINGIoIAM. That is in the inventory and it is about 85
percent.

Chairman PROXMIRE. How much for DOD, 62 percent?
Mr. CUNNINGHAM. That is approximate.
Chairman PROXiMIRE. Would that be correct for the costs, too?
MIr. CUNNINGHAEI AM. Yes, sir.
AMr. INIK. Again that is in the listing.
Chairman PRcXMrIRE. How, much again for Atomic Energy?
Mr. INxi. It is $156 million out of that total.
Chairman PROXMIRE. Then how much for Space?
Mr. INK. By coincidence $158 million.
Chairman PROXMIRE. So it is more for Space than Atomic Energy;-

you have got the figures the other way.

ADPE INCLUDED AND OMIITED FROM DOD FIGURES

What types of ADPE are covered and what types are not covered in
your figures for the Department of Defense?

Mr. CUNNINGHAM. In the inventory figures all general-purpose-
ADPE of the type we are discussing are included.

The cost figures do not include operating costs where a computer is.
used in the integral operation of communications systems, control
systems, and so forth.

WEAPONS' SYSTEMS ADPE NOT INCLUDED

Chairman PROXMTlRE. For example, each P-3 aircraft used by the
Navy for antisubmarine warfare has the equivalent of a general-
purpose computer. Are the costs of this computer included in your
costs of DOD?

Mr. CUNNINGHAM. No, sir.

GENERAL-PURPOSE ADPE ON SHIPS ARE INCLUDED

Chairman PROxNMIRE. HowA about ADPE for ships and aircraft?
Mr. CANNINGHAM. ADPE of the general-purpose category on ships

is included in the inventory. The computer that you mentioned I am
not familiar with. It may be similar to some kind of a general-purpose-
type computer, but it is built for a specific function, and those
computers are a part of the aircraft program, not a part of the ADPE
manageia-ment 1program.

Clhairmnan PROXNT1RE. AAWhy not?
Air. CUNNINGHAM. There is little or no utility for it once you

take it aw\ay from the basic purpose for which it is used. We have
tried over a period of years and there are studies on the record to
determine the economics of applying equipment designed for a partic-
ular military purpose to a nonmilitary use and the economic factors
make it impractical.

Clhairman PlOMmIRE. I am not worried about that. You see, what
concerns me is I awant to know how much we are paying for computers.
You keep telling us about general-purpose computers. I wvant to know
if you are including the computers that are used for defense, iil itary
purposes.
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MILITARY PROCESS COMPUTERS OMITTED

Mr. CUNNINGHAM. I am not including computers designed for miii-
itary process.

Chairman PROXMIRE. Then it could be as high as $10 billion if we
include all of the computers, couldn't it, including military purposes?

Mr. CUNNINGHAM. I would hesitate to make a guess.
Chairman PROXMIRE. You just don't know.
Mr. CUNNINGHAM. That is correct.
Chairman PROXMIRE. But you wouldn't say it wouldn't be that high,

-you wouldn't deny it, you just cannot estimate it?
Mr. CUNNINGHAM. With the current cost of aircraft, I wouldn't

,quarrel with it, no, not from that point of view.
Chairman PROXMIRE. So the figures you have given us do not relate

to the operational computers used for military purposes by aircraft,
:and for many other purposes by the military?

Mr. CUNNINGHAM. In a physical weapon, yes.
Chairman PROXM'IRE. In a physical weapon.
Mr. CUNNINGHAM. On the other hand, where we use ADPE or the

:general-purpose type in the control of forces such as in the command
-post such computers are included in the inventory. If the command
-post went out of business or if it were upgraded it would be perfectly
-possible for DOD or GSA to take that computer, possibly with some
difficulty but no major problem, and apply it to another Government
requirement.

Chairman PROXMTIRE. Is there no place we can-I suppose we can
-with the Defense Department when they come up this afternoon, but
wouldn't the Bureau of the Budget have any notion, any feeling of

Tesponsibility for finding out how much we are spending?
Mr. CUNNINGHAM. The Defense Department may have some figures

-on computers that are in the military systems. The fact that they are
'not automatic data processing equipment, the fact they are not inter-
'changeable, the fact we can't do anything else with them, while they
,are in the weapon, and it is very difficult to find anything to do with
them when they come out of the weapon, has kept them excluded from
-any consideration in the general category of ADPE.

Mr. INK. There is no sharing potential. The utilization is buried, is
'a part of a factor of the utilization of the weapons system itself.

Chairman PROXMIRE. How about the computers on a spaceship like
the Apollo program ?

Mr. INK. That would not be included.
Mr. CUNNINGHAm. That is right.
Chairman PROXMIRE. But would it be included or excluded-you say

:the same.
Mr. INK. It would be excluded.
Chairman PROXMIRE. The same as on an aircraft.
Mr. INK. I am in error.
Mr. CUNNINGHAM. It would be excluded.
Mr. INK. No; he~said, equipment in the Apollo would be excluded,

that is right.
Chairman PROXMIRE. Well, now do you have any idea how much

is involved in those kinds of computers?
Mr. INK. No, I don't.
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Chairman PROxrMIRE. Atomic Energy Commission, are there any
similar operational computers that are not general purpose that
would be also outside of your inventory?

Mr. CUNNINGHAM. I don't know of any in the Atomic Energy Com-
mission. There are computers, associated with the various atomic
energy devices such as bevatrons, .acceletrons, and so forth. They
are included in the inventory because in an entirely different environ-
ment, they can be used in general-purpose computers.

Chairman PROXMIRE. So you can't really tell us what the Govern-
ment is spending for computers. You don't know, and if you don't
know I guess nobody knows. You are the only ones who would have
the overall view.

Mr. INK. Yes, sir; we do not have a figure on those operational,
the computers that are part of those operational systems.

Now, I want to make one thing clear, with respect to NASA, the
computers that are on the ground, that are involved in the tracking
and all that sort of thing are, of course, included in the inventory
and what you are talking about is just what is in the Apollo spaceship
itself. That is the only thing that is excluded which, I think, is an
extremely small part of the NASA inventory. With respect to the
Defense Department

Chairman PROXMIRE. No. Those spaceships are fantastically ex-
pensive and I am sure in the military part of it, I am not sure, I would
speculate, it might be a great deal more.

Mr. INK. I think that is correct, Mr. Chairman. I think on the
military side

Chairman PROXMIRE. It is excluded.
Mr. INK (continuing). This would represent a much more sizable

grouping.
Chairman PROxMIRE. My time is up.
Mr. Brown?

HISTORY OF GOVERNMENT PARTICIPATION IN USE OF ADPE

Representative BROWN. Mr. Ink, I am interested in the history of
Government use of computers. When were the first automatic data
processing computers purchased by the Government or when did we
start in the program of computerizing for the Government?

Mr' CUNNINGHAM. In 1951 the first computer was delivered to the
Census Bureau.

Mr. INK. Some of the early computers were actually built in Gov-
ernment laboratories.

Representative BROWN. By Government personnel?
Mr. INK. More often many of them by contractor personnel in

Government-owned and Government-operated facilities, such as the
weapons area. The Atomic Energy Commission, for example, has
what we call the GOCO kind of operation, but solely at Government
expense.

Representative BROWN. When did the acquisition or purchase of
computers begin in earnest, when did it really pick up?

Mr. INK. Well, it moved along gradually increasing in the late
19.50's.

Representative BROWN. Do you have a list or a figure of annual ex-
expenditures?
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GROWTH IN USE OF COIMPUTERS.

Mr. INK. We havie'a table which again is in this inventory we are
providing'to the committee that shows the growth and number of
computers, and in 1959, it goes back to 1959, it shows 403 at that
time.

Representative BROWN. So 1959 we had 403 computers. Do you have
a figure, a cost figure?

Mr. INK. I had better go to 1960 then because that is the first year
that this table shows the cost-1960, 581 computers, and the cost as
$541 million.

Representative BROWN. I want to be sure I know what we are talking
about.

Mr. INK. Yes, sir.
Representative BROWN. Is that 581 computers purchased that year,

or is that 581 computers in inventory ?
Mr. INK. No, sir: that is the number in inventory.
Representative BROWN. Is the $541 million the expenditure that

year or the value of the inventory?
Mr. INK. Well, that is the expenditures for that year.
Representative BROWN. For that year?
Mr. INK. Yes, sir.
Representative BROWN. This will be helpful. Go ahead.
Mr. INK. And then that increased in a relatively steady growth until

1969 which are the last full figures, we have the number of 4,666 com-
puters.

Representative BROWN. What about the growth in expenditures, an-
nual expenditures?

Mr. INK. In 1969, the same year, $1,938 million.
Representative BROWN. Can you give me 1963 and 1966, just to give

me some other figures?
Mr. INK. In 1963, first, with respect to numbers of computers, 1,326,

and in 1966 the numbers were 3,007. With respect to total costs 1963,
the table shows $785 million, and 1966 shows $1,284 million. You can
see from the chart when it is charted out, it is a relatively even in-
crease over that period.

Representative BROWN. The' figures which you give about the dis-
tribution of the Federal inventory according to supplier fascinate me.
IBM supplied 28.1 percent of all Government computers, but sup-
plied 57.7 percent of all computers nationally.

Mr. CUNNINGHAM. That is what IBM supplied out of the national
census.

Mr. INK. Yes; in other words, of those in the inventory, this is
correct.

Representative BROWN. What' inventory are we talking about? Are
we talking about the inventory of computers in the various depart-
ments exclusive of these other categories such as the aircraft and the
ship computers and so forth?

Mr. INK. Exclusive of those operational systems, that is right, and
that matches up with the totals that are'in this document.

Representative BROWN. But the 1969 total of 4,666 computers, is that
a total-

Mr. CUN NINGHA-m. That is a hundred percent of the Federal inven-
tory, sir.
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Mr. INK. Exactly.
Mr. CUNNINGHAM. The hundred percent equals the 4,666 computers.
AMr. INK. Of those in the Federal inventory this includes all of them.

It doesn't include the operational systems we were talking about earlier
which are not included in these figures.

Representative BROWN. What about the classified systems?
Mr. INK. They are included.
Representative BROWN. They are included.
Mr. INK. Yes, sir.
Representative BROWN. You say the operational systems, that is the

term you are using for-
Mr. CUNNINGHAM. That is an introduction
'Repieshntative BROWN. Does it include the miobile systems?
Mir. CUNNINGHAM. Yes; this includes the mobile systems.
Representative BROWN. So this is the total of all the computers pur-

chased by the Federal Government and in inventory, is that correct?
Mr. CUNNINGHAM. Except for those computers installed physically

in missilesuand weapons and in things such as the Apollo spaceship
that are designed into that system.

Representative BROWN. Aircraft?
Mr. CUNNINGHAM. Aircraft, yes. It is not included.
Representative BROWN. It is not included, and you have no idea how

much thoseuare?
Mr. CUNNINGHAM. The Defense Department 'had a figure on that,

Mr. Brown, but I don't recall what it is.
Representative BROWVVN. Do you have any indication of where those

came from by supplier?
Mr. CUNNINGHAM. No.

SUPPLIERS OF ADPE TO THE GOVERNMENT

Representative BROWN. Do you have any indication whether the
Federal Government inventory by supplier has evened out in recent
years?

Mr. CUNNINGHAM. It has chanoed dramatically over the past 6 years.
Representative BROWN. Couldyou give me some idea of what the

inventory was back in 1960, 1963, and 1966 ?
Mr. CUNNINGHAM. Yes.
Representative BROWN. As to suppliers.
Mr. CUNNINGHAM. I will have to pick ours because the ones I

picked
Representative BROWN. Pick your own year and give me the figures

slow enough so I can jot them do'wn.
Mr. CUNNINGHTAM. In 1962, IBM supplied 66 percent of the Federal

inventory. Do you want all of them? I can leave a copy of this with
you if you want or I am perfectly willing

Representative BROWN. Whlat did Univac supply. as I believe Univac
was the other leading supplier?

Mr. CUNNINGHAM. Univac supplied 6.3 percent.
Representative BROWN WhNt 'was your next largest supplier after

IBM?
Mr. CUNNINGHAM. Univac.
Representative BROWN. Do you have another year?
Mr. CUNNINGHAM. 1966, 34 percent.
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Representative BRowN. 1966, do you want to give me 1966?
Mr. CUNNINGHIAM. All right, IBM supplied 34 percent.
Representative BROWN. That is the total inventory ?
Mr. CUNNINTGIIAm. That is of our total inventory then.
Representative BROWN. And the next largest supplier?
Mr. CUNNINGHAAM. Univac 19.8 percent.
Representative BROWN. It occurs to me that the National Census may

have changed in that time.
Mr. CUNNINGI-I AM. Dramatically.
Representative BROWN. Is that the case?
Mr. CUINNINGHAM. It has changed dramatically. Both in numbers,

it has increased at a much greater rate than our numbers, I don't have
the figures again.

Representative BRowN. I am interested in the supplier source.
Mr. CUNNINGIIA-1M. I would have to look this up-it has changed

downward but not to the same degree.
Representative BRowN. I don't know what you mean by changed

dowvnward.
Mr. CUNNINGHAM. It has changed in the sense that one company

supplies a large percentage of the national inventory.
Representative BROWN. Larger now than formerly?
Mr. CUNNINGHAAM. No, smaller now than formerly in the national'

inventory. You have to, if I may, realize that it was not until maybe
1956 that more than two companies were in the general purpose com-
puter business, coming in.

Representative BROWN. Let's be specific. Are you suggesting that
prior to 1956 IBM had a large portion of the market? Is that right?

Mr. CUNNINGHAM. I think it is the other way around. Prior to 1956
Univac had the largest portion.

Representative BROWN. I see.
Mr. CUNNINGHAME. Let me answer your question, if I may, in an--

other way. The earlier computers were delivered by what is now the
Univac Division of Sperry Rand. IBM, to my recollection, did not an-
nounce its first computer until 1952 or 1953, and by 1955 or 1956, IBM
had a dominant position in the market.

Representative BROWN. Do you suppose that they were producing-
more or less.than 66 percent. nationally?

Mr. CUNNINGHAM. Nationally, I would presume more.
Representative BROWN. My line of questioning is stimulated because

of the number of computers the Government has available in relation
to the number of Government commissions. I seem to recall that over
the 8 years previous to the 1968 election about every time we created
a Government commission Mr. Tom Watson of IBM was named to
that commission. I find it very curious that the number of IBM com-
puters seems to have some kind of a correlation with the number of
times Mr. Watson was named to a commission. I don't know whether
it is a quid pro quo for his public service or not, but I would like to in-
quire about the political contributions made in that same general con-
nection. It seems to me that there is a specific connection between those
interests and maybe we can pursue that further.

Mr. INK. I do think it is a significant though that at the present
time their percentage of the Federal market is very significantly
smaller than the percentage in the national market.
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Representative BROWN. When did it start to get smaller? My time
is up.

Mr. INK. I can't tell you.
Mr. CUNNINGHAM. It started down in 1964. They were at their crest

in 1962, sir.
Chairman PROXMIRE. Congresswoman Griffiths?

IMPACT OF DELAY ON INTERFACE PROBLEM

Representative GRIFrITlS. I would be interested also. Every day that
the Bureau of Standards delays on the interface question aids IBM,
doesn't it?

Mr. INK. Well, of course, IBM has come out with a separate pric-
ing, but I would agree that the competition, our need for getting more
competition, is dependent, in part, upon the interface standards pro-
gram moving forward and I would certainly agree, Mrs. Griffiths,
that it ought to move forward and more rapidly than it is.

Representative GRIFFITES. As a matter of fact, had you ever
checked-I understand that it is geared now not to objectivity, but to
IBM.

Mr. INK. I was not aware of that.
Representative GRIFFTHrs. Well, maybe you ought to check, if that

is within your realm. They are not really studying how you can put
these parts in, but how you can put IBM parts in.

Mr. INK. I have the impression that the study effort was directed
toward how to get more competition and interface which would per-
mit competition.

Representative GRIFFITHS. That is what we wanted it to do.
The figures that you were giving Congressman Brown were the

hardware costs, weren't they? You didn't include software in that
figure.

Mr. CUNNINGHAM. No, that includes that total cost, operating ex-
penditures for that year includes hardware, software.

Representative GRIFFITHS. It does?
AIr. CUNNINGHAM. It does. It included our own programing costs.
Mr. INK. And, Mrs. Griffiths, at the top of the legend. here you will

see the breakdown that he is referring to.
Representative GRIFFITHS. I see.

RECORDS KEPT BY SUBCONTRACTORS VERSUS, PRIME CONTRACTORS

Did you hear the questions that we just asked the last group that
was here? Are you aware that subcontractors must keep 100-percent
detailed records of reporting to prime contractors, or inventory issued
to or owned by the Government? 100-percent 'records? And yet, the
last people who testified pointed out that the prime contractors reallv
didn't want to keep records, real detailed tecords, on the inventory
owned by the Government. Don't you think that. you could correct
this?

You see the primes have real good sense. I mean they are in the
business to make money, so they want to know exactly what we are
issuing to subcontractors because they are going to move the prices
down.

Mr. CUNNINGHAM. You are speaking there, Airs. Griffiths, about
all kinds of equipment.
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Representative GRvIvT-FS. Yes.
Mr. CUNNINGHAM. Well, there have been, I am not competent to

comment on them, but there have been changes made in the OEP regU-
lations and in defense regulations, and I am sure that the defense
people would be able to tell you about it. I can tell you though with
respect to that group of questioning that we do have an inventory of
ADPE that we provide to contractors or which they own that is
used exclusively for the benefit of the Government and the figure
is in the order of magnitude of 850 out of that 4,666 computers.

Representative GRIFF THS. Couldn't we set up one of these computers
to keep check on the computers?

Air. CUNNINGHAMr. Well, I think in a sense that is what the infor-
mation system we put in with GSA has done. The GSA computer is
used to evaluate, as Mr. Ink testified, to identify those areas in which
we could replace installed equipment at a lower cost.

AIr. INK. I assume this inventory is a computer printout, Mrs. Grif-
fiths, so I think your comment-

Representative GRIFFITHS. That is one of 1 million sheets.
Air. INK. So I think you are very perceptive. We haven't come to

that million yet.

USE OF BREAKOUT IDEA FOR OTHER EQUIPMENT PURCHASES

Representative GFrIFFITHS. May I ask you also, since we have found
that you really can save money by having the Government buy these
parts of a computer separately from the whole, have you ever eon-
sidered how much money we might save if we applied this to the
Defense Department, for instance, in. airplanes, and any big piece of
equipment?

,fr. INK. Well, ves; and that is a very legitimate hit also very dif-
ficult question. Just as here. one of the offsets, and that is part of the
study and part of the experience we have to gain, is the amount, the
price we pay for integrating, that is when you do go to a manufacturer
for a package system, of course, he provides the service in terms of
integrating.

Now, I agree with you that in most instances that, is more than
offset through competition by, one, the greater selectivity you can
have with respect to the components that you really need, whereas in
a package you may be purchasing things that are part of the package
and that you really don't need.

Second, I am a great believer- in competition and competition does,
I think, tend to drive costs down.

LACK OF IN-HOUSE CAPABILITY IN GOVERNMrENT

But the problem of integrating is a tremendously complex manage-
ment undertaking when you are talking about these large systems,
and I think that in a good many instances we don't have really the
in-house capability that we perhaps ought to have in this kind of
integration.

In the case of Admiral Rickover's program. you have a great deal
of very strong in-house capability to tie together whatever needs to be
tied together.
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In some areas, in my judgment, we have not really retained the kind
of strength and the kind of management capacity to fully take advan-
tage of the potential of competition that I think is there, I think
industry can afford, if we are able to take advantage of it.

Representative GRIFFITI-IS. I would like to thank you for the answer..
That is really as good an answer as I have received, and I have been
sitting here 16 years with a bill in this Congress that would require all
subs to tell the prime and up through the subs the costs, and then
the prime can give to the Government the price they pay to subs down
to the last one. For three administrations I have been told that it
would be humanly impossible to do it.

NEED TO KNOW ITEM COSTS

Now, of course, I know it isn't, and with all these computers it cer-
tainly isn't. I was told in World War II that the auto companies beat
the Government on this business of integrating the purchases. They
just couldn't make the line run. Of course, that is silly; they could have
done it. But people didn't want to do it. They could have acquired that
skill. We really ought to be able to acquire the skill in these purchasing
departments to know the cost of every single item, and put them to-
gether so that we can reduce the prices we are paying. I hope you
dedicate the whole new department of which you are a part to seeing
to it that we do it.

I think you really gave the best answer I have had in the 16 years I
have been sitting here.

Thank you.
Chairman PROXMIRE. In the prepared statement you speak of de--

veloping an interface standard. Is it developed by the Government.
examined bv the Government, is the determination as to whether it is
possible to implement it made by the Government?

Mr. CUNNINc.H.\Mr. As Mr. Ink testified, Senator, we had a meeting
of Government people to try to pull together the problem of how to
handle procurement in, let's say, the environment that we now have.
That group looked at the problem and said, "You now have certain
kinds of equipment installed. There is nothing you can do with that.
So put some speed into developing a standard which we can hope the
industry will follow in the newer announcements of computers to
come."

Chairman PROXMIRE. You see what I am getting at is the -role of the
industrv, the role of the private parties here. Are these decisions de-
pendent upon the views of private industry representatives serving-
on committees. Do, for instance, the private parties through organiza-
tions such as ASI, or USASI have a practical or effective veto over
what the Department of Commerce has?

POSSIBLE FOOT-DRAGGING ON INTERFACE STANDARDS

Mr. CUNNINGHAM. Ne'. I r*l't thl;nk tl-v hlave with respect to Gov-
ernment procurement. But they may footdrag as seems to be the case
in trvinr to get a. standard interface through the standards pro-'ra.m.

But if we specify it. if we can design something that is workable.
and specifv it. I am sure that they will support it. Now those that
don't support it
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Mr. INK. The problem here, Mr. Chairman, is getting standards
which are workable and realistic, which requires industrial input
because of their background, because of their experience. WMe can come
up with standards, in effect, by edict insofar as Govermnent procure-
ment is concerned, but we don't want to come up with standards for
the sake of standards. We want to come up with standards that are
workable.

If we come up with standards that are unrealistic and unworkable,
we could actually lose-

INFLUENCE OF INDUSTRY IN MAKING STANDARDS

Chairman PROXMIRE. But that determination ought to be made by
you. You see w-hat concerns me there is obviously, as Mrs. Griffiths
very skillfully brought out, I thought, a vested interest by the big,
very powerful and influential firms in the field to prevent this cost-
reducing competition. They are doing mighty well under present cir-
cumstances, and if competition gets tough and drives down the cost to
the Government their profits are going to diminish.

So they have a real vested interest in exercising their position to
drag their feet as long as they can.

We are familiar with this particularly in the housing area, where
you have the same kind of footdragging with regard to codes and
getting the industry to accept codes which are in the public interest
and will do the job and provide the safety, and so forth, and do so
at minimum cost. But the vested interests lhave been very effective in
that area. They have almost paralyzed the housing industry, and we
are very much concerned, I am concerned, maybe the same kind of
thing is happening here.

At any rate, Mr. Cunningham and you, Mr. Ink, are telling us that
the determination is made by the Department of Commerce, that you
consult but they have no practical veto whatsoever, is that right?

PRIVATE INDUSTRY HAS NO VETO

Mr. CUNNINGHAM. Private industry has no veto.
Mr. INK. Yes.
Mr. CUNNINGHAM. As a matter of fact, we have one standard, we

have a set of three standards approved in-
Chairman PROX3rIRE. How about USASI, do they have a veto?
Mr. CUNNINGHAM. As now called the American National Standards

Institute, Dr. Branscomb, Director of NBS. is on the board of ANSI,
members of the Department of Defense, GSA and NBS are on the
committee that builds standardization into the computer field. The
report to which Mr. Ink referred said it looks like they are going
too slow, and the report recommended that NBS embark on a well
publicized program to develop a standard.

Chairman PROXMIRE. How long have they taken?
Mr. CUNNINGHAM. I think that I heard from Comptroller General

Staats that ANSI started in 1966 and they have made very little
progress.

Chairman PROXMIRE. Well that is the point.
Mr. CUNNINGHAM. That is why I would like to point out-
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GOVERNMENT KNOW-HOW IN MAKING STANDARDS

Chairman PROiMIRE. Why doesn't the Government have the know-
how to make these standards. I can see why you would want as much
information as you can get from the industry, they have a right to
come in and testify and give you any kind of opinion they may
have, but I would think the Government should have the know-how
there and you just ought to say "we are going to go ahead in 3 months"
or 6 months or a reasonably limited period.

DEPENDENCE ON EXTERNAL IDEAS BY NBS

Mr. INK. Mr. Chairman, I am afraid on this one I would like to
defer to the National Bureau of Standards with respect to the tech-
nicalities that are involved, but I would hope though, I would share
your concern, that we do need more strength in the Bureau of Stand-
ards and I think with stronger resources that they would be in a
position to move forward more rapidly and be less dependent upon
external ideas.

Chairman PROXMIRE. I am very concerned about the lack of some
kind of comprehensive overall control or knowledge at least of the
computers that are used throughout the Government because we are
moving more and more into an area where the weapons are becoming
computers. The ABM, the computer cost of that is very large; the elec-
tronic battlefield on which we have already expended $2 billion
without an authorization and we expect to expend $20 billion, is
very largely an electronic operation.

This subcommittee has been responsible for exposing a number of
enormous overruns and again and again we are reminded of the fact
that the overruns are often largely the result of electronic devices.

The Stubbings report which you recall-Mr. Stubbings is in your
organization.

Mr. INK. Yes, sir.

NEED FOR COMPUTER COSTS AND ANALYSES

Chairman PROXMIRE. Made a very devastating indictment, I thought,
of the electronic weapons systems throughout the 1960's, found they
were 100 to 200 percent in overrun, and it seems to me that somehow
we have lost control of our computer investment and we don't seem
to have any kind of effective economic analysis as to whether it is
wise to rely as much as we are relying and move as much as we have
into the computer area.

The costs are great, and the returns don't seem to be satisfactory,
and again and again these weapons not only cost a lot more, they just
aren't performing well.

As Mr. Stubbings pointed out in his report, of the 11 major weap-
ons systems, electronic systems, procured at a cost of $40 billion in
the first part of the 1960's, they performed, only two of the 11 major
weapons systems performed, up to standard, and six or a majority
performed, met less than 25 percent of their standard specifications.

Now it would seem to me that the Bureau of the Budget would
have a real reason for at least getting for us the rudimentary figures,
as to how much we are putting into computers overall and then be
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able to proceed to an economic analysis as to whether the investment
is wise.

Mr. INK. Well, Mr. Chairman, the Bureau of the Budget has a
very sizable portion of that, of course, is included in inventory. But
we have discussed at the hearing there is also a significant portion
which is not included.

Chairman PRoxMiRE. It sounds as if less than half is included.

ROLE OF OFFICE OF MANAGEMENT AND BUDGET (oMB)

Mr. INK. Mr. Chairman, as we move from the Bureau of the Budget
to the Office of Management and Budget we will get back to the com-
mittee with respect to our views on this.

Chairman PROXMIRE. I am reminded that this is one of the reasons
why the military spending is out of control is because the Bureau
of the Budget just has not been looking at this.

Mr. INK. Mr. Chairman, as you know, the role of the Bureau was
different last year than it has been heretofore, and I am sure there
will be further changes.

GOVERNMENT EQUITY IN ADPE

Chairman PRoxMIRE. Who keeps account of the Government equity
in this ADPE?

Mr. CuNNINGHAMi. General Services Administration.
Chairman PRoxmIRE. I see. And they would be in the position or

could you tell us how much by years the Government has paid in
rentals for ADPE?

Mr. CUNNINGHAM. It is included in the inventory report.
Chairman PROXMIRE. Included in that.

POTENTIAL SAVINGS FROM INTERFACE STANDARDS

Do you agree, Mr. Ink, with the estimates by Mr. Staats that the
potential savings involved in the interface capability point that he
made?

Mr. INK. Yes, sir; we do agree that there are
Mr. PROXMIRE. Tens of millions of dollars?
Mr. INK. The studies and the experience will enable us to pinpoint

it further, but we are in full agreement this is desirable and will
save money.

Chairman PROXMIRE. Mr. Brown?

NATIONAL CENSUS OF ADPE BY SELECTED YEARS

Representative BROWN. Would it be possible for you to give me
the national inventory or national census figures for the years 1962
and 1966 or get them for me?

Mr. CUNNINGIAMr. We will get them for you and send them to
you; yes, sir.

Representative BROWN. Also I would like to have a copy of that
inventory.

Does the information on the rental program indicate the company
involved in the rental arrangement?
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Mr. CUNNINGUAM. Well, not in the actual amount of funds paid
to the company which is not included in here. We know that from
the GSA report on obligations against schedules, which is a large
portion of our total payments to companies and if you want it by

Representative BROWN. I would like to have that information.
It strikes me as interesting that in 1962, 66 percent of the computers

in the inventory were with IBM or were IBM equipment, and that the
national census now is 57.7 percent, and if I understand what has hap-
pened the 1962 national census would indicate that not that many
were then IBM.

Mr. CUNNINGHAM. No, sir; it would be a lot higher. IBM about 1962
had in the vicinity of 75 to 80 percent of the national market.

Representative BROWN. Of the national market?
Mr. CUNNINGHAMI. Of the national market. They had about 66 per-

cent of our market. These are order of magnitude figures.
Representative BROWN. Can you giWe me some indication of the

rental arrangements at that time?
Mr. CuN NINGHAMi. By dollars you mean?
Representative BROWN. By dollars.
Mr. CUNNINGH1AM. Or the manner
Representative BROWN. By numbers of contracts, anything that is

available.
Mr. CUNNINGHATI. Yes, sir.
(The following information was subsequently supplied for the rec-

ord by the Office of Management and Budget:)
EXECUTIVE OFFICE OF THE PRESIDENT,

OFFICE OF MANAGEMENT AND BUDGEr,
Washington, D.C.

Hon. GEORGE E. BROWN, Jr.,
House of Representatives,
Washington, D.C.

DEAR MR. BROWN: At the Joint Economic Committee hearings on July -1,
1970, you asked for tables showing the distribution of automatic data process-
ing systems produced by U.S. manufacturers. Those tables are attached-
one a numerical, the other a percentage distribution, by supplier and by year.
Also enclosed are comparable data for the Federal inventory.

A problem we have been unable to resolve is finding a source of industrywide
statistics that is both stable and reliable. Hence, the attached shows three
sources for the national figures; the differences between 1968 and 1969 data are
presumably attributable to the differences in the methods of the two sources.

If you have any further questions in this area, please feel free to contact
me or Joe Cunningham, Chief, ADP Management Staff, telephone 395-4960.

Sincerely,
DWIGHT A. INK.

Assistant Director.
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NATIONAL CENSUS OF AOP EQUIPMENT-DISTRIBUTION BY SUPPLIERS

June1960 1962 1964 1966 1968 1969

U.S. total -- - - - 4,683 13,177 23,497 34, 362 60, 360 61,977
NnIBM 2,927ta9341 14, 076 149, 813 37, 700 35, 811so ----- - 1, 756 3836 9,421 1549 22, 660 26, 166

Burroughs 163 241 747 1,113 1, 370 1,542
Control Data Corp- 30 259 864 1,441 2,107 1,885Digital Equipment Corp 0 0 188 587 2,611 9,707General Electric- 9 130 277 787 1 600 1,230Naioneywlt-iiWjs'er---- 10 104 375 1,115 2, 740 3, 219National Cash Register 43 394 1,057 2,046 3,254 2,934
RCA 46 244 645 881 1,190 1, 293Sclentific Data Systems 0 0 183 495 980 1, 095Univac -467 663 2, 859 4, 293 5,340 4, 344Other -988 1,801 2, 226 1, 791 1 458 3,917

Federal total 531 1,030 1, 862 3, 007 4, 232 4, 666
IBM 272 682 990 1 032 1,200 1, 311Non-lBM ----------------------- 259 348 872 1,975 3,032 3,355

Percent Federal to total 11.3 7.81 7.92 8.75 7.01 7.52

Source: Federal data from annual inventory of ADP equipment; national data: 1960-62 from "Introduction to AutomaticComputers," by Ned Chapin; 1964-68 from "Computers and Automation" magazine; 1969 from Diebold census, publishedby ADP Newsletter,

NATIONAL CENSUS OF ADP EQUIPMENT-DISTRIBUTION BY SUPPLIERS

[Percentages]

1960 1962 1964 1966 1968 1969

U.S. total -100.0 100.0 100.0 100.0 100.0 100.0
IBM- 62.5 70.8 F9.9 57.6 62.4 57.7Non-lBMsub- 37.5 29.2 40.1 42.4 37.6 42.3

Burroughs- 3. 4 1.8 3.1 3.2 2.2 2.4Control Data ---- .6 1.9 3.6 4.1 3.4 3.0Digital Euipment Corp- 0 0 .8 1.7 4.3 7.5General lectric- .2 .9 1.1 2.2 2.6 1. 9Honeywell. 2 .7 1.5 3.2 4. 5 5.1National Cash Register- 9 2.9 4.4 5.9 5. 3 4. 7RCA-------- .9 1.8 2.7 2. 5 1.9 2. 0Scientific ataSystems .0 .0 .7 1.4 1.6 1.7
UNIVAC- 9.9 5.0 12.1 12.4 8.8 7. 0Other- 21.4 14.2 10.0 5.8 3. 0 7.0

Federal total ----------- 100.0 100.0 100.0 100.0 100. 0 100. 0
IBM- 51.2 66.2 53.1 34.3 28.3 28. 0

Non-lBMW 48.8 33.8 46.8 65.7 71.7 72.0

FEDERAL INVENTORY OF AUTOMATIC DATA PROCESSING EQUIPMENT-DISTRIBUTION BY SUPPLIERS AS OF JUNE
30, 1969, SHOWING SUPPLIER REPRESENTATION IN THE FEDERAL INVENTORY

Manufacturer 1960 1962 1964 1966 1968 1969

IBM- 272 682 990 1,032 1,200 1,311Burroughs- 55 40 37 175 193 195Control Data -- 35 64 170 332 400 404
Digital Equipment (PDP) O 0 20 72 214 331G .E -------------------------------- 0 18 37 45 70 75Honeywell-: ------------------------ 1 9 22 145 247 271NCR ------ ------------------------ 7 15 192 188 249 2 68SOS ------------ 5 43 99 145 176 189UNIVAC- ----------------- ------ 0 0 18 112 186 209OthlC z--------------------------- 50 65 131 596 903 950
Other- 106 94 146 165 394 463

Total- -------- 531 1, 030 1, 862 3,007 4,232 4, 666

49-580-70--05
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FEDERAL INVENTORY OF AUTOMATIC DATA PROCESSING EQUIPMENT-DISTRIBUTION BY SUPPLIERS

AS OF JUNE 30, 1969, SHOWING THE SUPPLIER PERCENTAGES OF FEDERAL INVENTORY

[Amount in percent]

Manufacturer 1960 1962 1964 1966 1968 1969

IBM -51. 2 66.2 53. 2 34. 3 28. 4 28.1
Burroughs -10.4 3. 9 2. 0 5. 8 4.6 4. 2
Control Data- 6 6 6. 2 9.1 11. 0 9. 5 8. 7
Digital Equipment (PDP) -0 0 1.1 2. 4 5.1 7.1
General Electric -0 1. 7 2. 0 1. 5 1. 7 1.6
Honeywell- 0. 2 0. 9 1. 2 4. 8 5. 8 5.8
NCR- 1 3 1. 5 10. 3 6. 3 5.9 5. 7
RCA- 0. 9 4. 2 5. 3 4. 8 4. 2 4.1
SDS -0 0 1. 0 3. 7 4. 4 4 5
UNIVAC- 9. 4 6. 3 7.0 19.8 21. 3 20.4
Other -20. 0 9. 0 7. 8 5. 5 9.3 9. 9

Total -100 100 100 100 100 100

Representative BrzowNv~. I avould like some indication as to which
companies the Government did business with. I, of course, don't want
to jump to any false conclusions, but I gather from your earlier
remarks that this is a business that really began initially with the
Federal Government anyway, didn't it?

Mr. CUNNINGIIAMI. Yes, sir.
Representative BROWN. Is not private industry in this field today

largely a spinoff f rom Federal undertaking in this area?
Mr. INK. A very large portion of it. The early impetus came heavily

from the Government and actually from the nuclear weapons system.
Representative BROWNV. I suppose you could develop a company

around a few good Govermnent contracts for either purchase of equip-
menit or rental of equipment.

Mr. INK. I don't know just how the first companies were set up, but
certainly the Government indeed played a heavy part in it.

Representative BROWN. Maybe we ought to get another statistic and
that is the percentage of computers in the Federal inventory as opposed
to those in the national census.

Mr. CUNNINGHAM. That is what you have, the percentage figures.
are right in the testimony.

GOVERNMENT OWNERSHIP VERSUS PRIVATE OWNERSHIP

Representative BROWN. No, I am talking about the number of com-
puters owned by the Federal Government as opposed to the number
of computers owned in private industry.

Mr. CUNNINGIIAMI. OK; the total computers in the country today
are in excess of 62,000.

Representative BROWN. Right.
Mr. CUNNINGHAM. That is an order of magnitude figure. Those

are computers used in the companies. When you say owned-
Representative BROWN. The Federal Government has something in

excess of 4,666 as opposed to 65,000?
Mr. CUNNINGHAM. That is right.
Representative BROWN. I don't know whether we can include-

once again-
Mr. CUNNINGHAM1. Those figures are comparable. The 4,666 and

the approximate 62,000, I will give you the full figures.
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Representative BROWN. In 1962 of all the computers being sold how
many were sold to the Federal Government, 1 in 12 or 1 in 15?

GOVERNMENT OWNED 12-15 PERCENT OF NATIONAL CENSUS IN 1962

-Mr. CUNNINTGIIA-M. The Government inventory represented about
12 to 15 percent in 1962. It now represents about 7 percent of the
national census.

Representative BROWN. You see there is a big difference.
Mr. CUNNINGHA-M. It is going down.
Representative BROWN. That is right. But back when the industry

was developing-
Mr. INK. ;Vell, the Government would have been a much higher

percentage.

GOVERNMENT IMPACT ON INDUSTRY DEVELOPMNENT

Representative BROWNV. That is right, 1 in 7 and, of course, the
Government had a greater impact back in the earlv 1960 s on wvhich
conipanies grew and how much the industry as a whiole developed.

STEPS IN RENTING OR BUYING ADPE

Mr. INK. I think there is no question but vlhat that is true.
Representative BROWN. Let me ask you this question about the pur-

chase or the rental of computer equipment. Suppose I am a member of
an agency in HEW or some other place, and want to get a computer
for such and such a purpose. Howv do I obtain the computer using
Federal procurement procedures?

Mr. CUNNINGHAM. The over simplified version is you have to make
what is called a feasibility study to determine whether that is the
least expensive, most efficient wvay of doing the job. It is then subject
to program review by the agency and subject to review in the budget
process.

Before they can go out for an acquisition they have to send a require-
menlt to GSA where GSA determines how to go about the procure-
ment.

Representative BROWN. When you say it is subject to review by the
budget process, what do you mean, who?

Mr. CU-NNINGHAMr. The budget process in the agency and in the
Office of Management and Budget.

Representative BROW-N. I understand the agency part. Let's assume
the agency and the Department both decide they want the computer.
Does the Office of MJanagenment and Budget then make the determina-
tion as to whether or not it should be purchased?

Mr. INK. They make the determination as to whether funds will
be in the budget that the President recommends.

Representative BROWN. Well, isn't that the same thing as determin-
in g whether or not the purchase for the agency involved is to be
made?

Mr. INKi. Yes.
Representative BROWN. W1There is that decision made in the Office of

Management and Budget; is it made by a wide variety of people or
made by a few individuals?
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Mr. INK. Well, the recommendations are made by the examiners,
and it is made much the same way that any other item is made.

Representative BROWN. As a Member of Congress I am somewhat
baffled by what it means. Whhat does it mean?

Mr. INK. I am also baffled. I worked on the agency side a good many
years, and the budget total, of course, is decided by the President.

Now you want to know practically what it means. As a practical
matter-

DECISIONS BY OFFICE OF MANAGEMENT AND BUDGET

Representative BROWN. I am only worrying about the computer at
the moment; I am not worried about the total national budget. Where
in the Office of Management and Budget is the decision made whether
the computer should be purchased or rented?

Mr. CUNNINGHAM. That decision is made or recommended by the
agency in the budget process. They may recommend leasing and we
may disagree with them or they may recommend purchasing.

Representative BROWN. That is what I want to know. Who in the
Office of Management and Budget says don't buy the computer, rent
it or go ahead and get it?

Mr. INK. All right. The reason we are having trouble answering it is
because it may happen in several places. It may be that a division,
head of a division, in the Office of Management and Budget will say
to the Department that he is not in position to recommend money for
that. Then the Department will decide whether in the face of that
adverse recommendation they want to go: they may nevertheless want
to include it in their request for resolution either at the level of the
director of the OMB or failing that resolution with the President.

EXPERTISE IN 03MB

Representative BROWN. Is there anybody in the Office of Manage-
ment and Budget who is an authority on computers and decides
whether or not the computer should be acquired ?

Mr. CUNNINGHAM. A member of my staff will work with the exam-
iner on that and frequently make the decision "no, you should buy it.
Don't rent it because you are going to have it a long time."

STAFF IN OMB

Representative BROWN. How many people in your division?
Mr. CUNNINGHAM. Five.
Representative BROWN. How long have they been there?
Mr. CUNINGHAM. An average of 3,4 years.
Representative BROWN. Anybody with a memory that goes back to

1960,1962, and 1963?
Mr. CUNNINGHAM. That predates me.
Representative BROWN. No, that wasn't the question. The question

is have you got anybody
Mr. CUNNINGHAM. Yes, I have one person who goes back to that

time.
Representative BROWN. Now, presumably they don't decide where

the computer is purchased, just whether or not one is needed?
Mr. CUNNINGHAM. That is right.
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DECISION ON WHERE TO BUY

Representative BROWN. Where is that decision made?
Mr. CUNNINGIIAMr. You mean from whom it is purchased?
Representative BROWN. From whom it is purchased or with whom

the contract is written.
Mr. CUNNINGHAM. That is m-ade in GSA procurement action.
Mr. INK. General Services for general purpose computers. They

would not make that decision for a weapons computer in, going into,
a weapons system.

Representative BROWN. I understand that, but are a fairly sizable
percentage of the computers general-purpose computers?

Mir. INK. Yes.
Representative BROWN. How large is that office?
Mr. CUNNINGHAM. Mr. H. A. Abersfeller is going to testify later,

I believe lie has something in the neighborhood of 60 people.
Representative BROWN. Were any of these people there in the sixties I
Mr. CUNNINGHAM. I am sure they have some people there.
Mr. INK. We would assume this but we don't know, Mr. Brown.
Representative BROWN. Is there an interrelationship between that

section in the Bureau of the Budget which decides whether purchases
or rentals of computers shall be undertaken and that section in the
GSA which makes the decision on where the computers are to be ac-
quired?

0MB NOT IN PROCUREMENT ACTION

Mr. CUNNINGHAM. No, the Office of Management and Budget peo-
ple are totally out of procurement action.

Representative BROWN. How long has that been true?
Mr. CUNNINGHAM. Insofar as computers it has been true so long as

I can remember.
Representative BROWN. In other words, GSA has had the authority

to make these decisions?

GSA IS PROCURING AGENCY

Mr. CUNNINGHAM. GSA has the procuring authority, the agency
has the authority under the law for the selection of the equipment,
and the General Services has the responsibility for the procuring of it.

Mr. INK. We look upon it as an operational activity which we like
to keep out of the Executive Office of the President.

Representative BROWN. Let me back up; is it correct that the deci-
sionmaking capacity which the Bureau of the Budget exercises as to
whether or not the computer will be purchased, or purchased versus
rental, has existed since the Government began purchasing computers?

Mr. INK. No, no, sir.

SPECIAL PROGRAM FOR ADPE SETUP IN BOB IN 1966

This goes back before my time. too, in the beginning the agencies. of
course, handled this themselves. There was, in the early years, no spe-
cial arrangement under which computers -were handled, but as a result
of interest, by Congressman Brooks. the General Accounting Office,
and the Bure'au of the Budget, there was established this arrangement
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under which General Services Administration had the responsibility
for the procurement of general purpose equipment. Then a special unit
was also established in the Bureau of the Budget to give special atten-
tion 'to computer activities.

Representative BROwN. When was that?
Air. CUNNINGHAM. 1966.
Representative BROWN. And prior to that?
Mr. CUINNINGHAAM. It had been a part of another staff.
Representative BrowN. Where?
Mr. CuNNINMHAM. Inl the Bureau of the Budget.
Representative B3ROWN. Where?
Mr. CUNNINIGITAMr. There awere only two staff members working on

computer activity.
Mr. INK. Tlhere was special attention given to computers at the

earlier date, I will have to supply that to you for the record, but it
didn't have much muscle, and was a pretty lowv key, relatively low key,
operation until 1966 -when. this special unit was set up.

Representative BROWN. What I would like is the organizational his-
tory of computer procurement by the Federa.l Government.

Mr. INK. Yes, sir. We -will supply that for the record.
Represenitative Bizow0N. Thank you.

HISTORY OF ADP ACTIVITIES IN 0M11B

(The following information was subsequently supplied for the
record by the Office of Management and Budget:)

A study of Government-wide ADP responsibilities conducted by the Bureau
of the Budget between September 1958 and June 1959 led to the immediate estab-
lishment of a small, full-time staff in the Office of Management and Organization
devoted to the development of an ADP Management Program.

Earlier, in 1957, the Bureau had been instrumental in organizing and sponsor-
ing an Interagency Committee on ADP which gave consideration to common
problems relating to the growing use of computers by many agencies.

In January 1966, after enactment of P.L. 80-306 in October 1965, Joseph P.
Cunningham was appointed Chief, ADP Management Staff, with an allocation of
six professional positions which constitute the present staff. Organizationally,
the staff is currently located in the General Government Management Division.

LACK OF DATA ON TOTAL GOVERNIMENT OWNERSHI TP

Chairman PROXrMmE. In your answer to Congressman Brownn on
the percentage of computers owned by the Federal Government you
were talking about a very limited ownership by the Federal Gov-
ernment apparently because you don't know how much in computers
the Federal Government owns that are used for military purposes,
which is a very, very big area. To my understanding it is a lot bigger
than your general purpose computers, and you can't include that be-
cause you don't know what it is so when you say 7 percent that is
7 percent for general-purpose computers used by the Government
and there may be another very large percentage used for military
purposes, there is another very large percentage undetermined, un-
known. that is used by Government contractors on Government con-
tracts for which the Goverment pays for but is owned by the private
contractor.

So in Federal work the amount of computer use is undoubtedly
many times 7 percent, it could be more than 50 percent?
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Mr. INK.. I don't believe so, Senator Proxmire, but you are right in
that I can't tell you what that percentage is, and it would be some-
thing above the 7 percent.

Chairman Pitox~kriRm. Ho-w do you knoow it is not a great deal
above it?

Mr. INK. I can't tell you how much above it it is but a good portion
of the military, of course, is included here, and all of the Government-
owned are included.

Chairman PROXM3IRE. Not all the Government-owned that are used
by the military by any means.

Mr. INK. No, outside the operational side, they are included.
Chairman PROX-3IRE. You see, one of the things I am getting at is

when you take that military, I think that IBM could be a great deal
higher than 28.1 percent. That statement you have got in the prepared
statement is only apparently for the general-purpose computers
owned by the Fecleral Government.

Mr. CUNNINGHAM. I would like to point out though the 28.1 per-
cent is comparable wvith the national census, our figures are comparable
with the national census figures.

Chairman PROXMIRE. They may be comparable with the national
census but that does not obviate the fact that IBM may be selling 90
percent of the computers that the military are using.

Mr. CUNNINGH1A-M. That is possible.
Chairman PrOxMIRE. So when you add those two things up it

could be that IBM is selling far more overall.
M1r. INK. It could very well affect those percentages. It would un-

doubtedly affect them in some way. I don't know what the impact
would be.

IBM'S NEWV 370 SERIES

Chairman PROXmirRE. Let me ask, what is the significance of IBM's
brand new 370 series? Will this simplify interfacing?

Mr. CUNNINGHAM. It was announced yesterday. I am not sure. I
think with regard to that since the IBM Corp. has as large a percentage
as we have been discussing of the market, much of the compatible
peripheral equipment is compatible only with IBM.

Now the 370 looks superficially to us, it has two characteristics, one
of which is recognized in the announcement that the standards ap-
proved by the President under the instruction issued by the Secretary
of Commerce last year for certain standards were cranked into the
equipment. These are not the interface standards we are talking about
but they are standards which deal with making information accept-
able from one computer to another.

This was put into effect in 1969, July 1, 1969.
Now for the first time we have seen an announcement by a major

supplier that says that "our equipment accommodates to these
standards."

The second thins is that the technological characteristics of the
computer are difficult to evaluate in this short period of time, but it
seems as though there is an increase in capacity of the kind that we
had expected in prior announcements.
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CONGRESSIONAL INTEREST IN COMPUTER COSTS

Chairman PROXMIRE. I would just like to ask one other question, Mr.Ink. What other congressional committees have been interested in, toyour knowledge, interested in attempting to get this interface com-patibility so that it would be possible to have more competition in thecomputer area?
Mr. INK. Well, of course, Mr. Brooks' committee on the Houseside has been taking a very strong and sustained interest in just aboutevery aspect of computers, including this. I will turn to Mr. Cunning-ham for comments by the others.
Mr. CUNNINGHAM. That is the principal committee that has beeninterested in the problems of compatibility and the use of computers.Chairman PROXMIRE. Has Mr. Brooks' committee been pressing youalso to provide a comprehensive inventory-
Mr. CUNNINGHAM. Yes.
Chairman PROXMIRE (continuing). Of the computers owned by theGovernment including the military?
Mr. CUNNINGHAM. Not including the military.
Mr. INK. Again when we say not including the military, I think weunderstand that it is split, part of it is included and part of it is not.Chairman PROXMIRE. Included, the part of the military that is notincluded. There is no problem on the part of the military that is in-cluded, I take it.
Has Mr. Brooks' committee indicated any interest in the part thatis not owned by the Government but is part of the cost of Govern-ment procurement because, as you let a contract and the contractoruses computers, of course, the Government has to pay for that com-puter use. Has there been any expression on the part of Members ofCongress to you for you to secure this?
Mr. INK. I was under the impression that the committee has beeninterested in just about everything. I don't believe this has been oneof the major thrusts of the committee but you can speak to that betterthan I can. There is almost nothing in the computer area that I don'tthink has come up in the course of the discussions of that commit-tee because it has been very thorough.
Chairman PROXMIRE. Except for weapons systems.
Mr. CUNNINGHAM. That is right. Weapons systems have not beengone into.
Chairman PROXMIRE. The Appropriations Committees of neitherthe House nor the Senate have, the Appropriations Committees of theHouse or Senate.
Mr. CUNNINGHAM. Yes. Appropriations Committee with defense,yes.
Chairman PROXMIRE. Mr. Mahon's committee in the House.Mr. CUNNINGHAM. Yes.
Chairman PROXMIRE. But there has been no study to determine whythere is this terrific increase in costs, and why the very poor perform-ance has been so characteristic of our computer oriented weapons,to your knowledge.
Mr. CUNNINGHAM. Not to my knowledge, in the Bureau of the Budg-et. It may be to other people.
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FOLLOW-tUP ON STUBBINGS REPORT

Chairman PROXMIRE. That Stubbings report was just an invitation
to Congress and to the administration to get to work in the area and
find out. Of course, that is what this committee has been trying to
do.

Mr. INK. Again, Mr. Chairman, I have not been involved in this
area in the Bureau before now so if I might see if there is something
that I am not aware of that I could provide the committee on the
record because I might be shortchanging someone here without in-
tending to.

Chairman PROXMIRE. I would also like to know if Mr. Stubbings
has been as richly rewarded for his insights and revelations as was
Mr. Ernest Fitzgerald for his revelations on the C5A, and Mr. McGee
who disclosed the pilfering of millions of dollars of fuel oil in Thai-
land, and if similar rewardfor Mr. Stubbings-has he been promoted,
where is he now?

Mr. INK. He is still in the Bureau.
Chairman PROXMIRE. I am glad to hear that.
Mr. Isis. He is still active. I don't know just what his assignment

is, but the last I saw him on the elevator he was very active and work-
ing on some other problems.

Chairman PROXMIRE. He wasn't operating the elevator, was he?
[Laughter.]

Mr. INK. No, sir, Mr. Chairman. Sometimes I wish someone was. I
was stuck in that elevator for an hour a little while ago.

Representative BROWN. It is probably operated by a computer.
[Laughter.]

Mr. CUN-NINGHAM. It is.
Mr. INK. It is, and I must say, Mr. Chairman, I never have under-

stood why the programing of elevators in this day and age isn't more
effective.

Chairman PROXMIRE. To get back to Mr. Stubbings, I understand
he doesn't feel free, somebody has put him under wraps so he won't
talk to Members of Congress and the press or the public about his
study. Is there any restraint you know of from the Budget Bureau
on Mr. Stubbings?

Mr. INK. I am not aware of any.
Chairman PROXMIRE. Would you let us know whether he is free to

testify, free to come up and disclose his own estimates? He made a
very valuable study, as we all know.

Mr. I-NK. It is the practice of the Bureau of the Budget to provide
full inforaintion, whenever requested, through policy level spokesmen,
either the Director, Deputy Director, or one of the Assistant Directors
of BOB. The Budget examining staff provides assistance to these
officials.

Chainilan PROXMIRE. Fine.
MKr. Brown?

ETHICAL STANDARDS APPLYING TO 0MB AND GSA PERSONNEL

Representative BROWN. Our previous discussion indicated that the
decisions on computer procurement are centered in the Bureau of the
Budget and the General Services Administration. The Bureau of the
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Budget determines -whether the computer should be acquired, and, if
so, whether purchased or rented; GSA implements the Bureaus deci-
sion and acquires the computer by the method determined.

WV'hat disclosure laws cover the possibility of abuse in either one of
these two areas. Are the people who make determinations about
computer procurement required, as Members of Congress are now,
to disclose their personal holdings or investments ?

Mr. CUNNINGHA-M. Yes, all the members on the Government staff
are required to disclose their holdings and investments. The job is
split, as you can See, in several segments, which offers another feature
for prevention of any kind of hanky-panky.

Representative BROWN. But, for instance, are the people in the
Bureau of the Budget who make the decisions as to whether or not
we get another computer for whatever price included under these dis-
closure requirements?

Mr. Is-*. Yes, sir.
Representative BnROwN-. Those people have their investments on

public display; is that correct?
Mr. IN.K. Yes, sir.
Representative BROWN. How long las that been the case?
Mr. CUNNINGHAMI. It has been the case since I joined the Bureau in

1966. W\e had to submit a financial statement.
Mr. INK. We -will have to supply for the record when the disclosure

policy went into effect.
(The following information was subsequently supplied for the rec-

ord by the Office of Management and Budget:)
Executive Order 112292 (below), prescribing standards of ethical conduct for

Government officers and employees, was issued on 'May 8, 1965, and revoked a
number of earlier issuances.

EXECUTIVE ORDER 11222-PRESCRIBING STANDARDS OF ETHICAL CONDUCT FOR
GOVERN MENT OFFICERS AND EMPLOYEES

By virtue of the authority vested in me by section 301 of title 3 of the United
States Code, and as President of the United States, it is hereby ordered as
follows:

PART I-POLICY

SECTION 101. Where government is based on the consent of the governed. every
citizen is entitled to have complete confidence in the integrity of his government.
Eaeh individual officer, employee, or adviser of government must help to earn
and must honor that trust by his own integrity and conduct in all official actions.

PART II-STANDARDS OF CONDUCT

SECTTON 201. (a) Except in accordance with regulations issued pursuant to
subsection (b) of this section. no employee shall solicit or accept, directly or
indirectly, any gift, gratuity, favor, entertainment. loan, or any other thing
of monetary value, from any person, corporation, or group which-

(1) has, or is seeking to obtain, contractual or other business or financial
relationships with his agency;

(2) conducts operations or activities which are regulated by his agency; or
(3) has interests which may be substantially affected by the performance or

nonperformance of his official duty.
(b) Agency heads are authorized to issue regulations, coordinated and ap-

proved by the Civil Service Commission, implementing the provisions of subsec-
tion (a) of this section and to provide for such exceptions therein as may be
necescary and appropriate in view of the nature of their agency's work and the
duties and responsibilities of their employees. For example, it mav be anpronri-
ate to provide exceptions (1) governing obvious family or personal relationships
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Where the circumstances make it clear that it is those relationships rather than
the business of the persons concerned which are the motivating factors-the
clearest illustration being the parents, children or spouses of federal employees;
(2) permitting acceptance of food and refreshments available in the ordinary
course of a luncheon or dinner or other meeting or on inspection tours where
an employee may properly be in attendance; or (3) permitting acceptance of
loans from banks or other financial institutions on customary terms to finance
proper and usual activities of employees, such as home mortgage loans. This
section shall be effective upon issuance of such regulations.

(c) It is the intent of this section that employees avoid any action, whether
or not specifically prohibited by subsection (a), which might result in, or create
the appearance of-

(1) using public office for private gain;
(2) giving preferential treatment to any organization or person;
(3) impeding government efficiency or economy;
(4) losing complete independence or impartiality of action;
(5) making a government decision outside official channels: or
(6) affecting adversely the confidence of the public in the integrity of

the Government.
SEC. 202. An employee shall not engage in any outside employment, including

teaching, lecturing, or writing, Which might result in {a conflict, or an apparent
conflict, between the private interests of the employee and his official government
duties and responsibilities, although such teaching, lecturing. and writing by em-
ployees are generally to be encouraged so long as the laws, the provisions of this
order, and Civil Service Commission and agency regulations covering conflict
of interest and outside employment are observed.

SEC. 203. Emplovees may not (a) have direct or indirect financial interests that
conflict substantially, or appear to conflict substantially, with their responsibili-
ties and duties as Federal employees, or (b) engage in, directly or indirectly,
financial transactions as a result of, or primarily relying upon, information ob-
tained through their employment. Aside from these restrictions, employees are
free to engage in lawful financial transactions to the same extent as private cit-
izens. Agencies may. however, further restrict such transactions in the light of
the special circumstances of their individual missions.

SEC. 204. An employee shall not use Federal property of any kind for other
than officially approved activities. He must protect and conserve all Federal prop-
erty, including equipment and supplies, entrusted or issued to him.

SEC. 205. An employee shall not directly or indirectly make use of, or permit
others to make use of, for the purpose of furthering a private interest, official
information not made available to the general public.

SEC. 206. An employee is expected to meet all just financial obligations. espe-
cially those-such as Federal, State, or local taxes-which are imposed by law.

PART III-STANDARDS OF ETHICAL CONDUCT FOR SPECIAL GOVERNMENT EMPLOYEES

SEC. .301. This part applies to all "special Government employees" as defined
in section 202 of title 18 of the United States Code, who are employed in the
executive branch.

SEC. 302. A consultant, adviser or other special Government employee must
refrain from any use of his public office which is motivated by. or gives the ap-
pearance of being motivated by, the desire for private gain for himself or other
persons, including particularly those with whom he has family, business, or
financial ties.

SEC. 303. A consultant, adviser, or other special Government employee shall
not use any inside information obtained as a result of his government service for
private personal gain, either by direct action on his part or by counsel. recom-
mendations or suggestions to others. including particularly those with whom he
has family, business. or financial ties.

SEC. 304. An adviser, consultant, or other special Government employee shall
not use his position in any way to coerce, or give the appearance of coercing.
another person to provide any financial benefit to him or persons with whom he
has family, business. or financial ties.

SEC. 305. An adviser. consultant, or other special Government employee shall
not receive or solicit from persons having business with his agency anything
of value as a gift, gratuity, loan or favor for himself or persons with whom he
has family, business, or financial ties while employed by the Government or in
connection with his work with the Government.
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SEC. 306. Each agency shall, at the time of employment of a consultant, ad-
viser, or other special Government employee require him to supply it with a
statement of all other employment. The statement shall list the names of all
the corporations, companies, firms, State or local governmental organizations,
research organizations and educational or other institutions in which he is
serving as employee, officer, member, owner, director, trustee, adviser, or con-
sultant. In addition, it shall list such other financial information as the ap-
pointing department or agency shall decide is relevant in the light of the duties
the appointee is to perform. The appointee may, but need not, be required to
reveal precise amounts of investments. The statement shall be kept current
throughout the period during which the employee is on the Government rolls.

PART IV-REPORTING OF FINANCIAL INTERESTS

SECTION 401. (a) Not later than 90 days after the date of this order, the head
of each agency, each Presidential appointee in the Executive Office of the Pres-
ident who is not subordinate to the head of an agency in that Office, and each
full-time member of a committee, board, or commission appointed by the Pres-
ident, shall submit to the Chairman of the Civil Service Commission a state-
ment containing the following:

(1) A list of the names of all corporations, companies, firms, or other busi-
ness enterprises, partnerships, nonprofit organizations, and educational or other
institutions-

(A) with which he is connected as an employee, officer, owner, director,
trustee, partner, adviser, or consultant; or

(B) in which he has any continuing financial interests, through a pension
or retirement plan, shared income, or otherwise, as a result of any current
or prior employment or business or professional association: or

(C) in which he has any financial interest through the ownership of
stocks, bonds, or other securities.

(2) A list of the names of his creditors, other than those to whom he may
be indebted by reason of a mortgage on property which he occupies as a personal
residence or to whom he may be indebted for current and ordinary household
and living expenses.

(3) A list of his interests in real property or rights in lands, other than
property which he occupies as a personal residence.

(b) Each person who enters upon duty after the date of this order in an office
or position as to which a statement is required by this section shall submit such
statement not later than 30 days after the date of his entrance on duty.

(c) Each statement required by this section shall be kept up to date by
submission of amended statements of any changes in, or additions to, the infor-
mation required to be included in the original statement, on a quarterly basis.

SEC. 402. The Civil Service Commission shall prescribe regulations, not in-
consistent with this part, to require the submission of statements of financial
Interests by such employees, subordinate to the heads of agencies, as the Com-
mission may designate. The Commission shall prescribe the form and content of
such statements and the time or times and places for such submission.

SEC. 403. (a) The interest of a spouse, minor child, or other member of his
immediate household shall be considered to be an interest of a person required
to submit a statement by or pursuant to this part.

(b) In the event any information required to be included in a statement re-
quired by or pursuant to this part is not known to the person required to sub-
mit such statement but is known to other persons, the person concerned shall
request such other persons to submit the required information on his behalf.

(c) This part shall not be construed to require the submission of any infor-
mation relating to any person's connection with, or interest in, any professional
society or any charitable, religious, social, fraternal, educational, recreational,
public service, civic, or political organization or any similar organization not
conducted as a business enterprise and which is not engaged in the ownership
or conduct of a business enterprise.

SEc. 404. The Chairman of the Civil Service Commission shall report to the
President any information contained in statements required by section 401 of
this part which may indicate a conflict between the financial interests of the
official concerned and the performance of his services for the Government. The
Commission shall report, or by regulation require reporting, to the head of
the agency concerned any information contained in statements submitted pur-
suant to regulations issued under section 402 of this part which may indicate a
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conflict between the financial interests of the officer or employee concerned and
the performance of his services for the Government.

SEC. 405. The statements and amended statements required by or pursuant to
this part shall be held in confidence, and no information as to the contents
thereof shall be disclosed except as the Chairman of the Civil Service Commission
or the head of the agency concerned may determine for good cause shown.

SEC. 406. The statements and amended statements required by or pursuant
to this part shall be in addition to, and not in substitution for, or in derogation
of, any similar requirement imposed by law, regulation, or order. The submission
of a statement or amended statements required by or pursuant to this part
shall not be deemed to permit any person to participate in any matter in which
his participation is prohibited by law, regulation, or order.

PART v-DELEGATING AUTHORITY OF THE PRESIDENT UNDER SECTIONS 205 AND 208
OF TITLE 18 OF THE UNITED STATES CODE RELATING TO CONFLICTS OF INTEREST

SECTION 501. As used in this part, department means an executive department,
agency means an independent agency or establishment or a Government corpo-
ration, and head of an agency means, in the case of an agency headed by more
than one person,the chairman or comparable member of such agency.

SEC. 502. There is delegated, in accordance with and to the extent prescribed in
sections 503 and 504 of this part, the authority of the President under sections
205 and 208(b) of title 18, United States Code, to permit certain actions by an
officer or employee of the Government, including a special Government em-
ployee, for appointment to whose position the President is responsible.

SEC. 503. Insofar as the authority of the President referred to in section 502
extends to any appointee of the President subordinate to or subject to the
chairmanship of the head of a department or agency, it is delegated to such
department or agency head.

SEC. 504. Insofar as the authority of the President referred to in section 502
extends to an appointee of the President who is within or attached to a depart-
ment or agency for purposes of administration, it is delegated to the head of
such department or agency.

SEC. 505. Notwithstanding any provision of the preceding sections of this part
to the contrary, this part does not include a delegation of the authority of the
President referred to in section 502 insofar as it extends to:

(a) The head of any department or agency in the executive branch:
(b) Presidential appointees in the Executive Office of the President who are

not subordinate to the head of an agency in that Office; and
(c) Presidential appointees to committees, boards, commissions, or similar

groups established by the President.

PART VI-PROVIDING FOR THE PERFORMANCE BY THE CIVIL SERVICE COMMISSION OF
CERTAIN AUTHORITY VESTED IN THE PRESIDENT BY SECTION 1753 OF THE REVISED
STATUTES

SECTION 601. The Civil Service Commission is designated and empowered to
perform, without the approval, ratification, or other action of the President, so
much of the authority vested in the President by section 1753 of the Revised
Statutes of the United States (5 U.S.C. 631) as relates to establishing regula-
tions for the conduct of persons in the civil service.

SEC. 602. Regulations issued under the authority of section 601 shall be con-
sistent with the standards of ethical conduct provided elsewhere in this order.

PART VII-GENERAL PROVISIONS

SECTION 701. The Civil Service Commission is authorized and directed, in
addition to responsibilities assigned elsewhere in this order:

(a) To issue appropriate regulations and instructions implementing parts II,
III, and IV of this order;

(b) To review agency regulations from time to time for conformance with
this order; and

(c) To recommend to the President from time to time such revisions in this
order as may appear necessary to ensure the maintenance of high ethical stand-
ards within the executive branch.

SEC. 702. Each agency head is hereby directed to supplement the standards
provided by law, by this order, and by regulations of the Civil Service Com-
mission with regulations of special applicability to the particular functons
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and activities of his agency. Each agency head is also directed to assure (1)
the widest possible distribution of regulations issued pursuant to this section
and (2) the availability of counseling for those employees who request advice
or interpretation.

SEC. 703. The following are hereby revoked:
(a) Executive Order No. 10939 of May 5, 1961.
(h) Executive Order No. 11125 of October 29, 1963.
(C) Section 2 (a) of Executive Order No. 10530 of May 10, 1954.
(d) White House memorandum of July 20, 1961, on Standards of Conduct

for Civilian Employees.
* (e) The President's Memorandum of May 2, 1963, Preventing Conflicts of
Interest on the Part of Special Government Employees. The effective date of
this revocation shall be the date of issuance by the Civil Service Commission
of regulations under section 701 (a) of this order.

SEC. 704. All actions heretofore taken by the President or by his delegates in
respect of the matters affected by this order and in force at the time of the
issuance of this order, including any regulations prescribed or approved by
the President or by his delegates in respect of such matters, shall, except as
they may be inconsistent with the provisions of this order or terminate by
operation of law, remain in effect until amended, modified, or revoked pursuant
to the authority conferred by this order.

SEC. 705. As used in this order, and except as otherwise specifically provided
herein, the term agency means any executive department, or any independent
agency or any Government corporation; and the term employee means any
officer or employee of an agency.

LYNDON B. JOHNsON.
THE WHITE HousE, May 8, 1965.

Representative BROWN. Are those people required to disclose to indi-
vidual companies?

Mr. IN K. You are talking about the GSA?
Representative BROWN. Yes.
Mr. INK. I would suggest you ask them as to what their disclosure

policy is.
Representative BROWN. The reason I pursue this kind of question-

ing is that this is an area where the product is a highly tailored and
not open for generalized bidding; doesn't the decision to purchase or
rent a computer depend to a large degree on the discretion of the peo-
ple who make the request and approve it?

Mr. INK. Yes, sir.
Well, except that the dollars, the availability of dollars, of course,

go through this budget process.
For example, when I was in HUD we forwarded a request for a

computer, and the estimate, it had a $5 million price tag on it. Now
hlad we come forward with something else with a $5 million price tag on
it that -would have been also reviewed by the Bureau. Now something
that is in the neighborhood of $20,000 isn't, as an item.

I might say also that none of the three of us here own any stock in
any computer company.

Representative BROWN. That is comforting.
The only point I make, Mr. Ink, and I am sure you appreciate this,

is that if you were in private business and put in a request for a $5
million computer somebody would say, "are you going to save $5
million or are eve going to make $5 million on the computer over a
reasonable period of time," and I trust that is the general responsibility
of the Bureau of the Budget.

Mr. INK. Yes, sir.
Representative BROWN. As to whether or not some similar type of

judgment is made.
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Mr. IN:K. Yes, sir.
Representative BROWN. But unfortunately not squared on the same

requirement.
MIr. INi. In that instance that I mentioned, for example, when I

was then in the department we had to provide justification to the
Bureau first for the need for the computer and the timing of that need.
They raised very severe questions with us as to -whether our program
would move along at the pace that we estimated and, therefore, re-
quired the computer at that date. They fairly soon were convinced that
we needed the computer but they were unconvinced for some time that
we needed it when we said we needed it, and they asked for and re-
ceived the analysis with respect to purchase versus lease.

All of that was preliminary to the hearings that we had at the
Bureau of the Budget in which this wovas one of several items that wivas
taken up with the Bureau.

Representative BROWN. If I can go on with my analogy, purchasing
department in private industry usually buys the least expensive shelf
item available or buys on a bid basis; however, if the item must be
tailored there -will be some decision as to where the item is to be ac-
quired-such factors as business relationships, family relationships,
et cetera, often enter into the decision. I am trying to determine how
much these type of factors enter into the purchase of computers by
GSA.

Perhaps wve will have a chance to pursue it with them.
Mr. INK. Yes.

LOCATION OF COMPUTERS BY DEPARTMENTS

Representative BROWN. Wlhat is the book inventory breakdown of
the numbers of computers in the Government; do you have a break-
down as to the departmental location of those computers?

Mr. CUNNINGUAIM. Yes, sir.
Representative BROWN. The agencies and so forth.
MIr. INK. Yes, sir; it is included here.
Representative BROWN. Do vou have a breakdown as to the utiliza-

tion or is there any way that you have been able to follow up on the
utilization of the computers as to whether or not the requests for pur-
chase or rental of the computer proved to be accurate? Do you know,
to put it another way, how many times you have been conned?

INVENTORY SHOWS HOURS OF SERVICE

Mr. INK. Well, the inventory report itself includes one index to
this in the average monthly hours in service. Now that is only a part
of the analysis, of course, but I think that is a very useful and impor-
tant tangible proof.

Representative BROWN. Does that vary widely?
Mr. INK. Yes, sir.
Representative BROWN. What would be the high monthly hours

versus the low monthly hours of service?
Mr. INK. Well, just looking here at one of the sheets, I see this

particular page ranged from about 652 hours down to 98 hours. That
is the kind of range that I see on this particular page.
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Representative BROWN. Presumably then, somebody who had 6.52
hours of service on their computer would have a need for a computer
that would be greater than somebody who had a computer that they
used for only 98 hours, is that a fair or an unfair statement?

Mr. INK. Generally, yes. But, of course, some areas have higher
priorities than others, and some high-priority problems don't take
a lot of hours, might be in the smaller numbers. Mr. Renninger is
just telling me that the average for small computers is 295 and 512
for the largest computers, if that helps give you a range. I don't have
a median figure.

Representative BROWN. What is that figure again; what is the 295
and the 512?

Mr. INK. Well, first, I just at random opened one of the pages of
the inventory and gave you the range on that particular page of the
utilization that was reported. Mr. Renninger then is saying that an
overall average, this is not the median, an overall average for small
computers is 295, and for the largest computers 512.

Representative BROWN. But again, what is the 295 figure?
Mr. INK. Hours per month.
Mr. CUNNINGHAM. Productive hours per month.
Mr. INK. Productive hours per month, that is what all these figures

are that I have been reciting.
Representative BROWN. That is nearly round the clock use then, is

that right?
Mr. INK. Yes.
Representative BROWN. Presumably you only have 720 hours a

month?
Mr. INK. Yes, sir; it does and we would hope it would on these

larger ones.
Mr. Chairman, I think that what we have talked about, what the

General Accounting Office has talked about, represent some significant
steps forward in terms of better information and better control. I
think we are all in agreement that this is a part of the story. There
certainly are steps that need to be taken and some of those that we
are in the midst of taking we think we ought to be moving ahead on
more rapidly.

Chairman PROXMTRE. Well, thank you very, very much, gentlemen.
This is most helpful. I didn't mean to be too critical of you personally
at all. I know that, after all, you are relatively new and your office
is brand new, this is the first day, as you said, and so Happy Fiscal
Year.

Mr. INK. We hope to improve, Mr. Chairman.
Chairman PROX31IRE. Well, I am sure you will do that.
(Laughter.)
So the subcommittee will stand in recess until 2 this afternoon when

we have the General Services Administration, Department of Defense,
and the Peripheral Manufacturers Association represented.

(Whereupon, at 12:55 p.m., the subcommittee was recessed, to re-
convene, at 2 p.m., the same day.)

Afternoon Session

Chairman PROXMIRE. At the suggestion of Mrs. Griffiths, and I
think it would be helpful, is Mr. Caveney here at the moment? Won't
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you come to the table here, so the three of you gentlemen can be to-
gether, and you can cheerfully agree or disagree.

Our first witness is Mr. H. A. Abersfeller, Commissioner of Federal
Supply Service, GSA. Commissioner, you go right ahead. I think,
vhy don't all of you gentlemen go ahead with your statements and then

we will question you in turn?

STATEMENT OF HEINZ A. ABERSFELLER, COMMISSIONER, FED-
ERAL SUPPLY SERVICE, GENERAL SERVICES ADMINISTRATION;
ACCOMPANIED BY GEORGE W. DODSON, JR., ASSISTANT COM-
MISSIONER, OFFICE OF AUTOMATED DATA MANAGEMENT
SERVICES, FEDERAL SUPPLY SERVICE

Mr. ABERSFELLER. Mr. Chairman, and members of the subcommittee,
I am Heinz A. Abersfeller, Commissioner of the Federal Supply Serv-
ice of the General Services Administration. On behalf of the Admin-
istrator of General Services, Robert L. Kunzig, I wish to express our
appreciation for this opportunity to appear before your subcommittee.
With your permission, Mr. Chairman, and in order to conserve the
overall time of the committee, I will present a summary statement of
the actions the General Services Administration has taken in support
of Public Law 89-306, the Brooks bill, and our active concern in im-
proving the overall management of ADP in the Federal Government.

May I say, I have with me Mr. George WN. Dodson, Jr., Assistant
Commissioner, Office of Automated Data Managemient Services for the
Federal Supply Service.

COSTS REDUCED $93.5 MILLION ON ADPE

Since our appearance before you on November 12, 1967. wve have:
During fiscal year 1969 and 1970 been able to obtain reduced costs,

through improved and continuing Federal supply schedule terms and
conditions of $43 million, plus an additional $50.5 million in reduced
costs of individual ADP systems procurements, compared to schedule
costs, for a total of $93.5 million.

During fiscal year 1969 and 1970 we achieved a total cost reduction
of about $19.5 million in the procurement of magnetic tape compared
to Federal supply schedule tape prices in force prior to the develop-
ment of a tape specification and competitive procurement.

During fiscal year 1970, just ended, increased the number of Federal
supply schedule contracts with independent manufacturers of
peripheral and accessorial equipments used with ADP equipment to
71 with an estimated annual volume of $12 million in sales, compared
to 42 such contracts and a volume of $10.7 million during fiscal year
1969. Included in these 71 schedule contracts were four manufacturers
of plug-to-plug compatible tape and disk drives and six independent
suppliers of disk packs, for a fiscal year 1970 estimated volume of
$3.50,000 which compares to a volume of $89,500 for fiscal year 1969.

We developed a specification and qualified products list for the
six high disk pack, obtained government-wide requirements, and made
plans to issue a competitive solicitation by mid-July 1970.

W\Te implemented Bureau of the Budget bulletin No. 70-9, subject,
"Acquisition of Peripheral Components for Installed ADP Systems,"

49-580-70 6
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by identifying 2,867 such units, which if determined by the using
agencies to be replaceable, would at least equal the $5 million annual
cost reduction estimated by the Comptroller General in his report to
the Congress on this subject No. B-115369 dated July 24, 1969.

I might digress for a moment. As of this morning we have a report
from the agencies of 9,138 will be replaced at a savings of in excess of
$6 million.

Chairman PROX3NIRE. Do you have a date as to when they will be
replaced?

Mr. A13LRSFELIER. No, it is a continuing thing. I don't have a final
time period, some in fact havte already been replaced but we don't have
a time phase.

Chairman PROXMIIRE. Roughly over the next year or two.
Mr. AmBERSYELLER. I would sav within the next 12 months at the

outside.
We delegated procurement authority to the Veterans' Administra-

tion and the Defense Supply Agency for replacement of installed ADP
peripherals with plug-to-plug compatibles which resulted in com-
pleted action with reported annual savings of $300.000 and $220,000,
respectively.

We issued a request for proposals on May 1, 1970, for a test procure-
ment to separate the. requirements for the central processing unit from
the peripheral. requirements in order to offer individual ADP equin-
ment components for quotation in a new ADP system procurement. In
connection with the procurement test, we held a vendors' conference
on Miay 27, 1970, at which 14 firms were represented: these were, two
leasing companies , one software house, two consulting firms, eight
computer manufacturers, and one peripheral equipment manufacturer.

We issued a Federal propertv management regulation on Januarv 17,
1969, immediately after your last hearings, ended, which provided for
the procurement of the several components, including peripheral equip-
ment, of a ADP system, or augmenting an existing system, from a
number of different sources, if such multiple source action is in the best
interests of the Government.

We clarified the rer)orting instructions for the ADP management
information system in order to improve asrencv reporting. accuracy.

We monitored agency reporting timeliness in coordination with
BOB in order to improve timeliness of the data base.

We monitored agency projected gains and losses against actual re-
ports and fed back differences in order to enhance agency projections
and correct reporting errors.

We used the ADP management information system data base to gen-
erate recurring reports used daily by the GSA guided Government-
wide sharing exchanges; to compute purchase/lease analysis; and to
prepare special one-time management reports, at the call of the legisla-
tive and executive branches.

As an example GSA required 106 of these special reports to support
our Public Law 89-306 mission. The Bureau of the Budget required
25 special reports, the Department of Commerce three, and the De-
partment of Defense 43. In all, 10 agencies, and the General Account-
ing Office have required 218 special management information system
reports.

We published for the public more than 6,000 copies annually of the
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"Inventory of Automatic Data Processing Equipment in the United
States."

We provided to the public copies of the data base in magnetic tape
form.

We organized with the BOB, and major agencies concerned, a proj-
ect to review the circular A-83 requirements to develop, on a phased
basis, a revised information system giving special attention to:

Timeliness of submission and perpetual data requirements;
Correlation of projected acquisitions and release with BOB A-11

submissions;
Component versus system level reporting;
Computer and application usage;
Leased equipment credits;
Expanded edit criterion;
Analog and telecommunication devices; and
Maintenance and manpower costs.
Mr. Chairman, in your letter of June 12, 1970, you requested infor-

mation on space and storage requirements caused by the expanding
use of ADPE. We have not been able to attribute any net increased
space requirements to the expanding use of ADPE. We have found
that paper records produced by automatic data processing equipment
are relatively short lived from a records management point of view.
We are incidentally reviewing alternative methods of recording data
for archival purposes with the objective of achieving a substantial com-
paction in data storage compared to that density normally achieved
vith digital data recorded on magnetic tape.

If we are successful here we will, of course, be able to turn back
into use several thousand reels of magnetic tape.

FUTURE PLANS OF GSA

Mr. Chairman, turning now to the future. I would like to inform
vou of our most significant plans for the future %which are, to test
the economic and technical feasibility of expanding Federal data
processing center services to include time sharing.

To reduce the proliferation and maintenance of similar bread and
butter computer applications which are common to many agencies
by offering central Government-wide system services through the
Federal data processing centers such as:

Payroll and manpower statistics;
Property accounting;
Appropriation and revolving fund accounting; and
Mailing lists.
To increase our advertised procurements by developing specifica-

tions for:
Eleven high disk packs; and
Scientific magnetic tape.
To improve the ADP procurement process by the development of

a uniform ADP contract clause handbook.
Mr. Chairman, this concludes my summary statement. Mr. Dodson

and I will be pleased to respond to any questions or comments that
you or members of the subcommittee may have.

(The prepared statement of Mr. Abersfeller follows:)
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PREPARED STATEMENT OF HEINZ A. ABERSFELLER

Mr. Chairman and Members of the Subcommittee, I am Heinz A. Abersfeller.
Commissioner of the Federal Supply Service, of the General Services Adminis-
tration. On behalf of the Administrator of General Services, Robert L. Kunzig,
I wish to express our appreciation for this opportunity to appear before your
Subcommittee. The following is a full statement of the actions the General
Services Administration has taken in support of Public Law 89-306 and our
active concern in improving the overall management of ADP in the Federal
Government I have with me a principal member of my staff, Mr. George W.
Dodson, Jr., Assistant Commissioner, Office of Automated Data Management
Services for the Federal Supply Service.

PROGRESS IN PROCUREMENT OF ADPE

In the general area of procurement of ADPE we have continued to make pro-
gress in efforts to achieve benefits and economies to the Government. As indicated
in testimony before your Committee in November 1968, improved Federal Supply
Schedule contractual terms and prices were obtained for FY 69. For FY 69 and
70 these benefits, together with continuing prior-year items, resulted in reduced
costs of about 43 million. We further indicated that in FY 69 we had also included
for the first time in Federal Supply Schedule contracts for computers a maximum
order limitation. During FY 69 and FY 70 we have continued to review agency
requests for Proposals-RFP's-, requests for delegations of procurement au-
thority, and provided assistance and advice to the agencies. During these years
we have undertaken a number of individual procurements for agencies totaling
$163.0 million and have been able to obtain reduced costs by about $50.5 million
compared to Federal Supply Schedule prices.

TESTIMONY BEFORE COMMITTEE

In Testimony before your committee in November 1968, we indicated the need
for development of additional specifications in order to get competition. GSA has,
over the past three (3) years been successful in reducing the Government's ac-
quisition costs for digital EDP tape by more than 50% as a result of the develop-
ment of a Federal Specification and a Qualified Products List. Except for occas-
sional negotiated contracts for special requirements, based on adequate justifica-
tion, all Federal Supply Schedule, definite quantity and requirements contracts
are consumated on a formal competitive bids basis. All 'A," EDP tape procured,
except for occassional non-standard requirements, conforms with the specifica-
tion and is inspected and tested before it is released for shipment. During Fiscal
year 68 and Fiscal year 69 cost reduction of $3.4 million and $9.1 million respec-
tively were achieved. The competitive pricing structure again prevails for Fiscal
year 70 with current volume approximating 0.9 million reels annually, at prices
ranging from $9.88 to $12.48 per reel, depending upon quantity, type of contract
and delivery zone as compared to an average price of $23.36 prior to the develop-
ment of the specification. This represents a cost reduction of about $10.4 million
for FY 70.

In Testimony before your Committee on November 12, 1968. we advised you
of our actions in the area of providing procurement opportunities to numerous
producers of so-called independent peripheral equipments. We indicated that we
would continue to study the area so that we could reach further determinations
and take additional actions. I am pleased to advise you of these additional actions.

In the area of independent peripheral procurements, we have continued to
provide opportunity for the smaller manufacturers of ADP peripheral and acces-
sorial equipments to furnish part of the Government's requirements.

CONTRACTS TO INDEPENDENT MANUFACTURERS

We have during Fiscal year 70, just ended, made additional progress in
awarding Federal Supply Schedule contracts to independent manufacturers of
peripheral and accessorial equipments used with ADPE. During Fiscal year 70
we have a total of 71 such contracts with an estimated annual volume of $12.0
million, as compared to 42 in the previous fiscal year with a volume of $10.7
million. Among these were contracts with four manufacturers and suppliers of
plug-to-plug compatible tape and disk drives and six independent suppliers of
disk packs at prices lower than available from computer manufacturers. Equip-
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ment prices ranged from 20% to 43% lower than original equipment manufac-
turers' prices and disk pack prices from 31% to 61% lower than those manufac-
tured by the original equipment manufacturer. The FY 70 estimated volume for
these contracts is $350,000 which compares to $89,500 for FY 69.

These contracts identify the equipments with which these peripherals are
compatible and packs that are replaceable. We have also issued notices to all
Federal agencies advising them of these contracts and identifying on a com-
parative basis the prices, discounts, and compatibility features to assist agencies
in making decisions on the evaluation and selection of these system components.

While we now have Federal Supply Schedule contracts for disk packs at
considerably lower prices than that offered by computer manufacturers, these
contracts were issued pending the development of a Federal specification and
a Qualified Products List for six high disk packs to permit competitive procure-
ments for future use requirements.

SPECIFICATION AND QUALIFICATION TESTING

We feel that the use of the specification and qualification testing will provide
a better quality product at lower prices. We have required the agencies to
determine and report to GSA their replacement and additional Fiscal year 71
requirements. We have prepared an appropriate solicitation for this government-
wide requirement which we expect to issue within the next week to ten days.
We plan to do the same thing for eleven high disk packs as soon as we complete
work on the development of a Federal Specification.

We have also taken certain other actions. In August of 1969 we sent a letter
to the several agencies pointing out the recommendations contained in the
Comptroller's General Report to the Congress on a "Study of the Acquisition of
Peripheral Equipment for Use With Automatic Data Processing Equipment-
June 24. 1969, and offered GSA assistance in putting recommendations into effect
pending issuance of more specific policies by BOB and GSA. We delegated pro-
curement authority to the Veterans' Administration to competitively procure
plug-to-plug compatible replacements for 75 original computer manufacturer tape
drives. This action has been completed with a reported savings of $300.000 annu-
ally. We also delegated procurement authority to Defense Supply Agency for
replacement of 57 tape drives. This action has been completed with a reported
savings of $220,000 annually.

PLUG-TO-PLUG COMPATIBLES

Further, in the area of plug-to-plug compatibles, the Bureau of the Budget
sponsored a conference held at the Federal Executive Institute in September
1969. One of the conclusions reached at the conference indicated the need for an
immediate replacement program for installed leased equipment wherever it could
be determined that plug-to-plug compatibles were available at lesser costs. As a
result the Bureau of the Budget issued Bulletin No. 70-9 subject, "Acquisition of
Peripheral Components for Installed ADP Systems."

This issuance was implemented by the General Services Administration. using
the inventory data in the ADP Management Information System as a source.
Listings were furnished to agencies containing the entire federal inventory of
different types and models of tape drives and disk drives installed and being
leased from computer manufacturers. There were 2,867 such units identified. and
if each item was determined to be replaceable with less costly plug-to-plug com-
patibles. the estimated potential cost reduction in annual leases would at least
equal $5.0 million estimated by the Comptroller General in his report to the
Congress. Each agency was required to review these listings and identify those
items, which could be replaced in consideration of the then current equipment
retention plans and/or current component substitution plans. We have received
the agencies' statement of requirements. and are currently reviewing this matter
in order to develop a solicitation to be issued to industry and/or other action that
may be necessary. In the meantime. as a part of the 2,867 units identified above.
we have delegated procurement authority to the Department of the Navy to
replace S58 tape and disk drives and the Department of the Air Force to replace
approximately 140 tape and disk drives due to immediate needs. These agencies
have issued solicitations for their requirements.

In Testimony before your committee in 1968 it was brought out that it was
possible for the Government to separate central processing unit from peripheral
computer system requirements in order to offer individual components for quota-
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tion, provided adequate technical and other resources were available. We
indicated that we would continue to study the entire area to determine the
technical and economic feasibility of this method of procurement. To reach valid
conclusions regarding this matter we determined to operationally test this
method of procurement and make comparisons with the currently used procure-
ment techniques. We therefore constructed a Request for Proposals which was
issued on May 1, 1970 and a competitive procurement is now underway for
the purpose of acquiring a computer system which will permit competitive
offers by independent peripheral manufacturers and others during initial system
acquisition. The Request for Proposals was structured by GSA to explore
full potential for savings in the separate procurement of peripherals for com-
plete systems during initial systems procurement. Equipment manufacturers
or others will be required to supply all or any part of the system requirements
with safeguards to insure compatible operations as a computer system. Pro-
posals from vendors are due to be received no later than July 1, 1970. Selection
and award is contemplated by October 20, 1970. On May 27, 1970, a vendors'
conference was held. Fourteen firms were represented. There were representa-
tives from two leasing companies, one software house, two consulting firms,
eight computer manufacturers, and one peripheral equipment manufacturer.

On a regulatory basis, Bureau of the Budget Circular A-54, Revised, pro-
vides for the development of non-equipment oriented specifications which are
not designed around the products of any particular company. Our GSA Federal
Property Management Regulations issued on January 17, 1969 covering the
procurement of ADPE specifically provide for the ability of the agencies to
procure components, including peripheral equipment, of a system or augmenting
an existing system, from a number of different sources.

BOB CIRcULAR A-83 (4/20/67)

In accordance with BOB Circular A-83 (dated April 20, 1967) which contains
the basic policy and requirements for the ADP Management Information System,
General Services Administration has operated and is maintaining a Govern-
ment-wide inventory record of ADP equipment and other management data
such as cost and utilization. In order to improve the timeliness of data in the
system, we have notified delinquent reporting agencies and requested prompt
reporting. This action was taken in coordination with the Bureau of the Budget.
We are, based on BOB guidance, currently gearing ourselves to revise the
system on a calculated phased basis in order to improve its effectiveness and
responsiveness to agency and Government-wide management needs.

MANAGEMENT INFORMATION SYSTEM (MIS)

The Management Information System (MIS) as presently constituted consists
of five major subsystems. These subsystems are: ADPE Inventory: Computer
Utilization; ADP Manpower and Cost: Computer Acquisition History: and
ADP Unit Identification.

All Federal agencies who use or plan to use ADPE are required to report under
the MIS. In addition, all Government contractors who operate ADPE in the per-
formance of work under cost reimbursement-type contracts or sub-contracts are
required to report when:

(a) The ADPE is leased and the total cost of leasing is reimbursed under
one or more cost reimbursement-type contracts, or

(b) The ADPE is purchased by the contractor for the account of the Govern-
ment or title will pass to the Government, or

(c) The ADPE is furnished to the contractor by the Government, or
(d) The ADPE is installed in Government-owned, contractor-operated fa-

cilities.
The ADPE Inventory includes all general purpose computers and puncbcard

accounting machines. The only computers that are not reported are: analog com-
puters and computers which are built or modified to special Government design
specifications and are integral to a weapons system. The present system requires
an "across the board" on-hand inventory every June 30. Projected acquisitions
or gains and projected releases or losses of computers are required each June 30
and December 31. In order to improve the quality of projections plus timely sys-
tem gain and loss reporting, GSA has routinely compared agency projections to
actual for the corresponding time periods. If they did not agree, agencies were
requested to confirm the accuracy of their gain and loss reporting. The Bureau
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of the Budget has advised us that action has been taken to assure that agency
projections of ADP equipment acquisitions an(d releases for Fiscal year 1971 will
be more correlated with Bureau of the Budget Circular A-11 submissions. The
reporting of actual ADP systems acquisitions and releases are required to be
reported as they occur. Thus on an ADIP system basis, the inventory is perpetual
in nature.

The inventory of ADPE is maintained at the computer system and component
level. Thus, at the component level the ADP/1IIS provides data on the manu-
facturer, type and model of equipment; the actual or projected installation date,
release date, and purchase price of equipment; and the monthly maintenance
cost and rental cost.

The MIS employs a system of management categories which recognize the
major variety of environmental conditions under which agencies operate or ac-
quire ADPE. These categories are as followvs:

a. Control Systems Equipment.-Computers which are an integral part of a
total facility or larger complex of equipment and have the primary purpose of
controlling, monitoring, analyzing, or measuring a process or other equipment.

b. Classified Systems .Equipment.-Computers located at a classified location.
c. Mlfobile Systems Eqlipment.-Mobile computer installations on ships, planes,

or vans.
d. Reutilization Eqwipmn)eont.-Government-owned computers acquired through

Government reutilization programs.
Based on the current BOB Circular A-83, ADP/-MIS reporting requirements,

while all computers must be reported for inventory purposes, complete report-
ing for other purposes is not required when the system is used under the above
outlined environmental and acquisition conditions. Specifically. ADIP manpower
and cost reporting and computer utilization reporting are not required for com-
puters used as control or classified systems equiplment. Utilization reporting is
not required for mobile systems equipment and acquisition history reporting
is not required for Government-owned computers which are reutilized isithin
the Government.

The sub-system concerning utilization provides information concerning the
equipment hours devoted to inservice use, maintenance, and hours provided to
and received from others. The 'Manpower and Cost sub-systems provides informna-
tion such as the number of man-years devoted to ADP efforts, the capital cost
for site preparation and equipment purchases, and the operating costs for sal-
aries, rentals, and contractual services. The Acquisition History sub-system pro-
vides information such as the date selection of a computer was approved by the
agency, the date equipment and software delivery was required andl delivered:
the date equipment installation was required and made: and the date softwvare
and equipment was accepted. The ADP Unit Identification sub-system promvides
for the integration of all sub-systems of the 'MIS by providing such information
as the name of the agency, office/command wvithin the agency and the actual
location of the reporting ADP unit.

The 'MIS has contributed to management's need for effecting actions directed
at the improved utilization and acquisition of ADPE. The following represilt
some examples of the use GSA has made of the data contained in the rMIS:

(a). The regular, recurring, MIS reports containing data on Inventory. Utili-
zation, and MNanpower information are used on a daily basis by GSA Central
Office and Regional Offices, agencies operating Sharing Exchanges under GSA
guidance, and all ADP installations requiring additional ADP capacity for peak
workload and other situations such as downtime and conversion. This informia-
tion is the common "working data" used throughout GSA's nationwide sharing
referral network which is dedicated to obtaining maximum utilization of exist-
ing ADP resources.

(b) Regular recurring AMIS reports with data of agency procurement plans.
as reflected by Projected Gains and Losses. are used on a daily basis by GSA
in order to achieve continued use of Government-owned and leased ADPE rather
than making new procurements. An example of the use of this data involved the
projected loss of a B-5500 computer leased by NASA. This computer was pur-
chased by the ADP Fund on the basis of secondary usage by the Department of
Interior commencing February 1969.

(c) GSA purchase/lease analysis are made and, where indicated, considera-
tion of purchasing the equipment through funds available to the agency or
through the ADP Fund is made.
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(d) Special one time reports, containing data not in the regular recurring
reports, such as, specific types and models of equipment, are continually ex-
tracted from the system for use; such as, in Federal Supply Schedule Contract
negotiations in order to simulate the impact of proposed price increases and to
estimate potential savings resulting from proposed offers by vendors. GSA has
required 106 of these Special one time reports in support of its Public Law 89-306
mission. Of interest, BOB has required 25 special reports. The Department of
Commerce (NBS), has required 3 of these special reports and the Department
of Defense 43. Currently 10 agencies and the General Accounting Office have
required a total of 218 special MIS reports.

In order to encourage broad interagency use of information contained in the
MIS, GSA has the capability to provide all desired special report information
within twenty-four hours of a request. Frequently the turn around time on a
priority request is as little as six to twelve hours.

GSA, in light of the Public Information Act, makes information contained in
the MIS available to the public. Annually, we publish more than 6,000 copies of
the "Inventory of Automatic Data Processing Equipment in the United States
Government." In addition, we provide the public more detailed information con-
tained in the system on a request basis. Information is provided in hard copy
or magnetic tape form.

As indicated, GSA has been operating the system prescribed by Circular A-83
for approximately three years. During this time we have recognized certain
shortcomings. We are presently engaged, in conjunction with BOB and major
agencies concerned, in an effort to revise the system on a carefully phased basis.
Plans call for a review of such elements of the system as timeliness of submis-
sions and perpetual data requirements; projected acquisitions and release data
correlation to BOB A-11 budget submission requirements; components vs sys-
tem level reporting; computer language and application usage; leased equipment
purchase credits, expanded edit criterion, inclusion of analog and certain tele-
communication categories maintenance manpower costs, and other elements
which may require further analysis.

Mr. Chairman, in your letter of June 12, 1970, you requested information on
space and storage requirements caused by the expanding use of ADPE. We have
not been able to attribute any net increased space requirements to the expanding
use of ADPE. We have found that paper records produced by automatic data
processing equipment are relatively short lived from a records management
point of view. We are reviewing alternative methods of recording data for
archival purposes with the objective of achieving a substantial compaction in
data storage compared to that. density normally achieved with digital data re-
corded on magnetic tape.

Mr. Chairman, turning now to the future I would like to inform you of our
most significant plans which are:

To test the economic aDd technical feasibility of expanding Federal Data
Processing 'Center Services to include time sharing.

To reduce the proliferation and maintenance of similar bread and butter
computer applications which are common to many agencies by offering cen-
tral Government-wide system services through the Federal Data Processing
Centers such as:

Payroll and manpower statistics.
Property accounting.
Appropriation and revolving fund accounting.
Mailing lists.

To increase our advertised procurements by developing specifications
for-

Eleven high disk packs.
Scientific magnetic tape.

To improve the ADP procurement process by the development of a uni-
form ADP contract clause handbook.

Chairman PROXMIRE. Fine. You wouldn't be inconvenienced if we
asked you to remain while the other witnesses delivered their statement
and then question the three of you.

Mr. ABERSFELLER. Not at all.
Chairman PROXMIRE. Colonel Warren, we are delighted to have you.

You have quite a detailed prepared statement which is 15 pages, and
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I would appreciate it if you could summarize it. The entire prepared
statement will be printed in full in the record including the schedules
you have in the back.

Colonel WARREN. All right, sir.
Chairman PROXMIRE. If you could give it to us in about 15 minutes

it would be very helpful to us.
Colonel WARREN. Yes, sir.

STATEMENT OF COL. JOSEPH B. WARREN, U.S. AIR FORCE, DEPUTY
COMPTROLLER FOR DATA AUTOMATION, OFFICE OF THE SEC-
RETARY OF DEFENSE; ACCOMPANIED BY COMDR. JAN S. PROKOP,
U.S. NAVY, ASSISTANT DEPUTY COMPTROLLER; ROBERT A. RAUP,
DIRECTOR FOR AUTOMATION POLICY; AND HENRY LICHSTEIN,
DIRECTOR FOR ADVANCED COMPUTER TECHNIQUES

Colonel WARREN. I am Col. Joseph B. Warren. Deputy Comptroller
for Data Automation, Office of the Secretary of Defense. I will present
a summary of ADP management in the Department of Defense and
address automatic data processing procurement practices of the De-
partment of Defense, especially as they relate to free and full com-
petition, procurement of peripheral equipment and inventory prac-
tices in respect to contractor-held automatic data processing
equipment.

I will leave a more comprehensive prepared statement for inclusion
in the record of the hearing. I have with me my principal assistants,
Comdr. James S. Prokop, USN, Assistant Deputy Comptroller. Ar.
Robert A. Raup, Director of Automation Policy, and Air. Henry
Lichstein. Director for Advanced Computer Techniques.

ACTION SINCE COMMITTED REPORT

This subcommittee's interest in the use and management of auto-
matic data processing equipment (ADPE) within the Department of
Defense was reflected in the subcommittee report of April 1968. AMy
own concern and interest in this subject closely parallels that of the
committee members. Since the April 1968 report, a number of sig-
nificant and strong management actions have taken place within the
DOD and the results have been reflected in our management reports
and statistics. I would like to discuss the most important of these ac-
tions and the results in recognition of your concern in this area.

The June 1968 establishment of an A DP policy office for the DOD-
wide ADP functions resulted in the creation of the Office of Deputy
Comptroller for Data Automation, at which time I assumed my pres-
ent responsibilities. This Office has been staffed with experienced pro-
fessionals in ADP matters and serves to advise the Secretary onl policy
and technical considerations. One of the principal motives in the es-
tablishment of this Office was to provide a dispassionate technically
competent staff which would be the advocate of no system. and whichl
could provide advice onl ADP policy to be applied evenly in all func-
tional areas.

This office is not an operational unit. It does not operate automated
data svstems or procure automated data procesqing equinment
(ADPE). The Office develops policies wvhieh are implemented by the
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military departments and the agencies of the DOD. These policies con-
cern the selection, acquisition, utilization and management of auto-
matic data processing equipment and associated computer programs
throughout the DOD. Other responsibilities of the Office include the
monitorship of DOD participation in programs for Government-wide
sharing and reutilization of ADPE, the administration of the DOD
data standardization program, and the review of major DOD auto-
mated data systems.

The development of large automated data systems is closely moni-
tored by the OSD as well as DOD component review offices in line
with our thinking and with the guidance of the Depart-ment of Defense
Appropriations Subcommittee. My office has been active in the onsite
review of a number of automated data systems in the past year. During
calendar year 1969, we visited and reviewed 12 major systems onsite.
These reviews wvere conducted in full cooperation with the responi-
sible functional managers and have resulted in major decisions con-
cerniing the design, developmnent and implementation of these systems.
So far this vear, we have reviewed 90 major automated data systems.

The process of systems review and cost-effective justification has
been in effect for some time in the DOD. However, recent emphasis
has been riven to this review and evaluation procedure. On February
0, 1970, the Deputy Secretary of Defense, Mr. Packard, signed a
memorandiiiu-m wlich effectively stopped expansion or implementation
of all automated data systems until the planiing, cost-effectiveness
and the system review plans were evaluated, documented and spe-
cific departmental or agency level approval for continuance or expani-
sion had been obtained.

A.\'y office is responsible for monitoring these reviews. W;17heni these
reviews of automated data systems are completed, each significant
system which is undergoing development or expansion will have either
explicit documented approval for continuance or will be given instruc-
tions on deficiencies to be corrected prior to approval. This action
constitutes a major milestone in our program to improve maniage-
ment of ADP systems in the DOD.

In line with the stronger policy role in the OSD which has evolved,
there have been corresponding changes, where necessary, in the Serv-
ices' and Agencies' ADP organizations. The central approval and
selection of ADPE within the services and agencies has been strength-
ened and improved.

I would like to review briefly the steps in the ADPE procurement
process in the DOD. As you know, while GSA is charged with the
procurement of all ADPE in the Government, the separate Depart-
ments are responsible for determination of their requirements. The
determination of requirements includes selection of ADPE. The selec-
tion process and the procurement process are closely intertwined and
the DOD and GSA act as a team in carrying out the selection and
procurement of ADPE. In some cases GSi may elect to delegate the
procurement authority, a team is formed with representatives from
the DOD component selection offices and the GSA. and all actions
are closely coordinated in accordance with mutually agreed uponl
procedures. In either case, the DOD comlponent selection offices are
intimately involved in each of these major steps of the selection
process:
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1. Systems specifications.-These specifications are developed incde-
pendently of any particular manufacturer's equipment and are de-
signed to insure full and free competition among qualified manu-
facturers.

2. Request for Proposal (RFP) and Selection Plan.-All interested
vendors are formally invited to submit proposals. A comprehensive
description of selection criteria is established. Factors which wvill affect
the selection are made known to all vendors.

3. Proposal evaluation.-This is a combination of teclmical evalua-
tion and cost analysis. Representative computer programs are run to
determine the capability of the proposed equipment to fulfill the
specifications, and life cycle costs of the system are computed. Nego-
tiations are conducted with all qualified vendors and final contract
terms agreed upon.

4. Contract award.-The lowest cost bidder whio qualifies tech-
nicallv is awarded the contract.

PROCUREMENT OF PERUIP'JERAL EQUIPMENT

In line with this subcommiiiittee's recommendations concernillz the
substitution of independently produced compatible peripherals for
presently installed equipment, I would like to discuss with you what
we have done in this area.

In late 196S a task group of our DOD ADP policy committee ex-
amined the possibilities for carrying out such a program in DOD.
In October 1969 we asked the senior ADP policy officials of the de-
fense components to give personal attention to the development and
progress of programs designed to: (1) Rive independent peripherals
manufacturers (and other qualified sources) fully competitive consid-
eration when replacing or augmenting peripherals components, and
(2) replace installed leased punch card machine equipment and periph-
erals on a bulk basis where such a replacement would reduce costs.

In response to our direction, the Air Force, Navy and Defense Sup-
ply Agency initiated requests for proposals for the competitive replace-
ment of plug-to-plug compatible periherals and they have been issued.
Relacement of additional peripherals for the Army and other DOD
components will be accomplished as part of the government-wide GSA
procurement.

The Bureau of the Budget, as a follow-up to the conference at the
Federal executive center at Charlottesville in October 1969, issued
their Bulletin No. 70-9, dated February 2, 1970. This bulletin required
Federal agencies to review and make certain determinations recardin-
the replacement of installed peripheral equipment with more eco-
nomical equipment produced by independent peripheral manufac-
turers. This was implemented in the DOD on March 3, 1970, to cover
periphlerals for which competitive replacement action had not al-
readv been initiated by DOD components.

A complete list of all peripheral equipment in the Department
of Defense was prepared by the GSA from the ADPE inventory re-
quires by BOB Circular A-83 and distributed by office to the services
and defense agencies. Each piece of equipment was identified by them
as either being available for substitution or not, and if not. why not.
The annotated list was returned to GSA, to provide them with plan-
ningr data for their bulk procurement action.
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As I previously mentioned, actions have been undertaken by De-
fense components to substitute significant amounts of independently
produced peripherals for that presently installed. I would like to
discuss some of the more important actions with you.

NAVY

The Navy and Marine Corps have completed action on one replace-
ment procurement, are nearing completion on a second, and are in the
midst of competition for a large general buy.

The Army has collected requirements for replacement of 80 in-
stalled tape drives and disc drives and forwarded these to GSA for
inclusion in the GSA competition.

AIR FORCE

An RFP was released June 10, 1970, calling for the replacement
of approximately 150 IBM 729 (second-generation) tape drives, cur-
rently installed at various Air Force locations in the United States.

The Defense Communications Agency has identified requirements
for seven devices, to be included in the GSA multidepartmental buy.

IN SUMMARY

A total of 1,227 tape and disc drives will be competitively selected
for DOD as a result of DOD and GSA actions now complete, under-
way, or to be initiated within 60-90 days. We estimate that these
actions will result in savings of at least $4.4 million per year. They
are summarized in table 1 of the prepared statement.

From these examples, it is apparent that DOD is vigorously pursuing
a peripheral replacement program, which has and will result in im-
mediate and substantial savings to the Government. Experience with
installed compatible equipment is generally favorable, and ADP
management officials throughout the Department of Defense recognize
the benefits and opportunities of competition in this area.

An important topic that may be of interest to this subcommittee
relates to the initial procurement of a computer system with com-
ponents which come from different manufacturers. Such an approach
would be an extension of the concept of procuring independently pro-
duced peripherals to replace installed equipment but it presents a
number of technical problems regarding system integration and sys-
tem maintenance. The GSA has issued a request for proposal for a
computer system which may be made up of equipment from different
manufacturers. We expect that the experience gained in that procure-
ment will be directly useful to DOD, and we are following it with
great interest.

Now I would like to turn to the ADP inventory. The Department
of Defense maintains an inventory of automatic data processing equip-
ment as required by Bureau of Budget Circular A-83. The inventory
includes ADPE used by Government contractors when one of the
following conditions obtain: (1) the equipment is leased and the total
cost of the lease is reimbursed under one or more reimbursement-type
contracts, or (2) the equipment is purchased by the contractor for the
account of the Government or where title will pass to the Government,
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or (3) the Government furnishes the equipment to the contractor, or
(4) the equipment is installed in Government, contractor-operated
facilities. Responsibility for reporting contractor used or operated
equipment rests with the military department or defense agency re-
sponsible for administering the contract.

180 CONTRACTOR-OPERATED COMPUTER SYSTEMS IN DOD INVENTORY
6/30/69

As of June 30, 1969, 180 compuuter systems were reported in the
DOD inventory of ADPE as being operated by Department of De-
fense contractors in Government and contractor facilities. 92 of these
systems were furnished by the Government and 88 were provided by
the contractors.

The value of this equipment, as measured by the manufacturers'
purchase price, is $134 million. The value of the Government-furnished
equipment is approximately $61 million. Detailed data regarding
ADPE operated by contractors are shown as table 2 in the prepared
statement.

CONTRACTOR PROCUREMENT OF ADPE

There are two provisions within the Armed Services Procurement
Regulations that warrant mentioning. First, before a contractor is
permitted to acquire ADPE for the account of the Government, the
requirement must be submitted to the Defense Supply Agency where
it is screened against reported ADPE excesses to determine whether
the requirement can be satisfied from already available ADPE re-
sources. Only when the requirement cannot be so satisfied and the De-
fense Supply Agency has formally certified to this fact, is the con-
tractor permitted to acquire new ADPE.

REPORTS OF EXCESS ADPE BY CONTRAOTORS

Second, at the point when ADPE which the Government owns or
has fully vested rights in is no longer needed to perform the contract,
the contractor is required to submit a report of excess personal prop-
erty to the Defense Supply Agency where it is made available to other
DOD and Government agencies through the ADPE reutilization
program.

REUTILIZATION OF EXCESS ADPE BY CONTRACTORS

The increasing success of contractor use of the ADPE reutilization
program is attested by the fact that contractors have acquired $22
million of ADPE through this source to meet approved requirements
during the first 11 months of fiscal year 1970 compared to $9 million
in all of fiscal year 1969. In addition, the amount of ADPE reported
by contractors as being available for DOD and Government-wide re-
utilization increased from $32 million in fiscal year 1969 to $67 million
in fiscal year 1970.

That ends my summarized statement.
(The prepared statement of Colonel Warren follows:)

PREPARED STATEMENT OF COL. JOSEPH B. WARREN

Mr. Chairman and Members of the Subcommittee, I am Colonel Joseph B.
Warren, USAF, Deputy Comptroller for Data Automation, Office of the Secretary
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of Defense. I will present a summary of ADP management in the Department of
Defense and address automatic data processing procurement practices of the
Department of Defense, especially as they relate to free and full competition,
procurement of peripheral equipment and inventory practices in respect to
contractor-held automatic data processing equipment.

I have with me my principal assistants, Commander Jan S. Prokop, USN,
Assistant Deputy Comptroller, Mr. Robert A. Raup, Director for Automation
Policy, and Mr. Henry Lichstein, Director for Advanced Computer Techniques.

This Subcommittee's interest in the use and management of automatic data
processing equipment (ADPE) within the Department of Defense was reflected
in the Subcommittee Report of April 1968. My own concern and interest in this
subject closely parallel that of the Committee members. Since the April 1968
Hearings, a number of significant and strong management actions have taken
place within the DoD and the results have been reflected in our management
reports and statistics. I would like to discuss the most important of these actions
and the results in recognition of your concern in this area.

The June 1968 establishment of an ADP Policy Officer for the DoD-wide ADP
functions resulted in the creation of the office of Deputy Comptroller for Data
Automation, at which time I assumed my present responsibilities. This office has
been staffed with experienced professionals in ADP matters and serves to advise
the Secretary on policy and technical considerations. One of the principal motives
in the establishment of this office was to provide a dispassionate, technically
competent staff which would be the advocate of no system, and which could
provide advice on ADP policy to be applied evenly in all functional areas.

This office is not an operational unit. it does not operate automated data
systems or procure automated data processing equipment (ADPE). The office de-
velops policies which are implemented by the Military Departments and the
Agencies of the DoD. These policies concern the selection, acquisition, utiliza-
tion and management of automatic data processing equipment and associated
computer programs throughout the DoD. Other responsibilities of the office
include the monitorship of DoD patricipation in programs for Government-
wide sharing and reutilization of ADPE, the administration of the DoD Data
Standardization Program, and the review of major DOD automated data systems.

The development of large automated data systems is closely monitored by the
OSD and DoD Component review offices. Mly office has been active in the on-
site review of a number bf automated data systems in the past year. During
calendar year 1969, we visited and reviewed twelve major systems on-site. These
reviews were conducted in full cooperation with the responsible functional
manager and have resulted in major decisions concerning the design, develop-
ment and implementation of these systems. So far this year, we have reviewed
twenty major DoD automated data systems.

The process of systems review and cost-effective justification has been in
effect for some time in the DoD. However, recent emphasis has been given to
this review and evaluation procedure. On February 6. 1970, the Deputy Secretary
of Defense, Mr. Packard, signed a memorandum which effectively stopped ex-
pansion or implementation of all automated data systems until the planning,
cost-effectiveness and the system review plans were evaluated, documented and
specific Agency level approval for continuance or expansion had been obtained.
My office is responsible for monitoring these reviews. When these reviews of
automated data systems are completed, each significant system which is under-
going development or expansion will have either explicit documented approval for
continuance or will be given instructions on deficiencies to be corrected prior
to approval. This action constitutes a major milestone in our program to improve
manageemnt of ADP systems in the DoD.

In line with the stronger policy role in the OSD which has evolved, there
have been corresponding changes, where necessary, in the Services' and Agen-
cies' ADP organizations. The central approval and selection of ADPE within
the Services and Agencies has been strengthened and improved.

I would like to review briefly the steps in the ADPE procurement process in
the DoD. As you know, while GSA is charged with the procurement of all ADPE
in the Government, the separate Departments are responsible for determina-
tion of their requirements. The determination of requirements includes selec-
tion of ADPE. The selection process and the procurement process are closely
intertwined and the DoD and GSA act as a team in carrying out the selec-
tion and procurement of ADPE. In some cases GSA may elect to delegate the
procurement authority to the DoD Component. When GSA retains procurement
authority, a team is formed with representatives from the DoD Component se-
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lection offices and the GSA, and all actions are closely coordinated in aeeordance
with mutually agreed upon procedures. In either case, the DoD Component
selection offices are intimately involved in each of these major steps of the
selection process:

1. Systems specifications.-These specifications are developed independently

of any particular manufacturer's equipment and are designed to insure full and
free competition aniong qualified manufacturers.

2. Request for Proposal (RFP) and Selection Plan.-All interested vendors are
formally invited to submit proposals. A comprehensive description of selection
criteria is established. Factors which will affect the selection are made known
to the vendors.

3. Proposal evaluation.-This is a combination of technical evaluation and cost
analysis. Representative computer programs are run to determine the capability
of the proposed equipment to fulfill the specifications, and life cycle costs of the
system are computed. Negotiations are conducted with all qualified vendors and
final contract terms agreed upon.

4. Contract award.-The lowvest cost bidder who qualifies technically is
awarded the contract.

In line with this Subcommittee's recommendations concerning the substitution
of independently produced compatible peripherals for presently installed equip-
ment, I would like to discuss with you what we have done in this area.

In late 1968 a Task Group of our DOD ADP Policy Committee examined the
possibilities for carrying out such a program in DOD). In October 19(;9 we asked
the Senior ADP Policy Officials of the Defense Components to give personal at-
tention to the development and progress of programs designed to: (1) give inde-
pendent peripherals manufacturers (and other qualified sources) fully competi-
tive consideration when replacing or augmenting peripheral components, and (2)
replace installed leased PCME and peripherals on a bulk basis where such a
replacement would reduce costs.

In response to our direction, the Air Force, Navy and Defense Supply Agency
initiated Requests for Proposals for the competitive replacement of plug-to-plug
compatible peripherals and they have been issued. Replacement of additional
peripherals for the Army and other DoD Components will be accomplished as
part of the Government-wide GSA procurement.

The Bureau of the Budget, as a follow-up to the conference at the Federal
Executive Center at Charlottesville in October 1969. issued their Bulletin No.
70-9, dated February 2, 1970. This Bulletin required Federal Agencies to review
and make certain determinations regarding the replacement of installed periph-
eral equipment with more economical equipment produced by independent periph-
eral manufacturers. This was implemented in the DOD on March 3, 1970, to
cover peripherals for which competitive replacement action had not already been
initiated by DOD Components.

A complete list of all peripheral equipment in the Department of Defense was
prepared by the GSA from the ADPE inventory required by BoB Circular A-83
and distributed by my office to the Services and Defense Agencies. Each piece of
equipment was identified by them as either being available for substitution or
not, and if not, why not. The annotated list was returned to GSA, to provide them
with planning data for their bulk procurement action.

ACTIONS To SUBSTITUTE INDEPENDENTLY PRODUCED PERIPHERALS

As I previously mentioned, actions have been undertaken by Defense Compo-
nents to substitute significant amounts of independently produced peripherals
for that presently installed. I would like to discuss some of the more important
actions with you.

NAVY

The Navy and Marine Corps have completed action on one replacement pro-
curement, are near completion on a second, and are in the midst of competition
for a large general buy. The actions cover the following equipment and locations:

1. Potter Instrument received an award last September to replace second-
generation 'tape drives at the Ship Parts Control Center, Mechanicsburg, Penn-
sylvania, and at Bureau of Personnel facilities. Forty tape drives have been
installed, at a rental cost 36 percent below the price paid for previous vendor
equipment. Savings are estimated by the Navy at $120,000 per year.

2. The Navy ADP Equipment Selection Office (ADPESO) is now ready to
award a contract for replacement of IBM third-generation tape drives and disc
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drives at Marine Corps Headquarters. Sixteen tape drives and three disc drives
are involved. Bids have been received from six vendors, and an award is expected
before August 1. Savings resulting from this action are estimated at $112,000
annually.

3. ADPESO is also evaluating replies to RFP 001-70, issued April 30 of this
year. This group buy will allow up to 536 devices to be installed at 51 Navy
and Marine Corps locations in the United States. Options in the RFP allow
Navy installation of up to 683 tape drives and 175 disc drives. This is the largest
single Government procurement known to date in the compatible peripheral
area. A preliminary RFP was issued in early 1970 for vendor comments. At
this writing, 15 vendor responses had been received. Equipment to be replaced
is the following:

IBM designation: Quantity
2311 disc drive----------------------------------------------------- 49
2314 disc drive----------------------------------------------------- 60
729 tape drive----------------------------------------------------- 100
7330 hypertype----------------------------------------------------- 36
2401 tape drive---------------------------------------------------- 291

Total------------------------------------------------------------ 536

Contract awards are to be made August 10, with first installation in Sep-
tember. Navy estimates savings of $7 million over the three year systems life.
If options are exercised, these savings could be larger.

ARMY

The Army has collected requirements for replacement of 80 installed tape
drives and disc drives and forwarded these to GSA for inclusion in the GSA
competition. If a "requirements"-type contract is obtained by GSA, they may
order more drives using this contract. Estimated annual savings of this action
is $129,000.

GSA indicates that this action will be released for bids around August 1, with
awards made November 1, and deliveries soon thereafter.

Also. on November 5, 1969, Army Headquarters sent to the field commanders
a letter recommending local analysis of the potential of compatible peripherals,
and encouraging local installations to request replacement when advantageous.
Analysis is to be performed whenever peripherals are replaced or augmented.

Am FORCE

An RFP was released June 10, 1970, calling for the replacement of approxi-
mately 150 IBM 729 (second-generation) tape drives, currently installed at
various AF locations in the U.S. Selection is being handled by AF Systems Com-
mand, Electronic Systems Division, Bedford, Massachusetts. Thirty-five requests
for the RFP have been received and about 10 proposals are expected. Proposal
deadline is July 13. This action is estimated to result in recurring annual sav-
ings of $372.000, although $52,000 of one time charges will be incurred during
the first year.

DCA

DCA has identified requirements for seven devices, to be included in the
GSA multidepartmental competition.

SUMMARY

A total of 1227 tape and disc drives will be competitively selected for DoD
as a result of DoD and GSA actions now complete, underway, or to be initiated
within 60-90 days. We estimate that these actions will result in savings of at
least $4.4 million per year. They are summarized in Table 1.

From these examples, it is apparent that DoD is vigorously pursuing a
peripheral replacement program, which has and will result in immediate and
substantial savings to the Government. Experience with Installed compatible
equipment is generally favorable, and ADP management officials throughout
the Department of Defense recognize the benefits and opportunities of competi-
tion in this area.
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An important topic that may be of interest to this Subcommittee relates to
the initial procurement of a computer system with components which come from
different manufacturers. Such an approach would be an extension of the concept
of procuring independently produced peripherals to replace installed equip-
ment but it presents a number of technical problems regarding system integra-
tion and system maintenance. The GSA has issued a Request for Proposal for
a computer system which may be made up of equipment from different manu-
facturers. We expect that the experience gained in that procurement will be
directly useful to DoD, and we are following it with great interest.

Multi-vendor procurement differs from the normal in two important aspects,
first, it encourages responses from a broad range of vendors, including systems
integration firms and peripheral equipment manufacturers as well as original
equipment manufacturers; and second, it indicates explicitly that the Govern-
ment may, if it chooses, act as the systems integrator itself. This is a departure
from the so-called "prime vendor" concept, where the selected vendor must pro-
vide the entire system.

There was general agreement by the participants at the conference at the
Federal Executive Center at Charlottesville that acquisition of multi-vendor
systems should be approached carefully because this may shift the burden of
hardware systems engineering from the vendor to the Government, and neces-
sitate a large number of benchmark tests to validate performance of each
proposed peripheral with each proposed CPU. This might complicate and stretch
out the computer acquisition process.

The Department of Defense maintains an inventory of automatic data process-
ing equipment as required by Bureau of Budget Circular A-83. The inventory
includes ADPE used by Government contractors when one of the following
conditions obtain: (1) the equipment is leased and the total cost of the lease is
reimbursed under one or more reimbursement-type contracts, or (2) the equip-
ment is purchased by the contractor for the account of the Government or where
title will pass to the Govenment, or (3) the Government furnishes the equipment
to the contractor, or (4) the equipment is installed in Government-owned, con-
tractor-operated facilities. Responsibility for reporting contractor used or
operated equipment rests with the Military Department or Defense Agency
responsible for administering the contract.

As of June 30, 1969, 180 computer systems were reported in the DoD Inventory
of ADPE as being operated by Department of Defense contractors in Government
and contractor facilities. Ninety-two of these systems were furnished by the
Government and 88 were provided by the contractors.

The value of this equipment, as measured by the manufacturers' purchase
price, is $134 million. The value of the Government furnished equipment is ap-
proximately $61 million. Detailed data regarding ADPE operated by contractors
are shown as Table 2.

There are two provisions within the Armed Services Procurement Regulations
that warrant mentioning. First, before a contractor is permitted to acquire
XDPE for the account of the Government, the requirement must be submitted
to the Defense Supply Agency where it is screened against reported ADPE
excesses to determine whether the requirement can be satisfied from already
available ADPE resources. Only when the requirement cannot be so satisfied and
the Defense Supply Agency has formally certified to this fact, is the contractor
permitted to acquire new ADPE.

Second, at the point when ADPE which the Government owns or has fully
vested rights in is no longer needed to perform the contract, the contractor is
required to submit a Report of Excess Personal Property to the Defense Supply
Agency where it is made available to other DoD and Government Agencies
through the ADPE Reutilization Program.

The increasing success of contractor use of the ADPE Reutilization Program
is attested by the fact that contractors have acquired $22 millions of ADPE
through this source to meet approved requirements during the first eleven
months of FY 1970 compared to $9 million in all -of FY 1969. In addition, the
amount of ADPE reported by contractors as being available for DoD and
Government-wide reutilization increased from $32 million in FY 1969 to $67
million in FY 1970.

On March 21, 1969, GSA signed Government-wide "requirements contracts"
with five vendors to replace installed IBM Punched Card Machine Equipment
(PCRME) with nearly identical equipment at greatly reduced rentals. The terms
and conditions of these contracts were similar though not identical to those
within the IBM contract. However, not all the IBM Punched Card Machine
Equipment and features were incorporated into these contracts.

49-5S0-70-T
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SAVINGS IN DoD

In order that the Department of Defense Components should quickly move
forward with this replacement, in early May the Assistant Secretary of De-
fense (Comptroller) notified the Components of this offering and requested
that the Components report periodically on the progress of the replacement.
To date, DoD has been allocated 698 pieces of equipment which is 71% of the
allocations made by GSA and annual savings of nearly $520,000 are anticipated
from these contracts. Annual savings of $351,000 have already been realized.
An additional $130,000 of annual savings are also expected through a separate
but similar Air Force lease-back contract for PCME for 242 pieces of equipment.
This separate solicitation was initiated before release of the "requirements
contracts."

This program has and is still receiving detailed attention of my office. We
have experienced some problems. First, we must incur the immediate expense
of shipping the replaced equipment back to IBM. This significantly reduces
the initial savings. Second, often we are unable to replace entire installations
with equipment from one contractor, either because of equipment non-avail-
ability or feature incompatibility (such as mark-sensing devices). This increases
the complexity and cost of administering the replacement. Third, there were
concerns within the Department of Defense Agencies that the larger pieces
of equipment were not exactly compatible to the installed equipment. In fact,
the Army National Guard conducted extensive tests of the replacement for the
computing accounting machine and did discover incompatibilities which required
some modification to the new equipment.

The National Guard is now replacing the leased IBM equipment on a phased
basis, which will allow time for the vendor and the National Guard to iron out
these problems. Finally, problems during the conversion period have been ex-
perienced due to the age of the equipment and slight operating incompatibilities.
These problems typically last for about a month and, once overcome, normal
operation is regained. Where the new vendor has provided maintenance, it has
appeared adequate thus far.

Most DoD Components and activities use one-year lease arrangements for a
large portion of their ADPE. There are many instances where economic analyses
reveal that purchase, rather than lease, is more favorable to the Government
over the life of the equipment and DSD has for some time encouraged purchase of
such equipment. Much equipment which is not economical to purchase, however,
remains in Government use for one to four years. The use of one-year lease
arrangements for these computers and components, rather than longer-term
leases, results in higher lease costs.

The OSD(C) Data Automation office is now studying the potential savings
that could be obtained by using long-term leases, and also the legal and ad-
ministrative environment. As you know, ADPE leases are funded with Operations
and Maintenance appropriations, and the Comptroller General has ruled that
such long-term contracts are not, in general, legal use of O&M funds. This is
because in many cases annual recompetition, rather than "locked in" long-term
leases, is the best way to get lower costs. However-because of training and
software costs-annual recompetition is not practical or economic in the case
of ADPE.

What we seek is an effective way to legally take advantage of the lower rates
provided by long-term leases, for those ADPE items which will be used longer
than one year but are not economically advantageous purchases.

On January 5, 1970, the Comptroller issued a memorandum to all DoD Com-
ponents giving them guidance on the acquisition of certain services offered by
IBM following IB1I's announced changes in their pricing structure. These
changes, generally referred to as "unbundling," price such services as system
engineering or training separately from the equipment itself. Our guidance was
intended to aid activities in presenting their needs to local procurement officials.

The memorandum took cognizance of the need to subject requirements for
specialized services to more careful scrutiny when they are priced on an as-used
basis. This is in contrast to the relatively low management attention such serv-
ices received when they were free. It suggested that many risks previously per-
formed by an equipment vendor without additional charge, ideally could be
performed with in-house resources. Current practices with regard to computer
training needed to be reviewed since the training cost for each person was now
to be charged to the Government. We recognized that the quantity and types of
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services received in the past may not have been accurate indications of current
needs.

As a final caution, we pointed out to the Components that personalized services
contracts were not to be used. Specifically, the creation of an employer-employee
relationship between the Government and contractor was to be avoided.

In addition to the above plans and actions, the following items are of major
interest in evaluating the DoD management of automated data systems:

1. The ADP Policy Committee, consisting of the senior ADP officials from the
DoD Components and chaired by the Deputy Assistant Secretary of Defense (Sys-
tems Policy & Information), has been increasingly active in identifying critical
problems and recommending solutions. Examples: Management of ADP Systems
Development, ADP Installation Emergency Plans, Economic Analysis of Com-
puter Purchases.

2. There is .a continued expansion in the development and implementation of
DoD standard data elements and codes in all functional areas to assure com-
patibility among DoD data systems and to facilitate the interchange of data with
a great reduction in costly data conversion or translation. Some 200 standard data
elements, comprised of about twelve million data items, have been standardized
and are 'being effectively introduced into our data systems, about 1,000 more data
elements are in some phase of standardization.

3. Sharing of ADP resources in lieu of purchase of equipment or services has
increased. Reimbursements reported by the Components for ADP services were:
FY 1969 $27,015,000; FY 1970 $29,0S6,000 (Forecast).

REUTILIZATION OF EQUIPMENT HAS INCREASED

4. Reutilization of equipment has increased:

Reutilized within DoD:
FY 1968, $39,764,000.
FY 1969 $59,384,000.
FY 1970 (1st half), $38,715,000.

Reutilized from Other Agencies:
FY 1968, $4,264,000.
FY 1969, $4,692,000.
FY 1970 (1st half), $4,186,000.

EQurrY IN LEASED EQUIPMENT

Equity in leased equipment was also retained by reuse of ADPE: FY 1968
$19,838,000; FY 1969 $23,994,000; and 1st Half FY 1970 $14,835,000.

PROJECTED DECLINE IN DOD COMPUTERS

5. The total number of DoD computers is projected to decline. There was an
actual decline in the DoD percentage of all Federal Government computers, as
reported in the Bureau of the Budget A-83 report:

Fiscal year

1970
1968 1969 (projected)

Computers -2,694 2,898 2,772
Department of Defense (percent) -63.6 62. 1 58. 2
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TABLE 1.-COMPATIBLE PERIPHERALS-SUMMARY OF CURRENT REPLACEMENT ACTIONS

Estimated
annual

Selection savings
responsi- (in thou-

Component Locations Tape Disk Count bility Status sands)

Army - Several -X X 1 80 GSA - (2)-___________ $129
Navy - Marine Corps Headquarters X X 19 Navy - Awarded by Aug. L 112
Navy - SPCC, Mechanicsburg, Pa./ X 40 do - Complete 120

Bureau of Personnel.
Do - Several -X X 3 536 do- Bid evaluation 2,330

Air Force - do- X -- 1150 AF - Proposals due 372
July 13

DSA -do- X X 109 DSA - IFB 60 days 4140
USA - DLSC, Battle Creek, Mich . X 57 -SA Complete 220
DCA- NMCS Support Center, X X 9 GSA - (2) -4 28

Washington, D.C.

Total --------------------------- 1,227 -4,422

' Approximate.
2 GSA estimates award by Nov. 1,1970, and delivery soon thereafter.
I Navy options will allow up to 858 devices; savings computed only for 536.
4 OSD estimate assuming 20 percent savings.

TABLE 2.-VALUE OF ADPE OPERATED BY CONTRACTORS (MEASURED BY PURCHASE PRICE) IN GOVERNMENT
AND CONTRACTOR FACILITIES AS OF JUNE 30, 1969

[In thousands of dollarsl

Government Government Contractor Contractor
Total owned leased owned leased

Operated by contractor in Government
facility:

Army ------------------------ 421 1,641 0 2,096
Navy -6,503 1,150 809 235
Air Force -15,648 14, 167 12,735 20, 000

Total - -22, 572 16, 958 13, 544 22, 331

Operated by contractor in contractor
facility:

Army -- ---- 0 -------------- °0 0 0
Navy -6,642 302 7,325 2,542
Air Force ----------------------- 24,358 0 568 17,009
Agencies ---------------------- 189 0 0 0

Total - -21,189 302 7,893 19,551

Grand total:
Army -4,158 421 1, 641 0 2, 096
Navy -25, 498 13, 145 1,452 8,134 2,777
Air Force -104, 485 40, 006 14,167 13, 303 39, 009
Agencies _. 189 189 0 0 0

Department of Defense -134,141 53,761 17,260 21,437 41,882

Chairman PRoxmiRE. Thank you very much, Colonel Warren.
Mr. Caveney, you are our next witness. You may proceed.

STATEMENT OF L. RICHARD CAVENEY, PRESIDENT, COMPUTER
PERIPHERAL MANUFACTURERS ASSOCIATION

Mr. CAVENEY. Yes, Mr. Chairman.
Mr. Chairman, I am Mr. L. Richard Caveney and I appear here as

President of the Computer Peripheral Manufacturers Association.
These hearings are extremely significant to the peripheral community,
the so-called manufacturers of computer peripherals. In fact, Mr.
rChairman, I appear here today as the official voice of those members of
,the Computer Peripheral Manufacturers Association and for the ma-
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jority of those manufacturers of computer peripherals within the pe-
ripheral community.

PROGRESS MADE STICE NOVEM1BER 30, 1967

Since my appearance before this committee on November 30, 1967,
charging the U.S. Government with locking out the peripheral manu-
facturers from bidding on peripheral equipment direct to the U.S.
Government, and thus wasting the taxpayers' dollars, I am very pleased
to report the peripheral community has, in fact, penetrated to a small
degree the U.S. Government market which has resulted in a sizable
savings of tax dollars, which can be substantiated by the General Ac-
countingr Office.

During this campaign, I attained many titles, but the one I cherish
most is "The Unbundler." The most titles I reaped and the hostility
I met within the executive branch, indicated progress was being made.
I might add that when the Comptroller General of the United States
issued his report and directive in fune 1969, whereby the Bureau of the
Budget was directed to implement proper procurement procedures to
reduce the cost of electronic data processing equipment leased, or to be
purchased, by utilization of peripheral equipment from other than the
original computer manufacturer, I was contacted and asked that if I
were invited to attend a meeting with key officials of the Government
to implement the Comptroller aeneral's directive, would I attend but
be unbiased. Needless to say, I did not attend the meeting but this is
one of the many fine responses one receives from the Government when
one "rocks the boat." I do not expect to receive the Nobel Peace Prize,
but knowing we have successfully rocked the boat and moved this
complicated monster called Government to react to change is a satisfac-
tion few people can attain.

I would like to add the success achieved could not have been accom-
plished without the support of the news media and of this committee
and my deepest and sincere gratitude must go to two specific members
of the committee, the Honorable Martha W. Griffiths and the Honor-
able William B. Wiidnall, because -without their continual support,
guidance, and assistance, the equal competitive position which the
peripheral community achieved and the savings of tax dollars could
ever have been accomplished. I would like to state further the President
of the United States, specifically his staff, commencing in early 1969,
were instrumental in providing the necessary exposure to this problem
to all elements within the executive branch whiich also assisted greatly
in reducing vaste of tax dollars and thus allow-ed the peripheral manu-
facturers a competitive position with Snow White and the Seven
Dw\-arfs. Peripheral manufacturers who formerly could not even receive
the correct time of day from the executive branch of Government are
today being treated, in the majority of cases, as equal competitors and
receiving some contract awards.

MORE ACCEPTANTCE OF? GAO FINITNGS AND RECOtMMNNDATIONS EXEI)ED

A great deal more acceptance of the General Accounting Office's
findings and recommendations by the various elements within the
Executive Branch of Government must be achieved before billions of
dollars in tax waste can be realized because only token acceptance has
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been achieved to date. Unless the Executive Branch will allow the
peripheral community to compete on an equal and impartial basis,
otherwise this Association will be forced to use every possible means
to achieve the objectives we seek.

*We in the Association are very proud to report one major depart-
ment of the Executive Branch is doing an outstanding effort in respect
to evaluating peripheral equipment from the entire computer industry
which will provide the U.S. Government with the best possible equip-
ment; to do the best job; and at the best possible price. In short, this
department is exercising sound management efforts and recognizing
the savings the peripheral community can provide. This same depart-
ment I mentioned in my testimony in November 1967, which was one
of the first pioneers in the U.S. Government to achieve the highest
order of savings in hardware savings, that is, this department did buy
peripheral modules from various suppliers to their prescribed specifi-
cations and thus achieved a total computer system which they required
but not just from one source, but from many sources within the com-
puter industry. The department of which I speak is the U.S. Navy.
They have an EDP selection office which is compact, efficient, com-
petent, and they are actually accepting the benefits that can be derived
from pust plain common horsesence. They are very courteous and co-
operative and treat everyone in the computer industry on an equal basis
and it is a pleasure to see one large segment of the executive branch
operate in an efficient and skilled manner. We pray this disease of the
U.S. Navy -will spread to the entire executive branch.

Dealing with the electronic data processing group within the Gen-
eral Services Administration is really an experience. I have had
numerous contacts with GSA, like the majority of the peripheral com-
munity, with each having had the same experience. Receiving a Fed-
eral supply contract is like climbing to the top of Mount Everest
without any equipment or assistance. It is the association's firm belief
that GSA could be more flexible in negotiations with the peripheral
community instead of trying to make us fit the total computer manu-
facturer's requirements and giving us the feeling they wish we would
go away.

Also, we cannot understand the over 2 years' time span it has taken
for any Deriplheral manufacturer to receive more than token contract
awards from GSA and I know personally a few awards were achieved
reluctantly from GSA but onlv because of congressional insistence
which should not have to be applied if sound procurement and manage-
ment ethics were being adhered to. The association is still not con-
vinced of GSA's role in EDP procurements because of the snails' pace
they have exhibited to the peripheral community to date. However, we
will watch, we will evaluate, but we will not wait as GSA has had
ample time to perform their responsibilities.

DOCUMENT BY FEDERAL EMPLOYN.E

The following document was written by a highly qualified Federal
employee whom the peripheral community considers is one of the most
competent individuals in Government, but due to the Federal employee
system which seems to aspire to Peter's Principle: "If one is incom-
petent, lie will be promoted," this Federal employee will never be pro-
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Inoted and, therefore, his talents will be wasted and another waste of
taxpayers' dollars vill prevail. I have received his permission to use
this document which is appropriate to my testimony:

CONTINUED DOCUMENTATION OF CURRENT WASTE IN COMPUTER PERIPHERAL
PROCUREMENT BY THE U.S. GOVERNMENT

SUMMARY OF FACTS ON ONE RECENT U.S. CONTRACT AWARD

This paper documents the waste of $160 million U.S. Tax Dollars in one recent
contract award. These funds were wasted by paying 75 percent more for Elec-
tronic Data Processing (EDP) equipment than necessary. This award was made
after congressional testimony, suggestion awards, and personal conversations
had previously pinpointed this waste for Administration officials.

RELEVANT FACTS ON FEDERAL NON-AWARDS

On his May fifth nationwide television show, "First Tuesday," Sander Vanocur
reported that Federal Government cut-backs in medical funds this year were
forcing emergency clinics to close, were pushing the U.S. medical schools into
a financial crisis, were definitely taking American lives at this time, and would
be responsible for the loss of many more lives in the immediate future.

He referred specifically to the imminent closing of the Jacoby Emergency
Clinic in the Bronx (New York) because of the Federal withdrawal of only
$450,000 per year. The dean of the St. Louis University Medical School, Dr. R.
Felix, testified that his medical school may have to close because of the recent
withdrawal of Federal funds. Dr. Felix noted that several medical schools faced
this crucial decision in a time of expanding need for physicians in the country.

Vanocur diagnosed the present condition of the United States health delivery
system as "financial anemia." His prognosis concerning the future delivery of
health services to the U.S. public was bleak and harrowing.

FACTS ON FINANCIAL GLUT IN EDP PROCUREMENT

The extraordinary waste in present U.S. Government electronic data proc.
essing procurement is described quite simply in the opening paragraph of the
CalComp brochure. This brochure could be from any of fifty EDP peripheral
manufacturers. The CalComp sales office is within walking distance of my office,
so I picked up their current sales material to illustrate my point. CalComp
says:

"The CD1 is plug-to-plug interchangeable and format compatible with the
IBM 2311 disc storage unit, yet its cost is much lower and it is more than
twice as fast . . . The only differences between the CalComp unit and the IBM
unit are price and performance-and the CD1 is the winner on both counts."

Stated another way, the evidence shows the CalComp unit to be at least two
times less expensive and two times more productive than the IBM machine-
a four-to-one competitive advantage.

A FOUR-TO-ONE ADVANTAGE IS NOT ENOUGH

As a Government purchase, the CalComp instrument is 48.6 percent less ex-
pensive, yet produces "more than double" the "work" of the IBM unit. The
CalComp unit has a purchase price of $12,720; the IBM unit it replaces sells
for $24,750. Stated in dollars, this says that for every purchase dollar in
"CalComp Dollars," we would be required to spend, at least $3.84 in "IBM Dol-
lars." Yet CalComp has not placed one CD1 unit within the Federal Government
since its announced availability eight months ago, while the General Services
Administration has just recently awarded IBM a $330 Million lease contract
in "IBM Dollars."

On a leasing arrangement, the CalComp rents for $359 per month for all hoters
in the month: the IBM (2311) rents for $725 per month for eight hours a day
only-additional usage is billed at hourly rates. The price disparity would be
larger than four-to-one if usage was high and the equipment leased-the most
usual ease.
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INFLATION-IBM STYLE; $160 MILLION WASTED

Assuming that 65% of this $3.30 Million is for peripheral devices and terminals
as the Diebold Research Program Projection indicates the relationship to be
(chart attached), this means that the $214.5 Million (65% of $330 Million)
given in "IBMI Dollars" could have been matched by $53.6 Million in "CalComp
Dollars" or "Other Peripheral Manufacturers Dollars". The difference, $160
Million is wasted in real American "GNP Dollars", which could be put into
budget deficits or housing or whatever.

ONE HUNDRED EMERGENCY CLINICS AND EIGHTY-THREE MEDICAL SCHOOLS

This documented example shows we could have kept over onc hundred emer-
gency clinics going this year, without any loss of capability in the electronic
data processing sector. At the same time, we would have given over a Million
Dollars tax-free to every mledical school in the country, with money left over to
start a couple more to meet the United States doctor shortage.

SHOULD THE OFFICE OF THE PRESIDENT ACT?

Prom my vantage point, it is unconscionable to allow such procurement
practices to continue when people are being allowed to die for lack of money and
facilities, as Vanocur has reported.

Rapid remedial action is indicated not by what we are doing, but more im-
portantly, by what we are not doing.

HAVE OTHERS ACTED? IS THERE PRECEDENCE FOR CHANGE?

Government and non-Government data processing installations using disc
drives in this country number about 14,000. Within these 14,000 installations,
there are some 28,000 IBMA 2311 disc drives, as there are multiple units in some
installations. An additional 6,000 other peripheral manufacturers' disc drives
now exist in installations throughout this country-all non-Federal Govern-
ment. Yet the General Services Administration is still looking into the "feasibil-
ity" of using these devices for Government applications as though private in-
dustry is not capable of making valid assessments regarding cost and
performance.

Is indisputable evidence enough? These facts are indisputable and
have been with us for some time. One original suggestion concerning
a $700 million to $1 billion savi%,ing on tape drives (a different peripheral
device) is 21/2 years old yet was disapproved by the Bureau of the
Budget based on reasons bordering on pure stupidity.

Approval of this valid suggestion could have realized savings way
back in the latter part of 1967 or early 1968 if competent people in
the Federal suggestion program would review, act, ancd implement and
not sit on their hands and disapprove because they don't understand
or because it might require change, and this is the real point. Why
must Congress always intercede where savings are very apparent, and
awhy must the taxpayer come forth to Congress and badger and show
that these things exist in Government?

Why can't Government, the executive branch, do it themselves, why?
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HARDWARE COMPONENTS AS A PERCENT OF TOTAL SYSTEM COST'

Year 1960 | 1965 | 1970 1975

Cop-nent Millions of Dollars

CPU 280 1,300 3,400 5,000
Peripherals:

Terminals 1.,600 0,500
Other Peripherals 120 1, 250 3, 500 5,000

*Source: The Diebold Group. TIe.

PERCENT
-100

- s0

PERIPHERALS AND TERMINALS - 60

- 40

- 20

1960 1965 1970 1975 - 0

One major point is brought out by this document. In November
1967 (plus or minus a few vweeks) GSA states-if the peripheral
maufacturers would apply for a Federal supply contract they could
then be considered for an award once they were isued a Federal supply
contract from GSA. This brings up a very sound question. If periph-
eral equipment manufacturers were issued Federal supply contracts
from GSA for fiscal vear 1970 and IBM had not been approved for
fiscal year 1970, then why did GSA wait for IBM to be approved and
then give them an award approximating $330 million and, further,
we would like to know how many awards wvere given to those peripheral
manufacturers that had a Federal supply contract during this same
period when IBM had not yet been awarded a Federal supply contract.
We have come up with some substantial answers to these questions
which could lead one to assume dual procurement policies prevail and
thus the conclusion can be made that it appears some hanky-panky
is going on which indicates to us unethical procurement practices are
still persisting and is the rule rather than the exception.

This is not a threat, but if ethics appear not to be the rule, then
the CPMIA will have to counter with the "goodies" we have in our
medicine bag.

SOFTVARE AS POIl'ETNTIAL AREA FOR ECONOMIY

There is one major area of savings within the EDP area in Govern-
ment which needs the immediate attention of Congress to facilitate
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further savings in respect to data processing equipment. This area of
savings is in the software costs associated with and required of com-
puter systems with all areas of hardware and software costing the
Federal Government well over $6 billion per year and, of this amount,
a good $2 billion could be saved without the slightest deficiency of any
Government entity. The major components of computer expenditures
are hardware costs and software costs. "Software" is what makes the
"hardware" run.

The Comptroller General of the United States has given a "horse-
back estimate" of the Federal hardware costs as "something in excess
of $3 billion." He estimates software to be about equal to the hardware
costs. This estimate of Federal software costs is grossly understated,
since General Services Administration (GSA) computes software
costs for the Comptroller General by multiplying the number of peo-
ple on duty as programers by their average grade salary. This is
comparable to considering the average salary of carrier pilots as the
software costs required to maintain a iving of carrier aircraft (the
hardware) at sea.

The computer revolution has become a revolution in software. Great
redundancy exists in software development throughout the Federal
Government. Personnel accounting; financial management; supply
and procurement systems for all agencies are autonomous and duplicat-
ing. At this time, no Federal policy has been enunciated that could
change the great waste in personnel and money that this redundancy
spawns. Responsible estimates place the potential savings at $3 billion
of the Government's true costs.

The reported "hardware" expenditures of some $3 billion seems
to be little more than a "horseback estimate" as the submitted sug-
gestion by a Federal employee indicated a savings of at least $700
million to $1 billion could have been realized on tape drive purchases
alone back in the early part of 1968. Mr. Kelly of the Bureau of the
Budget disapproved this suggestion in 1968 as his letter of disapproval
points out that to implement this suggestion "would require complete
revision of our present concepts of EDP systems and procurement".
"Our" being the Executive Office of the President, Bureau of the
Budget-the Federal Establishment. He notes "many questions have
to be answered * * *" and "that implementation of such specific sug-
gestions ($700 million savings) is impossible .without making other
major changes". (See p. 133 et seq.)

Major changes and questions to be answered be damned. The private
sector accomplished this without any changes-or did questions have
to be answered-it is no wonder citizens of this country become frus-
trated and disgusted with government. The President of the United
States appointing an ombudsman is a sound step and the office of
the ombudsman should be permanent as the first ombudsman
appointed by the President did permit the outside world to communi-
cate with the President.

My congressional testimony on Federal EDP hardware procure-
ment policy in November 1967, reported great savings would result
from a new procurement policy. One example given in my testimony
in 1967 clearly indicated a savings of $500,000 to be realized from one
$900,000 system with over 100 such systems to have been procured at
that time, savings totaling over $40 million.
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GOVERNMENTWIDE COMPUTER UTILITIES

Recent technological advances in both softwarc and hardware make
new public policy possible. The extraordinary capacities of today's
hardware are insulated from the average user by a thick blanket of
programing systems. The development of Governmentwide com-
puter utilities for the development and maintenance of standard soft-
ware for certain classes of activities, such as personnel accounting;
payroll; inventory and contract control, etc., are now technically
present.

If such a concept of uniform software for every portion of the ex-
ecutive branch -were implemented, it would mean that a central group
would be responsible for the collection of those programs now de-
veloped that are tried and proven and would provide for the central
maintenance of such programs and documentation. In this way, any
error-logical or procedural-found in any agencies' activities is cor-
rected for all Government users. Compatibility resulting from common
software, in turn allows for the maximum utilization of hardware and
communication facilities-all of which would sharply reduce govern-
mental operating costs.

SOFTWARE
DECENTRALIZED

$50,000 to $500,000 per program.

0 months to 1 year required to design
and build any significant program-
doesn't count the months getting rid
of bugs.

Individual unit must bear all on-going
maintenance costs.

Frequently incomplete, costly documen-
tation that makes programs useless if
certain key individuals move on. Typ-
ing *and/or printing done on indi-
vidual installation basis.

Tailored to fit a single hardware con-
figuration, and frequently written
many times so as to be intelligible to
only onre individuaL

Patching, "fire-fighting", required to
keep up with individual agencies'
dhanging needs resulting in many
cases from Government-wide legis-
lation.

Programs written in various computer
languages and in special "shorthand"
known only to the individual pro-
grammer.

Skilled programmers tied up on re-
dundanut work, continually "re-invent-
ing the wheel".

"Uniqueness" of programs and codes
used to incorporate data precludes
(lata interchange.

Complete rewrite to update new equip-
ment.

CENTRALIZED

$5,000 to $40,000 per program, because
of multiple use and distribution of
costs over larger number of activities.

Programs available now, tried and
proven, error-free. For example, CSC
personnel package.

Central program maintenance provided
for all users for a small "fee". Every
logical or procedural error that is
found by any agency's activities is
corrected for all Government users.

Comprehensive documentation at all
levels at "no additional cost". Can
utilize advanced electronic printing
techniques and mass distribution
techniques.

Flexible programs-usable on many
configurations. Common user manuals
to interface to hardware.

Generalized programs applicable to on-
going needs, which are modified cen-
trally to meet new legislation report-
ing requirements.

Programs written in generalized higher
order languages such as COBOL or
FORTRAN. which are easier to main-
tain than machine oriented languages
and applicable on a wide variety of
instrumentation.

Skilled programmers free for your
"unique" requirements,

Creates ability to interchange data be-
tween organizations (computers) .

Already in higher language for new
equipment.
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Compatibility that results from common software allows the maximum utiliza-
tion of hardware and communications facilities.

In November 1967, the following was presented to the committee and
the writing of specifications by private industry for Government still
persists and is stagnating and wasting tax dollars.

The laxity by certain Government procurement facilities to write their own
specifications stimulate the lock out of independents as the Government calls
on a major computer manufacturer to write the specifications for the Govern-
ment and naturally the specifications are written to that manufacturer's equip-
ment. The Government places these specifications in a Request for Quote and
then invokes that portion of Armed Services Procurement Regulations (ASPR)
which will not allow any deviations and the manufacturer who wrote the speci-
fications is assured that he will receive the award because all the other bidders
cannot meet the specification without deviation.

Further stimulates to the freeze of independents and even computer manu-
facturers by the Federal Government is expressed in procurement ethics of the
U.S. Air Force as stated by the November 22, 1967 issue of "The Wall Street
Journal" with the following statements quoted verbatim:

"Some IBM competitors say that Government buying practices over the years
also helped IBM gain dominance. The head of one rival computer makes claims
that Federal "Procurement specifications are written around IBM machines," a
charge ithat Government purchasing men deny.

This computer executive also maintains that Air Force purchasing officers
"want aerospace firms to stick to IBM machines" and, in some cases, have refused
to allow aerospace companies to buy from other manufacturers on the ground
that costly new computer programs would have to be prepared for non-IBM
machines."

All the independent peripheral manufacturer is asking is to have an equal
opportunity, on a competitive basis, to be considered for Government business
on his own merits of price, delivery, maintenance, logistic support, reliability,
reputation and performance. Today this is no sure road to success since the
major manufacturers are all dedicated to building their own peripheral equip-
ment and, in effect, freezing out the independent manufacturer from this grow-
ing and important segment of the computer business which is right in the free
enterprise system but to have the Federal Government literally lock out in-
dependents is not right. The main frame is becoming less and less the major
cost item in the average computer system. The difference in performance be-
tween computer systems of the future may well rest in the efficiency and reliability
of the input/output devices. For the Government to obtain the most of its tax-
payer's dollar in the electronic data processing field the Government must im-
mediately recognize the fallacy in their current procurement methods involv-
ing the purchase of total computer systems from one manufacturer. The degree
of sophistication of some Government users is increasing and today some scien-
tific branches of the Government are actually purchasing computer systems and
equipment, with hardware and software often coming from different sources,
with even maintenance being supplied by a third party. Some large industrial
users are going this same route and the trend is definitely toward the acquisition
in major computer user organizations of hardware-oriented people to make the
purchasing decisions on the basis of merit of the individual equipment or serv-
ice, whether it be manufactured by computer makers or from an independent
supplier.

QUOTATION FROM PRESIDENT TRUMAN ON NEGOTIATED CONTRACTING

Also, in my testimony in November 1967, the following was pre-
sented and the CPMA strongly urges H.R. 1366 granting unprece-
dented freedom to the executive branch from specific procurement
restrictions during peacetime is being used not in the best interest
of the United States but in my mind to benefit a few, which to the
CPMA indicates dictatorial procurements can be made by law.

Former President of the United States, Harry S. Truman, said in his White
House letter dated February 19, 1948, when he signed into law H.R. 1366, which
granted unprecedented freedom to the Executive Branch from specific procure-
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ment restrictions during peace-time, that this bill had a hidden danger. This
freedom, he said, was given to permit the flexibility and latitude needed in
national defense activities. The basic need, however, remains to assure favor-
able price and adequate service to the Government. To the degree that restric-
tions have been diminished, therefore, responsibility upon the Executive Branch
of Government, which includes the Defense Establishment, has been increased.
The danger, he said, is the natural desire for flexibility and speed in procure-
ment will lead to excessive placement of contracts by negotiation and undue
reliance upon large concerns, and this he said must not occur-it has and is.

The CPMA is very proud to have the first and, to the best of our
knowledge, the only minority group enterprise in the computer in-
dustry as a member of our association. The name of this firm is
Software Programnminog Associates, Inc. Mr. C. MA. Darden, president
of this minority group enterprise, contacted me and requested the
association's assistance in proposed efforts with both the U.S.
Government and private industry. The board of directors of
CPMA authorized my office to assist to the fullest extent possible and
I was very pleased with the reception, honest effort, and cooperation
I received from the President of the United States' staff. I am also
delighted to report this firm has just recently been awarded their first
contract from the Department of Agriculture, and I would also like
for this committee to know the Small Business Administration, and
with their new young division, minority group enterprise division,
SBA has a tough road but they will make it and -we certainly wil]
support them as they are doing an excellent job.

The Association feels the President of the United States' policy
on minority group enterprises will reap many rewards for not only
the citizens but for the Nation as a whole. CPMA supports the Presi-
dent's policy because working within the policy and with a minority
group enterprise gives one the insight to the President's objectives
and seeing and doing is believing; it is working, and although it is a
young policy, it is rapidly accelerating to a positive action force which
will benefit the entire United States. 6PRL. is dedicated to assist both
the President of the United States and minority group enterprise
firms within the computer industry to achieve a successful goal.

The CPMA feels the increased *budgets of NASA and the DOD
are very necessary to provide the technological achievements neces-
sary for our society, however, without the waste of tax dollars. We,
like the majority, are not naive enough to believe that waste can ever
be eradicated totally because some waste will always persist in Govern-
ment as it does within the framework of private industry. NASA and
the DOD create an abundance of employment necessary to push into
the sciences and provide ne-w products which are released to the free
enterprise system which then creates many business entities and thus
new employment is created by such new business firms being formed.
This cycle increases the private industry base, increases the national
economy, and provides a steady growth of employment wvhich results
in increased tax dollars to support this monster called Government
and, likewise, the Government in return spends these tax dollars which
again creates employment. After all, economics is a two way street.

The peripheral community has enjoyed many of the benefits derived
through the exploration of the sciences by NASA and the DOD as
our growth rate over a shot span of 5 years will substantiate, with
the end result of approximately one million in new jobs have been
provided to the population of the United States. It irks me personally
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that the attitude of various segments of our society and certain Mem-
bers of the Congress really believe we can take billions of dollars
from the productivity of the executive branch and literally hand it
out in the form of free cash disbursements to the nonproductive por-
tions of our society. This to me does nothing but increase unemploy-
ment as those productive portions of the executive branch must cut
back in programs and thus employment must be decreased and this
decrease also forces sharp decline in the amount of tax dollars that
can be collected and thus the intake of tax dollars is substantially
decreased. Total result, nonproductive portions of our society in-
creases and will be provided with free cash but the amount of tax-
payers is decreasing. Oh yes, I missed one point-the U.S. Government
can print more money. If this is so, let's all stop working-let the
Government print more money and hand it out free. Which brings
up one last and paramount question-who will print the money?

The President's new department of managing the executive
branch is a firm step in demanding an affirmative and constructive
spirit regarding institutional changes within Government. We must
also encourage the development of those attributes within the Gov-
ernmental service that will steadily push the frontier of knowledge
farther into the area marked unknown while managing in a manner
that will evoke the best from those that labor at all levels of Govern-
ment.

This country can settle for nothing less.
Before I make my closing statement, I would like to introduce, Mr.

Chairman, Mr. George 0. Harmon, whose testimony today has
brought out one major and critical area within the computer industry,
and .where the end user, mainly the Government, and that is mainte-
nance. It is a very costly expenditure of taxpayers' money, and I would
like Mr. Harmon to elaborate, if I may, at this time and I will end
my testimony at this point.

Thank you.
Chairman PROXMIRE. Is Mr. Harmon here? Mr. Harmon, do you

have a brief statement?
Mr. HARMON. Yes, I have.
Chairman PRox-miRE. We hoped Mr. Caveney could complete his

whole statement in 15 minutes. We are over that now.
We will be happy to print your full statement in the record.

STATEMENT OF GEORGE 0. HARMON, PRESIDENT, COMMA CORP.,
NEW YORK, N.Y.

Mr. HARMON. Yes, sir. Mr. Chairman, I am George 0. Harmon and
I appear here as president of Comma Corp., located at 1250 Broad-
way, New York, N.Y. This hearing is of great importance to small
business enterprises who are attempting to compete in the EDP mar-
ket place. I appear here not only as a representative of Comma Corp.,
but also as a member of the Computer Peripheral Manufacturers
Association.

MULTIPLE VENDORS BRING COMPLEX MAINTENANCE PROBLEMS

We have seen the industry evolve from the first generation computer
in the early 1950's to multiple vendors from which an end user may
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choose his configuration, both hardware and software. This evolution
has presented the user with one remaining problem, as was borne
out by Colonel Warren's testimony, and that is the multiple sources
of maintenance. Additional savings can be realized through procure-
ment of independently manufactured peripheral equipment, provided
the user can look to one company to solve his machine problems when
they occur, and he should not be put in the position of being a medi-
ator among a number of manufacturers.

POTENTIAL FOR SAVINGS ON ADPE MAINTFNANGE

In 196S, the Boston Computer Group, at the direction of GSA,
undertook a study on the maintenance of automatic data processing
equipment. Let me point out a few of the significant findings of this
study.

The Federal Government could realize an annual savings of $9.4
million in ADPE/PCAM maintenance costs.

This would be accomplished by the use of maintenance alternatives
such as in-house, time, and material versus maintenance agreement,
and third party maintenance or,

Local negotiations of contracts with third party organizations that
are financially sound, and

Organizations maintaining equipment, not of their manufacture,
should be encouraged to compete for Government maintenance busi-
ness.

Maintenance of ADP equipment has generally been a neglected area
due to the, quoting from the Boston Computer Group's report, "lack
of awareness on the part of management as to the process and prob-
lems involved; the rental syndrome, where the manufacturer's rental
policy disconnects the user, both legally and psychologically, from
maintenance and the small annual expenditure in APPE mainte-
nance relative to the total ADPE expenditure, 4 percent for the equip-
ment, personnel, supplies, and service."

There is a growing industry of compatible peripheral equipment
manufacturing which further complicates the maintenance market-
place. The selection of economical equipment by the user, coupled
with the rental syndrome, forces the user into the untenable position
of negotiating with two or more service organizations, neither of which
is either capable or permitted to solve problems from an overall per-
spective.

There have been, and are, several local kinds of companies supply-
ing maintenance services on selected equipment in selected areas and
locations. These services range from refurbishing and reconditioning
to maintenance on equipment owned by themselves or other manufac-
turers. Until recently, there was no independent maintenance orga-
nization in existence who could offer a complete line of maintenance
services as their only product.

In December of 1969, Comma Corp., a nationwide computer main-
tenance company, was formed by three former executives from IBM's
field engineering division.

Comma Corp. is the first major nationwide independent company
that is offering an alternative to the original manufacturer's mnainte-
nance service of large scale computer equipment. The company is offer-
ing their services to both Government and commercial users on ownecl
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or third party leased IBM 1400, 7000, and system 360 series com-
puters, and plug-to-plug compatible peripheral equipment.

A broad range of services have been structured by a team of profes-
sional field service personnel, all of whom have had extensive training
and experience with a wide range of hardware and software. This
training and experience gives them the edge when competence means
the difference in keeping a system operational.

One of Comma Corp.'s major thrusts is providing service on the
mixed computer system, that which is composed of units from more
than one manufacturer. Not only is Commo Corp. providing ex-
cellent reliable service, but the rates are substantially lower than
those being offered by the major manufacturer. This contributes to
a new source of economy in the procurement of data processing serv-
ice. The U.S. Government, as a whole, can benefit greatly by availing
themselves of those services. Annual savings could be in the millions
of dollars, with equal or improved service. And that, Mr. Chairman,
concludes my prepared statement.

Chairman PROXMMRE. Thank you very much. Mr. Caveney, you are
over your time. Can you give us just a brief summary of your final
statement ?

Mr. CAVENEY. Yes, we in the peripheral community feel that a
great deal more could have been done and a great deal more savings
could have been accomplished, and we also feel that there is a grow-
ing abundance of executive management people in Government who
do not understand the technical philosophies of not only the computer
industry but of other technical areas. As these stacks of suggestions
from Federal employees point out, and specifically, this one here
which my entire article, titled "$1 Billion Refused by Govern-
ment" was written around. One suggestion which could have saved
the taxpayers $1 billion, and this suggestion was disapproved for
reasons beyond the realm of reason, and yet based on testimony here
today, the Federal Government is in fact doing exactly what this
Federal employee said, and I think he should be recognized and his
suggestions should be approved. There are stacks of such technical
suggestions from the low elements of the Government that are just
literally being tossed in the wastepaper basket which could save
millions of dollars of tax dollars, but it can never happen until com-
petent personnel can review such suggestions, and this brings up that
point again, why can't the executive branch without the continual
insistence of the Congress, manage the executive branch without
continual prodding from committee hearings, and this is our philos-
ophy if it can't be done by the executive branch we will be here to
prod Congress.

Chairman PROxMIRE. Well, thank you, gentlemen, very much.
Mr. Abersfeller, you had the first word, Mr. Caveney had the last

word, how do you meet Mr. Cavenev's assertions, as I understand it,
which are that GSA, among others, seems to treat peripherals some-
what cavalierly, the CalComp case was a clear mathematical example
of an apparent excess cost to the Government for failure to procure
on an efficient basis.

Mr. ABERSFELLER. Mr. Chairman, of course, I haven't had the oppor-
tunity to examine Mr. Caveney's statement nor did I know what he
was going to say but I think we would need to get together and find
out a little more about his computation.
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There were, as of June 30, 1969, 416 of the particular units to which
he referred-IBAM 2311 disk storage drives-in the entire Govern-
ment-leased inventory, and based on our calculations, as of February
1970, if we -were to purchase them from an independent peripheral
company, we could save about $2 million.

I don't know how he has extended this figure up to $160 million.
Chairman PROXMIEE. $2 million out of how much; what would be

the total?
Mr. ABERSrELLER. If we replaced 'by purchase all of the 2311 disk

storage drives that the CalComp CD-1 is compatible with.
Chairman PROX-MIRE. Wlhat would the total cost be is my question?

I am just trying to find out what $2 million would represent as a
savings.

AIr. ABERSEELLER. It would be on the order of 25 percent. We would
pay about $7.2 million as against $9.2 million.

Chairman PROX3MIR. 25 percent.
Mr. ABERSFELLER. That is generally what it runs in that area.
Chairman PROXMIRE. It is a very handsome saving; isn't it?
AIr. ABERSFELLER. Indeed, and we are working on that particular

thing now. That happens to be part of the inventory of the peripherals
that we talked about earlier in my testimony, in getting the agencies to
get them replaced with peripheral equipment made by other than the
original equipment manufacturer.

TRUTTII IN NEGOTIATIONS ACT, APPLICABILITY TO COMPUTER BUYING

Chairman PROX'MIRE. I do want to proceed to more general ques-
tions to the extent we have time I want to pin it down.

What about the Truth in Negotiations Act, Air. Abersfeller, previ-
ous testimony indicated widespread noncompliance with the Truth in
Negotiations Act by the manufacturers of computers. What is the situ-
ation now vup to date? Are all computer contractors being required to
sup ply the government with cost and pricing data under the Truth
in Negotiations Act?2

M~r. ABERSPELLER. When applicable they are being requested to, MIr.
Chairman, but to the best of my knowledge, they are not providing it.

Chairman PROxaIiRE. They are not. Why not?
Air. ABERSPELLER. That is correct.

ONE-SIDED ACT INAPPLICA13LE TO INDUSTRY

Chairman PRoxiniRE. Why can't you enforce the law?Ali
AIr. ABERSPELLER. WEell, the law is a one-sided law, M r. Chairman.

It does not apply to the industry. It applies to the contracting offi-
cer. It also allows a waiver to be provided by the head of the agenev if
the equipment is required by the agency; the head of the agency is
offered no alternative but to grant the waiver and that is exactly how
they have been bought over the years.

Chairman PROXMIRE. I am delighted to get that kind of response
because it indicates that maybe we can improve it here in Congress, it
is our fault if that law is one sided and I would like very much if
you would suggest proposed language which would strengthen that
Truth in Negotiations Act and make it two sided, and make it pos-
sible to make the contractor responsible. too.

Mr. ABERSPELLER. All right, sir. (See pp. 150-153.)
49-5S-70-S
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GSA TO OFFER TMPROVED LANGUAGE

Chairman PiOxMIRE. Admiral Rickover in his testimony indicated
that too many waivers are being granted. Why are they granting so
many waivers?

Mr. ABERSFELLER. With regard to ADP?
Chairman PROXMIRE. Yes, sir.
Mr. ABsriiFELLER. Did he mean-
Chairman PROX-MIRE. Under the Truth in Negotiations Act.
Mr. ABERSFELLER. Again I think it goes back to the issue of the con-

tractors unwillingness to provide the information and the agency-
Chairman PRoXMIRE. They are unwilling. All you feel you can do

is give them a waiver.
Mr. ABERSEELLER. That is all you can do if you need the equip-

ment and the contractor will not supply the data, Mr. Chairman.
Chairman PROXMIREg. So you are in position where it is up to him

to cooperate, he does so voluntarily. Obviously if it would in his view
diminish his profit he wouldn't cooperate, at least in his long term
profit.

Mr. ABERSFELLER. I am not here to support the industry on this
issue but there is another side to it. The industry does have a prob-
lem. If you get to push the state of the art, and I presume the Admiral
wvas talking about procurement made by the AEC; they are one of
the principal users of equipment which is far out. The producer doesn't
know how much he is going to produce and obviously to be able to
get cost and pricing data in meaningful form you ought to have some
kind of judgment as to how many of the items he is going to produce
to be able to divide that into his estimated costs, to come up with cost
and pricing data and the allocation of overhead and things of that
nature.

I think this presents a very serious and real accounting problem
to the industry. I think the industry is reluctant to provide the in-
formation to begin with.

Chairman PROXINIRE. Certainly under those circumstances there
ought to be some kind of a finding that you have a situation where
the technology is so uncertain and research is so indefinite that costs
are likely to be great, under those circumstances I think that is right,
you have a different situation, and perhaps the Truth in Negotiations
would have to be handled somewhat differently. But certainly in some-
thing that is relatively standardized there should be no exceptions.

Mr. ABERsFELLER. There is no problem in the relatively standardized
items, Mr. Chairman, because all of those are sold in substantial quan-
tities commercially and the data is not required.

Chairman PROXMiTRE. Then I come back to my original statement, if
you would suggest language to help us strengthen that.

Mr. ABERSFELLER. Very good.

GSA PROCUREMENT OF ADPE FOR DOD

Chairman PROXMITRE. Does GSA procure any computers or ADPE
for the Defense Department?

Mr. ABERSFELLER. Yes, sir, -we do.
Chairman PROXDMIRE. How much?
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Mr. ABERSFELLER. Mr. Chairman, let me provide that for the record.
I thought I had it but I don't have it.

(The following information was subsequently supplied for the rec-
ord by Mr. Abersfeller:)

The dollar volume for FY 70 is as follows:

Federal supply schedule rentals, purchases, and maintenance by
DoD - _________________________ $2S5,000,000

Separate contracts by GSA for DoD--------------------------- 76, 000, 000

Total -------------------------------------------------- 361, 000, 000
1 Estimated value based on FY 69 DoD percentage of total Federal Supply Schedule

volume and actual FY 70 ADPE Federal Supply Schedule volume.

Chairman PROXMIRE. Is it fair to say GSA purchases ADP equip-
ment for Defense which does most of its own purchasing?

Air. ABERSn}ELLER. I think we do most in dollar volume of general
purpose ADPE even for defense, AIr. Chairman.

Chairman PROXMIRE. In other words, you purchase more of the de-
fense procurement than Defense does?

MIr. ABERSFELLER. I think so.
Chairman PROXMIRE. Is that your understanding, Colonel Warren,

too?
Colonel 'WARREN. I have the figures here in total which I could give

you if you would like.
Chairman PROXMIRE. Fine.
Colonel WARREN. For fiscal year 1970 we had 62 selections total for

124 computers with a purchase value of $145,612,000, and of that GSA
did the procurement for 34 of the computers with a purchase value of
$56,063,000. Forty-six computers with a purchase value of $47,151,000
of the total computers were purchased through the GSA Federal
Supply Schedule contract. The remaining 44 computers with a value of
$42,399,000 were acquired under a delegation from GSA.

Chairman PROXMIRE. You are talking about general purpose com.
puters?

Colonel WARREN. Yes, sir.

DOD PROCURES ADPE FOR MILITARY EQUIPMENT

Chairman PROXrIIME. You are not talking about the ones used in
military equipment which I guess Defense would purchase all of those.

Colonel WARREN. We purchase all of those; yes, sir.
Chairman PROX-3nRE. Aircraft, ships, and so forth, you do all of

that?
Colonel WARREN. Yes, sir; special-purpose computers and weapons

systems computers are not handled by GSA.
Chairman PROXMIRE. Colonel Warren, would that, in your view

and in your judgment-I guess it is a guess because nobody seems to
have the figure-would that exceed in volume and cost the amount of
general-purpose computers that Defense uses?

COST OF SPECIAL ADPE PROBABLY EQUALS GENERAL PURPOSE

Colonel WARREN. Yes, sir. I do not have any specific information
on costs, but I feel that it is a safe assumption to say that we spend
probably as much on computers for weapons systems and special-pur-
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pose equipment as we do on the general1-purpose ADPE which wve are
managing and giving special management attention.

Chairman PRoxrNiRE. Can you give those figures for the record to
the extent they are not classified?

Colonel WARREN. I don't have those figures.
Chairman PROxEMIRE. Does anybody have them?
Colonel WARREN. I have all of the figures for the general-purpose

ADPE which we manage and I do not believe the other figures are
available.

Chairman PROXMIIRE. Does anybody know what they are? Would
the Secretary of Defense know or anybody in his office?

Colonel WARREN. I really don't know whether a figure would be
available. It would be part of a total weapons system cost, and the
total vweapons systems costs would be broken out in some detail, and
to the extent that computers or ADPE are detailed as part of the total
cost it would be available. In some cases it is and in some cases it isn't,
but I do not believe that -we have a one-round total figure for ADPE
for weapons systems; no, sir. The project manager for each weapons
system should have a number or figure as to what the ADPE hard-
ware and software cost are as part of his system.

GENERAL PURPOSE ADPE COST $720 MILLION IN FISCAL YEAR 1909

Chairman PROXMIIRE. Mr. Abersfeller, can you tell us the total
amount spent for purchases or rental of ADPE by all Federal agencies?

Mr. ABERSIELLER. Yes. In fiscal year 1969, reported total procure-
ment and contract award value for general-purpose computers and
punchcard equipment exceeded $720 million.

Chairman PROxMIRE. How much?
Mr. ABERSFELLER. $720 million and, by the way, Mr. Chairman,

again I don't have the dollar volume of procurements for defense
and we will provide that if you would like so far as the general pur-
pose computers.

Chairman PROxiIRE. I would like to reconcile that with the esti-
mate made by the Comptroller General this morning, that-you may
have heard it.

Mr. ABFRsFELLER. I did not.
Chairman PROxMiIRE. He made an estimate that the total Federal

estimated costs of ADPE, which may be different from the question
I asked, are from $4 to $6 billion per year. Is that excessive and how
do you reconcile it with the much lower figure you gave me.

Mr. ABERSFELLER. You were asking about the procurement. I don't
know, $6 billion is a brandnew figure to me, Mr. Chairman.

Chairman PRoxmiRE. In other words, what you gave me and I think
what you gave me your answer to was completely responsive. You
told me what the procurement and rental costs are and I take it that
what the GAO was talking about is the ultimate cost of all computer
operations including the contract where the contractor may be using a
computer and charging that to the Government.

Mr. ABERSFELLER. He also must have been talking about the acqui-
sition costs of the equipment, Mr. Chairman, because in this report
he submitted to the committee

Chairman PROXMIIRE. Weren't you talking about the acquisition
costs?
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Mr. ABERsFELLER. Yes, sir; I am talking about the acquisition costs
of $720 million.

Chairman PROXMIRE. All right.
Mr. ABERSFELLER. But he estimates in this report $2 billion annual

costs and we have used historically since the days of the Ramspeck
Commission $3 billion per year.

Chairman PROXxrIRE. The GAO said for general purpose that was
$1.9 billion, $2 billion.

Mr. ABERSFELLEm. That would coincide with this.
Chairman PROXMIRE. Right. But there -were other costs they just

couldn't estimate for computers, which they said was between $4 and
$6 billion. Can you give us any more precise figure?

GSA PROCURES 84.5 PERCENT OF ALL GENERAL PURPOSE COMPUTERS

Air. ABERsFELLER. No, sir; I have nothing on that. I do know about
the general purpose computers but that is all. I was simply going to
add, Mr. Chairman, that of the $720 million spent in 1969, $112.7
million or about 15.5 percent of that figure was delegated to other
agencies including defense for procurement. So said another way,
GSA buys or contracts for 84.5 percent of all the computers used by
the Federal Government, all the general purpose computers.

Chairman PROXMITRE. Now, in connection with the general purpose
computers, you have no figures, of course, on the special military op-
erations?

Mr. ABERSflLLER. No; I have not.
Chairman PROXMIRE. DOD buys under a delegation from GSA when

it does buy, doesn't it, in the general purpose area?
Mr. ABERSFELLER. Yes, sir.
Chairman PROXMIRE. Do you check on the Defense Department pur-

chases in any way, do you determine whether they are bought at a fair
price to the Government or do you simply accept their decisions?

Mr. ABERSFELLER. Well, with regard to the final decision we accept
their decision since we delegate it but we do require rather detailed
submission on the part of that department or any other before we grant
the request.

Chairman PROXMIIRE. Well, that is what I had in mind, you don't
grant the delegation until you are sure in Your mind?

Mr. ABERSFELLER. And we review the RFP and things of that type
and delegate it to them for the procurement and there are plenty of
caveats in the authority I sign to be sure it does conform to procure-
ment regulations and our excess reutilization program.

Chairman PROXMIRE. Are there occasions when they have been ready
to proceed to purchasing and you have said the price was too high,
you had better look at it again?

Mr. ABERSFELLER. There have been none where we have delegated it.
I happen to think Defense is doing a very good job in that area, Mr.
Chairman.

Chairman PROXMIRE. It is a question of timing here, you see. What
I am trying to get at is whether or not your agency exercises any con-
trol over the Defense Department in the areas where they make the
purchases.

MIr. ABERSFELLER. Not after -we delegate it; no, sir. We do not.
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Chairman PROXMIRE. I see, because I had first understood you to
indicate that you delegated it after you had a chance to look at the
specific purchase.

Mr. ABERSFEILER. No, sir; I am sorry, I didn't make that clear.
Chairman PRoxMIRE. All right. I understand.
Colonel WARREN. I might say all the delegations we receive from

GSA carry the stipulation that in all cases we must equal or exceed the
terms of the Federal supply schedule, so we never are allowed to buy
anything which costs more, or on terms less favorable than those car-
ried in the Federal supply schedule.

Chairman PRoxMIRE. And that Federal supply schedule is pretty
much GSA determined

Mr. ABERSFELLER. Yes, sir.
Chairman PROXMIRE. They have that kind of control?
Mr. ABERsFELLER. Yes, sir.
Chairman PROXMIRE. My time is up. Mr. Brown?

METHOD OF MAKING AWARDS

Representative BROWN. Mr. Abersfeller, what is the method by
which a determination is made that a system will be purchased from
one company over another?

BENCHMIARK SYSTEM USED BY GSA

Mr. ABERSFELLER. Well, actually the system generally used is re-
ferred to as the benchmark system first, Congressman Brown. The re-
quest for quotations is submitted to the entire industry for competi-
tive negotiation. Responses come in and then the equipment is bench-
marked to see that it meets the requirements of the specification.

That equipment which does the best job at the lowest cost is then
procured.

Representative BROWN. The specification then plays a great part in
determining who will meet the requirements of the system; is that
right?

Mr. ABERSFELLER. Yes.

EXTENT OF COMPETrITON

Representative BROWN. How much competitive bidding in fact is
there? Is it frequent that the specification will be written in such a
way that only one company meets the requirements ?

Mr. ABERSFELLER. I know of no instance, Mr. Brown, in the many
years I have been in this program

Representative BROWN. How many years is that ?
Mr. ABERSFELLER. Six years, well since the enactment of the bill, it is

not that long, it is 5 years, in which there has been the absence of com-
petition in the case the chairman and I were speaking about a moment
ago, and this is the far out equipment that agencies like AEC require,
not produced commercially, specially made or in the case of security
agency requirements, or in some other exceptions generally following
the requirements of the law. Section 302(c) of the Federal Property
and Administrative Services Act governs pretty much what you can
negotiate for on a sole source basis.
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Representative BROWN. What percentage of computer purchases are
competitive?

NEARLY 100-PERCENT CO3PPETITION ON GENERAL PURPOSE CO:PUTIMERS

Mr. ABERSEELLER. Of the general purpose computers there are, I
would say, well nearly a hundred percent have competition. There may
be an occasional one or two where there is not. I am not familiar with
all of the security agency procurements in terms of knowing whether
those were sole sources or not.

Representative BROWN. You said that you purchased 84.5 percent
of the general purpose computers.

Mr. ABERSFELLER. Yes, sir.
Representative BROWN. So are you saying that a hundred percent of

84.5 percent are competitively awarded?
Mr. ABERSPELLER. *Well, a hundred percent of 84.5 percent is com-

petitively awarded, with again a further qualification.

MULTIPLE AWARD SCH-tEDULES USED

The initial Federal supply schedules are entered into on a negoti-
ated basis with many different companies in the industry. This is
known as multiple-award schedules.

Now to the extent that an agency orders from that schedule a par-
ticular manufacturer's piece of equipment, to add on to an existing
equipment, that might not be competitive in that sense. But in the
sense of those contracts which are entered into to meet specific needs,
systems needs, those are all competitively awarded.

Representative BROWN. Can you give me what percentage that is?

AGENCIES ORDER DIRECTLY FROM1 SCHEDULES

Mr. ABERSFELLER. No. The problem I have, Mr. Brown, is the
agencies order directly from the schedule contract and constitutes al-
most $520 million worth of procurement from that source.

Representative BROWN. That is about a third, isn't it?
Mir. ABERSFELLER. Yes, sir. And it is almost a half, well a little over

a half, in fact. And I am not certain how many of those are ordered
in a low dollar range as add-ons to existing equipment.

Now agencies are required to get competition, make judgments and
do it competitively in those cases where they are considering new
systems or substantial parts of new systems and even add-ons where
competitive equipment is available.

I don't want to make this any more complex than it is. Let me try
it another way. Assume with me for the moment that agency Y has
an IBM main frame which was awarded competitively. They now
need another memory device of some sort. If there was no plug-to-
plug capability with another peripheral manufacturer of that memory
device, they would almost be obliged to procure that from IBM, that
is the thing I am talking about as the exception. I think, I don't have
the figure, but my professional judgment would be a very, very small
percentage, but I truly do not know.

Representative BROWN. We heard earlier this morning that when
an agency decides they would like to have a computer they must first
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get their budget okay from BOB based on the total budget, and then
divide that down to the priority needs within the agency. The section
of BOB which has special knowledge about computers reviews the
application before permission of BOB generally is given for the
purchase or rental. Then that the request goes to GSA for purchase.

Now, are you telling me that many of the agencies make their own
decision without reference to GSA on the equipment that they get
or the kinds of equipment that they might rent.

Mr. ABERSFELLER. Well, they make their own decisions within the
framework of the rules and regulations which both we and the Bu-
reau of the Budget prescribe, which are very restrictive. Additionally
the Federal Supply schedules of which I spoke deal and have certain
limitations in them so far as dollar volume is concerned or as far as
quantities are concerned.

As an example, it cannot be more than one CPU, if your agency
and you want more than one Central Processing Unit you cannot buy
it from the schedule. That is a limitation. It must come to us and either
we decide to buy the two or three that is required or wye delegate it
back to the agencies. They can't spend more than $400,000 for mualtiple
peripheral devices. Those are the kinds of restrictions we have in the
schedule.

Within the framework of those restrictions. within the framework
of the requirement to get competition, to make judgments as to which
would be the least expensive, agencies do have the free choice within
those restrictions to place orders with the schedule contractors.

Representative BROWN. And that restriction results in your pur-
chasing 84.5 percent of all items in this field.

Mr. ABERSFELLER. Well, actually the 84.5 percent which I quoted
earlier includes our contracting for the Federal supply schedules. But
the restriction results in our getting involved more and more in the
procurement of ADP. We are gradually-of course, the whole pur-
pose here is to try to bring a quantity level together which would
encourage better prices and reduce costs.

Representative BROWN'. The agency may turn to you for purchase
assistance even though they have the authority to purchase on their
own or have received it from BOB.

Mr. ABERSFELLER. For purchase assistance; yes, sir. It would be
rather unusual. If thev were able to order directly from the schedule.
contractor I think they would do so.

Representative BROWN. One of my concerns about this entire oper-
ation is that we have an industry here which some years ago was de-
veloped to a great extent as an in-house industry of the Federal Gov-
ermnent, or in-house techluology with the Federal Governmnent, and
when private industry got into the business the needs for computers
were predominantly in the Government. So that in the late 1950's or
early 1960's the Federal Government tended not only to have domi-
nated the technology of the original development but also the dollars
of early purchase with the Federal procurement being exercised in a
fairly limited area of the Bureau of the Budget and the company
from which to purchase or r ent the equipment was being determined
by a small group in GSA, is that correct?

Mr. ABERSrELLER. Well, the Federal supply schedules, Mr. Brown,
lhave always been available to any company who chooses to participate
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1)roviding, of course, we can arrive at a fair and reasonable price.
And this goes back to the early 1930's actuali v-

So as far as computer manufacturers being pl1aced on schedule or our
contracting with them to be placed on schedule that always has been
open.

With regard to your point about the number of people with whom
you would negotiate, that in like manner has been open.

The law which applies equally to all agencies with regard to this
point at least, the Federal Property and Administrative Services Act
requires competition, it is the sense of the Congress that competition
be obtained. The only limited areas in which you can negotiate the
procurement of ADP happen to fall in that area but that is competitive
negotiation. The only essential difference when eve use the word "nego-
tiation" the only essential difference between that and advertised bid-
ding is the fact you don't publicly open the bids, otherwise all the
other conditions are met. You solicit the same number of people you
would if you were going to open the bids publicly, and I know of no
instance, at least except with the exceptions I mentioned earlier, the
far out equipment that AEC and to extent NASA and other agencies
buy, intelligence agencies buy, the occasional occurrences where you
need to add on a kind of modular device, and with those exceptions,
I know of no others, and I believe that there has been competition in
every other case.

Representative BROWN. iMly time is up. We wvill come back to the
point.

Chairman ProxxIRE. Congresswoman Griffiths?

AGENCY STEPS IN GETTING COMPUTERS

Representative GRIFFITHS. Thank you. I would like to ask you, M r.
Abersfeller, for any agency asking for a computer do they have to
prove need or savings or what do they have to prove besides that
the money is available?

Mr. ABERSFELLER. In the first step I believe they have, would be to
ro to the Bureau of the Budget. BOB since we appear before them,

too, do a very credible job in analyzing the requirements that are
presented to them.

With regard to the procedure beyond that point they are required
by the Bureau of the Budget regulation to develop feasibility studies
which must prove that the particular application or applications they
choose to or plan to use must be verified as being the economic thing
to do.

This is covered in Bureau of the Budget Circular A-54.
Beyond that point they make no justification to us, Mrs. Griffiths, at

all. We do not get involved in that. The Brooks bill places with the
agency the responsibility for determining its requirements. The only
place we interfere, if that is a proper term, and I suspect some of the
Government agencies feel we do, is when we believe that the procure-
ment is restrictive. We then insist that it be rewritten so it is not
restrictive. So that all the computer manufacturers, and peripheral
producers, if that is appropriate, can bid on the particular procure-
ment that is involved, and that is the extent essentially of our involve-
ment in the justification process. We do the buying or control the
buying through delegations.
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PROCURE[EYNT OF SYSTEMS AND COMPONENTS

Representative GRrFFITlS. To what extent do you buy parts of a
computer from various peripheral sellers and put it together? Do
you buy only replacement parts or do you deal only with the original?

Mr. ABERSrELLER. We have contracts now with 71 peripheral and
accessorial producers, again under Federal supply schedule, and in
most instances agencies would order them direct.

Representative GRIFFITHS. You are not responding. I am asking,
when you buy a complete new computer for an agency, do you buy
the whole computer from one seller, or do you buy the parts of the
computer from various sellers?

Mr. ABERSFELIaER. At the moment the end results are that they are
being bought from one seller.

Representative GRIFFITHS. Why?
Mr. ABERSFELLER. Well, there may be a couple of reasons, Mrs.

Griffiths. One, we have had no great indication other than Mir. Cave-
ney's testimony before the committee, that peripheral people are inter-
ested in bidding.

An example of that, the last time we appeared before this commit-
tee Mr. Caveney said there were 50 people who wanted to bid and
Senator Proxmire asked me would I write to them, and I did, and
out of all that we got offers from nine, and in fiscal year 1970 we have
entered into contracts with seven of them. That may be one problem.

It also may be the problem, Mr. Caveney spoke about, that maybe
the invitations are so structured as to discourage it and this is an area
we are examining now and we do want, and this is actually one of the
reasons we called meetings we have called, to try to get that input to
find out if we could by restructuring the invitations provide for more
participations than now being provided for.

Representative GRIFFITHS. If I were buying, and I looked at a com-
puter where a peripheral part had been supplied as a replacement part,
I wouldn't have to bother with asking them to bid. I would ask them
their price. It seems to me it is that simple.

Mr. ABERSFELLER. W"Tell, Mrs. Griffiths, let me just say this so far as
T know, and I think I am reasonably up to date on this, the peripheral
manufacturers only have plug-to-plug capability with one manufac-
turer, and that is IBM. So if you were going to buy Univac or RCA
or CDC you in fact have no plug-to-plug capability for the periph-
erals. Now that makes a difference.

If, on the other hand, you knew in advance, and we really don't,
that IBM\ would end up successful in the main frame, then you could
perhaps do it. This is why we believe at the moment at least, and we
are trying to make the inroad on replacements, where there are exist-
ing IBM equipments so we can go to plug to plug on that.

Representative GRIFFITTTS. I see.

DETERMITNATION OF NEED AND COST JUSTIFICATION IN ARMY

Colonel Warren, who, in the Army. decides whether or not a com-
puter is not only needed but is costwise justifiable?

Colonel W1TARREN. The senior ADP policy official in the Army
passes on the requirements for computers, and the senior ADP.policy
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official is now located in the Assistant Secretary of the Army for finan-
cial management's office.

Representative GRIFFITIHS. Who checks up afterwards to find out if
it really worked out that way?

Colonel WARREN. As I mentioned earlier, we, my office, as well as
the Army ADP office go out and make onsite visits and examine the
systems to see if they are meeting their objectives and if, in fact. they
are operating as they planned, and -we have made some 20 visits this
year, as I mentioned.

Representative GRIFFITHS. I would like to see from somebody some-
thing that shows some real savings because computers have been pur-
chaseed. Were people displaced, was there information available that
had never been made available before?

STORAGE OF RECORDS

Mr. Abersfeller, you responded to a question of the Chairman
that you didn't need any space to store the records. What happens to
the records? Do they use the information that day and forget it, or
what exactly happens to it?

Mr. A]3ERSFE11lLER. Generally, the printed information is used for a
very short period of time, and this is to actually conserve space. Most
of the information that is maintained is either maintained on tape
or some other microfilming kind of device which conserves the use of
space.

Representative GRTFuin-is. I would like to ask you, Mr. Caveney,
what happened to the man who made the suggestion that, in your
judgment, would have saved a billion dollars?.

Mr. CAVENEY. What happened to him?
Representative GRTTils. Yes.
Mr. CAVENEY. He is in the same position he was back in 1967.

USE OF EMPLOYEE SIGGESTION SYSTEM1

Representative GRTFrrriTs. As you were talking, I wondered to my-
self since this committee wnoas set up really for economy in Government,
supposing employees were asked to send these suggestions in in dupli-
cate, and one suggestion would come to this committee, since we supply
everybody else with money. I don't suppose it would be impossible
that we set up a staff of our own and go over the suggestions. And we
could then see they were implemented and rewarded.

Mr. CAVENEY. Well, I think this should be done because, as I stated
in my "One Billion Dollars Refused by Government" article which
was placed in the Congressional Record evolved around this one sug-
gestion. I maintain, like so many people, these ungodly wastes wouldn't
occur, at least not as many. Thiey will occur because Congress or the
President does not have a review body of technical people to act before
an award.

The executive branch does it in little bitty closets within its struc-
ture, and you can't do anything about waste of tax dollars until it pops
up and is after the fact and then they want more money because they
had an overrun.

Representative GRFFITT-TS. You. see. this committee had some prob-
lems with this, where the man who revealed what was wrong was fired
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for revealing it to this committee. So if we could just find out what
the suggestions of the employees were, and if a suggestion were really
a worthwhile suggestion, and saved money, we might make it so worth-
while for the employee that he could afford to risk his job and make
the suggestion.

MIr. CAVENEY. I think it should be set up by this committee. It
is obvious it can't be accomplished by the executive side who currently
is responsible for the Federal suggestion program, and if they are
not going to carry out this responsibility on an ethical basis, then
it should be transferred to the legislative side to give the little gay
in Government a right to be heard. That is why I like the ombudsman
policy of the President because I have had some contact with Mr.
C. Mollenhoff which were strictly personal and it is great to know
you can go there, pound on the desk, and at least something goes
to maybe the Great White Father, but I think you ought to pull the
suggestion program into the Congress as evidence clearly indicates it
is not wanted on the executive side.

Representative GRIIITHs. I think the suggestion program should
be, too, and, you know, I like this idea that some of the people coming
new into an agency, and having looked it over can figure out some new
things to do that would be money saving. I think there is a great deal
of merit to the suggestion, and I think that they should be encouraged
to do just exactly that.

Now, I suppose that if the suggestion is taken higher than the boss,
it will not necessarily be desirable, but I think that the ones that are
good ought to be considered.

MIr. CAVENEY. The Federal employees who attempt to utilize the
suggestion program are highly skilled technical people but the prob-
lem is the guy on top, he hasn't got the mental capability to under-
stand what he is reading, and then, of course, his out is, easy out that is,
disapprove it.

Representative GRIFFITIrs. I agree.
Mr. CAVENEY. Then this example of Peter's Principle frustrates the

whole system because he represents Peter's Principle, you know, "I am
incompetent, I will make it."

Representative GRIFFITHS. Thank you very much.
Thank you, Mr. Chairman.
Representative BROWN. I just wanted to ask on that point do you

think this committee is competent to review those technical-
Representative GRiFFITrrS. I wasn't going to have us do it, Mr.

Brown. I wvas going to set up a really competent group of people re-
porting to us, let them look it over.

Mr. CAVENEY. I think you could draw upon different associations
that have the technical competency to assist. After all we are tax-
payers and we like to lower our tax base to the Federal Government.

NBS HAS COMPETENT BUT INSUFFICIENT STAFF

Chairman PROX1InRE. How about the Burean of Standards people,
Mr. Caveney, are they competent?

Mr. CAVENEY. They are competent but they just don't have enough
peonle.

Chairman PROX}IirE. All right. That is fine, that is what I wanted
to know. If they don't have enough people you would concur then
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in the testimony we had this morning that they simply don't have
the bodies and if they did have the people on the basis of the com-
petence they have now they could do the job, at least in this interface
area that we were talking about?

Mr. CAVENEY. Yes, because one thing we like about the Bureau of
Standards it is a disinterested party. You have a more impartial
group of people, and they do halve the competency and they do have
the management ability and what they need is strength, strength in
people and dollars.

Chairman PROXMIRE. Colonel Warren, do you agree Standards ie
not staffed to do a full interface job?

Colonel WARREN. Bureau of Standards?
Chairman PROXMIRE. Yes, sir.
Colonel WARREN. Well, they haven't accomplished the interface

job yet, but I wouldn't want to speculate on the reasons. I am not
really familiar with their staffing.

Chairman PROXMTIRE. Were you here this morning?
Colonel WARREN. No, sir; I was not.
Chairman PROXTN1RE. I see. We had strong testimony from both the

Office of Management and Budget and from the Bureau of Standards
and from GAOS. There was unanimity of agreement they needed more
people. That was their problem.

Do you agree, Mr. Abersfeller?
Colonel WARREN. I would certainly agree we could use a great deal

more activity from the Bureau of Standards in the standards area.
Chairman PROXMIRE. In other words, you don't disagree, you simply

say that on the basis of the information you have you can't make a
judgment?

Colonel WARREN. Yes, sir.
Mr. ABERSFELLER. I would have to join Colonel Warren. I know

the people and know them well, but I am not certain whether there
are enough or not enough to do the job. Again the standards is a
difficult area and does take time but I would like to point out, Mr.
Chairman, standards are not the only answer.

Chairman PROXMIRE. What is that, sir?
Air. ABERsFELLER. Standards are not the only answer for capability.

It is an answer.
Chairman PROXMIiRE. At any rate would you agree with Colonel

Warren that they are not doing the job?
Mir. ABERSFELLER. Yes.

EXTENT OF COMPETITION IN BUYING ADPE

Chairman PROXMIIRE. How competitive is the procurement of ADP.
Your answer to Congressman Brown seemed to indicate that you felt
there was a considerable degree of competition. I wonder. In the first
place pheripheral manufacturers have been excluded except to a small
extent, purchases are then restricted even further, according to your
testimony, to a handful of suppliers, who might qualify, and then
specifications are sometimes, apparently, custom made to correspond
with the suppliers existing ADPE and finally when there is no com-
petition and the approach is through negotiation the Government fails
to insist on compliance with the Truth in Negotiation Act and grants
a waiver.
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So how much real competition do we have and how hard does the
Government bargain to secure a procurement at the lowest price?

Mr. ABERSFELLER. I think we have very real competition, Mr.
Chairman. The number of procurements we make, or the agencies
make, that involve the waiver, because of the Truth in Negotiations
Act, is very small, very small, I would think just less than 1 percent
of the total dollar value.

*There are, generally, three or four, sometimes five or six companies
involved in the process of negotiations.

With regard to the peripheral manufacturers, I would want to
make the point clear-

Chairman PROX3nRE. Three or four or five or six, and then you have
your custom specifications so that very often you would only have one
or two companies that would qualify I

Mr. ABERSFELLER. You have the general approach to the problem
generally for the reasons I mentioned to Mrs. Griffiths and, at least
to the best of my knowledge, virtually all the compatible plug to plug
stuff works with IBM and IBM alone and, therefore, not knowing
what the main frame is going to be it is very difficult for others, and I
think the peripheral manufacturers are reluctant to come in on that
basis. But Mr. Caveney mentioned the great savings that could be
achieved with CalComp and while I disagree with him on the extent
of the savings, the savings are obviously there to some extent, I do
want to point out to the chair, that CalComp, if it is the same com-
pany, California Computer Products Corp. is what I have, is that
correct, Mr. Caveney ?

Mr. CAVENEY. Yes.
Mr. ABERSFELLER. Well, they sent an offer to us on the 30th day of

March, and we are negotiating with them and have been since that
time, for the schedule. It is a little difficult to suggest that we are not
giving them an opportunity. I think indeed we are, but we are not
going to enter into contracts with people when we do not believe we
are getting a fair and reasonable price, and that may be the issue
here.

Chairman PROxMITRE. When three or four compete, and you there-
fore have what you call competitive negotiations, under those circum-
stances do you require the compliance with the Truth in Negotiation
Act?

Mr. ABERSFELLER. No, sir; because generally those items would be
sold in substantial quantities commercially, there is competition, and
they would therefore not be required to furnish the data.

Chairman PROXMI1RE. Three or four?
Mr. ABERSFELLER. Oh, yes, sir; the Truth in Negotiations Act ex--

empts all procurements-
Chairman PROXMIRE. So there is no waiver, there is an exemption

it seems?
iMr. ABERSFELLER. The act itself exempts it.
Chairman PROXMIRE. Well, Mr. Caveney, do you want to comment?
Mr. CAvENEY. Yes.
I believe he has missed the point. The document is taking a U.S. tax

dollar and converting it to an IBM dollar and a CalComp dollar to
indicate the difference in IBM dollars and CalComp dollars pertaining
to the GSA award of $330 million to IBM. with the point being the.
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CalComp dollar is real, but the IBAM dollar value must be $3.84 to
each $1 of CalComp dollar, or a waste of $160 million. Another point.
since IBIA[ was not on the schedule, the committee must understand
GSA issues a Federal supply contract, and if you are not on that
supply schedule, as we were told we had to be in 1967 by Mir. Abers-
feller, or we could not receive an award. GSA does not negotiate specifi-
cations, just terms and conditions of the contract, as the selection is not
made by GSA, it is made by the specific department within the exec-
utive branch.

Now, the peripheral community, on this particular point, would
like to ask one question. All those peripheral manufacturers who were
on the schedule for fiscal year 1970, while IBAI was not yet approved,
eve would like to know how many received awards whlile IBMI was
not on the schedule? Yet why was IBM allowed all of a sudden to
receive a $330 million contract, when they hadn't been on the schedule
for the latter 4 months of the fiscal year 1970; if these are the rules,
and this is what we -were told in 1967, what are the answers?

MIr. AiBERS]ELyER. If I said that in 1967, MIr. Caveney, we will let
the record speak for itself, I made a mistake.

The facts are you do not have to be on Federal supply schedule to
compete on competitive negotiated or advertised procurements. Obvi-
ously no one can place an order with you under the Federal supply
schedule concept unless you are under, on the Federal supply schedule,
but this does not preclude competitive procurement involving any
company that is not on schedule where the solicitations go out sepa-
rately, that is where we are buying a group of equipments.

Additionally I want to point out, and I may be misreading your
testimony, MIr. Caveney, but you are referring here to CD-1 as being
plug interchangeable with IBAI 2311 disk storage unit. You then re-
late that to the $330 million and relating the costs between what you
call CalComp dollars and IBM dollars and then suddenly relate that
to the $330 million on the assumption the disk storage units constitute
a certain percentage of that $330 million, and I simply suggest you
are wrong.

Mir. CAVENEY. We are not making that connection.
AIr. AiBEIrSFELLER. Anyway there are only 416 of this particular

unit in the entire leased inventory as of June 30, 1969, of the Federal
Government and, as I said, Mir. Chairman, we could save on the order
of $2 million, and we will give you for the record what the total
value of those units is. But so far as the $330 million are concerned
we negotiated with IBAI all year for the schedule, they didn t get
paid for their equipment, and this was simply because it was issued
late in the game, and simply was made retroactive to the first of the
year.

(The following information was subsequently supplied for the
record by Mr. Abersfeller:)

As of June 30, 1969, the total net purchase price is $9.2 million.

IMPACT OF COMMNIIT=E PRESSURE AND HEARINGS

Chairman PROxmIRE. Could I ask you, Colonel *Warren, do you
think the pressures from the Congress and hearings into this problem
give backing to those who would take a hard nosed attitude toward
procurement?
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Colonel WARREN. Yes, sir; I certainly do. I think our actions in
ADP management reflect the interests of this committee as well as
the House Appropriations Committee and the House Government
Activities Subcommittee of the Committee on Government Operations.

COST AND PERFOR-MANCE OF ADPE IN WEAPONS SYSTEMIS

Chairman PROXMTmE. Is the Defense Department satisfied with the
record of costs and technical performance of ADPE in the weapons
systems?

Colonel WARREN. I am really not prepared to comment on that.
Chairman PROX3INIuE. You are not. This is not your field?
Colonel WARREN. That is not in my area no, sir.
Senator PRox-3mIRE. Who would be? I have a series of questions in

that area and I would like to be able to either ask them to testify at
some time later or write them to find out.

Colonel WARREN. Well, I think it would be someone in the Office
of the Director of Defense Research and Engineerin g (O.D.D.R. & E.).

Chairman PRoxM3IRE. Will you double check that for us?
Colonel WARREN. Yes, sir.
Chairman PROXMIIRE. And when you correct your remarks indicate

who it is specifically.
Colonel WARREN. Yes, sir.
(The following information was subsequently supplied for the

record by Colonel Warren:)
Dr. John S. Foster, Jr., Director of Defense Research and Engineering, is the

appropriate Department of Defense official to address the subject of costs and
technical performance of ADPE in weapons systems.

ANY DISCRIMINATION AGAINST SM1ALL 'MANUFACTURERS?

Chairman PROXMIRE. Mr. Caveney, other than the specific testimony,
which I think is very helpful you have given us here, in your opinion
is there now any real discrimination against the small manufacturers?

Mr. CAVEIKEY. I would rather wait a few more months before answer-
ing in order to see how my G-2 compares with the real facts. Right now
we feel great strides are being made 'but we would like to see more than
token acceptance, and until the Navy has completed their contracts on
tape drives, I would rather wait until a later date to comment but I
do see a great deal being done, and we like what we see so far but only
the surface has been scratched as the savings should be in the billions
of dollars range.

Chairman ProxmIRE. That is encouraging.

MAINTENANCE CONTRACTS BEING DISCUSSED WITH GSA

Mr. Harmon, have you talked to GSA about maintenance contracts?
Mr. HARMON. Yes, sir; we have.
Chairman PROXMIIRE. Has the conversation been constructive and

useful ? Do you think you have made any progress?
Mr. HARMON. Very constructive to date. It should be recognized

that we have only been in business 6 months. The Atomic Energy Com-
mission Brookhaven Laboratory was one of our first customers, and we
do have some conversations in progress with GSA.
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SPECS SOMETIMES RESTRICTIVE

I might comment, however, on the negative side just a little bit.
Sometimes the qualifications that come out in some of the specifications
from GSA restrict a number of the peripheral manufacturers. This is
particularly true as far as service might be concerned, due to the fact
that they specify a requirement to have people available on-site to
provide service or to have service personnel every place there might be
an Air Force Base or other Government installations. It was in recog-
nition of this, as well as other reasons that we establish Comma to
try to fill that gap, to help them compete and provide services for them
in all of these locations. The restriction on service is one of the reasons
why the number of independent peripheral manufacturers did not
respond to the RFP Mr. Abersfeller commented on in his testimony,
where only two responded yet there were 50 or more in business at that
time. I would say there has been great improvement made in this area.
I predict that when the responses to the Navy bid on the 2311 replace-
ment are revealed, there will be a great number more than the two
responding to that RFP.

COMMITTEE HOPED TO EXPAND COMPETITION

Chairman PRoxMrIRE. That is encouraging because, of course, we had
hoped that the suggestion of the committee would bring a number of
new competitors and apparently it didn't do it. But you say now the
situation is improving.

Mr. Abersfeller, earlier you said something to the effect that the in-
terface compatibility situation couldn't be solved just by the Bureau
of Standards. You feel it is more than that, to bring the greater com-
petition into this operation. I would like to know more about that be-
cause the testimony this morning indicated that that really was the
crux of it; if we could cross that bridge we would be in good shape.

DI=CULT TO MAKE STANDARDS

Mr. ABERSFELLER. Well, there are other techniques. I happen to be-
lieve very strongly that no matter how many people within reason
that you pour into the National Bureau of Standards it is still going
to take a long time to get standards out on a very complex subject.

The alternative I alluded to was peripheral manufacturers could
today if they chose, and it was obviously profitable to do so, make plug-
to-plug compatible equipment for other manufacturers equipment.
That is something that could be done immediately if it were profitable
to do for the peripheral manufacturers.

An example, you can make tape and disk drives for Univac, RCA,
CDC, and so forth. Standards themselves, Mr. Chairman, is a very
complex subject. We have people on all the standards committees
ourselves. It takes a good deal of time but, as I recall, it took us 2 to 3
years to simply get a standard on how you related .the information on
tape, which we thought was a rather simple kind of standard but it
turned out to be very complex and takes a very long period of time.
The capability approach is difficult.

Chairman PROXMIRE. My time is up. I am in a difficult situation.
Mr. Caveney would like to make a comment. I have to leave for the

49-580--70-9
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floor and go down for a rollcall Note!, Mrs. Griffiths has to leave.
If Mr. Brown wvould like to stay he can, I think, with our enthusiastic
support, act as chairman of the committee, so if MIr. Caveney -would
like to answer then it is your turn, Congressman Brown, and I am
going to have to leave and I will read it in the record. Incidentally, I
would appreciate it very much if you gentlemen would agree to answer
questions in the record from any of us in the event that we have to
leave before we are through with qulestionillg.

Representative GwrrFITITS. I want to say I have enjoyed the testi-
mony of all of you here.

I wvould like to see the Army. which is my favorite, do at least as
well as the Navy in purchasing.

Representative BROWN (presiding). Mr. Caveney, did you want to
respond to a question?

USER SHOUWlD SET THE STANDARD-NOT THE SUPPLIER

Mr. CAVFNEY. Yes. I would like to make 'the point here, Senator
Proxmire. Mrs. Griffiths, they brought out a very strong point this
mornino about standards. And Mr. Abersfeller, unknowingly does the
same thingr, and every one in the industry recognizes the same illness.
The peripheral community must 'abide by what is being marketed by
Snow White and the Seven Dwarfs. Now I agree with this committee
when it stated the standards will be set bv the need of the end user
communimty, not by any one particular company. and that is what I
wanted to 'make very clear here. and M-. Aberqfeller, maybe melltally
like we all do, tend to believe Snow White is the standard of the
industry.

But they are not. the end user is, as he should be.
The standards should be set by an unbiased disinterested party in

Government, with the assistance, as Mrs. Griffiths said this morning,
of the com'--uter community at larme and the end users. That standard
must be set impartially, and we take issue with the fact the peripheral
communitv must immediately embark upon what either Snow W1rihite
or the Seven Dwarfs determine what is needed.

Renrece]ntative BROWN. If I may pursue that question and then a
coninle of others.

In the setting of standards, however. where does that expertise come
from that develops those standards, if it is not, in fact, from the
technology that has been developed by either the large manufacturer or
the large consumer?

Mr. CAVENEY. From both, 'but not alone. The Navy came up with the
simplified language library for the Government, which has been since
transferred to the computer industry as a standard, and the Govern-
ment has the competency to do these things if they want to as this is
proof it can be done. They have more technical in-depth today than
probably private industry does except they are scattered, and that is
why I maintain, I think DOT) could really forge and mold this group
at the Bureau of Standards because they have got the talent and by
reshuffling their priorities they could come up with a very fine group to
do this.

Representative BROWN. Let me inst suggest one dangrer in that, if I
mav. and get your comment on it. I am inclined to think that when we
combine various procurement efforts to meet separate procurement
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needs that we have a tendency to put together a lot of little mistakes
into one great big mistake.

Ml. CAVENEY. I don't mean procurement, I amn talking about
standards.

Representative BjROWN. I understand, but even in the writing of
standards is it not possible that the ADP requirements could differ
by department and the development of a new and better method ob-
taining, utilizing, storing data for the Governnment by one department

require that this new and better method be implemented in all
departments? Gould you get one department's development of stand-
ardis somewhat more advanced than another department's developiment
of standards and what they wanted in the way of equipment? In effect
could a competition for development of standards develop rather than
having one Government standard? Do you see what I am trying to
get at?

STANDARDS FOR PERSONNEL ACCOUNTING

Mr. CAVENEY. Yes.
Well, in a sense you are half there, but it is like what I stated in my

testimony. As an example, personnel accounting. Instead of Ia\ ing
160 different types of software programs being done in the Govern-
ment for personnel accounting establish one standard to be used ill
Government. Likewise you can set santdards on a high order of tech-
nology for your languages by one body which would be common to
both the commercial and Government end users.

Representative BnowN. If you will, accounting is a langlage wvAhich
is helpful for a common exchange process: in 6overnment there are
hundreds, thousands, perhaps even millions of items purchased for a
number of different needs, and the need that you may have in one
branch of the Government for even a typewriter might be entirely
different from what a typewriter specification in another branch of
Government might be. I dare say that those typewriters in the W"ihite
House that type on the high bond paper are somewhat different from
the typewriters I recall wahen I was in the Navy that had to be able to
tilt with the ships so the carriage wouldn't shoot off at the end.

Mr. CAVENEY. You are talking about hardware now. I am talking
about language, software, the intangibility of a computer system.

Representative BROWN. But you are also talking about the hard-
ware, too?

Mr. CAVENEY. Oh, yes; the hardware and software to make a system.
But Mr. Abersfeller, what he is driving at in his testimony, .which
I agree with-the software is very costly and by allowing different
programers who have got the same objective in Government, like
personnel accounting, to go their merry way with a variety of dif-
ferent kinds of programs instead of saying, "You are going to use this
type of personnel accounting program," you wouldn't have all this
different variety of programs for personnel accounting and you could
thus reduce costs by saying, "We are going to have one system for Fed-
eral employees, military, and Congress to keep accountability of per-
sonnel." The software. to make the hardware run, would be identical,
because the computer doesn't know the difference wvhether it is a Con-
gressman or whether it is a janitor: that is the point.

The point is the software would be the same for all personnel ac-
counting required of Government; I don't know how many they have
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got today but I know they have a variety of personnel accounting
systems.

Representative BROWN. Again I tend to buy that argument with
reference to systems. Although I do get concerned that possibly it
ties us into a system that can't be improved by somebody developing
somethina different in Government. I think there is a danger in an
old big buisiness over a new small business as once in a while a new
small business finds a better way to do it.

I buy to a great extent the argument for common software systems
because I think it would make the Government a great deal more man-
ageable if we could get the common procedures adTopted. We have been
working on planned program budgeting, and have experienced a great
deal of difficulty with it.

I would, however, like Mr. Abersfeller's comment on that. Also Mr.
Abersfeller when there is a need for different hardware, and you put
a company on the schedule, to provide one kind of hardware, is the
company on the schedule to provide any kind of hardware or can it
provide only that kind of hardware?

I would rather have you answer that question later after you com-
ment on Mr. Caveney's statement.

Mr. ABERSFELLER. All right, I will comment on Mr. Caveney's point
first. I do not share the view totally that standards is a singular answer
to the problem that we are facing, and you, in fact in your line of
questioning, brought out my principal reason. I think standardization
in the software area is essential and we are moving forward in that
it is an internal Government system and software programs ought to
be standardized.

As you turn to hardware, and this is not an internal Federal Gov-
ernment situation-as I understand it-from the BOB, roughly 7
percent of the equipment now being sold by producers is bought
by the Federal Government and 93 percent, if that is true, sold
commercially.

I am deeply concerned when standards are set which apply to the
total Nation that we then do not accommodate the individual who has
found a better way of doing it. The standards system is not flexible
enough and, in my view, will never be flexible enough to accommodate
the better mousetrap that is built by someone. I am talking now about
standards as it deals with compatibility, as between peripheral and
main frame equipment or hardware.

I have grave misgivings if we take that approach and that approach
alone, that we will end up with a situation of actually at some point in
time being considerably behind times.

With regard to your second point, when we enter into a contract
with a company on Federal supply schedule it is only for that type of
equipment, and that is listed, that we contract with him for.

Representative BROWN. May I just suggest in response to the first
part of your comment that one method of keeping an eye on the set-
ting of standards is to have a standard-setting group review the work
being done individually by departments, and to assure that they meet
standards, then I suppose what you need is a reprise group in each
department to be sure the standards-setting group meets the needs of
each department.

Let me, if I may, get into another area of questioning that I pursued
with the Bureau of the Budget this morning. After the Bureau of
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the Budget approves the purchase of a computer by a department or
agency, it becomes GSA's responsibility in some cases to determine
where that computer will be purchased; is that correct?

Mir. ABERSFELLER. You mean from which company?
Representative BROWN. Yes.
Mr. ABERSFELLER. Our major interest is to be certain that all com-

panies are solicited and are able to respond.
Representative BROWN. But after you have done all that who makes

the final determination as to where the equipment is purchased?
Mr. ABERSFELLER. If we have delegated the authority, the agency

to which we have delegated the authority makes the judgment. In those
instances -where we have not wve make the judgment.

Representative BROWN. And that is 84.5 percent of the cases?
Mr. ABERSFELLER. Yes, sir.
Representative BROWN. In those S4.5 percent of the cases, or even in

the 100 percent of the cases, do you check on the basic decision made
by the Bureau of the Budget as to the economic logic of the computer
being purchased?

Mr. ABERSFELLER. No, we do not.
Representative BROWN. In other words, that is a decision left totally

up to the Bureau of the Budget?
Mr. ABERSFELLER. Between the Bureau and the Congress in appro-

priating the funds and the agency in its judgment.
Representative BROWN. I wish I had asked this of the BOB, but I

will ask you and you can respond to the best of your ability-after
the Bureau of the Budget has determined whether or not to get the
computer do they in turn go back and check on whether the computer
obtained was the one that would meet the needs of the agency?

Mr. ABERSFELLER. I don't know if they do that or not. I don't think
they do. But I would prefer to defer to them.

Representative BROWN. The agency, however, may very well let you
know that you haven't gotten just exactly what they want sometimes
in the way of the purchase you have made?

Mr. ABERSFELLER. We would not make the purchase without co-
ordinating it with the agency. In other words, we are not working
alone on this. As Colonel Warren pointed out, we work very, very
closely together not only with Defense but the other agencies.

Representative BROWN. So the people in your operation responsible
for computer procurement would have some input from the agency
as to what computer would be purchased or rented, is that correct?

Mr. ABERSFEDJLER. In fact we work as a team, we do this buying, it
is a team effort.

Representative BROWN. HoW many people in GSA are in the com-
puter procurement field?

Mr. ABERSFELLER. I am informed by Mr'. Dodson we have on the
order of 16 professional procurement people on these teams. With
the supporting clerical and legal staff I would say on the order of 22.

Representative BROWN. Well. the people who make the procure-
ment decisions, 16 to 22 people, have they been with the GSA for some
time. do any of them go back to 1960. 1962, the 19,50's?

Air. ABERSFELLER. Some go back that far, yes. But most of them are
1 to 3 years with the agency.
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Representative BROWN. Are legal requirements placed on them for
full disclosure of their investments and possible conflict of interest?

Mr. ABERSFELLER. Yes, we have that in GSA as is true, I think, in
most agencies, we have standards of conduct. Each person-

Representative BROWN. Are those regulations promulgated by GSA
or are they required by law?

Mr. ABERSFELLER. I believe they are promulgated
Representative BROWN. I mean by statutory law.
Mr. ABERSFELLER. I am not certain of statutory law provisions. I

know they start from the Civil Service Commission. I do know all of
us who are involved in procurement have to file annually and update
it our interest in. of all stocks, bonds and assets we have, whether it
is with companies we deal with or not, and there are prohibitions
against owning stock in companies in which you deal.

Representative BROWN. Or industries?
Mr. ABrRSFELLER. Or industries.
Representative BROWN. If I may, let me turn to Colonel Warren in

reference to the requirements for disclosure.
Colonel WARREN. Yes, sir.
ReDresentative BROWNN. The decisions are made by the Defense De-

partment and the separate branches with reference to companies from
which procurements of ADPE equipment are made. Could you give
me some idea of how many people there are, how long they have been
in this area, and what their status is?

Colonel WARREN. Each of the services and agencies has their own
ADP selection office staffed by professionals, and I don't have with
me the number of people and qualifications of the people in those of-
fices but I could get it for you.

Representative BROWN. I wish you would submit that, and also
advise me whether they are civilian or military, their approximate
length of service in this area, and their particular interest area or
responsibility area.

Colonel WARREN. Yes, sir.
(The following information was subsequently supplied for the rec-

ord by Colonel Warren:)

TABLES OF PERSONNEL IN THE DEPARTMENT OF DEFENSE WHO ARE DIRECTLY CONCERNED
WITH THE SELECTION OR PROCUREMENT OF ADPE

Number of years
experience Highest

Number of years in ADPE academic
Military rank/ incumbent procurement degree

Position title GS grade in position or selection received

OFFICE OF THE ASSISTANT SECRETARY OF DEFENSE (COMPTROLLER), DEPUTY COMPTROLLER FOR
DATA AUTOMATION

Deputy Comptroller for Data Automation - Colonel 2 2 B.S.
Assistant Deputy Comptroller for Data Automa- Commander -- 1 1 Ph.D.

tion.
Director for Automation Policy -GS-15 5 15 M.P.A.
Director for Advanced Computer Techniques_ GS-13 2 2 MS.
Operations research analyst -GS-12 2 2 M.S.
Systems analyst -1st Lieutenant .-- 2 2 M.S.
Operations research analyst -do 2 2 M.B.A.
Digital computer systems specialist- GS-i5 2 2 H.S.

Do- GS-14 2 2 H.S.
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TABLES OF PERSONNEL IN THE DEPARTMENT OF DEFENSE WHO ARE DIRECTLY CONCERNED
WITH THf SELECTION OR PROCUREMENT OF ADPE-Continued

Number of years
experience Highest

Number of years in ADPE academic
Military rank/ incumbent procurement degree

Position title GS grade in position or selection received

DEPARTMENT OF THE ARMY

Acting chief, Office Management and Data GS-15 3 8 M.S.
Systems, OASA (FM).

Director, Management Information Systems, Brigadier 0 0 M.S.
Office, Assistant Vice Chief of Staff, U.S. general.Army.

Commanding officer, U.S. Army Computer Colonel 1 I M.S.
Systems Support and Evaluation Command.

Deputy, USACSSEC - -GS-15 2 13 BS.
Director, Business Systems Evaluation, GS-15 2 9 H.S.

USACSSEC.
Deputy Director, Business Systems Evaluation, Major . 2 2 M.S.

USACSSEC.
Project officer - -GS-14 2 8 H.S.

Do - -GS-14 1 8 H.S.
Do - -Major 2 2 B.S.
Do - -do 1 1 B.S.

Action officer - -GS-13 , 3 3 B.S.
Do :::::::::::-:----------------------GS-13 2 2 H.S.Do--------------------GS-13 ------ 0 2 M.S.
Do - -GS-13 4 6 H.S.
Do - -GS-13 3 3 H.S.
Do - -GS-13 6 4 H.S.
Do - -GS-13 1 3 B.S.
Do - -GS-13 2 3 5.Do--------------------GS-12 ------ 0 2 B.S.

Director, Scientific Systems Evaluation, GS-15 - 2 8 B.S.
USACSSEC.

Deputy Director, Scientific Systems Evaluation, Major 1 3 B.S.
USACSSEC.

Project officer - - GS-14 2 6 B.S.
Do - -GS-14 3 4 B.S.
Do - -GS-14 8 8 B.S.

Action officer - -GS-13 0 8 B.S.
Do - -GS-13 0 2 B.S.
Do - -GS-13 3 3 B.S.
Do - -GS-13 4 8 B.S.
Do - -GS-11 1 3 B.S.

Director, Inventory and Acquisition Manage- GS-14 1 12 B.S.
ment

DEPARTMENT OF THE NAVY

Director, DON ADPE Selection Office - Captain 3 6 M.B.A.
Deputy Director/ADEPSO -Commander- 1 2 M.B.A.
Director, RFP and Evaluation Group - GS-15 3 10 B.B.A.
Head, Business and LogisticsSystems Division.-- GS-15 3 7 B.S.
Computer equipment analyst -GS-14 2 2 B.S.

Do -GS-14 2 7 A.A.
Do -GS-14 2 2 B. A.

Head, Scientific and Engineering Systems Divi- GS-15 3 10 M.S.
sion.

Computer equipment analyst -GS-13 2 2 B.A.
Do- GS-13 2 3 B.A.

Head, Software and Cost Division -GS-15 3 7 B.S.
Computer equipment analyst -GS-12 5 2 B.S.

Do -GS-14 2 7 B.A.
Director, Specifications and Analysis Group- GS-15 3 7 B.A.
Head, Business and LogisticsSystemsDivision GS-15 2 8 H.S.
Computer equipment analyst -GS-14 2 5 M.S.
Head, Scientific and Engineering Systems Divi- GS-15 2 6 H.S

sion.
Head, Analog and Special Projects Division- GS-15 3 6 B.B.A.
Computer equipment analyst -GS-14 3 4 M.S.
Head, Techniques Development Division- GS-15 3 9 M.S.
Head, Planning and Control Division - GS-15 3 10 M.S.
Contracting officer- GS-15 2 5 B.A.
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TABLES OF PERSONNEL IN THE DEPARTMENT OF DEFENSE WHO ARE DIRECTLY CONCERNED
WITH THE SELECTION OR PROCUREMENT OF ADPE-Continued

Number of years
experience Highest

Number of years in ADPE academic
Military rank/ incumbent procurement degree

Position title GS grade in position or selection received

DEPARTMENT OF THE AIR FORCE

Computer systems analyst- GS-14 7 10 H.S.
Data automation officer -2d Lieutenant 1 1 M. B.A.
Coamuter programer- GS-13 2 2 H.S.

Do- GS-13 2 2 B S.
Computer systems analyst- GS-13 3 3 B.S.
Data automation staff officer- Lieutenant 2 2 B.A.

colonel.
Computer equipment analyst- GS-13 1 I B.OS.
Computer systems analyst- GS-14 6 23 H.S.
Computer equipment analyst- GS-12 1 8 H.S.
Data automation officer- Ist Lieutenant.. 1 1 B.S.
Electrical engineer -do 2 2 B.S.
Computer specialist- GS-13 2 2 H.S.
Computer equipment analyst- GS-13 4 5 B.S.
Computer programer- GS-15 7 15 H.S.
Computer systems analyst - GS-14 7 7 B.S.

Do -GS-13 4 14 B.S.
Computer equipment analyst -GS-14 5 15 M.S.
Data automation plans officer- GS-14 7 9 A.A.
Data automation staff officer -Colonel 2 2 M.A.
Computer specialist -GS-14 7 13 M.E.D.
Computer equipment analyst- GS-9 1 I M.A.
Computer systems analyst- GS-14 6 10 BA.

Do - GS-13 3 7 A.A.
Do- GS-I5 7 7 H.S.

Computer equipment analyst -GS-13 6 6 B.S.
Data automation officer -st lieutenant. 2 2 M.B.A.
Computer programer- GS-13 3 3 H.S.
Data automation officer- Ist lieutenant 2 2 M.B.A.
Computer programer- GS-13 1 3 B.A.
Data automation officer -Captain 1 1 B.S.
Cost analyst -do ------ 2 2 B.A.
Computer programer- GS-14 4 4 B.S.
Data automation officer- Ist lieutenant- I I B.S.
Chief, equipment review branch -Colonel 1 1 M. B.A.
Computer equipment analyst -Major 2 2 M.B.A.

Do--- do 1 1 B.A.
Do -Major 3 3 B.A.
Do- GS-15 4 4 A. A.

Electronic engineer- GS-14 8 10 H.S.
Computer equipment analyst- GS-14 3 4 H.S.

Do- GS-14 4 4 H.S.
Do- GS-14 1 15 B.S.
Do- GS-14 3 6 H.S.
Do - GS-14 3 4 A.A.
Do- GS-13 1 2 M.B.A.
Do- GS-13 1 4 B. E E.

DEFENSE SUPPLY AGENCY

Supervisor computer equipment analyst- GS-I5 8 8 LL. B.
Assistant counsel- GS-i5 6 6 JOD.
Computer equipment analyst- GS-14 5 5 B.S.
Systems program director (auditor)- GS-14 2 4 B.S.
Computer equipment analyst- S-13 3 0 H.S.

Do - GS-13 3 0 H.S.
Procurement analyst (contracting officer) ----- S-13 1----- 1 J.D.
Chairman ADP Selection Board -Rear admiral 1 1 M.B.A.
Member selection board (counsel)- GS-17 6 6 LL. B.
Member selection board- GS-16 2 4 MS.

Do- GS-16 2 3 LL. B.
Do- GS-I5 6 6 B.S.
Do- GS-5 6 6 J.D.

Representative BROWN. Then there is also a group in the Defense
Department, is that correct?

Colonel WARREN. Yes, sir, in my office.
Representative BROWN. How many people do you have?
Colonel WARREN. Those in my office involved in this area total 10
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people, eight professionals and two secretaries, not including myself,
my deputy and one secretary.

Represenltative BROWN. HOW long have they served on the average?
Colonel WARREN. I could furrnishi all that. (See pp. 126-128.)
Representative BROWN. Do you have anybody who goes back to

1960?
Colonel WARREN. Yes, sir.
Representative BROWN. The reason for my curiosity about the ex-

tended length of service of people in this area is to determine whether
or not any new personnel are coming into the process of selec-
tion of ADP equipment, and also to determine whether or not there
are loophole possibilities with reference to either systems favoritism
or corporate favoritism on the part of those people who are making
these selections. There could be a relationship between the procurers
and those from Nwhomn procurements are made that would not be in the
interest of the Governm-lent or even though 'it might be in the interest
of the Government might more specifically be in too great an interest
of the individual provider or purveyor of equipment.

Colonel WARREN. Yes, sir, well
Representative BROWN. You might comment if you will on what

steps are taken to insure that this does not occur.
Colonel WARREN. Anyone involved in the procurement process or

-who might have a bearing on a procurement in the Department of
Defense must file a statement of any interest they have or holdings or
stock in a company with which the Government is doing business.
That is a requirement.

Now, I think in the computer selection process to some extent it is
self checking in that the procedures require the awarding of the
contract to the lowest bidder who meets the specifications.

Representative BROWN. Ah, but there is the rub.
Colonel WARREN. Yes, sir, the specifications.' Well, great care is

taken to insure that broad competition is allowed by the specifications,
and further than that, once the contract is awarded, all losing vendors
are debriefed and basis for the award explained and the terms of the
contract are public knowledge. Any time that a losing vendor feels
he has not been fairly treated he does have recourse.

Mr. ABERSFELLER. I think a very good example of that, Mr. Chair-
man, was a case involving two well-known companies a couple of years
ago in which a decision was made and it was appealed and reversed
and ended up with a third company. The point you make

Representative BROWN. The appellant did not necessarily win.
Mr. ABERSFELLER. The appellant didn't win and the original winner

didn't win but the third party won.
Representative BROWN. I hope there is no message in that conclu-

sion, however, for those who wish to appeal.
Mr. ABERSFELLER. No, we would hope not.
The point that vou make is very well taken. It is a real possibility

for those of us responsible for the multibillion dollar procurement
program of the Federal Government is obviously of constant con-
cern. Not only do we repeatedly emphasize to the staff the need for
propriety in this but we rely to a very large extent on the other
companies in the business to lreport these things to us. Very frankly
we don't have very much of that. I have had none in ADP alleging
the preferential kind of treatment. We do have occasional instances
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in other areas. Those are examined in GSA by a part of our investi-
gative staff which reports only to the Adm-iinistrator, and we are
obliged by his results to report those things'to that office. They inves-
tigate them, get the facts and we make judgments based on the facts.

I think it is simply safe to say if someone is of that inclination,
and if all the systems that we have fail, then it can be done. It is a lit-
tle bit like trying to avoid someone breaking into your own home.
If someone has it in mind to do that I suggest they will, and it is
very difficult to guard against in that totality. But I think, I happen
to believe very strongly, that people wvhomn we have. not only in GSA
but in the other Federal agencies are true professionals, and do abide
very strictly by the rules of conduct that are prescribed by the Con-
gress for the Federal employees, and I know of only rare instances,
and only those I have read about, where people have abridged those
rules, and have been severely disciplined.

Representative BROWN. Mr. Caveney?
Mr. CAVENEY. I believe I know the one he is talking about, the

big buy, it was the largest computer buy, and before the icillg was
put on the cake, most of the seven dwarfs were appealing the decision
of the U.S. Air Force. The clincher came from a professor at one of
the leading universities who provided the knowledge, a Government
analyst, who recommended the original avwardee left Government and
it could have been assumed a close relationship existed between that
individual and the awardee. The information was passed on to the
Government operations department, which was instrumental in re-
versing the decision. But you are very right in your assumption.

Representative BrowN. I would go further. The reason for my con-
cern about the era of 1960 and before is not partisan, but rather from
the standpoint that in the early days of a new and developing system,
particularly one that sprang originally from the Federal Government,
it seemed the opportunity to provide Federal funds for a company or
companies to develop and get either a toehold or a lock on the tech-
nology in this new, field was much greater then than it is now as cur-
rently there are more people in the field with the technology spread
more broadly. A clear misdoing, or any misdoing, would be more ob-
vious now perhaps than it would have been then, but the total culpa-
bility is no less. I am concerned about not only how some of these ap-
parent situations developed historically, but how they are working
now.

Mr. CAVENEY. One other comment. I receive a great deal of data
about the negotiations with Government, but when you are deal-
ing as a selleri to a buyer I can understand what Mr. Abersfeller is
saying, but that just isn't how the real game is played. At seller
takes the position, "boy, if I say anything, this bird told me I would
never receive another contract." So we swallow hard. Sometimes we
have to go through the backdoor to get to the front door but I don't
think anyone in this room is naive enough to think that there isn't
a little hanky-panky, because there is. And it is too bad we can't
go through the front door but the seller is placed in a very hairy
position and will not jeopardize his firm's future.
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SEPARATE REVIEW BOARD ON PROCUREMENT

Representative BROWN. Let me suggest, Mr. Abersfeller or Colonel
Warrert or anybody can then comment that there should be some kind
of a separate review board on procurement. I don't know whether it
should be this committee, although Mrs. Griffiths' suggestion is quite
interesting, but it seems to me it should exist some place to be sure that
a- contract is properly awarded. There ought to be another party
brought in to check on the procurement procedures to be sure they are
valid because as an individual Member of Congress, I know situations
where an unsuccessful competitive purveyor was debriefed, then chal-
lenged the award stating that the contract recipient would never de-
liver as they promised under the contract, and sure enough the unsuc-
cessful bidder was right. The contract recipient never did deliver,
but by this time the damage had been done and there wasn't any way
out of the problem; the procurement office had to say "well, yes; I
guess we were wrong, after all."

Now, what do you do about that?
Colonel WARREN. Well, sir, I would like to address the question, if

I understood you correctly, as to whether or not some check is required
on the procuremient process to be sure it is conducted in a fair and
impartial manner, and I would like to address myself solely to the
ADPE selection process which is handled in a special manner now
in that we have to develop our requirements for ADP and submit them
to the GSA, which examines them to be sure that they give fair and
full competition to everyone and the opportunity to compete. The
selection process is a long process.

It takes almost 11 months from the time eve issue an RFP to the
time we make a selection. After the RFP is issued the equipment is
examined on-site, and benchmark tests are run. There are two separate
agencies in the Government intimately involved in the selection process
which is closely monitored by industry as a whole, and I believe that
the opportunity for anything but a fair selection is slight. and I
really do not feel that the selection of ADP needs any additional
rules, regulations, or checks as far as the competitive selection process
is concerned.

Mr. ABERSFELLER. I share that view. I think in some instances the
time lags that take place through the exhaustive review checks means
substantial amounts of money are lost by the absence of new modern
equipment.

In terms of harming a company. as regrettable as that particular
case is, the occasions do arise, I really don't know what another body
might do in terms of examining because it seems to me you would have
to rely on professional people.

W11e had a case of our own. not involving ADP but a similar product,
where our plant inspector felt the low bidder could do what he claims
he could do. This -was his professional judgment.

The facts were that he wasn't able to do it. I don't know. and I
looked into that before the award was made, it happened to be the
kind of thing that I would examine before the award was made. I
have standing before me a man who has a great professional reputation.
who tells me that the man can produce. and really I am pretty hard
put to disagree with him, unless really to hire two or three imen to
examine this man's finding, but it happens very very seldom.
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Representative BROWN. I assume at this point the review agency
has discretion of keeping tab or keeping a file on these people who
made the bad judgment and after they had fallen down a number of
times a review would be taken of your administration of those per-
sonnel rather than anything else.

Mr. ABERSFELLER. It may very wNell be. In this case, it turned out
our man was right. I did send some people up afterwards, our man
was right. They did have the capability of producing but they didn't
have the intent. They decided not to and, frankly, for reasons beyond
me because it costs them a pretty penny, but that is something that is
pretty hard for anyone to judge as to what a person intends.

Representative BROwN. Colonel, let me be more specific. Wlhat about
a review of weapons systems? Can you think of any way that can be
done?

Colonel WARREN. Most of the major weapons systems receive a pretty
thorough review now.

Representative BROWN. You mean a separate agency review now?
Colonel WARREN. I would just like to restrict my comments to ADP,

if I could, because that is whi at I am here to talk about.
Representative BROWN. Any further comments from any of you

gentlemen?

CORRESPONDENCE ON EMPLOYEE SUGGESTION (DHEW) RE TAPE DRIvES

Mr. CAVENEY. I would like this suggestion inserted in the record in
its entirety.

Representative BROWN. I am sure that will be taken care of.
(The following information was supplied for the record by Mr.

Caveney:)
EXECUTIVE OFFICE OF THE PRESIDENT,

BUREAU OF THE BUDGET,
Washington, D.C., April 25, 1968.

Mr. HOWARD JORDAN,
Department Suggestion Coordinator,
Department of Health, Education, and Welfare,
Washington, D.C. L

DEAR MR. JORDAN: The main thrust of the employee's suggestion resubmitted
with your letter of April 3, 1968, was not overlooked in our orginal evaluation.
In our answer we generalized from the particular component, magnetic tape
units. to the entire class of computer components because the major considera-
tions apply equally to many components.

After reading Mr. Chalmers' memo to you, I appreciate the uncertainty caused
by our response. I hope that I can clarify our reasons for rejecting further
consideration.

Procurement of Electronic Data Processing Equipment in the Federal Gov-

ernment today is largely through competitive bidding. In most cases the requests
for proposal require bidding a complete system not part of a system or one
component such as a tape unit. In addition to supplying the hardware, the bidder
must also supply software needed to use the system efficiently. Computer sys-
tems also require provisions for maintenance, and training of personnel. Most
of the maintenance and much of the training today is performed by the manu-
facturers' personnel. This is almost always the case when the equipment is
rented rather than purchased.

Most magnetic tape units are cabled directly to the computer and their opera-
tion is dependent upon the control of the computer.

To provide for direct bidding of magnetic tape units or other computer system
components, as separate pieces of equipment in all procurements would require
complete revision of our present concepts of EDP systems and procurement.
Many questions have to be answered before evaluating the desirability of this
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action. For example, if a computer is rented, can we require one manufacturer
to cable connect another manufacturer's tape units to his system? Who provides
maintenance? In case of failure how do you determine which part of the system
is at fault? Should we have one set of policies for rented equipment and another
for purchased equipment?

Very critical and broad questions of the above type are pertinent whether the
particular component under discussion is a tape unit, a disc unit or any other
directly connected device. These kinds of questions are the ones under study
by the General Services Administration and also the General Accounting Office.

Specific suggestions such as that of this employee led to identification of the
broader questions because implementation of such specific suggestions is impos-
sible without making other major changes. Evaluation of the total impact can be
made properly only when the broader questions have been analyzed.

I hope that our reasons for rejecting further consideration are more meaningful
to the suggester than our first letter.

Sincerely,
EDWARD F. KELLEY,

Budget and Management Officer.

DEPARTME-f ET OF HEALTH, EDUcATIO-. AND WELFARE,
OFFICE OF TnE SECRETARY,

Washington, D.C., April 3, 1968.
Subject: Employee Suggestion Concerning Substitute of Other Brands for IBM

Tape Drives, submitted anonymously by a Public Health Service employee.
Mr. EDWARD F. KELLEY,
Incentive Awards Office, Bmecutive Office Building,
Burcau of the Budget,
Washington, D.C.

DEAR MR. KELLEY: We have been requested by the Snggestion Coordinator of
the Public Health Service to submit this suggestion for further consifleration! and
re-evaluation, since the previous evaluation does not appear to be responsive to
the main items proposed. We enclose a copy of a memorandum from Public
Health Service which lists three items that should be considered.

Sincerely yours,
HOWARD JORDAN,

Department Suggestion Coordinator.
Enclosures.

MEMORANDUM, DEPARTMENT OF HEALTH, EDUCATION, AND WELFARE, PUBLIC
HEALTH SERVICE, MARCH 19, 1968

To: Mr. Howard Jordan, DREW Suggestion Coordinator.
From: PHS Suggestion Coordinator, MPS, OSG.
Subject: Request for Reevaluation of Anonymous Suggestion OSG-68--1

(HEW--68-A30).
Subject case is hereby returned and reevaluation requested. The March 8,

1968 letter of rejection signed by Mr. Kelley, Bureau of the Budget, does not
seem to be responsive to the main thrust of the suggestion.

The suggester used many words in paragraph 12 of the suggestion form to
propose, in essence, that:

1. The Government validate claims of superior performance of newly adver-
tised tape drives.

2. If the claims of the manufacturers of the new tape drives are found valid
by test, they should be included in the GSA schedule. and

3. Use of the improved tape drives be encouraged by Government installations
(or required) where a net cost benefit would result.

It is recognized that the thrust of the employee suggestion could easily be
overlooked when considering the large amount of additional data the suggester
submitted pertaining to the calculation of cost benefit to be derived, informa-
tion regarding sources of improved equipment, etc. It is requested that this
memorandum accompany the case when it is resubmitted for evaluation.

ALFRED A. CHALMEPS.Enclosure.
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EXECUTIVE OFFICE OF THE PRESIDENT,
BUREAU OF THE BUDGET,

Washington, D.C., March 18, 1968.
Mr. HOWARD JORDAN,
Department Suggestion Coordinator,
Department of Health, Education, and Welfare
Washington, D.C.

DEAR MR. JORDAN: We have read the material submitted by you on February 1,
1968, with the employee suggestion number HEW-68-A-30-OSG-68-11 proposing
substitution of other brands for IBM tape drives.

The suggestion that the Government procure EDP components separately and
directly from their manufacturers is not a new one. For example, congressional
testimony before the Subcommittee on Economy in Government of the Joint Eco-
nomic Committee on November 30, 1967, dealt with this subject in some detail.
The many facets of such a proposed procedure are currently being studied by
the General Services Administration. Since the idea is already under evalua-
tion, further consideration of the subject suggestion is not warranted.

The suggester, however, should be commended for his interest in improving
management practices in the Government.

Sincerely,
EDWARD F. KELLEY,

Budget and Management Officer.

DEPARTMENT OF HEALTH, EDUCATION, AND WELFARE,
OFFICE OF THE SECRETARY,

Washington, D.C., February 1, 1968.
Mr. EDWARD F. KELLEY,
Incentive Awards Office, Executive Office Building,
Bureau of the Budget, Washington, D.C.

DEAR MR. KELLEY: The enclosed employee suggestion proposes substitution of
other brands for IBM tape drives. Although the technical evaluation of the sug-,
gestion will probably be done by the National Bureau of Standards, we have
forwarded the suggestion to you because of the Bureau of the Budget's leader-
ship role in fostering better ADP practices and effecting economies throughout
the Government.

Please keep us advised on the evaluation progress.
Sincerely yours,

HOWARD JORDAN.
Department Suggestion Coordinator.

Enclosures.

U.S. DEPARTMENT OF HEALTH, EDUCATION, AND WELFARE, EMPLOYEE SUGGESTION
FORM

INSTRUCTIONS TO SUGGESTER

1. Read information on other side before preparing this form.
2. Describe your idea on this form, filling in all numbered items.
3. Use additional sheets of paper land include drawings or sketches as neces-

sary.
4. Submit this form to your immediate supervisor or incentive awards offi-

cial.
Suggestion number, OSG-68-11.
Date Received 1/25/68.
1. Name of suggester: Mr. Arthur L. Kenney.
2. Position Title: Special Assistant.
3. Grade: San. Director.
4. OrganiZation: OPPE, OSG, PHS.
5. Office Address: North Bethesda Office Center, 11420 Rockville Pike, Rock-

ville, Maryland 20852.
I hereby agree that, upon acceptance of a cash award, the use of this sugges-

tion by the United States shall not form the basis of a further claim of any
nature upon the United States by me, my heirs, or assigns.

6. Date: Jan. 23,1968.
7. Signature: Arthur L. Kenney.
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S. Office Phone: Code 14 68793.
'). May your name be used during the processing of this suggestion? Yes (E)

No (E).
10. This suggestion concerns: Substitute Other Brands for IBMI Tape Drives.
11. The situation as it now exists (Briefly describe the present practice, con-

dition, etc. which you believe should be changed.) At this time, responsible esti-
mates place the number of magnetic tape drives currently being used in all
U.S. computer installations at approximately 100,000 units. Considering $750/
month to be an average rental value per tape unit, this represents a $75 million
per month national expenditure. The government's portion of the magnetic tape
drive market is large; some experts estimate it at over 50 percent of the popula-
tion, or about 50,000 tape units-a government cost approaching $37 million
per month.

IBM had a 90+% share of the data processing market at the time it became a
real market in 1.938. down to its presently estimated share of 70+%. This places
the currently installed, IBMI megnetic tape drive population in the U.S. at about
80,000 units.

For purposes of estimation in this suggestion, we will assume that the govern-
ment's share of the magnetic tape unit population is not over 50%o, but rather that
it is 40% or 40,000 units, of all types. We are assuming only 75% of these are
IBM tape units, or 30,000 tape units, for the purposes of exposition and in order
to generate cost analysis.

Each tape drive must have an average number of tapes that can be "assigned"
to it, as tape libraries are a large and important function in any computer instal-
lation. Our assumption is that there must be a minimmiumn of .500 existing govern-
ment-owned tapes per existing tape drive of 30,000 x 500=]5,000,000 tapes at
$30/tape or a $4.50 million existing investment in magnetic tapes.

Thus government rental costs approaching $27,000,000 per year (30,000 tape
drives x $750 X 12 months) are coupled to a burgeoning, government-owned in-
ventory of magnetic tapes valued at $4.50 million using original costs and the
above assumptions. The expansion of these investments appears inevitable and
varrants close scrutiny.

12. Idea for improvement (State your idea as clearly as possible. Tell how and
where it may be used and what it will accomplish.) This suggestion concerns
recent advances in technology which appear to make the currently marketed
IBMI tape drives no longer the instruments of first choice, either technically or
economically, as the attached advertisement by MIAI Equipment Corp. and Am-
pex indicates. MAI contends that the government might well expect to save
$6,000 to $24,000 on each magnetic tape unit it owns or rents by utilizing directly
interchangeable magnetic tape units-MAT's for IBMl. This is a "savings" rang-
ing from $1S0 million to $720 million, if differences in purchase prices are used
as the criteria for savings. Ampex and Potter Instruments also claim they have
more efficient and less expensive tape drives.

This suggestion is that the Federal government, Exec. office of the President,
test the units described in the attached materials immediately, to see if they meet
the specifications the manufacturers (M.lAI-Potter and Ampex) has act out for
them in their advertising, because utlization of these tape drives ap pear to offer
enormous cost reductions on existing government computer equipment.

These tests should take place as soon as possible in order to place these units
within the reach of government users, because, at this time, these units are not
on GSA schedule.

Successful test results should result in an immediate requirement that govern.
mealt organizations make cost comparisons of their present IBMI equipment and
the MAI and/or Ampex equipment with the ultimate aim of reducing tape drive
costs.

The purchase agreement of ,MAI machines clearly indicated that, ". . . each
MAI unit will perform operating functions in a maneer equal to (or better than)
an IBMl Unit of the aforesaid type and model with which it is interchangeable,
except with respect to rewind speed." The slower rewind speed is part of the de-
sign that eliminates pinchfeed rollers and tension arms. High speed rewind is
accomplished within the vacuum columnis themselves, reducing friction and tape
breaks: rewind speed is compromised for increased tape life. MAI expects at
least a"doubling" of tape life by this technique. Ampex, which uses a similar
technique, contends that tapelife will be extended by "an order of magnitude"
(JO times).

This increased tape life could lead to substantial savings on magnetic tapes
alone, not counting the cost avoidance chat results from not having to restruc-
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ture magnetic tape data files because of tape breaks, or rerun programs because
of tape malfunctions. In addition, we need not process purchase orders ordering
replacement magnetic tapes throughout the government. At one agency, Social
Security, there are 100,000 tapes; a 50% increase in tape life (a fraction of that
claimed) represents a cost-avoidance of $1.5 million at that agency alone. Across
the Federal establishment, this cost avoidance would be in the tens of millions
of dollars.

For example, NASA's Goddard Space Center in Maryland with over 150 tape
drives could show a rental savings at $22,500 per month on tape drives ($150
X 150=$22,500 per month savings on tape drive rentals). Internal Revenue Serv-
ice has over 75,000 tapes and 140 tape drives and could show equivalent savings.
These organizations represent only a few of the installations that are affected
by this suggestion.

13. Savings and/or other benefits which will result from your idea (see expla-
nation sheet attached).

Rental Purchase

A. Direct rental savings on tape drives ($150 average X 30,000 X 12) (year) - $54, 000, 000 .
B. Purchase price savings of current tape drive population ranges from $120 to

$720 million (assumes purchase of all units in Ist year) -- -$420, 000, 000
C. Reduced tape wear (average) initial year savings (future year savings of

$22,500,000) -275, 000, 000 275, 000, 000
D. Computer time saved -12, 500, 000 12, 500, 000
E. Clerical time saved --------------------- ---- 150, 000 150, 000

Total savings calculated for the initial year. Rental savings for following years
reduce to $89,150,000 per year -2341,-650,-000 2-707,-650,000°

I Average.
2 1st year.

EXPLANATION OF SAVINGS

A. Direct Rental Savings on Tape Drives, $54,000,000
-An average rental "savings" figure was approximated from the "usual" con-

figuration of tape drives and the appended MAI Inc. schedule of rental prices,
which range from $75 to $190 per month below IBM's.

This figure of $150 per month was multiplied by the estimated government
population of IBM tape drives of 30,000 units and then by the number of months
in a year, which yields $54,000,000 ($150 x 30,000 x 12).

B. Purchase Price Savings, $420,000,000
The MAI advertisement attached tells us that we may expect to save $6,000 to

$24,000 per unit purchased. This gives a purchase savings "range" of $180 to $720
million ($6,000 x 30,000 and $24,000 x 30,000) on the existing government operated
magnetic tape drives. An average value of $14,000 was chosen as a representative
savings "across the board." This $14,000 x 30,000 tape units gives us an "average"
purchase savings government wide of $420 million.

C. Reduced Tape Wear, $275,000,000
Each of the two manufacturers of this new tape drive transport design predict

a great savings in tape life due to lack of wear and "pinching." The extended life
is quoted at "double present" to "an order of magnitude (10 times) better." If we
use double life, the lowest estimate given, on our current stock of magnetic tapes
($450 million), we would be effecting a savings of $275 million on our existing
tape population. Savings on future tape purchases would amount to $22,500,000
per year (the difference between $45,000,000, the cost of 10% per year tape re-
placement, and $22,500,000, the cost of 5% per year tape replacement).
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D. Computer Time Saved, $12,500,000
If the increased tape life and lack of wear on the oxide surface leads to one

minutes greater reliability and therefore a lack of computer difficulty of "one
minute per existing tape" (a conservative estimate), we wNill have saved one
minute times the tape population in computer time, or 15 million computer min-
utes, which is equal to 250,000 hours of computer time. The average value of an
hour of computer time is about $50, when one considers all costs including per-

sonnel, utilities and indirect items. Therefore, this one minute savings is worth
$12,500,000 ($50 x 250,000 hours) throughout the Federal Government.

E. Clerical Time Saved, $150,000
If wve assume that we can double the life of the tapes currently owned by the

government, this would be the equivalent of not ordering replacement tapes for
this coming year. Replacement tapes would be valued at $45 million, if we assume
a ten-year life expectancy for tapes. This means that the government would
have to replace 10% of the existing $450,000,000 magnetic tape inventory each
yea r.

It is generally agreed that it costs the government $10 to process single pur-

chase order regardless of its "value"-a one cent item or million dollar item.
If we assume 100 tapes are placed on each purchase order on the average, it will
require 15,000 purchase orders yearly to replace our tape inventory. This leads to
a cost avoidance of $150,000 (16,000 x $10) in clerical savings per year.

"Meet the Competition" Response by IBML, $54,000,000
The possibility exists that IBM might "meet the competition" and reduce its

prices across the board if presented with an elaboration of these facts in a
government-wide cost-analysis. The savings to result from such a move should
be the same as the rental savings above, $54,000,000 per year. In this eventuality,
we would not realize the savings on tape wear and clerical costs outlined above.

No one could expect 30,000 replacement units to be available in a short space
of time, so there will be a growth curve to these "savings" under the normal
business condition.

49-580-70-10
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Ncw Ampex Model TM-.1 digizal tape
transport is plug-interchangcablc with
IBM 729 and 2400 units and features
straight-lino tape path design for maxi-
mun operator specd and convenicnco.
The TM-16- also.is designed to Incorpor-

ate nhasc encoding the method of
doublrn-g -maxliiu~n ata packingg density
from 600 to 1600 bits pcr inch. The trans-
port oicrs tape spceds ran-in, fromn 75
to 150 intches.pe scond and 75 or 1123;
ips -in th3 13,M-repf leab .version.

for nmoro iniormo -on. oi~ra No. 73
cn ti. rsodo S~rvie Ccrd

* * a

SolrcAVAP.:: AGXI. JANUA11Y, NGSS
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The new 'MAT Magnctic Tape Unit isdirectly inter-
changeablewvith your729/2401 units-plug for plug,
reel forreil. We hook uip an MAl unit and its ready
to go to work.

Initial equipment costs for each 2MAI unit are at
least $6,000, and in some cascs, as much as $24,000
less than the comnparable 729/2401 unit.

So ass MAI unit pays for itsc:f in 2-3 years in dircct
savings ovcr yor cirrc;st rental co;ts. Aid tsess save;
you another $5,000 to $10,0C0 a year. Every year.

A new kind of tape unit. No tapc ear and tear froin
pinch-feed mechanismrs on this tae unit. Its siagle

captamn drive mcisanisns handles tape the way it
should be handleds. Gcnily.

During operation. the recording surface of the tape

touches nothing but the read-write head. And thaf.
retracts to eliminate tape wecar during loading and
reswinding.

A new kind of systems reliability. Because the "init's
design is so simple, you improve systems rcliability;
Read-write reliability equals or exceeds tlat of yosxr
present tape units. Dowsntime haJ to.oo down because

the MIAI unit is so easy to maintain. (It requires no
mechanical adjustments, and a mininsum number

of electrical adjustments.)

So you'll save on an MAI maintenance agreement
too. And without worrying about quickservice. IMAI
has branch odices in 45 principal cities from coast
to CQast.

If you'd like nMOrC information. call your local MIAI'
branchl tflice, or Avritc uis.

. 2 c:T,;~TinNT rf,~2O2,A~l~sN ?30 Ea.st 44th Street, N;ew 'or:;, N.Y 1017

THE MAI MAGNETIC TAPE UNIT

1. Increases Tape Life:
(a) Single point contact with the recording surface.
(b) Eliminate Pinch Feed Rollers and Tension Arms
(c) High speed rewind in the vacuum columns.

2. Maximizes Data Reliability:
(a) Single point contact.
(b) Eliminate pinch feed rollers and tension arms.

3. 'Minimizes Service Requirements:
(a) No mechanical adjustments.
(b) Simplicity of tape path design.
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(c) Dynamic braking.
(d) Service from the front.
(e) Minimum number of moving parts.

4. Increases Operator Efficiency:
(a) Straight line loading.
(b) Automatic threading.
(c) Completely fail safe drive system.

5. Plug-to-Plug Compatibility:
(a) No programming conversion.
(b) No tape conversion.

MAI EQUIPMENT CORPORATION-PRICE LIST

MAI IBM MAI IBMType-model Speed rental rental purchase purchase

2401-2 - 60 KB 425 500 16, 000 22,7002401-3 -90 KB 650 810 21, 700 36, 760729-IV - 62.5 KC 720.00 900 17, 700 41, 250729-V -60 KC . 637.50 750 16, 000 37, 200729-VI -90 KC 760.00 950 18,000 42,450

WARRANTY

1. Plug-to-Plug Interchangeable.
2. Compatible with all IBM Systems with which the comparable IBM drive is

compatible.
3. Equal or better Performance, except for rewind speed.
729 to 2400 Upgrade Available.
Addendum to agreement for purchase of MAI Machines, dated as of the______-___ day of ----------- , 196__, between MAI Equipment Corporation

("M A I" ) and_- ------------------------------------------------------------
(Purchaser's Full Legal Name)

The above-described agreement is hereby amended by adding the followingprovisions immediately after the first paragraph under the caption "Warranty":MAI hereby warrants as follows:
First, that each of the following types of MAI magnetic tape unit ( "fMAIUnit") is plug-to-plug interchangeable with a type and model of magnetic tapeunit manufactured by International Business 'Machines Corporation ("IBMUnit"), as follows:

MAI Unit IBM Unit
MAI 2402 is interchangeable with 'IBM 2401, Model 2.MATI 2403 is interchangeable with IBM 2401. Model 3.
MAl 7294 is interchangeable with 'IBM 729, Model IV.
MAT 7295 is interchangeable with 'IBM 729, Model V.
MAI 7296 is interchangeable with IBM 729, Model VI.
Second, that each MAI Unit represented herein as being plug-to-plug inter-changeable with a type and model of IBMI Unit is compatible with all IBMIsystems with which such IBM Unit is compatible; and
'Third, that each MAI Unit will perform operating functions in a mannerequal to (or better than) an IBM Unit of the aforesaid type and model withwhich it is interchangeable, except with respect to rewind speed.
If the Purchaser believes that any Machine is not performing in accordancewith any warranty set forth above, the Purchaser shall so notify MAI, detailingthe operating deficiencies of such Machine. MAI shall thereafter have an oppor-tunity, over a reasonable period of time (but not less than thirty (30) days ormore than (90) days) to modify, adjust or repair such Machine as required tosatisfy such warranty. If, at the end of such period, such Machine is not per-forming in accordance with such warranty, then, at the request of the Purchaser.MAI shall accept the return of such Machine (as the property of MAI) and shallpay to the Purchaser the Adjusted Unit Price for such Machine (or, if thePurchaser and MAI shall mutually so agree, 'MAI shall instead replace thaMachine at MAI's expense), all as set forth In 'Section "7C" below.No warranty set forth above shall apply to any Machine if any person otherthan an MAI Customer Engineer (or other person authorized by MAI), withoutMAI's consent, shall modify, adjust or repair such Machine or -perform anymaintenance service on it.
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Accepted by:
MAI Equipment Corporation

(Purchaser' esull Legal Name)
By----------------------------------

Officer's Title…------------------------
Date…_________-----------------------

Accepted by:

By_---------------------------------
Officer's Title…------------------------
Date---------------------------------

YAt NRtSC-U.M l)XITATR
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POTTER INSTRUMENT CO., INC.,
Silver Spring, Md., July 5, 1968.

MR. ALAN TAYLOR,
Computer World,
Newton, Mass.

DEAR MR. TAYLOR: The Potter Instrument Company unequivocally supports the
position of Bryant Computer Products with regard to the right of independents
to bid on portions of ADP systems being procured by agencies of the Federal
Government. It is especially difficult in this period of tight fiscal policy to under-
stand why there is such indfference to this proposition. One would expect the
Government to actively pursue manufacturers who could demonstrate significant
cost savings with no system degradation.

In the particular case of the Potter Instrument Company's tape drives which are
plug-to-plug and program-to-program interchangeable with the corresponding IBM
tape drives, the situation is even more difficult to understand. Here is a unit
which not only offers sinificant cost advantages, but unquestionable technological
advantages. It contains no gears, pulleys, belts, brakes or clutches. It has no
pinch rollers or prolay assemblies and requires no mechanical adjustments. It re-
winds tape under vacuum control preventing tape damage if power is interrupted.
It has a simple straightforward tape path whereby the oxide touches only the
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magnetic head and tape cleaner. To date, commercial establishments have ordered
over 600 units. The Federal Government has ordered none. Yet it could save
hundreds of thousands of dollars this fiscal year by the direct substitution of
Potter drives. Since the design of these units is simple and straightforward. addi-
tional savings could be realized by in-house maintenance as recently urged by
GAO. (Potter supplies free training classes). Other long-term savings would result
as the drive's gentler tape handling extends tape life.

In spite of these possible savings, the Federal Government is likely to gain very
little this year unless some impetus for change can be generated in the hierarchy.
We in marketing will be forced to visit each agency in turn, plead our case, and
ferrite out the hero who will stick his neck out to change the status-quo. This takes
time-time during which the taxpayer is paying a premium for this type equip-
ment.

The failure to act in the face of the advantages to be gained is theoretically
justified on the basis of the anticipated problems associated with multi-vendored
systems. Superficially the problems seem like many and without solution. In real-
ity they all reduce to the fear that two vendors will be blaming each other's equip-
ment while valuable production time is lost. This could conceivably happen in the
case of tape drives if the computer had only one drive attached. With two or more
drives on a system the faulty equipment can be determined with only the most
elementary deductive reasoning. Of course, full advantage is also taken of existing
IBM diagnostic tests and IBM field test equipment in localizing problems.

In the final analysis the hard facts are that there are significant savings to be
realized by utilization of equipment of this type. The element of risk associated
with multi-vendored systems has already been investigated and discounted by com-
mercial users with profit and loss responsibility. '"e hope to see a corresponding
amount of initiative demonstrated by the Federal Government in the near future.

If you have any questions or require any more detail, I would be more than
happy to work with you in developing this theme.

Sincerely yours,
GEORGE B. MCFARLAND,

Area Man ager.

Purchase price

Potter Monthly maintenance
Basic monthly rental IBM charge

IBM model Quan- Quantity Quan-
Potter model number number Potter IBM tity I 5ormore tity 1 Potter IBM

SC-7294 -729 mod 4-- N.A. $900 S18, 500 $16, 300 $41, 250 $90 $114
SC-7295 -729 mod 5 -- N.A. 750 17, 000 14, 950 37, 200 90 108
SC-7296 -729 mod 6 -- NA. 950 18 500 16,300 42, 450 90 119
SC-2402 -2400 mod 2-- $450 500 18,200 15,450 22,700 85 70
SC-2403 -2400 mod 3 600 810 21,100 17,950 36,760 90 86
SC-2405 -2400 mod 5 -- 500 550 20, 800 17, 700 25, 030 95 82
SC-2406 -2400 mod 6 -- 650 860 25, 000 21, 250 39, 090 100 98

1. It is a fact that the Federal Government purchases almost all of its ADP
equipment through competitive bidding which requires the bidder to supply the
entire system. The inflexibility of this approach robs the government of the
opportunity to avail itself of the latest technological advances in peripheral
equipment to say nothing of tremendous cost savings. For instance, an IB-M model
729 VI sells for $42,450. The Potter counterpart, the SC-7296, sells for $1S,500
in a quantity of one and $16,300 in a quantity of five (5) or more.

2. If the Government were to solicit bids for peripherals separately from
the main frame, the software would still be supplied with the main frame. Plug-
to-plug peripherals are specifically designed to interface to the main frame
manufacturers equipment with no hardware or software modifications.

3. All manufacturers provide maintenance and training. In fact, the newer
peripherals such as the Potter Tape Drives are simple in design so as to require
very little training for maintenance and in fact very little maintenance.

If the Drives are rented maintenance is provided in the rental package. If the
drives are purchased or leased the maintenance can be contracted for separately.
In any case, maintenance and training is available.

4. All magnetic tape units are cabled to the computer manufacturers equip-
ment and their operation does depend upon commands from the computer-so
what?
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5. If a computer is rented, the user can ask one manufacturer to let another
manufacturer cable directly to his equipment. This is covered in IBM's multiple
supplier bulletin (copy attached.)

0. Maintenance of each manufacturer's equipment would be the responsibility
of the individual manufacturer. This works very well especially in the case of
IBM who actually bends over backwards to help.

7. Determining which part of the system is at fault in case of failure is quite
easy, especially in the case of tape drives. If the computer has four drives on
line and one drive is acting up, it is obviously a tape drive. If all drives are
acting up they all can be disconnected and checked in turn with an IBM field
tester. They can each then be reconnected and tested on line. If none of the
four (4) drives operates after being checked off-line, it most obviously is the
computer that is at fault. Actually the case where one would not be sure whether
the tape drive of the computer was at fault would be a one-in-a-million occurrence.

MULTIPLE SUPPLIER SYSTEM BULLETIN

This Bulletin has been published to define more fully IBma's responsibilities
and its relationships between other suppliers and yourself in the installation
and maintenance of a system comprised of equipment and/or services supplied
by IBnr and other suppliers. It also includes those situations in which an altera-
tion is made to an IBM unit whether or not the unit is a part of a Multiple
Supplier System. This Bulletin supersedes the Alterations and Attachments
Information Bulletin for Customers and includes those situations previously
referred to as an Alteration or Attachment.

DEFINITION

A& Multiple Supplier System is one in which a system or unit marketed by
another supplier is mechanically, electrically, or electronically interconnected
with an IBM supplied machine or system. Alterations are defined as any changes
made to the physical, mechanical, or electrical arrangement (including micro-
codte) of an IBM machine or system whether or not additional devices or parts
are required.

TECHNICAL GUIDANCE AND SYSTEMS. APPLICATIONS AND PHYSICAL INSTALLATION
PLANNING

In Multiple Supplier Systems, IBM does not assume responsibility for support
of the other supplier's portion of the system nor for the integration of such
equipment into the system. We will willingly meet with you and the other sup-
pliers(s) to achieve a common understanding of each party's responsibility in
the support of the units each provides.

MAINTENANCE SERVICE

1. Servicing of IBM Machines in Multiple Supplier Systems
a. IBM will provide maintenance and repair services for the unaltered portion

of the IBM machines or systems, unless attachment of a non-IBMA unit or an alter-
ation creates a safety hazard. Upon notice from IBM, the hazard is to be elimi-
nated before IBM will continue service.

h. If any alteration to an IBM machine or the attachment of a non-smu unit
results in an increase in IBM maintenance on IBm machines (under an IBM lease
or maintenance agreement), at IBM'S option, such increased maintenance will be
billed to you at the then prevailing per call rates and terms and/or IBM may
request you to discontinue the attachment or correct the alteration. Maintenance
documentation or special tools and test equipment made necessary by the alter-
ation or attachment will he made available by you.

C. IBMf will normally provide or procure installation and/or maintenance serv-
ices for non-mIm equipment proposed and marketed by IBM. Special tools and test
equipment, parts and supplies, wiring diagrams, engineering support, instruc-
tional materials, and other maintenance data which IBM deems necessary will
be excluded from the maintenance service and will be made available by you
at your expense.

2. Servicing of Units Provided by Other Suppliers
IBm's maintenance objective is to provide service for products which it manu-

factures and markets. Because of the number of devices involved, it is imprac-
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tical for IBM to train its customer engineers on non-IBm equipment. Under cer-
tain circumstances IBm may elect to provide service for non-IBM products UpO1
written customer request. The guidelines relative to IBM service on non-IBM
equipment are as follows:

a. It is not IBM'S policy to provide maintenance service support for competitive
equipment. Any questions regarding the status of specific units should be referred
to your IBM representative.

b. If your other supplier's equipment provides a function not offered by IBm,
approval for IBM maintenance service may be given based upon the unique cir-
cumstances of each case and providing the following conditions are met:

The training requirements must be specified, assessed, and approved by
IBM land a fee will be charged for this training;

!No exposure to safety hazards exist, as determined by IBM;
The IBM equipment involved is a significant part of the equipment to be

maintained at each location;
Special tools and test equipment parts and supplies, wiring diagrams,

engineering support, instructional materials, and other maintenance data
which IBM deems necessary to make installation or repair will be made
available by you at your expense.

Installation and/or maintenance will then be performed by IBM at the per
call rates and terms then in effect provided prior written permission is secured
from the owner of the non-IBMs equipment.
S. Systems Maintenance Management

Systems Maintenance Management is an IBM service designed to meet the
requirements of complex systems installations involving common carrier and/or
non-IBm equipment. Details of the Systems Maintenance Management service
are available upon request from your IBM representative. Among the necessary
qualifications for this service are that your IBM equipment must be a significant
part of your installation and, in IBM'S judgment, a substantial maintenance man-
agement coordination is required.

IBM PROGRAMMING SYSTEMS (DIAGNOSTICS, TYPE I, TYPE la)

The following points are included for your review on the possibility that an
alteration or the equipment provided by other suppliers may require modifica-
tion to programming systems provided by IBM.

1. It is your responsibility to modify and to maintain any modifications to IBm
programs. IBM representatives will assist to the degree practicable in identifying
the types of efforts with which you will be involved.

2. The program support material normally supplied our customers will be
provided to you.

3. Programs, teaching aids, and other material may be obtained under the
then existing IBM policies.

Maintenance and service implications of customer modification to IBM pro-
grams should be reviewed with your IBM representative.

MODIFICATIONS TO EQUIPMENT OR PROGRAMS

Subsequent modification by IBM to its equipment or to its programs may re-
quire rework on your part to re-establish a compatible interface to the other
supplier's equipment.

PATENTS

Since the total system design is the customer's responsibility including the
selection of non-IBm equipment to be interfaced to IBM machines, IBMr does not
accept responsibility for the infringement by our customers of patents which
relate to equipment not manufactured by IBM of patents which relate to the
combination of non-Inm equipment with IBm equipment.

With respect to equipment manufactured and sold by IBM, IBM's standard
indemnification will apply: however, in those situations where IBM proposes
and markets non-IBm equipment, rBm's indemnity is limited to that which can
be passed on to the customer as the result of the manufacturer's grant of
indemnity to IBM.

ENDORSEMENT

IBM's installation and continued servicing and maintenance of its equipment
in Multiple Supplier Systems does not constitute approval or endorsement of
the non-IBM equipment.
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LIABILITY

IBMN does not assunme liability for personal injury or property damage arising
out of or caused by an alteration or by the equipment provided by other sup.
pliers. IBm does not assume responsibility for the quality of a non-IB1M unit
except wheu marketed by IBM. IBm assumes no responsibility for damage to
interconnected non-II3Af equipment that may result from the normal operation
and maintenance of the inur equipment.

RESrORATIO\

When you return a leased machine to IBM or if you are notified by IBM that
an alteration or attached equipment provided by other suppliers conflicts with
the Alterations and Attachments paragraph of our Agreement for IBI Machine
Service, you will restore the IBMX unit to its normal condition.

MODERN DATA SYSTEMS,
Farmingham., M1ass.. September .9, 196S.

Mr. RICHARD L. CAVENEY,
Director of Government Marketing,
Bryant Compieter Products,
Walled Lake, Mich.

DEAR MR. CAVENEY: Thank you for the opportunity to examine the corre-
spondence relating to the employee's suggestion from the Department of Health,
Education and Welfare, which was in my opinion not given sufficient con-
sideration by those evaluating it. As you have pointed out, this single sugges-
tion alone has the potential of saving about one billion dollars in Federal
expenditures. The conclusion is inescapable that, through this and many other
similar suggestions, the Federal budget could be brought into balance without
the need for new taxes, surtaxes, or inflation-generating deficits.

As you well know, we at MODERN DATA Systems magazine have advocated
the Peripheral Equipment Manufacturers Association. one fncetion of which
would be to help inform governments (lobby, if you wvill) of the potential
savings to be made in the procurement of computing equipment through a
thorough examination of the potential sources. Certainly drastic changes need
to be made, and we at MODERN DATA Systems are willing to advise, criticize,
investigate, publicize, or do whatever else is necessary to assist this revamping
of the Federal procurement procedures. I know that your personal influence in
this matter is great through your testimony before the Congress of the United
States, and the purpose of this letter is to express both my personal support of
your efforts and the general support of my magazine. If my testimony before
the Congress will serve any useful purpose of enlightenment or expression of
opinion, I shall be very happy to appear.

I look forward to our significant progress along these lines in the remainder
of this Congress and in the next.

Sincerely,
DAN AI. BOWERS,

Editor-in-Chief.
Representative BROWN. I am sure you know that one of my other

parochial interests, the Government Operations Committee, created
a commission to study the procurement practices of the Government,
and one of the objectives of this commission is to try to balance
this question of complex requirements with the question of whether
requirements are so complex that they keep the small company or
the new company from cominr in and doing business with the Federal
Govoerniment. a o u s t e

I have family connections with some people who have a relatively
small business and their attitude about doing business with Uncle
Sam because of the requirements of the procurement regulations
would make very interesting reading but not necessarily very flattering
reading in these hearings.
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You mentioned in some instances a procurement procedure took 11
months and some of these small companies are not interested in this
type of procedure.

Without objection, and I rather assume there will be none, all rele-
vant material will be put in the record. We will hold the record open
for 10 days so that we can include any additional written questions
from members of the subcommittee, and wve trust thit wze wvill have your
cooperation in getting a response.

Thank you very much, gentlemen. The subcommittee will stand
adjourned.

(Whereupon, at 4 :25 p.m., the subconunittee Diwas adjourned, subject
to the call of the Chair.)



APPENDIXES

APPENTiDIX I

SUPPLEMENTAL DATA

GENERAL SERVICES ADMINISTRATION,
FEDERAL SUPPLY SERVICE.

Washington, D.C., Auguist 7, 1970.
Hon. WILLIAM PROXMIRE,
Chairman, Subcommittee on Economy in Government, Joint Economic Coln-

mnttee, U.S. Senate, Washington, D.C.
DEAR SENATOR PROXMIRE: As you requested I have examined Mr. Caveney's

prepared statement, and I find a number of allegations which are not accurate
according to records available to GSA. I am therefore submitting a detailed en-
closure regarding his statement.

You also requested that I provide language to strengthen the Truth in Ne-
gotiations Act (P.L. 87-653). I pointed out during my testimony that it was
a one-sided law. If the equipment is required, and if the contractor refuses to
submit the data, the head of the agency has no alternative but to grant the
waiver. I find it difficult to recommend language which would "force" a con-
tractor to do business with the Government under circumstances that he finds
significantly objectionable. In response to your request, however, I am enclosing
four possible changes in the law for your consideration. (See pp. 150-153.)

Sincerely,
H. A. AnrsrsuEER,

Commissioner, Federal Supply Service.
Two Enclosures

There are a number of statements in Mr. Caveney's testimony which are not
accurate according to records available to the General Services Administration.
The purpose of this enclosure is to place in the record the facts regarding
these statements based upon our records.

I. Mr. Caveney states that during the past two years only token contract
awards from the General Services Administration were received by independent
peripheral manufacturers. Furthermore, he contends that a few awards were
given reluctantly and only because of Congressional insistence. In fact, in FY
70 we issued a solicitation to industry for systems, peripherals, and accessorial
equipment. This solicitation was mailed to 491 companies of which 460 were
independent and accessorial manufacturers, and we received a total Of 124 offers
in reply. There were 102 contracts awarded of which 71 were to manufacturers
of peripheral and accessorial devices who were other than computer systems
equipment manufacturers.

These facts clearly indicate that the General Services Administration has
given more than token consideration to our commitment to the Subcommittee
on Economy in Government in 1967. We are actively seeking and working with
independent peripheral manufacturers to provide them with an opportunity to
become Federal Supply Schedule contractors. Furthermore, a review of our
records did not reveal a single instance in which a contract award was made
by the General Services Administration as a result of the insistence of any
member of the Congress or his staff.

II. Mr. Caveney indicates in his prepared statement that dual procurement
policies prevail and, therefore, that unethical procurement practices still persist.
He appears to base his statement on inaccurate information regarding the
award approximating $330 million to IBM and a lack of information as to awards
given to peripheral manufacturers during the period when IBM had not yet been
awarded a contract.

(149)
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The facts are that the $330 million award to IBM was the estimated dollar
volume of the Federal Supply Schedule Contract for FY 70 for the rental of
Automatic Data Processing Equipment (ADPE) and Punch Card Accounting
Machines (PCAM) already installed and to be installed, the purchase of ADPE
and PCAMf, maintenance of both PCAM and ADPE and licensing of certain
software. The proportion of the contract attributable to the rental and purchase
of computer equipment, including central processing units as well as peripherals,
is about $220 million.

This contract was awarded March 23, 1970, but was retroactive to July 1,
1969. The reason such a contract had to be retroactive to July 1, 1969, was to
cover installed rented equipment as well as maintenance performed by IBM
during the earlier period during which no firm contract existed.

We were unable to finalize a FY 70 contract with IBM until March 23, 1970.
because we could not reach agreement on the changed terms, conditions and
prices resulting from IBM's changed marketing practices announced June 23,
1969. There was no other reason for this delay. During the period between July 1.
1969, and March 23, 1970, Federal Supply Schedule Contract awards to inde-
pendent, peripheral and accessorial manufacturers totaled 66. Government
agencies had these contracts available and were able to make awards in indi-
vidual cases whenever a determination was reached by the agencies that it was
technically and economically advantageous to do so.

III. Mr. Caveney contends that $160 million would have been saved if con-
tracts had been awarded to independent peripheral manufacturers for all the
peripherals in the $330 million IBM contract. His allegation is based entirely
on a series of improper and inaccurate deductions. For example, the $330 million
Federal Supply Schedule Contract award to IBM for FY 70 included only $220
million attributable to the rental and purchase of computer equipment. This was
only his first error, for Mr. Caveney also failed to exclude terminal devices
from his calculations. The percentage of all peripheral equipment dollars,
leased and purchased, within the $220 million should more accurately be 45%.
not 65%. Mr. Caveney then improperly assumed that there are plug-to-plug
compatibles for all IBM peripherals, and further that increased peripheral
performance ratios lead directly to equal overall system productivity increases.
Finally, the average saving for all plug-to-plug compatible peripheral replace-
ments will be approximately 30% not the 4S.6% Mr. Caveney used and which was
based only on the one Calcomp device.

Calculations based on Mr. Caveney's deduction and estimates are of no value.
As I advised the Committee, we have used the tool of the Government-wide
Management Information System and Government-wide agency contacts to
identify the approximately 2,800 leased peripherals in the Government inventory
for which plug-to-plug compatible replacement is available at lower cost

Of these approximately 2,800 units, 2,138 are the subject of current replace-
ment action and will be replaced at a saving in excess of $6 million. The re-
maining machines (less than 700) are currently planned for retention by the
using agencies because of various considerations including security and difii-
culties posed by multi-vendor support. General Services Administration plans a
detailed review of these retention decisions with the using agencies. Although
this is a difficult problem we feel that we are approaching it so as to take
maximum advantage of the availability of lower cost peripherals from inde-
pendent manufacturers.

POSSIBLE AMENDMENTS TO "TRUTII IN NEGOTIATIONS ACT", P.L. 87-6.53

Subsection 2306(f) is amended as follows:
1. (f) Anyone doing business within the United States, its territories, or pos-

sessions, shall be required to submit cost or pricing data on items sought for
procurement when requested by the head of the agency, and shall be required to
certify that, to the best of his knowledge and belief, the cost or pricing data he
submitted was accurate, complete and current.

(Any prime contract or change or modification thereto under which such
certificate is required shall contain a provision that the price to the Government,
including profit or fee, shall be adjusted to exclude any significant sums by
which it may be determined by the head of the agency that such price was in-
creased because the contractor or any subcontractor required to furnish such a
certificate, furnished cost or pricing data which, as of a date agreed upon be-
tween the parties (which date shall be as close to the date of agreement on the-
negotiated price as is practicable), was inaccurate, incomplete, or noncurrent:
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Provided. That the requirements of this subsection need not be applied to Con-
tracts or subcontracts where the price neg otiated is based oni adequate price
coiipetition, established catalog or iwirket piices of comiiiercial items sold in
substa ntial1 quan i tities to the general p1ublici. r prices set: ly lawv or regulation.)

2. (f) Anyone doing business within the United States. its territories, or pos-
sessions, shall be required to submit cost or pricing data on items requested
for procurement when such information is determined by the head of the agency
to be necessary to national defense ofr national security and state.; in writing his
reasons for such a determination, and shall be required to certify that, to the best
of his knowledge and belief, the cost or pricing data lie submitted was accurate,
complete aid current.

(Any prime contract or change or modification thereto under which such cer-
tificate is required shall contain a provision that the price to the Government.
including profit or fee, shall be adjusted to exclude any significant sunis by which
it may be determined by the head of the agency that such price was increased
because the contractor or any subcontractor required to furnish such a certifi-
cate, furnished cost or pricing dlata which, as of a date agreed upon betweeli
the parties (which date shall be as close to the date of agreement oil the nego-
tiated price as is practicable) w as inaccurate, incomplete. or noncurrent: Pro-
vided, That the requirements of this subsection need not be applied to contracts
or subcontracts where the price negotiated is based on adequate price conilieti-
tion. established catalog or market prices of commercial items sold in substantial
quantities to the general public or prices set by law or regulation.)

3. (f) Anyone doing business wvithii the United States, its territories. oi- pos-
sessions. shall be required to submnit cost or pricing data on items requested for
procuremnent when such information is determined by the head of tile agency to
be necessary to national defense or ni tiomial security and states in writing his
reasons for such a determination, or under the circumstances listed belov:

(1) When the award of any negotiated prime con-tract under this title is ex-
pected to exceed $100.000:

(2) When the pricing of any contract change or modification for which the
price adjustment is expected to exceed $100,000, or such lesser amount as iaay
be prescribed by the head of the agency.

(3) When the award of a subcontract at any tier, where the prime contractor
and each higher tier subcontractor have been required to furnish such a certifi-
cate, if the price of such subcontract is expected to exceed $100,000; or

(4) When the pricing of any contract change or modification to a subcontract
covered by (3) above, for wvhich the price adjustment is expected to exceed
$100,000, or such lesser amount as may be prescribed by the head of the agency.

(Any prime contract or change or modification thereto under which such cer-
tificate is required shall contain a provision that the price to the Government,
including profit or fee, shall be adjusted to exclude any significant sums by
which it may be determined by the head of the agency that such price was in-
creased because the contractor or any subcontractor required to furnish such
a certificate, furnished cost or pricing data which, as of a date agreed upon
between the parties (which date shall be as close to the date of agreement on
the negotiated price as is practicable), was inaccurate, incomplete, or noiicur-
rent: Provided, That the requirements of this subsection need not be ap-
plied to contracts or subcontracts where the price negotiated is based on ade-
quate price competition, established catalog or market prices of commercial
items sold in substantial quantities to the general public, or prices set by lawv
or regulation.)

4. (f) A prime contractor or any subcontractor shall be required to submit
cost and pricing data on items requested for procurement, at any time after
initial bids are received, when such information is determined by the head of
the agency to be necessary to negotiate a fair and reasonable price, and states
in writing his reasons for such a determination, or under the circumstances
listed below:

(1) When. the award of any negotiated prime contract under this title is ex-
pected to exceed $100,000;

(2) When the pricing of any contract change or modification for which the
price adjustment is expected to exceed $100,000, or such lesser amount as may
be prescribed by the head of the agency;

(3) When the award of a subcontract at any tier, where the prime contractor
and each higher tier subcontractor have been required to furnish such a cer-
tificate, if the price of such subcontract is expected to exceed $100,000; or
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(4) When the pricing of any contract change or modification to a subcontract
covered by (3) above, for which the price adjustment is expected to exceed
$100,000, or such lesser amount as may be prescribed by the head of the agency.

(Any prime contract or change or modification thereto under which such
certificate is required shall contain a provision that the price to the Government,
including profit or fee, shall be adjusted to exclude any significant sums by
which it may be determined by the head of the agency that such price was in-
creased because the contractor or any subcontractor required to furnish such
a certificate, furnished cost or pricing data which, as of a date agreed upon
between the parties (which date shall be as close to the date of agreement on
the negotiated price as is practicable), was inaccurate, incomplete, or noncur-
rent: Provided, That the requirements of this subsection need not be ap-
plied to contracts or subcontracts where the price negotiated is based on ade-
quate price competition, established catalog or market prices of commercial
items sold in substantial quantities to the general public, or prices set by law
or regulation.)

CONGRESS OF THE UNITED STATES,
JOINT EcoNoMIc COMMITTEE,

Washington, D.C., June 12,1970.
Hon. ELMER B. STAATS,
Comptroller General of the United States,
Washington, D.C.

DEAR MR. STAATS: As Chairman of the Subcommittee on Economy in Gov-
ernment, I am pleased to learn that you will able to testify before us on Wednes-
day, July 1, 1970. at 10:00 AM in Room AE-1 (S. 407) in the Capitol.

The report of April 23, 1968, of the Subcommittee on Economy in Government
had specific recommendations as to (a) inventory practices in respect to govern-
mient-owned automatic data processing equipment, including equipment furnished
to contractors, and (b) the need for procurement specifications which would
afford free and full competition to all qualified potential bidders, including the
small manufacturers of peripheral equipment.

The Subcommittee is pleased to note the constructive reports which the GAO
has issued since that date and is also cognizant of work being done by the Execu-
tive agencies. It is, therefore, our belief that it would be expedient to evaluate
the progress that has been made, the savings accomplished, and to consider what
needs to be done to bring about the optimum in economy and efficiency in this
important and costly field of procurement.

We are asking the witnesses to confine their formal presentation to 15 or 20
minutes so that substantial time will be available for the question and discussion
period. You are invited to file a longer, more comprehensive statement of your
testimony or exhibits, if appropriate, for inclusion in the printed record of the
hearings.

It would aid the Committee and the working press if we could have 100 copies
of your opening statement 48 hours in advance of your testimony. Please send
them to Mr. Hamilton Gewehr, Joint Economic Committee, New Senate Office
Building, Washington, D.C., 20510.

If you have any questions, please contact Mr. Ray Ward, Staff Consultant,
Joint Economic Committee, Code 180, X-7940.

Sincerely,
WILLIAM PROxMTRE,

Chairman, Subcommittee on
Economy in Government.

CONGRESS OF THE UNITED STATES,
JOINT ECONOMIC COMMITTEE.
Washington, D.C., June 12, 1970.

Hon. ROBERT P. MAYO,
Counselor to the President,
Executive Office Building,
Washington, D.C.

DEAR MR. MAYO: As Chairman of the Subcommittee on Economy in Govern-
ment, I am pleased to learn that you will be able to testify before us on Wednes-
day, July 1, 1970 at 11:00 AM. We are aware, in general, of the work that is being
carried on by the General Accounting Office, the Budget Bureau, and other Execu-
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tive Agencies, but we would like to hear your ideas on the progress made, savings
accomplished, pending actions, and the things that need to be done at this time
to improve economy and efficiency in this area. The session will be held in Room
AE-1 (S. 407) in the Capitol.

We are asking the witnesses to confine their formal presentation to 15 or 20
minutes so that substantial time will be available for the question and discussion
period. You are invited to file a longer, more comprehensive statement of your
testimony or exhibits, if appropriate, for inclusion in the printed record of the
hearings.

It would aid the Committee and the working press if we could have 100 copies
of your opening statement 48 hours in advance of your testimony. Please send
them to Mr. Hamilton Gewehr, Joint Economic Committee, New Senate Office
Building, Washington, D.C. 20510.

If you have any questions, please contact Mr. Ray Ward, Staff Consultant,
Joint Economic Committee, Code 180, X-7940.

Sincerely,
WILLIAM PROXMIRE,

Chairman, Subcommittee on
Economy in Government.

EXECUTIVE OFFICE OF THE PRESIDENT,
BUREAU OF THE BUDGET,

Washington, D.C., June 29, 1970.
Hon. WLmAM PROXMIRE,
Chairman, Subcommittee on Economy in Government,
Joint Economic Committee,
U.S. Senate,
Washington, D.C.

DEAR SENATOR PROXMIRE: As suggested in your letter of June 12, 1970. Mr.
Joseph F. Cunningham of our staff has been in touch with Mr. Ray Ward, Staff
Consultant, who advised that the hearings on July 1 will cover recommendations
6 and 7 of the Subcommittee report of April 1968.

Enclosed are 100 copies of my testimony on these matters.
Sincerely,

DWIGHT A. INK,
Assistant Director for

Emaecutive Management.

CoNrGREss OF THE UNITED STATEs,
JOINT ECONOMIC COMMITTEE,
Washington, D.C., June 12,1970.

Hon. ROBERT L. KuwzIG,
Administrator, General Services Administration,
Washington, D.C.

DEAR MR. KUNZIG: As Chairman of the Subcommittee on Economy in Govern-
ment, I am pleased to learn that you will be able to testify'before us on Wednes-
day, July 1, 1970, at 2:00 PM concerning the progress that has been made by
GSA in expanding competition in the procurement of peripheral equipment for
use with ADPE systems, savings made, and pending action. Your suggestions for
further improvements will be most timely. The session will be held in Room AE-1
(S. 407) in the Capitol.

The report of April 23, 1968, of the Subcommittee on Economy in Government
had specific recommendations as to (a) inventory practices in respect to govern-
ment-owned automatic data processing equipment, including equipment furnished
to contractors and (b) the need for procurement specifications which would
afford free and full competition to all qualified potential bidders, including the
small manufacturers of peripheral equipment. Information as to space and stor-
age requirements caused by the expanding use of ADPE will also be useful to the
Subcommittee.

We are asking the witnesses to confine their formal presentation to 15 or 20
minutes so that substantial time will be available for the question and discussion
period. You are invited to file a longer, more comprehensive statement of your
testimony or exhibits, if appropriate, for inclusion in the printed record of the
hearings.

49-580 0 - 70 - II
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It would aid the Committee and the working press if we could have 100 copies
of your opening statement 48 hours in advance of your testimony. Please send
them to Mr. Hamilton Gewehr, Joint Economic Committee, New Senate Office
Building, Washington, D.C. 20510.

If you have any questions, please contact Mr. Ray Ward, Staff Consultant,
Joint Economic Committee, Code 180, X-7940.

Sincerely,
WILLIAM PROXMIRE,

Chairman, Subcommittee on
Economy in Government.

JUNE 12, 1970.
Hon. MELvIN R. LAIRD,
Secretary of Defense,
Washington, D.C.

DEAR Ma. SEcRETARY: As Chairman of the Subcommittee on Economy in Gov-
ernment, I am pleased to learn that you or your designated representative will
be able to testify before us on Wednesday, July 1, 1970, at 3:00 PM, in Room
AE-1 (S. 407) in the Capitol.

The report of April 23, 1968, of the Subcommittee on Economy in Government
had specific recommendations as to (a) inventory practices in respect to govern-
ment-owned automatic data processing equipment, including equipment fur-
nished to contractors, and (b) the need for procurement specifications which
would afford free and full competition to all qualified potential bidders, including
the small manufacturers of peripheral equipment.

Of particular interest will be a review of procurement made for peripheral
equipment by the Automatic Data Processing Equipment Section (ADPESO)
since April, 1968, and savings made thereunder. We will want to be assured that
the bid specifications afford free and full competition for all qualified suppliers.
Information as to the adequacy of inventory practices in respect to contractor-
held ADPE will be expected also.

We are asking the witnesses to confine their formal presentation to 15 or 20
minutes so that substantial time will be available for the question and dis-
cussion period. You are invited to file a longer, more comprehensive statement
of your testimony or exhibits, if appropriate, for inclusion in the printed record
of the hearings.

It would aid the Committee and the working press if we could have 100 copies
of your opening statement 48 hours in advance of your testimony. Please send
them to Mr. Hamilton Gewehr, Joint Economic Committee, New Senate Office
Building, Washington, D.C. 20510.

If you have any questions, please contact Mr. Ray Ward, Staff Consultant,
Joint Economic Committee, Code 180, X-7940.

Sincerely,
WILLIAm PROXMIRE,

Chairman, Subcommittee on
Economy in Govenrvnent.

CONGRESS OF THE UNITED STATES,
JOINT ECONOMIC COMMITTEE,
Washington, D.C., June 12, 1970.

Mr. LEWIS R. CAVENEY,
President, Computer Peripheral ilManufacturing Association,
Satellite Beach, Fla.

DEAR MB CAvExEY: As Chairman of the Subcommittee on Economy in Gov-
ernment, I am pleased to learn that you will be able to testify before us on
Wednesday, July 1, 1970, at 3:30 PM in Room AE-1' (S. 407) in the Capitol.

The Subcommittee on Economy in Government issued a report dated April 23,
1968, which, among other things, made some recommendations concerning the
procurement of peripheral equipments for Automatic Data Processing systems.

We find that considerable action has been taken by the General Accounting
Office, Bureau of the Budget, General Services Administration, the Department
of Defense, and the Bureau of Standards with regard to these matters. It is
timely, therefore, to make a review of progress made, actions pending, and im-
provements now required to obtain further economy.

Your testimony, as President of the Computer Peripheral Manufacturing As-
sociation, should give particular regard to the extent of progress made, the
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participation of small manufacturers in Federal procurements, the presence, or
absence, of restrictive conditions in invitations to bid, and suggestions for fur-
ther improvements in the program.

We are asking the witnesses to confine their formal presentation to 15 or
20 minutes so that substantial time will be available for the question and dis-
cussion period. You are invited to file a longer, more comprehensive statement
of your testimony or exhibits, if appropriate, for inclusion in the printed record
of the hearings.

It would aid the Committee and the working press if we could have 100
copies of your opening statement 48 hours in advance of your testimony. Please
send them to Mr. Hamilton Gewehr, Joint Economic Committee, New Senate Office
Building, Washington, D.C. 20510.

If you have any questions, please contact Mr. Ray Ward, Staff Consultant,
Joint Economic Committee, Code 180, X-7940.

Sincerely,
WILLIAM PROXMIRE,

Chairman, Subcommittee on
Economy in. Government.

GENERAL COUNSEL OF THE DEPARTMENT OF COMMERCE,
Washington, D.C., June 24, 1970.

Hon. WILLIAM PROXMIRE,
Chairman, Subcommittee on Economy in Government, Joint Econom111io Com mit-

tee, Congrcss of the United States, Washington, D.C.
DEAR MR. CHAIRMAN: The Secretary has asked me to thank you for your

recent letter inviting the Department to have an observer present at the July 1
hearings before your Subcommittee on the subject of inventory records of
government owned automatic data processing equipment and the procurement
of peripheral equipment for the data processing systems.

Mr. Robert Johnson, Department of Commerce ADP Planning Officer, Office
of the Assistant Secretary for Administration, will be pleased to represent the
Department at these hearings as an observer.

Sincerely,
JAMES T. LYNN,

General Cownsel.

To
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COMPTROLLER GENERAL OF THE UNITED STATES

WASHINGTON, D.C. 0I

B3-15369

To the President of the Senate and the
Speaker of the House of Representatives

This is our report on the study of the acquisition
of peripheral equipment for use with automatic data
processing systems.

Copies of this report are being sent to the Director,
Bureau of the Budget, and to the heads of Federal departments
and agencies.

Age (4- 11
Comptroller General
of the United States
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COMPTROLLER GENERAL'S STUDY OF THE ACQUISITION
REPORT TO THE CONGRESS OF PERIPHERAL EQUIPMENT

FOR USE WITH AUTOMATIC DATA
PROCESSING SYSTEMS
B-115369

D I G E S T

WHY THE REVIEW WAS MADE

The General Accounting Office (GAO) performed this study because
of:

--Preliminary indications that significant savings
could be achieved in the procurement of selected
computer components.

-- The increasing investment of the Federal Government
in automatic data processing (ADP) equipment.

--The widespread congressional interest in the procurement,
management, and use of such equipment.

FINDINGS AND CONCLUSIONS

Recently, numerous independent manufacturers of peripheral
equipment--magnetic tape units, disk storage drives, etc.--
have made a concentrated effort to compete with the systems
manufacturers and to offer selected items of equipment
directly to users.

The study shows that it is common practice for Government
ADP managers to obtain all required ADP equipment from
computer systems manufacturers even though certain items
of equipment can be procured more economically from the
original manufacturers or from alternate sources of supply.

GAO identified selected computer components that are directly
interchangeable (plug-to-plug compatible) with certain other
systems manufacturers' components and are available at
substantial savings.

GAO found that a number of private organizations had installed
available equipment of plug-to-plug compatibility and had
achieved substantial savings. Yet it found only a few instances
where Federal agencies had availed themselves of this economical
means of acquiring computer components. Central agency leadership

1
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could provide impetus which would achieve similar savings in
the Federal Government. (The General Services Administration
(GSA) has recently started a test to dqtermine the possibilities
of achieving savings by using equipment of plug-to-plug com-
patibility.)

On the basis of observations at commercial organizations visited
during the study, GAO believes that the acquisition of plug-to-
plug compatible components for ADP systems, either in operation
or on order, provides an opportunity for Federal agencies to
achieve significant savings in costs, an objective which is in
line with the President's program of cost reduction in the Federal
Government.

GAO believes thati if more systematic attention is given to
acquiring non-plug-to-plug components by the executive branch
of the Federal Government, significant savings also can be
achieved.

GAO estimates that, if plug-to-plug compatible components were
used to replace similar components rented by the Government,
annual savings would be at least $5 million. If such coponents
were to be purchased, savings would exceed $23 million. (&See
p. 19.)

GAO believes that, in addition to the estimated savings in
acquiring plug-to-plug compatible components, savings are also
available in the acquisition of non-plug-to-plug components from
sources other than the systems manufacturers.

It is estimated that the purchase cost of such components, now
being leased for about $50 million, from the systems manufacturers
would be about $250 million; whereas the acquisition price for
similar components from an alternative source of supply probably
would be about $150 million, a difference of about $100 million.
(See p. 27.)

GAO suggests, however, that the potential savings must be evaluated
in light of costs associated with combining the components into a
total computer system.

RECOMMENDATIONS OR SUGGESTIONS

GAO recommends that the head of each Federal agency take immediate
action to implement steps requiring replacement of leased compo-
nents that can be replaced with more economical plug-to-plug
compatible units.

2
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GAO recommends also that the Director,. Bureau of the Budget,
and the Administrator of General Services provide more specific
guidelines for the evaluation and selection of plug-to-plug
compatible equipment and for other components.

GAO recommends that, pending the issuance of specific policies,
the factors described in this report be used by Federal agencies
to evaluate alternate sources of ADP equipment.

Also, inasmuch as third-party leasing arrangements generally
result in savings when compared with rental arrangements
available from equipment manufacturers, GAO believes that the
head of each Federal agency should consider this method of
procurement when purchase of the equipment is determined not to
be advantageous.

AGENCY ACTIONS AND UNRESOLVED ISSUES

The use of plug-to-plug compatible components for Federal ADP
equipment is currently being studied by the General Services
Administration. Present plans call for GSA to study also the
acquisition of other components and peripheral equipment from
alternate sources at a later date. GAO believes the GSA study
to be important and that it should be accelerated to provide a
basis for promulgating more specific policies for the guidance of
Federal agencies in obtaining ADP components from the most eco-
nomical source of supply.

MATTERS FOR CONSIDERATION BY THE CONGRESS

This report summarizes the findings of the study and is issued
to inform the Congress and the head of each Federal agency of
the opportunities for obtaining savings when acquiring computer
components from sources other than the ADP systems manufacturers.

3
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STUDY OF THE

ACQUISITION OF PERIPHERAL EQUIPMENT

FOR USE WITH

AUTOMATIC DATA PROCESSING SYSTEMS

INTRODUCTION

The General Accounting Office has examined into the acquisition
by Federal agencies of peripberall equipment for use with automatic
data processing systems. Our review was concerned primarily with
(1) the feasibility of the Federal Government's procuring such
equipment from sources other than the manufacturer of the ADP system,
(2) the advantages of such procurement, and (3) the considerations
required in making such acquisitions.

During our review, we examined into:

-- The policies established by the Bureau of the Budget and
the General Services Administration regarding the selection
and procurement of ADP equipment.

-- Activities of GSA in the procurement of ADP equipment under
Public Law 89-306, an act which provides for the economic
and efficient purchase, lease, maintenance, operation, and
utilization of automatic data processing equipment by
Federal departments and agencies.

-- The marketing of peripheral equipment by the computer industry.

-- The policies and practices of Federal agencies and commercial
organizations relative to the selection and procurement of
ADP systems and components.

-- The savings available to the Government if certain components
were to be obtained from sources other than the manufacturer
of the ADP system.

-- The factors affecting decisions concerning the acquisition
of peripheral equipment.

Various units or machines that are used in combination or conjunction
with the main frame of computer systems, such as magnetic drums,
magnetic tape units, printers, storage units, etc.

4
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During our study, we reviewed our conclusions and recommendations
with officials of the Bureau of the Budget, the General Services
Administration, and the National Bureau of Standards and their views
were considered in the final preparation of this report.

CONGRESSIONAL INTEREST

During November and December 1967, the Subcommittee on Economy
in Government or the Joint Economic Committee held hearings and
obtained testimony relating to the procurement of ADP equipment.
Specifically, the Subcommittee was especially concerned that Govern-
ment procurement practices had tended to favor larger manufacturers
of ADP equipment, thus stifling competition from smaller companies.
In addition, testimony before the Subcommittee indicated that the
numerous smaller producers of peripheral equipment might well
participate to a larger extent in furnishing the Government's require-
ments directly.

In a report1 entitled "Economy in Government Procurement and
Property Management*" dated April 23, 1968, the Subcommittee stated
that:

"The General Services Administration should make it
possible for smaller manufacturers of ADP equipment to
furnish part of the Government's requirements. Specifi-
cations should not be designed around the products of
certain companies which have the effects of eliminating
competition and stifling the incentive of smaller manu-
facturers."

Subsequent to the hearings, the Chairman of the Subcommittee
requested that we examine into the financial advantages of procuring
peripheral equipment directly from peripheral or component manu-
facturers. In our reply to the Subcommittee, dated September 19,
1968 (see app. II), we pointed out that, under certain circumstances,
savings might be available to the Government through the procurement
Of selected ADP components from peripheral manufacturers and suggested
the need to adequately-consider all the potential technical implications.

We also advised the Subcommittee that we were preparing a more
complete report to the Congress on this subject. One purpose of our
more complete report is to inform the Congress and all Federal agen-
cies of the opportunities for obtaining such savings and other
available benefits in acquiring computer components from sources other
than the ADP systems manufacturers.

'Report of the Subcommittee on Economy in Government of the Joint
Economic Committee, 90th Congress, 2d Session, Congress of the
United States.

5
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GROWTH OF THR Com0I)TER INDUSTR

Although a few experimental computers were assembled during the
late 1940s, the general-purpose digital computer did not have its
beginning until the early 1950s. Since that time, the growth of the
computer industry has been tremendous. By 1955, some 400 computers
had been installed in the United States. By 1960, the number of
installations approximated 6,000, and, by the end of 1968, the number
of computer installations .exceeded 67,000. The computer hardware
market is believed to have reached a value of about $7.2 billion
during 1968 and is expected to grow at a 15 to 20 percent annual rate
over the next 5 years.

The computer industry is generally dominated by the computer
systems manufacturers whose marketing efforts are devoted to providing
complete computer systems along with the necessary technical assistance
required to properly utilize the system.

Recently, however, numerous independent manufacturers of peripheral
equipment have made a concentrated effort to compete with the systems
manufacturers and offer selected items of peripheral equipment for
computer systems directly to the user market. These manufacturers
generally restrict their marketing efforts to a single product or to
individual items of peripheral equipment and concentrate on providing
individual equipment components at a lower price than offered by the
systems manufacturers.

GROWTH IN USE OF CONPUTERS IN THE FEDERAL GOVERNMENTI,

In the ast several years, there has been very substantial growth
in the use 4 the Federal Government of ADP equipment. The Federal
Government now spends about $2 billion annually for the purchase, lease,
and operation of ADP equipment. The following-statistics accumulated
and reported by the Bureau of the Budget pnd GSA show this growth in
the Federal Government's use of computers

These statistics exclude most contractor-operated equipment and equip-
ment used in military tactical and intelligence operations.

6
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At June 30 Number of systems

1962 1,030
1963 1,326
1964 1,862
1965 2,412
1966 3,007
1967 3,692
1968 4,232
1969 (estimate) 4,620

Notes: Data subsequent to 1966 is based on the new "ADP Manage-
ment Information System" administered by the GSA.

Excluded from the above totals are analog computers and
computers which are built or modified to special Government
design specifications and are integral to weapons systems.

Data on contractor-operated equipment is excluded unless
the equipment is operated in the performance of work under
cost-reimbursement-type contracts and subcontracts when
(1 the equipment is furnished by the Government or
(2) the equipment is installed in Government-owned, con-
tractor-operated facilities.

ELEMENTS OF A COMPUTER SYSTEM

A computer system, sometimes referred to as an ADP system, consists
of a machine or a group of automatically intercommunicating machine units
capable of entering, receiving, storing, classifying,tcomputing, and/or
recording data, and includes at least one central processing unit, one
or more storage facilities, and various units of input and output
equipment. Those units of the computer systems that are defined as
input or output devices or as external information storage devices are
referred to as peripheral equipment.

Computer hardware includes all the physical components used in a
computer system. Computer software includes the programs necessary to
make the computer hardware operative. Computer support includes all
manpower and other assistance necessary to make and keep the computer
hardware and software operative.

In terms of hardware, a typical computer configuration might con-
sist of a central processing unit and the following pieces of peripheral
equipmentl

IList does not include all types of peripheral equipment

7
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--Disk storage drive

A storage device that magnetically records on flat rotating
disks.

--Magnetic tape unit (See P. 16 for photograph.)

Handles magnetic tape. It usually consists of a tape
transport,reading or sensing and writing or recording
heads and associated electrical and electronic equipment.

--Card read/punch.

Punches holes in cards at designated locations to store
data. The device is also capable of sensing and translating
the holes in punched cards for internal storage of data.

-- Printer.

Spells out computer results as numbers, words, or symbols.

-- Plotter.

Inscribes visually a dependent variable.

--Communication devices.

Transfers information from one point, person, or device
to another.

--Character readers.

Scans documents to identify characters.

8
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ACQUISITION OF ADP SYSTP4S

FEDERAL GOVERNMNT POLICIES AND PRACTICES

Broad policies and guidelines governing the selection of ADP
equipment to be acquired from manufacturers are set forth in Bureau
of the Budget Circular No. A-54, dated October 14, 1961, revised by
Transmittal Memorandum No. 1 dated June 27, 1967, and Transmittal
Memorandum No. 2, dated January 7, 1969. This circular prescribes
policies on (a) making selections of equipment to be acquired for use
in the ADP programs of the executive branch and (b) making determina-
tions as to whether the ADP equipment to be acquired will be leased,
purchased, or leased with an option to purchase.

Also, Public Law 89-306 (Brooks Bill) dated October 30, 1965,
provides exclusive authority to the GSA for procuring all general-
purpose ADP equipment for use by Federal agencies. However, the
law prohibits GSA from exercising responsibilities related to de-
termining ADP epuipent requirements, selecting tyues and con-
figurations, and the use to be made Of such equizpment. Accordingly,
GSA nsilimited its involvement in this area to reviews of large
computer Drocurements and to negotiations for the annua1 Federal
Supply Schedules.

Both the Bureau of the Budget and GSA have broad responsibilities
relative to the evaluation, selection, and procurement of ADP equip-
ment. In addition, Public Law 89-306 authorizes the Secretary of
Commerce (through the National Bureau of Standards) to provide agencies
with scientific sand technological adwisory services reaigto automatic
data processing and related systems.

We found that as late as May 1. 1969 none of the three agencies
had issued specific guidance for determining the feasibility of sub-
stituting peripheral equipment from independent manufacturers into
systems manufacturers' computer systems. Some actions have been taken,
however, which reduce the obstacles that have made such procurements
difficult. These actions include adopting as mandatory Federal standards,
industry standards concerning character code, magnetic tape, and paper
tape. These Federal standards, and others under consideration, will
increase compatibility and thereby reduce the technical difficulties
in considering procurement of components from sources other than the
systems manufacturers.

As mentioned above, steps that the central offices of the executive
agencies have taken toward implementation of Federal standards and
the work under way in validating certain software to ensure their com-
pliance with basic specifications are additional prerequisites to over-
coming existing incompatibility. Although the executive agencies are
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moving in the direction of enforcing for Federal use those standards
adopted by the United States of America Standards Institute, greater
support by the computer suppliers in using such standards in the de-
sign of their hardware and software would greatly accelerate the
elimination or minimization of incompatibility.

We did note-that GSA in its Federal Property Management Regulations
amendment E-56, dated January 17, 1969, stated that:

"Nothing in this section 101-32.407 is intended to preclude
or otherwise detract from the procurement of the several com-
ponents, including peripheral equipment, of a system, or
augmenting an existing system, from a number of different
sources, if such action will be in the best interests of the
Government. Suitable equipment not on a Federal Supply
Schedule contract. as wellsas that which is on such a con-
tract, must be considered."

PROCUREMENT OF COMPLETE SYSTEMS VS. INDIVIDAL COMPONENTS

The acquisition of an ADP system is usually a major expenditure for
an organization. Therefore, the prospective user must carefully weigh
all the factors which could have either a direct or an indirect influence
on the determination of which system meets his requirements at the lowest
overall cost. The difficulty faced by the user in accurately assessing
the merits of various systems offered by competitive manufacturers is
compounded by many intangible factors, such as, equipment reliability,
availability, competence of the manufacturer's support personnel, soft-
ware performance, and programming complexity among others.

A computer system is made up of a complex combination of various
pieces of electronic and electromechanical equipment designed to function
as a whole. Each individual component of a computer system is not
functional until it is joined to other components and until the proper
software is introduced into the system to make it perform. For this
reason, some Federal agencies utilize benchmark tests to determine
whether a manufacturer's system is capable of fulfilling the system
specifications. These benchmark tests consist of representative pro-
blems, the solution of which, the system manufacturer is required to
demonstrate and run on his proposed equipment configuration within a
stipulated time period.

Both the Federal Government and private industry in general follow
the practice of relying on a computer system manufacturer to assemble
a series of components into a workable system. This method imposes
upon the system manufacturer the burden of having to plan for and per-
form the necessary interfaces 1 and of developing an operative software

1
Interface - a surface forming a common boundary between two systems

or two devices.
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system. Of course, the computer system manufacturer is compensated
for this effort and offers the end user a complete system with the
following advantages:

-- A fully integrated and operational system.

-- An available, effective and operative software system.

-- Educational services for training operating personnel.

-- A maintenance service for the entire system.

-- Expertise and support personnel to assist in initial
installation and implementation.

-- Back-up-equipment support for initial testing and
emergency situations.

The price of computer equipment obtained from a system manufacturer
necessarily includes the cost of many of the: services described above.
On the other hand, independent manufacturers of components do not
normally provide these services, specializing instead in the marketing
of a particular component or group of components at lower prices. We
believe that more and more situations arise when some users do not re-
quire all of the support services made available by the system manu-
facturer. To alleviate the inequity of having these users pay for
services not required, it would be necessary for the industry to
develop a separate pricing structure for each and every service that
is provided. Certain industry sources are promoting such a change
in the pricing structure and, if this situation develops, savings now
obtainable by procuring components from other than computer system
manufacturers might be reduced.

The state of the art today is such that, in selecting a computer,
one cannot randomly select various components from various manufacturers
with any assurance that, when all this equipment is put together, it will
operate as a system. In this regard, once the equipment has been obtained,
electronic interface must be accomplished and then the necessary software
system must be developed either in-house or by contract with an outside
firm. Although this concept of purchasing components from various manu-
facturers is a complex one, it is generally recognized in the industry
that, by so doing, the sophisticated user can obtain at a savings the best
available equipment for a particular application.

The recent efforts made by independent peripheral manufacturers
to market their equipment directly to the end users of computer systems
should generate added competition within the industry and should result
in greater exposure of such equipment to the end users. Greater famili-
arity with what is being offered will make it possible for end users to

11
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consider for procurement a greater variety of components. However,
if the Government users are to benefit from this added competition,
they must reappraise their procurement practices and make provisions
for soliciting and evaluating components offered by these manu-
facturers. We have found that the general practice in the past has
been to deal exclusively with systems manufacturers. Consideration
was given to independent peripheral manufacturers only in those
situations where special purpose equipment was required or in other
very unusual situations.

We recognize that limiting the computer procurement process to
systems manufacturers is the most expedient method of procurement;
however, such a method does not recognize the possibility of obtain-
ing increased competition for certain components nor of achieving
the potential benefit to be derived from use of another manufacturer's
components. We also recognize that to expand procurements to in-
clude every conceivable manufacturer in the industry would be im-
practicable under the present selection system because of the in-
finite variety of components that might be proposed to fill the
Government's requirements. We do believe, however, that procure-
ment procedures should be established to give more consideration to
independent peripheral manufacturers' components.

It is apparent that, at the present time, the Government users
must place a great deal of reliance on the computer systems manu-
facturers. However, we believe that Government agencies can and
should develop the necessary technical expertise required to con-
duct a marriage of various computer components. This expertise, we
believe, can be developed gradually if agency officials give con-
sideration to the following procedures in procuring computer con-
ponents from sources other than computer systems manufacturers:

-- To replace or add a component to an installed system

-- To replace a component being procured as part of a
total system with one available from another source

-- To assemble components into an integrated computer
system

The most complex method of computer procurement is when each com-
ponent of a system is procured on an individual basis and when the
necessary system engineering and the necessary software operating
system are to be developed in-house or are to be contracted for. Re-
cognizing that such a sophisticated manner of procurement may not be
practical at the present time, we believe that considerable savings
could result if:
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(1) for existing computer installations, consideration were
to be given to the procurement of additional or replace-
ment components either from the original equipment manu-
facturer or a supplier of components that are equivalent
to and can directly replace (are plug-to-plug compatible)
components offered by the system manufacturer or

(2) after having selected a system manufacturer's computer for
procurement, an effort is made to determine if selected
components could be obtained from an alternative source.
Of course, in each case, the component manufacturer would
have to demonstrate that his component offers financial
savings and can be interfaced with the computer manu-
facturer's system with no resulting degradation in system
operation or major effect on previously run benchmark
tests or evaluations.

Although the above procedures are concerned primarily with the
procurement of a new system and the addition to or replacement of an
individual component, we believe that data processing managers in general
should be alert to the marketing of new products by manufacturers of
peripheral equipment who can easily replace, at a savings, a system
manufacturer's components. Such an example would include the above-
described plug-to-plug compatible components which are generally sold
or leased at a lower cost than the system manufacturer's components
and do not result in any interface or software problems.
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NEED TO CONSIDER MORE ECONOMICAL

SOURCES OF SUPPLY FOR COMPONENTS

We have found that in certain instances Federal agencies can
achieve significant savings through the use of more economical
sources of supply for ADP system components. Rather than relying
on procurement of ADP systems from computer systems manufacturers,
we believe Federal managers should consider the following:

-- Procurement of equivalent plug-to-plug compatible
components.

-- Procurement of components that are not plug-to-plug
compatible directly from the original manufacturer.

-- Procurement of components from alternate sources of
supply.

-- Competitive procurement of magnetic disk packs.

PROCUREMENT OF EQUIVALENT PLUG-TO-PLUG
COMPATIBLE COMPONENTS

During the past-2 years, certain manufacturers of independent
peripheral equipment have emphasized the development and marketing
of equivalent plug-to-plug compatible components at prices which can
result in considerable savings to computer users. These-components
are plug-to-plug compatible in the sense that the computer system
manufacturer's component can be unplugged from the computer and
immediately replaced with the independent manufacturer's component.
(See pp. 16 to 17.) Both components function in the same or similar
manner and the computer functions Just as though the computer system
manufacturer's component is still being utilized. No changes to the
computer programming system are necessary.

-During our review, we focused our attention on two types of
plug-to-plug compatible components being marketed by manufacturers
of independent peripheral equipment as replacements for similar
components marketed by a large computer manufacturer. These components
were magnetic tape transports (also called tape drives) and disk
storage drives.

We found at least three independent companies that were marketing
plug-to-plug compatible magnetic tape transports at savings in purchase
costs of up to 58 percent below the computer manufacturer's price.
Savings in monthly leasing costs would amount to as much as 25 percent.
(See p. 20.)
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We also found at least three independent companies that were
marketing plug-to-plug compatible disk storage drives. These
units were being offered at as much as 29 percent below the purchase
price of the computer manufacturer's component and 24 percent below
the computer manufacturer's monthly leasing price. (See p. 22.)

Although this type of equipment has been generally available
since 196T, only a few Government installations have ordered or
installed plug-to-plug compatible equipment. Also, we found that in
August 1968 the Chief of Naval Material had directed the Commander,
Naval Supply Systems Command, to investigate the feasibility of
replacing certain tape drives located at the Ships Parts Control
Center in Mechanicsburg, Pa., with plug-to-plug compatible tape
drives marketed by peripheral equipment manufacturers. Although the
results of the study were not available for our review in March 1969,
the directive brought out the following significant factors:

1. The connectors on the new tape stations and the
present brand X tape stations are identical.
Interfacing with the present brand X computers and
intermixing with present brand X tape stations are
as simple as plugging the new stations into the tape
control unit. No modification of software is required
and present tape reels are freely interchangeable
between the present brand X tape stations and the
new tape stations.

2. Compared to the second-generation brand X tape stations,
the new third-generation tape stations provide the
advantages of automatic loading, longer possible tape
life, integrated electronic circuitry, fewer parts,
and no mechanical maintenance adjustments.

3. There are in excess of 500 rented brand X tape stations
connected to brand X computers at activities under the
Naval Material Command. Replacement of all of these
tape stations could result in a considerable rental
savings to the Navy. In addition, replacement of such
a large quantity of tape stations should open the way
to replacement of other rented peripheral components on
the brand X computer systems with completely inter-
changeable and lower cost peripherals now being marketed
by other vendors, such as line printers, page printers,
disk units, removable disk packs, conversational terminals,
and high-speed batch terminals.
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FRONT VIEW OF
PLUG-TO-PLUG

MAGNETIC TAPE UNIT

I I-IiMooa

PLUG-TO-PLUG MAGNETIC TAPE TRANSPORTS ARE
IDENTICAL IN CONFIGURATION WITH THE ORIGINAL
MANUFACTURER'S EQUIPMENT.
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ATTACHMENT OF PLUG-TO-PLUG
MAGNETIC TAPE TRANSPORT

TO COMPUTER SYSTEM

PICTURE ABOVE SHOWS AN EQUIVALENT PLUG -TO-PLUG COMPATIBLE MAGNETIC
TAPE TRANSPORT BEING PLUGGED IN DIRECTLY, USING THE SAME POWER AND
SIGNAL CONNECTORS AFTER THE ORIGINAL MANUFACTURER'S EQUIPMENT WAS
REMOVED FROM THE EDP SYSTEM. THE COMPUTER INTERFACE CIRCUITRY IS
IDENTICAL; PROGRAMS ARE IDENTICAL; TAPE LOADING IS IDENTICAL; DIAGNOS-
TICS FOR PREVENTIVE MAINTENANCE ARE IDENTICAL. NO MODIFICATION OF THE
MAIN FRAME OR CONTROLLER IS REQUIRED.
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To obtain further information on the feasibility and advantages
of using plug-to-plug compatible equipment, we visited seeral
private organizations that were using this type of equipment. They
reported that they had no serious technical problems with the inde-
pendent manufacturers' components and that cost savings were signifi-
cant. The-identity of these organizations and their estimates of
savings are shown in the following tabulation. Brief resumes of the
experiences of these organizations are included in the appendix.

Annual
rental Purchase

Organizations visited savings savings

American Airlines $ 82,000
New York, New York

American Cyanamid Company 36,ooo
Wayne, New Jersey

McDonnell Douglas Corporation 54,000
Douglas Aircraft Division
Long Beach, California

General Electric Company 40,000 $311,000
Missile and Space Division
Valley Forge,. Pennsylvania

Johns Manville Service Corporation 7,500
Finderne, New Jersey

Lockheed-California Company 129,000
Division of Lockheed Aircraft Corporation
Burbank, California

Long Island Lighting Company 200,000
Hicksville, New York

The Reader's Digest Association, Inc. 13,000
Pleasantville, New York

A major industrial corporation 240,000

Savings available by using plug-to-plug
compatible components

A plug.to-plug compatible component:

-Is directly interchangeable with another manufacturer's
component, and

-Does not require any hardware or software modification
for interface.
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In view of the above, the rental and purchase prices of plug-to-
plug compatible components can be effectively compared with the
prices of the components which they can replace. During our review,
we examined into the pricing of plug-to-plug compatible tape drives
which were readily available from more than one market source.

Government-wide benefits immediately available

We estimate that annual savings of at least $5 million could be
realized if selected models of tape drives and disk storage drives
being used by the Federal Government were to be rented from inde-
pendent manufacturers of peripheral equipment rather than from the
systems manufacturers. If these same tape drives and disk drives
were to be purchased rather than rented from manufacturers of
independent peripheral equipment rather than the systems manufacturers,
we estimate possible savings of about $23.5 million.

Our estimates of savings are based on information contained in
the GSA inventory of computer equipment for the fiscal-year 1968
and on the following factors:

--A total of 1,T33 tape drives and 459 disk drives being
rented by Government agencies and representing models
currently available from independent peripheral manu-
facturers marketing plug-to-plug compatible replacements.

-- The systems manufacturers' fiscal year 1969 Federal
Supply Schedule price lists and the independent
manufacturers' published price lists. Quantity discounts,
which are published by the independent peripheral manu-
facturers, are not reflected in our estimates.

-- Assumed one-shift-a-day usage. The system manufacturer
has an extra-use charge for more than 176 hours of
usage a month and the independent manufacturers generally
provide unlimited use for the basic monthly charge.

We have found as further illustration of the potential impact on
Government ADP expenditures that selected tape and disk storage drives,
which are now owned by the Federal Government and which represent an
investment of about $57 million, are of a type and model that are
available for purchase from independent peripheral manufacturers of
equipment for about $31 million, a difference of $26 million.

In view of the potential impact which this form of procurement
could have on ADP expenditures, we strongly urge agency officials
to immediately consider the use of plug-to-plug compatible tape and
disk storage drives. If it should be determined that it would be
advantageous to purchase such components, we believe that competitive
bulk procurement by GSA would be most advantageous to the Government.
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We believe also that efforts should be made by agency officials
to investigate the availability from independent peripheral manu-
facturers of components other than tape and disk storage drives which
might be available at similar savings.

Tape drives

The Government generally obtains from the computer system manu-
facturer a number of tape drives for each computer system installation.

Because the largest computer system manufacturer has the most
tape drives already installed, independent manufacturers devoted their
early efforts to the development and marketing of a plug-to-plug
compatible replacement for this manufacturer's tape drives.

During our review, we identified at least three alternate sources
for tape drives which can be directly interchanged with the system
manufacturer's component. The following comparison of purchase prices
shows that plug-to-plug compatible tape drives are available from
alternate sources at savings of 17 to 58 percent as compared to the
system manufacturer's purchase price.

Per unit purchase price

Model System manufacturer Alternate source
A B C

1 $36,ooo - - $15,900
2 41,250 - - 18,400
3 41,250 $17,700 $18,500 17,600
4 37,200 16,000 17,000 16,400
5 42,450 18,000 18,500 18,100
6 22,700 16,000 18,200 16,000
7 22,700 16,000 18,200 16,550
8 36,760 21,700 21,100 18,100
9 36,760 21,700 21,100 18,900

10 25,030 - 20,800 19,600
11 39,090 - 25,000 24,600

In the above schedule, the model 5 tape drive represents the greatest
opportunity for savings.

The prices shown above for the alternate sources are for the purchase
of one unit. If the user purchases more than one unit, quantity discounts
of from 2 to 16 percent are available depending on the quantity ordered.
One alternate source offers different quantity discounts for each model.
The system manufacturer's prices which were taken from the fiscal year
1969 Federal Supply Schedule are also unit prices; however, the supply
schedule does not provide for quantity discounts.
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We have been advised by plug-to-plug compatible tape drive manu-
facturers that they have the capability to upgrade, at a nominal
charge, a tape-drive model used with second-generation equipment to
the model configuration needed for use with third-generation equipment.

In addition to the savings available in purchase prices, the
following schedule shows savings of 9 to 26 percent in monthly rental
prices.

Per unit monthly rental prices

Model System manufacturer Alternate source
A B C

1 $700 _ _ $580
2 900 - - -

3 900 $720 $700 720
4 750 637 651 625
5. 950 760 700 760
6 500 425 450 425

7 500 425 450 425
8 810 650 6o0 648
9 810 650 - 600 648

10 550 - 500 468
11 860 - 650 688

As previously noted, model 5 offers the greatest potential for
savings because it has the largest price variance and is the most
commonly used replaceable tape drive in the Government.

The above monthly rental rates of the system manufacturer are from
the fiscal year 1969 Federal Supply Schedule which allows the Government
a maximum of 176 hours of usage per month. Additional usage in excess
of 176 hours per month is charged at 30 percent of the basic monthly
rate for models 1 through 5 and at 10 percent for the remaining models.
The alternate sources of plug-to-plug compatible tape drives offer
unlimited monthly use of their equipment with the exception of source
"B" which charges 10 percent of the basic rate for use in excess of 176
hours per month on models 6 through U1.

With respect to maintenance costs, we found that the independent.
manufacturers of peripheral equipment offer maintenance plans which
are comparable to those of the systems manufacturers and, when the
equipment is purchased, maintenance plans are available at a slightly
lower price.

Disk drives

Another item of peripheral equipment which the independent manu-
facturers have recently begun to market is a plug-to-plug compatible
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disk drive. This item of equipment can also be used to directly
replace, at a savings, the disk drive used by a major system manu-
facturer. As shown below, we identified three alternate sources of
supply which offer savings of 20 to 29 percent in purchase prices
and of 16 to 24 percent in rental costs. Comparable maintenance
plans are also available at a savings.

System manufacturer Alternate sources
A B C

Purchase price $25,510 $20,000 $18,100 $20,500
Monthly rental 590 496 450 483

In this comparison, the system manufacturer's purchase price and
monthly rental rate were obtained from the fiscal year 1969 Federal
Supply Schedule. As noted previously, the system manufacturer's
monthly rental rate is for 176 hours of use. Additional monthly use is
charged at 10 percent of the basic monthly rate. All of the above plug-
to-plug compatible disk drive suppliers provide unlimited monthly use of
their equipment.

Third-party leasing arrangements

In addition to the savings available by the leasing of plug-to-pJug
equipment from peripheral equipment manufacturers, we found that savings
in rentals are available from third-party leasing firms. As shown in
the appendix (see pp. 41 and 43), two of the commercial firms visited
used third-party leasing arrangements for obtaining plug-to-plug
compatible equipment. Because third-party leasing arrangements generally
result in savings when compared to rental arrangements available from
equipment manufacturers, we recommend that the head of each Federal
agency consider this method of procurement when purchase of the equip-
ment is determined not to be advantageous.

Technical characteristics

Although we did not make a technical evaluation of the plug-to-
plug compatible equipment marketed by the independent manufacturers
of peripheral equipment, we did determine that the technical specifi-
cations of their equipment generally equaled or exceeded those of the
system manufacturer. In addition, the users which we visited generally
indicated that the technical operation of the equipment met their
requirements.

Recommendation

In view of the significant savings available from the purchase
or lease of plug-to-plug compatible components and the ease with which
such equipment can be installed, we recommend that the Director, Bureau
of the Budget, and the Administrator of General Services issue more
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specific central policy guidance and take the necessary steps to
require that all agency heads give consideration to the feasibility
of using such equipment.

In the meantime, we recommend that the head of each Federal
agency require managers of their data processing installations to
consider the use of plug-to-plug compatible peripheral components.
We believe that such action should be taken not only in the case of
computer systems already installed but also in those instances where
systems are being evaluated and selected for procurement.

PROCUREMENT OF COMPONENTS THAT ARE NOT PLUG-TO-PLUG
COMPATIBLE FROM THE ORIGINAL MANUFACTURER

Some computer systems manufacturers approach self-sufficiency
while others are dependent on peripheral manufacturers to provide
certain components. In some instances, the computer system manu-
facturer may rely on the manufacturer of peripheral equipment to
provide the complete component which is to be included in his computer
system. In other instances, the system manufacturer might purchase
only selected or critical parts of a component and then complete the
fabrication of the component.

We believe that there is a potential for the Government to obtain
significant savings through the purchase of certain computer components
direct from the original manufacturer. The following example demon-
strates the type of savings possible when aggressive managers
adequately evaluate the various sources of supply for computer compo-
nents. Although the example may be somewhat unique, we believe that
it illustrates the need to recognize and consider the savings possible
through direct procurement.

When the United States Fleet Numerical Weather Facility at
Monterey, California, required additional storage capacity for its
computers, a determination was made that such equipment could be
obtained, at a savings, directly from the original manufacturer of
the equipment rather than through the computer system manufacturer.
Therefore, the facility in 1966 and 1967 made two negotiated
procurements of drum-storage devices and related controllers from
the actual manufacturer of the equipment. Equivalent equipment from
the computer system manufacturer would have cost an additional $475,200,
as follows:
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Purchase No. 1

Computer system manufacturer's price $530,000
Drum manufacturer's price 480o500

Savings $ 49,500

Purchase No. 2

Computer system manufacturer's price $845,500
Drum manufacturer's price 419.800

Savings 1425,700

Total savings *1475.200

Note: The computer manufacturer's prices are
those appearing in the Federal Supply
Schedule for the years 1966 and 1967.

It should be noted that, in the above example, the facility was
able to specify that the equipment purchased had to operate with the
existing standard drum read/write subroutines. Such a requirement
alleviated the necessity to make any changes in the computer's
programming system to accommodate the drum-storage device. This was
possible because in this case the computer system already had, as a
component, a drum-storage device which had previously been provided
by the independent manufacturer to the computer system manufacturer
and marketed as part of the system.

PROCUREMENT OF COMPONENTS FROM
ALTERNATE SOURCES OF SUPPLY

The general policy of the Federal Government as set forth in
the United States Code (41 U.S.C. 252 and 10 U.S.C. 2304) provides
that all procurements shall be made on a competitive basis, whether
by formal advertising or negotiation, to the maximum practicable
extent. Although competitive procedures may be followed in the
selection and procurement of a particular computer system, Federal
agencies generally procure all of the individual components from
the same computer system manufacturer. Also, if additional
components are to be added to the system at a later date, an
agency will generally obtain the component directly from the computer
system manufacturer. We believe that, in both instances, savings can
be achieved by considering, in addition to the computer system manu-
facturer, alternate sources of supply for selected individual computer
components.
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We recognize that various technical considerations are necessary
when a component is to be procured from a source of supply other
than the computer system manufacturer. Such technical consideration
includes the need to provide a proper electronic (hardware) and
software interface which is necessary to properly integrate the compo-
nent into the system. However, when significant savings are possible,
we believe that Federal agencies should study and consider the inte-
gration of computer components procured from alternate sources of
supply.

During our review, we noted that a private research organization
increased the storage capacity of its computer system by contracting
with a peripheral equipment manufacturer for the addition of a controller
and drum-storage unit. The decision to procure these units from a
peripheral equipment manufacturer was made after an evaluation of
various storage units available from both computer system and periph-
eral equipment manufacturers. This evaluation showed that purchase of
the peripheral equipment manufacturer's unit would result in savings
of about $100,000 when compared to the price of an equivalent unit
sold by a computer system manufacturer.

The firm that supplied the drum-storage unit completed, the
necessary electronic interface and the research organization took
on the task of modifying the computer executivelsoftware system to
accommodate the unit. It was estimated that the software interface
would require about 5 man-months of effort by highly competent
computer software personnel. Nevertheless, it was decided that the
savings would far outweigh the cost of the software interface.
Moreover, as a fringe benefit, the preparation of the software
interface increased the knowledge and expertise of the research
organization's programming staff. -

In another example, we found that the University of California's
Lawrence Radiation Laboratory, an Atomic Energy Commission contractor,
obtained additional core memory capacity from sources other than the
computer system manufacturer. In this instance, because the type of.
unit desired was not a part of the computer system manufacturer's
standard line, it was necessary for the laboratory to prepare technical
specifications for the type of unit that. was desired. On the basis of
bids received, equivalent units from the computer system manufacturer
would have cost an additional $503,200, as follows:

1 .~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~

An integrated collection of service routines for supervising
the sequencing of programs by a computer.
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Source No. 1

6 units at $41,200 $ 247,200
2 units at $3T,000 74,000

Source No. 2

6 units at $37,600 225,600

Total $ 546,800

Computer manufacturer's proposed price

14 units at $75,000 1,050.000

Difference * 503,200

These examples illustrate the need for agency managers to
seriously consider the various sources of supply rather than to
rely on sole-source procurement from computer system manufacturers.

Potential savings available by using components
that are not plug-to-plug compatible

According to the GSA inventory of computers in use in the
Federal Government as of June 30, 1968, the Government has purchased
many items of computer peripheral equipment (such as large core, drum,
and disk storage devices) having a value of more than $240 million
and, in addition, the Government rents similar equipment at an annual
cost of more than $50 million. Inasmuch as the Federal Government
has not in the past generally procured individual computer components
on a component basis, this equipment was, for the most part, obtained
as a part of a system acquired directly from the computer system
manufacturer.

If the savings made available by independent manufacturers of
peripheral equipment in the marketing of plug-to-plug compatible
components and, if the savings illustrated by the examples included
in this report (see pp. 20 to 22) are indicative of the possible
savings that could be achieved if the Government obtained major items
of peripheral equipment from alternate sources of supply, we estimate
that the Federal Government could probably achieve savings of a magni-
tude sufficient to warrant a complete reappraisal of the current
practice of acquiring computer systems on a systems basis.

We estimate that, if the $240 million worth of components already
owned by the Federal Government had been acquired from alternative
sources of supply, savings approximating $100 million might have been
achieved. Moreover, for the components now being leased for about $50
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pillion a year, we estimate that their purchase value from the system
manufacturer would be about $250 million; in comparison, the acquisition
price for similar components from an alternative source, of supply
probably would be about $150 million or about $100 million less.

Our estimates are only rough approximations of the possible

savings and do not reflect estimates or the costs that might be

involved in solving the software and hardware interface problems.
However, computer technology has developed rapidly in recent years
and is still developing and the full impact on Federal Government

operations and expenditures in this area cannot be accurately predicted.

The potential savings in procurements for future years could be signifi-

cantly larger than the totals shown above.

Recommendation

In view of the significant savings that may be realized when

acquiring non-plug-to-plug components that are included in an ADP
system, we recommend that the heads of all using departments and agen-
cies investigate the feasibility of acquiring components from alternate
sources of supply and interfacing the independent manufacturers' compo-

nents into manufacturers' computer systems.

COMPETITIVE PROCUREMENT OF MAGNETIC DISK PACKS

A magnetic disk pack is a removable, interchangeable, random
access memory device which is used in conjunction with a disk

storage drive as a type of peripheral equipment for computer systems.
A disk pack resembles a stack of phonograph records enclosed in a
plastic case. The number of disks varies. However, the most popular

model has an assembly of six magnetic coated disks. Magnetic disk

packs are ideal for off-line storage of vast amounts of data which
can be randomly accessed at a high rate of speed. Because of this
versatility and large storage capability, the use of disk packs has
increased both in the Federal Government and in private industry.

Disk packs are listed by the General Services Administration in

the Federal Supply Schedule contracts along with disk drive equipment.

Partly because of this, Federal agencies generally procure a number of

disk packs along with each disk drive from the computer system manu-

facturer. Disk packs are generally standard in design; can be used
interchangeably on most disk drives produced by system manufacturers;
and are available from numerous sources. Accordingly, we believe that

disk packs should be competitively procured.

During our review, we found that, generally, system manufacturers
and independent manufacturers set the purchase price of their popular
model disk pack at $490, which is the same as the price established

by the largest manufacturer of computer systems. As of July 1968,

two of the independent manufacturers had announced reductions in the
price of their disk packs to $300.
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In the recent past, the General Services Administration centrally
procured magnetic tape for computers used by Federal agencies. Federal
specifications were developed and selected suppliers were placed on a
qualified product list. By formally advertising the bulk of its
magnetic tape requirements, the Government was able to obtain about
a 50 percent decrease in the previously negotiated prices. As a
result of the savings achieved in magnetic tape procurements and the
similarity of disk packs to magnetic tapes, the General Accounting
Office in June 1968 sent a letter and brought to the attention of the
General Services Administration the need for making a determination
of the feasibility for developing Federal specifications for disk
packs and the savings that could be achieved if the Government formally
advertised its needs for these items. We believe that the price reduc-
tion of 39 percent announced by two disk pack suppliers in 1968
indicates the forces of competition at work and further supports our
view that sizeable savings can accrue through the use of formal ad-
vertising procedures for the procurement of magnetic disk packs.

Recommendations

In view of the significant savings available and the inter-
changeability and standard design of magnetic disk packsand the
existence of numerous sources of supply, we recommend that the
Administrator of General Services give priority to the development
of Federal specifications and establishment of qualified product
lists for use in the procurement of disk packs through formal adver-
tising. In the meantime, we recommend that, in view of the price
reductions extended by two independent manufacturers, the head of
each Federal agency procure his magnetic disk pack needs from the
most economical sources of supply.
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NEED FOR DEVEWPMENT OF STANDARD INTERFACE

The state of the computer industry today is such that, with the

exception of plug-to-plug compatible peripheral devices, components

cannot generally be directly interconnected with other manufacturers

components or systems. In this respect, both an electronic and soft-

ware interface generally have to be provided before the equipment can

be interconnected.

A solution to this problem, which is now being considered by the

industry, is the possibility of standardizing the interface media be-

tween peripheral equipment and the central processing unit. Interface

standardization would stimulate competition in the peripheral equip-

ment industry and would allow the user to select the peripheral equip-

ment best suited to its requirements.

To this end, the United States of America Standards Institute

(1SASI), a privately supported organization acting as the national

clearinghouse and coordinating agency for voluntary standards in the

United States, has created a committee for input/output interfaces in

order to consider the feasibility and practicality of input/output in-

terface standardization.

Although the committee has been in operation since early 1967, pro-

gress has been slow in accomplishing desired objectives. The problems

associated with this undertaking are many, but basically stem from the

following:

1. Standard interfaces can take several forms and can be

located at several points in the system. The point

in the system at which the interface is made will have
a direct bearing on the ease in which components can be

interconnected. For example, if the interface is made
between the central processing unit and the peripheral

control unit, the peripheral manufacturer will have to

consider certain software implications. On the other hand,

if the interface is made between the peripheral control
unit and the peripheral device, the peripheral manufacturer

will only need to provide for the proper electronic con-

nections. Attachment of the peripheral device will be as

simple as the attachment of plug-to-plug compatible equip-

ment discussed elsewhere in this report. However, standard-

ization of the interface at this latter point could well

put some constraint on the system manufacturer in develop-

ment of future systems.

2. It is recognized and agreed that a standard interface can

be developed. However, it is not obvious whether a standard

interface is economically practical or advisable for the
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industry. Further, it is not clear to the committee members
whether or not the ADP community desires a standard interface.

We believe that the development of a standard interface will pro-
mote industry competition and result in certain economies. It will
provide the users with increased flexibility by alloving the selection
and use, regardless of the manufacturer, of those components best
suited to achieve the desired objectives. Under such circumstances,
the users would be in a better position to match system specifications
with available equipment.
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FACTORS TO BE CONSIDERED IN

MAKING PROCUREMENT DECISIONS

In evaluating whether it is more advantageous to procure components
from sources of supply other than from the computer system manufacturer,
it is not sufficient to consider only the differences in price. Procure-
ment of ADP equipment is a complex undertaking and the integration of
individual components into a system may present problems. In every in-
stance where a more economical source of ADP equipment is being evalu-
ated we believe that, as a minimum, the following factors should be
considered:

-- Operational capability of equipment
-- Need for electronic and/or software interface
-- Maintenance responsibility and availability
-- Contract terms
--Relative costs
--Magnitude of procurement

All of these factors are important and, in our opinion, should be
considered in the formulation of the Government 's policies for making
ADP equipment evaluations.

OPERATIONAL CAPABILITY OF EQUIPMENT

Since an ADP system is an integrated group of components which
must operate as a whole, the operations of one component could affect
the entire system. Accordingly, when Federal agencies are considering
the use of a component not furnished by the computer system manufacturers,
care must be exercised to insure that use of the component does not
seriously affect the throughput operations of the ADP system.

For example, during our review we noted that certain plug-to-plug

compatible tape transports had a slower rewind speed under certain
conditions than the system manufacturer's equipment. Our inquiries
into the use of such equipment revealed that the slower rewind speed
was the result of an attempt to reduce certain malfunctions associated
with tape transports and that, in actual use, there was no noticeable
effect on overall computer operations. With regard to plug-to-plug
compatible disc drives, we notel that one manufacturer had actually
increased the speed of operation of his equipment in order to provide
for a faster throughput time.

The question of operational capability is more important when an
agency is considering the use of a component to be obtained from an
alternate source of supply. Under these circumstances, the necessary
electronic and software interface might affect the throughput or pro-
cessing time required to complete the operation of the ADP system.
However, we believe that such an effect should be evaluated in light
of the requirements to be placed upon the system.
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NEED FOR ELECTRONIC OR SOFTWARE INTERFACE

When a peripheral manufacturer's component, which is not plug-to-
plug compatible, is to be used in conjunction with another manufacturer's
component or ADP system, an electronic and software interface is gen-
erally necessary.

The electronic interface is generally accomplished by the peripheral
manufacturer. In some cases, the peripheral manufacturer may also complete
any necessary software interface. However, in other cases it might be
the responsibility of the user to complete the interface. The peripheral
manufacturer might provide the user with certain flow diagrams indicating
how the software interface would have to be accomplished. The actual
changes to the ADP programming system would then have to be prepared and
made by the user.

The completion of a software interface is generally a complex task
and therefore should be carried out only by individuals with the necessary
experience and technical expertise. Further, such a task should not be
undertaken if the estimated costs would exceed the anticipated savings--
other benefits being equal. If savings warrant and the user lacks the
necessary technical capabilities, consideration can be given to obtaining
the required software expertise from outside commercial firms.

MAINTENANCE RESPONSIBILITY AND AVAILABILITY

When an ADP component, which is not provided by the computer system
manufacturer, is installed for the Government, maintenance service may
have to be provided by more than one group. We found that generally
organizations having maintenance performed by more than one group expe-
rienced no particular difficulties as a result of the split maintenance
responsibility. It is important to establish, however, that the periph-
eral manufacturer providing maintenance for his equipment can do so in
a manner which does not result in degradation of system operation.

Where there are many different components from various companies
that make up an ADP system, it may not be feasible to have the mainte-
nance performed by many group.. In such a case, the user agency might
consider negotiating with one manufacturer for all maintenance work.
Federal supply contracts negotiated by the General Services Administra-
tion with computer system manufacturers generally provide that upon
mutual agreement the system manufacturer will maintain, for a price to
be agreed upon, items of equipment interconnected to the system but not
provided by the computer manufacturer. As an alternative, users can
subcontract the maintenance of the conglomerate system to a service
organization.

Alternatives for maintenance

When a computer system is composed of components from more that
one manufacturer, and the equipment is Government-owned, there are
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generally four methods of maintaining such equipment:

1. By contracting with each equipment manufacturer.

Each component manufacturer would provide maintenance service.
for its component.

2. By contracting with one manufacturer to maintain all equipment.

The Government would probably contract with the manufacturer
whose equipment made up a majority of the system.. Federal
Supply Schedules negotiated by the General Services Administra-
tion contain provisions for this type of maintenance,

3. By contracting with an independent service company to maintain

all equipment.

The maintenance function would be performed by sekVica Company
personnel.

4. By establishing an in-house maintenance program.

All equipment making up the system would be maintained by
Government personnel.

Under rental contracts with the equipment manufactureN, maintenance
usually is provided by the individual component manufacturer.

Maintenance problems anticipated by Government managers

Many reasons have been advanced by Government managers for thei;
reluctance to utilize computer components available from sources other
than the computer system manufacturers. We found that the most frequent
reason cited was the anticipated problem of dual maintenance in those
situations where each component manufacturer provided maintenance Sm ceS'
for its own equipment.

We recognize that if a computer system consisted of various manu-
facturers' components and each manufacturer provided its own mainteifthO4
problems could conceivably arise especially in situations where an impasos
is reached as to which manufacturer's equipment is at fault and respon- '
sible for a system failure. Based on our visits to private organizations
that have operated their data processing center under dual maintenance
arrngements, we found that maintenance personnel from different «M"h-
faeturers can effectively maintain an overall computer system. Moreovei,
we believe it can be shown that, in the past, dual-maintenance has not.,
affected the many data processing networks which have been operated with
various manufacturers' equipment, including different types of communi4-
cation links.
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Advantages of in-house maintenance

The alternative practice of having the Government perform its own
in-house maintenance would, we believe, be the ideal solution to the
maintenance Of a computer system consisting of components from more than-
one manufacturer. Mbreover, in addition to the savings available in
maintenance costs1 , maintenance engineers and technicians would have
a thorough knowledge of the system operations. This knowledge and know-
hoy might then-be put to use in evaluating alternative sources of supply
-for components or in accomplishing necessary hardware or software
'interfaces.

When evaluating -the feasibility of obtaining computer components
from sources other than computer system manufacturers, Government man-
agers should objectively analyze the dual maintenance situation. More-
over, the added benefit of system knowledge in regards to component
procurement should be recognized when in-house maintenance practices
are being'considered.

CONRAC]T TERMS

In- doing- business- with peripheral manufacturers who have not as
yet negotiated Federal sup ly contracts; with the General Services
Administration, Federal agencies should make an effort to obtain terms
consistent with those provided by firms that have Federal Supply
Contracts. Such terms could be most important in those situations :
where -eqvipment is being leased.

- For example, if any agency is leasing a major portion of an APP
system from a computer manufacturer and this equipment can be released
by the agehcy upon 30-daya' notice, an agreement generally should-not -
be entered-into with another manufacturer for a component which must,
as a minimum, be leased for a period of one year, We believe that in
such a case, an effort should be made to negotiate similar terms with
both manufacturers.

Similarly, if all equipment is being leased, the agency might want
to consider agreeing upon terms as to the responsibilities of' ill perilph-
eral manufacturers if an equipment malfunction results in a iheed o
reprocess data.

1 See Comptroller General's Report to the Congress on "Waintenaoce of
Automatic Data Processing Equipment in the Federal Govertident',Aated
April 3, 1968 (B-115369).
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Other factors which should be given consideration and agreed upon
include:

--The need for an understanding of each party's responsibilities
insofar as the accomplishment of a complete and proper interface.

--The responsibilities of each party and the extent of services
to be rendered if one manufacturer should cause a change in
his component resulting in the need for additional changes
in other components.

RELATIVE COSTS

Since the use in an ADP system of components not provided by the
computer manufacturer can result in various problems, we believe that
an agency should not consider such an undertaking without an adequate
evaluation of the potential savings and identification of all potential
problems.

For example, in a situation where estimated savings are marginal
and problems abundant, such an analysis would probably dictate use of
one source of supply for most components. However, if the estimated
savings are significant and the problems relatively insignificant, good
management would dictate the use of more than one source of supply.

MAGNITUDE OF PROCUREMENT

When the Government procures a large number of computer systems,
such as approximately 150 computer systems for the Air Force base level
data automation, it would appear to be most beneficial to consider
procurement of certain components from a source other than the computer
system manufacturer.

Certain components marketed by peripheral manufacturers might have
a greater capability to perform the job required when compared to the
component marketed by the computer system manufacturer. Plug-to-plug
compatible components would appear to pose little, if any, problems.
Any savings to be obtained as a result of the procurement of a component
for one system would represent only a small portion of the savings
available in a multiple procurement. Moreover, the cost of any interface
problems, once solved, would be spread over a large base, giving added
support to such a method of procurement.

Recommendation

The several factors discussed above as warranting consideration in
the procurement of ADP components from more than one source are all
important. Pending issuance of more specific central policy guidance
in the executive branch, we recommend that the heads of Federal agencies
consider these factors in making their studies and reaching decisions
on selection of ADP equipment.
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ANTITRUST SUIT

The Attorney General of the United States, on January 17, 1969,
entered a complaint against the International Business Machines Corp-
oration (IBM), in the District Court of the United States for the
Southern District of New York, charging violation of Section 2 of the
Sherman Antitrust Act (15 U.S.C. 2). Among other charges, the complaint
charges that IBM is pursuing a manufacturing and marketing policy that
has prevented competing manufacturers of general purpose digital com-
puters from having an adequate opportunity to compete for business.
Section 2 of the comT rint charges as follows:

"(a) Maintained a pricing policy where by it
quotes a single price for hardware, soft-
ware and related support and, thereunder,
(i) discriminated among customers by pro-
viding certain customers with extensive
software and related support in a manner
that unreasonably inhibited the entry or
growth of competitors; and (ii) limited
the development and scope of activities
of an independent software and computer
support industry as a result of which the
ability of its competitors to compete
effectively was unreasonably impaired;

(b) Used its accumulated software and related
support to preclude its competitors from
effectively competing for various customer
accounts;"

The possibility that IBM will change its marketing policy and the
effect it will have on the other equipment manufacturers and the current
method of acquiring complete ADP systems from main frame manufacturers
as a result of the Justice Department's antitrust suit is a factor that
cannot be fully evaluated at this time.
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EXAMPLES OF ORGANIZATIONS USING

PLUG-TO-PLUG COMPATIBLE COMPONENTS

Following are examples of private organizations which have bene-
fited through the use of plug-to-plug compatible ADP components. This
information is based on interviews with data processing officials and
examinations of selected records.

The following pages include examples of organizations that re-
placed original equipment rented directly from the system manufacturer
or leased from a third party with plug-to-plug compatible components or
rented or purchased from the plug-to-plug compatible component supplier
or leased from a third party. The financial benefits of replacing the
original ADP components were substantially different for each organi-
zation. However, to calculate the full financial benefit of replacing
original rental units with purchased plug-to-plug compatible equipment,
it would be necessary to determine, among other things, the projected
use of the equipment, the residual value, the cost of money required
to purchase,and the effect of the purchase on the corporation's tax
liability.

It is not the purpose of this presentation to disclose private
information of the listed organizations but rather to point out that
substantial benefits did accrue to those organizations which procured -

plug-to-plug components to replace components originally obtained from
system manufacturers. Accordingly, in the examples which follow we
have limited our estimates of savings to the difference between rental
prices or purchase prices of the equipment discussed.

American Airlines, New York, N.Y.

This company has four majorcomputer systems in operation. These
systems include the SABRE System at Briarcliff Manor, New York, one of
the world's most advanced airline reservation services; a maintenance
control system for monitoring and directing all maintenance activity
at its Tulsa, Oklahoma, facility; another system at Kennedy International
Airport which is used in selecting optimum jet flight plans; and, an
administrative system in New York City which ties all of the systems
together into a meaningful whole and provides the basis for an automated
management information system.

Recently, on three of its four systems, the company undertook a
program to replace sixty-two tape drives, which were leased from the
manufacturer of the computer system, with plug-to-plug compatible tape
drives produced by a peripheral manufacturer. The number of tape drives to
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be replaced represents a commitment to the peripheral supplier to
supply tape drives for which a plug-to-plug compatible model is available.
Based on a comparison between the basic monthly lease price of the orig-
inal unit and the replacement unit, we estimate that the company will
realize annual savings in equipment leasing costs of about $82,000.

The system manufacturer's basic rental charge provides for a monthly
usage of 176 hours per unit. For every hour of usage over 176 hours,
an additional rental charge is assessed. The peripheral supplier's base
rental charge contains no such limitation. Accordingly, should the
company utilize the peripheral manufacturer's tape drives for periods
in excess of 176 hours a month, additional savings will be realized.

We were advised thatprior to undertaking the replacement program,
the peripheral supplier provided a tape drive to the company for its
use and evaluation. On the basis of the results of 100 hours of oper-
ation, and because of the apparent savings to be realized through
reduced monthly leasing costs, the company undertook a two-phase re-
placement program. The first phase provided for replacement of twenty-
six tape drives at the administration center in New York City. After
these become operational, the remaining thirty-six drives will become
part of the systems at Briarcliff Manor, New York, and Tulsa, Oklahoma.

Company officials advised us that they have had two minor problems
with the new tape drives. However these problems were easily remedied.
Additionally, there was some apprehension originally on the part of
company officials with regard to the use of separate maintenance per-
sonnel for the tape drives. The Manager, ADP Operations, informed us,
however, that he believed that the dual maintenance responsibility
could be managed effectively. Finally, we were told that in view of
the potential savings, the tape drive replacement program was worth
the effort.

American Cyanamid Companv
Wayne. New Jersey

This company, with divisions and subsidiaries located throughout
the world, is a leader in the manufacture and sale of agricultural and
consumer products as well as pharmaceutical, chemical, and certain
building products. Through its wholly owned subsidiary, Formica Corpo-
ration, it is the leading producer of plastic laminates for industrial
and decorative purposes.

At the company headquarters in Wayne, New Jersey, the administra-
tive and financial data processing center recently replaced a total of
ten tape drives with plug-to-plug compatible models marketed by an
independent peripheral manufacturer. These tape drives are all used
on the same computer system and replaced ones that were originally
rented from the system manufacturer. Company officials stated that
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the basic reason for the replacement was to realize savings in monthly
rental costs. We were also informed that depending on the performance
of the new tape drives, consideration would probably be given to re-
placing the tape drives used on other computer systems at the data pro-
cessing center. We estimate that the company will realize annual savings
of about $36,000 in tape drive rental costs as a result of the replace-
ment of the ten system manufacturer's tape drives with the plug-to-plug
compatible models of the independent manufacturer.

A company official informed us that,when the new plug-to-plug
compatible tape drives were installed, no serious difficulties were
encountered. Moreover, operation of the peripheral manufacturer's tape
drives did not, in his opinion, affect the system operating efficiency
or throughput capacity. Operational capability and performance of
the new tape drives were considered to be equal to that experienced with
the system manufacturer's tape drives. As to maintenance, both the tape
drive manufacturer and the system manufacturer provide on site custom-
er engineers for their equipment. Although some initial problems were
encountered due to lack of familiarity with the computer main frame by
the peripheral manufacturer's customer engineer, we were informed that
these problems were resolved and that the dual maintenance arrangement
was satisfactory.

McDonnell Douglas Corporation
Douglas Aircraft Division
Long Beach, California

The Douglas Aircraft Division of this company is engaged primarily
in the manufacture of DC-8, -9, and -10 commercial aircraft and of
certain military aircraft spare parts. In support of these activities,
Douglas operates a general-purpose computer center in Long Beach which
utilizes 14 various computer systems to perform business and technical
applications on both Government and contractor funded activities.

In November 1967 and January 1968, Douglas leased a total of 22
plug-to-plug compatible tape drives under a third party leasing arrange-
ment. These units were obtained to replace 20 of the system manufac-
turers' tape drives which were connected to two of the computer center
systems. The leasing of the replacement units from a third party re-
sulted in an annual rental savings of $54,000 over the rental price
charged by the system manufacturer for comparable units and also pro-
vided two units for standby support at a monthly charge of only $125
each for maintenance service. These savings do not take into consider-
ation the California sales use tax and do not provide an allowance
for extra use rental which had to be paid to the system manufacturer
but is now avoided because of an arrangement for unlimited usage of the
plug-to-plug compatible tape drives.

Douglas officials advised us that installation of the plug-to-plug
compatible tape drives did not require any modification to the computer
systems. In addition, we were advised that maintenance provided for
the tape drives was comparable in quality to that provided by the system
manufacturer.
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General Electric Company
Missile and Space Division
Valley Forge. PennsylvaniaJ The Missile and Space Division of this company, headquartered at
the Valley Forge Space Technology Center, Valley Forge, Pennsylvania,
is a major Government contractor for various organizational elements
of the Department of Defense and National Aeronautics and Space Admin-
istration. In support of its scientific and administrative operations,
this division operates a multi-functional computer center located at
King of Prussia, Pennsylvania.

On the basis of a cost study, this division instituted a program
to replace a total of 29 rented magnetic tape drives used on three of
its company-owned computer systems with plug-to-plug compatible tape
drives provided by a peripheral equipment supplier. Of the 29 new
tape drives, 17 units were purchased and the remaining 12 units were
acquired on a rental basis. Company officials stated that the ultimate
objective of this program was to maintain equal or better system effi-
ciency and to take advantage of the economies to be realized by obtaining
the replacement tape drives directly from a peripheral equipment sup-
plier.

We estimate that the company saved about $311,000 in the initial
price by purchasing 17 of the tape drives directly from the peripheral
equipment supplier, instead of purchasing them from the system manufac-
turer. We also estimate that the company will realize annual savings
in excess of $27,000 in rental costs for the 12 remaining units exclusive
of the savings that may be realized in extra use charges. Additionally,
we estimate that the company will realize annual savings in excess of
$12,800 on maintenance costs for the 17 units purchased from and being
maintained by the peripheral equipment supplier.

Company officials stated that only minor problems were encountered
during the period of installation and acceptance testing for the tape
drives acquired directly from the peripheral equipment supplier. Further,
they believed that they have received good support through dual mainte-
nance arrangements and stated that no serious problems have been expe-
rienced.

Missile and Space Division officials also advised us that details-
of the tape drive conversion project have been forwarded to other
departments of the General Electric Company.

Johns Manville Service Corporation
Finderne, New Jersey

This company located in Finderne, New Jersey is one of five regional
data processing centers which service some 70 Johns Manville operating
locations handling in excess of 100 different product lines. Both ac-
counting and statistical support is provided by the center's two large
computer systems.
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Because of company goals of reducing costs and improving perform-
ance, officials at the center initiated a program to replace six
systems manufacturers'tape drives with faster plug-to-plug compatible
units available from a peripheral equipment manufacturer. In addition
to obtaining units with a 50 percent faster tape speed, we estimate
that lower rental prices from the peripheral equipment supplier will
result in an annual savings of $7,500.

Although use of the faster tape drives required modification of
the tape drive controllers, we were advised that no other system changes
were required and that operation of the new units was considered to be
superior to those which they replaced. Since the new units are being
rented, maintenance is being performed by the supplier. Johns Manville
officials stated that no problems had been encountered with this type
of maintenance arrangement . - ..

Lockheed - California Company ntA 1 f -
Division of Lockheed Aircraft Corporation 6 e1
Burbank, California A \

This company is primarily engaged in the manufacture of the L-1011
Airbus, Army helicopters, Navy anti-submarine warfare aircraft, and
other aircraft. In support of-these activities, the company has eight
computer systems in operation which are used for business and technical
applications related to both its Government and private work.

In 1967 the company entered into a five year, third-party leasing :
arrangement for 32 plug-to-plug compatible tape drives produced by a
peripheral equipment manufacturer. Company officials reported an-annual
cost reduction of $129,000 as' a result of the replacing of 31 of the
system manufacturer's.units with 32 of the peripheral manufacturer's
plug-to-plug compatible units. 'In addition, the company has the added
benefit of an extra tape unit which is used as a standby unit.

Prior to acquiring the units, the company developed a comprehensive
evaluation and acceptance test procedure which was used to evaluate the
performance of the tape drives during a 5-day acceptance period provided
by the peripheral manufacturer. Company officials stated that connec-
tion of the new tape drives did not require any modifications to the
computer hardware or software. They further stated that the new tape
drives have had no significant effect on the.computer system capabilities
or performance, and that 'system downtime did not change significantly
as a result of installing the plug-to-plug compatible units.' We were
also informed that the company 'is considering acquiring additional plug- -
to-plug compatible units to replace other system manufacturer's units.

As to maintenance, the independent tape drive manufacturer maintains
his equipment and the system manufacturer maintains the balance of the
equipment. The decision to have each manufacturer maintain his own equip-
ment was based on the belief that each manufacturer could best. maintain
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his own equipment. Company officials advised us that the'independent
tape drive manufacturer's maintenance service is comparable to that
provided by the system manufacturer.

Long Island Lighting Company
Hicksville. New York

.This company is a large gas and electric utility which services
about 730,000 customers. At the company's Hicksville, New York, data
processing center, there are five computer systems of varying size which
are used to maintain customer accounts and perform various administra-
tive functions.

In 1968, the company replaced twelve magnetic tape drives used on
one of its company-owned computer systems with plug-to-plug compatible
models available from a peripheral equipment supplier. The original
tape drives were rented from the computer system manufacturer and were
replaced by the company because of (1) the apparent savings in monthly
costs and (2) the opportunity to replace six of the tape drives with
more advanced models and still achieve an overall savings in monthly
rental costs. The manager of the data processing center informed us
that they decided to initially rent the new tape drives and after re-
liability of the units was established the company exercised an option
to purchase contained in the rental agreement.

We estimate that the company realized savings in excess of $200,000
in the purchase of these tape drives from the peripheral equipment supplier.

We were also informed that the company has entered into an agree-
ment to rent from the peripheral equipment supplier two additional
tape drives for another of its computer systems These tape drives,
in Addition to providing a monthly savings in rental costs of about
$150. will provide management with data on which to evaluate the pos-
sible replacement, at additional savings, of the remaining tape drives
now in use on this and on another computer system.

We were informed that the magnetic tape drives obtained from the
peripheral equipment supplier were installed without any modifications
to the computer system and are considered to have performed at a level
equal to or better than the replaced equipment. We were also informed
that the maintenance provided by the peripheral equipment supplier was
equal to that previously provided by the computer system manufacturer and
that no significant problems had been experienced due to the dual
maintenance arrangement.

The Reader's Digest Association, Inc.
Pleesantville, New York

At its corporate headquarters in Pleasantville, New York, the
Reader's Digest Association operates U automatic data processing systems
for the administration of magazine and book subscriptions, With a
magazine circulation in excess of 17 million copies per month, much
of the work at the data processing center consists of customer account
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maintenance, preparation of address labels, and the printing of person-
alized advertisement material.

The company recently contracted with a peripheral equipment supplier
for the rental of five plug-to-plug compatible tape drives which are to
be used in conjunction with three of the data processing systems in oper-
ation. We were informed that the determining factors-which led to the
decision to use the plug-to-plug compatible tape drives were (1) their
technical superiority as compared to the system manufacturer's units
and (2) the savings in rental costs which we estimate to be about $12,000
per year.

Corporate officials also informed us that they are installing a
plug-to-plug compatibleidisk storage drive which will replace a unit
rented from the computer system manufacturer. In addition to reducing
annual rental costs by an estimated $1000, the replacement unit is
expected to increase the efficiency of the system because of faster
access speed to the stored data.

Company personnel stated that no modifications to the computer
systems were required in order to install the plug-to-plug compatible
tape drives and that no difficulties had been encountered as a result
of splitting the maintenance responsibility between different mainte-
nance personnel. The experience in terms of performance of these units
as compared with the performance of the units replaced, is not yet
definitive.

A major industrial corporation

During our review we visited one of the largest industrial corpo-
rations with headquarters on the East Coast which operates a data pro-
cessing center and offers computer power to all within the corporation.
In this case, we are respecting the wishes of this major corporation
for anonymity. The data processing center uses 18 computer systems to.
process administrative, statistical, engineering, and technical data
for all operating divisions within the corporation. Included in these
18 systems are first, secondand third generation equipment, some of
which is rented, some is under leaseback agreement, and one is company-
owned.

We found that the data processing center has within the past two
years replaced 12 magnetic tape drives rented from the computer system
manufacturer with units purchased from a peripheral equipment manufacturer.
These units are used with a first generation computer that is company-
owned. Management of the installation stated that this replacement was
made to take advantage of potential savings in equipment costs. We
estimate that the corporation involved saved about $240,000 by purchasing
these new units from a peripheral equipment supplier rather than from
the computer system manufacturer.

Management stated that several power and timing modifications were
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required on the replacement units since this was the peripheral equip-
ment manufacturerts first experience at interfacing its tape drives with
a first generation computer system. However, they further stated, that
subsequent to the "shakedown period," the replacement tape drives have
performed satisfactorily and that no significant problems have been ex-
perienced with the administration or performance of having maintenance
done by the computer system manufacturer and the tape drive manufacturer.
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COMPTROLLER GENERAL OF THE UNITED STATES

WASHINGTON. D.C. 2049

B- 164462 SEP 1 9 1968

Dear Mr. Chairman:

This is in reply to your letter of December 18, 1967. requesting

that we investigate certain points raised in a etter dated December 8,

1967, from the Honorable William B. Widnall concerning testimony given
to the Subcommittee on Economy in Government on November 30, 1967,

by Mr. Lewis R. Caveney of the Bryant Computer Products Division of

Ex-Cell-O Corporation. Specifically, it was suggested that we (1) sub-

stantiate the illustration presented by Mr. Caveney to the Subcommittee

which showed that, if the Government had procured a computer system

on the basis of buying from peripheral manufacturers rather than from

one system manufacturer, the savings to the Government would have

amounted to $429,250 and (2) study computer procurements in both the

General Services Administration and the Department of Defense to de-

termine what savings could accrue to the Federal Government by direct

procurement of peripheral parts of computer systems from peripheral

manufacturers.

During our review of the details of the Mr. Caveney's illustration,

we found that the peripheral manufacturer (Bryant Computer Products)
does not publish a complete price list. Instead, a price is quoted for

each installation, depending upon the amount of work involved in con-

necting the equipment to the computer manufacturer's system. We

found that, in connecting a complex piece of equipment like -a memory
system to a computer manufacturer's system, it was necessary for the
peripheral manufacturer to provide for the proper electronic interface
between the equipment and the computer system or that it might be

necessary to provide other arrangements to achieve this objective.

Also, it might be necessary for the peripheral manufacturer and/or the
user to complete the required modification to existing computer pro-

grams. This might involve reprogramming of the computer's control

system to allow the computer to properly address and extract informa-

tion from the memory system.

We were advised by Bryant Computer Products that the price

quoted in its illustration did not include the additional software costs
necessary to have a complete memory subsystem. Diagnostic programs

used to test the equipment will be required if changes to a standard
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operating system are involved or if it is necessary to reprogram the

computer's control system. We were advised also that preparation of

these programs might be subcontracted to Bryant or to independent

software companies; or they may be written by the user of the system.

It therefore is apparent that the savings claimed in the illustration were

based on a comparison between the system manufacturer's price for a

particular item of the equipment and the independent peripheral manu-

facturer's price for that item. However, the savings computed in this

manner do not take into account (1) the additional software costs nec-

essary to fit the peripheral manufacturer's component into the system

and (2) other factors which are discussed below and which could result

in additional costs.

As to the savings that could accrue to the Federal Government by

direct procurement of peripheral parts of computer systems from

peripheral manufacturers, we pointed out in our report to the Congress

on "Maintenance of Automatic Data Processing Equipment in the Federal

Government" (B-115369, April 3, 1968) that there was a possibility for

Government agencies to achieve significant savings or other benefits

through direct procurement of certain computer components and spare

parts from original manufacturers or alternative sources of supply

rather than to rely on sole-source procurement from computer manu-

facturers. To demonstrate the savings available, the report showed

that the United States Fleet Numerical Weather Facility had saved

$475,200 as a result of two negotiated procurements of drum-storage

devices and related controllers from the actual manufacturer of the

components and parts. These procurements were made in order to add

additional components to an existing computer system and thereby in-

crease operating capacity. We believe that this illustration points out a

need for additional study and consideration of independent peripheral

manufacturers as a source of supply for selected procurements. How-

ever, computer components have not been standardized, in general, to

the point where one manufacturer's component can be directly utilized

in conjunction with another manufacturer's component or system.

Therefore, possible savings and other benefits from procurement from

peripheral manufacturers must be evaluated in light of the following

factors:
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-- The acceptance by the user of complete responsibility for soft-

ware and hardware operation. Guarantees previously offered

by-the system manufacturer may not be available.

-- The responsibilities of both the peripheral manufacturer and

the user for necessary electronic and computer program modi-

fications. If the user is to be responsible for the software in-

terface, consideration must be given to the cost for undertaking

such a task or contracting it out to a software company.

-- The additional costs that may be required in the future to pro-

vide for improvements to the software operating system. Since

the user's system will be operating with a nonstandard software

system, improvements will have to be either developed by the

user or adapted from improvements offered by the system man-

ufacturer.

-- The amount of technical support, education, and training that

will be available if not all components are supplied by the sys-

tem manufacturer.

-- The effect on operations and costs as.a result of dual mainte-

nance agreements if the system manufacturer will not accept

maintenance responsibility for components not provided as

part of his system.

-- The effect on operating efficiency and throughput capacity as a

result of use of a peripheral manufacturer's component.

--The effect on system compatibility and standardization relative

to other systems operated by the user.

-- The ultimate effect on the pricing of components by the large

system manufacturers.

Public Law 89-306 provides exclusive authority to the General

Services Administration (GSA) to procure all general-purpose automatic
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data processing (ADP) equipment and related supplies for use by Federal

agencies. Although GSA negotiates the ADP equipment contract terms

and conditions, each agency is responsible for selecting the best system

or equipment necessary to meet its needs.

Generally Federal agencies select a computer system on the ba-

sis of procuring all equipment from a single systems manufacturer.

For example, the Air Force EDP Equipment Office, which is respon-

sible for evaluating and selecting computer systems for the Air Force,

does not, as a standard practice, directly solicit offers from peripheral

manufacturers, but requires the system vendor to act as a prime con-

tractor for the entire system. The peripheral manufacturers, therefore,

under the standard practice, bid their equipment through or with a sys-

terns manufacturer who will be responsible for the eatire computer sys-

tem. This is the case even in those instances where independent

manufacturers market peripheral components which are directly inter-

changeable with the equivalent computer manufacturers component. We

did find during our study of peripheral manufacturer's products a number

of instances where directly interchangeable components were available

at a price substantially less than the price charged by the computer man-

ufacturer for its comparable component.

Because benefits can accrue to the Government by acquiring cer-

tain components from independent peripheral manufacturers, we are

preparing a more complete report to the Congress on this subject.

Please advise us if we can be of further assistance or if our rep-

resentatives can provide you with additional details. We plan to make

no further distribution of this report unless copies are specifically re-

quested, and then we shall make distribution only after your agreement

has been obtained.

SS, youZ A

Comptroller General

of the United States

The Honorable William Proxmire, Chairman

Subcommittee on Economy in Government

Joint Economic Committee
Congress of the United States
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I APPENDIX III

U.S. GENERAL ACCOUNTING OFFICE INDEX OF REPORTS ON SUPPLY,

PROCUREMENT, FACILITIES AND CONSTRUCTION, INDUSTRIAL PLANT

EQUIPMENT AND SUPPLIES, USER CHARGES, AND OTHER SUBJECTS OF

SPECIAL INTEREST TO THE SUBCOMMITTEE ON ECONOMY IN GOvERN-
MENT DURING THE PERIOD NOVEMBER 14, 1967, TO JUNE 18, 1070

Index
No. B Number Date Title

SUPPLY

1 B-146828 Nov. 14,1967 Improved inventory controls needed for the Departments of the Army, Navy,
and Air Force and the Defense Supply Agency (DOD).

2 B-133361 Dec. 5,1967 Need for improvement in the system for managing nonexpendable equipment
(Air Force).

3 B-146874 Jan. 23,1968 Need for improvements in the Army's supply system to insure the recovery of
repairable spare parts (Army).

4 B-163478 May 14,1968 Need for improvement in utilization of available materiel in the Department of
Defense (DOD).

5 B-146828 May 16,1968 Savings available to the Government through elimination of duplicate inven-
tories, General Services Administration, Department of the Navy (GSA
and Navy).

6 B-160763 June 21,1968 Need to improve management of Army supplies in Vietnam (Army).
7 B-164500 Sept. 17,1968 Need for improvement in the processing of requisitions for materiels (DOD).
8 B-146772 Sept. 23,1968 Need to improve the Army Tank-Automotive Command's supply management

data system (Army).
9 B-146874 Oct 23,1968 Savings attainable by preventing condemnation of economically repairable

equipment (Air Force).
10 B-165867 Mar. 12,1969 Improvementsmadeortobemadeintheacquisitionand managementof non-

expendable personal property overseas (State).
11 B-146929 do - Opportunity for savings by increasing transfers of excess property among

Federal agencies (GSA).
12 B-133044 June 30,1969 Opportunities for better service and economies through standardization of

pharmacy items and consolidation of bulk compounding facilities (VA).
13 B-161507 do - Army and Air Force controls over inventories in Europe (Army and Air

Force).
14 B-166312 do - Improvements needed in Army supply management and stock fund activities

in Korea (Army).
15 B-133396 do - Saviogs attaSnabe through improved application of the economic order

principle in the procurement of military supplies (DOD).
16 B-146828 July 30,1969 Need for improvement in the receipt and storage of military supplies and

equipment (DOD).
17 B-114807 Aug. 15,1969 Effectiveness of meeting the supply requirements of overseas U.S. agencies

(GSA).
18 B-132989 Sept. 9,1969 Potential for savings by reduction of aircraft engine procurement, Department

of the Navy and Department of the Air Force (Navy and Air Force).
19 B-157373 Jan. 14.1970 Improvements needed in the management of aircraft modifications (Army).
20 B-144239 Feb. 27,1970 Opportunities for improving management of excess property transferred to

the Military Affiliate Radio System (DOD).
21 B-161319 Mar. 9,1970 Examination into the transfer of 52 Federal supply classes from the Depart-

ment of Defense to the General Services Administration (DOD and GSA).
22 B-160682 Apr. 21,1970 Need to improve military supply systems in the Far East (DOD).
23 B-114807 May 22, 1970 Opportunities for savings through the elimination of nonessential stock items

(GSA).
24 B-146828 May 28,1970 Potential for reducing inventory investments in the Defense Supply Agency

through improved computation of stock needs (DOD).

PROCUREMENT

25 B-160334 Feb. 6,1968 Potential savings in procurement of petroleum products for use by Navy
contractors (Navy).

26 B-159868 June 4,1968 Need to increase competition in procurements of anthracite coal by the U.S.
Army for use in Europe (Army).

27 B-133396 June 25,1968 Need for more compatition in procurement of aeronautical Spare parts (DOD).
28 B-163379 Jan. 10,1969 Use of the 2d-phase method of contracting-a method that does not

encourage maximum price competition (GSA).
29 B-162394 Feb. 5,1969 Requirements contracting and other aspects of small purchases in the Depart-

ment of Defense (DOD).
30 B-156556 Mar. 11, 1969 Review of certain management controls of the quality assurance system for

the Apollo program (NASA).
31 B-159463 Apr. 17, 1969 Need for improvement in procuring and stockpiling jewel bearings (DOD,

Commerce, GSA and OEP).

(208)
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Index
No. 8 Number Date Title

32 B-162839 Apr. 25,1969

33 B-39995 July 14,1969

34 B-163874 July 15,1969

35 B-165767 Aug. 25,1969

36 B-39995 Dec. 3,1969

37 B-118710 Dec. 11, 1969

38 B-162394 Dec. 17,1969

39 B-165006 Jan. 9,1970

40 B-161366 Feb. 25,1970
41 B-133170 Mar. 19,1970
42 B-167714 May 6,1970

43 B-164217 Aug. 5,1968

44 B-133044 Sept. 9,1968

45 B-156818 Oct. 23,1968

46 B-159451 Nov. 13, 1968
47 B-133316 Feb. 18,1969

48 B-133044 Jun. 6,1969

49 B-159451 Jun. 12,1969

50 B-146782 Sept. 30,1969

51 B-133376 Oct. 22,1969

52 B-167400 Nov. 5,1969

53 B-167490 Nov. 25,1969

54 B-140389 Jan. 21,1970

55 B-118718 Mar. 24,1970

56 B-167490 May 14,1970

57 B-118638 June 9,1970

Potential savings by Improving evaluation of competitive proposals for
operation and maintenance contracts (Air Force).

Evalnation of 2 proposed methods for enhancing competition in weapons
systems procurement (DOD).

Reasonableness of prices questioned for bomb and hand grenade fuses
under 3 negotiated contracts (Army).

Opportunities for increased savings by improving management of value
engineering (design or manufacture simplification) performed by con-
tractors (DOD).

Improvements needed in negotiating prices of noncompetitive contracts
over $100,000 on the basis of contractors' catalog or market prices (DOD).

Questionable pricing of contracts negotiated for urgently needed bomb
bodies (Navy).

Opportunities for more effective use of an automated procurement system for
small purchases (Navy).

Prices negotiated for rock-crushing plants for use in the Republic of Vietnam
(Army).

Incentive provisions of Saturn V stage contracts (NASA).
Weaknesses in award and pricing of ship overhaul contracts (Navy).
Rental rates for barges used in the Republic of Vietnam included costs pre-

viously recovered by contractor (Army).

FACILITIES AND CONSTRUCTION

Feasibility of consolidating military real property maintenance functions on
Oahu, Hawaii, and in the Norfolk, Va., area (DOD).

Need to improve reviews of drawings and specifications prepared by architect-
engineers before solicitation of hospital construction bids (VA).

Increased costs to the Government attributed to leasing rather than purchasing
land and buildings by Department of Defense contractors (DOD).

U.S. construction activities in Thialand, 1966 and 1967 (DOD, State and AID).
Policies, procedures and practices for determining requirements for military

family housing and bachelor officer and enlisted quarters (DOD).
Need for Veterans' Administration to acquire hospital sites before developing

working drawings and specifications for construction of hospitals (VA).
Problems in the administration of the military building program in Thailand

(DOD).
Improvements needed in the management of Government owned and leased

real property overseas (State).
Unused engineering and design effort in the military construction program

(DOD).
Basis for determining need for construction of messhalls in the Department

of Defense (DOD).
Management of military owned household furnishings overseas; opportunities

for improvement (DOD).
Construction of industrial facilities at Government-owned plants without

disclosure to the Congress (Navy and Air Force).
Need to strengthen concrete inspections and testing requirements in the

construction of low-rent public housing projects (HUD).
Action being taken by the Department of Defense to achieve closer adherence

to established policy for providing household furniture in the United States
(DOD).

Improvements made in building construction inspections to determine
compliance with contract specifications (District of Columbia government).

INDUSTRIAL PLANT EQUIPMENT AND SUPPLIES

58 B-140389 Nov. 24,1967 Needs for improvements in control over Government-owned property in
contractors' plants (DOD).

59 B-163691 May 23,1968 Action taken to put inactive industrial plant equipment in Army arsenals to
use (DOD).

60 B-140389 Apr. 7,1970 Management of Government industrial plant equipment kept for possible
future use should be improved (DOD).

61 B-140389 June 17,1970 Opportunities for improvement in the management of Government materiels
provided to overseas contractors (Army and Air Force).

USER CHARGES

62 B-163136 Feb. 26,1968 Need for improved controls in military departments to insure reimbursement
for services provided to nonmilitary and quasi-military activities (DOD).

63 B-118678 Sept. 3, 1969 Opportunity for the Geological Survey to increase revenues through changes
in its map-pricing practices (Interior and BOB).

64 B-125051 Oct. 7,1969 Need to revise fees for services provided by the Immigration and Naturaliza-
tion Service and U.S. marshals (Justice).

65 B-164031(2) Dec. 12, 1969 Improvements suggested in accounting methods used in establishing fee for
reimbursable testing and related services-Food and Drug Administration
consumer protection and environmental health service (HEW).

66 B-114859 May 28,1970 Need for specific criteria for adjusting the interest rate charged on insurance
policy loans by the Veterans Administration (VA).

67 B-115378 June 18,1970 Inequitable charges for calibration services; need for accounting improve-
ments at National Bureau of Standards (Commerce).
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Index
No. B Number Date Title

OTH ER

68 B-163453 May 10, 1968 Need for Improvement In management of mission-support aircraft (Army)-
69 B-164392 Sept. 18,1968 Control over procurement, use, and disposition of magnetic computer tape In

the Department of Defense (DOD).
70 B-166655 July 14,1969 Status of development toward establishment of a unified national commuoica-

tions system (DOD, GSA, FAA, NASA, and others).
71 B-163762 Oct. 15,1969 Cost reduction and management improvement program In selected depart-

ments and agencies (DOD, GSA, AID, Agriculture, and Interior).
72 B-157476 Dec. 18,1969 Management of the logistics airlift system contracted for by the Air Force

(Air Force).
73 B-132900 Jan. 2,1970 Need for better coordination among, and guidance of, management evaluation

groups in the Department of Defense (DOD).
74 B-133188 Jan. 16, 1970 Economies obtainable by increasing days at sea of oceanographic research and

survey ships, Environmental Science Services Administration (Commerce).
75 B-163869 Feb. 4,1970 Cost and balance-of-payments advantages of replacing foreign-made buses

with American-made buses abroad (DOD).
76 B-118779 Feb. 24,1970 Improvements needed in the operation of Government-owned vessels in

support of military activities in Southeast Asia (Maritime and Commerce).
77 B-140389 Mar. 6,1970 Financing agency programs other than by direct appropriation-revolving

funds (selected agencies).

DIGESTS OF U.S. GENERAL ACCOUTNTING REPORTS LISTED IN APPENDIX II

Index No. 1, B-146828, November 14, 1967

IMPROVED INVENTORY CONTROLS NEEDED FOR THE DEPARTMENTS OF THE ARMY, NAVY,
AND AIR FORCE AND THE DEFENSE SUPPLY AGENCY-DEPARTMENT OF DEFENSE

In our review of controls over depot inventories within the Department of
Defense, we found that substantial differences existed between stock record
balances and the actual quantities of items in inventories throughout the depot
supply systems. During fiscal years 1965 and 1966, stock records of selected depot
inventories-averaging in value about $10.4 billion-had to be adjusted up or
down an average of $2.4 billion annually in order to bring them into agreement
with the physical inventory quantities.

We pointed out that these inaccuracies in the inventory stock records resulted
from inadequate control over documentation affecting inventory records as well
as inadequate control over the physical assets and that increased management
attention was needed at all levels.

Department of Defense officials advised us that each of the military services
and the Defense Supply Agency had initiated specific programs to eliminate the
problems discussed in our report and were installing new procedures designed
to provide more accurate inventory controls.

Index No. 2, B-133361, December 5, 1967

NEED FOR IMPROVEMENT IN THE SYSTEM FOR MANAGING NONEXPENDARLE EquIp-
MENT-DEPARTMENT OF TEE AIB FORCE

Our follow-up review showed that, although the Air Force had, since our
earlier review (report to the Congress, B-133361, June 1961) significantly im-
proved its procedures for the management of nonexpendable equipment, there
was a need for further improvement in management controls over the two major
elements of the equipment management system-the validity of authorizations
and the accuracy of reported inventories of in-use assets.

We found that incomplete inventory information was reported and used in
the fiscal year 1966 requirements computations. Our review showed that equip-
ment valued at about $44 million was neither reported for use in computing
requirements nor otherwise accounted for. We also found that the practices fol-
lowed at the base in taking physical inventories did not provide the neces-
sary controls to ensure that all assets would be counted and that the same assets
would not be counted twice.

With respect to the validity of equipment requirements, we found evidence at
various levels of responsibility that the prescribed procedures for establishing
equipment authorizations were not being followed.

Our review of the data used in computing fiscal year 1966 procurement re-
quirements showed that over $8 million of the $65 million of computed require-
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ments was not needed, and about $20 million of the remaining $57 million was
questionable. We discussed this with Air Force officials and, as a result, the
requirements for several high cost items were recomputed and about $3 million
of planned procurement was cancelled.

The Air Force generally concurred in our findings and proposals for im-
provements in the equipment management system. We were advised of actions
either taken or planned to ensure closer adherence to prescribed procedures
for forecasting and controlling equipment authorizations. These actions should
help prevent recurrence of deficiencies at the inventory control point, major
commands, and base levels.

We were also advised that the Air Force intended to study the feasibility
of incorporating additional data into its computer programs for managing non-
expendable equipment to provide a basis for periodic verification and reconcilia-
tion of' reported inventories of in-use equipment.

Index No. 3, B-146874; January 23, 1968

NEED FOR IMPROvEMENTS IN THE ARMY's SUPPLY SYSTEMA To INSURE THE RECOVERY
OF REPAIRABLE SPARE PARTS

Our review of about 12,000 issues of spare parts at seven military installations
that should have resulted in the return of a like quantity of unserviceable parts
showed that some 70 percent of these parts were not returned to maintenance
activities for repair and reissue. The principal reasons were (1) incorrect and in-
consistent recoverability codings in publications issued by the National Inventory
Control Points and (2) inaction by supply activities to obtain the return of
repairable items.

The Department of the Army concurred in our findings and took action to
improve its management of repairable spare parts.

Index No. 4, B-163478, May 14,1968

NEED FOR IMPROVEMENT IN UTILIZATION OF AVAILABLE MATERIAL IN THE
DEPARTMENT OF DEFENSE

We examined into the effectiveness of the automated centralized screening
system, maintained by the Dqpartment of Defense, for matching materiel avail-
able at various of its locations with the material needs of other locations. The
system includes a master screening file of information on the needs and the
availability of material, maintained by the Defense Logistics Services Center on
the basis of periodic reports submitted by inventory control points.

Although this system has greatly benefited the Department of Defense, we
found that certain improvements could make the system more effective.

As operated'at the time of our examination, the system depended on the vol-
untary cooperation of the organizations involved. We found many instances
where inventory control points had not reported the necessary information or
had reported information which was not accurate and not current. It appeared
to us that there was a need for an organization vested with the responsibility for
ensuring that the Defense organizations followed prescribed operating policies
and procedures.

Wle recommended that, since the responsibility for establishing basic policies
related to the centralized screening system is vested in the Office of the Assistant
Secretary of Defense (Installations and Logistics), the Secretary of Defense
assign to that organization the responsibility for surveillance of the system.

On August 6, 1968, the Assistant Secretary of Defense (Installations and Logis-
tics) advised that "Placing responsibility for surveillance of the centralized
utilization screening to ensure effective implementation of the system 'at the
OASD (I&L) level appears to be an excellent recommendation; however, in view
of the recent actions that has been taken to achieve the stated objectives rec-
ommended by the GAO review and other DoD actions, it has been decided that
this action is not necessary at this time. OASD (I&L) will, however, continue
to maintain close surveillance of the program to ensure full accomplishment
of stated objectives."
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Index No. 5, B-146828, May 16, 1968

SAVINGS AVAILABLE'TO THE GOVERNMENT THROUGH ELIMINATION OF DUPLICATE
INVENTORIEs-GENERAL SERVICES ADMINISTRATION AND DEPARTMENT OF THE
NAVY

We reviewed the Navy's practice of stocking, for further distribution, mate-
rial which is normally procured, stocked, and distributed to Government or-
ganizations by the General Services Administration (GSA). On the basis of our
review, we concluded that Navy wholesale inventories, and similar GSA inven-
tories held for Navy use, unnecessarily duplicated each other and resulted in
duplicate management and warehousing functions in the Government supply
system as a whole.

We concluded that inventories valued at about $8.5 million, and related man-
agement and warehousing functions, could be eliminated from the wholesale
stocks of either the Navy or GSA. To the extent that duplication of stock could
be eliminated, the Government would realize not only increased efficiency in
stock management but also annual savings of up to $940,000. We suggested
that, for those items stocked by GSA, the Navy overseas stock points, supply
ships, and fleet activities within Continental United States waters requisition
their requirements directly from GSA.

The Navy did not believe this would be feasible with respect to overseas stock
points and supply ships but did agree to review the existing arrangements for
supply support, GSA expressed the opinion that the procedure of direct requisi-
tioning from GSA was the most economical method of supply support except in
those cases where the volume of issues warrants the shipment of wholesale
quantities direct from the manufacturers to the Navy.

We recommended that the Secretary of Defense and the Administrator of
the General Service Administration jointly establish a working group to formu-
late the necessary policies and procedures for a supply support system which
will eliminate the duplications cited in our report.

A joint GSA/DOD Working Group was established on November 1, 1969.
As a result of a study and recommendations of this group, the Assistant Secre-
tary of Defense (Installations and Logistics) on May 6, 1969, instructed the
Navy to proceed with the implementation of a specialized support depot concept
as rapidly as GSA's capability to process transactions under standard military
procedures could be established. Under a specialized support depot concept,
material owned and managed by GSA would be shipped directly from the manu-
facturer to the Navy stock point warehouses for the account of GSA. Subse-
quent issues to Navy activities would be made from this GSA stock at the Navy
supply point. This, in effect, would establish GSA wholesale warehouses at the
Navy locations and should eliminate the duplications cited in our report.

Index No. 6, B-160763, June 21, 198

NEED To IMPROVE MANAGEMENT OF ARMY SUPPLIES IN VIETNAM

We reviewed certain aspects of the Army's management of supplies in the
Republic of Vietnam. In our opinion, the Army supply system has been responsive
to the combat needs of the military units in Vietnam despite adverse conditions.
The high level of support had been achieved however through costly and in-
efficient supply procedures.

The Army had recognized many of its supply management problems and ini-
tiated certain corrective actions prior to the time of our review. We noted,
however, areas which, in our opinion, warrant additional management attention
as follows:

-The development of accurate data relating to stocks on hand and consumed
in order to facilitate determinations of supply requirements and preclude imbal-
ances of stock.

-The identification and redistribution of the large quantities of excess ma-
terial now in Vietnam.

-The development of programs which will ensure the prompt return of re-
pairable components to the supply system.

-The institution of procedures designed to increase both. intraservice and in-
terservice utilization of available supplies.

-The enforcement of greater supply discipline in order to reduce to a minimum
the costly shipment of supplies under high-priority requisitions.
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The supply problems were due, in large measure, to the fact that the Army
did not have a trained organization capable of assuming inventory management
responsibilities in Vietnam when the buildup of forces was begun. Army officials
advised us that a Quick Reaction Inventory Control Center was being organized
which will be able to move into future combat situations-such as those in Viet-
nam-and to establish supply management capabilities within a short period of
time.

Although the Army agreed with our findings, it did not agree with certain of
our proposals for improved procedures. We recognized that the management em-
phasis being applied by the Army would tend to improve supply discipline and
help to correct the problems. We believed, however, that such emphasis by itself
was not sufficient. Therefore, we recommended to the Secretary of the Army that
our proposals for improved procedures relating to the coding of requisitions
with the type of demand, assignment of priorities to requisitions, and furnishing
of certain iniormation by operating organizations in Vietnam to inventory man-
agers in the United States be reconsidered. In October 1968 the Army advised us
of corrective actions taken or planned with respect to these proposals.

Index No. 7, B-164500, September 17, 1968

NEED FOR IMPROVEMENT IN THE PROCESSING OF REQUISITIONS FOR MATERIELS-
DEPARTMENT OF DEFENSE

In a prior review of the ability of the military supply systems to respond
to increased demands, we observed that the manner in which supply requisi-
tions were processed under the Military Standard Requisitioning and Issue
Procedures (MILSTRIP) system precluded realization of thq maximum bene-
fits of the system. Therefore, we undertook a limited examination at selected
installations of the Army, Navy, and Air Force, of the processing of requisi-
tions under the MILSTRIP system.

The MILSTRIP system is designed to
-provide uniformity of procedures for all requisitioners and suppliers of
stock;
-meet essential requirements of all the military services;
-provide for interservice supply transactions and intraservice supply support
operations; and
-accommodate the requisitioning on stocks of the General Services Admin-
istration.

We found that MILSTRIP had improved the processing of requisitions.
Maximum benefits of MILSTRIP had not been realized, however, because large
numbers of requisitions contained erroneous or incompatible data and could
not be processed routinely. As a result, many of the requisitions were returned
to the originators for additional information or revision and resubmission. Re-
submission of requisitions is time-consuming, causes significant delays, and re-
duces supply support effectiveness.

The primary causes of erroneous or noncurrent information on requisitions
were, in our opinion,
-preparation of requisitions by untrained and inadequately supervised in-
dividuals;
-inadequate review of requisitions before forwarding them to the next higher
supply level; and
-absence of current and compatible catalog data at various supply levels.

We also found that the Defense Supply Agency (DSA) had not fully car-
ried out its responsibility for surveillance of MILSTRIP. Surveillance by the
DSA on a systematic basis could have identified the problems so that appro-
priate corrective actions could have been taken.

The Department of Defense agreed generally with our findings and proposals
for corrective measures. The Department stated that its directive on MIL-
STRIP has been revised to define responsibilities more explicitly and that a
study was being made of the requirement for, and the frequency of, catalog
changes. The Department stated further that, pending completion of the study,
a moratorium had been declared on unit-of-issue changes.
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Index No. 8, B-146772, September 23, 1968

NEED To IMPROVE THE ARMY TANK-AUTOMOTIVE COMMAND'S SUPPLY MANAGEMENT

DATA SYSTEM

The Army Tank-Automotive Command (TACOM) has the mission of providing
tank and automotive vehicles and repair parts for all the military services
In the United States and overseas. As a part of our continuing program of review
of management activities at TACOM, we examined into supply management,
giving particular attention to problems in the computerized supply manage-
ment data system.

For several years, TACONI has been unable to achieve the desired levels of
supply support. During the period February 1965 to November 1967, for ex-
ample, stock requisitions filled on time ranged between 33 and 78 percent as
compared with the objective of 85 percent established by the Army Materiel
Command. In November 1967 only about 46 percent of the requisitions were filled
on time.

The situation stemmed primarily from the presence of inaccurate data in the
computerized supply management records. Although TACOM and higher com-
mand officials had recognized the seriousness of this problem and had taken
action to improve the accuracy of the data, these efforts generally have been
unsuccessful. A 1967 study showed, for example, that about $94 million worth of
material recorded as due-in had in fact been received and that about $83 mil-
lion worth of material had been received but had never been recorded as due-in.
These conditions can cause inventory managers to either procure unneeded sup-
plies or fail to procure needed supplies.

In our opinion, the prime factor retarding improvement of supply support
effectiveness has been the lack of coordination, evaluation, and follow-up efforts
to clear up the computerized supply management records. Other factors-imposi-
tion of additional workloads, major reorganizations, and saturation of computer
capacity-also have had an adverse effect.

We proposed that the Secretary of Defense establish a coordinated supply
management program at TACOM to

-Improve supply records;
-prevent additional invalid data from entering the records;
-review additional workloads or special programs to be imposed on TACOM

to prevent unnecessary interference with the current management improvement
program;

-establish means to maintain organizational stability at TACOM and to
prevent the constant movement of experienced supply personnel; and

-review the use being made of the existing automatic data processing equip-
ment with the objective of eliminating or reducing lower priority projects so
that the equipment can be used for matters vitally in need of correction.

The Army, in its reply on behalf of the Secretary of Defense, agreed with
these proposals and stated that actions in keeping with the proposals had either
been already taken or were planned.

Index No. 9, B-146874, October 23, 1968

SAVINGS ATTAINABLE BY PREVENTING CONDEMNATION OF ECONOMICALLY REPAIRABLE

EQUIPMENT-DEPARTMENT OF THE AIR FORCE

Air force regulations provide for the return of certain unserviceable items to
designated depots for repair if they cannot be repaired at the Air Force base
level. However, the regulations permit the bases to condemn the items as scrap if
(1) they are beyond repair, (2) repair costs exceed 65 percent of replacement
cost or (3) their condemnation is specified by applicable technical orders. During
6 months of 1967 Air Force bases condemned about $6.7 million worth of the
type of items designated for repair at the depots managed by the three Air
Materiel Areas included in our review. The condemnation of a substantial portion
of these items was based on determinations that repair costs were excessive in
relation to replacement cost.

We tested 78 items that had been condemned at five bases and found that 51
of them could have been repaired for amounts significantly less than replacement
cost. Many of the condemned items were in short supply and, in some cases, action
had been taken to procure additional items.
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The primary reason for improper condemnation was that maintenance person-
nel at the bases had made their determinations without adequate knowledge of
depot repair costs, procedures, and capabilities. We proposed that the Air Force
regulations be revised to require the bases to return the items to the depots
unless the bases have been advised that the items are (1) not needed in Air
Force stocks, (2) are obviously beyond repair, or (3) authorized for disposition
under Air Force technical orders.

The Air Force advised us that its analyses indicated that the magnitude of
improper condemnations did not warrant instructing the bases to return such
items to the depots. The Air Force stated, however, that certain revisions were
being made in exising regulations to require (1) the reporting of cost data to,
and approval of the cost data by, the item managers prior to condemnation of
items by the bases and (2) establishment of a review board at each base to
maintain surveillance over condemnations based on cost criteria.

We were of the opinion that the action taken by the Air Force would serve
to reduce but would not prevent improper condemnation of repairable items.
We therefore recommended that the Air Force reconsider our proposal.

Subsequently, by letter dated December 11, 1908, the Air Force advised that
a re-analysis of existing condemnation procedures had been made for the purpose
of establishing "an optimum level of unit dollar value for repairable items to
be returned to the depots for review and disposal." As a result, a new policy was
Implemented whereby all repairable items costing $300 or more are to be
returned.

Index No. 10, B-165867, March 12,1969

IMPROvE'MENTs MNADE OR To BE MADE IN THE AcQUlsITIoN AND MANAGEMENT OF
NONEXPENDABLE PERSONAL PROPERTY OVERSEAS-DEPARTMENT OF STATE

The Federal Property and Administrative Services Act of 1949 requires each
executive agency to maintain adequate inventory controls and accountability
systems for the property under its control; continuously survey its property to
determine what property is excess; and transfer or dispose of such property
as promptly as possible.

Moreover, in September 1966, the President directed all Federal departments
and agencies to hold down and reduce supply inventories; increase utilization
of excess property and redistribute stock on hand in lieu of procuring new items;
reduce the standard number of items in the various supply systems; review and
revise equipment replacement standards; and establish tighter controls oA
proposed procurement actions.

This General Accounting Office review was undertaken to examine into the
efficiency and effectiveness with which nonexpendable personal property was
acquired and managed by the Department of State at its overseas foreign posts.

The General Accounting Office has concluded that there is a need for the
Department to improve its management and control over nonexpendable personal
property located at overseas foreign posts. The specific areas in which it was
noted that improvements were needed were

-financial control over nonexpendable personal property;
-physical inventory taking;
-property recordkeeping;
-physical security arrangements;
-identification and disposition of excess property, and
-procurement.
In addition we noted a need for greater internal audit surveillance over this

activity by the Department.
We recommended that:
-The Department develop and implement a satisfactory property accounting

system that will meet the principles and standards of the Comptroller General
for property accounting as set forth in 2 GAO 12.5(c), including the basis for
control over property.

-The Department bring this report to the attention of the appropriate foreign
post officials and instruct them to review their controls and procedures applicable
to property management and report to the Department whether such controls
and procedures comply with Department regulations.

-Appropriate follow-up procedures be established by the Department to deter-
mine whether corrective action promised by the foreign posts is actually
Implemented.
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-Detailed and timely site audits be made of all aspects of property manage-
ment at overseas foreign posts.

-Either the funds advanced to foreign post employee associations for procure-
ment of personal property be reimbursed or the property purchased be identified
as Government-owned property and included in the foreign post's property
inventory.

Department of State officials generally agreed with our findings and recom-
mendations as pointed out in the report, and corrective actions have been taken
or planned.

We plan, as part of our continuing review of Department of State activities, to
examine the result of actions taken on these recommendations.

Index No. 11, B-146929, March 21, 1969

OPPORTUNITY FOR SAVINGS BY INCREASING TRANSFERS OF EXCESS PROPERTY AMONG
FEDERAL AGENCIES-GENERAL SERVICES ADMINISTRATION

We reported that:
1. The Federal Aviation Administration (FAA) had been permitted to report

its excess property to the General Services Administration's (GSA) Area Utiliza-
tion Officer who was responsible for undertaking only limited efforts to determine
whether other agencies needed the propetty.

2. If GSA had followed the required procedures, it could have transferred some
of the FAA property to the Department of Defense (DOD) and thereby reduced
the DOD's commercial purchases. DOD had requirements for about $200,000 of
excess property which GSA had transferred to a DOD affiliate which had no
identified requirement for the property or had declared surplus and made avail-
able for sale to the public and donation to State agencies.

3. After we brought this matter to GSA's attention, property costing about
$68,000 was transferred to DOD activities.

We suggested that GSA take action to ensure that:
1. Federal agencies reported their excess property to GSA regional offices in

accordance with Federal Property Management Regulations.
2. GSA circularize lists of excess property adequately to Federal agencies for

their review.
GSA agreed with the suggestions and stated that the agency had taken action

to bring about the desired improvements in GSA's utilization program practices.

Index No. 12, B-133044, June 30, 1969

OPPORTUNITIES FOR BETTER SERVICE AND ECONOMIES THROUGH STANDARDIZATION
OF PHARMACY ITEMS AND CONSOLIDATION OF BULK COMPOUNDING FACILITIES-
VETERANS' ADMINISTRATION

On the basis of our review of certain aspects of pharmacy operations at VA
hospitals and clinics, we pointed out that there are opportunities for reducing
the cost of drugs used by VA installations in metropolitan areas through in-
creased standardization of commonly used items and their dosages. We expressed
the belief that the increased standardization and resultant decrease in drug
costs could be achieved by the establishment of area interstation therapeutic
agent and pharmacy committees and centralized bulk compounding and pur-
chasing facilities.

Also, we noted that centralized bulk compounding and purchasing facilities
would contribute to improved patient care by providing needed medications not
commercially available, more assurance of the quality of drugs compounded, and
better support for research and training activities.

Accordingly, we recommended that VA provide for the formation of inter-
station therapeutic agent and pharmacy committees in geographical areas con-
taining several VA medical facilities. We recommended also that the committees,
when established, study the feasibility of establishing centralized bulk compound-
ing and purchasing operations within their respective geographical areas.

The VA advised us that it concurred in our recommendations and would estab-
lish such interstation committees.
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Index No. 13, B-161507, June 30, 1969

Army and Air Force Controls Over Inventories in Europe
In August 1968 we issued a summary report on the movement of American

Forces from France (Operation FRELOC) in 1966-67 (B-161507, August 7,
1968). In that report we pointed out that, during the operation, control had been
lost over large quantities of supplies and equipment.

This report reviews in detail the problems connected with controls over inven-
tories in Europe as summarized in the August 1968 report.

We found that control over assets moved from France by the Army and theAir Force was insufficient to ensure that shipments were received at the cor-rect destinations in the quantities and in the condition specified. The loss ofcontrol was, in our opinion, symptomatic of a long standing problem: the highincidence of error in the stock records. The need to move most of the supplies
and equipment stored in France on short notice highlighted the magnitude of
the stock-record inaccuracies.

The problem was further complicated by the lack of advance information
on shipments at the new receiving stations, the loss of documents needed forinspection and accounting purposes, the late inspection of receipts, the delayed
recording of receipts, and the short period of time available to physically move
the stocks.

At the conclusion of our examination months after the move, it appeared
that the Army still did not know, with any degree of certainty, the quantities,
locations, or conditions of its inventories in Europe. The Air Force, on the
other hand, had been able to correct most of its stock records because of thesignificantly smaller volume of assets moved and the prompt action of the Air
Force to physically inventory the assets at the new locations.

In response to these findings, the Department of Defense informed us ofthe actions taken after the conclusion of our fieldwork. The Department statedthat the Army had taken the steps to overcome its inventory control problems
and that the Air Force, for the most part, had accounted for its inventories.

Index No. 14, B-166312, June 30,1969

IMPROVEMENTS NEEDED IN ARMY SUPPLY MANAGEMENT AND STocK FUND
AcTIvrrIEs IN KOREA

Our prior reviews of supply operations in the Eighth U.S. Army in Korea haddisclosed that substantial management improvements were needed to ensure that
using units obtained necessary supplies on a timely basis.

Our follow-up review showed that needed supplies were still not being obtained
and stocked in Korea in the proper quantities. Because of inaccurate and incom-
plete financial and supply records, the Army found it difficult to forecast, with
a reasonable degree of accuracy, the amount of funds needed to purchase properquantities and types of supplies to support the military units in Korea.

Available funds were used, to a great extent, to obtain supplies in small
quantities to meet individual requests of Army units in Korea instead of being
used to obtain larger quantities for depot stocks.

We made certain suggestions for improvement in the stock records and in
the budgeting and funding procedures concerning the Army in Korea. We sug-
gested also that the Army Audit Agency increase the scope of its reviews in
Korea. In reply the Army advised us of actions taken or planned which, if
effectively carried out, will provide better control over supply and financial
management matters.

Index No. 15, B-133396, June 30, 1969

SAVINGS ATTAINABLE THROUGH IMPROVED APPLICATION OF THE ECONOmTIC ORnDE
PRINCIPLE IN THE PROCUREMENT OF MILITARY SUPPLIES-DEPARTMENT OF
DEFENSE

The economic order quantity (EOQ) is that quantity which strikes a balance
between (1) the higher procurement costs but lower storage costs of frequent
purchases in small quantities and (2) the lower procurement costs but higher
storage costs of less frequent purchases in larger quantities. Applicable Depart-
ment of Defense (DOD) instructions for the use of the EOQ principle are sound
but are in need of revision with respect to what types of items should be covered
and when cost factors should be revised.

49-580-70-15
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We found that current and accurate cost data were not available or were not
being used by the military services in computing requirements under the EOQ
principle. On the basis of the best cost data available, we estimated that, if
the cost factors were updated and used:

The Air force, by initiating a one-time additional investment of $50
million in inventory, could reduce its annual operating costs by between
$12 million and $17 million.

The Navy could reduce its investment in inventory by about $4 million
and its annual operating costs by about $500,000.

The Army could reduce its investment in inventory by about $200,000 and
its annual operating costs by about $400,000.

In response to our suggestions for improving the application of the EOQ
principle, the Department of Defense stated that current instructions were
being revised and that they would provide firm criteria relating to deviations
from the EOQ concept. The Department stated also that the cost factors would
be revised and updated periodically.

Index No. 16, B-146828, July 30, 1969

NEED FOR IMPROVEMENT IN THE RECEIPT AND STORAGE OF MILITARY SUPPLIES AND
EQUIPMENT-DEPARTMENT OF DEFENSE

We made a review to evaluate the effectiveness of the policies, procedures,
and practices of the Department of Defense and the Defense Supply Agency
for the processing, storing and recording of materiel received at major supply
activities. We found that

-Many depots could not readily identify and locate materiel recently received,
and in the process of being stored, which was needed immediately to fill requisi-
tions.

-Materiel received was not stored and recorded within the time established
by the Department of Defense.

-Records maintained by the depots to identify and locate stored materiel
contained significant inaccuracies.

As a result, shipments of materiel to fill requisitions were delayed and increased
costs were incurred to locate and account for materiel that was on hand.

We proposed that the Department of Defense
-Require that receipt-processing systems at depots provide that materiel

receipts not be reported to inventory control points for posting to stock records
until the goods have been placed in storage and reflected on stock location records,
unless adequate techniques and data processing capabilities exist at the depots
to facilitate identification and location of unstored materiel.

-Direct that management information systems be improved and used to
identify delays in the processing, to ensure that receipts are stored and recorded
within prescribed time standards.

-Require that depot quality-control programs be expanded and used as a
means to identify and correct the causes of inaccuracies in Inventory records.

The Department of Defense cited certain actions taken to effect improvements
in the receipt and storage of materiel. We believe that the actions, if properly im-
plemented, will bring about the needed improvements.

Index No. 17, B-114807, August 15, 1969

EFFECTIVENESS OF MEETING THE SUPPLY REQUIREMENTS OF OVERSEAS U.S.
AGENCIES-GENERAL SEBVICES ADMINISTRATION

The General Services Administration (GSA) is the primary source of supply
for civil agencies and the military services for a wide range of common-use sup-
plies and equipment items.

Our review showed that:
1. Under agreements with military and civilian agencies GSA is required to

process priority groups ONE, TWO, THEE, and FOUR export requisitions
within 1. 3, 10 and 12 days respectively.

2. Of 6,449 export requisitions traced through all supply point processing
phases during May and June 1967, GSA Region 9 filled only 775-about 12 per-
cent-within the prescribed processing time.

3. Region 9's low effectiveness, in our opinion, could be attributed to the fact
that operations were not geared to meet the supply demands of U.S. agencies
overseas.
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4. There was a need to (a) revise certain operating policies and procedures,
(b) improve the management information system, (c) exercise management
controls over the use of high-priority requisitions, and (d) reevaluate the sup-
ply source processing time standards.

To the Administrator of General Services we made several proposals to im-
prove Region 9's export supply operations and to provide a higher level of sup-
ply effectiveness to U.S. agencies overseas. In general GSA management was
receptive to our suggestions and took actions to carry them out.

Index No. 18, B-1329S9, September 9, 1969

POTENTIAL FOR SAVINGS BY REDUCTION OF AIRCRAFT ENGINE PROCUREMENT,
DEPARTMENTS OF THE NAVY AND AR FORCE

We made a review of the method used by the Air Force and the Navy to com-
pute spare aircraft engine requirements. Our review was undertaken primarily
to evaluate the adequacy and reasonableness of the requirements computations-
common to both services-supporting their planned spare aircraft engine pro-
curements for fiscal year 1969. The Army was not included in our review because
at that time the Army was using a method different from that of the Air Force
and Navy.

We found that the method used by the Air Force and Navy for computing the
requirements included two factors-the depot stock factor and the safety fac-
tor-which were duplicative and provided quantities of engines to meet similar
or identical contingencies. The purpose of the safety factor was to provide spare
engines if order and shipping time were exceeded or the repair cycle took longer
than planned. The depot stock factor was not supported by studies but, based
on the explanations we obtained, its purpose was to provide for essentially the
same types of contingencies.

We estimated that elimination of the depot stock factor could have reducedthe planned procurement for fiscal year 1909 by about 200 engines valued at
about $35 million. Future needs could be correspondinigly reduced. We proposed
that the Secretary of Defense

-Direct appropriate officials to reevaluate the need for the duplicate factors.
-Take prompt action to reduce the planned procurement of engines by the

quantities attributable to the duplicate factors.
The Department of Defense stated that, in its opinion, the contingency factors

in question were not duplicated and that notwithstanding its position on theduplication of the contingency factors, it was exploring anothex method of com-
puting requirements for space aircraft engines.

Our analysis of the Department's reasons for believing the factors in question
were not duplicative did not support the Department's position. Accordingly, werecommended that the Secretary of Defense reconsider the position taken on our
proposals.

Index No. 19, B-157373, January 14, 1970

IMPROvEMENTS NEEDED IN THE MANAGEMENT OF AIRCRAFT MODIFICATIONS-
DEPARTMENT OF THE ARMY

Aircraft are modified to make them safer, more effective, operationally com-
patible with newer equipment, and easier to maintain. The Army spent about
$120 million for kits, parts, and tools for modifying aircraft during the fiscal years
1965 through 1968. We reviewed the procedures and techniques used in Armymanagement of its aircraft modification program.

In many cases, modifications-including those classified as being urgent-
were not applied promptly. For example, an urgent modification work order
involving safety of the aircraft was issued in February 1967; however, a year
later the Army record showed that 223 of the 1,650 affected aircraft had not beenmodified. As late as August 1969, 24 were still unmodified and 17 of the unmodi-
fied aircraft had been flown an average of 75 hours in that month.

The volume, of modification work orders resulted in work loads beyond thecapacity of maintenance activities. More effective management review of pro-posed modifications was needed to ensure that work loads could be accomplished
within the specified time.

The Army found it necessary to procure more modification kits than wererequired on a one-for-one basis for aircraft because of apparent loss of kits
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by local using units. Also, modifications were delayed in some instances because
kits were not received in time for economical installation concurrently with
overhaul of the aircraft.

We recommended that
-The Army require responsible commanders to specifically justify delays in

modification work.
-Adequate controls be established to ensure that no modification work order

is approved unless a statement of all prerequisites for completion of the
work as well as anticipated penalty for nonadoption of the modification is
prepared and reviewed.

-Recommendations for management of aircraft modifications, as presented
by Army Aviation Systems Command officials to Army Materiel Command
and Army Deputy Chief of Staff for Logistics, be given immediate atten-
tion by the Army.

-The Army improve management controls to ensure that officials who are
responsible for significant modification programs have continuous visibility
of the status of modification work order kits from the time the contractor
delivers them to the time they are used.

We also made other recommendations to improve management of modifica-
tion kits and their timely use.

The Army implemented the third of our four recommendations. The Army
took no position on the other three recommendations pending completion of
its own study and of a joint study of the subject being performed by the three
military departments.

Index No. 20, B-144239, February 27, 1970.

OPPORTUNITIES FOR IMPROVING MANAGEMENT OF EXCESS PROPERTY TRANSFERRED
TO THE MILITARY AFFILIATE RADIO SYSTEM-DEPARTMJENT OF DEFENSE

The Military Affiliate Radio System was established by the Department of
Defense (DOD) to provide auxiliary communications to military. civil. and
disaster relief officials on a local, national. and intermntiontal basis during
periods of emergency. Generally. the System handles a large volume of quasi-
official messages and phone calls for the morale of military and U.S. Government
civilian personnel throughout the world. Units of the System operate within
each of the military departments. The System includes radio stations, clubs,
and operators, both civilian and military.

Transfers of excess and surplus Government property are made to the System
on a priority basis primarily to supplement and improve capability of member
stations. We made a review to ascertain the validity of the System's requirements
for transferred property and the adequacy of its controls over the property.

During fiscal year 1968, the Army, Navy, and Air Force Military Affiliate
Radio System organizations acquired excess and surplus Government property
originally costing $56 million. Substantial quantities of the property were not
needed by the organizations that acquired them but were needed, in many
instances, by other Government agencies. The Military Affiliate Radio System
exercised little control over either the property acquired and held in its ware-
houses or issued to individual members. Equipment was issued to individual
members without consideration of their needs, or their ability to use certain types
of equipment, and to former members no longer entitled to receive it.

We recommended that the Office of the Secretary of Defense establish adequate
procedures and controls that would

-Limit the transfer of excess and surplus property to the Military Affiliate
Radio System to only that property which is needed and can be used by
member stations to improve their operating capability.

-Provide adequate accountability for excess and surplus property trans-
ferred.

-Require accountability over property issued to members and recovery
of property from former members.

-Promote increased emphasis by management review groups, including in-
ternal auditors, on review of Military Affiliate Radio System activities.

DOD concurred in our conclusions and recommendations and advised that
more effective, uniform procedures would be developed for the acquisition,
distribution, and use of Government property by the System and that action
had been taken to increase the surveillance of the operations of the System by
management review groups.
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Index No. 21, B-161319, March 9, 1970

EXAMIINATION INTO THE TRANSFER OF 52 FEDERAL SUPPLY CLASSES FROM THE
DEPARTMENT OF DEFENSE TO THE GENERAL SERVICES ADMINISTRATION

On July 1, 1967, stocks valued at about $19.5 million and representing 52 Fed-
eral supply classes were transferred by the Department of Defense (DOD) to
the General Services Administration (GSA).

We reported that:
1. Our inventory tests at selected DOD depots after the 52-class transfer

showed substantial quantity differences between GSA's recorded inventory
and actual stocks on hand. After we brought these discrepancies to GSA's atten-
tion, DOD took physical inventories at several depots and compared their counts
with GSA's inventory records. These comparisons showed that stock valued
at about $3.8 million had not been redorded on GSA inventory records and there-
fore were "lost" to the supply system.

2. Subsequent physical inventories showed additional stocks valued at about
$1.2 million that had not been recorded on GSA inventory records.

3. During the period in which the stocks were "lost" to the supply system GSA
purchased identical stocks at a cost of $44,000 and did not, in some cases, fill
requisitions for GSA-managed items on a timely basis, because it did not know
that the items were on hand.

We recommended that the Chairman of the joint DOD/GSA Material Manage-
ment Review Committee tpke action to ensure that:

1. Transfer procedures adopted as a result of our report to the Congress in May
1967 (B-161319) are adequately implemented.

2. Physical inventories based on up-to-date stock locator records are taken
of all stocls to be transferred.

3. Periodic physical inventories are made of stocks remaining in the custody
of the transferring agency and all resulting changes are transmitted to the
managing agency.

4. GSA's inventory records show all GSA-managed stocks stored at DOD
deli0 o .

The Administrator of General Services and the Director, Defense Supply
agency, agreed with our recommndations. They advised us that additional man-
agement controls would be applied to future transfers to ensure that past
difficulties were not repeated.

Index No. 22, B-160682, April 21, 1970

NEED To IMPROVE MILITARY SUPPLY SYSTEMS IN THE FAR EAST-DEPARTMENT OF
DEFENSE

In our follow-up review of the responsiveness and economy of supply systems
supporting military forces in the Far East, we found that the military services
have continued to support adequately military units in the Far East-par-
ticularly the combat forces in Southeast Asia. However, we noted that the supply
systems in the Far East, as well as the supporting systems in the continental
United States, continue to be costly and inefficient.

W"e pointed out that (1) substantial imbalances between inventory records
and stocks on hand resulted in part from the high volume of changes in item
identification data; (2) significant inventory excesses and shortages existed
because inappropriate methods and incorrect data were used to compute stock
requirements; (3) inadequate controls over reparable items resulted in failure
to recover, repair, and reuse expensive components and equipment; and (4)
the large volume of unnecessarily high-priority requisitions were causing costly
shipment of supplies and equipment.

As a result of our findings and recomulendations. the military services have
taken corrective action which to date has resulted in identifiable savings of
approximately $49.5 million.
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Index No. 23, B-114807, May 22, 1970

OPPORTUNITIES FOR SAVINGS THROUGH THE ELIMINATION OF NONESSENTIAL STOCK
ITEMS-GENERAL SERVICES ADMINISTRATION

We reported that:
1. The General Services Administration (GSA) did not have either an effective

program for the elimination of inactive and low-demand stock items or the
data necessary to implement an effective elimination program.

2. An analysis of information extracted from GSA's automatic data processing
system showed that:

a. There were over 15,000 items In the stock system for which less than six
orders were received during fiscal year 1969.

b. No orders were received for about 6,275 of the items during that period.
c. The value of inventories of the 15,000 items exceeded $15 million.
3. Because of the rapid increase in the number of items in the GSA stock

system, the implementation of a program to identify and eliminate inactive
and low-demand items becomes increasingly important for purposes of efficiency
and economy.

4. GSA had made little progress in eliminating uneconomical items from the
stock system primarily because responsibility had not been effectively assigned.

We proposed that GSA implement effective programs to delete nonessential
items from the stock system.

GSA agreed with our proposal and advised us that programs had been imple-
mented to identify and to delete inactive and low-demand stock items.

Index No. 24, B-146828, May 28, 1970

POTENTIAL FOR REDUCING INVENTORY INVESTMENTS IN THE DEFENSE SUPPLY
AGENCY THROUGH IMPROVED COMPUTATION OF STOCK NEEDS-DEPARTMENT OF
DEFENSE.

The General Accounting Office reviewed the policies, procedures, and practices
applied by the Defense Supply Agency in determining stock needs. Emphasis was
placed upon identifying ways to improve computation of stocks needed to mini-
mize accumulation of excess materiaL

At December 31, 1968, over $250 million worth, or about 23 percent of the
stocks managed by three of the five Agency centers were excess to all known mili-
tary needs. We found that substantial portions of these excess stocks accumu-
lated because (1) Deiense Supply Centers erroneously treated requisitions for
"one-time needs" as repetitive, (2) projected future requirements were based, in
part, on requisitions that customers had requested be canceled, (3) purchases
were being made without considering all stocks on hand, and (4) lead times for
obtaining new stocks were not based on actual experience. As a result, substan-
tially more stock was procured than necessary, much of which will be disposed
of eventually as surplus and at a substantial loss to the Government.

We proposed that the Agency revise its procedures for determining stock levels
at all Centers to ensure that customers' demands are properly identified as recur-
ring, nonrecurring or a special requirement. and that all assets on hand are con-
sidered before purchases are made. We also proposed that large and unusual
orders be validated by customers and that actual procurement lead times be sub-
stituted for the standard lead times in requirements computations.

The Department of Defense, in responding to our draft report, attributed excess
inventories to a multiplicity of causes and stated that changes were being made
to reduce inventory investments, and the accumulation of excess stocks. For ex-
ample, the Agency is installing a new computer system and uniform data proc-
essing procedures at all inventory control points. We believe that the new com-
puter system and revised procedures, if carefully supervised during their
installation and early operational phases, should help improve the management
of the Agency's inventories.

Index No. 25, B-1603'4, February 6,1968

POTENTIAL SAVINGS IN PROCUREMENT OF PETROLEUM PRODUCTS FOR USE BY
NAVY CONTRACTORS

Our review showed that substantial annual savings could be realized if the
Navy would furnish to its contractors the petroleum products used by them
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In the testing of aircraft and aircraft engines instead of permitting the con-
tractors to supply these products as a part of their contracts.

Our review was made at three plants where estimated requirements repre-
sented about 86 percent of the total petroleum needs of Navy aircraft and
aircraft engine contractors. We estimated that during 1964 the Navy paid two
of the contractors about $229,000 more than it would have paid if- the products
had been furnished to the contractors. We estimated that about $250,000 and
aaout $400,000 could have been saved in 1965 and 96.6.

With regard to the third contractor, our review showed that the contractual
arrangements in effect were different and that the resulting profit rate was
considerably less.

The Navy advised us that, in the case of one of the contractors, substantial
savings might be realized if the Government were to furnish the petroleum
products or, alternately, if a change in the contractual treatment of these prod-
ucts were negotiated and stated that negotiations were taking place.

With regard to the second contractor, the Navy stated that the savings would
be small and that it was to be the overall advantage of the Government for the
contractor to continue to furnish the petroleum products. Although the potential
savings are not substantial, the Navy should consider negotiating new ar-
rangements with the contractor.

Therefore, in the case of this contractor and other contractors under simi-
lar conditions, we recommended that the Navy consider negotiating new con-
tractual arrangements.

Index No. 26, B-159S68, June 4, 196S

NEED To INCREASE COMPETITION IN PROCUREMENTS OF ANTHRACITE COAL BY THE
U.S. ARmY FOB USE IN EUROPE

We reviewed the procurement of anthracite coal by the Army in fiscal years
1962 through 1967. The coal involved was mined in the United States and was
procured by the Army from European importers under negotiated fixed-price
contracts awarded on a competitive basis.

On the basis of our findings, we concluded that the competition was not suffi-
ciently effective to ensure the lowest price to the Army. The contractual prac-
tices followed by the Army permitted the sources of supply to be limited almost
entirely to one American exporter. The exporter, in turn, procured the coal from
only a limited number of producers. The use by the Army of unduly restrictive
specifications also limited competition.

The major anthracite suppliers have, under the provisions of the Webb-Pom-
erene Act, entered into agreements among themselves to set prices and allocate
quantities of coal for export and ultimate sale to the Army. The general policy
of most of the larger American anthracite suppliers is to offer their coal only
to a certain coal export company. This company advised uts that it purchased
coal for the Army procurements only from members of the Anthracite Export
Association-an association representing the larger anthracite producers-
although there are other producers. not members of the association, that are
qualified to meet specifications of the Army.

Because of these arrangements, the company was the only exporter in position
to furnish enough coal to meet total needs of the Army. Furthermore, the export-
er's quotations to European importers were conditioned on their purchasing
from the exporter all of their requirements for the Army procurements. Members
of the Anthacite Export Association, when participating in these procurements,
furnished statements that, under the provisions of the Webb-Pomerene Act, they
were not required to submit unqualified certifications of independent price deter-
mination. Therefore what little competition existed was limited to the importer
functions where the costs generated-principally transportation costs-repre-
sented only a small fraction of the total cost of the coal to the Army.

Also. we found considerable evidence that the Army's specifications for ash
content and ash-softening temperature may be more restricted than necessary
and may have limited competition.

In response to our findings, the Army stated that, for the fiscal year 1969 pro-
curement, offerors would not be permitted to claim exemption under the Webb-
Pomerene Act from certifying that prices proposed were arrived at independ-
ently. The Army stated also that tests were being conducted by the Bureau of
Mines to determine the minimum quality of coal which can be used economically
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in Europe, that the tests would be completed in August 1968, and that the re-
sults of the tests would be considered in the specifications for the fiscal year 1970
procurement.

Index No. 27, B-133396, June 25, 1968

NEED FOE MORE COMPETITION IN PROCUREMENT OF AERONAUTICAL SPARE
PANTS-DEPARTMENT Or DEFENSE

In response to the expressed interest of the Subcommittee on Economy in Gov-
ernment of the Joint Economic Committee, Congress of the United States, we
made a Defense-wide survey of the procurement of aeronautical spare parts.
We found that problems we had previously identified as restricting competition
in procurement continued to require management attention and correction. In
addition, many of the procurements reported by procuring activities as having
been made competitively had not, in our opinion, been made under competitive
conditions.

The Department of Defense advised us of the following corrective measures:
-Procedures were being revised to provide for earlier reviews of items to de-

termine whether they could be procured competitively.
-A management reporting system would be established to document reasons

for procurement without competition.
-A means for coordinating interservice spare-parts procurement was under

study.
-Rules for reporting procurement actions had been revised.
-Aggressive action would be taken to correct the technical data deficiencies

revealed by our survey.

Index No. 28, B-163379, January 10, 1969

USE OF THE SECOND-PHASE METHOD OF CONTRACTING-A METHOD THAT DOES NOT
ENCOURAGE MAXIMUM PRICE COMPETITIoN-GENERAL SERVICES ADMINISTRA-
TION

Under the General Services Administration's (GSA) second-phase method
of negotiating Federal Supply Schedule (Schedule) contracts, GSA requests
suppliers of similar items to submit prices at which they are willing to sell
their products to the Government. GSA then affords those suppliers which had
submitted higher priced offers an opportunity to meet the lowest price offered
to GSA. Those suppliers which agree to meet the lowest price are awarded a
contract and included on the Schedule for the item. Federal agencies then may
procure their requirements for the item at the same cost from any supplier of
that item listed in the Schedule.

In addition to the commodities previously reported on, we found that GSA
was using the second-phase method in establishing contracts for three addi-
tional commodity groups-sound-recording and instrumentation tapes, heavy duty
electrical batteries, and lithographing plates. We believe that:

1. The use of formal advertising was practical for many of these items because
Federal specifications had been established and there was a sufficient number
of suppliers to permit effective competition for the Government's requirements.

2. For the remaining items, the opportunity for GSA to obtain fair and
reasonable prices would be enhanced if independent negotiations were con-
ducted with each potential supplier.

We recommended to the Administrator of General Services that GSA:
1. Discontinue the use of the second-phase method of contracting.
2. Take the necessary steps to use formal advertising in establishing Schedule

contracts where practical.
3. Use independent negotiations in establishing Schedule contracts for items

that are not susceptible to formal advertising.
The Administrator of General Services advised us in August 1968 that GSA

agreed that formal advertising should be used in establishing Schedule con-
tracts whenever practical and feasible. The Administrator advised us further
that existing Federal specifications for the above-mentioned three commodity
groups were not adequate for competitive procurement and that until such
time as specifications could be appropriately revised, GSA planned to award
future Schedule contracts for these commodities through independent negotia-
tions. In October 1968, GSA advised us that progress had been made in the
development of specifications adequate for formal advertising.
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Index No. 29, B-162394, February 5, 1969

REQUIREMENTS CONTRACTING AND OTHER ASPECTS OF SMALL PURCHASES IN THE
DEPARTMENT OF DEFENSE

About 70 percent of the Department of Defense (DOD) procurement efforts
are spent on a large number of transactions for small purchases-supplies and
related needs in amounts which do not exceed $2.500. Although small purchases
accounted for more than two-thirds of all DOD procurement transactions in
fiscal years 1966 and 1967, they amounted to only 4 percent of the total DOD pro-
curement dollars. Procurement regulations provide various methods for making
small purchases. We undertook a review to consider whether one such method-
requirements contracting-would be more economical than frequent small pur-
chase transactions, and to evaluate the performance of certain other small pur-
chase operations.

A requirements contract provides for filling all purchase requirements for
specific supplies during a specified contract period, with deliveries to be scheduled
by timely placement of orders upon the contractor. The advantages of require-
ments contracting are twofold. It permits supplies in storage depots to be
maintained at lower stock levels, and provides a means of obtaining lower unit
prices through purchases in larger quantities.

The military departments generally were not accumulating sufficient informa-
tion concerning small purchases (volume of purchases by Federal Stock Class
and by vendors) to serve as a basis for determining the most economical and
appropriate procurement methods. We found that at those purchasing activities
where such information was being accumulated, and was being used to contract
for estimated annual requirements, favorable prices were being obtained and
administrative costs were reduced. We expressed the opinion that substantial
savings could be realized if this practice were more commonly used.

'"e recommended that the Department of Defense:
-Accumulate information on the volume of purchases at selected installations

for selected commodities as a basis for ascertaining the most beneficial procure-
ment method.

-Provide further guidelines to installations for determining when a require-
ments contract or some other method would be appropriate for procurement of
a particular commodity or class of items.

In response, the Department stated that a test was being conducted which
might provide a basis for anticipating the needs for requirements-type contracts
and that our recommendations would be considered further at the conclusion
of the test.

Index No. 30, B-156550, March 11, 1969

REvIEw OF CERTAIN MANAGEMENT CONTROLS OF THE QUALITY ASSURANCE SYSTEM
FOR THE APOLLO PROGRAM-NKATIONAL AERONAUTICS AND SPACE ADMINISTRATION

Quality assurance is a planned and systematic pattern of all actions necessary
to provide adequate confidence that the end items will perform satisfactorily
in actual operations.

Our review showed that:
1. The Headquarters Apollo Reliability and Quality Assurance Office of the

National Aeronautics and Space Administration (NASA) had not fully carried
out its responsibilities for seeing that adequate manned space flight center plans
were prepared. reviewed, and issued.

2. One of the three manned space flight centers which should have issued
three quality assurance plans had not issued any. The two other centers had
issued plans which did not contain all the established requirements.

3. Some prime contractor quality assurance plans either had not been ap-
proved on a timely basis or had not been approved at the time that our fieldwork
had been completed.

4. NASA Headquarters had not made any audits of the quality assurance
activities at the three manned space flight centers until Mlay 1967-almost two
years after the requirement for audits had been established.

.5. Although audits of contractors quality assurance activities had been made
by all three manned space flight centers, only one center was continuing to
make periodic audits.

In our opinion. the objectives and benefits that were expected by NASA
management with the issuance of the Apollo Reliability and Quality Assurance
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Plan were not being fully realized because many of the requirements applicable
to the two areas of the Plan were not being implemented or were not being im-
plemented in the manner called for by the Plan.

We proposed to the NASA Administrator that a special study be made of the
Apollo Quality Assurance Program with particular emphasis on:

1. Assessing the adequacy of recent actions by Apollo Program management
to obtain more complete implementation of the program requirements for plans
and audits and, where necessary, recommending any further actions required to
ensure the necessary compliance.

2. Reviewing and evaluating the extent of compliance with other important
requirements of the Apollo Reliability and Quality Assurance Plan.

We were advised by NASA that it had established a special study team to
review the Apollo Reliability and Quality Assurance Plan.

Index No. 31, B-159463, April 17, 1969

NEED FOR IMPRovEMENT IN PROCURING AND STOcKPILING JEWEL BEARINGS-
DEPARTMENT OF DEFENSE, DEPARTMENT OF COMMERCE, GENERAL SERVICES
ADMINISTRATION, AND OFFICE OF EMERGENCY PREPAREDNESS

The William Langer Jewel Bearing Plant, Rolla, North Dakota, was estab-
lished by the Government in 1952 as a Government-owned, contractor-operated
domestic source of jewel bearings used in defense items to eliminate dependency
upon foreign sources of supply which could be cut off in the event of war. The
Langer plant is a mandatory source for jewel bearings contained in items pur-
chased by the Government and for jewel bearings purchased for the national
stockpile. Because available information indicated that the plant was not being
fully used, we made a survey of the purchasing and stockpiling of jewel bearings
with the objective of examining into compliance with the mandatory-source
requirements and the adequacy of the existing stockpile to meet its objectives.

We found that there was a need for:
-Better enforcement of the mandatory requirement for the purchase and use

of the bearings produced in the plant.
-Greater compliance with the requirement for the use of military-standard-

size bearings.
-Review of the adequacy of the jewel bearing stockpile.
We proposed that:
-The mandatory-source requirement included in contracts for purchases over

$2,500 be extended to purchases under $2.500 when the item being purchased
is a jewel bearing or a mounted jewel bearing.

-Instructions be issued explaining the bases for granting waivers of the
mandatory-source requirement.

-Current military standards for jewel bearings be studied and updated where
appropriate and the Armed Services Procurement Regulation (ASPR) be
revised to point out the need to use military-standard bearings.

-The jewel bearings in the stockpile be analyzed to determine whether they
are applicable to military end items currently in use and can be used in the
event of mobilization.

The agencies involved expressed agreement with certain of our proposals. The
Department of Defense, however, did not agree with our proposal that the ASPR
be revised to point out the need to use military-standard bearings. We recom-
mended that the Department reconsider its position on this matter.

In June 1969, the Assistant Secretary of Defense (Installations and Logistics)
advised us that the Department of Defense, after reconsidering its former position
against including a statement in ASPR 1-315 on the policy with respect to the
adoption of military standard bearings in military products, has decided that
such inclusion may indeed be helpful in bringing to the attention of contractors
and subcontractors the conditions under which adoption of the standard bearings
is required as well as the benefits to industry, government, and the taxpayer if
standard bearings are adopted voluntarily before the conditions for mandatory
adoption occur. The Assistant Secretary indicated this will be a part of the
revised ASPR 1-315.
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Index No. 32, B-162S39, April 25, 1909

POTENTIAL SAVINGS BY IMPROVING EVALUATION OF COMPETITIVE PROPOSALS FOR
OPERATION AND MAINTENANCE CONTRACTS-DEPARTMENT OF THaE AIR FORCE

We reviewed the procedures of the Air Force for evaluating competitive pro-
posals in the award of negotiated contracts for the operation and maintenance
of the Ballistic Missile Early Warning System (BMEWS), the Distant Early
Warning Line (DEW Line), and the White Alice Communication System.

At the time of award of contracts for the operation and maintenance of the
three systems, the Department of Defense (DOD) was prohibited by law from
awarding such contracts for more than a 1-year period. A yearly award to a
different contractor, selected through competitive negotiation, involves change-
over costs (hiring and training of new personnel and obtaining required security
clearances) each year. To reduce such costs, the Air Force was retaining
competitively selected contractors for a 3-year period. The competitive selection
of contractors was based on the price proposals for only the first year of the
3-year period-in line with DOD policy that contractors' proposals for subsequent
years not be considered in awarding contracts for the first year.

This method gave the incumbent contractors a significant advantage over
competitors. For example, had the Air Force been permitted to consider each
offeror's first-year proposal combined with option prices proposed for the second
and third years, it would have been found that the proposal of a competitor for
the BMfEWS contract, rather than that of the incumbent contractor, was the
more favorable. About $8.8 million might have been saved by award of the
contfi, to the competitor.

We suggested that, where there is reasonable certainty that (1) the options
for the second and third years will be exercised and (2) failure to consider
the option prices for the second and third years would result in substantially
increased costs. DOD should explore the means to amend, or deviate from, its
policy. DOD advised us that revisions to its policy were being considered.

On July 5, 1968, the President signed legislation (Public Law 90-378) that
authorized certain contracts for services and incidental supplies to extend beyond
1 year (multiyear contracts).

The legislation is applicable to contracts awarded for services or incidental
supplies outside the United States that are funded by 1-year appropriations and
therefore is applicable to the operation and maintenance contracts of the type
discussed in our report. This legislation should help alleviate some of the prob.
lems in the negotiation and award of such contracts.

In June 1909, the Assistant Secretary of Defense (Installations and Logistics)
advised us that the Department's option policy was considered by the Armed
Services Procurement Regulation Committee and that a revised policy pro-
viding for the evaluation of options under certain conditions was issued and
published in Defense Procurement Circular No. 68.

The Assistant Secretary stated that the enactment of Public Law 90-378 au-
thorizing multi-year procurements of services outside the United States has
been implemented in ASPR 1-322 and published in Defense Procurement Cir-
cular No. 64. The Assistant Secretary indicated this method of procurement for
services to be preferable to single-year contracts with options for the following
years.

With regard to our suggestion that standard procedures for estimating phase-
out cost be developed, the Assistant Secretary Stated that this matter was con-
sidered by the Armed Services Procurement Regulation Committee. He indicated
the Committee initially concluded that the computation of phaseout costs would
vary significantly in each case and that estimating such costs was a matter of
judgment. Therefore, it did not appear feasible to describe detailed procedures
for use in this area. The Assistant Secretary stated that a reconsideration of
this matter is being undertaken by the Committee. based on a recent L-II
study of service contract methodology. He indicated the primary purpose of
this effort will be to develop additional guidance for service contracting.

Index No. 33, B-39995, July 14, 1969

EVALUATION OF Two PROPOSED MlETHODS FOR ENHANCING COMPETITION IN WEAPONS
SYSTEM S PROCUREMENT-DEPARTMENT OF DEFENSE

The Chairman, Subcommittee on Antitrust and Monopoly, Senate Committee
on the Judiciary, asked that we evaluate two methods, proposed by individuals
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outside of the Department of Defense, for improving competition in procurement
by the Department of Defense of weapons systems, components, spare parts, and
related items. The two methods are referred to as "parallel undocumented de-
velopment" and "directed technical licensing."

Parallel undocumented development-This method implies sustaining two or
more contractors well into the period of engineering development-which nor-
mally is not done-and provides for competitive award and pricing of production
on the basis of demonstrated prototypes instead of relying heavily on paper
studies, plans, and proposals. Under this method, documentation ordinarily re-
quired by the Government for, procurement, support, maintenance, and other
purposes would be deferred-except for the data essential to the deveolpment
process itself-until one of the production contractors is chosen.

We expressed the opinion that this procurement method has merit as an ac-
quisition strategy for advanced weapons systems, subsystems, and other military
goods which (1) have probable technological or strategic uncertainties or which
intend to penetrate state-of-the-art frontiers (2) are to be produced in quantity,
and (3) have a low or moderate ratio of development cost to total acquisition
cost.

This procurement method is favored because it offers credible expectation that
-Rival performance of physical hardware can be tested and compared more

effectively before a decision is made to go ahead with production.
-The cost overrun problem should diminish because contractors would not

be forced to price out manufacturing costs before critical unknowns had been
dispelled and a product made clearly visible.

-More than one design approach could be appraised.
It should be easier to back away from doubtful design concepts before

heavy investment in the designs.
It should provide flexibility in the face of changing threats and accelerat-

ing technology and the design could be revised or canceled before the Govern-
ment and the contractor are overcommitted.

There should be stimuli to creativity at work so that more innovations and
breakthroughs may be achieved.

The competition would be analogous to the commercial market place in
that contractors should seek to excel in manufacturing economies and achieve
superior reliability, maintainability. and operating cost effectiveness in their
competing products since these factors would help determine the winner.

We suggested that certain of the programs of the Department of Defense. in
early development and under consideration by the Armed Services Committees,
may be candidates for competitive prototyping under austere conditions. Some
programs mentioned were the F-15 fighter aircraft. the Subsonic Cruise Armed
Decoy (SCAD), and the AX close support aircraft. The extent to which such pro-
grams should be prototyped through initial flight testing as opposed to a fully
integrated systems engineering development is a matter for considerable technical
judgment. Where the situation is unclear, appropriate congressional committees
may wish to obtain such judgments from independent experts.

Directed technical licensing.-This method proposes a clause for insertion in
the early development contract allowing the Government to reopen competition
for subsequent or follow-on production, select the winner, and appoint him as
licensee. It is aimed at obtaining competition which is ordinarily very difficult
to achieve. in the reprocurement of technological hardware. In return for royalty
and technical assistance fees, the licensor would then provide the winner with
manufacturing data and technical assistance to help the licensee produce success-
fully.

The main objectives of this method are attractive: competition to be reopened
at reprocurement time and the Government role as an intermediary in trans-
ferring technical knowledge from one firm to another to be diminished. We ex-
pressed the opinion, however, that. despite its imaginative approach to the prob-
lem of transferring technology from one firm to another, this method posed prob-
lemus which seem to evade a workable solution. Some of the problems include:

Motivating the contractors to cooperate.
Setting the magnitude of the fees:
Protecting trade secrets adequately.
Securing straightforward bidding procedures.

In addition to our evaluation of the two methods for improving competition in
our procurement, we offered the following observations for consideration of the
Congress and the Department of Defense.
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-Multiple high-technology advances should not be sought simultaneously in a
single weapon system when early deployment is contemplated, except in response
to a sudden and grave threat to the Nation.

-Competitive prototyping is opposed in some quarters on the grounds of extra
cost and time. If this point is correct-and there is no hard evidence either way-
the increased cost will appear at the beginning of the program. Reduced procure-
ment outlays should follow with confidence that the new device will perform its
intended function. Also, cancellation or modification at the prototype stage would
be much less costly than at the stage of advanced production.

-Because of funding and time constraints associated with major weapon sys-
tems, the tendency may be to limit use of the parallel undocumented development
method of procurement to smaller less complicated hard goods. This would miss
the point. The cost or feasibility of successful production of such items is not so
uncertain as to cause enormous miscalculation of expenditures as in the case of
high-risk major weapons systems.

-Major hard goods for which parallel prototyping is impractical should be
competed further into engineering development before the single source is selected.
Uncertain subsystems, at least, should be considered for competitive prototyping.

-The acquisition strategy to be used is one that best fits the kind of article
to be procured. Its particularities, and the degree of risk involved. To help prevent
the use of the wrong acquisition strategy and to moderate the impact of time
and funding constraints, there should be a carefully designed decision-guide to
identify the various acquisition strategies, lay out the features and characteristics
of each, and show the most practical procurement situations for their use.

-The amount and kinds of documentation required and deferrable during
development should be reexamined.

-Overemphasis on price competition at the outset of the development of tech-
nological hardware-the time of greatest uncertainty-may lead to underesti-
mated cost and subsequent overruns.

Index No. 34, B-163874, July 15, 1969

REASONABLENESS OF PRICES QUESTIONED FOB BOMRB AND HAND GRENADE FuzEs
UNDER THREE NEGOTIATED CONTRACTS-DEPARTMENT OF THE ARMY

We reviewed three contracts, awarded by the Army to a contractor for pro-
duction of ammunition fuzes, to examine into the reasonableness of the prices
negotiated subject to the provisions of Public Law 87-653-the Truth in Nego-
tiations Act. The act requires contractors to submit cost or pricing data and
to certify that such data are accurate, complete and current. We found that
the prices negotiated for two of the three contracts included

-Estimated materiel and labor costs that were $3,499,800 higher than indicated
by cost information available to the contractor but not made known to the
Army.

-Estimates totaling $1,587,200 for anticipated price increases, for production
lot losses, and for scrap and rework for which the contractor bad no factual
support.

The Army agreed with our proposal that it seek appropriate recoveries under
the defective pricing data clauses of the contracts and stated that it had made
demand on the contractor in the amount of $4,022,570 under these two con-
tracts-$3.499.800 for overestimated material and labor costs plus $522,770, a
portion of the unsupported costs of $1,587,200. The contractor advised the Army
of its intent to appeal the Army's decision to the Armed Services Board of
Contract Appeals.

Our review of the third contract showed that the target costs negotiated for
materiel were $227,100 higher than warranted. Unless the target costs and target
profits are adjusted, the Government would incur increased costs of $123,650
under the incentive provisions of the contract. The Army stated that it would
take action to negotiate a reduction of $227,100 in the target costs.

Subsequent to the negotiation of these contracts, Defense regulations were re-
vised to emphasize that contracting officers require contractors to submit, either
actually or by specific identification, the available factual cost information in
support of noncompetitive proposed prices expected to exceed $100,000. Contract-
ing officials were also required, generally, to request evaluations of such proposed
prices. Defense procurement management officials are currently reviewing prac-
tices of procurement activities to ascertain whether procurement regulations are
understood, are complied with, or need further clarification,
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Index No. 35, B-165767, August 25, 1969

OPPORTUNITIES FOR INCREASED SAVINGS BY IMPROVING MANAGEMENT OF VALUE
ENGINEERING (DESIGN OR MANUFACTURING SIMPLIFICATION) PERFORMED BY CON-
TRACTORS-DEPARTMENT OF DEFENSE

In 1963 the Department of Defense established a value engineering program-
defined as a systematic and creative effort to simplify the design and manufacture
of products in order to obtain the lowest over-all cost to the Government-to
provide for sharing with contractors the cost reductions resulting from changes
to specifications and other contract requirements. The program is implemented
by the use in contracts of one or two value engineering clauses-an incentive
clause or a program requirement clause. The incentive clause merely encourages
the contractor to submit value engineering change proposals. The program re-
quirement clause obligates the contractor to conduct value engineering at an
agreed upon level of effort for which the contractor is fully reimbursed. These
clauses offer the contractor a share in cost reductions ensuing from approved
change proposals. The Department of Defense reported that its share of cost
reductions through value engineering was about $170 million for the five fiscal
years through 1968.

We found that many of the contracts with the incentive clauses had not pro-
duced the desired results in that some contractors were not stimulated to de-
velop proposals to reduce costs even though they would share in the cost savings.
We expressed the belief that new techniques were needed to stimulate the con-
tractors and that the value engineering performance of contractors could be
Improved if the Department of Defense officials identified the specific program
most susceptible to value engineering and suggested to contractors that they
concentrate their efforts on those programs.

We found that the administration of the value engineering program by the
military departments could be improved and strengthened by

-Processing of contractors' value engineering proposals on a more timely
basis.

-Informing the contractors in clear and concise language of the reasons for
rejecting proposals.

-Modifying certain policies which tend to restrict value engineering effort.
-Incorporating accepted value engineering product changes promptly into

concurrent related contracts.
-Evaluating results of value engineering effort under clauses requiring con-

tractor effort so that potential cost savings may be applied in other contracts
or in logistic support areas.

We proposed that the Secretary of Defense establish guidelines for identifying
contracts or programs having substantial value engineering potential and estab-
lish savings goals for these programs in order to stimulate participation by
contractors. We also made a number of other proposals to improve administra-
tion of the value engineering program.

Index No. 36, B-39995, December 3, 1969

IMPROVEMENTS NEEDED IN NEGOTIATING PRICES OF NONCOMPETITIVE CONTRACTS
OVER $100,000 ON THE BASIS OF CONTRACTORS' CATALOG OR MARKET PRICES-
DEPARTMENT OF DEFENSE

We examined negotiated contracts in amounts of over $100,000 to ascertain
whether determinations of Department of Defense (DOD) officials-that nego-
tiated prices were based on catalog prices of commercial items sold in substan-
tial quantities to the general public-and related policies seemed to adequately
carry out the objectives of Public Law 87-653. In accordance with the law, in
such cases procurement officials normally rely on the competitive forces of mar-
ket rather than cost or pricing data in determining whether proposed prices are
fair and reasonable. We estimated that contract awards based on contractors'
catalog prices probably have exceeded $1 billion annually.

In our review of 68 such contracts, we found that contracting officers had
obtained a copy of the contractor's catalog or price list for each of the con-
tracts prior to award at the catalog price. However,

-For 45 of the 68 contracts, the contracting officers had no record of hav-
ing obtained factual information from contractors showing the quantity of com-
mercial sales during a specific recent period.
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-For 23 of the 68 contracts, the contracting officers had obtained contractors'
sales data but had verified the data for only nine of the contracts.

DOD policies and criteria did not provide specific guidance with respect to
the amount of commercial sales that should be considered "substantial." This
has led to acceptance of diverse and/or seemingly minor amounts of com-
mercial sales as "substantial." In this connection, the Renegotiation Act es-
tablishes for standard commercial items a specific percentage of commercial
sales to total sales for determining whether the items are subject to the Re-
negotiation Board's profit review.

In some instances the largest individual commercial sales were in substan-
tially smaller quantities than those purchased under the individual DOD con-
tracts. Under these circumstances, there was no assurance that the prices
paid by the Government for the quantities purchased would have been paid by
commercial buyers of comparable quantities.

DOD has improved its guidance with respect to types of data to be ob-
tained from contractors prior to the award of catalog- or market-priced con-
tracts. However, it has not provided any new guidance as to how the data
are to be used.

We recommend that DOD
-Provide more definite criteria for determining what constitutes substantial

sales to the general public. In this connection, consideration should be given
to establishing criteria similar to those for standard commercial items in the
Renegotiation Act.

-Revise the Armed Services Procurement Regulation to require evidence,
as a condition for acceptance of a catalog price, of recent individual commer-

~cial sales in quantities approximately similar to the proposed quantities for
purchase by the Government

-Consider requiring contracting officers to (1) obtain a certification from
the contractor that the sales data being submitted are complete and accurate,
(2) include a provision in each proposal and any resulting contract which
would permit Government representatives to examine the contrator's per-
tinent books and records in order to verify the information submitted In
support of the proposal, and (3) verify sales data obtained from the con-
tractors.

DOD stated that It was undertaking a more thorough study of the adequacy
of its catalog pricing policies and practices. With respect to our recommenda-
tions. DOD stated that it did not consider (1) the establishment of a specific
percentage of commercial sales to be an appropriate ground rule for catalog
price determination and (2) the criteria in the Renegotiation Act for standard
commercial items to be analogous to the bases for substantial sales to the
general public at catalog prices.

Index No. 37, B-118710, December 11, 1969

QUESTIONATIT PRICING OF CoNTRACTs NEGOTIATED FOR URGENTLY NEEDED BomB
BODIES-DEPARTMENT OF THE NAVY

Early in 1965, because of the Vietnam conflict, there developed an urgent
demand for general-purpose bombs. During the calendar years 1966-7, the
Navy awarded contracts for the production of 4.5 million 250- and 500-pound
bomb bodies. Firm fixed-price negotiated contracts amounting to about $472
million were awarded to six contractors. The contracts were subject to the Truth-
in-Nhgotiations Act (Public Law 87-653) which provides that contractors be
required to submit cost or pricing data and to certify that such data are ac-
curate, complete, and current.

We examined into the prices negotiated in 34 procurements totaling about $343
million. Our examination was directed to evaluating the reasonableness of sig-
nificant estimates, accepted by the Navy, in relation to cost data available to
the contractors at the time of each negotiation.

We found that the prices could have been reduced by millions of dollars if
the Navy had

-Required the contractors to submit, or identify in writing, accurate. com-
plete, and current cost or pricing data in support of cost estimates included in
price proposals.

-Made adequate reviews and evaluations of the factual data available to the
contractors in support of the estimates.

More specifically, we found that
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-Prices negotiated for 33 procurements totaling $309 million were higher
by about $13.9 million than indicated by cost or pricing data available to the
contractors prior to each of the negotiations.

-Prices negotiated for 12 procurements totaling $172 million included cost
estimates of about $46 million for which sound and realistic cost or pricing
data were not available.

-Navy contracting officials had not requested preaward audits for eight of
the 34 procurements. Where the Navy requested such audits, it imposed time
restrictions which limited the scope of the audits in several instances.

Since the time limitation and the absence of realistic cost data precluded
adequate documentation of the contractors' proposals and agency audits, we
believed that the Navy should not have used firm fixed-price-type contracts.

We proposed to DOD that it consider our findings, as well as any additional
information available to DOD, to determine the extent of the Government's legal
entitlement to price adjustments with respect to these procurements. The Navy
agreed and stated that actions had been started to make the determinations we
had proposed.

The Navy did not believe that it could recover the amounts included in firm
fixed prices for unsupported cost estimates which had been accepted by both
parties to accommodate the risks of production. The Navy stated that, at the time
of awards, there was an emphasis by DOD officials on the use of firm fixed-price
contracts to the maximum extent and there was an overzealous application of
this high-level policy pronouncement by contracting officials. DOD has since
recognized this over-reaction and has issued instructions concerning the misuse
of firm fixed-price contracts.

DOD'S procurement management review group has reviewed the practices of
its offices responsible for ammunition procurement and has noted procurement
practices that need improvement similar to those we noted. Also, the Defense
Contract Audit Agency has performed postaward audits of 20 ammunition con-
tracts for defective pricing and has reported defective pricing in some instances.

Index No. 38, B-162394, December 17, 1969.

OPPORTUNITIES FOE MORE EFFECTIVE USE OF AN AUTOMATED PEOCUJREMENT SYSTEM
FOE SMALL PURCHASES-DEPARTMENT OF THE NAVY

As of June 30, 1968, the Navy Aviation Supply Office (ASO) was responsible
for the management of over 323,000 different aeronautical spare parts and as-
semblies. During fiscal year 1968 it processed about 93,000 small-purchase trans-
actions-purchases under $2,500 each-totaling about $72 million. About 70 per-
cent of these transactions were processed by automation. We reviewed the
policies, procedures, and practices followed by ASO in operating the automated
procurement system to determine whether more effective use of the capabilities of
the system could be realized in processing small-purchase transactions.

We observed that the system could be improved by programming the auto-
mated equipment to

-Assist buyers in making price analysis of small purchases.
-Solicit quotations from all known supply sources.
-Consolidate requirements.
-Mfake maximum use of basic ordering agreements (BOAs). (A BOA is a.

written understanding with a contractor which describes goods or services that
might be purchased from the contractor and provides a method for pricing them.)

-Process many of the small purchases that continue to be processed withaout
the aid of automation.

We also noted a lack of comprehensive reviews of the automated system by
audit groups of ASO, Navy, or Department of Defense.

During our review ASO made changes in its automated system which should
help ensure that requirements for like items are consolidated and that sole-source
requirements are placed, as applicable, under existing BOAs.

We suggested that ASO (1) consider programming the automated system to
perform price analyses, solicit all known supply sources,. and process other small
purchases, and (2) provide for a periodic review of the operation of the system
so that management can be informed of problem areas. In view of the present
and potential use of automated procurement systems by other activities and.
the need for improvements in the existing system at ASO, we further suggested
that the Secretary of Defense establish programs to monitor the implementation
and improvement of automated procurement systems.
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The Navy and the Department of Defense advised us of actions taken or
planned by them which were generally responsive to our suggestions.

Index No. 39, B-165006, January 9,1970

PRICES NEGOTIATED FOR ROCK-CRUSHING PLANTS FOR USE IN THE REPUBL.IC OF
VIETNAM-DEPARTAIENT OF THE AnRY

in 1966 the Army procured. at a contract price of $3.5 million. eight rock-
crushing plants for use in Southeast Asia road construction activities. The
procurement was noncompetitive and subject to the Truth-in-Negotiations Act
(Public Law 87-653) for submission of certified cost or pricing data. We re-
viewed the reasonableness of the price negotiated in relation to available cost
information.

At the time of negotiations, cost information was available to the Army that
the price proposed by the contractor was too high-by about $528,000. The
contractor would not agree, however, to any discussion of the cost elements
supporting its proposed price and no reduction was negotiated. The Army con-
tracting officer was aware that the price was higher than indicated by available
cost or pricing data and, under procurement regulations, was required to refer
the matter to higher authorities in the Army before agreeing to the contract
price. This, he did not do. In addition, it appears that the Government's right
to a price adjustment under Public Law 87-653 has been impaired since the
price was not negotiated on the basis of cost information submitted by the
contractor.

The contractor stated to us that it believes the contract price was fair and
reasonable and that it had negotiated fully and completely with the Army.

Although the. price exceeded the cost of performance by about 35 percent,
the contractor sought to avoid a determination of excessive profits by the Re-
negotiation Board on the grounds that rock-crushing plants qualify for an ex-
emption in the Renegotiation Act with respect to sales of new durable produc-
tive equipment. The Renegotiation Board denied the exemption. However, the
contractor can appeal the matter to the Tax Court.

We recommended that the Secretary of Defense emphasize to procurement offi-
cials the need for reporting to top officials, as required by Defense regulations,
proposed procurement at prices considered to be unreasonably high, because-
of a contractor's refusal to negotiate. Had the regulations been followed in this:
case, top Army officials would have been alerted to consider whether other
actions were desirable before the price was agreed upon.

The Army stated that the requirement, for contracting officers to report
to higher authority situations where contractors refuse to negotiate, was not
applicable in this instance because the contracting officer did not anticipate, at
the time a letter contract was awarded, the problems which arose three months:
later during the price negotiations. Subsequently, however, Department of De-
fense officials stated that this requirement would be applicable whenever a final
price is negotiated.

In March 1970, the Assistant Secretary of Defense (Installations and Lo-
gistics) in response to our recommendation, advised us that the upper levels
of management in the Departments are available and ready at all times to con-
sider and assist in the resolution of problems that arise in the field activities.
He indicated that these matters are generally referred to higher echelons in
the Departments when a resolution of the problem cannot be accomplished by-
the subordinate activity.

The Assistant Secretary stated that, considering this practice, the Department:
of Defense is of the view that the present case is not representative of a wide-
spread problem warranting special emphasis, as our recommendation suggests.

Index No. 40, B-161366, February 25,1970.

INCENTIVE PROVISIONS OF SATURN V STAGE CONTRACTS-NATIONAL AERONAUTICS.

AND SPACE ADMINISTRATION

The National Aeronautics and Space Administration (NASA) incorporated
about $26.2 million in incentive provisions into the S-TC and S-TVB stage con-
tracts to accelerate delivery of these stages. In our opinion the incentives were
not needed because:

1. Early delivery of the stages could have been obtained without additionat
payments to the contractors.

49-580-70 16
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2. Adoption of air transportation for the S-IVB- stage provided the desired
scheduled acceleration.

3. Manufacturing of the S-II stage was at least 5 months behind schedule
and had thus provided the additional time for testing and solving prelaunch
checkout problems on the S-IC and S-IVB stages, which NASA stated it was
attempting to obtain through the use of incentives.

4. Delivery of the stages for certain vehicles ahead of schedule was not con-
sistent with an earlier decision to delay delivery of these stages.

NASA did not agree with our findings and conclusions and stated that theearly delivery incentives reduced costs, permitted mission adjustments, and
would keep total program costs to the minimum obtainable. However, in Octo-ber 1969, NASA and the Department of Defense issued a joint incentive con-tracting guide that describes improved incentive contracting techniques. With
respect to scheduled incentives, the new guide suggests that, usually, it is notadvisable to provide R-ewards in order to advance delivery schedules and that,
generally, penalty-only incentives are the most appropriate means of ensuring
delivery on schedule.

Index No. 41, B-133170, March 19, 1970

WEAKNESSES IN AWARD AND PRICING OF SHIP OVERHAUL CONTRACTS-
DEPARTMENT OF NAVY

Although about 90 percent of the value of initial award packages for shipoverhauls was awarded under advertised contracts, the circumstances under
which the awards were made were not conducive to keen price competition because

-The Navy's policy of having ships overhauled at or near home ports reduced
the number of prospective bidders.

-The number of shipyards -that could do certain types of overhauls was limited
to the few that had capabilities for handling all sizes of vessels.

-The specialization of contractors within the ship repair market narrowed
the choice of firms.

When such competitive constraints prevail, advertised procurement methods beused only when there are other assurances that prices are fair and reasonable.
The Navy tried to get this assurance by making its own estimates and comparing
them with bids submitted, but the Navy apparently lacked confidence in the
reliability of its own estimating system and placed little reliance on the results
of the comparisons.

As a rule, substantial additional work was added to the initial award pack-
age after a contract was awarded. The price for the additional work was generallynegotiated on a sole-source basis because the ship was immobilized in the con-
tractor's yard and it was impractical to solicit competition. This placed the
Government in a disadvantageous bargaining position. The Government's dis-advantage was further increased because

-Prices for the additional work were frequently negotiated after the work
had been completed without knowledge by the Navy of the costs incurred.

-In the case of changes affecting the work called for in the initial award
package, the Navy had no way of knowing what adjustment should be made
in the initial award price.

-Considering the short period of contract performance (generally 90 days),
the Navy's procedures did not seem adequate to handle the tremendous vol-
ume of changes in a timely manner.

We proposed to the Secretary of the Navy that
-Invitations for bids require contractors to submit itemized bids and that this

information, together with Navy estimates, be used to develop histories that
would provide a basis for identifying and resolving difference between bid
prices and Navy estimates.

-Firm determinations be made as to the adequacy of competition obtained and
the reasonableness of the bid prices and that, when the bid prices are sig-
nificantly higher than the Navy's estimates and the differences cannot be
justified, the bids be rejected and an attempt made to negotiate prices.

-The many low-dollar change orders be negotiated by Navy representatives
stationed at contractors' shipyards at the time the work Is authorized.

-Should it become necessary to negotiate after the work is completed, it seems
reasonable that the Navy use the same cost information, as a basis for
negotiation, as that available to the contractor.
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The Navy agreed substantially with these proposals 'and stated that corrective
action either had been taken or was planned. The Navy stated further that future
contracts would include a clause requiring contractors to furnish itemized costs
after completion of the work and that such cost information would be used to
establish a data bank for evaluating bids on future overhauls.

Index No. 42, B-167714, May 6, 1970

RENTAL RATES FOB BARGES USED IN THE REPUBLIC OF VIETNAM INCLUDED COSTS
PREVIOUSLY RECOVERED BY CONTRACTOR-DEPARTMENT OF THz ARMY

We reviewed the pricing of four negotiated contracts, totaling about $8.7 mil-
lion, for rental of barges in Vietnam. The contracts were awarded to Luzon
Stevedoring Corporation (Luzon), the Philippines, by the U.S. Army Procure-
ment Agencies, Japan and Vietnam.

Daily rental rates were negotiated for barges that included Luzon's costs for
towing the barges to Vietnam from the Philippines and returning them. The
towing costs already had been provided for, and recovered, in rates negotiated
under prior contracts for a number of the barges already in service in Vietnam.

We estimate that the Army could have saved $664,000 (1) had the towing costs
been provided in the contracts as a separate item to be paid once for each barge
to be delivered to Vietnam and (2) had such costs been eliminated from the daily
rental rates. We believe that a critical analysis by Army officials of Luzon's
cost estimates would have disclosed the charges for costs already recovered.

We recommended that the Secretary of Defense:
-Consider whether the Government is legally entitled to price adjustments

under the terms of the four contracts.
-Review the rental rates negotiated on a noncompetitive basis under other

contracts with Luzon and with other companies supplying barges, tugs, and other
vessels in Vietnam; ascertain whether towing costs that had already been pro-
vided under previous contracts were included in daily rental rates and, if so,
determine whether the Government is legally entitled to price adjustments.

-Negotiate towing costs as a separate item to be provided once for each piece
of equipment in continuous service and not include such costs in the rental rates.

The Army has stated that it reviewed the rental rates negotiated under the
four contracts in question. It will ask for voluntary refunds on two of the con-
tracts and is also currently determining whether a refund can be obtained from
the contractor under the defective pricing data clauses of the other two con-
tracts. If such refunds are not attainable, voluntary refunds will be solicited.
In addition, the Army is reviewing two other contracts with Luzon to determine
whether a basis for price adjustment exists.

Index No. 43, B-164217, Aug. 5,1968

FEASI3ILITY OF CONSOLIDATING MILITARY REAL PROPERTY MAINTENANCE FUNC-
TIONS ON OAHU, HAWAII, AND IN THE NORFOLK, VIRGINIA, AREA-DEPARTMENT
OF DEFENSE

We examined into the feasibility of consolidating the eight separate real prop-
erty maintenance activities operated by the military services on the island of
Oahu, Hawaii, and the 16 in the area of Norfolk, Virginia. These locations were
selected for examination because the relatively limited geographical areas in-
volved contained a large concentration of military installations and facilities.

Based on our examination, we concluded that consolidation of the maintenance
activities at each of the two locations was feasible and would result in economies.
We estimated that the consolidations would result in:

Annual savings of about $3.4 million in operating costs ($2.4 million on
Oahu; $960,000 at Norfolk);

Annual savings in an indeterminate amount in replacement costs for
equipment; and

Release of equipment valued at about $2.2 million for possible use else-
where ($1 million on Oahu; $1.2 million at Norfolk).

We proposed that the Secretary of Defense consider consolidating real prop-
erty maintenance organizations on Oahu and in the Norfolk area, each under
a single manager, with supporting subactivities, as appropriate. We proposed also
that the Secretary conduct studies at other locations having large concentrations
of military installations to ascertain the feasibility of consolidation. We cited
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New Orleans, Los Angeles, San Francisco, New York, and Washington, D.C., as
examples of such concentrations.

In response, the Assistant Secretary of Defense (Installations and Logistics)
advised us that his office had established an interdepartmental committee, under
the Department of the Navy, to develop measures for effecting maximum con-
solidations on Oahii. at Norfolk, and at other locations of highly concentrated
military installations. We were further advised that the committee was estab-
lishing local interdepartmental committees on Oahu and at Norfolk.

The guidelines provided the local committees indicated that the installation
commanding officers involved would decide the extent of consolidation. In our
report we recommend that decisions as to the extent of consolidation of real
property maintenance activities be made on the basis of independent studies and'
that such decisions be made binding on the installations involved.

Local committees were established in 24 areas and their survey reports have
been submitted to the Office of the Secretary of Defense which is in the process
of requesting action by the local committees to implement eertain recommenda-
tions they had made in their report.

Index No. 44, B-133044, September 9,1968

NEED To IMPROVE REVIEWS OF DRAWINGS AND SPECIFICATIONS PREPARED BY ARcri-
TECT-ENGINEERs BEFORE SOLICITATION OF HOSPITAL CONSTRUCTION BIDS-VETER-
ANs' ADMINISTRATION

Our review showed that as of August 31, 1967, contract prices for construc-
tion of a hospital at Memphis, Tennessee and one at Long Beach, California
(together with alterations to existing buildings at Long Beach) had been in-
creased by about $804,000 and $269,000, respectively, because 479 change orders.
were negotiated under the two contracts.

We reported that:
1. Of 479 change orders, 181 involving work costing $655,800 had been issued

because (a) VA's reviews of drawings and specifications submitted by the archi-
tect-engineers (A-Es) had not disclosed numerous errors and omissions, and
(b) changes in plans were made after construction had started upon recommen-
dation of hospital officials not previously consulted.

2. Errors and omissions probably were not detected because, as the result of
conflicting submissions of other drawings and specifications for other hospital
projects, the reviewers spent less time than was authorized for the reviewing
process.

3. In addition to increased construction costs, administrative costs increased
because change orders required the development of details, negotiation of prices
and the processing of papers.

4. Advantages of competitive bidding were lost when major changes were made
to specifications after the contract was awarded.

5. VA did not have (a) written procedures and/or requirements for the sched-
uling of submissions and reviews of drawings and specifications prepared by
A-Es, or (b) written procedures regarding the method or techniques to be fol-
lowed in making reviews.

6. Hospital officials of the hospital which was to be replaced were not allowed'
to participate in reviews of A-Es drawings and specifications during the design
of the new hospital.

Veterans' Administration concurred In general with our proposals in respect
of our findings and the Associate Deputy Administrator of Veterans Affairs di-
rected that specific actions be taken to bring about improvements in the con-
struction program.

Our review also showed that:
1. There was a need for VA to revise a construction standard with respect to

the specific location of graphic control centers in all future hospital construction.
2. A study should be made to determine the architectural and economical fea-

sibility of relocating the graphic control center in the main machine room of the
Atlanta hospital because of a possible annual operating saving of $35.000.

We were advised that VA has taken steps to revise the construction standard'
and that it was planning to relocate the graphic control center at the Atlanta
hospital.
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Index No. 45, B-156818, October 23, 1968

I.NCItEASED COSTS TO THE GOVERNMENT ATTRIBUTED TO LEASING RATHER THAN
PURCHASING LAND AND BUILDINGS BY DEPARTMENT OF DEFENSE CONTRACTORS

We found that the leasing by contractors of land and buildings to be used
.almost exclusively in the performance of Government contracts resulted in
greater costs to the Government than would have been the case if the facilities
had been purchased by the contractors. Had the facilities been purchased, acqui-
sition costs recoverable by the contractors would have been limited to the amount
of depreciation. Our review of this matter as it related to the land and buildings
at 20 locations of 17 major contractors showed that, by the end of the initial
periods of the leases at the locations we reviewed, the additional costs to the
Government could amount to about $55.S million. If all renewal options are
exercised. the additional costs could amount to as much as $99.3 million.

The decision to lease or purchase rests with the contractor. However, because
contractors stand to gain by leasing or, in some cases, at least avoid the risk
attendant on ownership, we believe that contractors may be swayed toward a
course of action more costly to the Government since equal treatment is accorded
*costs associated with either course of action in negotiating profits and fees.

The wveighted guidelines of the Armed Services Procurement Regulation for
the negotiation of contractors' profits or fees do not make appropriate distinc-
tion between owned and leased facilities and therefore do not offer any motiva-
tion to contractors to select the method of acquisition most economical to the
Government. We suggested to the Department of Defense, that, in negotiating
profits and fees, consideration be given to the methods used by the contractor in
acquiring real property for use under Government contracts.

The Department of Defense is considering new guidelines for negotiating
profits and fees which will give consideration to the contractor's investment in
facilities.

In December 1969. the Armed Services Procurement Regulation was revised
to provide that (1) rental costs under long-term (more than 5 years) leasing
are allowable only up to the amount the contractor would be allowed had he
lurchased the property unless he can demonstrate that long-term leasing will
result in less cost to the Government, and (2) that rental costs under short-
term (5 years or less) are allowable if reasonable.

Index No. 46. B-159451, November 13, 1968

U.S. CONSTRUCTION ACTIVITIES IN THAILAND, 1966 AND 1967-DEPARTMxENT OF
DEFENSE, DEPARTMENT OF STATE, AND AGENCY FOR INTERNATIONAL DEVELOP-
MENT

Military construction activities in Thailand were started in 1956. Initial dollar
input was small. In recent years, however, the size of the program has increased
dramatically. In early 1966, in anticipation of large increases in construction
work, the Department of Defense (DOD) mobilized two cost-reimbursable con-
tractors from the United States. By June 30, 1967, an estimated $165 million
worth of construction had been assigned to these contractors.

The Thailand construction program was beset by constant changes in the scope
of wvork. The General Accounting Office believes that the following matters might
not have arisen had there been better management, as shown below.

After programming $19.8 million in January 1966 for the construction of a
complete tactical air base to be operational by January 1967, DOD reevaluated
the need for the project. In fact, in the same month that the cost-reimbursable
contractor began mobilizing from the United States to build a complete base, the
aircraft deployments intended for this location were deferred and funding was
curtailed to the extent that most of the facilities necessary to the support of
these aircraft could not be built. As a result of numerous changes in construction
plans, a $15.2 million "bare base," consisting essentially of an unlighted runway
and related airfield pavements, was built.

In order to use this base for one limited training exercise-its main use since
being completed-the Air Force brought in from another base ground personnel,
fuel. communications equipment, fire protection, and maintenance facilities. Nor-
mally, only a security detail is stationed at this location.

Reductions in the construction program left the two U.S. contractors with
significant amounts of excess materials and equipment on hand. Redistribution
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of these items may not be possible due to a 1956 agreement with the Thai Gov-
ernment, which provides that all U.S.-owned equipment and materials on hand
at the completion of military construction projects revert to the Thai Government.

Costs of approximately $1.3 million had been incurred as of November 30,
1966, for various architectural and engineering services which we found to be
of little or no value because of deletions or changes to the projects programmed
for construction.

-The contractors were purchasing items locally that were available at signifi-
cantly lower prices from U.S. sources. In some cases these local purchases did
not result in any better delivery times. In other cases there did not appear to
be an urgent need for the items.

-The Air Force used architectural and engineering contract personnel at a
cost of about $1.2 million when civil employees could have been used at less
cost.

We did not make specific recommendations in this report. However, oppor-
tunities for improved management of operations and increased efficiency were
indicated in the report.

These matters were immediately brought to the attention of the Navy's Offi-
cer in Charge of Construction in Thailand during the initial review. Corrective
action was taken on a number of matters within his cognizance prior to our
follow-up review.

Index No. 47, B-133316, February 18,1969

POLICIES, PROCEDURES AND PRACTICES FOR DETERMINING REQUIREMENTS FOR MILT-
TARY FAMILY HOUSING AND BACHELOR OFFICER AND ENLISTED QUARTERS-
DEPARTMENT OF DEFENSE

We made a survey of the policies, procedures, and practices of the Depart-
ment of Defense in determining requirements for family housing and bachelor
officer and enlisted quarters. Our survey was directed toward arriving at an
informed opinion as to the general reliability of the studies, conducted by military
installations, which formed the basis for the fiscal year 1968 request to the
Congress for authorization and funds to build additional accommodations at
specific locations.

We~found that, although the family housing studies of the installations in-
cluded in our survey were complex and, in our opinion unnecessarily costly,
the results of the studies were of questionable validity, principally because a
proper evaluation 'lad not been made of existing available housing in nearby com-
munities. For example, we identified about 950 vacant rental units that met De-
partment of Defense criteria in the vicinity of the Naval Air Station. Alameda,
California, and of the Naval Supply Center and the Naval Hospital, Oakland,
California. This was about 600 more units than the 332 units identified in the
studies of the three installations. Furthermore. according to the Federal Housing
Administration, there were about 15.800 vacant rental units at that time in
the counties in which the three installations are located.

We found also a variety of lesser shortcomings in the studies which added to
the unreliability of the results of the family housing studies.

Our survey also showed a need for improvement in the determination of re-
quirements for bachelor quarters. We found instances where need for construc-
tion of additional quarters bhad been determined (1) without adequate considera-
tion of quarters available at a nearby installation or. the housing facilities avail-
able in the community, (2) on the basis of questionable classification of existing
quarters as being unsuitable-including permanent-type structures completed in
recent years, and (3) on the basis of overstated projections of future personnel
strength.

The military audit agencies and the installation Internal review groups were
generally not conducting independent audits and checks of the requirements for
family housing and bachelor quarters at the Installations included In our survey.

We recommended to the Secretary of Defense that:
-Procedures be revised to provide more comprehensive studies of the avail-

ability. both current and prospective, of private housing in the community.
-The military departments be required to establish a -program for training

key personnel in the policies, procedures, and practices to be followed In family
housing surveys.

-The family housing surveys be simplified.
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-The requirements computations made by installations for family housing and
bachelor quarters be given appropriate attention by the military audit agencies.

The Assistant Secretary of Defense (Installations and Logistics) agreed, in.
general, with our conclusion that the determinations of requirements were in
need of improvement and outlined corrective actions along the lines 'Ne recom-
mended. He did not agree, however, with our conclusion that the studies which
formed the basis for the fiscal year 1968 program were of questionable validity.

SUBSEQUENT DEVELOPMENTS

Following the issuance of our report to the Congress in February 1969, the
Assistant Secretary of Defense (Installations and Logistics) sent a letter to
the Comptroller General dated May 6, 1969. The purpose was to reaffirm the
principal statements contained in the comments to the draft report and to offer a.
few additional comments. The Assistant Secretary reiterated his disagreement
with our overall conclusion that DOD's Fiscal Year 1968s request was of ques-
tionable validity principally because a proper evaluation was not made of com-
munity support at certain of the bases we reviewed.

During the 2nd and 3rd quarters of Fiscal Year 1969 an audit of selected
aspects of the family housing program including determination of housing needs
was made at 33 installations. It was performed by the internal audit agencies
of the Army, Navy and Air Force under the guidance of the Defense Deputy
Comptroller for Internal Audit. The report was issued on July 31, 1969.

With respect to requirements, the report summary of findings reads:
"1. There were many weaknesses and deficiencies in conducting the 1968

family housing survey. These related to several procedural areas such as moni-
toring and editing of the questionnaires, inspecting housing, and considering local
community existing and potential assets. Taken collectively, the results of the
strveey and the housing requirements derived therefrom were questionable and
raise doubt as to the reliability of the data from all installations." (Italic
supplied.)

FURTHER ACTION TAKEN OR PLANNED

In the near future we plan to conduct another review of the policies, proce-
dures and practices used to determine requirements for personnel housing. The
purpose will be to determine whether the deficiencies noted in our review have-
been corrected.

Index No. 48, B-133044, June 6, 1969

NEED FOR VETERANS' ADMINISTRATION To ACQUIRE HOSPITAL SITES BEFORE DE-
VELOPING WORKING DRAwINGs AND SPECIFICATIONS FOB CONSTRUCTION OF Hos-
PITALS

We reported that our review showed that, for seven VA hospital projects, VA
had authorized architect-engineers to start the development of working draw-
ings and specifications for the construction of hospital buildings before it ac-
quired the selected hospital sites even though such documents are fully useful
only for the construction of buildings on the sites for which the designs were
prepared. For two of these hospital projects, the working drawings and
specifications, which were developed at a cost of about $1.6 million, will have
limited or possibly no use in the construction of these projects principally
because VA has been unable to acquire the selected hospital sites.

The report pointed out that VA had not established a firm policy of requir-
ing that hospital sites be acquired before starting the development of working
drawings and specifications. The VA did not agree with our proposal that it
establish such a policy so as to prevent the occurrence of situations similar to
those discussed in the report.

PROBLEMrS IN THE AnDIN-TXSTRATION OF THE 11ILTTARY BUILDTING PROGRA-m IN
THAILAND-DEPARTMENT OF DEFENSE

Appropriations for military construction in Thailand amounted to about $395
million from fiscal year 1965 through fiscal year 1969. We found that the orga-
nizational structure established to administer the program in Thailand was not
adequate to enforce Department of Defense (DOD) policies regarding austere
construction and to coordinate the siting of proposed construction projects. As-
a result.
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-The types and costs of personnel housing differed substantially from DOD-
prescribed austerity standards. Some of the housing projects cost an esti-
mated $3.3 million more than they would have cost had DOD standards been
adhered to.

-The lack of coordination among the various organizations responsible for
base development in Thailand resulted in mistakes in the selection of proj-
ect sites and in wasted design costs.

We suggested that, in future military construction programs of the nature of
the Thailand program, the Secretary of Defense establish a single authority,
:sufficiently staffed, to ensure that all facets of the program are adequately co-
*ordinated and controlled.

The Deputy Assistant Secretary of Defense advised us that, as a result of
lessons learned in Southeast Asia, a central organization and control such as
that employed in Vietnam is advocated in the DOD published guidance. He
advised us further that, in consonance with this policy, the Commander, U.S.
Forces, Korea, had been provided with authority to exercise strong, centralized
management and direction of the current construction program in Korea.

Index No. 50, B-146782, September 30,1969

IMPROVEMENTS NEEDED IN THE MANAGEMENT OF GOVERNMENT OWNED AND LEASED
REAL PROPERTY OVERSEAS-DEPARTMENT OF STATE

The Secretary of State has had the authority to acquire real property abroad
since the passage of the Foreign Service Buildings Act in 1926. When title cannot
be acquired by purchase, authority is granted to permit acquisition of leaseholds
-of not less than 10 years. Leases for less than 10 years have been authorized
under separate legislation.

The Secretary is also authorized to alter, repair, and furnish such buildings.
The Office of Foreign Buildings Operations (FBO) carries out these responsibili-
ties for the Secretary.

The Department reported that, as of December 31, 1968, approximately $272.6
million was invested in 1,588 Government-owned and long-term-leased real prop-
erties and that 4,752 properties were leased for short-terms at an annual rental
*of about $22.8 million.

A number of areas in the foreign buildings program need improvement.. These
include:

-management controls of the program;
-accumulation of Government-owned property not currently required but re-

tained for a remote future -need;
-coordination of the acquiring of building designs with the construction pro-

-gram:
-management practices over Government-owned property;
-alterations and improvements on short-term-leased property;
-definitive criteria for capitalizing alterations and improvements to Gov-

-ernment-owned property:
-accurate and informative real property records and reports, and
-internal audit surveillance.
We have made 14 recommendations to the Department which we believe may

-strengthen the administration and management of the Foreign buildings pro-
gram.

Actions have been initiated or are planned which will meet the objectives of
our recommendations. We plan to review at a later date the effectiveness of the
-actions taken.

Index No. 51, B-133376, October 22, 1969.

UNUSED ENGINEERING AND DESIGN EFFORT IN THE MILITARY CONSTRUCTION
PROGRAMt-DEPARTMENT OF DEFENSE

We reviewed the engineering and design effort, expended in connection with
proposed facilities. where the results of the effort were not used in connection
with actual construction and the effort could therefore be considered "lost." Our
review was directed to the basic causes of lost engineering and design effort and
covered 72 selected projects which had indications of lost effort.

We found that, of the total design cost of $6.7 million for the projects, about
:$2.6 million represented lost effort. The $2.6 million included costs of about
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$800,000 that could have been avoided and about $650,000 for projects that could
not be constructed because construction funds were not appropriated.

We expressed the belief that the basic causes of lost effort were inadequate
preliminary planning and insufficient coordination between the using activity
and the design agency. We pointed out the need for (1) improved preliminary
planning by the installations requiring the facilities, and (2) closer coordination
between the installations and the design agencies before initiating design work
and throughout the design phase. We suggested also that the design agencies.
of the military departments strengthen their procedures for the identification,
accumulation, and reporting of lost engineering and design effort.

The Department of Defense stated that each of the military departments had
taken steps to improve preliminary planning and to provide closer coordination
between the user-installation and the design agency. The Department stated fur-
ther that it would develop necessary procedures for identifying, accumulating,
and prompt reporting of lost engineering and design effort.

Index No. 52, B-167400, November 5, 1969

BASIS FOR DETERMINING NEED FOR CONSTRUCTION OF MESS HALLS IN THE
DEPARTMENT OF DEFENSE

We made a review of the policies, procedures, and practices of the Department
of Defense in determining requirements for mess halls for enlisted personnel.
Our review was directed toward examining into the utilization of existing mess:
halls and the effectiveness of the planning for, and the determination of, require-
ments for new mess halls.

We found that the criteria used by the military departments in computing
requirements assumed that 85 percent of the enlisted personnel to be billeted
in barracks on an installation would eat at the mess halls. At the five locations.
we visited, actual use of the mess halls was far less than 85 percent. We found
also that the seating capacity of mess halls generally had been based on a 60-
minute or 90-minute meal-serving period, reflecting, on an average, turnover
time of 16 minutes a seat. In practice. the serving period was sometimes longer;
thus the effective capacity of the mess halls was increased.

We expressed the belief that proper consideration of the actual utilization of
existing mess halls at the installations we visited would have (1) prevented the.
unnecessary construction of two mess halls which cost about $1.4 million and
(2) permitted a substantial reduction in the size of two other mess halls which.
cost about $2.3 million.

We suggested that-
The Department of Defense revise its criteria to provide that each installa--

tion consider the actual experienced rate of utilization of its mess halls in
computing requirements for new mess halls.

The length of the meal-serving period be reviewed, when computing-
requirements for mess halls, to insure that it is as long as possible, consistent
with installation mission requirements. and that the capacities of existing
mess halls be computed on the basis of the length of the meal-serving period'
thus determined.

Local installation officials consider consolidating the operation of mess
halls where the utilization of the existing mess halls is considerably below
design capacity.

-The military departments reconsider their approved, but incomplete, mess-
hall projects to determine whether it is desirable and feasible to cut back or
eliminate the projects on the basis of possible better utilization of existing
facilities.

The Department of Defense agreed, in general, with our suggestions and'
advised us that

-It had adopted plans for collecting data relating to mess hall utilization and
for developing revised criteria.

-It planned to develop additional controls and mandatory review procedures
to ensure compliance with existing policy for consolidation or centralization of
food service facilities.

-It had requested the military departments not to make any further contract
awards for approved mess halls pending revalidation of the projects.

By letter dated December 1, 1969, the Department of Defense advised us that
(1) several Army, Navy, and Air Force mess hall projects being redesigned
at a lesser scope than originally planned, (2) review and revalidation of the-
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fiscal year 1970 program Was continuing, and (3) the fiscal year 1971 Military
Construction Program would reflect more realistic criteria. We were also advised
that the reduction in costs for the projects being redesigned at a lesser scope was
estimated at $3.16 million.

Index No. 53, B-167490, November 25, 1969

MANAGEMENT OF MILITARY-OwNED HOUSEHOLD FURNISHINGS OVnMSEAS;
OPPORTUNITIES FOR IMPROVEMENT-DEPARTMENT OF DEFENSE

'The Department of Defense has household furnishings representing an invest.
ment of over $500 million, of which about $340 million worth are in overseas
locations, including Alaska and Hawaii. Funds approved for procurement of
new furnishings under the overseas household furnishings program have aver-
aged about $17 million in each of the fiscal years 1967 through 1969. We reviewed
the overseas household furnishings program to identify areas where manage-
ment improvement appeared to be needed.

We found that each of the military departments was practically independent
in managing and operating its portion of the program and that there was a
need to improve centralized management of the program. At 11 installations
we found that the military departments were

-Using differing and inadequate methods for determining requirements,
which resulted in the accumulation of excess inventories of about $1.6 million.

-Providing different styles and finishes of furnishings, thereby hindering con-
solidated procurements and inter-service use of furnishings.

-Using differing methods and criteria for repairing, maintaining, and dis-
posing of unserviceable furnishings.

We suggested that the Secretary of Defense take those actions necessary to
-Establish uniform realistic methods of computing furnishings requirements.
-Promulgate uniform criteria for determining whether to repair or replace

furnishings in conjunction with a requirement for comparing the relative advan-
tages of repairing either in-house or by contract.

-Promote procurement and use of furnishings which are alike in style, color,
and finish by all installations in the same geographical area.

-Increase the use of consolidated procurements when advantageous to do so.
-Establish policies and procedures to increase interservice transfer and use of

excess furnishings.
-Emphasize the need for review of household furnishings activities either by

members of his own staff or by other internal audit groups.
The Department of Defense concurred in our conclusions and suggestions and

stated that immediate steps would be taken in line with our suggestions.
On March 11, 1970, the Department of Defense issued instructions to the mili-

tary departments which contain improved procedures on (1) the methods of
computing furnishings requirements, (2) the factors to consider in determining
whether to repair or replace furnishings, and (3) the reporting and redistribu-
tion of excess furnishings.

Index No. 54, B-140389, January 21, 1970

CONSTRUCTION OF INDUSTRIAL FACILITIES AT GOVERNMENT-OWNED PLANTS
WITHOUT DISCLOSURE TO TUE CONGRESS-DEPARTMENT OF THE NAVY AND
DEPARTMENT OF THE As FoRCE

The Department of Defense (DOD) manages 98 active Government-owned,
contractor-operated industrial plants originally costing $2.2 billion for land
-and improvements. We noted that large additions were being constructed at
some of these plants. Accordingly, we reviewed the procedures and controls
relating to expansion and replacement of industrial plants and examined into
acquisition of facilities constructed between late 1965 and 1968 at two Air Force
.and three Navy installations.

Each major addition to facilities at military installations requires congres-
sional review and approval and is paid for out of military construction appropria-
tions. However, major additions to facilities at Government-owned, contractor-
operated defense plants are normally financed with funds from procurement or
from research, development, test. and evaluation (RDT&E) appropriations.
Under the latter procedure, proposed acquisitions are included as separately
identified facility categories in procurement or RDT&E budget requests submitted
to the Congress and the projects are sometimes individually presented to the
congressional committees concerned.
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We found that in some cases DOD had authorized contractors operating
Government-owned plants to provide the financing for new facilities and to
recover the costs involved through overhead charges against Government supply
and research and development contracts over a period of years-usually 5
years. Title vests in the Government when the facilities are built. Proposed
acquisition of facilities under this method are not specifically identified, in
budget presentations to the Congress.

At the five installations we reviewed, new buildings costing $31 million had been
acquired by the Air Force and the Navy under supply and research and develop-
ment contracts and financing was provided by the contractors who were being
reimbursed over a period of years. We did not question the legality of these
indirect acquisitions but pointed out that the lack of disclosure of such acquisi-
tions to the Congress was inconsistent with the procedures applicable to con-
struction projects funded directly by the Government under either military con-
struction appropriations or procurement or research and development appro-
priations.

There are no specific provisions in DOD procurement regulations covering
facilities acquisition by the Government through contractor financing and sub-
sequent reimbursement of the contractor under a supply or research and develop-
.ment contract. Consequently DOD does not require reporting of such projects
to the Congress in the budget process, nor does it provide guidance as to when
this method of financing should be used.

We did not inquire into the relative economy of acquiring facilities indirectly
through contractor financing as compared with acquiring facilities under the
traditional method of direct financing by the Government. With respect to the
financing charges, however, we noted that interest on the, contractors' investment
in the facilities was not charged to the Government. Also, the profit earned-by
the contractors on the facility costs charged as overhead over the amortization
period appeared to be less than the interest cost the Government would have in-
curred if it had initially paid for the construction.

We recommended that the Secretary of Defense take action to revise DOD's
budgetary procedures, as appropriate, to effect full disclosure in applicable budget
submissions to the Congress of all proposed expenditures from procurement and
RDT&E appropriations, either directly or indirectly, for construction of Govern-
ment-owned facilities. We recommended also that, if it is deemed desirable to
have contractors provide initial financing for Government-owned industrial facil-
ities, the Secretary of Defense have the Armed Services Procurement Regulation
(ASPR) revised, as necessary, to (1) provide clear criteria concerning when this
method of financing should be employed and (2) spell out the controls to be
exercised.

DOD advised us that it was reviewing its current budget policies and pro-
cedures to determine what changes may be necessary to ensure disclosure of in-
dustrial facilities acquired indirectly through other basic contracts and that it
was considering whether ASPR should be revised to contain guidance in this
area.

The House Committee on Appropriations, in its report accompanying the
Department of Defense Appropriation Bill for fiscal year 1970, cited our findings
and stated that the Committee desired that in the future all proposed major
improvements to, and construction of, Government-owned facilities funded in any
manner with procurement and research, development, test, and evaluation appro-
priations be clearly identified in budget requests.

By letter dated March 16, 1970, DOD advised us that it was revising its internal
regulations to require disclosure in budget requests of all proposed industrial real
property acquisitions to be financed with procurement or RDT&E funds. We were
further advised that, since indirect financing was not deemed desirable, and would
be precluded, it was not necessary to act upon our recommendation concerning
the establishment of criteria and controls for use of indirect financing.

Index No. 55, B-118718, March 24, 1970

LNEED TO STRENTHEN CONCRETE INsPEcTIONS AND TESTING REQUIREAMENTS IN THE
CONSTRUCTION OF Low-RENT PUBLIC HOUSING PROJECTS-DEPARTMENT OF
HOUSING AND URBAN DEVELOPMENT

We reported that:
1. The Department of Housing and Urban Development (HUD) construction

representatives and local housing authority inspectors did not enforce construc-
tion contract requirements regarding concrete testing to determine whether
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the concrete used in the construction of low-rent public housing projects complied
with contract specifications.

2. For some projects the frequency of concrete compressive-strength tests was
not specified in the construction contracts, BUD did not require local housing au-
thorities to adhere to generally accepted concrete-testing standards, even though
concrete of a specified strength was required by the construction.

3. Visits to project construction sites by BUD construction representatives
were relatively infrequent and of short duration. BUD regional officials stated
that the construction representatives sometimes did not have sufficient time
during their visits to local housing authority construction projects to make all
the checks and evaluations required under BUD procedures.

We recommended to the Secretary of Bousing and Urban Development that:
1. HUD's proposed revision to its construction procedures require that more

effective use be made of HUD's construction representatives during their periodic
visits of low-rent housing construction projects by having theni place greater
emphasis on determining whether the on-site inspections by the local housing
authorities are adequate to ensure compliance with contract specifications.

2. HUD internal auditors schedule reviews of HUD regional office activities
and controls relating to low-rent housing construction projects as an aid to
management in protecting the Government's interest in such projects.

3. In the absence of specific contractual requirements for the testing of con-
crete, local housing authorities be required to adhere to generally aecepted con-
crete-testing standards, unless advanced approval has been obtained from HUD
for justifiable deviations from such standards.

HUD informed us that it recognized that certain administrative failures had
occurred, that it would advise its regional offices to be more alert to such
inspection failures, and that it would insist that greater attention be given to
enforcing construction contract requirements.

BUD advised us that revised construction procedures to be issued would im-
press upon the local housing authorities and their architects the importance of
carrying out all of their responsibilities and of fully enforcing all contract
obligations, including inspections, which BUD considers to be of primary
importance.

Index No. 56, B-167490, May 14,1970

ACTION BEING TAKEN BY THE DEPARTMENT OF DEFENSE To ACHIEVE CLOSER
ADHERENCE TO ESTABLISHED POLICY FOR PROVIDING HOUSEHOLD FURNITURE
IN THE UNITED STATES

Under a 1962 Bureau of the Budget policy directive, Government-owned fur-
nishings are not, with certain exceptions, to be provided in housekeeping quarters
within the United States. Several exceptions are authorized, including author-
ity to provide (1) household equipment such as stoves, refrigerators, washers
and dryers and (2) household furniture to supplement personally owned fur-
niture.

We found that the Department of Defense (DOD) had not effectively im-
plemented the Budget Bureau's policy. DOD had an inventory of about $114
million worth of household furniture in the United States, and had approved
an average of about $6 million a year for fiscal years 1967-69 for maintenance.
repair, moving, and handling of such furniture. Our tests at six military in-
stallations showed that household furniture was being maintained and pro-
vided with no assurance that the exceptions authorized by the Budget Bureau
had been complied with.

We were advised by DOD officials that DOD intended to phase out the pro-
viding of furniture stocks in the United States as furniture stock were de-
pleted through attrition. A practice of the last few years of not providing funds
for procurement of new furniture was said to have reduced furniture on hand.

We expressed the belief that the DOD practice of attempting to phase out the
stateside household furniture program by not buying new furniture while
continuing to spend significant amounts on maintenance and repair is not the
most economical and effective method of accomplishing the phaseout.

We suggested that the Secretary of Defense:
-Prescribe procedures to be followed by the military departments so that.

the providing and maintaining of household furniture in the United States
complies with Budget Bureau policy.
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Emphasize that military personnel must rely on the use of their own
furniture.

-Consider transferring unneeded furniture being retained for housekeep-
ing quarters in the United States to fill requirements for non-housekeeping
quarters, and overseas housekeeping quarters.

DOD concurred and. on March 1. 1.1970, issued instructions to the military
departments which restrict the providing and repairing of supplemental Govern-
ment-owned furniture and facilitate redistribution of household furniture within
the United States.

INDEx No. 57, B-115638, JUNE 9, 1970

I-, 'P.OVEŽAENT MIADE IN BUILDING CONSTRUCTION INSPECTIONs To DETERMINE CoM-

PLIANICE WITH CONTRACT SPECIFICATJONs-DISTRICT OF COLUMBTA GOVERNMfENT

We reported that:
1. Required and recommended tests and checks of concrete to determine com-

pliance with contract specifications had not been made.
2. Concrete had been accepted even though tests and checks showed that it did

not comply with contract'specifications.
3. Required samples, shop drawings, descriptive literature, and certifications-

relating to materials, equipment, and systems-used to determine compliance with
contract specifications had not been received.

4. Compacted soil (fill and backfill) had been accepted even though tests
showed that it did not meet specification requirements.

5. Although the District relied on its site inspectors to determine compliance
with contract specifications, it had not provided them with needed guidance
and test equipment.

6. The system for reporting and reviewing the results of the inspection activites
needed improvement.

The Assistant to the Commissioner of the District of Columbia generally agreed
with our findings and prompt action was taken to improve inspection policies
and practices.,

Index No. 58, B-140389, November 24, 1967

NEEDS FOR IMPROvEMENTs IN CONTROLS OvER GovERNMENT-OwNED PROPERTY IN

CONTRACTORS' PLANTS-DEPARTMENT OF DEFENSE

We found a need for the Department of Defense to improve its system of con-
trols over Government-owned facilities,- special tooling, and material in the
possession of contractors. Generally, our review disclosed weaknesses with
regard to effective use of industrial plant equipment, rental arrangements, and
accounting for and control of special tooling and material. Certain aspects of
the work of Government property administrators and internal auditors were also
in need of improvement.

We made a number of recommendations to improve the administration over
Government-owned property. The Department of Defense took corrective action
on most of these points. In particular, extensive revisions and additions were
made to the Armed Services Procurement Regulation.

Index No. 59, B-163691, May 23, 1968

ACTION TAKEN To PUT INAcTIvE INDUSTRIAL PLANT EQUIPMENT IN ARMY
ARSENALS To USE-DEPARTMENT OF DEFENSE

We found that millions of dollars worth of industrial plant equipment-such
as woodworking and metalworking machines, crane and crane shovel attach-
ments, compressors, power and hand pumps, and electric motors-had been
permitted to lie idl'e in Army arsenals for periods up to 10 years while similar
equipment had been purchased for use elsewhere in the Department of Defense.

The Department of Defense agreed that there had been instances of Army
retention of inactive industrial plant equipment for considerable lengths of
time and stated that Army regulations relating to such retention were being
revised.
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Index No. 60, B-140389, April 7, 1970

MANAGEMENT OF GOVERNMENT INDUSTRIAL PLANT EQUIPMENT KEPT FOR POSSIBLE:
FUTURE USE SHOULD BE IMPROVED-DEPARTMENT OF DEFENSE

We found that the Army had retained industrial plant equipment reserved to
meet production contingences, referred to as "packages", which did not meet
Department of Defense (DOD) requirements. Some had the capability for more
production than DOD estimated would be needed. Others did not contain enough
equipment to met t planned production requirements. For others, contrary to,
requirements, no specific contractor or Government plant had been designated
to use the packages in the production of defense items in the event of mobiliza-
tion. In some cases, no requirement existed for items that the package was
capable of producing.

As a result of our report, DOD is making a study of its package program,
including policies and procedures for their establishment, justification, ap-
proval, retention and management, and intends to improve the program in ac-
cordance with the study recommendations. The Army has directed its Com-
manders to review all packages and to report to the Defense Industrial Plant
Equipment Center any equipment found to be excess.

Index No. 61, B-140389, June 17, 1970

OPPORTUNITIES FOR IMPROVEMENT IN MANAGEMENT OF GOVERNMENT MATERIALS
PROVIDED TO OVERSEAS CONTRACTORS, DEPARTMENT OF ARMY-DEPARTMENT OF
AIR FORCE

We found that the operating contractors generally were not complying satis-
factorily with the stock control provisions of their contracts and were not ade-
quately supervised in this respect by Government property administrators.

As a result of our review about $3.8 million worth of Government material
has been declared excess and available for redistribution. Further, outstanding
requisitions for another $1.4 million worth of Government materials were excess
to current requirements and cancelled. We found that contractors were not (1)
periodically reviewing material requirements levels, (2) properly computing
consumption data, (3) giving full consideration to all available stock on hand or
due to arrive, (4) cancelling outstanding requisitions when found to be in ex-
cess of requirements, and (5) properly determining levels of materials to be
retained for insurance purposes. Many of these unsatisfactory practices were
known or should have been known by the Government property administrators
responsible for monitoring the contractors' operations.

Although the primary responsibility for efficient management of Government-
furnished material rests with the contractors, many of the deficiencies could have
been prevented or corrected by more effective property administration by Govern-
ment personnel.

We suggested that the Secretary of Defense consider increasing the size and
quality of the property administration staffs and consider taking measures
which would elicit more effective cooperation by contractors in the management
of Government-furnished materials. We were advised that improved management
efforts and training will be emphasized to increase the quality of property man-
agement, and consideration will then be given to increasing the staffing for prop-
erty administration overseas.

Index.No. 62, B-163136, February 26, 1968

NEED FOR IMPROVED CONTROLS IN MILITARY DEPARTMENTS To ENSURE REIMBURSE-
MENT FOR SERVICES PROVIDED TO NONMILITARY AND QUASI-MiLITARY AcTivrrTs-
DEPARTMENT OF DEFENSE

We found that the military departments did not uniformly or consistently
implement Department of Defense policy with respect to charges for services
provided to nonappropriated fund activities and private interests. The practices
varied among military installations. The military installations did not recover
fully the costs of services provided, and they used military personnel in lieu of
civilian employees for nonmilitary activities without first attempting to employ
civilians.

We pointed out that the Office Of the Secretary of Defense had not required
military departments to issue uniform instructions and to comply fully with
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Department of Defense instructions relating to such charges. Also, the military
departments had not in all cases provided adequate surveillance at the installa-
tion level to ensure that charges for services, sufficient in amount for the recov-
ery of applicable costs, were properly developed and consistently applied. More-
over, surveillance was not adequate to ensure that assignments of military
personnel to nonmilitary and quasi-military activities were limited to positions
of command supervision or were made only when qualified civilians were not
available.

The Department of Defense concurred, in general, with our findings and ac-
knowledged the need for added measures to improve the controls over user charges
and military personnel assignments.

Index No. 63, B-118678, September 3, 1969

OPPORTUNITY FOR THE GEOLOGICAL SURVEY To INCREASE REVENUES THROUGH
CHANGES IN ITS MAP-PRICING PRACTICES DEPARTMENT OF THE INTERIOR-
BUREAU OF THE BUDGET

We reported to the Congress that an opportunity exists for the Federal Govern-
ment to realize additional revenues if the Geological 'Survey ('Survey) would
sell its maps at prices based on their fair market value. In the determination of
its map-pricing structure, Survey has followed the practice of pricing its maps
on the basis of costs essentially in accordance with that provision of Bureau of
the Budget (BOB) Circular No. A-25 which deals with Government services
rather than on the basis of the fair market value which is required by the cir-
cular when the Government sells property or resources.

We believe that maps are tangible commodities and that they would more
properly be considered as resources or property and should not be sold at prices
which are based solely on cost. Information obtained in our review indicates
that the fair market value of Survey's maps is greater than the prices being
charged. The potential additional revenues which could 'be realized if Survey
sold its maps at prices based on their fair market value could be significant be-
cause of the large volume of maps sold by Survey-5 million in 1968.

The Department of the Interior disagreed with our finding. The Department
is of the opinion that Survey's maps are a service and should be priced to recover
essentially the cost of printing and distributing the maps.

BOB advised us, however, that it plans to undertake a review of the broader
issue implied in the question raised in our report; that is, whether maps pro-
duced by Federal agencies, and probably other services or products supplied by
the Government, are services or property. BOB's objective in this review will be
to develop policy guidance for the pricing of services and products that may not
fall clearly into either the service or product group discussed in BOB Circular
A-25.

We consider BOB's planned review to be responsive to the matters discussed
In our report. However, because of the potential additional cost recoveries that
may 'be obtainable, we recommend that the Director, BOB, undertake the review
as soon as possible.

Index No. 64, B-125051, October 7,1969

NEED To REVISE FEES FOR SERVICES PROVIDED BY THE IMMIGRATION AND NATURALI-
ZATION SERVICE AND UNITED STATES MARsHALs-DEPARTMENT OF JUSTICE

We reported that certain fees charged by the Immigration and Naturalization
Service (INS) for various services dealing with immigration and naturalization
matters were not sufficient to recover the cost of these services by about $2.8
million during fiscal year 1967. Certain other fees exceeded the cost of the services
by about $2.2 million during the same period.

Public Law 90-609 of October 21, 1968, in effect, authorized the Attorney Gen-
eral to revise all the fees charged for INS services in accordance with the Gov-
ernment's general policy that services provided to or for any person shall be
self-sustaining to the fullest extent possible. As of June 30, 1969, none of the
fees had been revised.

We also reported that statutory fees charged by the United States marshals
(USMs) for serving processes (subpoenas, summonses, complaints, writs, and
various other court orders) for private litigants were insufficient by about $470,-
000 during fiscal year 1968 to recover the costs incurred.
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The INS method of computing the cost of providing services for which fees
are charged needed to be revised to comply with Bureau of the Budget Circular
No. A-25, Revised. Our review showed that INS's computation of the costs ap-
plicable to the services provided in fiscal year 1967 were understated by about
$200,000. The Department does not develop costs for USMs' activities.

We recommended to the Attorney General that:
1. The INS fees be set at a level that will recover the cost of providing the

services in accordance with law.
2. Procedures be established for determining the USMs' costs of providing

services to private litigants.
3. Consideration be given to proposing to the Congress that the USMs' fees

be revised to a level that will result in the recovery of the costs of providing the
services or that authority for the revision of the fees be vested in the Attorney
General.

4. INS be required to utilize the most current and complete information avail-
able to determine, on an annual basis, the cost of services provided for which
fees are charged.

The Department of Justice officials generally agreed with our findings and
recommendations and corrective actions have been planned.

Index No. 65, B-164031 (2), December 12, 1969

IMPROVEMENTS SUGGESTED IN ACCOUNTING METHODS USED IN ESTABLISHING FEE
FOR REIMBURSABLE TESTING AND RELATED SERvICEs-FOOD AND DRUG ADMIN-
ISTRATION, CONSUMER PROTECTION, AND ENVIRONMENTAL HEALTH SERVICE, DE-
PARTMENT OF HEALTH, EDUCATION, AND WELFARE

Our review showed that the fees charged by the Food and Drug Administration
(FDA) were not sufficient to provide for recovery of the full cost for testing,
certification, and pesticide tolerance services because FDA, in determining the
costs that were chargeable to these services:

1. Had not used reliable and sound methods for determining the applicable
portions of certain costs.

2. As a matter of policy, excluded certain administrative costs.
Some costs actually applicable to the reimbursable services were paid from

appropriated funds instead of being charged to the revolving fund in which the
fees collected were deposited.

FDA has been developing an accounting system which, if carried out ef-
fectively, should provide the type of cost allocations needed. However, FDA has
not fully devised the methods needed to put this system into effect.

We recommended to the Secretary of Health, Education, and Welfare that
FDA should:

1. Give early attention to establishing an adequate basis for allocating costs
chargeable to the certification and pesticide tolerance services.

2. Complete its studies of the fee structure of insulin and color additive
certification, and pesticide tolerance services as soon as possible. If necessary,
fees for these services should be adjusted.

The Department of Health, Education, and Welfare advised us of its belief that
the new accounting system being developed for FDA would provide adequate
support for fees charged.

Index No. 66, B-114859, May 28, 1970

NEED FOR SPECIFIC CRITERIA FOR ADJUSTING TEE INTEREST RATE CHARGED ON
INSURANCE POLICY LOANS BY THE VETERANS' ADMINISTRATION (VA)

-The Veterans Administration (VA), on policy loans to veterans, has charged 4
percent interest since 1946. By law, the VA cannot charge more than 5 percent
interest on policy loans under one of its insurance programs-United States
Government Life Insurance.

We reported that:
1. The 4 percent interest rate did not appear to be reasonable because of the

recent and substantial increases in market interest rates and in interest rates
on investments of the insurance funds and the higher interest rates on loans on
commercial insurance policies.

2. VA insurance program funds recently invested in Treasury securities were
earning in excess of 7 percent.
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3. An interest rate on policy loans which is substantially lower than market
interest rates tends to encourage the policyholder to borrow his equity, and this
reduces the insurance funds that can be invested in Treasury securities at more
favorable rates.

4. When insurance funds are not used to make policy loans but are invested in
Treasury securities having interest rates greater than those on policy loans,
the interest earnings to the funds would increase and would benefit all policy-
holders.

5. A policy loan, to the extent not repaid, reduced the proceeds available under
the policy in the event of death of the insured, and if the total indebtedness,
including any unpaid interest, equals or exceeds the cash value of an insurance
policy, the policy ceases and there is a complete loss of insurance protection.

In view of the reluctance of VA to adjust the interest rate, the Congress may
wish to consider legislation that would:

1. Provide the Administrator of Veterans Affairs with specific criteria for
the adjustment of the interest rate on policy loans.

2. Remove the statutory limitation now applicable to one program, United
States Government Life Insurance, to give the Administrator the authority to
establish the interest rate under this program in accordance wvith the criteria
suggested above.

Index No. 67, B-115378, June 18, 1970

INEQUITABLE CHARGES FOR CALIBRATION SERVICES: NEED FOR ACCOUNTING IM-
PROVE'MENTS AT NATIONAL BUREAU OF STANDARDS-DEPARTMENT OF COMMERCE

We reported that (1) fees charged to customers of the Bureau for calibration
services were inequitable, (2) fees charged private industry did not include a
factor for building depreciation and departmental overhead costs, and (3) the
Bureau's accounting system needs to be improved to correct certain weaknesses.
We commented in detail on these matters under three captions as follows:

1. Inequitable charges to customers of Bureau calibration services-The Bu-
reau calibrates instruments for the Nation's scientific and industrial commu-
nity-both in Government and private industry-and charges fees to recover
the cost of providing this service.

Fees were inequitable and resulted in overcharges to the Department of
Defense (DOD) and undercharges to private industry and other Federal agen-
cies. During fiscal years 1966 through 1968, DOD was overcharged $806,000 of
which $713,500 should have been paid by private industry.

The Bureau of the Budget and the Department of Commerce require that
a charge be made to recover the cost of any services provided to identifiable
members of the public when the services are above and beyond that provided
to the general public.

We proposed that charges for calibration and testing services by the Bureau's
Electronic Calibration Center be based on a uniform rate applied to all customers
on the basis of direct labor hours. The Director informed us that, beginning
in July 1969, the Bureau would adopt a system which would ensure the distribu-
tion of overhead among customers in proportion to actual direct workload.
As of July 1, 1969, all Government customers are charged the same hourly rate
to recover the Bureau's operating costs. We believe that this method will result
in an eqiutable distribution and full recovery of overhead costs applicable to
customers.

2. Building depreciation and departmental overhead not recovered by the
Bureau-In fiscal years 1966 and 1967, the fees charged to private industry
by the Bureau for calibration services did not include a factor for building
depreciation and departmental overhead costs. Although a factor was included
in the fees charged in fiscal year 1968, the fees were not high enough to fully
recover Bureau operating costs and building depreciation and departmental
overhead. In all, about $111,000 was not recovered from private industry during
fiscal years 1966 through 1968. In addition, the factor is not being fully provided
for under another Bureau program.

The Director of the Bureau informed us that beginning in fiscal year 1968
private industry was charged an additional 8.5 percent to cover building
depreciation and departmental overhead. Although the Bureau is now including
a factor for building depreciation and departmental overhead costs in its fees
for electronic calibration services performed for the public, the Bureau is not
fully providing for this factor under at least one of its other programs.

49-55-70-17
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We recommended to the Secretary of Commerce that the Bureau ensure that
user charges for services performed under all Bureau programs for private in-
dustry include a factor for depreciation of buildings and departmental overhead.

3. Nced for improvenment in accounting systen-The Bureau's accounting sys-
tem needs to be improved to correct the following weaknesses.

-Costs which benefit only a limited number of projects make up a significant
portion of the Bureau's overhead costs which are distributed to all technical

projects.
-Administrative labor costs were being distributed to projects of certain divi-

sions located at Boulder. Colorado, inequitably.
-Unrealistic estimates of the useful life of equipment resulted in an inequita-

ble distribution of depreciation costs among accounting periods. and in inequita-
ble charges to customers.

-The Electronic Calibration Center was allocated more than its share of
depreciation expense in fiscal year 1967.

The Director of the Bureau disagreed that there was a need for improving
the accounting system in the manner recommended. The Director informed us
that the Bureau had invested considerable effort in developing practical tech-
niques for allocating costs and the system in use was similar to the cost account-
ing systems of private industry whereby overhead costs were distributed among
productive projects according to a fixed formula.

After consideration of the Director's comments, we recommended that the
Bureau be required to review its methods of allocating overhead costs and
make revisions to correct methods which are inequitable or inconsistent. Specif-
ically, the Bureau should:

(1) continue to periodically review Bureau overhead costs to remove
those costs which do not primarily benefit all Bureau divisions or projects,

(2) clarify procedures to ensure that administrative labor costs will be
distributed on a uniform basis,

(3) review determinations of useful life of research equipment periodi-
cally, and revise them when necessary, and

(4) allocate depreciation expenses to projects of the divisions located at
Boulder, Colorado, on a more equitable basis.

Index No. 68, B-163453. May 10, 1968

NEED FOR IMPROVEMENT IN MIANAGEMENT OF MIISSION-SUPPORT AIRCRAFT-
DEPARTMENT OF THE ARMY

We evaluated the system used by the Department of the Army to determine
its aircraft requirements for (1) combat readiness training of rated officers
and administrative support purposes for fiscal years 1966 through 1971, and (2)
flying performed for mission support purposes during fiscal years 1965 and 1966.
We found that, based on the utilization criteria established by the Department
of Defense and the Army, the number of aircraft authorized at the locations
we reviewed wvas generally about 25 percent more than the justifiable require-
ments. We believe that the overauthorizations resulted from the incomplete
criteria and procedures prescribed and used for determining requirements and
from insufficient evaluation of the justification for aircraft submitted by the user
organizations.

AWe found also, at most of the locations wve reviewed, that the transportation
and traffic management policies of the Department of Defense were not being
followed and aircraft were used uneconomically. The procedures in effect at
the time of our review generally did not provide for a determination, as re-
quired by Department of Defense policy, of whether use of commercial or other
means of transport tion would be practicable and more economical.

We recommended that the Army establish an effective integrated system for
managing aircraft for mission-support purposes and outlined the elements we
believe should be included in such a system- The Army agreed, in general, with
our recommendations and cited actions it was taking toward that end.

Index No. 69, B-164392, September 18, 1968

CONTROL OVER PROCUREMENT, USE, AND DISPOSITION OF MAGNETIC COMPUTER TAPE
IN THE DEPARTMENT OF DEFENSE

At June 30, 1967, the Federal Government operated about 3,700 computers at
various locations throughout the world. The Government has accumulated over
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10 million reels of magnetic tape, valued at about $200 million, to serve these
computers. The magnetic tape inventory of the Department of Defense-about
6 million reels valued at about $125 million-is about 60 percent of the Govern-
ment-wide total. We reviewed the practices of the Department of Defense in the
procurement, use, and disposition of its magnetic computer tape.

There is a need for the Department of Defense to centralize its management of
magnetic tape. Although the Department has generally established centralized
controls over its automatic data processing operations, it has, in our opinion,
given inadequate attention to similiar controls over its magnetic tape activities.
At the time of our review, the Air Force was the only service that had centralized
its management of magnetic tape activities.

We found that in the absence of centralized management, local military
commands had

-computed tape requirements without adequate knowledge of the quantity
or condition of the tape on hand

-procured tape with little regard to quantity discounts and other advan-
tages of centralized procurement; and

-accumulated large quantities of used tape without testing or attempting
to rehabilitate it for further use.

We found also that in some cases no specific instructions had been established
for determining when tape was unserviceable, for disposing of unserviceable tape
or for reporting and screening serviceable excess tape for possible use by others.

The Department of Defense was in general agreement with our proposals for
corrective action. The Department advised us that

-action had been taken to screen tape for reuse;
-consideration was being given to consolidation of tape procurements

throughout the Department; and
-studies would be made on the need for a uniform method of computing

requirements for tape.
The need for guidance in the control and use of tape has been found necessary

and is now being implemented.

Index No. 70, B-1666.55, July 14, 1969

STATUS OF DEVELOPMENT TOWARD ESTABLISHMENT OF A UNIFIED NATIONAL
COMIMUNICATIONS SYSTEM

On August 21, 1963, the President directed the establishment of a unified
National Communications System (NCS) in order to strengthen the communi-
cations support of all major functions of the Government. The objective was to
provide necessary communications for the Government under all conditions rang-
ing from normal situations to national emergencies and international crises,
including nuclear attack.

We found that many of the issues and problems that were hampering attain-
ment of the objectives of the NCS were of long standing and in need of early
resolution. The interest and concern expressed over the years by a number of
congressional committees have not been dealt with in bringing about improve-
ments in the policy formulation and direction of the telecommunications re-
sources of the Government. In the more than five years that have elapsed since
the President directed that the NCS be established, hundreds of millions of dol-
lars have been expended annually in the procurement, construction, operation,
and maintenance of component networks with little effective centralized direction
and control.

Except for the President of the United States, there wvas no individual or orga-
nization in the Government with the authority, stature, and resources to provide
the essential policy, direction, and control required to establish a unified system.
Authority and responsibility were widely dispersed among the various depart-
ments and agencies involved. The functions of basic planning and general design
control were performed largely in an agency-oriented environment rather than in
an NCS frame of reference. Consequently, there was no basic plan to chart the
course of the NCS from its present confederation of agency networks to the goal
of a unified system. But even if there were such a plan, there was no effective
or authoritative overview to ensure that agency planning and funding conformed
with the plan.

We recommended that the President give consideration to a major realignment,
of the existing structure and organizational arrangements of the NCS, which
would establish an organization with sufficient stature, authority and resources
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to provide a strong central authority as a focal point in telecommunications
matters.

The Special Assistant to the President for Telecommunications assured us that
our recommendation would be given thorough consideration. Other executive
branch agencies and offices also recognized the need for a strengthened policy-
making structure. There was, however, a diversity of opinion among them as to
the organizational activity to which certain of the roles and functions should be
transferred.

The Office of Telecommunications Policy was established in the Executive Of-
fice of the President on February 9, 1970, by the President's Reorganization Plan
No. 1 of 1970. The Office is to (1) serve as the President's principal advisor on
telecommunications policy, helping to formulate government policies concerning
a wide range of domestic and international telecommunications issues; (2) help
formulate policies and coordinate operations for the Federal government's own
vast communications systems; (3) enable the executive branch to speak with a
clearer voice and to act as a more effective partner in discussions of communica-
tions policy wvith both the Congress and the Federal Communications Commis-
sion. This should provide the focal point and overview which we recommended in
our report.

Index No. 71, B-163762, October 15, 1969

COST REDUCTION AND MANAGEMENT IMPROVEMENT PROGRAM IN SELECTED
DEPARTMENTS AND AGENCIES

We reviewed the operation of the Cost Reduction and Management Improve-
ment Program (cost reduction program), in the Departments of Agriculture, De-
fense, and the Interior, Agency for International Development and General Serv-
ices Administration.

Comments on the status of implementation of the programs in the five depart-
ments and agencies follow.

Department of Agriculture-Our review indicated that the Department had
taken aggressive action to encourage employee participation in the cost reduc-
tion program and to disseminate program results throughout the Department.
Deficiencies noted in the manner in which the program was carried out related
principally to the procedures for validating claimed savings to ensure their con-
formance with prescribed criteria and -the reporting of isavings which, in the
opinion of the Bureau of the Budget (BOB), had not represented true cost reduc-
tion items.

Department of Defense-The cost reduction program in the Department, initi-
ated on a comprehensive basis in 1962 several years prior to the implementation
of the program generally in the executive branch, had been aggressively imple-
mented in all components of the Department. The policies and procedures that
governed the operation of the program had been developed at the highest level
of management and were outlined in several comprehensive instructions issued
by the Department.

Department of the Interior-In our opinion the Department had not exer-
cised effective management control over its cost reduction program. This opinion
was based on our findings concerning (1) the reporting of savings which did
not meet the criteria established in BOB Circular No. A-44, Revised, (2) the
inadequate procedures for validating reported savings, and (3) the inadequate
disseimination of cost reduction ideas throughout the Department.

Agency for International Development-AID had adopted a low-keyed ap-
proach to the cost reduction program, devoting a minimum of manpower and
other resources to it. As a result the program was functioning at the minimum
level needed to comply with the BOB requirements that each agency have a
program and that semiannual accomplishments reports be submitted to the
President.

General Services Administration-GSA's cost reduction program consisted
of an internal program that covered management actions taken to improve the
agency's internal operating efficiency and to reduce the cost of its internal op-
erations and a Government-wide program that covered GSA's actions to improve
operational efficiency and to contribute to the avoidance of expenditures in other
Government departments and agencies. GSA had issued a handbook setting
forth responsibilities and prescribing procedures for the organization and op-
eration of its cost reduction program.
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We made several suggestions to the five departments and agencies which we
believed would strengthen and improve the operation of the cost reduction
program. The Bureau of the Budget also gave consideration to a number of
suggestions made by us in its latest revision of BOB Circular A-44.

Index No. 72, B-157476, December 18,1969

MANAGEMENT OF THE LOoI8TICs AIRLIFT SYSTEM CONTRACTED FOR BY THE
AIR FORCE

The Air Force contracts for a logistics airlift system with commercial carriers
to ship high priority cargo in the continental United States. This system, known
as LOGAIR costs the Air Force about $35 million annually. Its primary func-
tion is to provide daily support for all first-line weapon systems of the
Air Force. Another important function is to provide support to Air Force
bases, in remote areas which lack adequate commercial transportation. We made
a review of the management of LOGAIR by the Air Force.

We found that the cargo capacity requirements for LOGAIR were not fore-
cast accurately. On some routes, more capacity was scheduled than needed; on
others, less was scheduled than needed. We also found that cost of day-to-day
operations could be reduced by-

-Establishing controls to encourage prompt revisions to existing routes there-
by avoiding the costs of chartering extra flights to provide additional capacity.

-Reducing the number of flights to some stations.
-Using truck service instead of LOGAIR service between stations near one

another.
-Atttaining greater utilization of available aircraft space by improving the

procedures for making cargo available for movement by LOGAIR.
We proposed that the Air Force Logistics Command (AFLC) devise a system

that would enable it to accumulate accurate and complete data with respect
to the movement of cargo eligible for air transport throughout the continental
United States. We proposed that it study the possibility of using automaite
data processing equipment to assist it in solving the difficult problem of con-
structing and revising LOGAIR routes that provide optimum service at minimum
cost. We also proposed that the Air Force evaluate the need for more than one
daily LOGAIR flight to locations other than its Air Materiel Areas and Aerial
Ports of Embarkation, and that AFLC take appropriate action to ensure that
the potential benefits of LOGAIR are fully exploited by its users. In addition,
we proposed to the Secretary of Defense that an analysis be made of the possibility
of substituting truck service for LOGAIR between stations less than 100 miles
apart.

The Air Force concurred in general with our findings and proposals and
stated that

-Action has been started to standardize procedures and improve accuracy of
forecasts of airlift requirements.

-The frequency of LOGAIR service to one station had been reduced.
-Five installations previously served by LOGAIR will be served by truck

operations from other nearby LOGAIR stations.
-Corrective actions to attain more effective utilization of LOGAIR aircraft

had been initiated at several installations and will be applied to other LOGAIR
stations where practicable.

Index No. 73, B-132900, January 2,1970

NEED FOR BorrET COORDINATION AMONG, AND GUIDANCE OF, MANAGEMENT EVALUA-
TION GRoUPS IN THE DEPARTMENT OF DEFENSE

In our day-to-day work within the Department of Defense (DOD) we had
observed the existence of many groups performing management reviews and eval-
uations more-or-less independently of the efforts of other groups. Also, we had
noted a growth in the number of such groups, striking sameness of authorized
areas of interest, a seeming overlap of functions, some confusion as to assigned
responsibilities, and an apparent need for some measure of overall coordination
and guidance of the total review effort. We examined into the activities of the
review and evaluation groups and the effectiveness of the coordination of the work
of the groups.

49-580 0-70 s-1
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The function of review and evaluation in DOD has not been defined, and, ex-
cept in a relatively few cases, we found no evidence that guidance had been is-
sued concerning the creation of new review and evaluation groups; the extent,
number, and frequency of the evaluations to be performed; the prevention of
overlapping of duties and responsibilities assigned to groups; the coordination
of effort; the utilization and training of personnel; and the costs involved.

GAO's review showed a need to establish overall coordination of, and guidance
for, the efforts of evaluation groups which are presently being carried out by
a large number of widely scattered groups, each responsible for some facets
of the review and evaluation function but operating on a generally independent
basis.

We recommended that the 'Secretary of Defense take action to establish effec-
tive cordination among groups that provide review and evaluation services and
also furnish guidance, and, where necessary, training, in order to achieve the
maximum benefits obtainable from the total review and evaluation effort.

The Assistant Secretary of Defense (Administration) did not agree com-
pletely with our findings and conclusions, but stated that the following actions
would be taken with respect to the problems we identified.

-Our report would be considered by the "Blue Ribbon Panel" which the Secre-
tary of Defense was appointing to make an objective review of the organiza-
tions, functions, and control procedures of DOD.

-DOD would emphasize the need for the principal audit and inspection orga-
nizations to evaluate the performance of, and justification for, the decentralized
review and evaluation groups and that the examinations of the justifications for
review and evaluation personnel requirements at all levels would be intensified.

-Sudies would be made (1) of the essentiality for having three principal
evaluation groups review procurement operations and (2) to identify areas of
overlap and duplication between Inspectors General and internal audit activities
and to consider the degree to which their functions might be merged.

DOD studies have identified areas which need improvement and actions have
been taken to establish on a continuing basis better coordination of the efforts
evaluation groups.

Index No. 74, B-133188, January 16,1970

ECONOMIES OBTAINABLE BY INcREASING DAYS AT SEA OF OCEANOGRAPHIC RE-
SEARCH AND SURVEY SHIPS-ENVIRONMENTAL SCIENCE SERVICES ADMINISTRATION
DEPARTMENT OF COMMERCE

We reported that the Environmental Science Services Administration's
(ESSA) utilization of its oceanographic research and survey ships averaged
from 112 to 182 days a year at sea while the Military Sea Transportation Serv-
ice (MSTS) operated similar ships from 244 to 258 days a year at sea. ESSA
could operate its ships more days each year at sea if it were to (1) establish a
manpower reserve similar to that maintained by MSTS, and (2) schedule avail-
able and necessary research and survey work in warm water area during winter
months. In addition to the basic crew needed to operate its ships, MSTS main-
tains a 22-percent reserve for the purpose of replacing crew members who go on
leave or are otherwise absent.

We also reported that, if action were taken to increase ship use to a level
similar to that achieved by MSTS, ESSA could either (1) obtain more efficient
use of its present ships or, (2) maintain its present level of program accomplish-
ments with four fewer ships, which could result in savings of about $888,000
annually. Furthermore, if ESSA were to attain a level of ship use similar to that
of MSTS, ESSA's planned ship requirements could be reduced by seven ships,
which could result in a saving of about $59.3 million in ship construction costs
over a 10-year period. Also, we estimated that savings in ship operating costs
would be achieved each year during the construction period and would total
about $1.2 million annually when all ships are placed in operation.

We recommended that the Secretary of Commerce should require ESSA to
establish a manpower reserve and to schedule work during winter months. Also,
that ESSA should consider the opportunity for increasing the use of its ships
when planning construction of additional ships.

The Department of Commerce and the National Council on Marine Resources
and Engineering Development expressed complete agreement with the basic
finding that ESSA's fleet should be more fully utilized.
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Index No. 75, B-163869, February 4,1970

COSTS AND BALANCE-OF-PAYMENTS ADVANTAGES OF REPLACING FOREIGN-MADE BUSES
WITH AMERICAN-MADE BUSES ABROAD-DEPARTMENT OF DEFENSE

The Department of Defense leased about 1,700 foreign-made buses at a cost of
$7.7 million during calendar year 1968.

Our comparative cost calculations showed that significant cost and dollar
savings could be realized by using American-made buses in place of foreign-made
buses at some overseas locations. At other locations, calculations showed that
existing leasing arrangements were the most economical.

There are certain practical difficulties in estimating overall financial ad-
vantages that could be realized by substituting American-made buses for foreign-
made buses, but, there can be little doubt that the advantages would be sub-
stantial.

For example, using cost comparison data developed at certain review loca-
tions, we estimate that cost savings of from one-third to one-half million dollars
could be realized annually. Annual reductions in dollar payments abroad could
be $3.1 million.

Cost studies made by the military services in support of decisions to lease
foreign-made buses have not been accurate or timely enough to provide a sound
basis for allocating American-made buses to the overseas locations where the
greatest budgetary and balance-of-payments advantages could be realized-
primarily Japan, Vietnam, and Thailand.

For example:
-date on important cost factors and experience were not accurate and current

and estimates often were based on inappropriate cost information and unrealistic
assumptions.

-in comparing the relative cost of foreign leasing arrangements with an
American-made bus capability, the military departments frequently did not com-
pare the costs of buses of similar size and similarly equipped.

In arriving at its conclusions, we developed and used conservative comparative
cost estimates for the use of American-made buses. Our estimates of the costs of
using American-made buses include, for example a 10-percent factor as a margin
for unknown costs.

We recommended to the Secretary of Defense that the military services develop
better local operating and maintenance cost date and prepare more timely and
accurate cost studies.
i We also made a series of recommendations designed to increase the usage of
American-made buses abroad, particularly at locations where our cost calcula-
tions showed that the greatest savings could be realized through such usage.
Among the recommendations are that:

-budgetary requests be prepared for submission to the Congress, appropriately
supported, for American-made buses to replace leasing arrangements at over-
seas locations where economic advantages (cost and/or balance of payments) can
be realized by so doing.

-buses be distributed first to those overseas locations where the costs of leas-
ing foreign-made vehicles exceed the cost of providing an American-made vehicle
capability and/or where the greatest balance-of-payments advantages are
realizable.

-a more equitable basis be followed in comparing the cost of American-made
vehicles to foreign-made vehicles being leased.

-renewed consideration be given to the possibility of contracting with Ameri-
can firms for bus services at foreign locations.

Department of Defense officials stated that the military departments are in
general agreement with the report's findings and conclusions. The Department
advised us of specific steps the Department is taking along the lines of our
proposals.

We believe that the measures the Department says that it will take should,
if properly carried out, lead to increased economies through the use of more
American-made buses abroad.
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Index No. 76, B-118779, February 24, 1970

IMPROVEMENTS NEEDED IN THE OPERATION OF GOVERNMENT-OWNED VESSELS IN
SUPPORT OF MILITARY ACTIVITIES IN SOUTHEAST ASIA-MARITIME ADMINISTRA-
TION, DEPARTMENT OF COMMERCE

We reported that:
1. During the 3-year period ended December 31, 1968, crew shortages caused

delays in 592 of 1,405 scheduled sailings despite significant efforts by the Mari-
time Administration, other Federal agencies, and private organizations to al-
leviate the problem. These delays resulted in additional operating costs of about
$7 million.

2. The U.S. Coast Guard recognized the problem of crew shortages and waived
its normal vessel-manning requirements as did the unions. During the 3-year
period ended December 31, 1968, 1,145 of the 1,405 sailings were made without
full crews.

3. During a period of considerable reduction in sealift requirements, addi-
tional costs of about $658,000 were incurred because vessels taken out of service
were placed initially at commercial piers rather than at Government reserve
fleet sites.

4. In 1967, Maritime had advanced excessive amounts of cash to its general
agents for the operation of Government-owned vessels. Although these balances
have since been reduced significantly, further reductions are believed possible.

We recommend that:
1. The Maritime Administration should take action with the Department of the

Navy to provide for either Maritime or Navy to determine, prior to placing each
vessel in reduced operational status, whether use of a reserve fleet site, rather
than a commercial site would be preferable.

2. Maritime headquarters should also maintain closer surveillance over the
adequacy of its coast districts' implementation of prescribed procedures for ad-
vancing funds to general agents.

We were advised by Maritime and Navy that actions would be taken to provide
for consideration of use of reserve fleet sites under appropriate circumstances.
Also Maritime advised us that cash advances had been the subject of much dis-
cussion and action and that its efforts to hold cash balances to a minimum had
been very effective.

Index No. 77, B-1403890, March 6, 1970

FINANCING AGENCY PROGRAMS OTHER THAN BY DIRECT APPROPRIATION-REVOLVING
FUNDS

Pursuant to its request for the Congress to be furnished, from time to time,
with a summary of methods for financing governmental programs other than
through direct appropriations, we reported on revolving funds to the Subcom-
mittee on Economy in Government, Joint Economic Committee.

We stated that the use of revolving funds had certain advantages, 'such as
the flexibility to more readily meet unforeseen conditions and the systematic
disclosure of the relationship between revenue and expenses.

We discussed the characteristics of revolving funds, their legislative au-
thority, methods of financing the funds, and fund accounting and * Igeting.

We believe that the public -interest is best served when congressiuinal con-
trol over activities is exercised through annual reviews and affirmative action
on planned programs and financing requirements through the appropriation
processes. Therefore we advocate that programs be financed through direct
appropriations or that legislation authorizing financing through other means
provide for adequate and continuing congressional control. To maintain con-
gressional control, proposed legislation to authorize program financing by means
other than through the appropriation process should include provisions for an-
nual review by the Congress, coupled with such limitations and allowances for
flexibility as are deemed appropriate.



APPENDIX IV

BACKGROUND MATERIAL ON ECONOMY IN GOVERNMENT-1970

I NTRODUCTION

The Federal Government's bill for property management activities, real and per-
sonal, utilizes a major part of the annual budget. The annual expenditures,
however, reveal only part of the overall scope of these activities as the inventories
and holdings of property by military and civilian agencies worldwide cost many
billions of dollars as shown by the ensuing tables.

'Past experience of the subcommittee shows that these large areas of activity
provide fruitful and necessary opportunity for improved organization and
management.

SCOPE OF FEDERAL GOVERNMENT OBLIGATIONS

The summary of actual obligations by object classifications for 1969 and the
estimates for 1970.and 1971 are shown on table 1. Table 2 shows detailed table
on obligations by object classes for all agencies and table 3 shows the same data
for the DOD (military and civil), HEW, AEC, GSA, and NASA.
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OBJECT CLASS ANALYSIS

- Budget for Fiscal Year 1971 -

This analysis presents Federal obligations in terms of the object
classification prescribed in Bureau of the Budget Circular No. A-12. The
presentation is based on the detailed schedules contained in the Budget
Appendix for 1971, and reflects a breakdown of total obligations incurred
reconciled to the net obligations shown in Table 7 of the 1971 Budget.

GENERAL NOTES

- All years in the tables are fiscal years.

- Because of rounding, the detailed figures in
the tables may not add to the totals, and the 00
totals may differ from those in other budget
tables.

- An asterisk (*) in the tables denotes less than
$500 thousand.

- The amounts shown for Federal funds in a few of
the tables of this analysis differ from those
in Table B-3 of Special Analysis B, "Funds in
the Budget." Figures in Table B-3 were drawn
from preliminary computer runs which have now
been corrected. The major differences result
from Table B-3's erroneous inclusion in -Other
independent agencies" of the 1970 and 1971
"Allowances" which are shown separately and
apply to all agencies.



INTRODUCTION

Under Bureau of the Budget Circular No. A-12 provision is made for the uniform
classification of financial transactions of the Federal Government in the follow-
ing manner:

O Object classes describe the nature of the service or article for
which obligations are incurred, regardless of the purpose or program
served. Thus, obligations for purchasing an automobile are classified
under object class 31, Equipment, whether the automobile is used for
national defense, law enforcement, or construction activities. bD

O Object class data present the total amount obligated (or estimated) for cD
purchase of articles or services. The price of an automobile, for
example, may include charges by the supplier for transportation, and
the entire amount is classified under object class 31.

The summary table which follows combines Federal and trust funds and provides a

reconciliation between total obligations and net obligations. It also presents a
distribution of net obligations between Federal and trust funds. In the summary
and detailed tables, interfund and intragovernmental payments from one agency or

fund to another are treated as offsets to total obligations to avoid double count-
ing. Similarly, proprietary receipts, representing receipts that are market-oriented
in character, are offset against total obligations to derive net obligations.



SUMMARY OF OBLIGATIONS BY MAJOR OBJECT CLASS
(In millions of dollars)

10
20
30
40
90

Description

Personal services and benefits...........
Contractual services and supplies........
Acquisition of capital assets............
Grants and fixed charges.................
Other....................................

1969 1970 1971
actual estimate estimate

48,451
79,377
37,139
94,729
3,359

52,233
76,944
36,634

106 ,222
2,670

51,834
72,971
35,442

117,064
7,608

Total obligations incurred............

Deduct:
Reimbursements credited to appropriations:
Within the Government..................
From the public........................

Proprietary receipts.....................
Interfund and intragovernmental transactions
Recoveries of prior year obligations.....

Net obligations incurred...............

263,054 274,703 284,919

34,537 32,909 32,627
27,214 24,460 26,694
4,192 4,211 5,538
8,714 9,704 11,250
3,251 1,108 1,666

185,147 202,311 207,144

to
0M

MEMORANDUM

Federal funds ................................ 149,949 160,882 160,269
Trust funds .................................. 42,745 49,764 56,481
Intragovernmental transactions ............... -7,547 -8,335 -9,605



DETAILED TABLES ON OBLIGATIONS BY OBJECT CLASS

- Budget for Fiscal Year 1971 -



THE JUDICIARY-
fI6LICATIONS BY OBJECTS 02/To

FUN THE FISCAL YEARS 1969, jYTO ANA 1971
(IN `lILLIVNS OF DOLLARS)

19S,9 ACTUAL 1970 ESTIMATED 1971 ESTIMATED
JESLR I PT Ii FETERAL TRuST- FEDIERAL TRUST FEDERAL TRUST

- FUNDiT FUNDS TOTAL FATE~S FUNDS TOTAL FUNDS FUNDS TOTAL

10 PERSONAL SERVICES ANll BENEF ITS... I.. 961 I I I BA) I till I I I 113) I 11) I I liB)-
11 PER Sli; NJ Cii;-i-E;iSO TI ON.

PERkMALIENI YUSITfIii'S ........ . 7 I oh BR 69 . 9
MILITARY PEASI'NEL1. ........
PiiSITIONJS OTHERM 1A'; PERIWANFiT -.. 2 2 2 2 -. 2 2
UTHRER PEKSIiN!:1L. LPIPES;SATWIU' ...... Ill6 6
SPECIUL PERS~IIIEL SER~VICE RAYAINTS. 16 I)5 3 19 21 at

12 PERSIniREL RENEFT) I...... ...... A 6 7 .7
PERSII 3EL RFliEFIIY,i1ILITARY..

13 SENEF ITS FUR F~rYI EBS)TEL* * *

20 CONTRACTliAL SERVICES Ati) S'~PP~L
t

LS.. 
I I I

11)
I i l I 121 I I 1 12) I

14
A. C I I )

at2 TRAVEL Al!') tAANSPORTATIOJ, PERSOANS 5 5 A 6 7 .
22 IRANST'IRIATIJUN OP TIITED *.......Il * S
23 KENT, CLJHiIUiICATI.'iJS DAT4 'TILl TIES I3 3 3 . 4 --
2A FRlIMTING DAD RDRAIDIJCTIii 1..1....1I1 1
25 OTHER SER%,ICES............... 2 a
26 SUPPLIES RAN f!ATLF'IALS ............. I I

30 ACQUISIIION 'IF CAPITI-L ASSETS ..... 2) I 7) I '11 I I 21 21 1 c I 2)
31 EQUIP"6ENI.... ......... 2 2 2 2 2 2
32 LANDS AWi bTKUCtiIeS ........
33 INVESTME,,TS AND Ll-ANS .......

A0 GRANTS A650 FIXED CILARGFE........ II II 1)1 II lIII *1 I - I I
Al GRANT'), SiIASIDIES AN.) CiiNTiI"iUTNS.
AZ INSURAN4CE CLAIMS ANDT INDE 41IIES. I
Al INTERIEST AiD iuIVI.1EN-iS ....
AAMKEFUNOS5..................

90OOTHER .I............... 'I I1 ill All) III il I .11 21
91 UAVUiT.HERVFLI......
92 NnT OITSTP.IV'JED UT;LFRAIAR ..... 1....- -1 Ia
93 ADIMIN AWtI TLLIfADML~l EX-ENSES ....
9A C1HANGE 1II SELECTFP RESOLIACES....
93 NUAREt5M,ANJD SURSISTEF:E CHAKICES..
96 CHANGES 114 dJRJCT CLASSIFICAIIUT..

PRUPU5EU FOIR SEPARATE TDA'-;SMItITAL, 3 .3

TOTAL OBLIGATIONS INCURVED .... 11o 1 Ill 131 1 132 13l 2 137

LESS REEMRUMSEA4iATS ANU OTHER OFPStT5*... I -21 I 'I 3 .i I -Al I -11 -61 1 -II -ii I -61
RRIMRURSFEVENTS CREDITED TO API'RUDS.
FROM FEDERAL RUIjutS ............ -1 - I * -0 -1 -1* .1
FROM T`RUST FliNGS...........
FROM TIlE PUBL IC .........
MR&CUVERIFS UF PRIUR VRAM TIALTU;A7TIUNS.
PROPRIETARY RECEIPTS INETIEOI ..... -2 * -2 -, -1 -6 -A -i .,
INTERFLINo TRANSACT10'iS .. ............ _ __ _ _ _ __ _ _ __ _ _ _ __ _ _ _ __ _ _ __ _ _ _ __ _ _ __ _ _ _ __ _ _ _

SUBTOTAL ............... 0 I IoN 12' 5 126 130 1 I31
INTRAGDVTAI.r~-INTAL TKA iSACTItA. __ _ _ __ _ _ _ __ _ _ __ _ _ _ __.......__ _ _ _ __ _ _ __ _ _ _ __ _ _ __ _ _ _ __ _ _ _

mIT U~LIUATII)JS4 1FCILIRRD ... DM.. o 126- 1111

t3
00

---



EXECUTIVE OFFICE nFTIHE FPESInENT
'IaLIGATIONS BY OBJECTS 03/0

FUR T!fE FISCAL YEARS 1969, 1970 ANY 1971
(INI MILLIoNS OF DULLARS)

1960 ACTUAL 1970 ESTIMATED 1971 ESTIMATED

OFSCtpl"i' FEPLiAL TRUST FEnEXRL TRUST FEDERAL TRUST

FUrilS FPtNOS TOTAL FUOUS FUNDS TOTAL FUNDS FUNDS TOTAL

10 PERSnNAL SFVICEt A.l.r BErIFFITS. I.. 22) I ) 22) 1 26b ( I 26) I 331 t ) I 33)

11 PERSU-NEL C'lIrENSAEIIJl ZR
PERMAI-ENI PUCSITIU!NS.. 19 JP 22 2z 2 Z

MtLIIAkV PERSUHAtL ...
POSIIIbJS SrHER TIA&N PEP!iI'IF1IT .... 2 2 a 2 1 1
UTHEF PFRSU'IJPFL CllPEI:SAI 0 . 1 - 1 IJ1 1 1
SPECIAL PFRSUNAL SErvIICF r.YIENTS * * * * K

12 PERSX¾NFL EFFI ................ 1 1 2 2 2
PERSU rNEL bENEFITSMILlTAR....

13 RENEFITS FLUR FOIYFQ PS.RSuNIEL,,,-- * *

20 CONIRACTIIAL SERVICES AND SUPPLItS., I 10)1 I C 10) ( 13) 1 I 13) I 3 ( I I 13)

21 TRAvEL AND TAANSPORTA7IIDV, PtRSONS 1 1 1 1 1 1

22 IRANSPORIAIOiN OF IHINGS * * * * * *
23 RENT, CIINmU41CATlnNS AND rtILITIES 1 I 1 1 1 1
24 PRIN:ING* IND REPRIDOC TIfl . . 1 1 1 1 1 1
23 UTHER SEKVICLS ............... .... 7 7
26 SUPPLIlS ANYn IATEPIALS.* * 1 1 1 1

30 ACQUISITION UF CAPIITL ASSETS... *. I I *1 1 *) I I I *) I *) t - I *)
31 EQUIP!IENT ......................... * * *
32 LA*NS AND STRUCTURE........
33 INVESTrENtS AND0 LOANS...... -

40 GRANTS AED FiXU CHARFS .. ........ I I I I I ) I I
41 APEtES, SIIRSIOIES ADU CIISOITRLITNS.
42 INSURANCE CLAIMS A51n INDEM'NIFIES..
43 INTERYST AND nivillEUS.......
44 REFUND..................... . --- - - -

90 OTHER ....... I. I I I 1 . I I * I ( ) .
91 UNVUCHE......
92 NOT UDSTKRIRUED LlOTHERWISE.
93 AOHII4 AflU hiNAONII:! EXPE;4SFS.
94 CHACF IN SELECTED' RESUIORCES... * *
93 QUARrFRSANN SUBSISTENCF CHARGES..
96 CHAIIGES I!' 11IJECr CLASSIFICA1 OXN..

PEOP'SEU FUR SEPARATE TPN'ISRITrAL, * *

TIDAL UbALIU; IONS ItCLRRE 3........ 33 33 40;_ 46 *.;.O. e46

LESS REIRRUOSFMFNT ANDE 9TlEE k FFSITStD I -2) I I t -2)1 -1 I 1 -1) 1 -1 _ _ -

REIMRURSFRENTS CREDOIEE' To APIRUPS,
FROM FEUDRAL FUNDS ................... -2 -2 - -1 1 * -

FROM TRUST 0f)50 ....
FROM TtlE PllRLIC ......................
RECUVERIES UF ORiUR YEAR UHLII'AI)JNS * * * S

PROPRIETiRY RECEIPTS IXETTEJI..
INTtRFUr

0
TRANSAC I IONIS .

SUaTUTAL ....... . . . . 31 31 39 39 4 46

INTKADIV'rRNt.rNTAL TRA.-SACTIJAIS .-
NET JIULIUTXO)NS ICJRFEII .......... 31



SUMMARY - FUNDS APPROPRIATED TO THR PRESIDENT
0MLIGATITNS AT O9JFCTS OA/T

l-t., THE FISCAL VFARS 1969, [977 837 1971
(IM MILLILoNS UF I'ILLARSI

1969 ACTUAL 1t970 ESTTIMATFE 1971 ESTIMATED
4FSCRIpT III' rUPENAL TRUST FEPERAL TRUST FEDERAL TRUST

FL'I 115 FUnOS TOTAL FU'ITr. FLUSTS TOTAL FUNDS FUNES TOTAL

In PERSONAL SUkvICES A.T WmEFITS ..... 3 701 1 R I 37o1 I 564) C )I 364)1I 3661 I 1 366)
11 PfIRSLIINEL 0 IMPEI,5ATtlill,

PFKMA1IEWI RIISITIU1S ......... 228 * TaR 730 S 230 231 * 231
MILITARY PERSONNIIEL .*...I.. .
PUSITTWS OJTHER THAN P6,ANFNT .. 10 "IU It * 12 it - 11
UTIIEK P;.1-oIJ'ItEL LIMPEASAI)N ... 21 at ai at a1 at
5860 IAL PL'nSOIAL SERVILF' PAYM1ENTS. 79 79 AR A 68 72 * 72

12 PRt'S1INEL h516141,FTS......... 30 3- 30 30- 30 30
PFI95tVIN'EL AE9ErI IS,'IILITA'4v.... 2 2 2 2 2 2

13 AE (IFFITS FI'R F~LIlOR AT-RSLI"1IEL .... **.8

20 CUNTRACTUAL SERMICIS ANU SPPLIES .. 1 1222) I 281) I 513)~ I 1366) F 318) I 1679) C 1330) I 3391 I 1669)
21 I-AV1:L ANDT TRANSPPRTATIr.'4 PARSONS 38 59 Si 55 - 7 37
22 T8AMSPOETATIUN 1F~ THVI'GS ...... 7 A 65 54 61 53 II .64
23 WIIT, CIIIK9U'JICATIT!1S AN!' 1!?ILITIES 24 * 24 24 * 24 25 23
24 RF INTING A140) REPII"OIICT11ii ..... 1 9 4 4 4 4
25 :JTIER SERVICES ............. 3l 103 78E 780 116 896' 767 124 913
ZR bUPPLIES RI-Il MATERIALS....... 39'. 167 SRI 446 190 636 400 205 603

80 ACQUISITTIOI "I. CAFITNL .53145..... C IF14) I 039) I 23p2) I 1-11) I 628) I 24381 C 1778) I 683) I 2461)
31 ECAIPtIENT .IRA........... 338 740 187 628 S11 196 663 87911
32 LAIITS A~l"I STWEUCTPES ........ 3 3 7 3 4 4
33 IIIAFSTMEIITN 4AND LT-A!%3..16.... h39 j639 1420r 1620 1379 1879

40 GRAN4TS ATE FIXES CHARGES ... ..... 21061 I 18) I 21201 1 2138) I 10) I 2348) I 2350) I 101 I 2360)
41 1,RA69T%, SUOSIPIRS AIlS L(INTRI8IUTIS. 2(10 2n00 Z3T2 2202 2211 2211
42 II1SURARCE CLAIMS AW! )NLE'1lNI!IES.. 11 I n 1 10 11 it
43 I'ITERCST 0N 1.1' VITE-'l,.S.9..... 95 q 127 127 -12 las 11
44 KEFIIJIS.1..............i Ill 1n 10 10 t0

90 EITHER ........ .......... -66) I I -66)1I .72) I I -72) I -193) I IC -1931
91 UNA'UuCHEY.FA............
92 dIlT OITSTIt)AJTELI LTHVVWISL ... 1..1 1
93 ADIEU All) 1fIN03'I'lI EXPEIJSF5....
94 L1'41A91 I.E S.LILCTED RESOIJ.TC6S .... -0R -66 -97 -97 -24 -24
95 4ARIITR!RS, Il!) StiOInS1TiW!CL CHARGES.. 4
96 LIIA)OFS IT TAJALT CLASSFICA)IIOR.

PRFUSE) FUR SEPARATE TRANSMITTAL. 25 29 -170 -170
…-- - - - - - - - - - - - - - - -- - - - - - - - - -- - - - - - - - -

VITAL 13HLIAATIUNA INVIRPE0 .. ,... 5456 837 6313- 5106 952 6718 5631 1032 6661
…-- - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - -

LESS REI43UR$EiCNlTS Al4T OTER OIFFStTS,.. * -780) I -960) I -1740) I -705) I -1022) I -17271 I -1061) I I5
6

211 I -2043)
PEIMOURSr8E~ors CRE:IjTEnT 04 APPRAPS.
FROM FELIFRAL 63405........I.. -53 -53 A20 -20 .47 .47
FROM 19(1ST FI-nTS .........
FROM THE POALIC..........-332 -332 -436 -436 -490 -490
SREULVERIRA UF PRIOIR TEAK ORLIUAI~ON5S -247 -247 -178 -178 -407 -407
PROPRIETARY RECEIFTS CHETTEUI..... -149 -960 -1109 .71 -1022 -1093 -117 -952 .1099
I6T6:KFUMlD TRANSACTIIT"S ........

bl.1TOTAL .............. 4676 -103 4573 sl01 -69 3031 4570 S0 4620
INiTkAG'IVFllmFIt)ITAL C,.KWSACTIJIS ....

INET URLII;ATIjtIS1 I1'CI'W0EI ..... 4573 3031 4620~

03
03



INTFRIIUTISNAL FINANCIAL INSTITUTIONS
1PLIGATInNS BY OBJECTS 04/ rA

FUR THE FISCAL YEARS 1969, 1970 ANn 1971
(IN IILLIUNS OF DOLLARS)

1969 ACTUAL 1970 ESTIMATED 1971 ESTIMATED
DESCRIRT15N FECE, AL TR'JST FERESAL TRUST FEDERAL TRUST

FUTZS FUNDS TOTAL FUMCS FUNDS TOTAL FUNDS FUNDS TOTAL

;10 P ER SO N AL S EHv I C ES A *X l DE I IEI Ts. .. I I I I I I I I I I I I I I I 1 5
11 PERSIJNEhEL CL[:arENSATIN.

PERrA'IENT POSITIONS .
MILITAP.Y PERSONNEL ................
PnSITIIIN UT.iER THAN PERNANE4'T....
UTDER PERSLIN1NL C-4PEIISAEIUN
SPECIAL PARSUNAL SERVICE PAYMENTS.

12 PERSONNEL UEEFITS .................
PERSIJINEL dFI.EFIf;lILITARY.....

13 BENEFITS FLER FORRFR PERSOJNNIEL ....

Zo CONTRACTUAL SERVICES 4AQ SUPPLIS .... I I / I I I I I I I I I I I I I I
ZI TRAVEL ANO TRAINSPORTATIr!N, PERSONS
22 TRANSPDRIAIIUN OF THINGS.
23 RENT, CDMHUNUICATIDNS AND UTILITIAS
24 PRINTING AND FEPOnDUCTlnN ... .
23 UTHER SERVICES.
26 SUPPLIES Ai) ATEIALS.....

30 ACQUISITION rF CAPITAL ASSETS ........ 1( 480) I I I 48') 1 8a) I I1 4B01 I IBDI I I I )100
31 EQUIPMENTI.............
32 LANDS AND STRUCTURES ..........
33 INIVESTYENTS AND L

T
ANS ......... N 40 48r. NAn NA lE10 IBO

40 GRANTS A-ID FIXED CHARGES .......... ' I E I
*1 GRANTS, SUtSIDIFS ANo CUN7I'I"NITNS.
42 INSURANCE CLAIMS ANT INUEONIIIES..
43 INTEREST AND TIVlTENDS.....I....
44 REFUNDS . ..........................

90 OTHER ................ 1 .. . I I I 251 I I I 251 I 8751 I I E 5751
91 ULINVUCHEXED ..........-....
9Z NOT DISTRIbUTEO OTHERWISE.
93 ADM111 AND NUOIADII'l EXPEIPSE.
94 LHAIIUF 14 SELECTtlI RESCURCES.
95 AUARIFRSANAJ SUBSISTENICE CHARGES,,
96 CHANGFS IN LIJECT CLASSIFICAI ION..

PRUPOSED FUR SEPARATE TPAAbMITTAL, 25 2S 575 575

TOTAL UBLIGAIIONS INCUFRED ........ ' 450 - '05 505 753 753

.ESS REINAURSEIfNTSANV OTMER FUFSETS ... I I I I I ) I I I I I 1 I I I . A I

t3D
0~
-J

REIRRURS'MENTA LREDITED TOD APRAPS.
FBOM FEDERAL MI NDS , . ... ...

FROM TRUST FUNS..................
PROM THIE PUBLIC.,,,,,,,,,, *
RECUVERIES OF PRIOR YEAR UBLIGAIIUNS.
FROPRIETARY RCEIPTS.INETTEUI..
INTERFUN.U TRD6A 5CT S ........

SUBTUTAL.
INTRAGIVFRNMF ITAL TIE V'ISACT; n :S . -

NET OSLIGAIIUIIS I"CURFEE........

480 nB s055 505 755 73,

N B D R UT~~- - ---
450 3on 7,.



MILITARY ASSISTANCE
I98LIGATIONS BY O9JFCTS 04/09

FUR THE FISCAL'YEARS 1969, 1Q7O All' 1971
(IN MILLIoNS OF nr.LLARS)

1160 ACtUAL 1970 ESTIHIATED 1971 ESTIMATED
))Esr.AIPTIT!, ~~~~~~~FEnFkAL TROLST FRILDYAL TRUST - FEDERAL TRUST

FilIs)) FUNDJS TOTAL Ful620 FUMDS TrOTAL FUNDS FUNDS TOTAL

10 PE~BO)AL SERV)CtS A.10 RELIIFITS ..... 16) I I I j1 I 141 I I 141' I l I I 13)

I'CRMWF.:. PI NSITIT'15.12.....2..10 ID 10 ID
MILITARY P'RR!'.'OtL ........
V~:StWN(10 ULTeIFR WAN PE0:'WiEAT~ .... **
UTLICR FF.ASUIDTL LIIlPR`E!SA ttl'l ...... *
OPECIAL PERS.LIJAL SkOvA)CR r.YIFTTS.

12 PERSWI'LEL 1bENYFIIST.........1.1.1
PERSLL;NEL BFFIEFITN,1LILITAY .2.... 2 2 p22

13 BENEFItS FOR FjUrMAN PFRSU'i1EL...

20 CUN1BACT.'AL SERVICES AWin SUPPILIES I.. 236) 1 280) 5161 2331 I 3131 I 5461 I 2201 I 33£) SW Nl
21 tRAVEL ANDTERANSF'YETATITIN, PERSONS 14 1 4 1? 12 11 it
22 IRANTPPTRATII)M UIF TAI'S....... 31 B 39 30 B 38 27 B 39
23 RENT, C2JMMT4CATIllHS ANTDIJIILITIES 1 3 1 1 5 3
24 PRINTING ANV) ARFR,'-l3ICTI.1 *

25 UTILEN ORIATILES .. ~~~ ~~~ ~ ~~~~~54 lAS 151 1 110 186 60 120 190
26 SUPPFLIES AND I ATkRIALS....... 134 167 3UI HRif 190 306 115 205 320

30 ACQUISrI~tLL rOF CAFITAL ASSFLY ..... 1 49) I SOB) I 9(7) C 39MM) I 627) I 1017) I 595)1 I 6021 I 1077)
31 LQA)P',EflI............... S SOB 667 H19 627 742 123 682 BOg
32 LAP'nS AOL) SErKCTUTES........
33 INVESTMENIS AND LTlANS........ 240 2671 '79 27B 272 272

60 GRANTS A0.1 FIDEL) C11ARGES ... ..... C 20) is1) I 3M) I I I 0 10) 1 I toIAI I 10 I t)
41 WABATS, SUBSIDIES Atli)L CTJ,TRIAUTNS. 202z
42 1I5h)RANCE CLAIMS AN) )NL)Ei'-IIIlET..
43 IlNTE~tST ANA r1IDIlElIl0S....
44 lUEFbLI ........T.....18 lB12 10 -12 10

90OOTTH1,R. ......... 31................ I
91 UNVIIUCHEALL ............
92 NOT) 'I ITRIAlltED UNMOR,1l, S.....
93 A£0113 AN4D NTl'LAG?1L'' FXPE1`SES ....
94 tHALIGL II) SRLECTET. RENTUKCES....
95 QUAE)YAS,AIL1) SAMSISTE'CE C'IANGES,.
96 LYHAILOYS i:i 'IHILT) CLASSIFICAilUN..

PR£IP'JSSU FUR SEPARATE TPA!'CSILTTAL.

TOTAL ABLIGATIONJS I!lCI.MR.E!' ..... 21 0095 1476 '36 9530 1586 628 1030 1658

.ESO BEIMRLLPSEMINT AMA JJHER 'JIFSLTS.. 1 -7)1 -95M) I -M6 5) I .R 121I-04 -701 I ±91Q.I C -1050)
BE IMBAMSUPRENTS CREDI TOP T1 API'RUPS,
FROM FEAFRAL FTUNU....... ..... 26 26 25 25
FROM TRAY? PLINTSb...........
PRAM TiuE FLkILIC............. -32 -32 -09 -SM, -31 -31
BECUVEBIEG AR PRIDS 'EAR 6TLIUAMLIDMO *
PROPRIETARY RECEIPTS ILLETTOTI ..... -909 -MOM -11 -10220 -1231 -39 -982 -1219
INTERFUN.T TRAYSACTIULIS5........

SUBTOTAL ............. . 614 -103 511 992 -7t2 502 958 50 608
INTRAG.100sIMENTLL TN I4SALD ).,45....

NiEr CPLI),IIJ1itS IU'CILRGEt ....... i1 522 608

00



ECONOMIC ASSISTANCE
OdLIEATInNS BY OBJECTS 04o10

NGD 14E FISCAL YFARS 1969, 1j70 A[.' 1971
(III ILLIIJNS OF DOILLARS

1909 ACTUAL 1970 ESTIMATED 1971 ESTIMATED
OESCFIPTIrDi YFYAL TRUST PE-EOAL TRUST FEDERAL TRUST

U'fVINC FINDS TOTAL FU DS FUNDS TnTAL FUNDS FUNDS TOTAL

10 PERbUNAL SEkVICES A" AEUEFITS ....... , 170) I 170 I) I 76 I 1 1761 I 1701 1 ) 1701
11 PERSIVINEL CIIIIVENSATItII,

FERHNAPENT POSITIU'4S ............... 127 12, 137 132 12? 127
MILITARY PtRR'JNIL...
PLISITIONS UThEP 49AN PERHANENT... 2 2 ? 2 1 1
UTHER PERSUN4EL L YMPENS I .... 17 17 la 18 17 17
SPECIAL PFNSU-JAL SERVICE PaYMENTS 7 7 7 7 7 7

12 PERSnONEL RENEFIS ... I1 1 18 18.IS
PERIDIZILL 8DREFIIS,MILITAR7.......

13 VENEFITS FUR FORMER PERSONNEL * * .. . S

20 CONIRACIt AL SERVICES ANN SUPPILIES I 5771 I U) I 5791 I 5791 I 1) I 380) ( 6131 I 11 I 614)
21 TRAVEL ANQ TRANSPORTATIEI., PERSONS 15 * 16 15 * 16 16 * 16

22 TRANSORIATI[IJN UF THING S. . . 21 521 21 21 * a1 23 a 24
23 RENT, CANIIJNICATI'rS AD UPILITIES 9 S S 9 9 9
24 PRF1ATING AND REPRnI5IJCTIO.J , ,, , I I I I I 1
23 UTHFR SERVICAS .................. , 59 1 36( ! 161 1 362 392 1 392
20 SUPPLIES ANDU ATEAIALS ............ 1 * 171 I71 ' 7 171 * 172

10 ACOUISITIUN IIF CAPITAL ASSEIS. I... I 9151 I 11 C 91A) I 9871 I 1) t 858) 1 1179) I 11) 11791
31 LDUIPMENI ......................... 6R 1 6s 67 1 69 68 1 69
3Z LAnDS AND SRUCTUkES .............. *
33 INVESTMENIS AND LOfAN.S .4 848 , .2 . 20 1111 1111

Go GRANTS A!D FIRED CHARGESS . ............ I 231, I 1 231*1 244) I I 1 244) I 262) I I 2261
41 GRANTS, SUdSIDIES AR) CT)NTAItUTNS 120 220 234 234 239 239
42 INSURANCE CLAIMS AND INnE.NR IIIES,, 10 I 10 10 3 3
43 ITFNP'ST AND IIVIrIENOS ......... * *
44 MEFINTS ............. .. , I ...... * a

;O--OTHE --Q------------; -------- ;------'- ------ --- -------------- ------------------------------------
90 OTHER....*.. ...... ...... ...... ... I I S I1 ) 3I S

91 UTIYIIOUJCHRED.. .. j ................
92 NOT DISTRIPUTED UTHE4R1ISE.........
93 ADYIN A1IU I1!INADMIN FIPENSFS...
94 CRHAJUF III SFLFCTEtn ALSUAEED * N N 5 * S
95 AUAETFRSArn SUPISISTFI.CL C.IARIES,.
96 CHANGFS IN OB.IECI CLASSIFILA) ION..

PROPOSED FLIK SEPARATE TRAN1SITTAL,

TONAL OILIGATIDNS IICIRPPEO., ...... I '93 2 1895 1)87 2 1889 2224 2 2226

LESS REIIDIURSEIIENTS AND DTHrR OFFSETS... I -693) 1 -21 1 -695) 1 -5701 1 -2) I -5711) I -5741 1 -21 1 -576)

to

Co

Io

41

0

Io

REIMRURSDMENTS CREnITED TN APPRUPS.
FROM FEDERAL FUNDS .. 7
FROM TAUST FUNDS .
FRO" TIE PUALIC . ......... -234
RECUVE RIES UF PiIIUR YEAR UNLLIGADITONS -232
PROPEIETA'Y RlC PTTS IANETTED -.14R
INTEAFIHN IRAT!SACTIU1IS .

jliRTUTAL . ..1200
INTKA DVFRHI-IA F 1 N5CT!jNS..........

NET UPLIERAIINS I'!LUCEN ......

-78 -45

-234 -791
-232 -17'

-2 -150 . -60

* 1209 1317

1200

-45

-2971-IT

1317

1317

-46

-292
-188
-78

1630

-46

-292
-136

-2 -s0

1650

1050



OFFICE OF ECONOMIC !PFnYRTULITY
OMLIGATIONS BY OBJFCTS 04/37

FliO THE FISCAL YEARS 19690 1770 '4"A 1971
(IN 4IlLLIONS UF nl!LLARS)

1969 ACTUAL 1970 ESTIMATrD 1971 ESTIMtATED
LUSCRIPTIl'r FEVEAAL TRUST FEl'E34L TRUST FEnERAL TRUST

FUI.JS F'N0S TOTAL FVNDS FUDS5 TilTAL FUSDS FUNDS TOTAL

10 PER;L'AL SE-')C6S AIT PElEFlTS ....... I 131)1 )I 1311 1¶24 1I I 124 1 1321 I I I 1321
11 PL.4SAlItL * iliPEi)SATILIi.

vFRY.aEIT v'iSITiS ............... 7 7 7 7 73 3
MILITARY PRS:iPIIL... .
v!lsI rmoss irHE TAl PERIAFN.T. 6 6 ' 7 7 7
UTHFR PBESU:Jlt L LI$PEk-SATIJY...., 3 3 3 3 7 3
bPECIAL PiRSUNAL SPERICE PAYMENTS, 43 43 39 36 41 41

12 P!RSU'NEL 9EAEFITS ................ 8 8 7 7
VERSUINREL n-IIEFIYISI'ILITARM ...

13 EFIAFFITS I-CR Fti!FiTR PERSOIINEL.....

20 CONIPACTYAL SRVIMiCS ANY SUPPLISD.... I 284) 1 *I 2841 I pot) I *1 I 2611 I 3241 I *I I 324)
21 IRVAL AND TRAIJSFPRTA1 lii, PERSONS 15 * 15 1i s 15 6 * 1
Z2 IRAIJSPUktTbI IDN 'JF THIrDS .......... 2 2 2 2 2 2
23 RENT, CnDmL"iICAT)lIsS AND "I 1LITIES B A 7 7 9 9
24 PRIItTINI. A Rl) PRODUCT1" ..........L . - 2 Z 2 2 2
25 UTHFR SKVMICtS .................. 237 737 734 234 273 773
26 SIuPPLIES A1,id iATtMIALS ............ 19 19 21 2 22

I0 ACAUISITIDN F CAFIIAL. ASSFTS . 1...... . ...... ,,,, ( ZOI 20) ( 27) 261 I 26) I 221 I I g a2p
31 tEQtUIFEhN. 4 4 3 3 4 4
32 LA iDS AVIJ.3 3 3 3 4 4
33 INYESTMENTS A54U LnAS ............. 13 3 9 9 4

.0 GRANTS A-I IFIXLE CVIARSF ............. I 1523) I I 1523) I 1`34I I I I 15341 I 1620) I I I 16201
*1 GRANTS, SAS)Sl'IES AND Ci'NTMItUTNS. 1320 132n 1N30 153n 1615 [MiS
42 INSuRANCE CLAIMS A40 INDtiIIES. * * * * *Ii
43 INTEREST ADU IVYIEJS .... 4 4 4 4 4 4
44 REFUNTS.

MO STHREP.I.....1......).........I....I A -622) I I I -6221
9 1 AtI4YOUCHER&P0............
92 NOT DISTKISIlTEO UT'0RMISE.
93 AnTMN AND NJSADMI" FXMEISSS..
94 CL'iAi;F 1r; SCLECTLI PESDDUCES..
95 UAArIFRSAD4 SU:;,I$TEIICF CHAKGES.. * * * *
96 L'iA'IEFS '. UOAJECT CLASSIFILAIUN..

PM'IP1ISEn FOR SEPi RATE TRANbMI TTAL, -422 -622

IsAAC i)YLIAtIID'iS INCUIKREU........ 1936 195 j64 * 1964 1473 * 1479

LESS REt IiliJYSEA~i!ITS ANO OT'-iE 9FFSETS ... I -161 I I -je) 1 -17) t I -17) 1 -la) I t -lea
REMALiURSMENEST CREiIITET TO PPRPS-
FROM FEDFRAL FIjN . S *..........*.*
FROM TPUST fU14 ..
FROM THf PVULIC . ..... -15 -15 -16 -16 -1* 18
RECUVtPIES UF PiIUR YEAR TPLI(iAIIONS.
PFUFmIElARY FECEIPTS (NETIE) * * * * *9
INTkEFUiWl TRADACTrIl)'.S.

S)JTDTAL. 1443 * 1943 1).4. * 1966 14J7 * 1457
INTKAliOYTVMR!,. ITAL TIA'/SY(LTIS...

NET LLILUnTIUAS IlCUDRA .E.. ..... I43 I9 1457

t'3
-J
I=



REMAINDER OF FUNDS APPROPRIATED TO THE PRESIDENT
OnLIGATIONS BY ORJFCTS 04/MO

FUr THf FISCAL TEARS 1969, 1970 £in 1971
(IN MILLIONS OF FoLLiES)

1969 ACTUAL '970 ESTIMATED 1971 ESTIMATED
OESCRI PTIUN FnEEAL TRUST FEPEQAL TRUST FEDIRAL TRUST

FU'IDS FUNDS TOTAL FUnUS% FUNDS TOTAL FUNDS FUNDS TOTAL

10 PERSIlJAL SERVICES AMP ME&EF ....... I 52).- *1 I 92) I 3) C ( I 1 5 50) I 1) I I S3
11 Pf4SU.INEL L*IMPENSATIIl..

PL)ANIEII PUS)TI)UStD . .............. In , In 19 * 19 20 20
RILITARV lERSONL. . ............... *
V:i5SITTOTS TiTHER T"AI PER$ANEMT. 3 . 3 * 3 3 ' 3
UTHFR PFT'KISU'ISEL VT l91tIAT IN * * .. * * .
SPECIAL 'ERSU'IRL SERVICE P.VfFMNTS. 29 * 29 26 * 26 24 * 24

12 PERSUIIIIEL *t66F1S . .. .3 3 3 3 3 3
PFRS)ItINFL PE"EFlIT,HILITARf.... * *

13 EIIFFI IS fIIR FURVrE PrRSJI"EL....

20 CONTPRATUIAL SERVICES AN9 SUPPLIES. . 1251 I *1 I 125) I 2721 I *I I 272) 1 172) I '3I 1727
21 TRAVEL Ad0 T4ANSP'IRTATIOIN, P6*3ONS 14 * 1N 13 13 14 *
22 IRANSPUiIAIIUN (I TH11i5S .......... 3 * 3 * 3 3 * 3
23 KETlT, CCP"UNICATIMNS ANT UIILITIES 4 4 4 * 4 5 *
24 Pfl6TI7N1 77.0 REpROnuCTITIA .... I I I I I 1
2S UTHER SkRVICS . ................ 3 , 33 7 133 113 38 *
26 SIIPPLIES AND MATERIALS . . 70 70 138 * 139 92 * 92

10 ACQUISITILII (!F CAPITAL ASSETS.I...... 4 60) I *I t N) I 297 I *I ( 2R1 I 3) ( *1 I 31
31 EEUIP-'ENT . ............ .,.I.' I * ' * I
32 LA'.iS AhF STRUCTURES ........
33 I'UT'STMLnTS AhD LT!AJS . .. . 53 26 26 1 1

40 GRANIS AND F6IEU NHARGES ............. 1 333) ) I i 333)1 ( n) I I I 360) I 4687 I I I 4667
'1 GRANTS, bthbSID(FS £711 Ctn.T'RIUTNS. 241 241 '37 437 337 337
42 INSURANCE CLA(IS ANT' ITPN I(ES,, * * * *
43 INTEREST AND (IVInE7:rS ............ 92 97 123 123 123 123
44 KEFINS..........................

0o OTHER ............... C..... ........ I -66 I -66) I -961 I I I -96) I -1467 I I I -1461
91 UAuIJcNEKk)E .......................
92 NOT UISTKIIUIED UTNERIISE .. ,, ,,
93 4IIN ANO NUNADMIIM EXPtISES.
94 CHANO5 IN SELECTED RESDURCES .. , _0-66 -66 _ 97 _ 97 -24 -24
95 QUARTERS,A!I0 SUBSISTENICE CHARGES..
96 c(HAGNFS IL UbJECT CLASSIFICArION..

PROFUSE,) FUR SEPARATE TRAJSMITTAL. -123 -123

'IItAL 03LIGATIS'IS INCURRED A..... * Sri 314 1 814 548 1 346

LESS RtIHRVRSERImTS ANU FTNHER QFFSETS.., (I -49) C ' I.._ - I -751 I *7 I -75) 1 -3991f.L .1 3997

t3D
-J

I.-

REIMBDURSEMENTS (;REnITEr) TL1 AP:R,
FEUM FEOFRAL FUN S...
FROM TRUST 111695 .

FROM THE RUIILIC. ................
RECUVERIFS UF PRIRP VEAR OPLIGA
PRUPkIETARY RACMIITS TNETT'ttI..
INTERFUNnI TKANSACTIUIS .

JLINTEIT A.

INTKAtlVEKR.IMI-TAL TRtASACTIJItS.
NET LIOL IATIUNS INCCJARED ....

ips.

-.1
TIONS. -14

-5 -70
-I A -9

-70 -149
-3 -249

-149
-249

i;. ... . -- * * * 1 S

439 * 439 739 * 739 149 * 130
... .4 7 1.
...... 439 739 ISO



DEPARTMENT UF ACRIC.LTI'RE
ObL3&ATCONS By CMJF(T5 Q50PC

61) trOE FISCAL YEARS 196Q, t~i P251 1971
(IN MILLIONS OF -tiLLARS)

1969 ACTUAL 1970 ESTIMATFO 1911 ESTIMATED
EIFSCRIPTIOI' FEflC AL TRIOST FE'IERAL TRUST FEDERAL TRUST

rUI2II[% BINOS TOTAL FU0.70 - FUNDS TnTAL FUNDS P'.'NPS TOTAL

10 PERSINAL SE6vIcES A14n `fLtNFjf5. C... I "18) I S8j I q76.) I -loIS) I -65) C 1080) C l0s)) C 7')) I 11*3)
11 I`ERSUI''EL CIIMP.EN5AT)'I%-.

PF9ItA1IE!J7 V~ITITUJS ......... 120 44 7454 904 49 853 8)2 53 gas
MILITARY ;'ENSill~liL. .......
'[IS) 0TO:),~ 0JT168 rqAIJ IPE:IAIIE-'IT .. 6 A 94 91 9 99 95 10 10*
UTIFER PEAS[IFINFL, CI'92t)AfiJN .... 31 2 33 31 2 35 33 3 35
5P6CIAL PIMSLI-IAL SERVICF *AY'IENTS. 2 3 1 1 1I

12 IktSdikNII. .FEI)FF13-1......... 9 4 83 7 7 92 96 % 99
664(SU'rIFL 4ENlLF),'-I)LIT4RV..

13 dl¼EIFFITS FO1 Fl10)869 PPRSQIISIEL * * S di II*

20 CUNI,,ACI'!AL SERVI1(67 400 SLIPPLIkS .. I 3754C C 19) C 3312) I 44)9) I 20) C 4459) C 4113) I 26) C 4139)
21 CPAVkt AIUi 7R87N3Sp'RTSTIIT;C, PL65r0NS 42 3 45 44 4 So 90 4 31
22 C6A95CI'3AIA)I'J14 [IF TlIllC...... . . 274 1 22Z6 241 1 242 196 2 196
23 kENT, CII'AUVlICATI7nNS `kr U1 IL ITIES 46 2 -4e 49; 2 51 53 P.7
24 PPIN) INS 4D REPKR'PUCTIlI....... 15 A 5. 19 is1 29 8 as
25 UTHF* 566VL51 ............. . 1261 1 12pM 1415 7 1477 1496 1) 1997
26 SU-PPLIES A01) 'IATE

0
IALS...... . . 2164 4 2170 26S17 5 2622 2292 6 2296

30 ACQUCSIIIUII OF6 CAFI4LL 
5
SCF ..S.. . I 47q9) I 6) C 491061)) 5152) C SC I 5957) C 5985) C 9) I 3994)1

31 tIIJPT'[Sir ....... ....... 30 1 30 37 I 39 33 1 39
32 LANDS5 A140 5TKJtLTU4ES.... ...... 52 2 54 75 4 79 80 7 87
33 )IJVE$TMFITS Wit, LI'AN! .... .... 4717 3 472I !741 1 5747? 547w 1 5473

40 GRANTS AI'D 117E0 CHARGPS .C...... 470)) C I) 47n7) C 6172) C 1) I 6114) I 6667)- C *) I 66663
41 S4A1C51s SI'MSOIPIS Al-Ill COINTRIIIATI1S 4)49 * 4149 51,59 * 1439 5906 * 5907
42 1IISUJRANCE CLAIRS 241) 110)4115)) IS.. 5 55 51 St5 49 * 49
43 )INTERFST 0A.10 !IVIFIE'I1,S........ 496 496 6;63 663 712 712
44 EFLIIIN'S.............. . . 8II I *I 1 II*

90 00H1 .C............... 10763 C I) 1876) C -1756b) C 8) I -1056) C 1371I IC C 13f
91 UIW'IIIlklcEprO............
92 NO~T DISTKIII!TLD UTHIPN'AISE ... *.... 8 III
93 A4.915 ANO)1lNl'I (0PLI551S..
94 LIIANr,' II, SILCOPI. RESOJI)CtS. joiR97 18 PR -1n75 -1075 163 143
95 4t0A010)5, All- SijbSCSTE[ICI E'ARCES. -z -2 - 2 - .2
96 LI4115C5N" LI' JOJECO CLASSI1ICAiIO~..

P'IiIPIJSLIT FOR SEPAPATE TRUASNITTAL, 21 21 -R .3
…-- - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - -- - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - -

1ITAL rOBLIOATIONS 101118010 ..... 16049 83 16133 16423 91 16514 1 78555 105 17860
…-- - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - -- - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - -

LESS 84 CM900SPIIP[ITS WILL 7TTI6.R IJFFStT$ .. .1 -64035) C -95 ) C -6300) C -9818I CI -102) C -9083) I I-9636) C 4 104) C p.9?4*)
REIMePIRiSFMPS?4S CHEACTEr, TO APPIR8IJPS
F806 VF)'RAL 6-ON15........... -147 -1547 -11 -1610 io -1614 -1614
F85'1 01'UST PONDCS .............. I 8
F90M THE PUbLtC ............ -4235 -19 -4234 -6732 -to -6750 -73)9 -17 -7358
ALCUVERIPS tif PRIOR TEAk OALIUAIIUNS. -50 -1 -11 -2 -2
PHCJIPIETARY IECEIPTS )A60TTFIIl.... -613 -75 -689 -6539 -93 -721 -665 -97 -77*
II tRFt NF29 T ANSSACT)II'S ........

SII$TITAL............... 9144 -12 96-3 2 7441 -t1l 7431 7916 2 T9IA
1111t'AG)IACPlR2 3011TAL TVt.5AC 111117 ....

NET IPLIWITlIJIS lI:Ct6.-PII ..... 9632 7431 7916

ND



IDEPARTME)IT DF CO-MPERE
OBLIGAT~flNS BY OBJECUS 006/00

FUR THE. FISCAL. YEARS 1969, VIT0ON WI5971
(IN MILLIONS OF nI3LLARS)

1969 ACTUAL 1970 ESTIMATED 1971 ESTIMATED
PF 5t411I PT FIPERAL TRUST FErEqA%. TRUST FEDERAL TRUST

'14915 FUNDS TOTAL FUNDS0 PUNTS TnTAL FUNDS FUNDS TOTAL

10 FERSUIAL SERVICES ART NETEFI~..... 6 32) I 4) I 436) I 935) I S 1 9) 40) I 455) I RI I 4601
11 VRSIWNEL 4.11MPE'LISUtII).

'EIRMA'IEIII PIISlTIUNS .......... 2 279 l01 3 304 317 3 319
MILITARY 1-CRSIIIIIII.........

lIiSITIO.NS UTIIIE TRA:ILPETlAIRNT::: 1 63 61 143 N 14,5 69 6 9
UT"ER PERSTJ9IEL LIMPE'ISAR ION, 46 * 46 39 * 39 27 N 27
SPECIAL P~ERSUIIAL SERVCEr PAT-IENTS. I I 2 I 2 2 1 2 5

12 PERSU4NDI' RErEFIIS......... 49 * 49) 4 49 41 * 41
PFAIUMNEL BEAEF 11S,011ITARY..

13 WE'FF ITS FUR FORMER PEESONNeL 1:: I I I I

20 LIINIRACPUAL SERVICES AU) SUPPLIES I 2.46) I 10) I 2361 I 283) I 13) I 2961 I 290) I 15) I 306)
2) TWA VEL ...LV TRAlISvnRTAT~ll), PERSOINS to 11i 20 * 2 16 N 16
02 IRANSPURIAIIUN9 IF TMIN4rS ...... 3 N 4 4 4 N 4
23 REN1T, CrI!UIJICf.T~r1NS Aor., utILITIES 29 1 2Q 43 1 43 36 1 56
24 FR IN) (P11 NG 1 Al~RDIN10kiC T I 11:i .... 17 * 17 19 I 19 19 I 19
2:5 OTHER SEKVICES.18I 174 173 15 184 1290 14 2104
26 SI~PPLIES A10 ATRL. 22 * 2? 24 N 2 2 N £6

30 ACUISITIE TUN C APITA1L ASSETS...... 102) I N)I )op) 1 99)1 I) 991 I ION) I 1) 128)
31IICIJIP'E'rT.23 N 23 2' . 24 30 P 35
32 LA~NOS AU1 STRUTRS2 . 4 4 44
33 INVFSTMENTS AIRS LOIAS........ 71 77 71 71 94 94

40 GRASTS AID F 1010 CIRARORS . . I ISO) I N) I 550 I 521) I N I 523) I 5771 I II 78
41 PAF619 , SU"S IDIE AlIT' CU"TSOIRTN 4 * 44 914 514 56596

42 )NseIIAVCE CLAIOS VIP4 INDEPNIIIES. I 1
43 6TERt ST 0ND60 TIVIENDS .. 6.......N612 12
44 HiF. IN!1)5.....N.........N...N

90 OTE .I 1 )I 12) I I I 12) I 1) I I I II

92 NUT nISTklBU1EU UTHERVFISE...
93 A04MN AIRS )04ADMIN FXPENRSES .
94,M CANYFIN SELECTE') RESOURCES: ..... 1I 1
95 UIAAOTPR9'.0N0o SUBSISTEILIE CHARGES_. N N
98 CHRIIGOS Il IIJECT CCASS1FICAiIO)J..

PRUFCTSEO FUR SEPARATE TRANSMiTTAL 1 1

ITITAL UBLIGATIUNS IllCURPEI 1330 16 1349 1452 EM 1470 1452 21 147

LESS REIM0URSEIIFNTS AN1 IIOEOFES. RB 8 I -376) I -936) I 9 345 I -3031 t........iDl1 -3111
REI900SPME':Ts CEDITED T7 APR RUP5
FROM FEUERALUFUND4S .......... -JOB -339.I -270 -270 -240 .240

FRM _R'T GRD.3 . _;3. .5
PEON TE PI)RL IC.3 -32 39 39 .4 4

RECOVERIESUOF FIFYA IVLGIOS - -N 7.
FRO IEITARY RECEIPTS IJNETTUF) -.... 22 -6 -30 -1 -9 -7 -1, -10 -25
INTERFU~n TRANRSACTrIDIS ........

%U 8TUTAL .. 963 8 969 1116 N 1123 1149 it 1160

NE T IIRLIUATIO0
1
S I'IC"RKED ..... 962 111s .1350

to1
CR



UEFPAB'MENT OF OEFFNSE--.:ILITARY
nOLIG ATI11"S By OR JICTS 0 7iy0FElI THE F ISCAL YEARS 196A I'm 11.'J' I97

I1 "LLI04 OF U ICLARS

1969 ACTUAL- 1970 ESTIMATED 1971 ESTIMATED
OFSCkIPTI;IN IfUFRAL TRUST FREnFAL TRU ST FEDERAL TRUIST

r':jS FUNDS T3TAL. FUVOS FONtS TOTAL FUNDS FUNDS TOTAL

10 ---~4 J.VIR A-.- .....JT .. 207 3 6 ------- 46) 14 473 93 3 6) -- 32929;)
II ) 319-CI.PE;,3T1.

P1H110 , EMI P1)5 L.U'S......... .54 -9454 qq991 9895 9590 9590
IiI'IIIARit VPtNSL1,N;JCL;.J.; . 14147 14347 I 3'.all 15484 14520n 145,20
p SITIONS, LITHEM TI IA'SAP rIAFI:aT 23I 239 '5 216 182 182
UTHFK PERSU4NE) LnO4FFI32TI' 5l1 Oil 462 462 43 43
SPECIAL. PE RSU'J'AL SBVICV PAYIENTS; 19 6 2, 14 6 20 14 6 20

12 PL SO'NEL 93F~lis.177 77 949 "I40 838 83ll
I'C36LCNEL AE)1EF11,;ILITR42.4 4294 411451 10 -4

13 RIF9FITS FIR E3k4')t PFRSJU)IEL... 2446 244 2764 27.6 3200 3200

20 LIN)MRACOUAL StEROI4;tb Al))? SI'.'PLItS ) 94) 4)I 58505) I'4453) I 49) 354502 I So' )I 3)I 3087
21 IRAAVEL A)13 IRA~ll pTATIn.4 PEP.653 1I4 139' Li3 10153 152194 * 1515

72IAAOIATIIJI UF THINGS .. . 1446 4446 4240 5 4240 3701 * 30
23 4fid1T, LI))I;J'IA3'JS"19 TLTE 54 63 36 1761 1786 1 1786
24 PP IITIN S A252 RLAROT'I tTI ...... . 154 * 154 1530 133 148 148
25 OTHER 33`KVICS .... 19131 23 19954 19%07 25 19532 18187 33 18221
26, S'HPLIL3 ANT) 'ARI S. 1!09 22 3111 -773R 23 2_7261 2... 09_3 ..... 20 .. 2_114_

30AEJSTTN' CPIL 53TN.. C 15183) I 51I1 ISII' C 16711 I 6) C 16753-) I 15517) I 6) I 156
31 IF IPYI.. 13465 5 13 470 5053 5 33254 133 20 6 13325

32 L~~llS ArIA ITRI'CTUORS ..~'I1712 1 1712 1465 1469 2187 1 2168
33 III VE3T.EI14.b ANl LPANS ...... . 6 * 6 1I 11 II 11

40 £84112 6:) 31 CA03. I220 J *) C 2' I '22) I IC 2223 I 214) I I 21k
41 CRAICIS, SAILIIEl Al.!') CIII.T14IACITIJS. 30 30 31 31 32 32
42 IIISUI.ANCt CLAIMS A01' INTjNIC)RES. 67, 07 90 90 86 8
43 I NTE RFS T200lInI P'13103 10 102I96 96
44 KFIIFkhS ........... *....

90 CJTIIEP.C~~~~~~~~ ~~~~~~~~~~~ -597) 3 -5I7 C-201 -23 I .33 3 I3 .3033~1 UNIICCEPll1 16 a8 A 13 13
92 M.11 115T)-IHIJTED IITH4I rt. 67 75 TS 330 330
93 A1:111 i111 A NI'INA 3TINI F2051NS .

94 CIANrYI" SELECTED 8051)1 )801 26 , 135 -131 -98 .98
93 HUAOTRR3, .549 SU $3)ST FICICIARGES: II* 8
96 LHA;)GI`S 14 1)84CT CLAS3INCIN -72 -072 .567 .567 .567 4547

FOCISOFRSEPAAET 3ITL* 99 99

lOYAL LIRLIGATII;43 INCURRED . ~~~~~~~1 ST44 37 loSol 10493 61 105014 98779 71 9883

LESS REIfIIURSEIE'JNTS AND TH-R UFF T. 98$) I -52 I -29040) I -77531 I -33 I -27584 I -27071) I -- .r!3 I -27126)

to-J
A

REIMO)IRSrMENlN S CREI)ITEI' TO APPRUPS,
FROM FIEl)RAL I OuNS..7509)
FROM TRIIST .1, .,-76
FRPOM THELP0I;LC.................. -0386
NECUVE6IrS uF P4IUP YEAR OPLIOAIIONS.
PR4 vAI'T61R0 R1CEIPTS 3t.LlTTC) :::,,,,,-128
INTERFIRINU. TFAIiSATTI3U1'.

"USTUATLT..A ..L........ ....... 76756
INT L 0VFPN; L'k A(TI i .......TUII .TAL. .TI@3 .

lET ..I4L IIATIU'IS INC-t 11rY .........

-25895 -Po'27
-576 .4990

-52 -2437 -2480

-128 -135

.24027 -23663
. -890 737

-53 -2533 -2513

-135 -158

-2 3663
-73,

-55 -2368

.138

6 76741 77422

-8
76753

P 77430 71700
-7

77423
- -

1 6 7 1 784

nil,;
-



* DEPARTMENT flF DEFENSE --- CIVIL
UBLIGATIO)NS BY OBJECTS OAM/Y

rUR TH4E F ISCAL YEARS. 1969, 1076 At") 1971
(II MILL.IONS OF nOI.LARST

1')69 ACTUAL 1970 EST)IMATRD 1971 ESTIMATED
DE SC I P I 1.1 FEDERAL TRUST FkAPESAL TRUST FEDERAL TRUST

FL.S FU~nS TOTAL FUVUos FUNDS TnTAL FUNDS FUNDS TOTAL

10 PERS'nIAL SEkVICES AND RE!EFITS......C 439) I 7) I 446)1 4B)) P ) I 490) 5 SO) C 9)1 514)
11 FEKSWUINFL LnIINENSATIQ'..

FFRMAiIEI41 FUSE TIUMS.......... 362 4 568 400 7 406 417 7 424
MILITUAY PERSO'NNEL.......... 3 3 5 3 5 5
PUIJST1D11 O)THER TIIAN PAFUR8NE4T .. 19 15 17 * 17 L9 * 9
UTREK PERSUONNEL LDMPt1A4SUII ..... 24 * 24 23 2* 23 * 4
SPACIAL F6ASUNAI. REPVICF FAYMENTS. I * 2 1 1 2 1 1 a

12 vIrKSII1NuL 4ENEFIlS ......... 31 1 3 1 34 37 1 36
PrKSOUBCL dEI)EFIIS,')LITARY 1... I 1 I I

13 XE JEF ITS FUR FURMF.R PIRSDJYBEL ... 1 I I I I

DO CONTRACTUAL 5ERVICFS ANO SuPPLIES .. I 797) I 5) I 792) M 49) I DI 933) C 74) I DI 1 79)
21 TRAVEL A~t' TRANISPORTATI9.1, PtpSnNS 25 * 5 2B 29 31 * 9
22 IRANSPORIATICJN O11 TH141GS ...... 4 * 4 S 5 99
23 WI'T, Cirl"'INICAYIONS UT4 UTIILITIES Is 1') 17 * 17 le 19
24 PRINTIYG AND AEPR'SUT(,TI01 ..... I * 2 *2 2 a
25 UT'IER SERVICES ........... 669 3 671 716 3 719 732 3 715
26 bUPPI.IES AND "ATE-IOLS ...... 7 1 76 en 2 RZ 56 2 67

30 ACQUISITII)Il 'ff CAFIJAL ASSETS ..... I 634) I 17) I "5)I I 634) C 21) 1 655)I 901) 23) I 926)
31 EQUIPMENT ..... R......... 28 42* 43 4B 1 49
32 LATIDS A~M STRU'CTURES ........ 607 16 623 592 21 612 932 25 B77
33 I1VESTRENTS AND .lnANI .......

40 GRANTS AND FIXED CHARGES........I 113) I 1) 114) 67) I *1 67) 45) C I 46)
41 GRANTS, SUBSIDIES AND CnNTAIR)JTNS 99 99 54 54 32 SI
42 LNSUJIANCE CLAITIS AND INI)RMNI!IES. I I 2 2 1 1
43 ICEERFST AND UIVIT)ENUS ....... 12 12 12 12 12 Is
44 kEF)IYS ........ ............

90 OTHIER........ .... I......I 6) I ) 6) -1) I -II I -1) I ) .1)
91 UNVfit'CHEPLU ............
92 NSIT "ISTKIRUTED OTHE.RWISE .....
93 AD3, 111) ANOUNADMIN EXRPENSES....
94 LHANGF IN SELECIED PESVIJRCES 7.... 7 -1 -1 -1 .1
95 91IARTEkS,A)IU SUU3ICH 'ARGES., -1 * -1 -1 B -1 .1
96 CIAVUrS III OBJECT CL"SSIFICAIION..

PRUPUSED IAIR SEPARATE 70AANSiIITTAL,

111DAL UBLIGATIUNA INCrIP4RED ...... 1979 3D 2009 2030 34 2064 2324 40 2164

LESS REIMI9U0SCYFNTS A
14L_ _T;4CR UF'SETS ... 1 -7652 I -19) -7432) I -909) C -16) I -921) I -601) C .... ZI. I - .8939

REIMBUR5FMEWT)A CREIIITED TO] APPRUPS.
FROM FEIIFRAL WUFD5 .......... 560 -S' .9BN -309 -568 .969
PROM TRUST KINDS ............. *
FROM THlE PUBLIC ............ -162 -162 -172 -172 -192 .16*
RECOVERIES OF PRILR YEAR ODLIGAiIJONS *
PROPPIIETARY RECLIR15 CNET)CE,) ..... -26 -19 -45 -27 -16 -143 -29 -28 .56
INTLRPIINn TRANSACTIUTIS ......... 15 -19 -19. 'aB -22 2

SU'TDTTAL .............. 1216 11 1229 1225 1e 1243 l123 12 ISIS-
INTKAG.1VFAHMENTALIk AUtISACTI UNS ....

NET ORLIGATIUJIS I'.CUNPED ..... 122R 1243 ISIS

t'D



))EFARTMENT VIE HEALTH, ESUCAT~flr, 4N5 WELFARE
.7ELIGATInNS BY ORJECTS 09/7Qo

Fill TER FISCAL YEARSA1969, 1970 A39 1971 -
(IN FILLInNO OF nDLL&RS)

1960 ACTUAL 1970 ESTIMATED 1971 ESTIMATED
D)ESCRIPTI-NS F)E7!AL 76USD FEDEIAL TRUST FEDERAL TRUST

Ft .15 FUNDS TOTAL FUMPS FUNDSS TnTAL FUNDS FUNDS TOTAL

ID FERSVlIAL SERVICES DID, 9E'!EFITS..... ",21) 456) ( 10084) I Til I 522) I 1233) I 731) I 534) I 12.5)

FHI AElPlIII339 394 911 85 46 - 1021 616 459 1076
MILITARY I'ERSOIEL ......... I I 2 0 2
V'hS)T7UIIS 'JTHEF T'INN PEl tAMEIT .. 29 5 34 32 3 37 33 6r 39
tiTIfFR FEASkINNEL LT0MPPIISADI.IN .... 14 25 39 15 44 39 15 30 45
bPECIAL ACRI(UNAL SEAV1CE. PADDENTS. 4 * 4 , S 6 * 7

12 I'EROI)'NEL OFE-IFITS.3 ....... 3 32 87 63 36 99 66 39 la5
PtIRtiLINEL AE.iEFIDS,NILIDMRf .. *....*.

13 AETIFEFITS I-OR FURtIIR DLRSUNI'NEL...7 7 I0 10 11

30 CONIRACTIJAL SERVICES AlA StFLI6L~S.... * 690) 353) C 17.42) 731)I 405) I 1136) 1 Be?)C 439) I 1322)
21 TRAVEL AND TRAI)SPTRTATIONi, FLRSOIIS 28 6 34 31 9 40 37 10 4?
23 TFAA5S0ORDATIOUI (IF THINGS ...... 7 2 A. 7 2 9 2 9
23 RI-lIT, CIJIIIFI~i4ICATI"INS SlID UTILITILS 34 52 64I 43 37 t00 50 63 113
24 Ft INTIING AND kEPM710tICTIDIN ...... i 5 16 it 6 16 12 7 19
2S, UT.F.R SEHAICES ......... 3. 43 292 82 961 326 MEN 704 347 109t
26 SUJPPLIES ANT..AE..LS67 5 . 72 79 4 786 S

30 ACQUISITION fl-F CAPITAL ASSETS..... 772) 161 l ea) I 73)1 I 19) I 392) I 404) I 26) I 430)
31 ECOIP'EMN........ ....... 31 9 39 31 1t) 41 30 20 49
32 LA:ATI AND STEIICTUTES .. ...... 24 a 3? *#8 9 57 60 46?
33 )IIVESTMENIS VAA LLANS........ 317 * 317 094 294 354 314

40 GRANTS AID' ElVES CHARGES .... . .. 1. 143931 I 3212)) ( 467c26) f 15659) I 36797) I 92436) I 17509) I41427l I 38936)
41 GRPAN4T, SUESIOIES. AND0 CONTKITR1RJTN 13776 * 13776 1,925 1 4525 16117 * 16117
42 IN4SURANCE CLAIMSA AND INVItENIIIES. 796 '32121 32917 In99 36797 37696 1361 41427 42768
43 INTEREST ANT DIVIDENDIS....... 13 13 35 35 31 St
44 RFFNIINS......... .....

…-- - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - -
90 OTHER ................. I -72)I 581) I C.91 112) I 633)I 745) 870) 1 666) I 1556)

91 UINVOILICHE"SCA............
92 HillT (115TK)IJTEP ITHERWISt .... 58P3 952 636 636 683 660
93 ADD))h ANO 1INANN5IV) EAPEI!SF5....
94 CRIA4G2 14 SELECTED1 PESUtIACS .... -71 -1 -72 -61 -3 -64 -91 5 .63
93 RVARTFRS,GTID 5IUAISTLNCE CHARGES. * -1 . 1- 1-
96 CHANGFSS 11 IIIAJECT CLASSII-ICAIION..

PRITPUTR) FAR SEPARATE TPAUSRITTAL. 174 174 962 962
…-- - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - -- - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - -

tIDIAL VRL1GAT lIIJN IINCUIEETI.) .... 16203 . 33526 49729 17586 38374 93962 20421 43108 63529
.-- - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - -- - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - -

LESS RtEIM9IJISEIINT5A 6111 )jTJFR QFFSLTS ... I -727) I -522) I -849) I -122) I -347) I -869) I -326) ( j0 90?)
REIMRARSEMENTS CREIIITET TU AFPREUF5.
FROM FROFRAL FUNDS5........... -206 -209 -703 -203 -206 . 206
PROM TRUST P-JUTS............ -13 -13 -14 -14 -13 .18
FROM THE FUEL IC .... ........ -71 -71 -84 -84 -91 -91,
RRCUVERIIrS uF FRII YERA EII9LIAI)UINS. -29 -1 -29 -15 -19 -10 410
PFROPPIETART R~(:CIFTS )HETTED)..... -7 -8 -15 -3 -6 -11 -6 -1 .7
INTEREUNDl TRANSACtIU'3........ .9151 -%,A -S&I -541 -S79 T

SARTUTAL .............. 13976 33904 49595 . 17564 37829 53093 20095 42527 62622
IHTNAGOINI-RtV!ITAL TV NS!J3V 'IiNS .......- 2015 -2600

NET fIRILI(NATIUNJS I1tQt~kI-t ' ...... 1 53079 60022

t3



PEPA$ rMENT OF IIOU SING AID tEERM) DEVELOPMENT
0j3LIGATIOND RY OM JFCT S 25I'l0

Fiip EHE F)DCAL YEARS' '96q " N7 AN" 1971
(INMNILLITNSO F LIULLARS)

1969 ACTUAL 1970 ESTIMATED 1971 ESTIMATED
MLSC,WrIriv r:E!tLAAL TAUST FEDER"AL TR UST FEDERAL, TR US T

N Lt.FID FUNDS TOTAL FUNDS FUNDS TOTAL FUNDS FUNDS TOTAL

16 PER-'l-A L -5- -)CLD- c s-AY E- FF T S . C 1 [6 4)-----I --1 1-6 4) I 195) I II 13I 29)II I 218)
ESPLASLIIELL C14

6
R.Nb5 TI-):

YL$IA EN) P;I ID IU:S........ . [L49 146 572 172 190 190
"IL) TAMY 'PL334,N.

I ST ULkUTHER T''A'i,, DIANIT.. 2 2 4 4 6 6
lITT1ERPE.S I Ii4LC C"¶I PDI $A T)IU)I 1 1 4 4 5 5
SPECIAL PINDSU" AL SE VICE FAYFTS

12 PFN¶UNNEL sE " ~FITN.12 12 Is 1s 17 17
I'IADUM4EL 1IF.'IEFITD.I.IAT

13 HI1N-FIr ~p F;J9IR66 ERPERSUNNEL...*

20 CCJ~i)NACDIIA NEA- VIC ZES NDSUFIES. .. I 163) T ID) f 17'3) I 232) I I 232) I 314) IT I 316)
21T

1
AVRL AIU TRAIISP'l.TATtflN, PERSONS 0 16i 10 12 12

22 lHAI4SPUNEAl 1119 26 THINGS 1 1 2 2
23 RENT, CIH'ICATI NS INS UTILTIE 2 2 16 16 21 21
2 4 I'tTEIN) Aid RIAPRl"JIHCTIDI. .... 4 4 3 3 6 6
25 UT.EiM SERVICS .121 ID 147 1910 198 273 273
26 SI'I'LPLIS H'I IAEQAD .1 2 2

ND A-CuHISITVIIL; - 'A1 - C AP-TIL ASSTS--9-) 29-2-)- -5 4 2$)- I) -- -2630) I T 2630) I 2438) T I I 2438;
Itl)IVEN) .. * 1 7 2 232167 611a STUCAER42 392 392 439 438

33 IidDSTEN~tTS AID LASS~........ 3344 282 3M26 2232 2232 1997 1997

40 DRA~~~~lS A~~~D UAE2 CHAREFI .~~~~~~I 23-5-7) I 1;4) T 2571) T 3636) T I 3036) I 3881) T I I 3881;
4*16 ~A"T~S SUASID)IES AN.) 4CO4TRIUN I 3 Z492 1926 2553 2553 3331 331
42 IAUANCE CLAIMS AD I IIJ ES.. I. 3 2 2 10 10
42 I~:*:)PIR5TAD DIVITE'IlD.... .... 423 144 976 476 476 535 535
44 K'FUWTS ........ ....... 4 4 4 4 4 .4

90 liT)).I~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~ 396) T 489) T A64) I 1325) I S 1325) I 706) I I T 7061

92 WT1 UISTRSII)A)EA UjTHFWI)5...... 706 77 51 51 53 53
93 Alt:)), ANUI lINJ!ADNI' EXPE3SES.:::
94, L"tN sNLCE ELEE 25 4911 'if7 1268 1268 653 653
95, kIIAR)ERSI SUB ISTF.NLC CHARGED.
96 LlAN4GF. I", JJRCT CLASS)FICAIIUN.~pIUPUDED FUM SEPAMA~t TRANSMITTAL. 6 6

ITAL ONLIGATIONS I CIIERD ... '7,7 924 $3113 741 ~ 7 17 7536 55

LES ),iUOEEISAN ITEC OFFSETS 1 -3270) I 1627) T .697) I-12 31)I-67 .II.67
EtI ItIU9SFMLN1T.$ CREDITEDl T5 APPRUP5
661U6 FEACA t'DS......-322.-1.-.. 363 -363 -398 -398
W8th1 TPUST INDS ...... ...... -12 -12
FR~i. ITHE PUALIC .- 390) .31 -47 -49 -24519 .2414 -2414
RELUJERIES 'IF PRlo06 EIAIFI 14 -122 -2276 296 -293, -846 -846
PRUP'I "RTY RECEIPTS IIJETTEUI ........ 9 8
INDPRFINnTRDA JSACTIOIAS........

SIIHTDTAL.. 1NoQ .703 1 1176 4305 4333 3999 3899
INDT4G-l~rP Vl-IEA T .;lT 1411 lIONS -13

lE T IIFL It. I 'i7' IS I4CI,M'IED [1.....19,3 4303 3899

-J



D EPARTMENT 0f THE )MNE
M
I-R

n.oLIGAT3ENS BY OBJECTS 1T/j~D
TOlE TAR FISCAL YEAR$ 1969, 1q470 ANT 1971

(IN MILLIOPNS OP nLLLARS)

1969 ACTUAL 1 970 ESTIMATED 1971 ESTIMATED
AE SCR IPTI!1 PE FiCRAL TRIPST FE'nERL TRUST FEDERAL TRUST

FiJS FUND0S TOTAL PIPES5 FUNDS TOITAL FUNDS PFUNDS TOTAL

10 PERSIEJAL SERVICE.S ASi` MENFI$PtS...... 7022 2 142 I 716) I 7872 16) 2 802) 2 243 9) 8322
11 PFRSLPPPJL tUVMPELSATTlJ"1.

PERNMA PUP) I'USITI:PVS........ . 1773 11 St' Alls 13 661 ABA 1 691
AIL ITSPY 2'ERSPP-IL .........
EPOSIT TONPS '1-711 THAN~ PEPOVANENT ... 94 1 34 64 1 65 61 3 62
OTHER PEKSJ'INEL CI*MPrP 50139 .... 14 1 13 1'l 1 14 15 I 15
SPECIAL 2'EMSCSAL IEPJIKk PAYMENTS. 5 q 2 2 *

12 PIP.%OJPJL dPPIEfIrS...... .... 53 1 54 59 1 fil 63 * 63
PERSLP!:PEL tDEEtFPtTS,MIILITAP~y....

13 tIENEPITS FOR F-VkriER Pl-ASUN1IEL ..... a *

RD CP2NTIACtiPAL SERVICES Ati' SAPPPLIES ... . I 4222 I 17) 2 439) I 4112 I 19) I 430) I 434) I 142 439)
21, RAVEL APAD TRAPSPFPRTATIIP2, PEMSLPNS 34 3% 40 0 40 43 43
22 IRASPOSTAT0IUIN 1PI THVIGS ...... 16 * 140 I! * 16 16 * 17
23 REN4T, CIMNIUPIICATI'NS AliT UTILITIES 33 1 35 36 1 37 41 1 41
24 PR I"T)NG AIDU REPRD]2LTr7 ........ 7 78 7 B a
25 UTeHPPM SERVICES...2i76 13 399 2911 I5 208 213 12 223
26 SUPPLIES API)) )PATE

M
ILS33 3 15 11 2 121 103 2 108

30 ACQUISITIONS Pt- CAPItAL ASSETS..... 2 4362 2 92 2 4651 I 494) 2 ZR)2 5212)2 4022 I 2)2 406)
31 Ert;CIP'E:[......... ....... 46 2 47 53 1 56 61 * 61
32 LANDS AN9) STRUCTURES......... '94 4 399 423 8 432 327 7 329
33 1INVESTMIENTS AtllY LIA?2S..... .15. i 4 19 14 16 32 1s Is

40 GRANTS 8(2 FISELI CIIAROES . 2 502) 2 98) 2 6802 2 9572 2 53) 1 1010) 2 8082 2 54) 2 8622~~~~~6801I 957 I 861 54 0:2~1 Ut'8Nt5 SIIBIIDIE AI PNMNTS 9563 I 6 3e. 33 19137 79978
'2 LP5LPRANCE CLAIMPY ANT If~rETVtI 2)I11. * 2 * 2 2 2 2
43 3;'T5Re-ST ANDf PIV3IPRf-[S ..... . . IVla Is 17 17 16 16
44 REPLi-LOS .............. .1 97 97 & 53 313 * 54 34

90 OTHER........ .2........ -7) I .7) 66) I *) 2 661 2 22) 2 4)2 22)
91 SiVP)UCHLEE ........ .. *....*
92 HUT? 031S3-I00TEVl PJPIE4'ISL ... 2 I 1I
93 4241 81 OPANPINP PEiSS
94 I'IAT2G IN SELECTE" MESLPPPHCS 2 10 I 1* .3.
93U 12M RA STIRS 35EtCE CHAAEESA. -5 * 9 14 .5 S .
98 CHAJArS I; OBJECT CLASSIFILA222ON -4 -4 -4 -4 -A .

PHM1PUSE RU SEPARATE TRANSMITTAL- 5 3 8383

TOTAL URLIATION IRCU.REET..... 2155 138 2793 2718 113 2*27 3281 79 3360

LESS R EI1ASU'SEMEN TS AN2 OTHER OFPPStT51, -1 144) -87) I -12311 I -1nS3) 2 -92 ) 2 -1 144) I2 -17`48) L..~70) 2-18182I
REII1URSFKNETS CREDITED 7 ,APPRPPJ
PROM PEDRRAL FUNDS........... -92 -97 -a8 -88 -78 *78
FROPI TRiUST"IIN51S.*
P80* TilE PUPIL IC..::::::::: -92 * -92 -92 -92 -99 - .99
MECUVERICS OF PRIOR YEAR 125eulfA2IIMS, -2 * -2 *
PP2)PMITIYRECEIPTSNN INETP-:J) ..... -935 -87 -1043 .-73 -91 -964 -1570 -70 -1640

AbRTOTaL.SYIS1 35 1162 14s61 22 1683 1533 9 1342
INTtIATPRPJALIAlAT IIi .- 4 -31

* TFT P2PL IPAFIO3915 Icl~iCPMEf 1021... I 1652 154

ND
-2



DEPARTMENT llF JUSTICE
0DLIGATIUNS EY ONJECTS 11/0O

FUR THE FISCAL YEARS 1969, 1970 tNf 1971
(IN MILLIONS OF DOLLARS)

1969 ACTUAL 1970 ESTIMATED 1971 ESTIMATED
- DESCRIPTION' FEI-,AL TRLUST FEnERAL TRUST FEDERAL TRUST

FU S FUNOS TOTAL FUNDS FUNDS TnTAL FUNDS FUNDS TOTAL

10 PERSONiAL SERVICES AIO fE EFITS.. .23) I 4244) I 1n I RI 1 501 1 I26) ( * ) I 527)
It PFFNI)'J:14L LIMPENSATIO-i.

PFRMAIIEM4 PFSJAIOIJ!S. ............... 347 * 347 412 ' 412 432 * 433
MILITARY PARSIIILL ................
PVIII1IJN3 OTHER (IhAN PEREMANEINT.... 3 4 4 4 4
UTHER PERSUNNEL L4E01SATIUN .... 3 * 35 4 40 41 * 41
SPECIAL PVRSoNA4AL SERVICE PAYNENTS 9 9 9 9 10 10

12 PFRSUYNRL 0ENiFIIS ................ 30 * 3 36 36 39 * 39
VfRSU',NFL HENEFIISMILITARY..

13 BE1IEFITS FOR FUllRER IPF.kSUNL4EL , * *

20 CONTRACTUAL SERVICES 40D SUVPItS ... I 1071 1 3) I 110) ( 119) 1 3) C 121) I 143) 3) I 1441
21 IRAVEL IXU TRAFISP!IRTATION, PtRSONS 20 * 20 24 * 24 29 * 29
22 IPAISPURtArIUi lF T41'IGS 3 * 3 3 I 3 3 * 3
23 NEWT, CUIMIL!IICATI'INS ANO) UlILITIES 16 1 17 * 17 23 * 23
24 PPINTING AND REPEnDOUCTIlI .......... 3 3 1 3 3 3
25 UTHER SFRVICES .................... 20 * 20 23 9 23 28 a s1
26 St'PPLIES ANID MATERIALS.......... 46 3 49 48 3 St 36 3 59

30 ACOUISIT:OIO OF LAPITAL ASSETS . I 20) I 1 I 20) ( 2) I ( I I ZR) I 401 C *1I 401
31 EQUIPHENT ......... ..... 14 * 14 16 S 16 20 * to
32 LANDS *'.D STRULTURES .............. , S S 6 12 12
33 INVESTMErNTS ANCT LnANS.. .1....I * 1 6 * 6 6 * R

40 GRANTS ANiD FIXED CIIARGES... . I 27) I ) I 27) I 1421 1 I I 142) I 3471 C I I 347)
41 ERA!IIS, SUESIDIES ANR CUNTKIAL'TN5. 27 27 141 141 346 300
42 INSURANCE CLEIS AND INYOENMI!IES.. * M S * * 0

NDCo

43 INTEREST AND DIVIDENDS. .........
44 REFUNDS........................... * * * 0

--------------m-----------e-- r "= m --- --- --------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------- --

90 OTHLR .... . , ... 31) I *1 1 31) I 116) t I C 116) t 1361 I ) 1363
91 UNVIII)CIIIER t.. tU,,,......* * . * . S
92 NEI4 UIS)RIAUTED THERESR....
93 ADMIN ANJ NOIIADMIN EXPENSES...
94 LIIANGE IN SELECTED RESOI)RCES ,, 32 * 32 lis 115 135 13S
95 QUARTERS,ADh SUBSISTEN4CE J4ARGES. -1 .1 -1 I - *1
96 CHANGIS IN DEJECT CLASSIFICATION..

PRUPUSEU FUR SEPARATE TRANSMITTAL. I I I

0TTAL UAiLIUATIUIIS INCAJRRUD .,.,.,., !,09 3 612 905 4 908 1192 N 1190

LESs RtlEURSEfIflT.-Atp (ET!!HER UFFIT ... I I -76) 1 -31 I -HOl t -66) I -N) I .70) I -671 I -4) I .713
REIMRIJRSENENTS CREDITED TO APPRUPS,
FROM FEUFRAL FUNDS . .................. ,.. -70 -59 -59 -60 -60
FROM TRUST FUDS...............
FROM THE PUBLIC.,,,,,,,.. .- , -3 -_ -N -4 -9 -S -4 _ .9
RECUVRRIFS UF PRIOR YEAR UGLILATIONS.
PROPHIETARY RECEIPTS IFELTDEO) . -2 -2 -2 -2 -2
INTtRFNI TRANSACTIUS...............

SUSTUTAL ............ , ,, 533 * 530 038 838 1124 1134
INTRAGOVFR1MENTAL TRANSACTI7UPjS,, _

N4F UILIGAIIONS INCURRED ... 533 838 1184



ISEPART'IETT OF EARCTR
!(LIGATIONS BY ONJYCT 12/00

FIN) THiE FISCAL TEARA 1969, jY7n ANn 1971
(INA MILLIONS OF DOLLARS) -

1969 ACTUAL 1970 ESTIMATED 1971 ESTIMATED
UESCRIPTI.I. FEl:PFtSL TRUIST FErnERAL TRUST FEDERAL TRUST

FU<T i FINT4S TOTAL WP13115 FUNDS TOTAL FUNDS FLINTS TOTAL

10 PERSONAL SERVICES AT SEVIEFITS...... I i3l) I A) C 240) I 742) I 26)I 267) I 331) I 133 I* 3442
11 PERSIJ-INLL~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~1 I

* PERTArAlIf PilSITOiNj ...... .. .. 97 7 104 97 23 120 119 1 3
AILITARY IPERSJLTNt.........
FPJSITIJ'S tI.THER THANj rIEHWNEDT .... II I I* I
UTHER PERSWIINEL C:IMPEYjSAT IJN ..... I 1 I
SPECIIIL E'l:RSII'AL SERVICE PAYMIENTS. * *t- *S

12 PERSS':4IE OESEF1lS.......... H I 9 2 -10 t0 1 11
E'FISOT!NFL RENEFIIN,IIILITAkYT....

13 AI-AFFTS FITO FLIITFR~ PEI)SOfhAEL..12 5 125 135 135 200 zoo

20 CONTRACTUAL SERVICES AN,) SUJPPLIES .. I 541 I 24.) I 7p1 I 52) 4 7) I 39) I 61) I 21) I a1l
* 21 TRAVEL ARIA TRAIASV'RTAT1[t)N, PERSONS 6 * 6 417 7 *

* 22 IRANSTLTSTATIUS4 tll THILtS .......... 1 I1
23 RENT, CUMMU'JICATIITNS AND I I.lLITIES 5 1 5 4 1 6 8
24 FRUfITING VIII REPHISIICTIfi ..... 2 * 2 7. 2 - 2 a
25 UTHERE SERVICES ...... ...... 41) 23 63 39 4 43 44 19 43
26 SL'P'LlES I'.0 rIATEtIALS......... 1 1 I 1 I

3D ACAUISIETJEN -11 CAP11tAL ASSETS.. .... I IT 1) *A I 281) I 342) I II 342) I 348) I II 1 3492
31 ESUIFIENT ....... ........ I 1 3 1 4
32 LASTS A'!J) STRUCTuDES ........
33 lNIVESTMEII.S A1IU L"A'15..... .VA.. 280 6 141 '341 343 545

40 GRANTS AND FlAILS CH4ARGES ...... . . Nail21 I 276)) I 328721 I 104) I 3379) I 417R1 I 902) I 37671 I 4469)
41 GRANTSN, SLIRSIDIES ANA LilNTRIIUONS, '.1T 690 1( 071 673 7453 Ij4E 749 RUe 1537
42 INSUIRANCE CLAIMS AHS Il1fE'INIl(ESA I11 2061 2172 ( 3) 2626 2731 133 2912 3103
43 ISOERFST ASND AIVI!iENDS ........ Ic 10 9 9 7 7
44 REFIl'S ......... .....

-96 lAThER............ ..... . I II I 819 I 91 I 36) I 19) I 69) I 467) I is) I - 6852
91 LINVIIUCI*REUA.... ........
92 NOT V(STKIAUTEO JTMFR!NISL ..... N 9 9 9 10 t0
93 ADMII.I Alit) E'TS4AA' ! REXEIISrS ....
94 CHAIJGr I', bFELLTE" PEESIIIICES ......
95 (JUARTERS,A1NS SUSi35STErCE CHARGES.,-
96 LHPATISS II, OBAJECT CLASSIrILAII0N..

PRIJPIINED F11 SEPARATE TTA-')SMITTAL. 30 ID 40 667 - 475

(DIOAL OBLISATIIINS INCLIRRET) ...... 89 2601 3R90) 1489 3426 4916 2308 3619 6187

LESS REIMDIIRSLET'ETTS 81111 OTHER 'jFTELTS,, . 1 -377) I -91 I -383) 1 -415)- I -6) I -421) I -4361 (4 --5) I -46t)
REIMRUNSRE.MENS CREDITET TI) AEPRUS.J
PRAM PEnFRAL PUNMTS.......... -69 * -69 -67 * -67 -86 * 64
PRAM TRUST ......'........ -TV? -357 -147 -347 -367 .361
FRUM THE PIIELIC ................
RECAVERIES JP-PRTOR YEAR LALhIA(IflNS. -2 -2
FRAPRIETARY RECEIPTS INETIEL) ..... -7 -7 * -6 -6 -4 -S .6
I14L-,PFINA TK(AIISACT(II'S ........

bUHTYJTAL .............. 713 2792 3305 I"T 3421 4495 1832 .3614 3666
IEITKAGIjVT,)I-I..,ITAL .....A..II'S

* NET 'IPLIIIATIJ14 LA1CUREPI ..... 3505 4493 5664

to

C)



POST OFFICE ,EPA`TTE:T
IRLIGATITINS BY OBJECTS 13/9f

rF
0

'5E FISCAL YEARS 1969, 1971 Yl.: 1971
(IN MILLIONS OF YOLLARS) .- ....

1961 ACTUAL 1970 ESTRTIATED 1971 ESTIMATED
OESCRIPTII4 FEI EPAL TRUST FEYERAL TRUST FEDERAL TRUST

FU%:9S FUNDS TOTAL FU")AS FUNDS TOTAL FUNDS FUNDS TOTAL

10 PERSITIAL SFRVICES A;n RETIEFITS .. .. 67. .. (I 567) 1 6146) C I I 6346) I 6460) C I I 64601
I jERSUWN:FL -LZTPE,.UT Ij::.

PERAEIT P5ITTNS .......... 4996 4096 4433 4433 4512 4512
MILITARY `ER$!Illikt .................
POSI1 TIONS UTHE6 THAN OErIANIENT .. VD R8, 94) 941 902 902
UTHER PERSUNNEL COiPE'SATJN I ..... 46 446 485 485 487 487
SPECIAL PERSUNAL SERVICE PAYVFNTS.

12 PERSIIINFL 5EN 1`D.. .444 444 487 487 509 509
PFRSXJ:NEL hENEPIISMILITAP....

13 BElIEFITS FIR F(:RYIER PLRSUN.4EL * * * * *

20 CONIRACF'IAL SERVICES A41U SUPPLIES.... 1 1748) I I I 1248) ( 1366) I I I 1366) I 14471 C I I 1447)
21 TRAVEL AND1 TRANSP"IRTATIrf;1, PERSONS 27 27 29 29 30 30
22 IRANSPORTATIUO III THINGS .......... . 23 623 057 857 883 985
23 RENT. CUIMUNICATWr'NS ANL 'TILITIES p32 202 730 230 259 289
24 PR51NIIN A-ll' REPRIOICT ......... 1 12 12 13 is
23 UTNFR SEVICES. .'.. 7s 125 121 136 136
26 SUPPLIES A.U MATERIALS ... 111 I 114 114 124 124

30 ACOUISITION 'IF CAPI AL ASSEIS ........ I 227) I I C 227) I 137) I I C 337) I 587) C I I 587)
31 tOUIPETIT ......................... 156 156 163 163 190 190
32 LANDS ATfI STRUCTWIES .............. 71 71 174 174 397 397
33 INVESTMENTS AUID LI'ANS .............

40 GRANTS AND FIXEU CIAIGES ..... I ) I 2z) C 30) I I I 30) I 32) C I I 32)
41 GRANTS, SuBSIXIES AND CUNiTAIRUTNS.
42 INSURANCE CLAIMS AND IUERMNIIIES.. 28 28 30 30 32 32
43 INTEREST AN4D ODVENDS...
44 RENS......

90 OTHER. I I I I I I I11 ( I C I I I I (
91 UNVnUCHERED. ...................
92 'lOT DISTRIBUTED UTHER1ISE .........
93 ADMIN4 ATN NoNADMI'l EXPENSES.......
94 CHANGE II SELECTE° RESOURCES......
95 VAYRTEPSAN2 SUBAISTENCE CHARGES..
96 CANU9S Ill OBJECT CLASSIFILA!IUN..

PRUPUSED FUR SEPAiRATE TRANSMITTAL. 11 11

OTAL 08;RiiTIONS INCUIlRE.7369... 7369 736- 81919 6090 8525 8ii5

LESS REIMNDPSEMENTS ANY OTHER JFFSETS.. ( -0255) I I ( -6255) I -6.6861 I ) -6686) I .78581 __- I .785)
REIMBUR8SIENTS CREDITED T7 APPRUPS,
FROM FEDERAL FUNDS .- 792 -292 -312 .312 -331 -311
FROM TPUST FLVUDS.
FROM TIlE PUBLIC. 5974 -5974 -6173 -6373 -7527 .7527
RECUVERIFS UF PRIOR YEAR U8LIGATIONS. In 10
PROPRIETAPY RECEIETSI(NETTED).......
INTERF.IVN TkANSACTIL'IS ............

SIUBTUTAL .................... 114 1114 1405 1405 667 667
INTRXGriVrRNrETrAL T:- NSAC IJ4 ........

N4ET 0906 5 ) ^CORPt D ..........JLU S C.R 1114 1405 667

to
I-'



TREASURY OEPART: E'T
)KLIGATIINS BY OMJECTS 15/05

FrY THE FISCAL YEARS 1969, 1170 A18 1971
(Il MILLIONS OF rIOLLRS)

1969 ACTUAL 1970 ESTIMATED 1971 ESTIMATEO
UESCRIIVr I'rN FETEPAL TRIIST FEnERAL TRUST FEDERAL TRUST

FUNIDS FUNTS TOTAL F5n9l9 FUNDS TnTAL FUNDS -PONDS TOTAL

10 PERSONAL SERVICES A In aErFFITS....... "9 5 ) I 21) I 91h) I jIn31 I 26) I 1037) I 1089) I 27) I 1111)
11 PERSI JlEL LIJIIEASATII.

VERAA IE:Il V'JSTTIUtIS ............... 753 19 772 q71 24 895 920 25 948

MILlITARY PERSIINEI ................
1SITTUIIS QtIER THAt! PEIRIIANEr'T .E.. 36 - 3h 39 39 39 39

LITWEM PERSLA'I1.L CrUMPtYSATIUN .... 43 40 42 - 42 44 44
SPECI)L ERSIJUNAL SEPVICE PAYvENTS. I I I I 1 1

12 PERSWIhEL bENEFITS ................ 66 1 67 78 2 8 0 83 2 84
YERSU"-NFL 9E,!LFITSMIELITARY,.

13 SEPREFITS FUR F0AMFR PrkS3NNEL,,,, * *

20 CCNtRACIIIAL SERVICES AND SUPPLIES ... I 187) ) I 193) I 2121 I 7) I 21;q I 236) 1 71 I 2441
21 r1AI)1 ANO TRFTISPTRTATIC., PkRSYnNS 23 4 27 30 5 35 38 5 43
22 TAATISPORIATIAII. DF THI'CS 7 *.......... ,, , 7 11 S it 12 * 12
23 RUNT, CUMMUNICATIlNS SA1D UTILITIES 64 1 64 79 1 76 82 1 83
24 FRIDITINA ANY 6EPRTJ0IICTI1 ......... 20 20 21 * 22 23 * 27
25 UTHER SERVICES .................... 51 1 52 52 1 53 57 1 t8
26 SlUPPLIES ANLO tIATEPIALS .22 Z * 22 22 * 22 2 5 * 25

30 ACQUISITT03 OF CAPITAL ASSETS ........ 17) I 1) 7) 1 25) ) I Z) I 27) ) I 1TD
31 LtAJIFiENT. .... ... .IA E16 21 * 23 21 * 21
32 LA0'IS AND1 STLJCTUAA....I ...I I I 1
33 IVVESTMEA TS AID LnAtl$ ... * * -.I I I I

40 ARANTS A'D FIlEIJ CHARGES ..... 1......I 169031 1) I 169511 1 19131) I 1 I 19114) I 1929R) I 1) 1 192951
41 UKAFITs, SUOSIDIES A62 CTTATRIAuTFS 92 * 92 101 * 101 99 ' 99
42 INU5R4ACE CLAIMS AliT INDI'EMNITIES.. 95 * 9' . 71 * 71 54 * 54
43 ISTFEI`ST An IS IVI

0
R.lSE .... S...... 10.1e 16716 18940 18940 19142 19142

44 RFFlI'S .............. ........ * *

90 lIMESR........................... .... I 3) I 1 371 I ) I 137) I 5)1 I 1 I h
91 UVYUrKEU..... . ........... * * * * .
92 IICEI UlSTRIbUlEi D1THIa FISe.
93 AIMIM A NiD rlfl :DMI' FXErISSES.
94 LlA^tuf )i, SELFCTEn RESOU!RCES ,, 3 * 3 10 10 -4 .4
95 QI)4 TRrS,ANIl SU9SISTV CE CARGES.. III
96 HAArlkcS IA IiAJCT CLASSIFICAIIONJ.

PFIJPUSL-L PitF SEPARATE TYA'IMITTAL, 127 127 60 60

IOTtA) DOLIGhAT(IpriS 1)C'CPRE .. 1..... 0.IA95 28 1a032 70517 33 20550 20703 35 20736

LESS REl:IMUUSEOENT5 ANU OTHER UFFSETS ... -'771 1 -2)) I -IC51) I -1302) 1 -36) I -1338) 1 -1546) I .371 I .1583i

to

HEIMFUI'SrP-EMTS .SElITEn Tr' APPRUPS
FRUM PFU)'RAL F)!i'5................
FRit: TI'USl 1N ....................
FROM1 Tl;E POMLIC.
RECUIEtI rS UT P41115 YEAR oDLIGATIONS.
FMUVF0FTaPY ReCEIFTS INEITE)........
14TELFF;I' TKA1ASACTIUMsS ......... -

51)0TO l )..
IIITM '; iV RN!.EF TL TR. 'ISC. I' I' S . -......

IjFr T FLLItA'T I S I"Ci., Er,..........

-35
-;I
-44

-Dos
-2 A

1 7:,29

-35
-1

.28 -72

.1 17027
-H9

16939

-42
-1

.51

.400

19215

-42

-36 .87

.400

.808

-2 19213
-84

19129

-40

-52

-411

-1041
19157

.40

.37 .69

.411

_2 191,
.84

19069
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ATOMIC ENERGY cntT'ISSInI
ORLISATInNS DY 0OJECTS Iq/no

FOP T'4E FISCAL YEARS 196q% 1?70 AND 1971
IIN MILLIONS OF PrILLARSI

1969 ACTUAL 1970 ESTIMATED 1971 ESTIMATED
OESCRIOTin" FEDFPAL TRUST FEnERAL TRUST FEDERAL TRUST

rtiN0S FUNDS TOTAL FUtIOS P1NDS TOTAL FUNDS FUNDS TOTAL

10 PERSOJAL SFFVICE5 A lT UP8!EFITS . I .041. .*I , 1.) I 116) I *0 I tIIR I 120) I *I I 1201
it PGA St:NE L C INI'LSS TIV

PFE SA'TREG) t L151IT II5...5T.1 . . 93 91 1DS * A 105 107 * 107
MILITARY PLNSOtEL .S
FRS(ITIJIJS UT"LR THATJ PREIANENT 2 7 2 2 2 2
IT4EM PERSUN44EL CMPENSATIUN... 2 2 2 2 2 2
SPECIAL PFM1I;

9
AL SERVILE PAYMENTS * * * * * *

12 PEASIJ IIEL EIEF rS .D * 9 * 9 9 * 9
VfRS0J;NFL AFFIISMITAMY .

13 RFIFF1lS FLIR FORMER PFRSU?,NEL * * * * * *

20 CLINIRACTUAL SERVICES AL' SllPPLIES .. .I 2512) ( 1) I 25121 ( 25511 I *1 I 2551) 1 2612) - I *1 -26121
21 IMAVEL ATI) TRANSPORTATION, PERS(INS 4 * 4 5 5 3
72 IPAI IP URr tip CSN III 2 2 3 3 A 4
23 KFTST, COMPUSICATITNS AMP UTILITIlD 92 92 86 86 103 103
24 PRIIIEING AIl IEPRDCTII ........ 1 1 1 1 1
25 UTHER SEPVIC F I...z 1 210S1n 2196 * 2397 2466 * 2466
26 SUPPLIES Al:;) IAPTlRLS. .s 105 ES - 60 A 33 33

33 ACQU(S IlUN I L API AL ASSETS . . I 15) I I I 4151 1 476) 1 I t 4741 I 4641) t I 464I
31 LO "IIEN I.. 16 IS P 180 180 188 186
32 LAi2 I ANII S6I4CEANES . . 247 Z 21 294 296 276 2
33 I: VrSTMFrTS A'ND LnANS.........

40 GRANlTS A';D P10EF CHARGES . . .. .... . .... .... ...... . .......... ....... . .. I 6) I I I Al I 10) I I I 101 I 9) I ) I 9I
11 Iu4A15 StUASIDIES DA!), CLITKIUT.NS. 6 6 10 10 9 9
42 IE:SIjRANCCC LAIMS ANS (NOEMN! lE. . * * *
43 INEIREST AND TlIV IE.NS .......
44 REFLNTS.

90 OHR ............................ 3) 13 1 105 105 1 -74 I I .74
91 U:V'LCtHERIL ........ ***
92 NE H UTSTKIR'JTED UTHEIWSE.
93 dlOlVl AN)l) rl'ADIN FXPE4SES .
94 CA'i(- IN SELECTtOE PESDSURIC S 193 * 1^3 104 * 104 .74 -74
95 Q'APTERSAtII: SuASSTViCE CHAHGES.,
90 C'A'IAMFS I" ISJECT CLNSSIFICAIUON.

vPrJpIJSEU SllE fPAEAT TPEAYNSMITTAL.

IWTAL OPLI0ATIONS l'C'PREn ........ 3.20( 1 32720 3257 5 3257 3131 * 3131

LESS REEI*ISPSEMEITS 6:2 AilTf OFFSETS -.. * 117) -1) -617) I -636) I *) I .636) I -766) 1 _ _ I .765S
REIMPtJYSEIIE SI CREDITEIr IT APPRUPS,
FPUR FEIIERAL IUIS.. -'32 -332 -297 -297 -330 -330
FROM TRUST lI" I-1 -I -2 -2
FROM THE PUEL IC.-782 -272 _ 336 -336 -438 .4h3
RECUVERIES tOF PHIUR YEAR LRLIUAIIONS. -2 -7 * *

PRUPPIEThRY RLCEIPTS (I,_TTE TI -1 .. * * * S
INTER'FNI1 TAINACTIS......

SUIJtTTAL. 2603 * 2603 2621 * 2621 2363 2363
INTKAA TRR I IlI SL TRAISiC 1353 .

IlT UILlIATIIS It L ..L....... 2603 2621 2363

to

00
C."



GENERAL SE.RVICES AnhINISTRATION
OBLIGATIONS BY ONJFCTS 23/0D

Fuli INE FISCAL YEARS 1969, l'T0 AND 1971
(IN MILLInNS OF DhlI)LtRS)

1969 ACTUAL 1970 ESTIMATED 1971 ESTIMATED
DIsco IITII~ii FEDERAL TRUST FEDERAL TRUST FEDERAL TRUST

FIIOD FUINDS TOTAL FUNDS FUNDS TOTAL - FUNDS FUNDS TOTAL

IS PFRS"'iDL SER"ICEN Aim~ l~tEFITS ..... 932 2) I 1) i 323) t 352) ) I 4 3521 357) I 1) I 3581
IS VONSUNNFL C'IAPENSATI:il:

PEBITAUENI POiSITIULJNS....... . 261 1 282 307 I 308 311 1 312
'41LITARY 1ILiiTNriEL.........
Pr"jyTQ3I5 JTlIER T'A* PEEMANENT .... 9 * 9 9 0 9 9 8 9
OTHEFR PERKSWINEL CI'NFENATION .... 8 A 10 R 10 10 * 1
SP'ECISL PPRSUIIAL SERVICE PAYTIENTS.

IA PFRDIIlNNL AE1NEFITS ......... 24 * 4 26 * 26 26 5 26
PERSO:NNEL SENF31IIN,MILITARY ....

13 OFIFFITS FLIN FORMbE 'RSUNNEL *..*.* 8

20 COMIlACTUAL SLiRVICES ANDT SUPPLIES . 3 1701) I 1) 3 1702) I 1947) I 1) I 1948) 1 2007) I 1) I 200S)
21 rkAVEL AND TRANSPORTATION, PEPSIIND 3 * 3 4 4 5 * 5
22 II'ADSPDRTATIUN OF THINGS ...... 42 4 2 50 * 50 50 * 50
23 NFIT, C:Ji2UN0ICATIMNS AND UTILITIES 216 * T6 230 * 230 237 * 237
24 F"WTIING AI REPRTOUCTIT'N 3...*. 3 3 * 6 4 4 4
23 ULitER SEVICES .... . I.... 612 8 612 702 703 7415 746
26 SUPPLIES AS)) MATERIULS .... .... 24 * R26 937 1 958 96590

30 ACQUISITION "P CUFITAL ASSETS ..... 1251 I *1 I 126) I 991 * I 99)I 312) I ) 312)
31 EQUIFMENT . .............. 39 8 39 39 * 39 42 42
32 LAADS A32 STRUCTURES ..... .... 87 87 60 60 271 271
33 l'4FSTMEilTS AND L!'A':S.......

40 GRAITS A'ID PIUEL) CHARGES........ 2 ) I *I 3) 2 ) I I I 2) I 2)I * I 2)
41 GRANTS, S'!3sIOIES AND1 CDNTRIRU3NS. ,
42 lINSLRANCE CLAIMS AlITP INDEIINIIES. *8 *
43 ihTFRFST Ai.D DITIN)E'25S.1.1...1.1..
44 ELHINIDIS..............

90 OTHER .............. 1... 96)I *1 I M4) I -16) I * I -16) .91 *) 4 9)
91 Ll.Vili)CERF-~.....I....
92 WIT U15TA) OUTED .... EWISE I I **
93 Al11115 Alit) JlUl'A0MII' EXPENSES ....
96 Li'ANGF INS 5CLELTEN RFSUI)RCES .... 95 * 95 -17 8 17 -9 * -9
93 QtiYIRTERS,Aitii AUNSISTEANCE CMA~RES.,
96 LiAlIGFS ).- 1AJECT CLANSIFICATI1II..

IVP5DPOi FJR SEPARATE TRANSMITTAL.

1TSTAL 03LIUATIONS 1UCURRES ..... 2247 2 2249 2383 2 2383 2668 2 2671

LESS REI4AUSSEMEiITS AND TOHER OFFSETS ., . -1900) I -1) -1902) I -1991) I -2) I -1993I I -2474)1 EI L-6)
REIIAIJESEMENTS LREECITEn TO APPRiIFS,
FROM FEFRFAL FUNDS .......... -1658 -1659 -1718 * -1718 -1756 9 *1756
F6GB ENRiST F4UNDS.-3.......... - 3. 50 .52 -32 -53 -55
FERNP tUE PA~Ll I.....I...... -7 -S -9 -6 -2 -8 -8 .2 -10
RECUVERIPS UP PRIOR YEAR OBLIGATIONS. -1 -I - 1 -1
FRUSIJETARY RECEIPTS IINETTED ..... -194 -184 .215 -215 -657 -657
INTEFUI14m TRAiSACTIUISD........

SUBTUTAL .. 3........... 47 * 347 392 * 392 194 * 194
INiTKSAi)VTR,0tTAL TR.AUJSCT IONS....

lIlT USCLIfNT 1.515 1 diNNED ..... 347 392 194



NA lToNAL AEROIIAIITICS Al! SP ICE AD'0INIsTRATInN
II6LICATInNS P B UDJECTS 27/00

FIR THE FISCAL YEARS 1969, 197 A No 1971
IN MILLITIS OF LIIILLARSI

1969 ACTUAL 1970 ESTIMATED 1971 ESTIMATED
I)ESCKIPTIINh F0 EIIAL TRUST FEDERAL TRIST FEDERAL TRUST

FI i"S FUNDS TOTAL FUNDS FUNDS TnTAL FUNDS FUNDS TOTAL

10 PEAS, 11L SF:VICES A. EErTS .I.TS . 4611 1 I 4611 1 5141 1 1 5146 I 5131 ( ) ( 513I IFP.S51) INEL IN 19P1SITl ' 1.
Vt YlAIE ASITIU.S .... . 2 4 1 2 460 460 456 456"ILITARY !FRIS'JN ..EL .
PlS ITnIris jTr,% T7ll! PERmANEiT. . ..s 6 6 5 3,'THFIR PEASIINEL CI'"IEIJSATlUN ...... A a 7 7 7 7S/lECIAL .ERSLI'IAL 5E'VICE PAYMENTS. 4 4 4 412 PIRS UNNL 4t.FITS. .33 3' 37 3 39 39v'RSU"9NFL AE'JEFIfSIlLITARY ......

13 I1 4EFITS FUk FORFAT PERSONNEL 1..... I

20 CIPJ;JACTVIAL JAR/ICES 2)d SUPPLIES I 35031 I 21 1 35051 I 34521 I 31 1 34551 ( 27711 I 12) I 27;3
21 TaAAE( Al/I! TRAIsPTIRTAT1TN, PEPSII i 16 16 19 19 20 2022 IF4 INPaRIAIIIj (IF 01THE1GS ..........1 , 17 17 17 17 1' IS
23 lIiT, CII'IIIUIIICATII.,4S AND UTILITIES 109 Io5 104 104 98 98
24 I.'IMTINS blO) REPR' 

1
1'CTION ........ a q 7 7 7 725 UT.ER SEkVlIES .121 2 37/0 3172 3 3175 2517 12 252F26 Shi

1
p'IES ANN0 IATEIlLs.139 13Q 136 134 114 114

30 AC---ISITU--AT ASS 133) I I , 1511 I 173 II I 1731 I 164.21 I I I 14231 tQUIP'IE II.9 99 93 95 9 88
32 L'It sn Al.,) STA'lCTuRS. .,,S1S5 SR 77 , 77 5 5 5533 I IAESTR1E. 6r10 LtlAIS

60 GRANTS A rG FItEAD C OANS . . I 1-1 ( I 1 1 -1- I ) ( I -
41 SPF0111T SISISIES AIl') CO/4TMItATAjS I I I 1 1 I
42 ,'SUTANCE LLAINS Alt INEIIENI IES.. * e * P
43 :I TtREs 'TnT DIVl VIS.. . .
46 W'rl S.Y...... ....

90 , n r)UCHE .... U......................91 *t'AILUCHERIL
92 lillE ATSTEUTEO UTiFYIS .
93 A I AlA!O IINDAA$1I I. FXVE:SES
94 LI'UU 14) SELECTkI' RESUURCES.
95 lIARS TERSA U SUBS IST0ILE CHARGES
960 1'IAJAES ' 'INJECI CLASSIFICAIIAUN.

PRUDYER) FUR SEPA4ATc TYANSMITTAL.

V ITAL O9LTIATIUSS ICl'EPcL0~eD*...@.. 2 4127 4140 3 4143 3427 12 3439
LESS R-I---R- SEItlTSrI 0)I JTUFR OFFSETS.. , I -791 -2 1 1 -dnl ( -94) ( -31 ( -971 -76) I( .- 2) ( 88M

LIIL:URSFME'Ts C6EDITEM TO APvRUPS,
EPUMl FEDFRAL FUNOS ................... , ,0 -60 -60 -67 -67FRKu, rRuT .D .. ..
FRUNI TAR FURLIIC -23 -23 -31 -31 -6 -6RECUVERIFS IF PRIOR TEAY 3ILcIAATINS -1 _l
PFAPRIETARY 'eCLIPTs (NETIE). -4 -2 -6 -3 -3 -6 -3 -12 -15ITT FAF1PIII TRA NSACTIUP'S ...............

SbllTUTAL. 4,,0 * , T 44*4 4043 3351 3351lIEIT IIIIALIA. VITA TA IS AL T lAN...........4.4 .4045.3351
.ET APLIA,.TIANS Il-CIIROLA 6....,, .#160 4043 3351



VETERANS ADMIJ)SflAT)ON
nBLIGATIONS BY ONJECTS 29/00

FOR THE FISCAL YEARS 1969. 1970 AND 1971
fIN MILLIUNS OP DuLLARS)

OESCRIPTIUI; 1~~~~~~969 ACTUAL 1970 ESTIMATED 1971 ESTIMATED
OtbCRIPTIUN ~~FEJARAL TRUST FEDIERAL TRUST FEDERAL TRUST

FUNDVS FUNDS TOTAL FUNDS FUNDS TnTAL FUNDS FUNDS TOTAL'

10 FER5LIAL SEAVIARS APNT. RENEFITS ..... 1394) 1374) I 1541) CC 15k1) I 15Ev7 C I 1361
11VIWSWJINEL L9~IPENSWt)IlJ.

I'&RIIANR'4) P'lSITILNS ......... 194 1194 1116 1316 13S5 1334
AILITART PkRSIJNNL .........
IlAITIDiJS UTNER THAN .PERMANRIT .. 69 39 77 77 79 79

IJTIIER F&K43U)NEL LMPE'SAT)UN .... 28 2F 31 31 30 30
SPECIAL -ERSO$4AL SEPOICE PAYMENTS. * **

12 PEASO'NAL RsENEFITS .. ....... 102 102 117 117 124 124
r-FASUANNL tiENEFIIS,i'ILITARM .. ..

13 ACRFFITA FIJk FORMER PRS(JNNEL .*.*...*.

00 CVNIR(ACTUJAL StRVICES AND SUJPPLIES 
.
.. i 716) I 2) C 717) I 734) I 2) C 735l I 763) C 2) C U6S

21 IAAVEL A111 TRANSPT.RTATION, PERSON 20 29 23 23 26 26
22 IiIANSPORtTAIUN OF THINGS .......- 6 6 6 7 7.
23 (FAT, CIPUI).jjCATIjn;S AND UTILITTIS 41 .1 44 43 43 * 48
24 PR IST4ING All-) REPRV'IIJCTIOA .... 6 A ~ 7 7 7 7
25 OITHER StiACLfES .1......... 22 * 2l 112 a .313 320 S 311
76 SUPPLIES ANT HATEIIALS .. ..... 320 1 121 - 341 5 342 - 356 1 if

3D ACOUJISITIJiI 01' CAPI7AL ASSETS .. C.. 434) C 141) C 59%) C 563) I 146) C 709) C 44) C 139) £ 683
3t LEJUtPPEA .............. 36 * 37 47 * 48 43 . *43
32 LA1DS 61.0 STRUCTURES ........... 9 95 a 95 79 79
33 1C.VFSTME-ITS A1ID LrANS....... 339 140 5;O0 421 144 366 422 138 360

40 GRANTS. AND HAIXE CHARGES ... ..... SAID) I 731) C 6391) C 6009) C 7866) I 6794) C 6735) C 823) £ 7363
41 4RAICTSp SUbSIOCES SAsl CDNTRIRUTNS. 699 4199 79j 79 1104 1104
42 INSURANCE CLAIMS ANT INDEMNITIES. 499) 78) 5772 3100 766 5866 3521 . 23 6346
43 INTEREST All) fIVI'-ENDS ....... 320 1 20 i17 117 113 113
44 AEFIINMS.................* * S *

90 05(THI........ .I........ 37) I 57) C 449) C I 449) I . 533) C ) 33-
91 VNUPUCHERFD............
92 '(IT UISTERIPJTED)(ITAFFAISE .....
93 AlP-tIN ANy NJ91iAQH)'l FJ(PENSES .. ..
94 LAIACF 1.4 5lLtLTE') qESUURCES .... 63 63 -40 -40 73 75
93 AItARTERS,t.N) SUR5S)TE'.CE CHARGES. * -6 -A -7 -7 -7
96 L"A*G6ES 1i :JAJECT CLADSIF)CAiION..

FNUPOSED FUR SEFAATt TRANSMITTAL. 496 496 -16 .1

IPURL QALT1OATIONS INCURRED .9... 430 924 9354 9396 933 10229 9683 9*6 10630

LESS REImlSUDSERFrJTS ANU OT4FR OFFSETS I. -353) I -653) I-15391 I - R88) C -667) I -1533) I -1408) C :.w83) IC -ao~S:
VPjIANURSFMENT5 LREDITEP T0 APPRUF5.
FkUb FEDERAL FO-lS.E$.......... -466 -466 -434 -434 -447 -44?
IRUPr TRUST l11j10n5...........
PRUtt THe JOAL IC.... ........- _389 -194 -582 -432 -187 -639 -939 -193 .1132
RLCUjVERIFS (JF PilI)R REAR DIRLIGA)INS..
PFQJP-)CTAR1 RECEIPTS tNETIED)).... -2 -439 -491 -2 -. -479 -481 -2 -492 -494
INTEiiFJIlN TRI'SACTIUNS ........

bile)TUTAL .11............ 774 240 ?~95 6409 267 8,674 6277 261 8357
InTI(STAPI~lF:TALTwl. 54aCTI 1 ....... -6 -s -s
EF) :34LIiatIUhS ̀CtIcTE0I ..... 76co9 8669 6332

ta
00
00



SUMM4ARY - OTHER INDEPENDENT AGENCIES
OBLIGATIONS MY OBJECTS 30/00

FOR THE FISCAL YEARS 1969, 1970 AND 1971
(IN MILLIONS OF ntLLARtS)

1989 ACTUAL 1970 ESTIMATED 1971 ESTIMATED
DESCRIPTION FEDEPAL TRUST FEDERAL TRUST FEDERAL TRUST

FUNDS FUNnS TOTAL FUNDS FUNDS TOTAL FUNDS FUINDS TOTAL

10 PERSONAL SERVICES ANT BENEFITS ..... 7901 47) I 945) I gas) I 491 I 938) I 1090) I 32) I 1147)
11 PERSUMNEL LflmPENSATION.

PIERMANE1NT POSITIONS .3....... 22 36 155 982 3B 620 801 41 662
MILITARY PERSONNEL.........
POSITIONS OiTHER THAN PERMANENT T... 7 72 89 90 106 104
UTHER FERSUIINEL C~MPENSATIUN .... 23 1 24 22 1 23 23 1 2
SPECIAL PERSONAL SERVICE PAYMENTS. a 1 9 9 2 11 a 2 DO

12 PERSONNEL BENEFITS .. ....... 60 3 62 68 5 70 73 3 76
PERSONNEL BETJRFITS,MILITARY ....

13 BENEFITS FUR FOAPFR PERSONNEL .... S1 6 120 119 & 1,24 205 3 2e1

20 CONTRACTUAL SERVICES AND SUPPLIES...., I 509) C 1072) I INNS) I 17o) I 1239) I 1829) I 6271 I 1413) I Z040)
21 (RAVEL ANT TRANSPniRTATION, PERSONS 29 6 35' 33 7 40 Dl B 65
22 TRANSPORTATION OF THINGS ...... 36 * 36 42 42 42 *42
20 RENT, COMIIUNICATIONS AND UTILITIES 44 3 47 47 4 31 ' 49 4 5
24 PRINTING ANDS REPRODUCTION ..... 9 1 9 It I It 10 I II
25 UTHER SERVICES .. ......... 203 106) 1260 022 1247 1469 243 1399 1643
26 S"IPPLIES ANO MATERIALS ....... 107 1 10g 21o 216 246 * 246

D0 ACQUISITION 01 CAPITAL ASSETS .... 19)...36 I 67359 I 47411 I SI I 4742) 4540_1 I 1) I 4849)
31 EQUIPMENT.............. 110 I III 146 1 147 227 1 229
532 LANIIS AND STRUCTURES........ 58 1 so 113 113 210 210
33 INVESTMENTS AND LOANS........ 2502 4034 6B86 44862 4482 4110 4110

…-- - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - -- - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - -
40 GRANT$ AND FIORD CHARGES ... ..... I 0991 I 4310) I 0210) 1 1012) I 4626) I 5630) I 11221 I 3009) I 6211)

41 GRANTS, SUBSIDIES AND CONTRIBUTES. 570 1 573 631 5 636 871 5 676

42 INSURANCE CLAIMS AND INDEMNITIES.. 3936 3937 B 4375 4376 B 4817 4818
43 INTEREST ANT DIVInENIlS .. ..... 327 154 481 l81 381 451 451
44 REFUNDS ................ 219 219 245 245 266 4b6

90 OTHER ........ .......... I 49) I 1331 I; i03)I 340) I 28) I SEE) I 394) I 104.1 I 498)
91 UNVOUCHEREU ............
92 NOT' DISTRIBUTED UTHERWISE . .... 130 130 22 0 22 3 06

93 AOMIN ANA NONA0MPJ EXPENSES.B -

94 CHANGE IN SELECTED RESOURCES:::9:: 52 210 .2' 192 205 B 288
95 QUARTERS,AND SUBSISTENCE CHAVGES..
96 LHANGES IN OBJECT CLASSIFICA!IIN..

PRUPUSED FOE SEPARATE TRANSMITTAL. 102 32 154 10S 104 207
…-- - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - -- - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - -

TOTAL OBLIGATIONS INCURRED ..... 4975 9598 14573 7552 5963 13515 ?776 6660 54446

LESS REIMBURSEMENTS AND OTHER OFFSETS ... I -3691) I .6020)1I -1051)) I .4190) I .1762) I .3955) I -3009)1I .1944) I .3552)
REIMBURSEMENTS LREDITED TO APPRUPS.
FROM FEDERAL FUNDS........... -272 -562 -R34 .2017 .007 *094 .318 .631 .94.9
FROM TRUST PUNDS............ -73 -73 -10 -13 -.14 .1'
FROM THE.PUBLIC .... ........ -2580 -6208 -0776' -0223 .1144 -4369 .2881 .1309 .4171
RECOVERIES UP PRIOR YEAR OBLIGATIONS. -607 2 -608 .015 .615 -300 .368
PROPRIETARY RECEIPTS (NETTED) .... -91 .42 -133 .49 -10 .39 .47 .2 .80
INTERFUND TRANSACTIONS ........- 10 -10 .1 .1.11

SUBTOTAL..............I 1284 2778 4082 3362 4200 7564 4177 4716 8893
INTRAGOVTENMENTAL TRANSACTIONS ....- OR -96 -277

NET OALIGATIUNS INCURRED ...... 3964 7468 8636

tZ3
CO



CIVIL SERYICE CfU''ISSIDN
IRLIGATIONS MY ORJYCTS 30/08

FIJ)2 THE rISCAL. YEARS l~bO, 1A7T ANT) 1971
(IN MILLI:JNS OF PULLARS)

196g ACTUAL 1970 ESTIMATED 1971 ESTIMATED
ENS(~~TPTJ.V: FLUEIAL. TRUST FEnEPAL TRUST FEDERAL TRUST

RAIDS FUNDS TOTIL FUN-DS FUNDS TOTAL FUNDS FUNDS TOTAL

ID PER)' AL SE-'ICLS Al.) PE')DP)S .. I.. 167) A )I 173) I 179)I 6)I 185)I 350) 5) I 356)
11 l-SOVOYL L lrIPE~N5YTInv..

.'-~lA;IR'!I) POISTIJ'I$..S ... .... 46 46 SD SD 55 55
"11LITARY ILVAIINNEL.........

P$IT ID') !OHER ))'A'l PERMANEHNT ... 1 I 3 3 2 2
OTHEIR PISIINJIJEL C"MOE'.SATIUN.... 2 2 3 3
SPECIAL PLKSJVNAL SERVICE PAYMENTS,

12 P1-SRUIIEL MEIEFIT6......... 4 4 5 5
*'IMMII)4REL ?EIIHFIIS,)1LITARY ....

13 diIE-FITS YRl ED1RMR 'URSUNNFL ... 114 6 12 0 115 T6 124 285 3 291

20 CY]NT(UCTiIAL SERUICES 5A11 SUFOLIED .... * 12) I 1056) I 1069) I 14) I 1243) ( 1259)1I 16) 1 1396) I 1412)
21 1 'DUEL Rh," TMA,iSP~lRTROI~lN, PERSONS 2 3 3 3 3
22 IRIAISPYMIATI 1N 0F T011055; .*.* * *.
03 0-lT, CI.0)UIICATI-JS AND) U! ILITIED 3 4
2'. PYI:ITIND, Af1) REPMI10vUCITnN ..... 2 0 2 2 3 3
25 OITHER ARKAVICES .. '.. ...... 1056 1 06t0 5 1243 1248 3 1396 1401
26 bSDPPLICS t'.1 !lATER IAL5....... 1 1 I 1I 1 1

30 ACtOVISITTDN 'F CAPITAL ASSETS ..... 1) I I C 1) I 1) I 1
31 EiUIP'EN ........ 1...1......1
32 iLA'13 AU) SHIRUCTUlES........
33 INVESTME.05 WIT0 L"US-i......I

40 ML~iJTS ROD FIDER CHARGES ... ..... N I 2395) 1 2599) I )1 2981) I 2981) I N 3386) I 33962
41 WUAlITS, b502310)E5 A6U CDNTRIRLTNS.
42 INSUIRANCE CLAIMS DID INDEPNHtIES.. 2376 2376 4 2735 2735 * 3)19 3119
43 INTIEREST 11101 DIVoEtS.......
44 REFUNSES...............219 219 245 245 266 266

…-- - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - -- - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - -
N(OfI)IE.............. .... ( *( 3) 4 ) 1 -4) I -26) I -281) 3) 1 )

91 2U)~IIIJCREM~u ............
92 ''0l DIST-)A)OTED DTHI--41SE .....
93 Al' 7)N A ii l2"DRAMI. I APEYSES ....
94 CR050U I'- SYLELYLY RESOURCES *....3 4 -4 -24 -ZR -1
95 QIARERa, .11h SUM$S)TSL~-CE CHA-rES..
96 L'A-iGES 1.1 ABJECT CLASSIFICATIONJ

PRiIPUSELS Yip) SEPArATE TYSI~MLTOVAL. 4
…-- - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - -m

1ORAL SILIDATOINS ICICURREO ... 8.. 5R 3661 3040) 195 4235 4396 370 4787 5157

LESS ktE;19U
5

515[0OS: A1.J QT'4ER OFFSETS .. -2q)) -1871) I-1?99) I 31) I-1396) 1-1425) I -32) ( TIM56 1 .1389)
REI'5i)SEMENTS CREDITOR TA APPRUPS.
F-MJ' FEDERAL ~I-DS .- RD........ -0 383 -406 -22 -4D3 -423 -23 -417 -440
FRll.) TRUSqT RIO4S ............ -7 -7 9 -9 -A9

FAD', THlE P'JDL IC.......-1445 -1445 * 987 -987 -1 -1137 -1158
RECUSEEIES OF PRIOR YARO OMLIGATIONS.
FROPI).FOAMY rE:CEIPTS~ lAETTEA) *.....-31 -31 4 -3 -3 * -1 -1
INOTE4FUND TSA.$RACTILJSI........ -1 -0-1 -1 -1 -1

SUBTOTAL............. 152 1789 1941 159 2R112 2971 338 331 3569
)IWKAG'lDYR~~i TUL TR' ISACTO~ ...... -72 -73 -236

lIT UDLIIl 101)15 I C:ILElbn..... 18bq 2898 3533

co
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EXPORT-IMPORT BA01K CF TI"E UNITED STATES
)IAIGcATIONS DY ORJeCTS 30/48

FUN THE FISCAL YEARS 1906, 1710 ANn 1971
TIN MILLI nluS OF nYLLARS)

19h9 ACTUAL 1970 ESTIMATED 1971 ESTIMATED
OterSIPTIHI, FELP AL TRUST FEIERAL TRUST FEDERAL TRUST

FUAoS 1FOD5 TOTAL FUNDS FUNDS TqTAL FUNDS FUNDs TOTAL

In PERSWIAL SFRVICes f) 4E'RFITS. . I T 41 ( T ( 1 1 91 I T 1 51 A e ( ) ( 6)
II vFRS11 Ijl L CI) PENSATIIIN

PtIIIA'AU .')ISITIUOS,,1 .. ,,.H..... 4 4 . 5 5 5
NILTTIRY R IekRSUPJJLL .
V;. IT IUN' OThER THA PERMANEI.T , * . ' * *

.JT1ER PENSUIItL CrAPAE SATLU . * * * * '
SrE CAL 'tIiSUIIAL REqUICE PAYIENTS * * *

12 PL iSU')IJLL btEF1 ,, ,, ,,, ,,1 * * *
12PLSNSUE1FL %EFITSI'LITARV.

13 IF'I(FITT FI!) FURMFR PfNSUNNA.L,

20 CDNIACTII1AL SSIEICSCES A' ISUPPLIES.. I It I I II I ) I I t I I I t I
21 INIV'L ASN TkANSP ITATION, PtRSrb * * * *
2 1 11,IUAIAI IUN 11I THINGS * N * * I .
03 H T, UA.¾3CAT."~l ANT UTILITE
24 VI~ "TING A:,3 AEPRI'DIICTIOI, ......
2 J 1TER SRtUEvs* * ***
21. S1,PLIES NO') IATtINLS * * *

30 ACAJUSII(.U I- I. CAPIIAIL ASSETS. I 21091 I I . 21091 T 32211 I T 3221) ( 34861 I T I 34861
31 t lIAP^E'IT * *32 LIHilIS ATIID TRUCTURES .@.q@§
33 vRESTME ITS AN'D Lfi&S;! ............. 2109 2109 3221 3221 3486 3486

H0 GRANTS 11D FIXUC C.IA ZGS. . ., 1731 I I I 1731 I 202 1 ) I 2021( I Z41)I ( I 241)
41H AlTS, StCANI0IR5IG CoNTHINUTI:A.
42 IISURANCt CLAIMS "Nn INOE

M
NIIIES..

43 IVTtErST A A1) 1V1E:Us .............US 173 173 202 202 241 241
44 REIUNns...........................

90 O~lIdr.i*@@*vfiz@@@+§*z>*0***ss~b I 3)1 ( 1( 3) C 219) T T ( 219) I 233) I ) 1 233)
91 U>Jr1UCHFRILI .,,,,..,,,,,,
921)'i1lVISTIIA'JIE0 UTHFIN'SEI.........
911 0 DANu NIArlI N RPENSOS ......
94 lIA:IUF 1 IN SELECTSA ) TE SUURCES 3 3 219 219 233 233
95 RIRTERSA .1 SU85(5TLt'CE CHARCES
96 LIIAIGES IN. IdJEC T CLASSIF ICA lON..

P.,IP1)SED Fl,: SEPATITE TRANSMITTAL,

IC.tAL AL )IATIIllS ItICtIRPED .2290 2290 3648 3648 3967 3967

LESS Rtl 1RUTSE lTSMTS AND OT4ER OFFSETS I -22221 T I C -2222) I -2304) 1 ) I -23041 I -2282I I I t 2282)RII (JRSFIeiTS LREDRITET 10 APPRUPS.
FAA,) FEACIIUL 7)415 ,, ,,,,, ,, * * * *
F1Ur1 TRUST FLnTS .
FFO0 T1IE PULIC.-10846 -1584 -1749 -1749 -1960 _ 1960REC'JVE1IT5 Uv PRIOR YEAR uDLAATI1r!Jb, -h38 -639 .554 -534 -322 -322
PRUAN IETTAY 'EClIPTS IT'TTEUI.
IN1IEPWFJN T.RSACTIUHS. ....

SUBATUTAL .. .............. R § - 8 s e 34 1345 1185 1685
IIITNUACIvrRWer .TAL T. TA .....IO

ILF U1LIUTI( I)S LIC0S4RET ...... . 68 1345 1685



FEDERAL DEPOSIT INSURANCF CORPnRATION
OSLIGATInNS EY ODJFCTS 3n/64

FUR THE FISCAL YEARS 1969, 197O AND 1971
(IN MILLIDNS OF DOLLARS)

1969 ACTUAL 1970 ESTIMATES 1971 ESTIMATED
DESC4IvTI{N FErERAL TRUST FEnERAL TRUST FEDERAL TRUST

FUt oS FUNDS TOTAL FUNDS FUNDS TOTAL FUNOS FUNDS TOTAL

10 PEP5 IUI^L SERVICES ANl -tEEFITS ....... I I 21) 21) I 26) 26) C I 31) 1 31)
11 .FMSUUhNfL C IPENSAT IV.

eERIA"ERl;I V'JSITIU"S ............... 6 2 6 z 24 24 30 30
MILITARY PERSMINNEL................
P'YSI 1T115 jrTER rHAl: PERMANENT ...
UTHER PERSVJl4EL CIMPENSATIAN.
SPECIAL PFRSUA4AL SERVICE PAYMENTS.

12 PERSUNNEL BE-AEFI)S ................ , 1 2 2 2 2
VFMSUNNEL bf EFI DPILITARY ..

13 AENEFITS FUR FORMER PERSONNEL.

Zo CCNDIACTUAL StRVICES ADS SUPPLIES ( ) ..) ( 9) ( ) I 11) 11) C I C 13) C 13)
21 1AVEL ANAD TRANPRTATION, PEPSO1NS 5 5 6 ,6 8 8
22 TPANSPORTAThJ'J OF THINGS.
23 KENT, C(Ir'JUNICATITN4S AND UTILITIES 2 2 2 2 2 2
24 PPI'1TINC AND) PRtPINI)I!CTIn ......... * 1
25 OTMER SRRVICES .................... 1 1 2 2 2 2
26 SUPPLIES DIII) MATEDIALS .. * * * .*

30 ACQUISITION 'F CAPITAL ASSETS ........ I ) I ( I I I II 11 I 1 ) 11 C I)
31 R4UIPF)ENT ..... ..... 1 I 1 1 1 1 ND
32 LANDS AD1A STRUCTURE........... to
33 IN.VESTMENST AID LIATS. .....- ,..

40 GRANTS A!D FIREJ CHARCES . ............ I 25) 25) I I 12) I 121 1 1 I I
41 GRANTS, SNsSIUIES AND CONTRIAUTTS.
42 INSURANCE CLAIMS AN INDEMNITIRES.. 25 25 12 12
43 INTEREST AND AIVIOENDS..
44 REFUNDS.

90 nTHE .................. ............. ( ) )
91 U IVUCE.U.. . .
92 NO!T TISTRIAJTED UTHNAIE...
93 ATMIN ADD NIINADMI'J FAWENSES.
94 LHANGE I1 SELECTEO QeSUURCES * *.
95 AUARTERS,AN') SUBSISTENCE CHUACES..
96 LHA)IGFS IN 'IDJECT CLASSIFICAIION..

PVRUUDEA FAIR SEPAPATe TRANSMITTAL.

InTAL UtLIAATIUSS INCURRED ........ 54 54 50 30 46 46

LESS RtIMSURSEMF!iTS AND OTAER UFFSETS... I ) -334) 1 -N34)I I I -361) 1 -361) 1 1 1 66- C -36*)
REIMA:JRSFMEN)S CREDITEC TO APPRUPSF
FRUlI FEDERAL F9AIDS ................... -177 -177 -204 -204 -214 -214
FRnE rTuAT HIN0DS...................
FROJM TUE PUIELIC ................ -157 -157 -137 -157 -172 -172
RECUVERIES UF PRIUR YEAR UPOLIGAclUOS.
PRIIFLIETARY RECEIPTS (ITETTEA...
INTERFLln TRAJSACTIUWIS ....................... -

SJIATOTAL ....... ,.,,,......... -280 -2Mn -311 -311 -341 -341
ITNTRNAi'IVERII.E -TAL rRM 1RACTILINS .. -e -3

Nl.T U6L I/A IU NS I"CLRRED .......... -2se 314 .341



FEDERAL HOME LYA:i BANK FflARD
ITLISATIONS BY ODJECTS 3M/MB

FUIP THE FISCAL YEARS 1969. 1971 AND 1971
(IN IILLIYNS OF 3OLLARSI

1969 ACTUAL 1970 ESTIMATED 1971 ESTIMATED
DESCRIPTION FtnERAL T RUST FEnERAL TRUST FEDERAL TRUST

Fuljl:; FUNDS TOTAL FUNDS FUNDS TnTAL FUNDS FUNDS TOTAL

1D DtE5Ii:A) SEK VICES ANT TETEFITS. I A) I I 'I I 73 1 I I 7) I )t I I I 8 I
11 PrtLSUI'NEL CAtYPE"ISATIII1.

PLRAlEAIIE. PRSITI UPS.4 4 D 5 6 6
M ILITARY PEISIIN?*L.
vp'SITInfis .lTHER THAN PERMANENTI.
UTHEM PEASII4jLEL CTr:4PE;1:TIIJN 'T * * * 8
SPECIAL PtdSIIllAL SEPVIC A PAYMENTS * R I 1 *

12 PERSUINEL dENEFS * * *II

PFRSUNNEL $EIEFI IDSlITARY .
13 BAIAFITS FUR FURIER PERSUN4EL.

Z0 COMIRA^CTAL StRVICES LA'| SI'
0

LISA .. .. I 121 I I 12 16) I I 1 161 I 18) I I I | 01
21 II'4L ArID TEANSFTRT 1IS FBRSIINS * * * * 1 *
22 IRAN4POPD'ATUN IF T1.i S ,* * * *
23 RMET, C:ITIMJJICATIYJs ANn O UTALl TItS I 1 1 1 1 1
24 PrTILTING AAU REPR DITN ......... * * * * * *
25 UTrER SLPIVICES.L L, 1 15 17 17
26 SUPPLIES AIIUALRLs.* * * .*

SD ACIUIS3TII1II I. CAPITAL ASFS. I *II 42) 1 21) 3 I D2)1 261 I 3 1 26)
31 EtQUIPMENT. o ** * * *
32 LA QDS Al ) STRUCURES.* A * * 5
33 IIVESTIE'TS AN1D LIANS .............. 41 *20 520 20 20

4D GRANTS AND FIXELU CH~ARGES.I LB.... ......... .,,.I 1 8 I 1 1 RI I 193 1 1 I 19) I 253 I I I 203
41 .RANrTS, SUBSITIES ANn) CfNITMIBUTIlS 4 4 5 5 5 5
42 IiSURANCC LLAIMS A:4D INTIEMNIIIES
43 ITITERFST A" D INVIIENS .......T . 13 P7 14 14 15 15
44 KFFIIS............: .........

90 OTHGA.I *a I 3 I *1 1 20) 1 I I 20) I 1 I I

92 NUT VISTRIUUTEr UTHERI.; ISE . 20 20
93 AnMIN APIU NNADM5INT EP~l..SES.
94 LNArlIS, 3)4 SELTEcT RLESOURCES.
95 DlATrC*SAII D S'UBISTG'ICE CRAKGES..
96 C'AT"JIES I' IDJECT CLASSIFICAItON..

PkUPUSED FUR SEPARATE TRANSMITTAL.
_-_--_--_--_--_--_--_--_-__-__-__-__-__-__-__-__-_ --_ --_ --_ --_ --_ --_ --_ --_-__ -__ -__ -__ -__ -__ __ -__ -_ --_ --_ --_ --_ -_ _ --_-___ --_ --_ --_ --_ --_ --_ --_-__ -__ -__ -___ -_-__ -__ -__ -_ --_ --_ --_ --_ --_ - -__ ___

CD
CA3

TIrTAL OBLIGATIONS INICURREn.

LESS REIIURSEMFNTS AND OTIIEP UFFSETS ...
REIMPLRSEMENTS CREDITEn TD APPRUPS.
FRUM FEDERAL FLINS.. ..............
FROM TRUST FKINDS....................
FROM THE PUBLIC............
RECUVERIES UP PRAIIR YEAR U CLI;ATIUII.S

PROPRIETARY RECEIPTS ITITIED........
INTERELIND TRNISACTII'S..-.............

SlIdTI)TAL... .....................
INTAAUIOVDRIWIIITAL TR.: NSACTINS ........

NET UPLIGATIUPIIS lNClDk n.........

77

-3751 I

-116

-265

77

I ( -75 ) I

-156

DE3
.---u- -- -------

-17 I

-127

583 .72

, I -8081 3 -1993 I

-127 -137

-681 -62
* 8

I------

72
____________

3 I .199)

-137

-62-269 -68S

-297 -797 .225 -Z25 -127 .127

-297 .22D .127

-297

-22 5 -off2



RAILROAD RFTIRFMF'll 90ARD
JELIGATIONS EY UEJFCTS 32/20

FUR THE FISCAL YEARS 1969, (l7n AND 1971
(IN MILLIONS OF OTLLARS)

1969 ACTUAL 1970 ESTIMATED 1971 ESTIMATED
OESCAIPTIrTN FEnrQAL TRUST FEMERAL TRUST FEDERAL TRUST

FUNDS FUNDS TOTAL FUl!DS FUNDS TOTAL FUNDS FUNDS TOTAL

10 PERSOINAL SERVICES ANn T'NFFITS ....... * I 2) 13) I 11) I 141 ( *I ( 13) I 14)
11 PFRSUNNEL ClIHP EASATI N.J

i'ERAIEt PTuT S ............... , * 11 1 * 12 12 ) * 12 12
MILITARY PEPSfINNEL ..

N VSITIUONS UTHER THAI PEA;:ANENT . ...* *
OTHER PEASIIYsNEL C01PENiSU IlNs * 1 I * I I 1 1
SPECIAL PERSONAL SEPVICE PAYMENTS.

12 PERSUNNEL rENEFITS ................ * * * I
PERSONNEL FEEF I TS(NILITART ......

13 nENEFITS FUR FIIRMER PERSONNEL ....

20 CONTRACTUAL SERVICES AN' SUPPLIES., ( *I I 3) I i) I I) ( 3) I 3) I *) 1 3) I 3)
21 IRAVEL AliO TRANSPORTATION, PERSONS * * e * * * * * *
22 IRANSPORTATIUN OF THINGS .......... * * * * *
23 RENT, C[1M'SI'JICATInNS ANE UTILITIES * I * 1 I 4 1 1
24 PAINTING ANN kEPRIIDuCTIT N e * * * * * * S
22 OTHER SERVICES . ' I 1 1 t1...
26 SUPPLIES AND MATERIALS * * * * *

30 ACOUISITION OF CAPITAL ASSETS..... I *) I I ) I *1 ( * ( ) ( 1) ( 1)
31 EQUIPMENT .* * *...I.
32 LANDS AND STRUCTURES ......
33 INVESTMENTS AND LOANS............

40 GRANTS ANID FINXD CHARGES ........... I ( 8) I 1536) ( 15541 1 l91 ( 162k) ( 1647) I 20) I 1698) 1 17181)
41 GRANTS, SuJSInlES AND CI1NTRIEUTNS. I1 la 19 19 20 20
42 ITISIJRANCE CLAIMS NTD INDEMNITIES.. 1536 1536 1428 162E 169E 1698
43 INTEREST AND DIVIDENDS S,...., * *
44 REFUNTS.

90 UTHtR ......... I...,....,. . *) I * I I ( 52) I 52) I I C 104) I 104)
91 UNCHERE.....
92 NOT D7STTIHiITE OTHERWISE....
93 ANSIS AND NIIINADMIN EXPENSES ....
94 CLHANTC IN SELECTEO RtSIURCES .*
95 AAUAATERSAN0 SUBSISTENCE CHARGES..
96 CHA!lCES 114 BIJECT CLASSIFICATION..

PRUPUSES FUR SEPAPATE TRANSMITTAL. 52 52 104 104

IfITAL OBLICATIONS INCURRED 19 1551 1S7i 20 1694 1716 21 1819 1139

LESS REIBAURSENMNTS AND OTHER OFFStTS... I -1) I -571 I -57) I -11 I -2) I -3) I -1) 1 *1 I 11

-1 -1~~~~~~~~~~~~
t3.'
co
A4

FROM FROERAL FIUNDS ..........
FROM TRUST UNDS .... 1
FROM THE PUdLIC.................

R ECUVRIE S CI Y PI TEAR UTLICATIONS5
PROP1R IETAREU RE CEIPTS NINE IE ED
INTERFIJND TRANNICTIONS.

SUETUTAL .l...A......... 13
INTRkADnVFR:MENTAL ;TAANSACTIUNS ..... , -

NET OPLIGAIIUNS5 INCIRREM ..........

-Il
-50 -;I

-l -l -l -1

-7 .7 -2 -2 * *

-

1494 1512 I- 1693 1713
-20 .20

1493 1692
= 20 1E19 1539

-21
1818



REMAINDER OF' DTNER INDEPENDENT AGENCIES
OBLIGATIONS BY OBJECTS 30/00

TUB THE FISCAL VEERS t IB, 7n AND 1971
(IN MILLIONS OF Y'ILLAEO)

1969 ACTUAL 1970 ESTIMATES 1971 ESTIMATED
DE SCR IPT IION FETDER AL TRUST FEDTERAL TRUST FEDERAL TRUST

FUNDS FUiNTS TOTAL FUNDS FUNDS TOTAL FUNDS FUNDS TOTAL

SE FERSY1NAL SERVICES AND SE'!EFIT ..... 625) AlI 639) f 697) I SI I 702) 731) I 2) 733)
It PERSONNEL C RIPETISATfl,

Pi-EMANENIT PISITIUNS........ . 468 6 473 921 0 324 533 * 533
MILITARY PtRSONNEL.........
PDSITTDT'S tITHER THAN PEREMANENT ... 70 70 BA 8 B 101 101
ATHEE PERSTOI1NEL CnTMPEI!SATIUN ... 21 * 21 19 19 21 21
SPECIAL PERSUNAL DEBRVICE PAYMENTS. 7 I ) 2 10 a2 1

12 PERSONNEL ASTIEPITS..3....... 53 36 62* 63 67* 67
PhRSONNEL BENEFI TS,NILITARYO....

13 BENEFITS FUR FORMFR 'FRSUNNEL ..... * *

20 CONIGUETLIAL SERVICES AND SUPPLIES ... 485) I 4499 53OSR 2)f I 5*0) I 92) I 1)I 593)
21 TRAVEL ANY TEANSPUIETAT ION, PERSONS 26 * 27 30 3D 33 * 33
22 IRA)ISPOREATIIIJ OF THITIGS ..... 36 36 4I 4 1 41 4 1
23 KEllT. C(MMUUIlCATITNS A1ND UTILITIES 40 5 41 43 43 *4 * 5
2* PRIN1TING AWIT REPRDDLICTIDSN ...... M 7 a 8 Ba a
23 OTHER SERVICES ...... ...... 190 2 192 202 203 221* 221
26 SUPPLIES AND MATERIALS...... . 187 * 197 214 215 243 * 243

3D ACQUISIIIONH OF CAPITAL ASSETS .. .... 567) I 4035) 1 4603) ( 1000)I *I I 1000) I 1035) I *) IE5)
31 EQUIPMENT............. . 115 * 10 146* 146 226A 226 '
32 LAND0S AND STRUCTURES......... 56 5 57 113 113 205 205 Co
33 )INVESTMENTS AND LOANS .... .... 402 4034 4436 7*1 7*1 634 606 ~

40 ARANTS AND tlEUG CHARGES....... . I 691)2 133) I 451 775) 1 6) 1 777) 1 8*1) I 5) 1 8461
41 ARANTS, SOBSIDIES AND Cn.NTHIAUTNS, 349 5 330) 607 3 612 6*6 3 631
*2 INJSURANCE CLAIMS AND INDENNI!IES. * 0 S
43 INEERFST AND SIVIOENOS..... .... 142 154 295 164 164 193 195
44 REFUNTS ..............

90 ETHER ................. *461I 1301 I 1761 10ID) I 1I 104) I 1381 * 158)
91 UNVOACHERLUA............
92 NOlE DISTRIRUIED UTHERWISE ..... 130 130 2 *2 3 6
93 ATmINI ANA NONADMIN EXPEASES ....
94 CRHAft)E IN SELECTED RESSUACES .... 46 5 46 1 3 *4 33
93 QUARTERS,UIIS SURS1STENCE CHARGES..
96 LHANURS INI OBJECT CLASSIFICATION.,

PRAPUSED FUR SEPARATE TRANSMITTAL, 102 102 99 99

TO3TAL DbLIGATIONS INCURRED)..... 2410 4332 6767 3110 12 3122 3336 9 36

LESS REIITRURSEMENTS ANDSTG OFFSETS ..,. -1067) I C~~ -36251 1*) 1 I -3)1 -1031)I -1093) I .2) I *5A971
REIMHURSRMEATS CREDITED TO APPRUPS,
FROM FEDERAL FUNDS........... -146 -146 -138 -138 -138 .138
FROM TRUST FONTIS............ -66 -66 -4 -4 .
PROM THE FOAL IC ............ -715 -4556 -3272 -793 .793 -B39, -839
RECOVERIES UF IRIOA YEAR OBLIAATIONS. -49 2 .47 -60 -60 -66 -*6
PROPRIETARY RECEIPTS INETTEAT..... -91 -4 -93 ..69 3 -34 .67 -2 -69
INTERtFUN!T TRANSACTIONS ........

SUBTOTAL .............. 1342 .225 1117 2066 7 2071 2261 7 2268
INTRAOnvERN'IENTAL TRANSACTIONS ....

NET SRLIAATI¶JaS I\CURRED)..... 1117 2071 2268
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FEDERAL 1TOVERNMENT
REAL,%P HOLDINGS

HIGHLIGHT SUMMARY

Statistics in brief

Inside Outlying
United areas of Foreign Total
States United countries

States

Number of installations I -20, 202 182 361 20,745
Total acres 762, 514,479 522,580 4,578 763,041,637
Number of buildings -412,824 4,058 2,849 419,731
Building floor area 2 (thousands of sq. ft.)- 2,496,024 15,235 19,313 2,530, 572
Total cost (thousands of dollars) -68,809, 133 2,323,534 4,748, 546 75,941, 213

I Excludes Department of Defense (military functions) in Alaska, Hawaii, outlying areas of the United
States and foreign countries.

I Excludes Department of Defense (military functions) In outlying areas of United States and foreign
countries.

Sol1';rce: GS A
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The acquisition cost of real property owned by the Government
throughout the world as of June 30, 1969, is $75.9 billion, an increase
of $2.9 billion over last year. Department of Defense accounts for
$1.5 billion or 53.6 percent of the total increase. The previous year,
Department of Defense accounted for 11.7 percent of the $1.6 billion
increase. Section 6 of this report summarizes and explains the more
significant changes in Federal real property during the past year.

The following table summarizes data in this report on Federal real
property throughout the world: (See , o for further detail.)

Number Land Buildings Total Percent
Description of instal- (acres in (square cost (in oftotal

lations millions) feet in billions) cost
millions)

United States:
Civilagencies -14,600 731.9 640.1 28.2 84.6
Defense (military functions)- 4,471 23.5 1,845.5 33.1 43. 6
Defense (civil functions)- 1,131 7.1 10.4 9.6 12.7

Total, United States -0 202 762.5 2,496.0 68.9 90.8

Outlying areas of the United States:
Civil agencies -181 .4 15.2 .8 1.1
Defense (military functions)- () .1 (1) 1.5 1. 9
Defense (civil functions) -1 (2) (2) (') (')

Total, outlying areas of the United
States -xxx .5 xxx 2.3 3.0

Foreign countries:
Civil agencies -361 (') 19.3 .4 . 5
Defense (military functions) -- -- (') () (') 4.3 5. 7

Total, foreign countries--i- xxx (2) xxx 4. 7 6. 2

Worldwide:
Civil agencies - 15,142 732. 3 674. 6 27.4 36.1
Defense (military functions) - - (1) 23.6 (') 38.9 51.2
Defense (civil functions)- - 1, 132 7.1 10.4 9.6 12. 7

Total, worldwide -- x 763.0 sxx 75.9 100.0

' These data are not furnished by Department of Defense.
2 Negligible.

The Department of Defense furnished only summary data on total
acres and total costs for its military functions located outside the
United States. Therefore, the above table and other tables and charts
in this report do not show detailed information (e.g., number of in-
stallations, number and floor area of buildings, and geographical
location) for military functions outside the United States.

So'ur^e: 'ISA



REAL PROPERTY OWNED BY THE UNITED STATES-SUMMARY TABLE

Summary of real property owned by the United States throughout the world

Description
Number Buildings Cost (in thousands of dollars)
of instal- Land (acres)
lations Number-_ Floor area Land Buildings Structures and Total

(square feet) facilities

United States:
Civil agencies -14, 600 731, 844,941.8 93, 207 640, 092, 317 2,132,516 10 145,045 13,938,326 26,215,887
Defense, military functions -4,471 23,523,720.3 313,100 1,845,548,145 676, 262 17, 545, 413 14,857,404 33,079,079
Defense, civil functions -1,131 7,145,817.0 6, 517 10,383,677 2,392,633 105, 722 7,075,812 9,574,167

Total, United States -20, 202 762, 514, 479. 1 412, 824 2,496,024,139 1, 201,411 27, 796,180 35,871,542 68,869,133

Outlying areas of the United States:
Civil agencies -, 181
Defense, military functions- ()
Defense, civil functions - -1

427,668.3 4,050 15,205,442 30,430
94,906.0 (') (1) (l)

5.5 8 29,464 100

162,220 626,297 818,947
( 2) ( 9) 1, 04,100 L

288 ~~~99 487 0o

Total, outlying areas of the United States- xxx 522,579.8 xxx xxx xxx xxx xxx 2,323, 534

Foreign countries:
Civil agencies.
Defense, military functions- ()

361 4, 561.9 2,849 19,312,735 57,254
) ~~~~16. 0 (') (1) (l)

263,909 97,892 419, 055
(1) (') 4,329,491

Total, foreign countries -- xxx 4, 577.9 xxx xxx xxx xxx xxx 4, 748, 546

Worldwide:
Civil agencies- 15,142 732, 277,172.0 100,106 674, 610,494 2, 220, 200 10, 571,174 14, 662, 515 27,453,889
Defense, military functions- () 23,618,642. 3 (1) (l) (1) (1) (') 38,912,670
Defense, civil functions -1,132 7,145,822.5 6, 525 10,413,141 2,392,733 106,010 7,075,911 9, 574, 654

Total, worldwide xxx 763,041,636.8 xxx xxx xxx xxx xxx 75,941; 213

I These data were not furnished by Department of Defense for its military functions outside the United States.

Scurce: GSA
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Comparison of federally owned land with total acreage of States

Acreage owned by the Percent
Federal Government Acreage Acreage owned

State not owned of by
Public Acquired by Federal State I Govein-
domain by other Total Government ment 2

methods

Alabama -26,522.4 1,074,414. 7 1, 100,937.1 31, 577, 462.9 32,678,400 3.369
Alaska- 354, 699,603.9 17,132. 3 354, 716, 736. 2 10, 764,863. 8 365,481,600 97.055
Arizona -32, 343,293. 5 302,496.0 32,645,789. 5 40,042,210. 5 72,688,000 44.912
Arkansas -1,067,828. 0 2,094,982.5 3,162,810.5 30,436, 549. 5 33,599,360 9.413
California 42, 561,042.5 2,327,805. 5 44,888, 848.0 55,317,872.0 100,206, 720 44.796
Colorado 23,152,923.5 1,042,843.3 24,195, 766.8 42,289,993.2 66,485,760 36.392
Connecticut 0 9,408. 8 9,408.8 3,125,951.2 . 3,135,360 .300
Delaware 0 39,241.9 39,241.9 1,226,678.1 1,265,920 3.100
District of Columbia. 0 11,013.6 11,013. 6 28, 026.4 39,040 28.212
Florida -370,871.2 3,039,089.8 3,409,961.0 31,311,319.0 34,721,280 9.821
Georgia -0 2,086,421.0 2,066,421. 0 35, 208,939.0 37,295,360 5. 594
Hawaii .-0 397,011.8 397,011.8 3,708,588.2 4,105,600 9.670
Idaho -33,049, 219. 2 777,400. 5 33,826, 619.7 19,106, 500. 3 52,933,120 63.904
Illinois 448.2 541,156.9 541,605.1 35,253,594. 9 35, 795, 200 1.513
Indiana -432.0 430,930. 2 431, 362. 2 22,727,037. 8 23,158,400 1.863
Iowa .340.8 216,948. 0 217,288.8 35,643,191.2 35,860,480 .606
Kansas -26,734.8 647,382.7 674,117.5 51,836,602.5 52,510,720 1.284
Kentucky 0 1,177,283.7 1,177,283. 7 24,335,036.3 25,512,320 4. 614
Louisiana 20,003.4 1,020,954. 6 1,040,958.0 27,826,882.0 28,867,840 3.606
Maine -0 130,172.1 130,172.1 19, 717,507.9 19,647,680 .656
Maryland 0 194, 322.6 194,322.6 6,125,037.4 6,319,360 3.075
Massachusetts 0 76,260.2 76,260.2 4,958,619.8 5,034, 880 1.515
Michigan -291,842.5 3,055, 253.3 3,347,095.8 33,145,064. 2 .36,492,160 9.172
Minnesota . 1,287,190.5 2,018,108.9 3, 305, 299. 4 47,900,460.6 51,205,760 6.455
Mississippi -6,119. 7 1,566,610.7 1,572,730.4 28,649,989.6 30,222,720 5.204
Missouri -2,638. 3 1,924,764.5 1,927,402.8 42,320,917.2 44,248,320 4.356
Montana -25,157,672.4 2,460,962. 1 27,624.634. 5 65,646,405. 5 93,271,040 29. 618
Nebraska -260,722.4 457,528.0 718,250.4 48,313,429.6 49,031,680 1.465
Nevada -60,727,966 7 156,817.5 60,884,784. 2 9,379,535.8 70, 264,320 86. 651
New Hampshire.... 0 706,133.2 706,133.2 5,062,826.8 5,768,960 12. 240
New Jersey 0 115,867.0 115,867. 0 4,697,573.0 4,813,440 2.407
New Mexico- 24, 777,084. 0 1,570,190.1 26,347,274.1 51,419,125. 9 77,766,400 33.880
New York 0 234,661.3 234,661.3 30,446,298.7 30,680,960 .764
North Carolina. 0 1,942,388.5 1,942,388.5 29,460,491.5 31,402,880 6.185
North Dakota 212,723.0 1,924,452. 5 2,137,175. 5 42,315, 304. 5 44,452,480 4. 808
Ohio- 85.0 272,980.6 273,065.6 25,949,014.4 26,222,080 1.041
Oklahoma - 149,762.1 1,286,215.3 1,435,977.4 42,651,702. 6 44,087,680 3.257
Oregon -30,976,621.5 1,207,168.8 32,183,790.3 29,414, 92.7 61,598,720 52.247
Pennsylvania 0 608,503.6 608, 503.6 28,195,976.4 28, 8C4, 480 2.113
Rhode Island 0 7,771. 2 7,771.2 669,348.8 677,120 1.148
South Carolina 0 1,131,121.3 1,131,121.3 18,242,958. 7 19,374,080 5.838
South Dakota - 1,592, 865.7 1,819,366.8 3,412,232.5 45,469,687. 5 48,881,920 6.981
Tennessee 0 1,720, 869.3 1,720,869.3 25,006,810.7 26,727,680 6.439
Texas -0 3,040,515. 4 3,040, 515.4 165, 177,084.6 168, 217.600 1.807
Utah -34,322,703.3 515,428.6 34,838,131.9 17,858,828.1 52,696,960 66.110
Vermont 0 262,436. 5 262,436. 5 5,674,203.5 5,936,640 4.421
Virginia -0 2,210,063.9 2,210,063.9 23,286,256.1 25,496,320 8. 668
Washington - 11, 092,509.9 1,478,110. 5 12,570,620.4 30,123,139.6 42,693,760 29.444
West Virginia 0 1,013,934.4 1,013,934.4 14,396,625. 6 15,410,560 6.579
Wisconsin -9,613.3 1,783,637.7 1, 793,251.0 33,217,949.0 35,011,200 5.122
Wyoming- 29,533,819. 5 640,741.7 30,174,561.2 32,168,478.8 62,343,040 48.401

Total - 707,721, 203.2 54,793,275.9 762,514,4479.1 1,508,828,880.9 2,271,343,360 33.571

1. Source: U.S. Census of Population: 1960 Final Report PC (I)-IA, table 12.
2. Excludes trust properties.

Source: GSA



Federally owned property in the United States, by State

Land (acres) Cost (in thousands of dollars)
Number of Number of

State installations buildings Structures
Urban Rural Total Land Buildings and Total

facilities

Alabama ---------------
Alaska
Arizona
Arkansas
California
Colorado
Connecticut
Delaware
District of Columbia.
Florida.
Georgia.
Hawaii ----------------------------------------
Idaho
Illinois.
Indiana
Iowa.
Kansas
Kentucky.
Louisiana.
Maine.
Maryland
Massachusetts
Michigan
Minnesota .-------. --.--.---
Mississippi -----------------

311 2,474. 3 1,098,462.8 1,100,937. 1
709 658, 706. 3 354,058,029. 9 364,716,736.2
330 5,534.0 32,640,255.5 32,645, 789.5
249 1,751.4 3, 161,059. 1 3,162,810.5

1,311 264,882.9 44,623,965.1 44,888,848.0
372 20,305.0 24,175,461.8 24, 195, 766.8
178 8,289.7 1,119.1 9,408.8

93 695.0 38,546.9 39,241.9
186 10,409.6 604.0 11,013. 6
603 60,916. 1 3,349,044.9 3,409,961.0
390 23,490.0 2,062,931.0 2,086,421.0
152 55, 236.8 341,775.0 397, 011.8
296 1, 219. 1 33,825,400.6 33,826,619. 7
563 7,164.4 534,440.7 541,605.1
317 2,386. 2 428,976.0 431,362.2
239 885.9 216,702.9 217,288.8
270 2,707.3 671,410.2 674, 117.5
283 1,244.0 1,176,039.7 1,177,283.7
318 11, 356.6 1,029, 601.4 1,040,958.0
285 4,680.8 125,491.3 130, 172.1
304 17, 439.5 176, 883.1 194,322.6
438 11,422. 6 64,837. 6 76,260. 2
578 2, 147.3 3,344,948.5 3,347,095.8
333 3,723.3 3,301, 576.1 3,305,299.4
246 3, 562. 7 1, 569, 167. 7 1, 572,730. 4

8,064 64,711 547,839 1,045, 118 1,657, 668
8,245 3,448 1,031,863 1,146,787 2, 182,098

10, 577 19,035 381, 731 1, 136,240 1,537,006
4,289 122,800 161, 734 805,672 1,090,206

59,991 491,983 3,299, 573 3,652,942 7,344,470
7, 147 76,488 548,070 813, 537 1,438,095
2,057 38,343 163,848 69, 724 271,915

895 7, 125 79,576 66,865 152, 566 6
1,890 154,032 833,123 161,601 1, 148, 756

13,877 127,881 1,079,789 1,213,283 2,420,953
13,731 119, 791 668,616 521,012 1,309,419
11,424 26, 592 529,721 513,520 1,069,833
4,440 39,990 209, 168 521, 813 770, 971
7, 272 113,807 814,344 470, 162 1,398,313
6,020 91,183 331,019 415,496 837,698
1, 928 44, 144 137,480 123, 131 304, 755
7,217 212, 286 382, 574 664, 322 1, 259, 182
7, 128 273,074 499,575 1,002,675 1, 775,324
5, 198 57,460 337,668 369,076 764, 194
3, 560 8, 267 229,815 247, 257 485, 339

12,038 65,591 1,227,543 548,310 1,841,444
6,22 93,820 602,283 337,677 1,033,780
6, 905 36,885 410,991 293, 366 741, 242
2,367 28, 866 188,241 156, 029 373, 136
5, 109 76,686 282,318 446, 795 805, 799

Source: GSA



0

Missour i i-
Montanao nta na............... --
Nebraska ....--..--
Nevada .----- ------------- --.------
New Hampshire ..--............. --
New Jersey -----------
New Mexico.--------------------------.........
New York.----- -
North Carolina -
North Dakota. -------------------------------.
Ohio -.....
Oklahoma -------------------------------------
Oregon --------------
Pennsylvania ---------------------------------
Rhode Island -------- -------------
South Carolina -....
South Dakota ---------------------------------
Tennessee .------------------------------------
Texas ------------------------------------
Utah -......
Vermont .-----------------------
Virginia. -------------------
Washington .-------------
West Virginia , ...
Wisconsin .- - - - - --
Wyoming .------------------------------------

513 2, 123.9 1,925,278.9 1,927,402.8
551 1,176.0 27,623,468.5 27,624,634.5
294 756.7 717,493.7 718,250.4
190 104.6 60,884,679.6 60,884,784.2

89 2,855.0 703,278.2 706,133.2
340 58, 788.9 57, 078. 1 115,867.0
312 53, 172.3 26,294, 101.8 26,347,274.1
917 26, 713.4 207,947.9 234,661.3
406 869.0 1,941,519.5 1,942,388.5
600 127.2 2,137,048.3 2, 137,175.5
581 11, 204. 4 261,861. 2 273,065.6
284 18,221.2 1,417, 756. 2 1,435,977. 4
673 2,950.5 32,180,839.8 32, 183,790. 3
627 4,376.2 604,127.4 608,503.6
97 1,075.3 6, 695.9 7,771.2

227 59,947. 2 1, 071, 174. 1 1, 131,121.3
383 1,401.3 3,410,831. 2 3,412,232.5
361 39,341.8 1,681, 527. 5 1, 720,869.3

1,003 17,329.0 3,023, 186.4 3,040,515.4
250 10,061.3 34,828,070. 6 34,838, 131.9
101 1,716. 1 260,720.4 262,436. 5
481 58,938.3 2,151,125.6 2,210,063.9
768 6,515.6 12,564, 104.8 12,570,620.4
199 433.7 1,013,100.7 1,013, 934.4
328 1, 114.5 1,792, 136.5 1, 793,251.0
273 7, 138. 7 30,167,422. 5 30, 174,561.2

6,492 116, 117 862, 190 407,817 1,086, 124
6, 206 44,878 209,070 913,803 1, 167, 751
3,322 60,869 191, 716 377,111 629,696
5, 148 7,321 192,595 337,957 537,873

858 24, 442 71,997 81,841 178, 280
8,034 51, 134 614,625 395,734 1,061,493

11, 155 30,148 681,091 56, 355 1, 167, 594
10,613 159, 668 1, 202,803 713, 594 2,076,065
16, 164 74,457 542, 480 536, 195 1, 153, 132
4,261 105, 138 231,375 705,369 1,041,882
5, 107 133,221 1,048,013 759, 606 1,940,840
7,036 303,375 330,059 613,849 1,266,983
5,690 249,472 145, 983 2,076, 174 2,471, 629
6,230 208,421 670,868 640,904 1, 520, 15 c3
2,627 7,223 165,231 131,913 304,367 0
9,180 75,392 672, 478 588,839 1,336,909
3,286 137,784 172,502 892,849 1,203,138
6,049 281,568 838,973 2,110,798 3,231,339

27,392 256,960 1,551,855 1,289,619 3,098,434
4,615 25,869 273,627 448,784 748,280

352 11,015 20,791 43,443 75,249
19; 42 129,077 1,330,228 1,217, 063 2,676, 368
17,326 160,470 831, 710 2,614,953 3,616, 133

1,276 76,168 86,350 273,983 436, 501
4,039 18,894 184,739 134, 783 338,416
3, 229 48,880 74,329 367,096 490,305

Total ..........---------.--.--- 20,202 1, 570, 782.9 760,943,696. 2 762,514,479.1 412, 824 5,201,411 27, 796,180 35,871,842 68,869,133

Scurce: GSA
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MAGNITUDE OF DOD PROPERTY MANAGEMENT
ACTI VITIES

PROPERTY HOLDIN-GS

The total of DOD's real and personal property holdings has risen geve J1 C't

annually from $129 billion in fiscal year 1955 to $210 billion at the

end of lscal year 1959.

Real property holdings Increased from $21 to $40 billion and

personal property holdings, including construction in progress, from

$107 to $171 billion during the 15-year period.

Supply system inventories, which were reduced from a high of $54

billion in 1957 to $37 billion in 1965, have been built up again in the

nsuing four years to $47 billion. During that period, there has been

a shilt in ounding of secondary supplies to the stock-fund type, the

value of which now stands at $11 billion.

TABLE 1 --DOD PROPERTY HOLDINGS AS OF JUNE 30, FISCAL YEARS 1955-69

[in millions of dollars]

Total and type of property 1955 1956 1957 1959 1959 1960

Tatal 129.694 134 092 146. 021 149.465 150.660 154.617

Real -21.343 22 91S 24.992 26.891 29.689 31.997
Personi- 107.351 111,164 121.129 112.574 120.971 122.620

Supply systems - 50.780 50,975 53 799 47. 652 U4.467 42, 02

Stock funds- 8153 9.772 10.970 8.913 8.162 7.312

Appmpralted funds --- ---- 42,627 41.202 42.829 38.739 36.305 34.690

1961 1962 1963 1964 1965 1966 1961 196S 1969

Total 153.509 164.935 t71.364 173.455 176.221 183.570 195,552 202,547 210,121

Real 34 038 35 378 36. 365 34.734 37.557 39.390 38,495 33 651 39,577

Psrsosa - 124.470 129.457 134.799 136,721 138.664 145 180 157,051 1634916 170,544

Supplty systems-400837 40;652 40.C96 389795 36.996 37.661 41, 3j1 43,766 47,327

SAcokt lands . 6.413 6.154 6. 527 5.749 5.327 5.950 7,503 7,913 11,094

Appropriated foods 34.424 34.498 33.569 332046 31.659 31.811 33,798 35,873 36,233

'Source "Real und Persnnal Pronerty of tbe Department of Defense," an annoal report.
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ECON01MY IN GOVERNMXENT-l9*

Expenditures for DOD military functions decreased from 9. 9 percent of
the gross national product in fiscal 1968 to 8.6 percent in fiscal -$969,. and
are estimated to decrease to 7. 0 percent In fiscal year 1971.

4

TABLE 2.-FEDEF:AL GOVERNMENT EXPENDITURES ANDrGROSS NATIONAL PRODUCT-COMPARISON 'WITH
NATIONAL DEFENSE PROGRAMS AND MILITARY FUNCTIO'IS EXPENDITURES, FISCAL YEARS 1939-71 n

Grss 7orm Federa1 X-:10-s1 lefeos A/ . imr Clt:-:r ^joDtcSo: 4r
Fiscal yea rndit-re ) oroxn t r Tocre,

-f I~~~~~:re,_ -~~~~o GN

(1) (2) (3) (4) 1 (5) 6) 1 (7) (8) * () (lo)

A mitetrsttve..

1939 b 89.2 $ 8.841 10.0 $ 1,075 1.2 12.2 $ 1,o5 1.2 12.2
1940 95.0 9,055 9.5 1,498 1.6 16.5 1,492 i.6 16.5
1941 109.4 13,255 12.1 6,054 5.5 45.7 5,998 5.5 45.2
1942 139.2 34,0o7 24.5 23,970 17.2 70.4 .23,570 16.9 69.2
1943 177.5 79,368 44.7 63,216 35-6 79.6 62,664 35-3 79.0
1944 201.9 94,986 47.0 76,757 38.0 80.8 . 75,797 37.5 79.8
1945 216.8 98,3D3 45.3 812 m7 37.5 82.7 8o,o48 36.9 81.4
1946 201.6 60,326 29.9 43,226 21.4 71.7 42,044-. 20.9 69.7
1947 219.8 38,923 17.7 14,398 6.6 37.0 10,838 '6.3 35.6
1948 . 243.5 32,955 13.5 11,779 4.8 35.7 10,937 4.5 33.2
1949 260.o 39,474 15.2 12,926 5.0 32.7 11,573 4.5 29.3
1950 263.3 39,544 15.0 13,018 4.9 32.9 11,691 4. 30.1
1951 310.5 43,970 14.2 2, 471 7.2 51.1 19,764 6.4 44.9
1952 337.2 65,303 19.4 44,o37 13.1 - 67.4 38,897 .115. 59.6
1953 358.9 74, 120 20.7 50,442 14.1 68.1 . 43,604 12.1 58.8
1954 362.1 67,537 18.7 46,986 13.0 69.6 40,326 11.1 59.7
1955 378.6 64,389 . .17.0 40,695 12.7 63.2 35,531 9.4 55.2
1956 409.4 66,224 16.2 40,723 9.9 61.5 35,792 8.7 54.0
1957 431.3 68,966 16.0 43,368 10.1 62.9 38,436 8.9 55.7
1958 440.3 71,369 16.2 44,234 10.0 62.0 39,071 8.9 54.7

Omitted budget..
I--'.: 3' . 4.

1959t 469.1 92,104 19.6 46,617 9.9 53.6 41,467 8.8 4s.0
1960 495.2 92,223 18.6 45,908 9.3 49.8 41 479 8.4 45.0
1961 506.5 97,795 19.3 47,381 9.4 48.4 43,292 8.5 44.3
1962 542.1 106,813 19.7 51,097 9.4 47.8 46,916 8.7 43.9
1963 573.4 111,311 19.4 52,257 9.1 46.9 48,143 8.4 43.3
1964 612.2 118,584 19.4 53,591 8.8 45.2 49,577 8.1 4i.8
1965 654.2 118,432 18.1 49,578 7.6 41.9 45,973 7.0 38.8
1966 721.2 134,652 18.7 56,785 7.9 42.2 54,178 7.5 40.2
1967 768.8 158,254 20.6 70,081 9.1 -44.3 -67,457 8.8 42.6
1968 828.0 178,833 21.6 80,517 9.7 45.0 77 373 9.3 43.3
1969 90o.6 184,556 20.5 81,240 9.0 44.o 77,877 8.6 42.2
1970 es.tiate 960.o 197,885 20.6 79,432 8.3 4°0. 76,505 8.0 38.7
1971 estimte 1,020.0 200,771 19.7 73,583 7.2 36.7 71,191 7.0 35.5

BJ Bureau of the Budget natioel efen-a Progr Iclde Dpertent of cefes military
fueticon, atiliary aistance, tomic eel a7til-tis, Otkplpifr of atrategto ad
critical materias, defea-- produotl.o egot Sn, Selective Sorvi.. System, and
-e=rgecy prep redeas a ti cties.

4 Aao-ts- r djusted for omaraubility sith curret cocer-g of miliary fvott oan.

4 For evplamatiom of coac ptoal differeces betvee 'Adniciatstit- c-dt" snd "Omitd
Budget, s Sepim. Aaysis A, peg 464 of the Buget of the United Slates ro-er~oet, 1969.

Soure: OASD(C.optrollsr)

Table 3, when compared to Table 4, roflects a decrease of 74,999
military personnel and an increase of 15,888 civilian employees between
June 30, 1968, and June 30, 1969. The increase in civilian employment
is due to a change in reporting approximately 40, 000 National Guard
technicians who were classified as Federal employees on January 1 1969.

Table 8, when compared to Table 6/ reflects an increase of $738
million in military pay costs and $1, 4S million in civilian employee
pay costs between fiscal years 1998 and 1999. These increases are
attributable almost entirely to increased rates of pay approved by the .
Congress.



TAst'e 3 - MM UUO=L AND TOAL POPULAION INN UKMV STAM Sr STA(s

Am of 30 Zvne 1969 . Of pasr /,
Population Department TtlDepartment Ang, hvp04 Air Fworc

:y I, 2968 of Defeeof Def- -P
Canaus As of Stat. ___ ___

Numb4er N~root PoPAol.to Rulbber peocoot Nube P --- nt Number Percont Wr P.M.co
Of U.S. of U.S of U.S. Of U.es NImi r of U.S.

UIpI STAMS (DNC. AL1 & RAW)
S SlitAy 1, 943,114 100.0 826 220 200.0 900,869 OO.C 596,025 1 00.0
Civilian 1,188,4M. 100.0 14o9,368 100.0 387,T 100.0 292,014T 100.0
Total 59W,846,000 100.0 1.6 3,1205,27 100.0 1,235,588 100.0 90,6g40 100.0 888,8072 200.0

ALABAIA IMiCizre 32,328 1.7 25,4M 3.1 448 0.1 6,434 1.1
Civilian 26,8614 2.3 2,9 . 3,1453 L
Total 3522,00 1.8 1.7 59,192 1.9 148,339 3.9 490 0.1 9,887 LI

ALASKA Millitar 30,511 1.6 12,240 1.5 3,228 0.6 15,043 9.5
Civilian ~~~~~~ ~~~~ ~~~~~6,869 0.6 2,886 0.7 14T6 0.1 3,472. .2

Total 276,000 0.1 13.3 37,380 1.2 15106 2. 3,7014 0.1 i8,5514 2.1

111tary
Civilia
Total

25,950
9,1496

35,1446

1.3
0.8
1.1

7T,365
14,914T

122,322

0.9
1.2
1.0

2,2 0. 16,463 5.8
292 0.1 14,031 X4

2,141 0.2 20,494 2.3 co1,66T,0001 0.8 2.1

ARANSASA 341l.tArY 8,090 0.1 339 0 109 0 T,6144 1.3
Civilian ,309 0 5 4,037 1.0 3 0 1,224 0.14
Total 1,.83,000 1.0 0.7 13,40 .4 4, 376 0. .2 88 1.0

OALJPO~nN MilitrY' .279,075 214.14 60,510 7.3 1147,359 28.3 fl,2o6 22.1
Civilian 28l0,2.18 15.5 25,677 6.3 206,98 27 .T7 39, 13 14
Total 119,179,000 9.6 2.4 459,193 14.8 86,187 T.0 2541,341 28.0 120, 12.14

COLORAD0 Military 51,656 27 2,43 3.3 682 01 2,1 14.0

cii~lian 2871 16 8,0 13 .2 5 0 9,6314 3.3
Total 2,067,000 1.0 3.14 70,47 2.3 36, 9 627 0.1 33,235 7

COC01CUT a Mlita1, 14 1 0.2 l6 14,3 0.8 96 0
Civilian 0.-2 3,21 8 o0.1

Total 2,961,000 2~~~.5 0.3 030.1 7528 .

MMAWAR Military 6,395 0.3 T8S 2149 0 6,3M 2.0
Civilia 2,861. 0.8 22 0.1 3 * 62,3 0.6
Total 33,00 0.2 1.5 8,256 0._ 300 152 T7,791 0.9

PLOONI balitary 77,680 14.0 3 ,83 0.5 36053787 6.14
Cilanw452 2.9 2232 0 6 20,90 6 1 9 731 3
TOtWl 6,210,000 3.1 .8 III12 3.6 6090 0.5 56,905 6.3 47: 51 5.

R F



I ASo 3 - DETENSUN PEFSOMEL AND TOTAM POKULATION IN ST UNY STAGTS BY STY

As of 30 Jon 1969

((?f Pq~esrS- I/

i_ ' . t or D e r e nxe ot Depenea h/ 1 9 6 0 D e~rt oe n t T o ta l D pa r t .e n t A v y / A ir P nrc e
jwj I, 1968 of Dsfen. of Ne.

C e n u . A s % o f S t a t e _ _
e erc U .3 P op u la t io n N utbe r e e U P e rc e n t P e r c n et P .

of U.S. of U.S fUS of U.Sof..
GOR2A Mlitary 106,050 5.6 90,44 10.9 6,838 1.3 8, T68 1.5c~1vlten 44 544 3 28,0 .289 3.0 3 351 0.9 20156 6.9

Totel '11579DC 2.3 3.3 150 594 11. 10,733 9.0 10:189 L1I 280,924 3.3

RAIAII Militacy 33
,7

3 9
1.7 9 792 1.2 12,924 2.5 21,023 1.9

civliaSllm 24,296 2.1 6:526 1.6 213,555 3:6 4,4 .1Tntl 775,000 0.4 7.5 58,035 2116 318 1.3 26,479 2.9 15,169 1.7

IDAIIO r~ tary 4,843 0.2 66 .5 1,283 0.2 .3,594 o.6Ci'ilian 1,050 0.1 415 0.1 3 632 0.2T otel 709,000 0.3 0.8 5,893 0.2 481 * 1 ,18 6 0.1.. 4,226 0.5

IlLINOIS Mlitsry 61,438 3.2 7 745 0.9 33,939 6.5 19,754 3.3CeillSo 33,585 2.9 -18,175 4.4 6,594 1.7 6,890 2.4Total 10,958,000 5.5 0.9 95,023 3.1 25,920 2.1 40,533 4.5 26,644 3.0

INDIANA Ylitery 8,541 0.b. 3,968 0.5 584 0.1 3,989 0.7C irli so 19,7 80 1.7 7 619 1.9 10,479 2.7 1,141 0 ;4Total 5,065,000 2.5 0.6 28,321 0.9 u. 587 0.9 11,063 1.2 5,130 0.6

IOWA K~~~iltac7 607 197 190 0220MMia C 1,416 0.1 832 0.2 3 397 -0.1Total 2,775,000 1.4 0.1 2,023 0.1 1,029 0.1 193 - 617 0.1

K A N SA S M i l lte r y 3 8 , 4 8 0 2 .0 2 6 , 7 8 6 3 .2 77 3 0 .1 31 0 , 9 2 1 1 .8civillao 7 164 0.6 5,435 1.3 177 1,393 0.5Ttetl 2,291,000 1.2 2.0 45 644 1.5 3,221 2.6 950 0.1 22,314 1.4

KEIfMKY Military 53,997 2.8 53,219 6.4 213 0 665 0.1cil ilin 17,66 5 1.5 14,436 3.5 2 996 0.8 17 6 0.1Totl. . 3,224,000 1.6 2.2 1, 622 2.3 67 555 5.5 3 209 0.4 841 0.1

WJISIA2A 841100,7 40,542 2.1 28,970 3.5 1,170 0.2 10,40 1.8Ciciliso 8 563 0.7 5,264 1.3 1,250 0.3 1,,70 0.6Toltl 3,710,000 1.9 1.3 49,105 1.6 34,234 2.8 2,420 0.2 12,2.72 1.4

co

cyl



D EB P902UL AN2D TOAL POPULATION IN THE UNIT 8TA BY NTAT2

As of 30 Jone 1969 (cF /oaf e s 'r- /9
Popol.tio

_ July 1, 1968 Dpte-.rt Total Dpr1erent
Can- ~of Def-oo of Denese ±1 Arm Navy WAir Force

A. % of State _ _ _ _ _ _ _ __ _ _ _ _ _ _ _

N-ber Porocet Popolatioo N-br Percent 1-ber Fercent N~b- Perct lilr Parceot
of U.S. of U.S. of U.S. of U.S. of U;S.

MAINE ilitary 6,330 0.3 99 * 1253 0.2 4,978 0.8

Civilian 2,126 0.2 231 0.1 854 0.2 979 0.3

Total 978,000 0.5 0.9 8,456 0.3 330 2 2,147 0.2 5,957 0.7

MARYLAND M ilitary 46,245 2.4 28,434 3.4 L, T45 3.0 2,066 0.3
Civilino 31,541 2.T 20,296. 5.0 3,377 2.7 392 0.1
Total 2,635,000 1.3 3.0 7,7T86 2.5 48,730 3.9 86,122 2.9 2,458 0.3

MASSACHETTS Military 26,838 1.4 11298 1.4 3,U3 0.6 12,407 2.1
Civilian 22,899 2.0 6,2 1.5 9315 2.4 5,632 1.9
Total 5,438,000 2.7 O.9 49,737 1.6 17,440 1.4 12,448 1.4 3o,039 2.0

ICHIGAN Milita7 15,083 0.8 1,454 0.2 1,063 0.2 12,566 2.1
Civilia 23.970 1.2 _,8,71 2.1 15 0 2,492 0.9
Total 8,673,o0o 4.4 0.3 29,053 09 1O, 173 0 8 1,248 C.; 15,058 1.7

MINNESOTA Military 4 421 0.2 902 i 0.1 86T 0.2 2,652 O.4
Civilian 3,234 0.3 1,382 0.3 173 . 1,21 0.4
Tota. 3,663,000 1.8 0.2 7,655 0.2 2,284 0.2 1,040 0.1 38635 0.4

Mississippi Military ~~~~~~~~~26,080 1.3 744 0.1 3,329 0.6 22,007 3.7
Civilian 8,627 0.7 3 364 08 l,7T5 0.3 4,o57 1.4
Total 2,349,000 1.2 1.5 34,707 1.1 4,108 0.3 4,504 0.5 26,o64 2.9

MISSOURI Military 40,197 2.1 33, 373 4.0 1,338 0.3 5,426 O.9
Civilian I 24,724 2.1 17 4T5 4.3 536 0.1 5,765 2.0
Total 4,610,000 2.3 1.4 64,921 2.1 50s848 4.1 1,874 0.2 11,251 1.3

MONTANA Militr 6,00T 0.3 88 | 34 . 5,885 1.0
Civilia I1,569 0.1 561 0.1 0 09866
Total 696,000 j 0.3 1.1 7,576 0.2 669 01.3 34 o 6,8_ .

NE4RASKA Militar 11,351 o.6 140 0 382 0.1 10,829 1.8
Civili n 4,482 0 4 1,662 0.4 99 . 2,695 0.9
Total 1,453,000 0.7 1.1 15,833 0:5 1,802 0.1 481 0.1 ,524 1.5

NEVADA Military 9,967 05 27 0 1,199 0.2 8,741 1.5
Ciilla 449,00 0.213,421015Civil 3 3,499 Oj3 129 i 2,007 0.5 1,278 0.4

Totnl 449,000 0.2 3.0 L,466 o.4 156i j I 3,206 0.4 10,019 1.1



DEO 3S PESO5ML AIM TOTAL POF'OATION IN THE 7ItTED STATES BY STATB

A. of 30 JUoo 1969 (c f, "en je � / I )
July 1, 1968 Depert-cot Totel Depart-Alt

Census of Defo... of Inte-se A/ Aq Navy Air Force
.%ostot( f - -

|orcUS Popcletio H - P ercet N P.r-c cbor FOOPtet Nnbor PN.ovt
of U.S. o~~~~~~ ~ ~~~f U.S. of U.S. of U.S. of !.5.

NEW HXSAUSHIE Military 5,506 0.3 180 _ 2,064 0.4 3,262 0.5
Civllian 9,515 0.8 409 0.1 8,307 2.1 714 0.2
Total 703,00 0.3 2.1 15,001 0.s 589 * 10,371 1.1 3,976 o.A

NEW JERSEY Militar-7,9 3.0 48,578 5.9 2,509 o.s 6,803 1.1
NEW JERSEY'Ciliaer~n 531876 2 24,625 6.0 3,485 0.9 2.393 0.8
Total 7,070,ODO 3.6 1.3 89,766 2.9 73,203 5.9 5,994 0.7 9,193 1.0

NEW IonaC6 military 16,316 0.8 3,331 0.4 922 0.2 12,063 2.0
Civilian 11,693 1.0 6,160 1.5 181 . 3 ,68 .3
Total 994,000 0.5 2.8 28,009 0.9 9,491 0.8 1,103 0.1 15,891 1.8

.~~ *1 _ . _ _ _ _

NEW YONX Military 29,144 1.5 10,852 1.3 5 444 1 1 12, 848 2.2
cii~liln 33,476 2.9 15,040 I 3.7 7,4T7 1.9 7,568 2.6
Totl1 18,186,000 9.1 0.3 62,620 2.0 25,85° 2.1 22,921 1.4 20,416 2.3

BORIS CAROLINA Military 107,181 5.5 51 958 6.3 44,464 8.6 10,759 1.8
Civiiiao 15,100 1.3 6,086 1.5 7,538 1.9 1 295 o04
Total 5,131,00O 2.6 2.4 122,261 3.9 58,044 4.7 52,002 5.7 12,054 1.4

NORTS DAK07A Military 11 050 0.6 74 . 14 0 1o,962 1.8
Civilicn 1,611 0.1 337 0.1 0 0 1 2T3 0 4
Tot.l 624,000 0.3 2.0 12,661 0.4 411 14 12,235 1A4

OHIO Kilitary 20,710 1.1 1,999 0.2 788 0°2 17,923 3.0
Clvilion 44,216 3.8 2,986 0 7 1,387 0.4 28,273 9.7
Total 10,610,000 5.4 0.6 64,926 2.1 4,985 0.4 2,175 0.2 46,196 5.2

CItACO(A Milit 39,672 2.0 28,046 3.4 364 0 1 1,262 1.9
C Iilia, 35,T97 3.1 5,852 1.4 3,796 1.0 25,960 8.9
Tvtal 2,542,00o 1.3 3.0 75,469 2.4 33,898 2.7 4,160 0.5 37,222 4.2

OREGON Military 2 994 0.2 167 . 376 0.1 2,451 o.4
20 0 L o407 0.4 3023 0| 7 6 944 s ol

Total 2,004,000 1.0 0.4 7,079 0.2 3,190 [ 0.3 380 0 3395 0.

0-.3



7-,xl z5 E - CDEP1511E F5E00 L AND TOTAL POPULlllION 111 T8 UNTBD STATE8 STATE

A. of 30 June 1969 (-f pe4,FS s- ,. )
popsgatic.

July 1, 1968 Depafrtet Totel Depaert t Arcy nvy " f Air FYro.
Cena.0 of Defenoe of Defens 5/

fi~t., I P roen Popll tion N-b-r of U.8. N~bce .PereeSt roUmber etIPer estAof f SC t.U.S. S .b r of U S. N of.e U.S. of U.S.

P2ENNS1YLVANIA Hilltey 15,095 0.8 6,675 0.8 7,T38 1.5 682 0.1
C1,1ll 7 T2,97 6.3 29,523 7.2 30,884 8.0 1,384 0.5
Total UT750,000 6.o 0.7 88,o65 2.8 36,198 2.9 38,622 4.3 2,066 0.2

RHOD ISLAID Military _ 7,854 0.4 315 7,498 1.4 41
C1,11 - ~~~~~~~~~~~11,133 1.0 I 615 0.2 10,274 2.6 155 0.1

Totol 918,000 o.4 2.1 18,987 0.6 930 0.1 17,T72 2.0 196 0

SOUTH CAROLINA Ciitpl n 2,669,000O| 1.3 3.0 60,394 3.1 22,T99 2.8 302 4.3 15,293 2.6
Civilian I 20,427 1.8 I 3,918 1.0 1'3, 874 3.6 2,589 0.9
i'otal 2,669,000 1.3 3.0 80,821 2.6 26,717T 2.2 36,176 4.0 1T,882 2.0

SOM DAKOTA Mliitasy
Civilisn
Total

5,146
1,421
6,567

0.3
0.1
0.2

88
585
673

0.1
0.1

* 1T
0

1T
0

5,041 0.8
834 0 3

5,8T5 o.T 70665,000 1 0.3 1.0

TENNESSEE ~ Milita-Y 19,512 1.0 664 0.1 14,741 2.8 4,1.07 07
Ci'ilian 8,417 0.7 2,743 0.7 1,486 0.'. 1,140 '0.4
Total 3,951,000 2.0 O.T 27,929 0.9 3,407 0.3 16,227 1.8 5,247 0.6

TEAS Mi2it-7' 193,258 9.9 89,068 10.8 .1L,306 2.2 92,884 15.6
01,1118. 78,567 6.8 30,806 7.5 2,990 0.8 43,466 14.9.
TotaT 110., U., ODO 5.6 2.5 271,825 8.8 119,874 9.7 14,296 1.6 136,350 15.4

UTAR ~~~Military 3,742 0.2 725 0.1 148 0 2,869 0.3
01,010... 29,084 2.5 7,013 1.7 210 01 17,733 6.1

rotl 1,031,000 .5 3.2 32,826 1.1 t7,38 o.6 358 . 20 60 2.3

V!EIONT Militry 190 * 45 _ U o D38 l
01,010.. 459 1 293 P0 0 222 0.2.
Total 429,000 0.2 0.2 653 * 238 2.1 * 36D

e/ locludc6 73,227 eiciiien. e-ployd by other defl aLctiviti-es such -o Defensc upply Agency end Offlce of the SecretLry of Derfene. Therefore, totel D psutxnt of Defense
colun, ill not aid acrono in a11 noses. llitnry P.r.oonel dotn limited to shore-b.sed only.

b/ Includes MKr-1c Corp-.
.* i.s. thbn 0.05%.
* 2 Ec-,den personnel in the W-nhingtn, D2. C. Metro-plitne A-rn.
* .- onotin6 of tice Dintrlct of Colunbin; M-ntgn-ery nr.d Prince Oerge- cooc-ties in Mucylnd; Ale-dri., Fnirtov *nd Foils Church nitie, cnd Arlingto, Foirrf,

Loudoun end Prince Willic, couties in Vir6&.Ic.



7Tieie t 3 _ DEFENSE PERSONNEL AM TOTAL POPILtTION IN THE UNTED STATES BY STATE

A- of 30 J-e 1969 Cff pcetf S S- ,, )
Popuation

July 1, 1968 Dep-rie.t Ttol Sep-rt-cet A-y 2-7 b/ Air Forne
Census of Defene of Deernse/ _

Per | of OIst|o - - | Percent J P Percent
Sunbo of U.S. Ppstion P-bnIe P. U.S. -~ou Ur oSt -Soe I Pu1s.- I ~ of U.S.

VIRGINIA '- Kill"~
Cavilsn
Totafl 3,737,000 1.9 3.2

64,240
56,826
1,066

3.3
4.9
3.9

32,646
iU, 57

4.4,223

4.0 21,802 4.2 9,792 1;6
2.8 39,2a2 10.1 2,596 0.9
3.6 61,084. 6.7 32,338 1.4

WASHOI ON Milit-ry 65,580 3.4 b8 ,007 5.8 6,267 1.2 U,306 1.9
Clviliao 27 460 2.4 6,906 1.7 17,150 4.4 3,131 1.1
Totol 3,296,00o 1.6 2.8 93,040 3.0 54,913 4. 23 417 2.6 14,137 1.6

WAS2IN0TN, D. C. _
)Ltropolitan Area on lits, 7 89,282 4.6 38 023 4.6 31,559 6.1 19,700 3.3

Cillio . 99,655 8.6 35,795 8.7 4',363 11.5 9,814 3.3
Tot-l 2,751,000 1.4 6.9 188,937 6.1 73,818 6.0 75,922 8.1 29,281 3.3

1MT VIROINIA milit-ry 391 . 250 . 67 - T4
Ciel"1in 1 650 0.1 1 320 0.3 0 272 0.1
Total 1,819,000 0.9 0.1 2,041 0.1 1,570 0.1 67 346

WISCONSIN Kilitary 1,742 0.1 709 0.1 277 0.1 756 0.1
Civiliao 3,6414 0.3 2,174 0.5 b 5 889 0.3
Total 4,211,000 2.1 0.1 5,386 0.2 2,883 0.2 281 f 1,645 0.2

wYONO Militatry 3,298 0.2 23 1 3,261 0.5
ici iss 894 0.1 137 1 9755 0.3

Total 322,000 0.1 1.3 4,192 0.1 160 12 . 4,019 0.5

UNDISTRIU anlD Clitsry 65,909 3.1. 5,942 0.7 59,667 U. 5 300 0.1
civi is, 2 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 0
Total 65,909 2.1, 5,91.2 0.5 59,667 6.6 30

CAD
0)
CO

*/ Inlsd.. 73,227 nivilien enploynd by other defenSe .. tivitieS sn-h .s Def nne Supply Aency sod Office of the Se-reitry of Defense. Therefore, otl Dep-ri-ent of Defense
nolsas sill sot add iur.os in ell eses. Military Personnel dats lsleted to s.re-b.sed only.

b/ aIbd.o Ysrine Corps.
*Les tben 0.05%.
* ET.lde, prsonnel is thM WehinStin, D. C. Motrspslit-n Ar-e

* Cone.Its of the Distrlct of Colunbis; M.ntgm-ery nod Prince GC-nees conotles is Moryleod; Alesndri., Fairfsx-eml FPlle Churcb cities, ed AligstoP FPIrfe-,
L-odoun sod PrInce MIli1 countie is Virginti.

Depart-ent of Defense
OASD(Cssptroller)

Dir-ctrat. f-or Isforrti-n Oper.ti-ns
DOctber 14, 1969



I f~ I~a 1 L~' - M4NSE PE1S0M00 ADOL 010LATI TO INM U0ATED STAY1 BY STATE

As of 30 Jume 1968

(0--c pawei 12�-,q)
Popolatios~~fa pte 1.^4

PJpulytor. Dcpute.t 5ctal Departa ert Ai bJ - Air Por=.

C.. ~~~of Dot.... of Def.oso
As % of State - - o

5er PerrceP-ooItioo N Perceot Ihutir rPoroIeot OrveberPOr ..
of U1.S. of U.S of U.S. US 3 r of..

MaMW STATES (INCL. M.ASKA 1 2AUAI1)
'.Alit&ay 2,018, 11 100.0 877 ,62 100.0 505,361 100.0 634 790 100.0
Covols . 1146,525 100.0 o 401,159 100.0 387,322 100.0 280969 100. 0
Sotal 197,863,000 100.0 1.6 3,164,638 1o.0 1,279,781 100.0 892,683 100.0 915,759 100.0

ALAPAMA Jit"v 32,546 1.5 24,A 2.8 543 0.1 7 604 1.2
CITlvlao 28,214 2.5 22,.2.8 5.6 41 . 5,253 1.9
500t1 3,541,000 1.8 1.7 60,760 1.9 46.&7 3.7 584 0.1 12,857 1.4

ALAMCA Kilit'V 30,81 1.5 12.73 1.4 3,237 o.6 15,101 2.4
C0,110., 6 ,91 0. 3,0s5 0 .8 493 0.1 3, 384 1.2
500t1 272,000 0.1 13.9 Y7,79 1.2 5.5140 1.2 3,730 0.4 18,485 2.0

AR8ZO08 MKlitary 29,707 1.5 9,07 1.1 2,419 0.5 17,421 2.7
C01i10.0 9,202 0.8 46A97 1.2 277 0.1 4 005 1.4
Total 1,644,000 0.8 2. 4 38,909 1.2 J1.564 1.1 2,96 0.3 21,426 2.3

AWJMaS Nil~tw7 S, 310 * 1.00 * 9,032 1.4
C1iV11D ?,704 01 ,y146 0.9 4 900 0.3
ostl 1,995,000 1:0 0.7 14,146 0.4 4,c3 0.3 1C4 9,932 1.1

CALIO1721A Xilit-7y 275,879 13.7 5*,.122 6.2 143,766 28.5 77,691 12.2
CrIltisn 182,423 15.9 25;.501 6.3 108,017 27.9 40,399 14.4
Total 18,899,000 9.6 2.14 458,302 14.5 79.23 6.2 251,783 28.2 118,090 12.9

OOCORADO Mlit7 2,6 i7 2g66 3. 512 0.1 24,o86 3.8
CITtln 495 1.6 Y.595 2. 5 a 8,724 3.1
Tot., 2,018,000 1.0 3.6 72,159 2.3 38.661 3.0 517 0.1 32,610 3.6

CO NICUr Military 4,887 0.2 293 * 4,502 0.9 92
C~tilisa 14,276 0.4 225 .1 3,158 0.8 82
Total 2,916,000 1.5 0.3 9,163 0.3 5so . 7,670 0.9 174

MLAWAEM Military 9,325 0.5 90 . 1142 9,093 1.4
ClvIls 1,648 0.1 69 . 3 0 1,565 0.6
Total 524,000 0.2 2.1 10,973 03 V59 145 1o,658 1.2

PLORICA Nluta 77,683 3.8 3.149 0.4 31,731 6.3 42,503 6.7
CIVOliso 33,327 2.9 0,1 0.5 20 ,866 5.4 10,082 3.6
TI~otal 6,o06,o0o 3.1 1.8 11,010 3.5 5.267 0.4 52,597 5.9 52,565 5.7

co

C)



I ikS L GZ: 4- - MF2Nn _M0M 2 RB TOTAL P0ULATION I2 TO UD21T STAMS BY STAU

As of 30 Ju.T 1968

8a, el eO 1 .,,-1 bor
POPUI~~~tIOD Depertct Sotel Depert-et A-:V N-y YJ ~ F .-Z

JUly, 79 . orDtfo of Detece 1
en le b As of State __

Sumbel I ore--t PoPduleio- 2h-te r Po V. 3t Mcr orut 3-~ta r Pe rce t R-te r oP--tt
of U.S. of U.S ofU.S. o . fUS

MOMIA ~~Kfil to7 106,103 5.3 90.12 10.3 5,9Ž6 1.2 10,319 1.6C'I.0 45 122 .U 920,5 15 .2 3,155 09 20, 083 7.1

TotY. 1,509,000 2.3 3.4 151,825 4.8 1 73 8.7 9 381 1.1 30,432 .3.3

E5A2A1 Uil~toY 33,987 1.7 113,176 1.2 12,173 2.1 1.1,388 1.8
ci- ilo,, 233682 2.1 6,315 1.6 13.562 3.5 3,741 1.3
Totol 761,000 0.4 7.6 57,669 1.8 16.791 1.3 25,735 2.9 15,079 1.6

IDA30 jluitor . ,386 0.2 1S0 * 1,068 0.2 3,173 0.5
Clillo,, - 606 0.1 366 *3 * 137 0.2
Totol 703,000 0.3 0.7 1,992 0.2 311 . 1,071 0.1 3,610 0.4

ILLINOIS FUito07' 5T,3u 2.8 6,656 0.8 33,508 6.6 17,117 2.7
Clrl1 33,707 2.9 18'.63 4.7 6,726 1.7 5,995 2.1
Total . 10,874,000 5.5 0.6 91,018 2.9 25,524 2.0 40,234 4.5 23,142 2.5

M2:A:XA M 11 .iS.7 . 7,974 0.4 3,18 0.4- 599 0.1' 1,187 0.7
CivIllao, 17 802 1.6 7.678 1.9 8,753 2.3 8414 0.3
Sol 5,021,00,C 2.5 0.5 25,776 0.8 10e866 0.8 9,352 1.0 5,031 0.6

IOWA Hitt7y 1,860 0.1 259 . IS1 . 1,505 0.2
51111.,, 911 0.1 527 0.1 I 185 0.1
Tot.1 2,751,000 1.14 0.1 .2,771 0.1 686 0.1 000 . 1,690 0.2

DIMS 0i0t1 7 30,658 1.5 1656583 1.9 796 0.2 33 ,27 2.1
Cirl1lo, 6,625 0.6 5.151 1.3 176 1341 0.1
Total 2,281,000 1.2 1.6 37,083 1.2 21,736 1.7 972 0.1 14,4u 1.i6

53.2lflL7C0 it~~~~~~~~~~~~~~nt...y ~~~~~63,296 3.1 61,936 7.1 222 1,138 0.2
CritoiD 176,993 13.6 11,965 3.7 2,962 0.8 23 0

Totol 3.208,000 1.6 2.5 81,209 2.6 76,921 6.0 3,184 0.4 1,161 0.1

ZfFI2a2Falk k13ilo7-y 11,532 2.21 29,607 3.1 1,200 0.2 10,725 1.7
Cirl1llo 8,317 0.7 5,1539 1.3 1,207 0.3 1,688 0.6
Totol 3,670,022 1.9 1.1 . 9,849 1.6 31,766 2.7 2.407 0.3 12,413 1.4



A1 (3 LC c4 MZ POL AIM TOTAL POPULA1ON IN IRS~ U STATES Ur 30a

LA of 30 JUM 108

(e2r pd~eS l-

July 1, 1967 Departaoot Total Dey-tao" MWt,
C. aou Dt ooo of Defen e I A 3/ Air Forc

aoer ftive0t pltica Mib.r 0- U S ber hmoto U _ t tot U trcent
of U.S., or U.S. of 0.S. Njbr of U.S. Mbr Of U.S.

MAINE xw yli 7,935 o0. 255 . 1,252 0.2 6,02 L.0
Cliii n 1:847 0.2 '0 . 8a 0.2 951 O
Total 986,000 0.5 0.1 9S782 0. . 305 2,01M 0.2 7,379 0

X *AM D OIlitaJ7 _7,210 2.3 29,15 3.3 1.,913 3.2 2,32 0.3
lvnlisn 31,332 2.7 20,365 5.1 10,397 2.7 112

Total 2,628,000 1.3 3.0 78,542 2.5 09,530 3.9 .26,310 3.0 2,200 0.2

MAS14931u MIlitur 27,097 1.3 10,883 1.2 3,068 0.6 13,126 2.1.
Ctsilui n23,011 2.0 f 1.0 9,685 2.5 5,59 2.0
total 5,416,000 2.7 0.9 50,108 1.6 16, 1 .3 12,773 1. 18,720 2.0

mCsz Hiiit-
Civilian
total

17,151
13,667
30,818

0.8
1.2
1.0

1,2I 1 I .t 1,023 0.2 3,7 8 2.
8,098 t 2.1 192 * 2,372 0
9.739 0.8 1,215 0.1 17,259 1.9

1 1 ,
8,615,000

HMrA k 311007 4,609 0.2 871 0.1 836 0.2 2,902 O.5
CM11D 2,479 0.2 914 0.2 .63 . 896 0
total 3,626,0OO 1.8 0.2 7,068 0.2 1,785 0.1 999 0.1. 3,798 o.C

29883822181 Xiii tar 22 ,584 1.1 1,13 0.1 3,0 97 o.6 18,290 2.9
CI,1110o D 7,838 O.7 2,899 0.7 1,6 0.3 3,743 1
Total 2,343,o0o 1.2 1.3 30,422 1.0 09,02 0.3 *,261 0.5 22,037 2.

jSw w Miiotary 38,3.7 1.9 30,569 3.5 1,170 0.2 6,390 1.0
Ci1,11D. 24 2.1 2.1 16,902 .2 555 0.1 5S688 2.0
Total 0589.000 2.3 1.0 62,348 2.0 * 7,5±U 3.7 1,729 0.2 12,082 1.3

NXrITA MiitarV 7,195 0.4 137 * 38 . 7 020 1.1
cisii0 1,373 0.1 328 0.1 0 0 1,003 0.0
stot 698,000 0.3 1.2 8,568 0.3 463 . 38 . 8,063 0.9

_PAA militaT ll,827 0.7 * 363 0. 01 10,262 2. 2
C0l11 D 3,379 0.3 1,506 0.0 92 . 1,761 0.6
Total 1,042,000 07T 1.3 18,206 0.6 1,708 0.1 055 0.1 16,023 0.2

WADA muItary 9,696 0.5 24 * 1,142 0.2 8,530 1.3
ClvilDso 3,088 0.3 39 . 1,810 0. 1 0.0
Total I 000,000 0 .2 2.9 . 12,780 0.0 03 0 2,952 0. 9,8 11

NŽ3



TAtLc4 - 0ENS10E 0FSOONEL AN0D TOTAL P00AA I03S IN Tn UXIT STAT B IT 0A

An of 30 Jo, 1968

fc~- pCLes 2-)
Popy tF, i97 Al Im

_ _ _ _ _ _ _ _. _ _OD _ _ _ _ ._ _ . I , _ __
1, 1957 ~of Der~f~t..~prtct. AnV i/rte-V

Coos.. tI -bSof stat. ._f __

b- PM-~o Popolotioo 8'.,1.r I Pf-lt T Vb Pt.... R-,ber ?1.Ot I~~ ovoof U. t U.S. of U.S' of U.S.
l

I0 KAI00ITFZ

Total

4,892 0.2
0.8
0.5

250
281
531.

0.l8,625 2 2 5II - 0-,2

_ 10,526 .1 .2 1 ,309 0.
690,000 1 0.3 2.1

I

i

;J RS3r Nllto7 61,788 3.1 *9,992 5.7 2,516 0.5 S.230 L5
CO0~l - 31,560 2.8 24,T86 6.2 3,483 0.9 1,853 0.7
SotDl 6,971,000 35 s 1.3 93,348 2.9 .74,T77a 5.8 5,999 0.7 11,133 1.2

NOV KlXCO Kllto . . 114,81 0.7 3,057 0.3. 959 0.2 10,805 1.7
C001.io . 811,812 1.0 3,7n3 1.5 170 * . 4,089 1.5
Total l,OU,OO0 0.5 2.6 26,633 0.8 9,030 0.7 1,12 0.1 14,894 1.6

W., TO0 M10t10.. 31,737 1.6 10,814 1.2 5,260 1.0 15633 2.5

CtI1l 91236 2o8 u3ess 3.5 7,609 2.0 7,016 2.5

Sbt.l 18,CG7,0Do 9.1 OAs 63,n3 2 2.0 24,T7'3 1 9 12,869 1. . 2261.9 2.5

M= CAR.OLM XI:lot.ry 105,713 5.2 51,633 5.9 43,322 10,758 1.7
Ci,1l.o- . 14,523 1.3 5,702 1.1 7,142 2.0 1,224 0.A
otawl 5.0i2,000 2.6 2.1 220,236 3.8 57,335 4.5 50,74 5s7 T 1982 1.3

NOR DAKOTA lilta7 . 11,903 0.6 31 * . 11,858 1.9
COlil o, 1 ,340 0.1 172 * . 0 0 1 167 0.A
Total 631,000 0.3 2.1 23,243 0.:1 203 . 1 * IAo 1.1

CE11o. ult-r . 22,016 1.1 2,747 0.3 786 0.2 18, 183 2 .9
ci,il0.a 39,258 3.1. 2,11.5 0.5 1,352 0.3 .214080 8.6
Tt.v 1O,.7,000 5.3 0.6 61,21 1.9 *,892 O01 213u8 0.2 i 2,563 4.6

kiltt..r . b1.,20. 2.0 29,971 3.1 458 0.1 10,88 1.7
C~flhOl 35,587 3.1 53928 1.5 3w499 0.9 25,960 9.2
lTol 2,514,000 1.3 3.1 . . 76,827 2.1 35,9C2 2.8 3,957 0.1 36,768 l.0

C~00G2 10110ytt . 3,97 0.2 351 . 360 0.1 2,886 0.5
CM1<U1 0 *3,986 0.3 2,979 0.7 5 . 896 0.3
Total 1,9790 1.0 D., 7,583 0.2 3,330 0.3 365 _ 3,782 0.1

CAD



TAh-C- t_ MDS PER 1Mw AM02 TOMAL POPULAfON IN TEUI ST2ZA BY STA3

s of 30 ao. 1968

�C-roaAkeC ti-- iq)

hly 1, 1967 acyrf~he~Dey.tmt 0. Ar 0O A ir Porce
, C ww of WO.e Orf Dd i
N~b~r Percent 8 If Stot..rtt oo

ask .t rcere re~P'Yl peiot t ercehe r Ob tre petrcent hr Perc en

of U.S. ti br Of U.S. Mb of U.S. Mnr of U.S. Mb Of U.S.

MCAONI A Kdlltrt7 16 553 0.8 7,037 0.8 8,057 1.6 1,459 0.2
CitilOle 72,514 6.3 29,010 7.2 30,937 8.0 944 0.3
Sot.l 11,670,000 5.9 0.8 89,067 2.2 36,047 2.8 38,994 4.24 2,9403 0.3

RHODE ISLUND I(Oliet 8,095 0.4 338 * 7,712 1.5 245
COvil0. 0 0 3242& 0.1 10 329 2.7. 2
Sot'l 899,o0o 0.4 2.1 2.8, 0.6 682 0.1 18,1,1 2.0 47

hOVMR CAROLINA kulitary 67,305 3-3 27,087 3.1 22,278 4.4 17,940 2.8
Civilt1n 20 166 1.8 3509 o 0.9 093,2 3.6 2,536 0.9
Oot.1 2,664,0oo 1.3 3.3 87,471 2.8 30,596 2.4 .36,360 4.1 20,476 2.2

SOUTH DA0KOA Mlult.ry 4 987 0.2 14
cl'llieh 1 o30 0.l 389 01 O9 o2

CtvO~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~o.~~~~9 .I 1,8 .
Sot. l 668,000 0.3 o.9 6,067 0.2 428 14 3. 5,623 o.6

sNNESSEE rXiltuy 20,40c7 L.0 960 0.1 15 095 3.0 4,352 0 7
C0Vi10o 7,732 0.7 2,387 o.6 12476 0.4 684 0.2
Total 3,939,000 2.0 0.7 28,139 o.9 3,347 0.3 16,571 1.9 5,036 0.5

s2us Mllt07 1283,278 9.1 82,740 9.i4 10,869 2.2 89,669 14.1
c0il±1t 79,466 6.9 31,377 7.8 2,964 0.8 43,774 15.6
SotMl 10,847,000 5.5 2.4 262,744 8.3 1±'4,'127 8.9 13,833 1.5 133 443 14.6

uTAN mliterr 4,804 0.2 828 0.2 138 . 3,838 0.6
elll h 

9761 i6 7, 1. e . 17 9U1 6.

ot, 1 1,022,000 0.5 3.4 31,56 1 1 7,948 o.6 326 21:7,1 2.4

IZISIOT IMrlitey 218 . 50 2 12 * 16 8
Cl'ua 91 * 33 . 0 o 24
b0.l 2417,000 0 2 0.1 309 _ 83 _ 12 _ 180

5/ laclcde- 76,L15 vI -,, ,crploy- 'y other dereo.o- ,tiviti-t -,,oh 0 Dof--oo S.ljply AZ-oCy -0d. O rffi, f tbe S-ccototy or DoCr.of . .0-orotC, totoo ro;,-t-t o r..ao
colo-e vtl nt ott 0 roco to .2 ses.

* h bots tortrn 0 o 05



T") A-)(- en eL{ - Ado . .OIIEL J10 TOTAL PmeLATI7 IN TWE Ul0. IN MMI BY SeTeI

A. of 30 June 1968

(Cf-( pay ec o)- to,)

Jul 1, 1967 Cepnrt-ert Zote. DerInt Av / Alr Pre
Census of Derence of Defeue -

R,- A $ of State - e ~ e
of U.8. Puusti S.Puber T u.s. rU.S. Sbt or U.5. r er r fU.S.

irim Klittey . 63,595 3.2 32,456 3.7 20,685 0.1 10,454 1.6
clv IIi,,- 56,989 5.0 12,012 3.0 39,323 10.2 2,019 0.7
Tottl 3,703,000 1.9 3.3 1200,594. 3.8 44,46S 3.5 60,008 6.7 2 12,473 1.7

VirLRINGO Kilitary 60,879 3.0 42 195 4.8 6,051 1.2 12,633 2.0
CIvilian 27,805 2.4 6,856 1.7 17 509. 4.5 3,074 1.1
Tovt. 3,215,000 1.6 2.8 88,684 2.8 49,051 3.8 23,640 2.6 15,7°7 1.7

WA0S2155;0m, D. C.
Ketr-,Olltnn Area- llItary 83,388 0.1 33,706 3.8 29 653 5.9 20,029 3.2

Cvivlien 99,448 6.7 353823 8.9 43,654 U1.3 9,798 3.5
Total 2,704,000 1.4 6.8 182,836 5.8 69,529 5.2 73,307 8.2 29.827 3.3

1100? ¶1011801k Militear 490 * 332 * 71 * 87
Civilian . 1,177 0.1 1,106 O.3 0 0 6
TStel 118i-1,000 0.9 0.1 1,667 0.1 1,038 0.1 . 71 * 93

00SCO2ll killt-y 1,843 0.1 626 0.1 272 0.1 903 0.1
C1leils 2 716 0.2 1,655 0.0 0 .54 1.2
Tot.1 0,192,000 2.1 0.1 0,559 0.1 2,281 0.2 276 - 1,399 0.2

viQrarl MilltarY 3,616 0.2 14 * 17 . 3,585 0.6
ClviiU 015 1 .3 1 * 397 0.1
Totol 320,0a. 0.1 1.3 4,031 0.1 27 * 18 _ 3,922 0.4

MOIsMIBU0D mIitary 133,154 6.6 72,884 8.3 58,295 11.5 1,975 0.3
Cilllti 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 0
Tot.e 133,154 4.2 72,884 5.7 58,295 6.5 1,975 0.2

cnn,.,.. lo u,| cunlnsao ecapinyea of roer elenese ouivtlelte Dunn. *n erense bU2PpIy ASeOc7 Ann unrre or LOC uSretsry or Rerefle. unerefore, total Departeest of Defense

CnAI.-

C;'1

salun L.ntaS cosi alleaes
Zenlclues 1'.rlne Corps.

Ion- tb", 0.05A.
- Enuludes p-rs el ln the ash~itoo, D. C. Wotrpolit-n Aree.
- Cuositat Of tbe DIotrlet of ColRbli; Moe.tgcezy and Preic. Ceurge- counti.e in -yls.A; Alenndri., ftrie -d Fail C-urnh Cities, A.riingt, Mrf-s,

Ln"Ai~ and Prince WLUfl ncountles .L Vi Telna



-AbLZ S - nBPAMNm OP Dmwa-wrImATED PAYROLLS FOR MILITAdY AND CIVILIAN PESONNEL, y±SCAL YAsR 1969

(In thousands of dollas) (C4' tsq .C A..*- s-i )

Active duty military personnel Civilion employees

Total Navy and - Total Navy and Other

Departoent I rcy Marine Air Force Depariseat Army Marias Air Force Defcose

of Defense Corps of Defense Corps activities

United States (including Alaska end Havaii) lo0.25,238 4,411. 1.911,928 3.8ol.649 9.712.942 .3.485.436 3.295.7h4 2,324.122 606,

Alaba .b.... . . . . . . . . . 190,233 137,240 2,349 .50644 237,472 198,08 4 329 35,045 4,017

Alaska. ............... 165,257 66,719 15,045 83,493 57,714 24,240 4,92Q6 28,170 378
Arizona .156,207 40,261 7,T787 108,159 75,870 41,359 2,035 31,875 601

Arkansas ..................... 52,830 2,150 495 50,185 39,71.0 31,500 7,0.16 494
California .1 315,511 291,089 549,654 .474,768 1,561,156 218,476 973,4l10 329,501 39,739

Colorado.. . 285,455 156,786 2,372 125,897 149,959 75 947 2 72, 35 1 ,659
Connecticut.24,913 607 : : :23,643 663 43,209 5,2 874 735 7,9314

Delaware 44,879 461 728 43,69o 15,287 1,928 24 13,294 41
District of Columbia .242,266 130,864 80,121 31,281 287,045 102,423 163,752 16 419 4,451

Florgida ............ * @ * -- ....... . ..........419,774 18,782 165,237 235,755 276,499 317,110 02

Georgia. ................... 582,477 465,271 33,391 63,815 366,979 1,67,899 24,330 167,748 7,002
Hawaii. .................... 184,226 61,644 53,133 69,449 213,338 56,242 1241,912? 31,395 '(89
Idaho...................... 27,358 404 6,029 20,9225 7f,214 3,448 103 3,657 6
Illinois ..... . .... . 321,613 47,702 156,568 117 343 271 ,56 15-5,667 51 776 50,017 14,086
Inditsna. ................... 52,995 24,870 3,260 24,865 160,610 66,422 83, 686 6,496 4,006
Ioa . ..................... 4,430 952 939 2,539 9,254 7,209 23 669 1,393
Kansas. 229,009 159,064 3,759 66 186 53,716 41,625 1,297 9,552 1,242
Kentucky ................ 312,225 307,171 1,001 4,053 146,299 119,227f 26,318 223 1'31
Louisiana. . . 198,689 130,040 6,317 62,332 69,512 44,020 9,7(5 13,371 2,146

Maine. .................... 38,790 422 6,090 32,288 - 15,335 2,07(2 5,568 7,545 150
Maryland. ................... 309,647 154,220 50, 450 65,077 461,930 209,989 211,415 32,698 7,828
Massachusetts.152,372 57,633 17,285 77454 195,314 52,971 79,304 45,872 16,667
Michigan. .... 91,763 7,951 5,329 78,483 223,47(7 -80,456 1,547 19,085 22,389
Mifonesota ................ 24,923 4,952 3,845 1.6,2i26 23,336 11,514 .1,091 6,866 3,865

Mlss~~~~ssippi.138,529 4,035 14,597 ~~~~~~~~~~~~~~ 119,897r 66,870 28,985 7,551 30,301 23

Missouri. ...... 205,425 2.60,970 4,744 39,71.1 211,952 154,720 3,96(6 46,'575 6,9&5.
Montana . . . . . .38,676 . 43 163 38040 2,327 4281 - 8,035
Nebraska.80,719 1,108 2,395 77,216 32,470 14,434 .82 17,153 201



ID

1o
I

0 rAeL c: S - DEPARE4ENT OF DENSE-ESTIMTED PAYROLLS FOR MILITARY AND CIVILIR PEPSOXEL, PtSCAL YSEAR 1969

(In thousands of dollars) (o. t C . * s)

Active duty military personnel Civilian employees

Total Navy acd Total Navy and Ot:er
Departeent I .ey Marine Air Force DOpa.twcat Arey Marin.: Air Force Derfosc
of Defense Corps or Defense Corpi activities

Nevada . . . 53,205 208 5,523 47,474 26,150 1,073 14,445 9,651 981
i .es, rc-.pshire.. , , . 27,337 946 6,237 20,154 81,484 3,557 72,345 4,744 838
Fev Jersey. . ...... . 313,126 251,765 15,006 46,355 274,454 22, 534 28,678 15,985 17,257
New "exico .98,941 19,396 5,953 73,592 100,311 53,210 1,572 32,960 12,'69

. .e. Yorh. ....... . . . 155 817 43 606 25,588 86,623 . 280,171 124,116 67,927 58,630 29,498
North Carolina ........... . 510,045 304,588 140,473 64 984 119,082 49,377 58456 9,727 1,522
Yorth takota .-. 71,138 411 69 70,658 12,325 2,675 - 9,641 9
Ohio . . . . . 155,562 10,498 4,449 140,615 340,o28 24,543 9,301 207,928 98,256
Oklahona .212,955 136,900 2,307 73,748 292,115 49,297 23,039 217,952 1,827
Oregon .18,817 1,035 1,822 15,960 32,189 25,189 6 6,330 664
Pennsylvania. ......... 86621 40,614 39,170 6,837 612,496 245,819 279, 140 6,072 81,465
Rhode Island ........... . ... .. . 38,927 1,790 36 660 477 85,289 5,452 78, 802 16 1,019
South Carolina .288,965 116,872 72,661 99,432 163,896 32,377 110,316 20,824 379
South DaRota .31,583 597 73 30,913 9,785 4,061 _ 5,717 7
Tennessee. ...... ....... 93,471 2,657 65,821 24,993 58,596 22,262 9,598 5,376 21.360
Txene. .. . . . . 1,094 422 489 697 54,438 550,287 644,266 253 374 18,321 360,499 12,07

Uta' .... . 27,833 4,399 879 22,555 234,231 56,612 1,251 149,676 26,4r9
Veroont.~~~~~~ ~~~~ ~~ ~~~~1,239 39 1 71 2,283 1,644 . 221 418Vermont . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . ,29 397 51 791 2,83 154_ 21 4S

Viri. . ..is . 584,502 284,137. 154,087 146,278 875,262 293,730 389,730 51, 506 14o,2-9
Weashiton .335,822 241,972 21,786 72,064 240,476 59,009 154,651 24,849 1, 6T
West VYrgiia .1,675 927 276 472 11,343 10,929 - 33 ,81
Wirconsin ...... . . .. . 10,367 4,371 1,407 4,589 25,444 15,126 25 6,178 4,115
Wyoming .............. ... 21,677 147 66 21,464 5,126 1,199 6 3,914 7*

Departrent of Defenze
OASD (Comptroller)

Directornte for Information Op-rations
July 1, 1970



rB LE - DEPAMM4!~ OF DE ¶SE-ESTIMAT!ED PAYROLLS FMR MILITARY AND CrIILIAN FERBZi=E, FISCAL YEAR 1968

(In thousands of dollar) ( f~q.~s

Active duty nilitary personnel Civilisn employees

Total Ka vy and Total Racy snd Other
Departont Arumr Marine Air Force Department Army Marine Air Force Defense
of.Defense Corps of Defense - Corps. activities

United States (including Alaska and Hawaii) 9,389,89 3,705,59 1,843,60 3,840.76 8.569.738 2.85.66 2.902,T13 2.244.990 616,3

Alsbana.181,1566 13.9,652 1,634 60,280 211,811. 159,493 424 47,234 .4,660
Alaska.......... . 155,453 58,140 13,835 83,478 49,987 18,545 3,499 27,543 400
Arizona. .... 155,367 38,065 9,167 108,135 66,765 32,782 2,737 29,51.0 1,736
Arkansas........ 651,631 2220 41,3 48,998 31,517 24,678 - 6,335 504
California. .............. 1,256,060 242,4i9 516,241 497,400 1,436,840 172,421 864,978 329,036 70,405
Colorado. ................. 256,124 124 ,220 2,561 129,343 131,496 68,472 37 6D,488 2,499
Connecticut. .................. 23,395 1,1IGO 21,500 795 35,945 1,510 26,168 934 7,333
Delaware. ..... 48,483 582 533 47,368 12,255 527 - 11,385 343
District ofColubi.; ..... 205,037 114,411 52,489 38,137 202,091 63,457 86,899 50,118 1,617
Florida.387,907 16,292 121,803 249,812 255,647 12,783 1161,313 76,694 4,857
Georgia........528,565 430,781 30,128 67,656 337,316 149,094 20,239 .159,213 8,T70
Haveii. ............... 194,872 58,072 61,969 74,831 179,170 48,1.97 106,248 24,188 537

Idabo.20,908 ~~~~ ~~ ~~481 363 16,T64 4,653 1,056 112 3,8-
Illinois. .................. 283,160 38,227 131,952 3.1,981 234,652 124,835 47,634 45,053 17,130
Indiana. ..... 45,106 18,944 2,436 2,6 135,796 55,269 68,034 7,469 5,o24
bOun. ..... 9,362 1,245 936 7, 181 5,862 3,435 24 873 1,530
Kansas ..................... 152,066 77,59T 3,558 70, 911 431,632 52,1-13 1,091 9,1139 1,309
Kentucky . .... 298,858 294,076 1,196 3,586 127,377 103,048 23,819- 255 255
Louisiana . ... :::::::::::::: 194,1982 12.22,839 6,239 65,9o4 63,378 37,203 11,788 12,359 2,028
Maine................51,048 817 5,513 44,718 15,029 481 .5,395 8,927 226
Maryland . -. ... :::: 2971,694 148,847 86,629 62,218 393,41.7 181,365 169,563 35,408 7,061
Massachusetts . .:::::::: :..... 145,271 44,453 14,818 86,000 179,651 46,170 70,244 45,991 17,246
Michigan. .... 90,1560 7,969 4,256 78,335 105,336 64,150 1,369 17,486 22,1331
Minnesota. ... 23,498 4,911. 3,266 15,521 16,197 6,754 745 4,827T 3,871
Minssisippi. ............. 111,379 3,007 10,024 98,348 53,848 20,947 T,377 '25,201 323
Missouri.................182,816 152,541 5,302 44,973 175,971l 118, 956 2,288 46,280 8,447
M~ontana.48,669 54 15 47,89 10,552 1,889 - 863-
Nebraska.7T6,830 1,229 1,690 73,911 251,838 11i,085 465 14,133 155



8 roL r - D 3PPARTMWT OF DEFENSE-ESTlMATED PAYROLLS FOMR TARY AND CIVILIAN PER=S EL, FISCAL YFAR 1968

(In thousands of dellars)

(ef Peqe!c ~- ---
Active duty military personnel Civilian ecployees

Total Na y and Total Navy and Other
Departlrent Arey Nnrine Air Force Department Army Marine Air Force Defense
of Defense Corps of Defense Corps activities

Nevada ........
New Hampshire.
Now Jersey .......
Ne-w Nexico .......
New York ........
North Carolina.
North Dakota
Ohio ..........
Oklahoma.
Oregon . . . . ... . . .

Pennsylvania
Shqdo Island
South Carolina.
South Dakota.
Tennessee ........
Texas
Utah
Vermont .. .
Virginia.
Washington . . . .. . .
West Virginia.
Wis-onsin .
Wyoning . .

41,017 164 4,348 36,505 21,549 65 11,593 8,878 1,013
25,244 707 5,680 18,857 76,205 2,058 70,032 3,582 533

299,654 226,539 11,087 62,o28 234,012 172,233 26,67rr 14,743 20,359
93,050 17,214 5,955 69,881 87,140 50,803 1,431 21,959 12,897

156,195 40,767 25 772 89,656 255,124 84 701 57 658 82,915 29,850
480,760 213,938 201,919 64,903 103,056 39,165 54,213 8,039 1,6:9

67, 143 403 67 66,673 10,669 1,227 - 9,431 -11
145,897 11,672 4,231 129,994 318,123 15,27O 7,317 211,552 83,984
229,913 147,144 1,839 80,930 278,808 45,167 28,996. 2Q2,693 1,952
19,042 1,314 1 333 16 395 28,655 20,996 8 6,763 888
78,790 34,668 38,134 5,988 526,776 200,175 244,424 10,536 71,641
33,789 1,487 32,032 27Q 75,378 2,563 72,061 - 754

292,420 93,867 98,253 100,300 150,795 25,334 108,P71 16,738 452
30,155 573 60 29,522 7,564 3,o48 - 4,493 23
94,918 2,847 58 280 33,791 49,914 16,5T1 7,:.88 4,991 21,164%

942,514 391,143 47,126 504,245 583,624 214,190 18,676 338,502 12,256
26,071 5,188 600 20,283 218,004 47,961 1,090 141,703 27,250

1,212 344 47 821 669 249 - 144 276
529,645 233,o44 168,427 128,174 756,737 237,615 370,044 18,162 130,916
290,534 174,030 22,952 93,552 216,752 48,986 140,455 24,060 3,251

2,853 1,190 365 1,298 8,785 8 082 - 141 562
11,319 3,407. 1,053 6,859 16,046 8,456 .32 3 514 4, 44
21,075 148 84 20,843 3,314 46 7 3,244 17

Co

co

Departncat of Defense
OASD (Comptroller)

Directorate for Inforvation Operations
Ju0o 25, 1970
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ECONOMY IN GOVERZNMENT- 19e

SUPPLY SYSTEMS INVENTORIES

As stated in table 1 above, the total of "supply systems" inve tories
was reduced from the 1957 high of $54 billion to $37 billion in 1965; since then they. have
increased to $47 billion, reflecting the build-up in support of Southeast Asia. The stratification,
or breakdown of such stocks into purposes for which held reflects a distinct change

during fiscal years 1964, 1965, and 1966. In prior years, the strata
were peacetime operating stocks, mobilization reserve stock, economic
and contingency retention stocks, and excess stock. These are show n
in table 7 and are explained in footnotes 2 through 7.

Stratification of supply systems inventories as of June 30, 1964, and
June 30, 1965, was in accordance with improved logistics guidance
which called for application of assets first against requirements to
support (1) approved forces; that is, Active and.high-priority Reserve
Forces of the 5-year force structure and financiar program; and (2)
general forces.

The guidance was again changed in 1966 so that assets are applied to approved forces, either
as authorized for acquisition.or for retention, and some minor adjustments in guidance were
made in 1969.

As a result, the data for these strata are not comparable with those in prior

years, except in a very general way, and, therefore, have not been
shown separately in the table (see footnotes) but are included in
subtotal and total.

The criteria for the establishment of economic retention and con-
tingenev retention strata have not been drastically revised, although
the exigencies of world situations may result in somewhat different
levels being established under them. The excess strata now repre-
sents those stocks that are beyond limits of a particular service and for
which screening for utilization by other elements of the Department
of Defense is underwav but for which final DOI) disposal action has
not been initiated. Thev are significantly less in value than those
reported in prior years, even though they have risen somev oat in tre last two.
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TABLE 7.-DOD SUPPiY SYSTEMS INVENTORIES BY INVENTORY STRATAS AS OF JUNE 30.' fiscal years 195 *69

lln millions of dollarsi

Total and Inventory strata 1958 1959 1960 1961 1962 1963 1964 1965 1966 1967 196B 13*

Tol .46, 585 44,203 41, 727 40, 537 40,299 39.684 38,363 36 506 37,167 40, 341 4a,827 46, 90

Unstratified......... 2,440 3:056 2.033 1, 819 1. 837 1, 425 2,5S82 2.704 3.221 3,070 3 262 .2,235
Total stratified .44145 41,147 39,644 38.717 38,462 38,259 35,601 33,602 33.946 37,271 39,565 44,055

Peacetimeoperting' .14,538 15,306 15,657 14f722 15,601 15.379 (8) (5) (5) (3) (3) (3)
Mobilization reserve ' .12,134 11,530 10,893 11,030 10, 725 10,921 (j) (3) (1) (3) (3) (3)
Economic retentlon ' . 5,593 4,703 6,618 6,343 5,454 5,912 3 596 3 629 4,180 3,760 3 854 4 530
Contingency retentione I .050 1 611 1361 1,246 1,040 636 1:248 1:814 1 865 2,310 1,977 2,479
Excess stocks ' .10418 7 146 5,115 5,377 5 643 5 411 55 28 3,466 3 250 3,150 4,127 4,769

' Total Inventories In this table do not Include value ot Nay sha)board supplies Included In table 1.
a Peacetime operating stock Is that portion of the total quantity a an Item on hand which Is required to equip and traIn

the planned peacetime forces and support the scheduled establishment through the normal appropriation and leadlime
periods.

eh . tt. not hilable ine 1q63 n f Or u .65 5.nl etlu* aidann In 1965 thir.
YS! 24000ooo oo 0nOd utoawpro're cf orn .to~h 323 6e5, 0o1.r r0o0 Aefenr~l urnr et"o
tbt J e 000o .* he geld-sn o .90. 6~enreviccO o196 i t 129. o 1)t9 tdo e nee n 27°

ire tod yprurd for.e atooka P.tr~ f.n.,i'ttioo $31, 0 ,00,0 eeto 7,So?
* Mobilization reserve materiel requirement: the quantity of an Item required to be In the military supply system on

Mda In addition to quantities for peacetime neods. to support planned mobilization to expand the materiel pipellne
and o s-stain In training. combat or noncsmbat operations prescribed forces until production by Industry equals
consomp n.

a Economic retention stock Is that portion of the quantity In long supply which It has beon determined will be reobined
for future peacetime issue of consumption as being more economrcal than future replenishment by procurement
* Conlingency retention stock ts that portion of the quantity in long supply of an obsolete or nonstandard Item for which

no programed requirements exist and which normally would be considered as excess stock. but which has baon deter.
mined will be retained for Possible military or defense contingencies for U.S. or allied forces.

'Excess stock as reported herein Is stock which Is Indicated to be above the sum of foolnotes 2, 3, 4. and S ebove and
for which specific determination as being within the needs ol the Department of Defense has not been made or disposal
action Initiated.

SCOPE OF PROCUREMIENT ACTIVITIES

The net value of military procurement actions amounted to $39. 3
bih ton in flecul year 1988--u decrease of $1.9 billion from sfical year

TABLE 8.-.Ve value of military procuurerent actions in tlhe United States and
possessions, fiscat years 1951-69

Fiscal vear: Dillons
19.;51 -63 $31. 9
1952 -42. 2
1953 - 28. 4
1954 - 11. 9
19..-- 15. 5
1956 -18. 2
1957 -19. 9
1958 -22. 8
19.59 -- 23. 9

Fkical year-Continuet
1960
1961
1962 _
1963
1964
196.5
1966 6
1967
1908
1969 -

Biltions
$22. ,5

24. 3
27. S
28. 1
27. 5
26. 6
35. 7
41. 8
41.2
39 3

Soruace: "Militwr Prime Contract Awards and Subcontract Payments or Commitments, July 1968-
Juue 1969 "Office ot the Secretory of Defense.
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NET VALUE OF PROCURbEMENT ACTIONS BY STATES, FISCAL YEAnS
1967 - e9

(See tables 9 and 9-A)

Theo percenttage breakdown of military procuirement actions by
States and the Distriet of Columbia shows for fiscal year 10e9:.

Num mtwr Nufflcr

Percent of total: -Stfts Percent of total-Continued
s to ao-i - 2to3 -6^

10 to 1-1 - - - - - - - i to 23.----
s to 1 -1 Oto l a
4to S - I-------------- 4-.---. .
Sto 4 - - - - - -

Table 9. --NET VALUE OF YILITARY PROCUREMENT ACtIONS BY STATES,
1

FISCAL YEARS 1067, 1968, and 1969

IDellar amountb In thousandil

T taaYTar 1 967 ...aa Tea, 1968 I fical lYear 1969

onatos u nt Jrrcel Amoiot IFnrcent AMnt Iorctet |Anct I Percent

TOTAL, U. S. (2) *41.81T.093 1 41.241.125 _ 39.310.

NOT DISTNISED sr STAT5 (3) 4,435,384 3,992,991 4,061,395

STATE TOTALS (4) n .381,709 3T.248.134 100.0% 35.248.79i 100.0%

Alabaa 27,065 0.8 409, 189 1.1 407,T26 1.2
Alaska 85,648 0. 0 106,513 0.3 o90,793 .03
Ariaora 249,559 0.7 287 065 0.8 343 730 1.0
Arkansas 127,180 0.3 I21,254 0.3 11TlT9 0.3
Calitforta 6,688,812 1T.9 6,4Tl,875 1T.4 6,824,493 19.4

Colorado 210,409 o.6 262,753 0.T 243, 23T O.T
Conectitut 1,935,895 5.2 2,355,135 6.3 1,T15,115 4.9
Delaare 51,672 0.1 42,614 0.1 46,T62 0.1
Districet of Coleabia 357,666 1.0 349 T71 0.9 321,014 0.9
florida 799,005 2.1 975,824 2.6 964,541 2.T

Georgia 1,148,355 3.1 964 152 2.6 932,881 2.6
Haaii 65,445 0.2 95 623 0.3 114,606 0.3
Idaho 14,7T2 15) 17,051 (5) 16,054 0.1
11it1im0 1,063,776 2.8 932,111 2.5 932,495 2.6

Indiana 898,247 2.4 107453 3.0 1,058,55T 3.0

Iowa 279,328 o08 260,980 0.7 202,119 0.6
Kanesa 398,918 1.1 292, 293 0.8 349,667 1.0
Xentucky 124,294 0.3 60,366 0.2 59 4T8 0.2
1ouidstan 656 031 1.8 460,463 1.2 389,857 1.1
Maine 56,558 0.2 75,209 0.2 53,408 0.2

Maryland 88, 396 2.3 T03,514 1.9 m31,301 2.1
Massachusetts 1,42, 2T2 3.8 1,618,T41 4.3 1,549,834 4.4
Michigan 1,033,TO6 2.8 796 296 2.1 683 215 1.9
)Ili sot. 650,584 1.7 620 1.7 T41,169 2.1
meitssippi 114,800 0.3 369,24 1.0 218,337 0.6

Missouri 2,2T7,597 6.1 1,356,871 3.6 1,095,418 3.1
Montafa T8,432 0.2 20,453 0.1 21,959 .1
Nebraska 103,522 0.3 120 ,401 0.3 101,724 0.3
Ne4A, 29,315 (5) 17T, 8 (5) 2, 0.1
Nw Haspshire 162,551 0.4 155,995 0.4 102, 40 0.3

NW Jersey 1,234,T68 3.3 1,106,440 3.0 1,2To,460 3.6
Ne Mesio 80,472 0.2 87,214 0.2 96,105 0,3

NW York 3,261,750 8.7 3,433,730 9.4 3,°74,340 8.T
Nortb Carolina 447 608 1.2 43,259 1.3 514,739 1.5
North Dakota 16,729 (5) .68,072 0.2 :35,807 0.1

Ohio 1,602,593 4.3 1,64O,525 4.4 1,533,016 -4.4
0k~a~a 157,350 0.4 164,944 0.4 173,438 0.5
Oryon 99, 319 0. 3 119,719 0.3 85,921 0. 2
Pennsylvania 1,649,091 4.4 1,727,314 4.6 1,T00,396 4.8
Rhode Island 198,030 0.5 126,362 0.3 119,268 0.3

South C rolina 180,l 0.5 133,007 0.4 1T2,520 0.5.
South Dakota 9,406 (5) 33,585 0.1 . 3 478 (5)
T7nnessee 538,225 1.5 541631 1.5 485,629 .1.4
Teoa 3,546,978 9.5 4,087,182 11. 3,525,155 o10.0
Utah 178,850 0.5 131,172 0.4 157,174 0.4

Se footnotes at end of table, P. 27:
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Table 9. --NET VALUE OF MILITARY PROCUREMENT ACTIONS BY STATES, FISCAL YEARS--i967,
1968, 19G9--Conttnued

-IDetlar aemounts In thousandsl

Fiscal Year 1967 Fiecal Year 1968 Fiscal Year 1969State _ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ _
Amount Percent Amount Percent Amount Fercent

Verriont 100,15T 0.3 104,95T 0.3 -5 45 0.2
Virginia 66

5D3T
6

1.8 692,T48 1.9 711,232 2.0
Waahihgton 606,114 1.6 529,583 1.4 574,761 1.6
West Virginia 141,736 o.4 132,002 0.4 66,863 0.2
WI aconein 383,602 1.0 406,409 1.1 393,646 1.1
Wyoing t 32,868 0.1 14,851 (0Al 13,207 (5),

aNotes on overage: It Is emphasized that data on prime contracts by State do not provide any direct indication as tothe State in which the actualt Prodactioan works1 dine. For the majority at cootractn with cracotacturers, thc data reflectthe Sbtaen at thch pit l where~the p rdoctr wiii dbei'naFity processed and assembied. it processing or aissmbly is to be
pertarmed in more than I plant ote prima contractar, the location shown is the plant where the largest dollar amount oa
work wiit lake place. Constriction coatrac are shown tar the State where the construction in to be performed. For pur-
chasas trim whalest1e ar other distribation tirms tte location is the address ot the contractor's place oa business. For
service contracts, the location Is ganerolty the ptc where the ervice is pertormed, but tar transportation and com-
monicatiens services the home alike address Is trequently used.

More important Is the tact that the reports reaer to prime contracts onty, and cannot in any way reflect tho distribution
at the very substantia amount oa material and component tabrication and other subcontract work that may be done
ouaside the Stts where final assembly or delivery takes place.

The report inctudes definitive contracts, and lunded portions of letter contracts and letters oa Intent, job orders, task
orders and purchase orders on iadustriai firms, and also Includes Interdepartmental purchases, made trom or throughehroernmeotla agencies, such as those made thrsagh the Gooseal Services Administratison. The Slate data include
upwr downwarreviions and adjustments oa $10,000 or more, soch as cancellations, price chanTes, supplemental
agreements, amendments, etc.

The estimated amounts ot Indefinite delivery, opan end, or call type cootracts tir petroleum are Ihcludei ii tis rapnrt
Except aor petroleum contracts, the report does not include indtfinlile delivery, opin eii. or cill-typ3 coVra:rs as s5ic3
but does include specific purchase or delivery orders oa $10S03 or morn which are placid against th10 cotrscts. Alsoeaciaded tram the report are project ardera; that is. productiuon orders; iosoued to Government onand aid oporatad
tacilihes such as Navy shipyards. Hioever, the report includes the contracts placed with indostry by the Governmant
operated lacility to complete the production order.

Includes all contracts awarded tor work pertormance In the United States. The United States includns the 50 St3tes,
the District ot Columbia, U.S. possessions, the Canal Zone, the Commonweaith oa Puerto Rico, asd other areas subject tothe complete sovereignty ot the United States, but does not include occupied Japanese isltnds and trust territories.a Includes contracts at less than $10,DO0. ali contracts awarded tar wark performance in the Commonwealth at PuertoRico,iUS. ponsessions, and other areas sobject to the complete sovereignty ot the United States, contracts which ore in a
classified lcation, and any intragovernmental contract entered Into overseas.

Net vatue of contracts oa $1000 or more tor work in each State and the District oi Columbia.
a Less than 0.05 percent

TABLE 9-A.-NET VALUE OF MILITARY.PROCUREMENT BY STATES, BY PERCENT OF TOTAL, FISCAL YEAR 1969

This table sh'bwatJH;e-'eConcentration of military procurement
in the favored states. California re-eived 19.4% of the total
or abouit the amrornt of the 35 lowest. California Texas and
flew York received 38.1% or more tkan the lowest 42 states "and
the hiohest 6 received 52.2% or mr-re than the lowest LU5.

Inverse
rank

Slate Percent Total

-

1
2
3

5
6
7
1
9

20
11
12
13

24

15
16
17
iS
19
20
01
22
23
24
25
26

South Dnkot ----------
Wying ---------------
Id.h - ----------------
lonta - --------------
Ned --------------
North Dako ----------
D - ---are- ----------
Mna ------------_-_-
tetcky --------------
West Virgini- ---------
Veot ---------------
Oregon - ---------- ---
Al. k- ----------------
New eco -- --------
nebrsak --------------
Ne, Hnnpehire ---------
H ..aii ----------------
Arkac - --- ----------
Rhode Iand ----------
Utah ------------------
S.uth Carolina --------
O kiahan __ ____ a - _Envy~ ----------------

.is.i..ippi -----------
Col.rad- -------------
Diatrict Of Colmbia --

(1)
(1) .1

.1

.1

.1

.1

.2
.2
.2
.2
.2
.3

.3

.3

.3

.3.

.3

.3

.4

.5

.5

.6

.6

.7

.9

.1

.2
3.3

3.6

.5
5.7

5.9

1.1

1.3
1.0
i.8
2. 1
2.4
2.7
3. 0
3.3
3.6
4 .0
4.5
5.-0
5.6
6.2

Inverse State Percent Total
rank

27 Arizeo-1 8------------ 1.0 8.8
29 Inl--a- -------------- 1.0 9.8

29 Loule - ------------- 1.1 10.930 Wisc-onn ------------ 1.1 12.0
31 Alab- -------------- 1.2 13.2
32 Tensesee ----------- 1.4 14.6
33 North Carolin- ------- 1.5 16.1
34 Woehigt-o ----------- 1.6 17.7
35 MichIgan 1-- - 1.9 19.6
36 Virginia ------------- 2:0 21.6
37 Mrylmd -__ -__rn2.1 223.7
38 Xionesota------------- 2 5.8
39 lliovis ------------- 2.6 28.4
40 Georgia -------------- 2.6 31. 0
41 Florid. ------------ 2.7 33.7
42 I. a. -------------- 3.0 36.7
43 Mieouri ------------- 3.1 39.8
44 se Jersey ----------- 3.6 43.4
45 Ohio ----------------- 4.4 47.8
46 Msa.chne.tt - -------- 4.4 52.2

47 Peonyi-a - --------- 4.8 57.0
48 Concti ut ---------- 4.9 61.9
49 InI York -- ------- 8.7 70.6
50 Texan -------------- 10.0 80.6

a1 5lifornia- ----------- 19.4 100.0

I Liss than 0.05 percseo



Awards to 100 Largest Military Contractors, Fiscal Year
1969--(July 1968--June 1969)

The 100 companies which together with their subsidiaries received
the largest dollar volume of military prime contracts of $10, 000 or more
in fiscal year 1969 accounted for 68.2 percent of the U.S. total. This
was slightly higher than the 67.4 percent obtained by the top 100 companies
in fiscal year 1968. The table below shows that the first five companies
received 1.7 percent less than in fiscal year '1968; however, the percentage
for the next 20 companies totaled 25.9 percent or almost one percent more
than in fiscal year 1968.

On percent of U.S. total)

Companies Fiscal ear. Fiscal year Fiscal year Fiscal year Fiscal year Fiscal year Fiscal year Fiscal Fiscal Fiscal
1960 1961 1962 1963 1964 1965 1966 Year Year Year

1967 1968 1969

Ist -6.0 6.5 5.6 5.9 5.8 7.1 4.6 5.4 5.8 5.5
2d --------------- 5.1 5.2 4.7 5.2 5.4 4.9 3.5 4.7 4.8 4.4
3d - 4.8 5.2 4.4 4.1 4.6 3.5 3.4 4.6 3.8 3.4
4th -4.6 4.1 4.0 4.0 4.1 3.4 3.4 3.3 3.4 2.9
5th - 4.3 3.8 3.8 4.0 3.9 3.1 2.7 2.8 2.8 2.7

I to 5 - 24.8 24.8 22.5 23.2 23.8 22.0 17.6 20.8 20.6 18.9
6 to 10-11.3 11.8 11.1 10.9 12.0 10.2 9.0 8.8 9.3' 10.1
11 to 25 -17.4 18.2 17.2 17.8 17.1 16. 0 16.4 14.9 15.7 15.8

I to 25 - 53. 5 54.8 50.8 51.9 52.9 48.2 43. 0 44.s5 45.6 44.8
26 to 50- 11.3 11.0 12.6 13.7 12.9 13.0 12.1 11.6 11.5 12.1
51 to75 -5.4 5.5 6.0 5.5. 5.1 5.2 5.4 6.1 6.6 7.3
76tolOO -3.2 2.9 2.9 2.8 2.5 2.5 3.3 3.3 3.7 4.0

I to 100 - - 73.4 74.2 72.3 73.9 73.4 68.9 63.8 65.5 67.4 68.2

CAD
N)
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NEGOTIATED AND ADVERTISED PROCURENIENT ACTIONS

Negotiated procurements for fiscal year 1969 were 88 percent of total
awards to business firms in the United States; this was about the same
as for the previous year.

TABLE IO.-NET VALUE OF MILITARY PROCUREMENT ACTIONS, WITH BUSINESS FIRMS FOR WORK IN THE UNITED
STATES, CLASSIFIED BY METHOD OF PROCUREMENT, FISCAL YEARS 1951-89

[Dollar amounts in millionsj

Formally advertised Negotiated procurement
Fiscal year Total procurement

net value
Amount Percent Amount Percent

1951-....................... ------ . $30,823 $3,720 12.1 $27,103 87.9
1952 .............................. 41,482 4,479 10.8 37,003 9. 2
1953 - 27,822 3,089 11.1 24.733 88.9
1954 .... -. 11,448 1,789 15.6 9,659 84.4
1955 ,,,................ 14,930 2.386 16. 0 12.544 84. 0
1956 . -..... 17.750 2,815 15.9 14,935 84.1
1957 . -... 19,133 3,321 17.4 15,812 82.6
1958 .-......... 21,827 3,115 14. 3 18,712 85.7
1959 ...... .. . 22,744 3.089 13.6 19,655 86. 4
1960 ..... -.. 21,302 2,978 14. 0 18.324 86. 0
1961 - 22,992 2,770 12. 0 20.222 88. 0
1962 . 26,147 3.412 13. 1 22.735 86. 9
1963 . 27, 143 3.538 13. 0 23.605 87.0
1964 26, 221 3,889 14. 8 22.332 85. 2
1965 - 25, 281 4,660 18. 4 20,621 81. 6
1966 .- . 34 026 5 147 15. 1 28,879 84. 9
1967 -. 39,809 5.621 14. 1 34,188 85. 9
968- ------------------- 39,487 4,784 12.1 34,703 87.9

1969- ----------- 37,331 4,391 11.8 32,940 88.2

TOTAL, 1951-69----------------- 507,698 68,992 13.6 438,705 86.4

Source: "Military Prime Contract Awards and Subcontract Payments or Commitments, July 1988-
June 1969, " Office of the Secretary of Defense.

Four types of negotiatio n authority account for 57 percent of all
procurement in fiscal 1969. --

'The two smallest of these exceptions each approxi-
mates the 11.8% of formally advertised procurement
whibh Congrbss intended to be the-general rule of
orceedure.

The results for fiscal years 1967, 1968,
and 1969 follow:

CONTRACT AWARDS BY STATUTORY AUTHORITY

(Excerpt from table IlI

Percent

1967 1968 1969
-~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~1. 

79 1.

Impracticable to secure competition by formal advertising-
Experimental, developmental, test, or research--------------
Technical or specialized supplies requiring substantial initial

investment or extended period of preparation for manufacture
Purchases to keep facilities available in the interest of National

Defense or Industrial Mobilization---------------------------

17.3
11.2

15.0

7.6

.17.9 1g.0
11.5 11.7

15.5 15.0

10.9

55.8

11.7

57.4Total.------------------------------------- 51.1
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TA&,LG Ii AWARDS BY STATUTORY AUTHORITY

(Amotet In Thousand)

July 1965 - June 1967

Statory Auth.orIt Ddt n(7 u.s.c. 230() Tot Army Navy Alr Force S-pply

Anto Percent AOwGt Amo ot Amourt A t

TOTAL $44.632.62o W2390,.rn W998.33 12.065.423 $6.178.264

1IAMIaO9SfAL 1,251,540 227,387 667,771 315,786 40,596

ToA1, XCET 1t0lRSOVESU3 fAL 43.381,060 100.0% 12.163.91 133305 11.749.637 6,137,668
10M =2 AVfflBZ2D 5,791,979 13.4 1,586,342 2,212,261 409,701 1,681,675

OMU AuThORIrT (go-'oXAL) 37,589 66.6 102574.849 U.218.303 1.339.936 4,455993

(1) Neticcal t-rpecy (Sub-Total) 2 1 49 514.494 375.061 2.232 972,664
(a) Lbnor Suoplu Ac & IndwtrySet-Adias 108,025 0.3 4,635 17,109 8,409 77,672
(4) tell cines Sat-Aid.s (acblntaa) 1 9 4.2 '"-.9 81. On i ator l f 3t7 87 r 2 3 2 42. Jint 27,616 0.1 10 185 1,705 15,791 -65(c) Elo of Per nte P Prop. 177,639 0.4 2,690 387 2,948 171,614

(2) Public Eigoncy 6,028,574 13.9 2,319,437 1,640,269 1,252,595 1,216,363Puruhca Not More Tha $2,500 1,841,300 4.2 493,488 597,523 381,909 368,380

(4) P n PPrcrfs.ioal So-Ic.. 90,549 0.2 51,159 27,846 11,544 0(5) Senic. of d2ucft iuoa1 -thtittiun 453,955 a .1 202,660 188,452 162,842 1

6) Pur s OutoI U. S. 2,263,460 5 2 798,833 665,862 253,345 405,420(7) ssdcinae or Medicl BSsplios 144,514 0.3 - 3,476 1,29 1,384 138,4 04
(8 ) Supplies P-rub-e d fur Authorleed Ree. 218,741 0.5 68 559 19,990 109,882 21 110(9) P erishble or N1oo.Pelahls Subtsitnce ,1178,015 2.7 66,241 59,666 166,754 877,214

(10) Iospraticel to SEc Curstltio byPtal Ad-tiilsin 7,521,549 17.3 1,564,265 2,147,709 3,253,154 556,421
Cu EperI-tel, Deneoi;-tal, Test orPl te - e l t 4,848,162 12.2 1,066,291 1,292,607 2,475,246 1 8

12 Cl oeifl.d Prha 129,148 0.3 106,378 19,931 2,839 0
13 chncel Iquiv3nt Rqilrg SRandardi-satin end IIteran- eability of Pert. 132,084 0.3 22,997 31,789 63,062 12,236

(14) technic al or Specilliee Spplies Requiring
Subste tie InItial Ieetat ortnedo d PPrina of PreParation for 54. 6,500,576 15.0 976,166 3,189,760 2,334,636 0(15) Negttiti on After Adrr netnog 2,280 0 1,090 789 401 0

Cl6) P1rchao to Keep Pnilitie AUlbla
La the IIn te.t of National lDfnneeor Idtndtria. NShilisatin3 3,292,966 7.6 2,184,424 455,979 650,227 2 336(17) OthOrb ee Authorteed by Lar 829,557 1.9 206,87 364,482 1724,974 85,92 6

Lass. than 0.05 Peret.
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TAA.L II= II -l g ' - A AWARDS BY STATUTORY AUTHORITY ,

July 1967 - June 1988

Statuy Aut."It DOle
(10 U.SC. 23MI(M) Tota1 Army Navy Alr Fare Supply

_ _ _ _ _ _ ~~~~~Aq-y
Arjut Paret Arrot Aout Arronst Aoroart

TOTAL 843 7 Uh 154U 647.057 057 358027

_NTRADOEFT AL 962,136 249,227 417,1283 239,109 76,782

TOTAL, ltCEPT I2AIGOVUIOOAL !773 100.06 1U.147.244 12 73691 607,94e 5.21,245

eMALL AWSICIDf 4,901,571 U's 1j44y7t"a 1,466,721 370.312 1.616.776

tmzE AITOPITY (02-TOTAL) 37.871.797 685 n.69.482 21L270.210 11.237.636 3,664 469

(1) Rattoo-al MgooPy (nub-Total) 2.152.371 2° 470.613 324.855 218 826 1138l077
Le) Labor Burplue Ar & IAdutry

Sat-A.1daa 149,792 0.4 22,545 9,571 107,890
(b) hall uieas-. Bnt-Aeed. 1,703,660 4.o 443,500 SIN,53 209,256 736 051
(a) Bloc of Pe7aota P mg. n96,919 0.6 4,968 226 -1 294,1U6

2) Poblri MI.er.y 5 443 052 12 7 2,696 787 1,078,761 1,239,436 426 ,68
13) Porrobnae Not Mrer mons 40,500 1,625,864 3.8 470,512 32796 326 179 289 375

(4 P. .neI or Pro.s.eioo. Bone,. 94,058 0 2 52,854 34 ,27 7,055 22
Beroti oof Edu..tioesl leatitutir. 466,012 1.1 79,782 200,665 185,540 25

(6) Purb-s Outeid 0. 8t 1,967,560 4 6 917,712 355,649 226 604 487 59i
(7) HNdc-. or abdieal uppo. 136,373 0.3 2,391 4,02e 1.009 2U0,965

eu Bpplio. Purbsd for Athortid Peeslo 252,495 o.6 80,333 27,277' 129,923 24,962
M9 P-rebl. or - No-Prehbla Oubtetoe.r 1,232,848 2.7 94,939 87,342 190,234 760,334'

(10) Imweot.eal to B. Cooetiti.o by
rPrfnl Advertietoe 7,657,034 17.9 1,312,605 2,551,949 3,412,881 379,599

(U) ipor1 tfl, Denloaoot.1, T..t or
heeoroli 4,933,616 11.5 979.399 1,347,304 2,606,902 U

12 O Cl-aitftd P rao.- 156.855 0.4 94,949 59,854 2,052 0
13 Tmhotel Equipq..ot Equiriog BtCarde-

estion sd IoterobCaobility of Petn 83,555 0.2 25,326 20,721 24,745 12,761

(14) Teoboteel or eprtei.tsed Buppli.. Rquirog
Bubeteteel Ieiteel. Toest-.et or
fitodad Poreod of Prprteon for Mf. 6,646,959 15.5 1,178,658 3,484,757 1,963,544 0

(i5) Oeottioe Aft-r Adretie.t 250 0 0 90 190 0

(16) Purhaaa to flp reet.1eeeo Avlable
to tho T.eTaot of Ostoesi Pefeos
or Loduatril 1eioelesteoe 4,648,161 10.9 3,176.258 869,942 599 290 2 671

(17) Othars Aothored by L- 459,704 1.1 64,363 290, l1 93,226 122004

* lE.. the, 0.05 P-rrort.
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48Li' ||- AWARDS BY STATUTORY AUTHORITY

July 1968 - June 1969

Statutory Authority DeOene
(10 U.S.C. 2304(e)) Totel Army Navy Air Force Supply

A-nn t Percent Amount Amcoct Amrurt Aconrt

TOTAL S41.986.266 S12 924 171 512.049,309 S317792609 $55233,177

nflRAoaoNNlAL 1,219,2
3

5 409,649 432,567 253,723 123,296

TOTAL, EXCEPT IIRAOVER11TAL 40 767 1000% 12.54.522 11.616.742 11.525.886 5.109.881

FTORALLY AERSTISESD 4,493,997 11.0 1,254,745 1,095,032 354r984 1,789,236

OTBTB AUmHORITY (Sn8-TOTAL) 36 273 034 89.0 11,259L777 10.521.710 11.170.902 3.320,645

(1) Notional Bre-g-y (Sub-Total) 2,088.181 251 507.107 388.196 288.831 904e047
(a) Lobor SUrplu Are- & Induetry

Set-Asidee 227,536 0.5 45 139 34,883 47, 398 100,116
(bc) Sn11 Bo-ice- Set-Aside. 1,697,391 4.2 456,739 351,388 240,235 649,029
(e) S1ace cf P'eay te Pregree 163,254 0.4 5,229 1,925 1,198 154,902

Pu2 tblic eiu .gccy 4,450,434 10.9 1,920,016 870,762 1,427,731 251,925
3 Purchee Not More Then $2,500 1,583,923 3.9 468,077 508,863 310,622 296,361

(4) Pereonal Sr Prcfe..icni Serice. 64,58o 0.2 44,340 12,537 7,677 26
(5) Servtce f rduc.titcal Iotitotioce 435,725 1.1 95,237 180,890 159,529 69

(6) Porches Outeide U. 5. 2,175,524 5.3 941,308 453,550 219,330 561,336
(7) Medlic.ee or Medical Supplies 143,749 0.4 1,973 1,574 553 138,649

(8) Supplies Purchsed for Auth-ri.ed BSeed. 248,711 0.6 82,788 23,845 128180 23,898
(9) PFrihbable or Sun-Periehbble Subeicteoce 1,147,409 2.8 fl7,920 85,541 229,165 714,783

(10) lepr-ctical to Secur otti-n by
Por Adrertieitg 7,755,906 19.0 1,230,705 2,571,166 3,550,818 403,217

(11) Zpmerineotl, f2elnprets Teet Sr
Research 4,750,396 -1.7 981,877 1,255,186 2,513,333 0

(12) Clsefied. Purchasee 126,199 0.3 99,061 26,938 202 0
(13) Techoical Eqeipmot Requiring Stendordi-

.atino ed Intercheneability of Perte 94,766 0.2 8,557 47,595 22,941 15,673

(14) Technical c- Specioli-ed Suppli.e Requirntg
Suhetential Initial Loveeteect or
deteodld Period of Preparation for Mg. 6,110,687 15.0 1,314,879 3,055,070 1,740,738 0

(15) Segotietion After Advertising 6,86o c 6,447 134 268 11

(16) Purchases tc Kee-p Poilities Available
io the Interest cf National Defenee
or nldutrin Moubltn-tion 4,776 ,618 11.7 3,416,565 758,633 595, 348 6,072

(17) Otherotee Authorised by Lv 313,366 0.8 22,920 281,232 5,636 3,578

' lass the 0.05 Percent.
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FIXED PRICE VERSUS COST REIMNURSEMENT CONTRACTS

Fixed-price type contracts decreased slightly to 75.8% of total procure-
ment in fiscal year 1969 from 77.6% in fiscal year 1968. However, the
relative use of this type of contract has increased by 32% since fiscal year
1960.

TABLE 12.-NET VALUE OF MILITARY PROCUREMENT ACTIONS, BY TYPE OF CONTRACT PRICING PROVISIONS, I
FISCAL YEARS 1952-6 6

[Dollar amounts In millionos

Type of contract
Total net

Fiscal year value of Fixed price Cost relmbursement
actions

Dollars Percent of Dollars Percent of
total total

1952 ............................ $ 34,028 $27,954 811 I K 074 . I.9
1953 .............. 29, 285 23,,358 79. 8 5,927 20.2
1954 ................ -10, 942 7, 708 70.4 3,234 29.6
1955 ........................ 13.665 10,366 75.9 3,295 24.1
1956 .......... 16,101 11,221 69.7 4,831 30.3
1957 ............................ 17,997 11,995 66.6 6,002 33.4
1958 .............. .............. 22.162 13.389 60. 4 8,773 39.6
1959 ............................ 22,873 13. 520 59. 1 9,353 40.9
1960 ............................ 21,182 12,160 57.4 9,022 42. 6
1961 .--------------------------- 22,857 13, 243 57 9 9,614 42.1
1962 ........ ........... 25,780 15,667 60.8 10,113 39.2
1963 ............................ 26. 225 17,013 64.9 9,212 35.1
1964 ... ............................ 25. 328 18 029 71.2 7,299 28.8
1965 t --S.---------------------- 24.331 18,619 76.5 5.711 23. 5
1966 . 33, 515 26.551 79.2 6.964 20.8
1967 ............................ 39,249 30,974 78.9 8,275 21.1
1968 -------. ----------. - 39,071 30,312 77.6 8,759 22.4
1969----------------------------------- 37,185 28,173 75.8 9,012 24.2

3Includes Ar.y, avy, AMr Force end the Defence Supply Agency (DSA). D wAs establihbed on Jn. 1,
1962. Occludes data for the Armed 8erv.ces Petrole.n Procurenent Agency through December 1956, but
includes data for the Mdlitery Petrole.= Supply Agency, the successor to ASPPA, begining I January 1957. -
Occlude. Adry prccurement overseas prior to FY 195B And alo excludes see Navy letters of intent tn
FY 1952 fr- which type of pricing provielon w not determined. Excludes intrsgo -eronental procureent.
EOcludes pro-ronent ctions less thbn $10,000 to vails.

Ocorce: Militery Pine contract Awerld end 8choontract Peyeots or C-itneis, July 1968-
June 1969,' Office of the Secretary of Defene.

UTILIZATION OF MIIOTARY STOCKS

Frc= fiscal year 1958 through fisc-1 yeer 1966, the scouot of istra-ervice end interservice utllination
rose steadiy fron $2S13 to $1,859 million. During the newt teo years, total utilinotion decreased more than
$750 =illion priarily due to an overall decrease of approni-tely $1,600 million of property disposed
during 1968. In fiscal year 1969 it rose $146 =illion, -a the resul.t of an i.crease is the reclsnation of
Air orce ned nvy aircraft.

TABLE 13.-UTILIZATION OF 0OD ASSETS, FISCAL YEARS 195849

[In millionso

Fncual year
Utilization of DOD assets

1958 1959 1960 1961 1962 1963 1964 1965 1908 1961 1968 1969

D00 interservice supply support pro-
gram (wholesale) .$ 32 9119 £141 $229 $353 $420 9396 9357 5231 $348 $'C8 $202

Intraservice utiliZ3ion ul DOD
materie1---------------------- 117 232 408 616 637 626 769 1799 '1.240 ' 812' I 595 '778

tlerservice utilization of mililary serv-
ice declared excess property . $4 64 134 117 131 122 111 160 304 383 360 .319 268

Total . ,, 213 485 666 975 1.112 1,157 1,325 1,460 1,859 I , 'i0 1,102 1,218

I Includes reutilization of supply system invontories.

Source: Office of the Secretary of ODfsnse.
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DISPOSITION OF DOD SURPLUS STOCKS

The vol-1cc of disposal of s.rplos DOD per--nal property, sith s-ae floctootionn, declined steadily fr-n

fiscal years 1959 to 196a . lo fiscal Year 1969, hoveeer, diapesitiona took on up.ard tna, priaily d-e
to the large rolgns of ilit-ry-type aircraft sold as scrap. The rate of retcrn o- usable property has
also Increased, hut the pereatoge of total gross proceed is to tatl acqisitino cost has denlieod, doe to

large sales of high-coot Ite cith little drernial adaptobility. The percent of s-lsa co-ts to gross
proceedo declined appro-is-tely 24% betneon fiscal years 1968 and 1969. This con bi sotributed to the
_chisec-ent of the loest costs of disposal siace fiscal year 1959, conpled oith an anirease in gross

proceeds.

TABLE 14.-TOTAL DISPOSITIONS I (AT ACQUISITION COST) OF DOD SURPLUS PERSONAL PROPERTY, FISCAL
YEARS 1958-69

On millions ot dollarsl

Fiscal year

1958 1959 1960 1961 1962 1963 1964 1965 1966 1967 1968 1969

Utilized by nther Gonnero-27.0 80 19 35 64 2
ment agencies sod MAP 168. 0 361. 0 141.0 349.0 271.0 1R8.0 194 395 694 626 43o 450

Abandonedordestroyed- 62.0 99. 0 118.0 44.0 50.0 74.0 117 129 114 64 53 55
Authorited donations ...... 221.0 314.0 347.0 275.0 258.8 233.0 273 282 285 231 191 232
Sales (oiler than scrap and

salvage).--------2, 465. 8 2, 709. 2 2, 356. 4 1, 771. 3 1, 236. 2 891. 6 980 975 1 804 5 917 a 847 791
Epsdd to scrap.- 2, 993. 7 4, 576 8 3,626. 7 331. 8 2, 233.1 2, 537. 3,18 2,983 2,64 2.146 2,093 . 2,98

Total dispositions .......s .,911.0 8,141.0 6,589.0 6,791.0 4,081.0 3,941.0 5,399 4,769 4,421 3,986 3,664 4,526

' Exclusive on DOD interservice transfers.
2 Includes sale of 716 0 900 no missile phaseonut property.
4 Includes sate of S29b,000b,00 on missile phasnout property.
'Inclodes-sni of $225,000,000 Of -osoile pha.enot prnp-rty.

TABLE IS.-PROCEEDS FROM DISPOSAL SALES OF SURPLUS PERSONAL PROPERTY BY THE MILITARY
DEPARTMENTS, FISCAL YEARS 1950-69

lIn millionse

Fiscal year
Prsceeds trom disposal 1958 1959 1960 1961 1982 1963 1964 1965 1966 1957 1968 1969

From sale (other than scrap and sal.
sags).--------------- 9129 9140 3124 9106 907 $59 561 155 648 $36 919 $1.0

From sate of other property ........... 55 72 70 61 48 60 42 53 51 52 51 62

Total ..... 183 212 194 167 135 99 103 108 99 38 80 102
Acquisition cost(totl) - 5,460 7.366 5.983 6.123 3.482 3.443 4.815 3.958 3.418 3.063 2,940 3,789

Percsnt of total gross proceeds to total
acquisitin cosot .gross-proceeds - - 3. 38 2.98 3.24 2.71 3.87 2.87 2.14 2.72 2.90 2.91 2.72 2.69

Percent of proceeds to acquisition cost
(other than scrap and salvage) .5--- .19 5.2 5. 25 5. 98 7.82 6.66 6.22 5.64 5.97 3.93 3.142 5.06

TABLE 16-COSTS OF DISPOSAL SALES OF SURPLUS PROPERTY BY THE MILITARY DEPARTMENTS, FISCAL YEARS
1958-69

(n milliones

Fiscal year

Casts of disposal sales of surplus property 1958 1959 1960 1961 1962 1963 1964 1965 1966 1967 1968 1969

Costfordemilitarization ..............- 24.0 920.5 326.6 919.8t 9.1 S9.5 912.7 $13.2 913.5 98.9 $6.1 $9.1
Cosntslor preparation and selling ....... 18.5 37.8 51.8 65.5 69.0 62.6 64.6 65.1 62.9 60.7. 62.2 56.9

Total 42. 58. 3 78 4 84.6 78.1 72.1 77.3 78.3 76.4 69.6 68.3 66.o
Gross proceeds -. 183.0 212. 0 194. 0 167. 0 135.0 99.o 103.0 108.0 99.0 88.0 8o.o 102.1

Percentsfsalescoststotgrossproceeds .. 23.0 27.5 40.4 50.6 58.0 72.8 75.0 72.5 77.2 79.0 85.4 64.6E
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100 COMPANIES AND T HEIR SUBSIDIARY CORPORATIONS

LISTED ACCORDING TO NET VALUE OF MILITARY

PRIME CONTRACT AWARDS

Fiscal Year 1969

Corporate acquisitions and mergers in FY 1969 continued to affect the
makeup of the DOD list of 100 companies which together with their subsid-
iaries were awarded the largest dollar volume of military prime contracts
of $10,000 or more. These 100 companies accounted for $25.2 billion, or
3.8% less than in FY 1968, while total awards to all United States companies
were down by 5% to $36.9 billion. The top 100 companies received 68.2% of
the FY 1969 total compared with 67.4% in the previous year. Contributing
to the higher percentage awarded the top 100 companies was not only-corporate
restructuring, but also increases in the procurement of ammunition and of
missile and space systems, highly concentrated industries, while concurrent
decreases were being experienced in the procurement of clothing/textiles
and other commercial type items.

The following table shows that the first five companies received 18.9%
of the total received by all U. S. companies in FY 1969. This was lower by
1.7 percentage points than was recorded in FY 1968; however, the percentage
for the next 20 companies totaled 25.9% or almost 1% more than in FY 1968.
The largest company in FY 1969 received awards aggregating $2,040 million
compared with $2,239 million for the largest in FY 1968.. To get on the
list in FY 1969 required $48 million in awards, against $50 million in
FY 1968.

Percent of U. S. Total

Companies 1 FY 19 6 7 FY 1968 FY 1969

lst 4.6% 5.4% 5.8% 5.5%
2nd 3.5 4.7 4.8 4.4
3rd 3.4 4.6 3.8 3.4
4th 3.4 3.3 3.4 2.9
5th 2_2 2.8 2.8 2.7

1-5 17 20.8% 20.6%

6 - 10 9.0 8.8 9.3 10.1
11 -25 16.4 14.9 15-7 15.8
1 -25 73.0% R4.3 45.6% 4.

26 - 50 12.1 11.6 11.5 12.1
51 - 75 5.4 6.1 6.6 7.3
76 - 100 3.3 3.3 3.7 4.o

i - too 63.8% 65-5% 67.4% 68.2%
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The FY 1969 list of the top 100 companies shows 12 companies which
did not appear on the list for FY 1968. Of these, 2 appear between positions
51 and 75 and the remaining 10 between positions 76 and 100.

Companies Listed in FY 1969
But Not in FY 1968

Aluminum Company of America
Atlantic Richfield Co.
Dynalectron Corp.
Firestone Tire & Rubber Co.
Flying Tiger Line, Inc.
Kidde (Walter) & Co. Inc.
Le Tourneau, R. G., Inc.
National Gypsum Co.
Southern Airways, Inc.
Talley Industries, Inc.
Tumpane Co.
Whittaker Corp.

Companies Listed in FY 1968
But Not in FY 1969

Aerodex Inc.
Atlas Chemical Industries, Inc.
Automatic Sprinkler Corp. of America
Condec Corp.
Emerson Electric Co.
Intl. Harvester Co.
Johns Hopkins University (N)
Lykes Corp.
Mason & Hanger Silas Mason Co.
Susquehanna Corp.
Vinnell Corp.

Of the 88 companies appearing in both the FY 1968 and FY 1969 lists,
49 bettered their position, 33 were in a lower position and 6 showed no
change. Companies are considered as appearing on the list in both years
despite mergers and name changes if a major component of a newly constituted
company made the list in both years.

The greatest positive change occurred for Teledyne, Inc. which went from
67th place last year to 22nd place this year, the result of the acquisition
by Teledyne of the Ryan Aeronautical Company. Other companies with major
position changes were: Federal Cartridge Corp. from 82nd to 49th; Harris-
Intertype Corp. from 96th to 80th; Kaiser Industries Corp. from 18th to 45th
and The Signal Companies, Inc. from 36th to 71st place.

In addition to the turnover indicated above, the following changes
affecting companies on the FY 1969 list were noted: Newport News Shipbuilding
& Dry Dock Co., a shipbuilder and producer of heavy machines and equipment
was merged into Tenneco, Inc., a gas transmission, investment, chemical and
paper company. General Precision Equipment Corp., an instrument manufacturer
was merged into Singer Co., a sewing and business machine producer. Ryan
Aeronautical Co., a producer of aircraft and electronic navigation and
missile components was acquired by Teledyne, Inc., a supplier of scientific
research products, electronics and a specialty metals producer. McLean
Industries, Inc., a ship line and freight transportation holding company and
Reynolds Tobacco Co., a maker of tobacco products merged into Reynolds
Industries, Inc. Crucible Steel, a maker of stainless and specialty steel
was merged into Colt Industries,,Inc., a producer of gas-turbine fuel pumps,
machinery, small arms and aircraft and missile components. Vitro Corp. of
America, a provider of electronic equipment and missile systems engineering
was acquired by Automation Industries, Inc., a maker of instruments and
aerospace parts.
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Other changes of note were: the merger of General Time into Talley
Industries Inc.; the merger of Sinclair Oil Corp. into Atlantic Richfield
Co.; the acquisition of U. S. Lines by Walter Kidde & Co. Inc. and the
relinquishment by the Martin Marietta Corp. of its holdings in the Bunker
Ramo Corp.

Although the work of many companies on the list involves more than
one procurement category, each company has been assigned in the table below
to the procurement category that accounts for its largest dollar volume of
Defense awards. For example, Ling Temco Vought, Inc. is a multi-industry
company producing steel, food, aerospace systems, electronics, etc. For this
table it is assigned to "Missiles", the procurement'category accounting for
its largest dollar volume of awards.

Number of Companies

Procurement Category FY 1968 FY 1969 Change

Aircraft 22 21 -1
Missiles 12 U1 -1
Ships 2 2
Tank-Automotive 7 5 -2
Weapons 2 1 -1
Ammunition 22 24 +2
Electronics 14 14 -
Services 12 14 +2
Construction 1 1 -
Petroleum 6 7 +1

Four of the five companies receiving awards of more than $1 billion in
FY 1968 reached that level again in FY 1969; however, the total volume of awards
to these four companies was $726 million below the FY 1968 volume. The five
leading companies and a brief description of their more important Defense
work are as follows:

Lockheed Aircraft Corp. moved into first place on the list with $2,040
million, or 5.5% of the total.. Last year, in second place, this company
received $1,870 million, for a percentage of 4.8%. This company's major
aircraft contracts included the C-5A Galaxy Jet Transport, the Cheyenne
Combat Helicopter (in May 1969 the Army cancelled the production contract
awarded in 1968) and the P-3 Orion Patrol Bomber. Missile activities included
the Poseidon.

General Electric Co. whose contracts totaled $1,621 million, or 4.4% of
the total, moved into second place on the list. This compares with $1,489
million, or 3.8% of total for FY 1968. Aircraft engines, principally for the
C-5A Galaxy, were an important part of this company's effort. Ordnance
contracts were for various types of guns and guidance control systems for
missiles. There also were substantial contracts for nuclear propulsion
systems for ships.

49-580 0 - 70 - 23
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General Dynamics Corp., the leader last year, slipped to third place
with $1,243 million, or 3.4% of total. The FY 1968 volume for this company
was $2,239 million, and its percentage was 5.8% of total. The company
received contracts for aircraft, missiles and ships. Aircraft contracts
were principally for the F-lll fighter aircraft. Awards for ships were for
new construction of submarines. Missile contracts were for components and
systems.

McDonnell Douglas Corp., in fifth place last year, ranked fourth this
year. For FY 1969, contract awards to this company totaled $1,070 million,
or 2.9% of total. Last year total awards amounted to $1,101 million, or
2.8% of total. The aircraft contracts of this company include the F-4
Phantom series of fighter and reconnaissance aircraft. Additionally,
substantial awards were obtained for the development of the Manned Orbiting
Laboratory.

United Aircraft Corp., in fifth place received contracts for $997
million, or 2.7% of total. Last year this company obtained $1,321 million,
or 3.4% of total. The-prime contracts work of this company is in the
production of aircraft, engines and spare parts. -The major aircraft
contracts were for helicopters, principally the Flying Crane, Sea King
and Sea Stallion.
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INDEX OF 100 PARENT COMPANIES WHICH WITH THEIR SUBSIDIARIES RECEIVED THE
LARGEST DOLLAR VOLUME OF MILITARY PRIME CONTRACT AWARDS IN FIS:AL YEAR 1969

RANK PARENT COMPANY R ANK PARENT COMPANY

_ _ _ _ _ _ ~ ~ -_ _ _ _ _ _ _ - ----_ -_ -- - - - - - - - -- - - - -__ _ _-___ _---_-_-_ _-_ _-_- -___ _-_ _- -_ _ ---_-___

76.
83.
61.
66.

6.
40.
92.
78.
13.
34.

9.
94.
59.
53.
64.
44.
62.
90.
88.
72.
47.
31.
97.
63.
32.
43.
49.
81.
99.
19.

3.
2.
10.
46.
26.
57.
17.
68.
80.
73.
86.
35.
18.
14.
84.
27.
29.
45.
70.
60.

AEROSPACE CORP (N)
ALUMINUM COMPANY OF AMERICA
AMERICAN MACHINE * FOUNDRY CO
AMERICAN MFG CO OF TEXAS
AMERICAN TELEPHONE * TELEGRAPH CO
ASIATIC PETROLEUM CORP
ATLANTIC RICHFIELD CO
AUTOMATION INDUSTRIES, INC
AVCD CORP
BENDIX CORP
BOEING CO
CESSNA AIRCRAFT CO
CHAMBERLAIN MFG CORP
CHRYSLER CORP
CITY INVESTING CO
COLLINS RADIO CO
COLT INDUSTRIES, INC
CONTINENTAL AIR LINES INC
CONTROL DATA CORP
CURTISS WRIGHT CORP
DAY + ZIMMERMAN INC
DUPONT E I DE NEMOURS + CO
DYNALECTRON CORP
EASTMAN KODAK CO
F M C CORP
FAIRCHILD MILLER CORP
FEDERAL CARTRIDGE CORP
FIRESTONE TIRE 4 RUBBER CO
FLYING TIGER LINE INC
FORD MOTOR CO
GENERAL DYNAMICS CORP
GENERAL ELECTRIC CO
GENERAL MOTORS CORP
GENERAL TELEPHONE + ELECTN CORP
GENERAL TIRE 4 RUBBER CO
GOODYEAR TIRE + RUBBER CO
GRUMMAN AIRCRAFT ENGINEERING CORP
GULF OIL CORP
HARRIS-INTERTYPE CORP
HARVEY ALUMINUM INC
HAZELTINE CORPORATION
HERCULES INC
HONEYWELL INC
HUGHES AIRCRAFT CO
HUGHES TOOL CO
INTL BUSINESS MACHINES CORP
INTERNATIONAL TELEPHONE 4 TEL CORP
KAISER INDUSTRIES CORP
KIDDE WALTER + CO INC
LEAR SIEGLER INC

98.

71.21.
I.

50.
25.

67.
4.

41.
77.
85.
69.
33.
8.

36.
20.
54.
39.
23.
28.
II.
75.
55.
82.
71.

958
1 00.

12.
42.
24.
74.
96.
38.
79.
22.
30.
52.
48.
16.
51.
93.
37.

5.
56.
87.
15.
89.
65.
51.

LETOURNEAU R G INC
LING TEMCO VOUGHT INC
LITTON INDUSTRIES, INC
LOCKHEED AIRCRAFT CORP
MAGNAVOX CO
MARTIN MARIETTA CORP
MASSACHUSETTS INSTITUTECHNOLOGY (N)
MCDONNELL DOUGLAS CORP
MOBIL OIL CORP
MOTOROLA INC
NATIONAL GYPSUM CD
NATIONAL PRESTO INDUSTRIES INC
NORRIS INDUSTRIES
NORTH AMERI^AN ROCKWELL CORP
NORTHROP CORP
OLIN MATHIESON CHEMICAL CORP
PACIFIC ARCHITECTS * ENGINEERS INC
PAN AMERICAN WORLD AIRWAYS INC
R C A CORP
RAYMOND MORRISON KNUDSEN (JV)*
RAYTHEOD CO
REYNOLDS tRJ) INDUSTRIES. INC
SANDERS ASSOCIATES INC
SEATRAIN LINES INC
SIGNAL COMPANIES INC (THE)
SINGER CO
SMITH INVESTMENT CO
SOUTHERN AIRWAYS INC
SPERRY RAND CORP
STANDARD OIL CO OF CALIF
STANDARD OIL CO INEW JERSEY)
STATES MARINE LINES INC
SVERDRUP + PARCEL + ASSOCS INC
T R W INC
TALLEY INDUSTRIES, INC
TELEDYNE INC
TENNECO INC
TEXACO INC
TEXAS INSTRUMENTS INC
TEXTRON INC
THIOKOL CHEMICAL CORP
TUMPANE CO INC
UNIROYAL INC
UNITED AIRCRAFT CORP
UNITED STATES STEEL CORP
WESTERN UNION TELEGRAPH CO
WESTINSIOUSE ELECTRIC CORP
WHITE MOTOR CORP
WHITTAKER CORP
WORLD AIRWAYS INC

* Raymond International, Inc; Morrison-Knudsen Co., Inc; Brown & Root, Inc;
& J. A . Jones Construction Co.

(N) Non-Profit
(J'V) Joint Venture
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100 COPPANIES AND THEIR SJPSIDIHAIES LISTED ACC3RDING T8
NET VALUE OF MILITARY PRIME CONTRACT AWARDS

FISCAL YEAR 1969
11 JtILY 1968 - 30 JUNE 19691

IHOJSANDS PERCENT CUMULATIVE
SANK COMPANIES F OF U.S. PERCENT OF

DOL ARS TOTAL U.S. TOTAL
_- _ --_ - -_ - -_ --_ - -_ - -_ -_ _ -_ _ -_ _ -_ _ -_ _ -_ _ -_ - -_ - -_ - -_ --_ - -_ --_-_ _ -_ _ - -------_ _ _ _- -_- -_- -_- -_- -_- -_- _ _- _ _- _ _- _ _- _ _- _ _- _ --_ - -_ - -_ - -_ --_ -

I.

2.

3.

4.

5.

6.

7.

U. S. T 0 T A L a/ 136.888,601
......... = ,

TOTAL, 100 COMPANIES . THElT SUBSIDIARIES.b/ 25,175, 240

LOCKHEEJ AIRCRAFT CORP 2,004,423
LOCKHEED SHIPBUILDING CONSTRUCTICN 35, 752
VENTURA MFG CO 61

TOTAL 2,040,236

GENERAL ELECTRIC CO 1,619,095
GENERAL ELECTRIC SUPPLY O 1,680

TOTAL 1,620,775

GENERAL DYNAMICS CORP 1,228,903
DYNATRONICS INC 448
STROMBERG CARLSON CORP 10,680
STROMBERG DATAGRAPHICS, TNC 2,879
UNITED ELECTRIC COAL CO 145

TOTAL 1,243,055

M:DONNELL DOUGLAS CORP 1,031,752
ADVANCED COMMUNICATIONS, INC 524
CONDUCTRON CORP 32,021
HYCON MFS CO 4,862
TRIDEA ELECTRONICS INC 584

TOTAL 1,069,743
UNITED AIRCRAFT CORP 997,380

AMERICAN TELEPHONE + TELEGRAPH CO 152,349
CHESAPEAKE + POTOMAC TELrPHONE CII 13,939
ILLINOIS BELL TEL CO 217
MOUNTAIN STATES TEL + TEL CO 1,688
NEW ENGLANO TEL + TEL CO 564
NEW JERSEY BELL TELEPHONF CO 578
NEW YORK TELEPHONE CO 52
NORTIWESTERN BELL TELEPHONE CO 236
OHIO BELL TELEPHONE CO 270
PACIFIC NORTHWEST BELL TPLEPHONE 145
PACIFIC TELEPHONE + TELESRAPH CO 172
SOUT-IERN BELL TELEPHONE * TELEGRPH 2,325
SOUTNWESTERN BELL TELEPHnNE 1,729
TELETYPE CORP 16,926
WESTERN ELECTRIC CO INC 723,389

TOTAL 914,579

LING TEMCO VOUGHT INC 26,554
ALTEC SERVICE CO 32
BRANIFF AIRWAYS INC 43,327

68.25 68.25

100.00 100.00

5.53

4.39

5.53

9.92

3.37 13.29

2.90 16.19
2.70 18.89

2.48 21.37
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THOJSANDS PERCENT CUMULATIVE
RANK COMPANI ES 3F OF U.S. PERCENT OF

DOLLARS T3TAL U.S. T)TAL

7. LIN; TEMCU VOUGHT INC
COMPUTER TECHNOLOGY, INC 54
:ONTINFNTAL ELECTRONICS 'FG CO 3,895
JEFFERSON h1RE * CABLE CARP 138
JONES * LAUGHLIN STEEL CnRP 2.803
KENTAON HAWAII LTD 15,448
L T V ELECTROSYSTEMS 182, 160
L T V AEROSPACE CORP 617,706
L T V LING ALTEC INC 770
OKONITE CD THE 997
SERVICE TECHNOLOGY CORP tO.645
STACO. INC Ii
TAMAR ELECTRONICS INDUSTRIES, INC 125
WILSON * CO INC 9,154
WILSON SPORTING GOODS Co 295

TOTAL 914,114 2.48 23.85

8. NORTH AMERICAN ROCKWELL CORP 673,840
MORSE CONTROLS, INC 201
REMMFRT-WERNER, INC 134

TOTAL 674.175 1.83 25.6E

9. BOEING CO

10. GENERAL MOTORS CORP
FRIGIDAIRE SALES CORP

TOTAL

11. RAYTHEON CO
EDEX CORP
HEATH 0 C * Co
MACHLETT LABORATORIES INr
MICRO STATE ELECTRONICS CORP
RAYTREON EDUCATION CO
SEISMOGRAPH SERVICE CORP

TOTAL

12. SPERRY RANO CORP

13. AVCO CORP

14. HUGHES AIRCRAFT CO
MEVA CORP

TOTAL

15. WESTINGHOUSE ELECTRIC CORP
ELECTRO INSULATION, INC
K-W BATTERY CO
SANFORD MARINE SERVICES, INC
THERMO KING CORP
THERMO KING SALES + SERVICE
URBAN SYSTEMS OEV CORP
WESTINGHOUSE ELECTRIC INTL. SA
WESTINGHOUSE ELECTRIC SUPPLY CO

653, 638

584, 407
32

584, 439

542,817
15
25

3, 470
102

73
270

546, 7 72

467, 86 1

456, 054

438, 756
260

____ --- _ _

439, 016

424. 175
15

197
67

294
12

2,911
278
886

1.77 27.45

1.58 29.03

1.48 30.51

1.27 31.78

1.24 33.02

. 19 34.21
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THOJSANOS PERCENT CUMULATIVE
2ANK COMPANIES DF fF U.S. PERCENT OF

DOLLARS TOTAL U.S. TOTAL

15. WESTING-lOUSE ELECTRIC CORP
WESTINGHOUSE LEARNING COIP 723

TOTAL 429,558 1.16 35.37

16. TEXTRON INC
ACCESSORY PRODUCTS CO
AETNA BEARING CO, INC
BELL AEROSPACE CORP
CAMCAR SCREW * MFP CO
FAFNIR BEARING CO
TEXTRON ELECTRONICS INC
TOWNSEND CO
wALKER-PARKERSBUR.
WATERBURY FARREL

TOTAL

17. GRUMMAN AIRCRAFT ENGINEERINr CORP

I8. HONEYWELL INC

19. FORD MOTOR CO
PHILCO FORD CORP

TOTAL

20. OLIN MATHIESON CHEMICAL CORP

21. LITTON INDUSTRIES, INC
AERD SERVICE CORP
ALLIS ILOUISI CO
AMERICAN BOOK CO
BIONETICS RESEARCH LABORATORIES
CLIFTON PRECISION PRODUCTS CO
INGALLS SHIPBUILDING CORO
KIMBALL SYSTEMS, INC
LITTON PRECISION PRODS INC
LITTON SYSTEMS INC
MONROE INTERNATIONAL INC
NEW 3RITAIN MACHINE CO
STREATER INDUSTRIES. INC

TOTAL

22. TELEDYNE INC
ADCON INC
AMELCO. INC
BROWN ENGINEERING CO, INC
COLUMBIA STEEL * SHAFTIN- CO
_OLUMBIA-SUMMERILL CORP
CONTINENTAL AVIATION * EIGR CORP
CONTINENTAL DEVICE CORP
CONTINENTAL MOTORS CORP
ELECTRO DEVELOPMENT CO
GEOTECHNICAL CORP
GETZ WILLIAM CORP
GILL ELECTRIC MFG CORP
GURLEY IW*LE)

13. 776
29
34

412, 700
140
542
606
435
17

428, 290

417,052

435, 575

67, 202
329, 131

396, 333

354, 359

14. 586
200
220

24
213
I1

1, 052
27

S. 524
291, 890

127
208
20

317, 102

62.559
277

3, 816
3, 256

39
27

38, 116
56

64,897
33
93

105
755
308

1.16 36.53

1. 3 3 7.66

1. 10 38.76

1.07 39.83

0.96 40.79

0.86 41.65
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THOJSA'iUS PIAC ENT CUMULATIVE
1NAK COMPANIES 3F - OF U.S. PERCENT (IT

DOLLARS TJTAL U.S. TUIAL

22. TFLEDYNC INC
H+H ENGINEERING CO 20
HYDRA POWER CORP 289
ISOTOPES INC 1. 103
KINETICS CORP 122
KING METAL PRODUCTS, LTD 24
MCKAY CO 63
MICRUNE TICS INC 70
MILLIKEN D 8 CO INC 217
MONARCH RUBBER CO 74
ORDNANCE SPECIALTIES INC 135
PACKARD RELL ELECTRONICS CORP 5,906
PINES ENGINEERING Cn. INC 14
REPUBLIC MFG CO 119
RYAN AERONAUTICAL CORP 121,233
TECHDATA, LTD 37
THERMATICS INC 13
WAH CHANG CORP 55
WISCONSIN MOTOR CORP 4,698

TOTAL 308.55 0.84 42.49

23. R C A CORP
NATIONAL BROADCASTING CO, INC
RCA 3EFENSE ELECTRONICS CORP
RCA INSTITUTES INC

TOTAL

24. STANDAR3 UIL CO (NEW JERSEY)
AMERICAN CRYOGENICS INC
ENJAY CHEMICAL CO
ESSO A G
ESSO INTERNATIONAL CORP
ESSO PETROL CO LTD
ESSO RFSFARCH + ENGINEERING CO
ESSO STANDARD EASTERN INC
ESSO STANDARD ITALIANA
ESSO STANDARD OIL CO S A
ESSO STANDARD THAILAND LTD
HUMBLE OIL + REFINING CO

TOTAL

25. MARTIN MARIETTA CORP

26. GENERAL TI RE * RUBBER CO
AEROJET DELFT CORP
AEROJET GENERAL CORP
BATESVI LLE MFG CO
FRONTIER AIRLINES INC
GENERAL TIRE INTERNATIONAL CO

TOTAL

27. INTL BUSINESS MACHINES CORP
SCIENCE RESEARCH ASSOCIATES INC
SERVICE BUREAU CORP

TOTAL

298, 868
13
91
20

298,992

85
216

1 302
151, 098

66
885
224

2, 463
5,001

78
129, 635

291, 053

264, 279

8, 307
272

212, 924
41, 1 54

45
T99

263, 501

256. 304
177
142

256, 623

0.81 43.30

0.79 44A. 09

0.72 44.81

0.71 45.52

0.70 46.22
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THOJSANDS PERCENT CUMULATIVE
RANK COMPANIES OF OF U.S. PERCENT OF

DOLLARS TGTAL U.S. TDTAL

28. RAYMOND MORRISON KNUDSEN (JV) 254.000 0.69 46.91

29. INTERNATIONAL TELEPHONE + T7L CORP 120.206
BARXON INSTRUMENT CORP 27
808BS-MERRILL CO. INC it
ITT CONTINENTAL BAKING CO 1,746
E T C. INC 79
FEDERAL ELECTRIC CORP 66,088
ITT ELECTRO PHYSICS LABORATORIES 3,044
ITT GILFILLAN INC 38,643
ITT HAMMEL OAHL 11
ITT TECHNICAL SERVICES INIC 8,392
JENNINGS RADIO MFP CORP 20

TOTAL 238,267 0.65 47.56

30. TENNECO INC
DAVIS MFG, IN:
GAS EQUIPMENT ENGRS, INC
NEWPORT NEWS SHIPBLD + DOY DOCK CO
TENNECO CHEMICALS, INC

TOTAL

31. DUPONT E I DE NFMOURS4+ CO
REMINGTON ARMS CO

TOTAL

32. F M C CORP
GUNDERSON BROS ENGINEERINIG CORP
KILBY STEEL CO INC

TOTAL

33. NORRIS INDUSTRIES

34. BENDIX :ORP
BENDIX FIELD ENGINEERING CORP
BENDIX WESTINGHOUSE AUTOD-TIVE
FRAM CORP
MAKINF A3VISERS, INC
P + U MF; CO INC
SCOTT TESTERS, INC

TOTAL

35. HER:ULES INC
HAVEG INDUSTRIES INC

TOTAL

36. NORTHROP CORP
HALLICRAFTERS CO
NORT1ROP CAROLINA INC
PAGE COMMUNICATIONS ENGINEERS INC
WARNECKE ELECTRON TUBES, INC

TOTAL

203
15

2 36, 024
467

236,.679

41, 582
170, 383

211,965

189, 639
3, 807
2, 119

195, 625

187, 553

177, 806
5. 92 3

129
433

31
78
37

184, 437

1 79, 364
258

179, 622

106, 992
32, 468

4, 874
34, 311

262

178, 907

0..64 48.2 0

0.57 48.77

0. 53 49.30

0.51 49.81

0.50 50.31

0. 49 50.80

0.48 51.28
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rHOJSAIOS PERCENT. CUMULATIVE
RA4K COMPANIES 3F OF U.S. PERCENT OF

DOL ARS TDTAL U.S. TOTAL
37._ UNIROYAL-INC 174,-----------------------061------------

37. UNIROYAL INC
UNIRJYAL INTERNATIONAL CnRP

TOTAL

38. T R W 1HC
:RES:ENT INSUL WIRE + CAPLE COINC
GLOBE INDUSTRIES INC
GREGORY INDUSTRIES, INC
INTERWATI ONAL CONTROLS CORP
RAMSEY CORP
T R W SEMICONDUCTORS, IN:
UNI TED-CARR, INC

TOTAL

39. PAN AMERICAN WORLD AIRWAYS INC

40. ASIATI: PETROLEUM :ORP

41. MOBIL OIL CORP
MOBIL CHEMICAL CO
MOBIL OIL NEW ZEALAND, LTO

TOTAL
42. STANDARD OIL CO OF CALIF

CALTEX ASIA LTD C/
CALTFX AUSTRALIA C/
CALTEX OIL PROUUCTS CO C/
CALTEX OIL THAILAND LTO C/
:ALTEX OVERSEAS LTD C/ -
CALTFX PHILIPPINES INC c/
CHEVRON ASPHALT CO
CHEVRON CHEMICAL CO
:HEVRON OIL CO
CHEVRON OIL TRADING CO
CHEVRON SHIPPIN; CO
STAN3ARD OIL CO KENTUCKY

TOTAL

43. FAIRCHILD HILLER CORP
aURNS AERO SEAT CO INC

TOTAL

44. COLLINS RADIO CO

45. KAISER INOUSTRIES CORP
HYOROMAR CORP
KAISER AEROSPACE * ELECtRONICS CO
KAISER JFEP CORP
KAISER STEEL CORP
NATIONAL STEEL + SHIPBUILDING CO

TOTAL

1 74, 061
27

1740.088

169, 487
73

3 16
1 2

380
33
29
49

170, 379

167, 437

155, 583

151, 479
12
24

151,515
73, 406

2,8t66
1 3

61, 280
2, 058

311
70
33

552
3.323

273
192

4, 396

148, 773

148, 549
37

148, 586

145, 751

495
173

2, 936
118,517
11,095

9, 182

142, 398

0.47 51.75

0.46 52.21

0.45 52.66

0.42 53.08

0.41 53.49

0.40 53.89

0.40 54.29

0.40 54.69

0.39 55.08
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THOJSANDS PERCENT CUMULATIVE
3AN COMPANIES OF DF U.S. PERCENT OF

OO._ARS TOTAL U.S. TOTAL

46. GENERAL TELEPHONE * ELECTN ORP 25
AUTOMATIC ELECTRIC CO 9,029
AUTOMATIC ELECTRIC SALES CORP 200
FLEETWUOD CORP IS
.ENERAL TELEPHONE + ELECrRONIC LAB 268
7ENERAL TELEPHONE CO SOUrHEAST 52
GFNEAAL TELEP8ONE DIRECTnRY CO S8
HAWAIIAN TELEPHONE CO 8,026
LENKURT ELECTRIC C0 INC 9,556
SYLVANIA ELECTRIC PROUUCTS INC 113,247

TOIAL 140,476 0.38 55.46

41. DAY + ZIMMERMAN INC 137,793 0.37 55.83

48. TEXAS INSTRUMENTS INC 132,483 0.36 56.19

49. FEDERAL CARTRIDGE CORP 131,901 0.36 56.55

50. MAGNAVOX :0 126,245
GENERAL ATRONICS CORP 4,003
SELMER I-I*AI, INC 12
SENTI NEL. INC 22

TOTAL 130,282 0.35 56.90

51. THIOKOL CHEMICAL CORP 127,901
DELTA CORP 65
UNIPLEX, INC 104

TOTAL 128,070 0.35 57.25

52. TE XACO INC 22,966
CALTEX ASIA LTD C/ 2,866
:ALTEX AUSTRALIA C/ 12
:ALTEX OIL PRODUCTS CO C/ 61,279
CALTEX OIL THAILAND LTD C/ 2,057
CALTEX OVERSEAS LTD C/ 310
:ALTEX P8ILIPPINES INC C/ 70
JEFFERSON CHEMICAL CO INC 695
FEXACO EXPORT INC 30,305

TEXACO PUERTO RICO INC 2,855
TEXACO TRINIDAD INC 17
WHITE FUEL CO INC 541

TOTAL 123,973 0.34 57.59

53. CHRYSLER CORP 117,688
CHRYSLER OUTBOARD CORP 4.128

TOTAL 121,816 0.33 57.92

54. PACIFIC ARCHITECTS + ENGINErRS INC 120,959 0.33 58.25

55. SANDERS ASSOCIATES INC 117,707
MITHRAS INC 775

TOTAL 118,482 0.32 58.57
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THCJSANOS PERCENT CUMULATIVE
RANK COMPANIES OF OF U.S. PERCENT OF

DOLLARS TOTAL U.S. TOTAL

56. UNITED STATES STEEL CORP 109,720
REACTIVE METALS INC 291
U S STEEL INTERNATIONAL, INC 7,787

TOTAL ll7,798 0.32 58.89

57. SOODYEAR TIRE * RUBBER CO 57,T87
GOODYEAR AEROSPACE CORP 56,484
MOTOR WHEEL CORP 2,098

TOTAL 116,460 0.32 59.21

58. SINGER CO 1, 301
CONTROLS CO OF AMERICA 439
EMC INSTRUMENTATION, INC 73
FRIDEN, INC 1,906
GENERAL PRECISION EQUIPM'NT CORP 40
SRAFLEX INC 1,060
HRB-SINGER, INC 7,749
NATIONAL THEATRE SUPPLY CO 29
SINGER GENERAL PRECISION INC 91.822
SINGER SEWING MACI1NE CO 112
STRONG ELECTRIC CORP 644
TELE-SIGNAL CORP 9,099
VAPOR CORP 1,968

TOTAL 116,242 0.32 59.53

59. CHAMBERLAIN MFG CORP 115.925 0.31 59.84

60. LEAR SIEGLER INC 83,650
AMERICAN AVITRON 443
ASTEK INSTRUMENT CORP it
L S I SERVICE CORP 31.247
LIGHTING PRODUCTS, INC 33
NATIONAL BROACH * MACHINF CO it
TRANSPORT DYNAMICS INC 358

TOTAL 115,753 0.31 60.15

61. AMERICAN MACHINE * FOUNDRY CO 115,025
ARF BEAIRD, INC 27
AMF TUBOSCOPE, INC 82
CUNO ENGINEERING CORP 91
HARLEY-UAVIDSON MOTOR CO 41

TOTAL 115,266 0.31 60.46

62. COLT INDUSTRIES, INC 7,866
'HAN3LER EVANS, INC 9,273
:OLTS INC 84,792
CRUCIBLE STEEL CORP 158
ELOX CORP 89
FAIRBANKS MORSE, INC 5.596
HOLLEY CARBURETOR CO 4,244
PRATT * WHITNEY INC 2,407

TOTAL 114,425 0.31 60.77

63. EASTMAN KODAK CO 10B.998
EASTMAN CHEMICAL PRODUCTS CORP 48
EASTMAN KODAK STORES INC 764
KODAK EXPORT, LTD 3B

TOTAL 109,848 0.30 61.07
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THOJSA'4DS PE;CENT CUMULATI VE
KANK COMPANIES DF OF U.S. PFRCENT OF

DOLLARS TDTAL U.S. TOTAL
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64. _ITY INVESTING CO
AMERICAN ELECTRI C CO
HAYES HOLDING CO
MOE (A E) * CO, INC
RHEEM MFG CO
WELLS MAtINE, INC
WI LSON SIl PYARD, INC

TOTAL

65. WHITTAKER CORP
AIRCRAFT IYDRO-FORMING, INC
AMERICAN FINISHING CO
BERWICK FORGE + FABRICATING CORP
:OLUMBUS MILPAR + MFG CO
GE TROIT BOLT + NUT CO
GENERAL AEROSPACE MATERIALS CORP
HOL-GAR MFG CORP
JENKS METALS CO
MAY ALUMINUM, INC
NAUTEC CORP
PRECISION FORGE CO
SPACE SCIENCES, INC
STRAI:-ITLINE MFS CO

TOTAL

66. AMERICAN MFG CO OF TEXAS

67. MASSACHUSETTS INSTITUTECHNOLOGY

68. GULF OIL CORP
GULF GENERAL ATOMIC, INC
GULF OIL TRADING CO
INDUSTRIAL ASPHALT INC
PITTSBUR; MIDWAY COAL MINLING CO

TOTAL

69. NATIONAL PRESEO INDUSTRIES INC

70. KIDDE WALTER + CO INC
AMERICAN DESK MFG CO
ASSOCIATED TESTING LABS INC
AUD10 EQUIPMENT CO INC
CARPENTER MFG CO
CHATOS GLASS CO
COLUMBIAN BRONZE CORP
CRAIG SYSTEMS CORP
CRANE HOIST ENGR CORP
OURA CORP
FENWAL INC
GROVE MFP CO
HARRINGTON 4 RICHARDSON INC
UNITED STATES LINES CO

TOTAL

43, 818
5D, 43 1

1 5
247

14, 613
75

109, 199

60, 195
34S
159
174

27, 224
35

412
3, 438

880
402

66
980
266

13, 112

107, 688

136, 745

100, 519

86, 443
5, 883
2, 988

298
330

95,942

94, 908

10, 632
72
51

565
56
55

246
2, 111

I15
116
840
845

25. 767
50, 380

91, 92 1

0. 30 61.37

0. 29 61.66

0.29 61.95

0. 27 62.22

0.26 62.48

0.26 62.74

0.25 62.99
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71. SIGNAL COMPANIES INC (THE) 29
ALLISON STEEL MFG CO 85
DUNHAM BUSH INC 501
GARRE Tr CORP 72,698
MA:K TRUCKS INC 11,404
SIGNAL OIL * GAS CO 5,606
SOUTdLAN3) OIL CORP 942

TOTAL 91,265 0.25 63.24

72. _URTISS wRIGHT CORP 90,680
OORR-OLIVER CORP 28
MARQuETTF METAL PROOUCTS CO 213
METAL IMPROVEMENT CO 90
ZARKIN MACHINE CO 160

TOTAL 91,171 0.25 63.49

73. HARVEY ALUMINUM IN: 21,606
HARVE Y ALUMINUM SALES 68,852

TOTAL 90, 458 0.25 63.74

74. STATES MARINE LINES INC 87,059 0.24 63.98

75. REYNOLDS (RJ) INOUSTRIES, I-tC 18,474
EQUIPMENT INC 3,346
GULF PUERTO RICO LINES, INC 384
REYNOLDS IRJ) FOODS, INC 456
SEA-LAND SERVICE. INC 62,269

TOTAL 84.929 0.23 64.21

T6. AEROSPA:E CORP 76,249 0.21 64.42

77. MOTOROLA INC 73,061
MOTOROLA OVERSEAS CORP 103

TOTAL 73,164 0.20 64.62

78. AUTOMATION INDUSTRIES, INC 1,617
CONSOLIUATED AMERICAN SERVICES INC 550
FACILITIES MGMT CORP 4,986
SPARTAN AVIATION, INC 3.157
VITRO CORP OF AMERICA 62,802

TOTAL 73,112 0.20 64.82

79. TALLEY INDUSTRIES, INC 21,273
ORAI NCON CORP 32
SENERAL TIME CORP 50,665
LAKEVILLF PRECISION MOLOING, INC 38
WATERBURY BUTTON CO 77
WATERBURY COMPANIES. INC 385

TOTAL 72,470 0.20 65.02

80. HARRIS-INTERTYPE CORP 1,159
GATES RAJIO CO 371
PRO ELECTRONICS, INC 39,393
R F :OMMUNICATIONS, INC 3,516
RADIATION, INC 27,167
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80. HARRIS-INTERTYPE CORP

TOTAL- 71,606 0.19 65.21

81. FIRESTONE tIRE + RUBBER CO 66.640
HAMILL MFS CO 16

TOTAL 66,656 0.18 65.39

82. SEATRAIN LINES INC 41,906
COMMODITY CHARTERIN; CORP 3,169
HUOSON WATERWAYS CORP 15,822
TRANSEASTERN SHIPPING CORP 3,675

TOTAL 64,572 0.18 65.57

83. ALUMINUM COMPANY OF AMERICA 64,331
REA MASNET WIRE CO, INC 109
WEAR EVER ALUMINUM INC 18

TOTAL 64, 458 0.17 65.74

84. HUGHES TOOL CO 63,693 0.17 65.91

85. NATIONAL GYPSUM :0 63,214 0.17 66.08

86. HAZELTINE CORPORATION 60,472
WHEELeR LABORATORIES, INC 81

TOEAL 60,553 0.16 66.24

87. WESTERN UNION TELESRAPH CO 57,686 0.16 66.40

88. CONTROL OATA CORP 50,757
ASSO:IATED AERO SCIENCE lABS INC 1,352
: E I R INC 541
ELECTRONIC ACCOUNTING CARD CORP 894
PACIFIC TECHNICAL ANALYSTS, INC 3,293
T R S INC 76

TOIAL 56,913 0.15 66.55

89. WHITE MOTOR CORP 25,056
HERCULES ENSINES INC 30,751
MINNEAPOLIS MOLINE INC 465
OLIVER CORP 12

TOTAL 56,284 0.15 66.70

90. CONTINENTAL AIR LINES INC 55,242 0.15 66.85

91. WORLD AIRWAYS I NC 54,930 0.15 67.00
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92. ATLANTI; RICHFIELD CO 31,347
SIN:LAIR KOPPERS CO 13
SINCLAIR OIL :ORP 8,387
SINCLAIR REFINING CO 14,590

TOTAL 54,311 0.15 67.15

93. TUMPANE CO INC 53.963 0.15 67.30

94. CESSNA AIACRAFT CO 52,685
AIRCRAFT RADIO '.RP 732

TOTAL 53,417 0.14 67.44

95. SMITH INVESTMENT CO
SMI T- A 0 CORP 51,567
SMI Te A 0 OF TEXAS 134

TOTAL 51.701 0.14 67.58

96. SVERDRUP * PARCEL * ASSOCS INC 430
ARO INC 49,817

TOTAL 50,247 0.14 67.72

97. OVNALECTRON CORP 50.049 0.14 67.86

98. LETOURNEAU R; INC 49,903 0.14 68.00

99. FLYING T1;ER LINE INC 48,261 0.13 68.13

100. SOUTHERN AIRWAYS INC 48,260 0.13 68.26 Cy
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FOOTNOTES:

a/ Net value of new procurement actions minus cancellations, termina-
tions and other credit transactions. The data include debit and
credit procurement actions of $10,000 or more, under military
supply, service and construction contracts for work in the U. S.
plus awards to listed companies and other U. S. companies for work
overseas.

Procurement actions include definitive contracts, the obligated
portions of letter contracts, purchase orders, job orders, task
orders, delivery orders, and any other orders against existing
contracts. The data do not include that part of indefinite
quantity contracts that have not been translated into specific
orders on business firms, nor do they include purchase commit-
ments or pending cancellations that have not yet become mutually
binding agreements between the government and the company.

b/ The assignment of subsidiaries to parent companies is based on
stock ownership of 50% or more by the parent company, as indicated
by data published in standard industrial reference sources. The
company totals do not include contracts made by other U. S. Govern-
ment agencies and financed with Department of Defense funds, or
contracts awarded in foreign nations through their respective
governments. The company names and corporate structures are those
in effect as of 30 June 1969 and for purposes of this report
company names have been retained unless specific knowledge was
available that a company had been merged into the parent or
absorbed as a division with loss of company identity. Only those
subsidiaries are shown for which procurement actions have been
reported.

c/ Stock ownership is equally divided between Standard Oil Co. of
California and Texaco, Inc.; half of the total of military awardir-
is shown under each of the parent companies.

d/ Does not agree with percentage shown on page 7 due to rounding.

Issued Annually by the
Office of the Secretary of Defense

Directorate for Information Services
27 October 1969
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